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TIME MARCHES ON!
Once More

gentleman with the scythe has
go. He marches on relentlessly, letting the scythe fall where it may. But the point
is, he marches on! And the business that stays in step with him,
marches on, too!
For the big and little fellows who make up our system of free
enterprise, business as usual is out! It should be! First to feel the
sharp edge of Father Time's scythe is the business that waits for
normalcy, the one that carries with it the moss of last year's enterthat venerable

passed into limbo.

Wars come, wars

prise.

As conditions change,
the times, see

new

as conditions do, advertisers in step

uses for promotional programs, even

with

though

many

of them no longer have anything to sell to the public, all of
them are curtailed. Advertising maintains contact with customers
and prospects, it lays the groundwork for postwar advertising, and
it helps the war effort through dissemination of useful information
and data.
Since advertising is in itself a glowing symbol of economic
freedom, these many and diverse messages given to the public help
strengthen the desire for liberty and freedom. Certainly, unless we
resign ourselves to a state of economic chaos, permanent in nature,
that symbol must be kept alive by the advertiser who projects his
courage beyond present day conditions and sells the public on postwar prosperity.
Radio is a ready tool, particularly adapted to this type of advertising. It has the intimacy of personal contact, and the mass appeal of all other mediums combined, plus mass acceptability. Too,
radio promises to be less seriously affected by the war than other
media. It is the No. 1 source of entertainment, and as people turn
more and more to radio for both its escape value and for its informational content, radio will increase in importance as the low cost
selling media.
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was established in
OURha,business
Nebr., in the year 1856. It

Oma-

the
oldest and largest real estate organization in the state of Nebraska, and covers
apcity real estate, brokerage sales,
is

property management,
city
mortgage loans, farm management, farm
sales, and insurance. We employ an average of over 50 persons in our organization, and our total real estate sales in
1941 were in expraisals,

cess

of

our radio account, and Robert Savage,
a vice-president, points out a few things
aboiu our approach to copy.
"Very seldom will you find a piece of
Byron Reed copy in which a claim is
made that is not immediately backed up
with factual proof. If we say Byron
Reed gets action, we back up that statement with an actual example taken from
their files. We emphasize the fact that

Byron Reed has
a large sales

12,500,-

and quite
frequently we
force,

000.

About
six years

five

or

tell how many
salesmen are
wor ki ng for
Byron Reed,
and how many

ago we

started our

first

radio advertising over
using 60- and
100-word spot

WOW,

trunk line

announcements

phones
to

The time was

business.

-

Street

ly

its

"We constantrepeat the

word

action unhas become
closely associtil it

-

program,

both of which
were extremely
popular

tele-

takes

handle

two days a week.

sandwiched in
between a noon
Newcast, and a
Man on the-

it

ated with the

name Byron
Reed, but we
back up that
statement with

locally.

To

a large extent these spots

also

were used to acquaint the public with
the fact that we had an active sales organization and needed listings. Various
types of copy were used, but we found
that the most effective, from a standpoint of producing listings, was a snappy
recital of a case history of a listing

we

had taken a few days before the daily
announcement. Usually, of course, these
case histories pointed up how a sale was
effected within a few days after listing.

From the beginning, the Allen ^
Reynolds Co. of Omaha, has handled

1 o piu

a catch word of that kind
you can't simply claim to get action, you have to prove it. And here is
one way to prove it: one Sunday we
bought a one-minute announcement on
just following a popular dance
orchestra, and preceding the Chicago
Round Table. We used it to describe a
house for sale, one that was open for
inspection during the afternoon. The
announcement went on the air at 1:29
P.M., and by 5:00 that afternoon, the
house was sold. The people who bought
facts.

across,

WOW

Buyers and Sellers Spot Beal Estate Bargains by Badio Writes

Linn

P.

Campbell, President of the Byron Beed

Co., Inc.,

Dmaha
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it heard the radio announcement, and
immediately went out to go through the
house. It was a §4,500 sale!"
Mr. Savage is right in what he says
about action. By pounding that one
word in nearly every radio announcement for listings, we convince our radio

announcements over WJAG, Norfolk,
devoted to farm listings.

Byron Reed Co., Inc.,
a high-powered selling organization.

At the present time we have two spot
announcements per week over WOW,
two on the Sunday afternoon program
on KOAVH, and two per week on KBON,

Here

Omaha.

public that the
is

time on KFAB, Lincoln, also devoted to
farm programs, and at approximately
the same time, carried a program of spot

a bird's-eye view of our radio

is

Practically all of this

time

is

ad ver t s ing:
from time to
time we have
i

taken other spot

announcements
on
morning programs in
mid-week, Sun-

WOW

day afternoon
and evening, but
we have consistently carried

• On

its

toes

BYRON
REED Sales
is

the

Department.

through our

Sales in 1941

time on the orig-

were in excess

inal

noon

of ^2,500,000.

Due

to the pop-

spot.

ularity of the

preceding and
following programs,

it

is

the

most effective
time we could
use.

About

a year

our initial venture in radio, we
prepared a series of transcriptions, all
devoted to insurance. Three years ago

city property.

we started sponsoring a Sunday afternoon Sportscast program over KOWH,

received excellent results
from our radio advertising in our drive

after

with three spot announcements during a
15- to 20-minute period, and continued
with this program until this spring,

when we changed

to spot announcements
which immediately precede and follow
network programs with large audiences.

About a year ago we took some early
morning time on KMA, Shenandoah,
devoted entirely to advertising farms
and advertising for listings. This
program established our name pretty
well in western Iowa, and southern Nebraska, and we feel that the money was
well invested. Following the campaign
over
we took three or four months'
la.,

for sale

KMA
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used in an effort to obtain listings of

There

is

no question

in

our minds but

we have

that

Somefrom 10 to 12 calls
asking us to come out and inspect a
property, immediately after our spot announcement is on the air. In addition to
this, we have, we believe, done a great
job in establishing our name as a household word in the real estate world in
to

secure

times

we

listings

of properties.

will receive

this

part

of

fact

that

we

the

country.

Despite the

are the oldest real estate

house in the Mid- West, we know, of
course, that there are thousands of people, both in Omaha and in the surrounding territory, who have never heard of

the

name Bvron Reed

until they hear

it

on the radio.
Nowadays, when one of our Farm
Service men, who travel in four states,
calls on a farmer, he finds that in most
cases the

name Byron Reed

to the farmer, for

is

he has heard

familiar
on the

it

air.

While many real estate firms have
used radio for various purposes, we are
certainly one of the most consistent users
of radio time. And consistency is what
produces the effect the advertiser wants
to achieve.

some
types of merchandising, we have found
that spot announcements are the best for
AVhile elaborate programs

our

field.

In using them,

it

is

sell

important

which immediately follows
and precedes large audience shows to get
maximum return. And above all, the advertiser should decide what he wants to
achieve through his radio time.
to select time

Inhere are several phases of the real
can be benefited by
radio advertising, and the best evidence
of our opinion on the subject is the fact
that we are today spending more money
on radio than we have at any time since
estate business that

we

started our initial campaign.

time around the turn of the cenmost stores in small towns began boasting about the telephone. In
those horse and buggy days, big corporations drove men hard. Thirty miles a
day spent in calling on the trade was
considered good traveling since stores
were scarce. Frequently only eight or ten
calls could be made in one entire day.

SOME

tury,

was then that the subject of this
found the knack of long distance
selling, and those early sales made by
It

article

telephone are responsible for

this story.

Twenty years later he developed the famous Salando properties in Florida, and
again he remembered the old party line
days.

As a

result,

he bought one hour

radio programs and built this business
into a $2,000,000 project.

At the ripe age
of 13, Linn Perry

Campbell

started with the

Byron Reed

Co.,

Inc., Omaha,
Nebr., as an of-

^^^^
rA^^^^H
flA

^^^^H

fice boy.

Not one

to

change horses

in

mid-stream, he

has been with
the company ever since, is now president of the company. Modestly, he

disavows any outstanding ability
other than that of picking outstanding junior executives who do all the
work. A man of few words, he admits to four hobbies, namely, (1)
family, wife and Ixuo daughters; (2)

Then came the Florida crash, and he
went down with the rest of them. Twelve
years later, he came to Hickory, No. Car.
He had exactly $20 and enough medicine to bring $72. Once more radio came
to the rescue.

On

February

10, 1941,

Through Peace-

ful Valley with the Old Judge opened
with a 6:00 A.M. quarter-hour spot on
The next day, there were three
$1 orders in the mail for Mountain
Herb Products, Inc. Daily, long before

WHKY.

daylight, the Old Judge drove 28 miles
to do his fifteen-minute job. When his
tax returns were made ten months later,
he reported the sale of 29,953 bottles of
medicine. Nineteen months after the first
broadcast, sales passed the 50,000 bottle

mark.

The program

consists of plain old fireand poetry, for the

his business; (3) his friends; and (4)
hunting and fishing. Further, affiant

side chats with patter

sayeth not.

Old Judge has always been a writer

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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I
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Sugar
;

Demand, Sales Take Care

ox,

HADIO!

Pill:

of

Themselves Says

President of Mountain Herb Products, Inc.

homespun poems and philosophies. He
locks up his two dollar words before he
goes to the studio, and then he ''sits
right down thai' and we talk it over
.

.

.

right thar by the bend of the river in
Peaceful Valley." He sympathizes with
Martha cookin' supper over a hot stove,
and with Pa after a hard day in the harvest field.

He makes

love to Saray, just

how she'd like her beau to do it.
For forty years as a commercial salesman I have heard the old cry, create the
demand and we'll stock your merchandise. Now^ here's the unusual part of the
story; I personally manufacture, sell and
deliver my products to jobbers and retailers within this relatively limited cov-

as

and 92 per cent of the retail stores
and 100 per cent of the jobbers sell it!
Radio accomplished that miracle in a
period of 18 months. Out of these sales I

erage,

have made 32 refunds of one dollar each,
because I religiously back my guarantee.

Transcriptions

WHKY

for

are

originate

to

two other

stations,

Winston Salem, and WSTP, Salisbury,
No. Car. Other outlets will be added
as fast as conditions permit. The Old
Judge has one ambition: to complete a
network between the Potomac and
Mississippi Rivers, for here live the
peaceful valley folks who understand the
message that he brings them.

While much of the radio advertising
dollar for the drug industry is directed
at nationally advertised products distributed for sale direct to the consumer,
there is also a vast potential source of
radio advertising for the local station.
What network radio has done for nationally advertised products, the local radio
can do for hundreds of non-advertised
individual labels for department stores,
chain drug stores, and even in some
cases, for large individual retail drug
stores.

A

million dollar corporation sent its
president to see the Old Judge recently
because it wanted the Old Judge and his
Blue Mountain Medicine for national
distribution. As negotiations got underway, the executive wanted to modernize

make new

change the
commercials and packages, and have the
the business,

tests,

Old Judge's scripts written, corrected
and approved by experts. The Old Judge
believed that satisfactory tests had already been made; that Catawba County
was an average county with average people who had bought almost a bottle of

Mountain

Herb Products,

per
capita. And there the matter dropped,
but Mountain Herb is enlarging its sales
area.
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Inc.

at

WAIR,

Into two things does James Franklin

Haithcox put

selling

is

As

a

for

game

his

entire soul:

one, the other

is

fishing.

horse-and-buggy salesman at
the turn of the century, he carried
with him a bunch of requisitions
fish

Department

from the United States
of Fisheries. His pur-

pose: to interest people living in the
vicinity of good breeding lakes and
in stocking these waters.

streams

He

salesman in western
to use an automobile commercially.

was the

first

North Carolina

Tale of
With Never
Itself for

a

the

Bad

Year,

by the Republican campaign headquarters on
Broadway in Chicago, 111., scraped Hoover's pic-

opened a furniture store
and bought some radio

company has never been
without a radio program, and there's never been
a bad year in all the depression years that Nelson Bros, has been growing. A man named Abe
Blinder is president of Nelson Bros., and he be-

The early trickle of
into the store was turned back
time. That vote of confidence
for radio paid dividends. The company now has
four stores, and in addition to time on WJJD,
it uses three other radio stations to get its advertising message to the people.
Does Nelson Bros, radio advertising pay?
Well, their outlet store where they peddle their
trade-ins, odd-numbers and loose ends did a
gross last year of 31^0,000. Radio pays so well
that as far as customers over a 200-mile radius
are concerned Nelson Bros, is The Furniture
Store That Advertises By Radio. And not only
does the store merchandise on the air, but it

lieves in radio advertising.

monev that came
into more radio

merchandises radio itself.
There's a radio antenna tower atop the

store's

modern, three-story building. Radio towers are
on the windows, on the letterhead, and in the
trademark. Inside the store, walls are decorated
with gigantic blowups of the radio stars
who have been featured in Nelson Bros.
programs.
"We discovered that
customers coming in
(or the first time are a

SH

SEi

Nelson Broie!

election day in 1932 a brand new company
ONrented
the building that had been occupied

ture off the window,
called Nelson Bros.,
time.
Since that day the

:it

OWM AN SHIP

crowd, such as that in a theatre, where

we hand-pick persons from the crowd
to come down and broadcast. Of course
we never let a person on the air if he
seems particularly anxious to get on."

Iture Sales

Nelson Bros,
conviction

copy

in

around

things, that the

idia is Half Selling Radio
fe

customer needs.

"The stations we use allow us four
price mentions," Mr. Blinder explains.
"So,
we've selected bedroom, living

Chicago, Illinois

Store,

believes with one-track
concentrating the radio
the one thing, or few

room, rugs, and three-room outfits as
those things the customer is most likely
bit nervous; they visualize the store

from

the vantage points of their loudspeakers," Mr. Blinder explains. "But when
they see their radio friends, life-size on
the wall, they're at home immediately.
That helps the salesmen tremendously."

Mr. Blinder handles all the advertising himself, and was dogmatic in his
early determination that hard, confident
use of radio would build a business during years when other businesses were
drawing in their horns, or dying off completely.

At that time Nelson Bros, used all the
small stations in Chicago. The programs
were recordings, and the commercials,
from the very first, sold specific merchandise at a specific price. Later, when
larger stations began spreading the Nelson Bros, message from Gulf to Canada,
Mr. Blinder turned to human interest
programs to appeal to everyone from
boiler-maker to bank president. The
man-on-the-street had always been one
of the store's best pullers, until the Federal

Communications Commission

out-

to care about. Our policy is to mention
the lowest price bracket we have in the
store for each of these numbers."

These low-price items are not lossMr. Blinder insists. "We make a
profit on them. They're values at the
prices, with the mark-up a bit lower than
it
would normally be, but not low
enough to lose money for the store.
leaders,

"The customer is not forcefully traded
up from those numbers. If he wants
them,

that's

what he

gets.

"A customer is often embarrassed to
ask for the suite you advertised,'' according to Mr. Blinder. "The Nelson Bros.
salesmen are instructed to show them
the advertised number first. It is always
near the elevator, and it always bears a
placard: As Advertised— Marvelous Bargain, at
"That placard has a double purpose,"
Mr. Blinder points out. "First, it starts
the customer off with the item that was
talked about on the radio, and it helps
maintain that customer radio - Nelson
-

we want.

lawed some shows of that kind for the

Bros, link that

duration of the war.

it stimulates the salesmen
go ahead with a positive sales talk,
describing why it is the marvelous bar-

"We

figured out a

"Secondly,

way

to get

around

the war problem, though, by turning
our man-on-the-street program into a
service-man-on-the-street," Mr. Blinder
says. "We broadcast from United Service
Organization headquarters, where we in-

terview

soldiers,

sailors,

marines,

and

their parents,

"For a regular man-on-the-street show,

we adopted the FCC policy of safety in
numbers, and we go to some large

JAN
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to

gain that

it is.

"The salesmen
until
until

stick

with that item

sold, until the sale

lost,

or

the customer specifically asks

to

it

is

is

be shown something else. When our sales
records show that the pieces we've been
advertising aren't moving as fast as they
should, we go into a huddle with our
salesmen, and again warn them against

11

the dangers of working loo hard at tradeups."

Nelson Bros, has never advertised a
low-price, low-profit item. Mr. Blinder
feels that with only four price mentions

IL istenin

allowed him, he can't afford to waste one
of them on an item such as an end table
or a lamp that isn't going to make the
store any profit.

Sell

Although Nelson Bros, has shipped
furniture to Palestine and China, and
does some business as far north as the
Canadian line, as far south as the Gulf,
the concentration comes from that area
within the 200-mile radius best served
by the Chicago stations. Both Milwaukee, Wis., and Peoria fall within that
radius, and the Nelson Bros, store in
each of these two cities also benefit from
the Chicago radio shows. The local papers in Milwaukee and Peoria are used
to augment the radio appeal in those two
cities, and occasionally the radio programs are mentioned in that advertis-

Roger W.

RADIO

demand
The asking

listeners

listening.

Besides being
vice-president, general manager and
director of WFIL,

Roger William
Clipp is a member

Mr. Blinder has a five-point radio
policy which has been building sales

of the Board of Directors of Philadel-

constantly year after year.

For any number,

tion the lowest price
(2)

and menon your floors.

numbers

of persons.

(3) In your commercials, plug the
same story of consumer wants until

you're sure

it

has gone home.

Don't waste radio time, salesmen's time, and store traffic facilities by advertising items that draw
crowds of non-profit buyers. It's better to make money from 100 customers than lose money on a 10,000-aday traffic.
(4)

(5)

Don't allow your salesmen to

trade up obviously and forcefully.
By advertising low prices you may
earn a trade-up, loss-leader reputation among your competition, but
by selling honestly, you'll earn a

reputation for fairness
tomers.

And

and again

in

type of advertising.

12

among

cus-

come back time
response to the same

they'll

phia's

select

Cling to programs that attract

the largest

Clipp, General

a price for
price of the
average listener is simply a program of
good entertainment. The price the adF

ing.

(1)

With Entertainmen

far-famed

Poor Richard Club,
is chairman of
NAB's Research Committee, and a
director of the City Business Club.
Currently he pounds the key one

night a week in WFIL's Navy Code
School, with other members of the
station's technical and secretarial
staff, to teach Navy enlistees the
ABC's of code sending, receiving
and typing.

Along the way he has collected
such trophies as Hon. Col. of the
111th Infantry of the Pennsylvania
National Guard, and has been made
a life member of the Philadelphia
Radio Service Men's Association.
Deadly

at

badminton are

radio-

Clipp and his lady. Staff members claim that the best parties and
shindigs are always at the Clipp

man

home.
Betty
ten,

Two
who

round

very attractive children,
14 and Sammy who is
out the family picture.

is
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Cash

Price?

is

the Advice of

;WFIL, Philadelphia,

Pa.

must pay, therefore, presupposes
programs of good music, drama, comedy,

vertiser

and news. The consistent broadgood entertainment designed
to appeal to the masses seldom fails to
produce sales results commensurate to

variety,

casting of

the advertiser's efforts to satisfy the masses.

Some radio

advertisers substitute cash

entertainment and actually "buy"
the audience with cash like buying votes.
I refer to the usual cash award program,
full of cash hand-outs, but empty of enfor

tertainment. Cash award programs draw^
transitory audience of dial-twisters,
who twist the dials with one hand and
cleave to the telephone with the other
hand, eternally hoping (usually in vain)
to be awarded a cash prize by the studio

a

announcer.
Sure, an advertiser can build a Hooper
or Crossley rating as high as the Heavy-

by "buying" an audience with
is an expensive purchase
of advertising. Let some other advertiser
offer the listener a dollar more, or stop

Results from cash award programs are
not much unlike reactions experienced
by some newspapers which stimulate circulation by giving away flat irons, clocks,
insurance policies, and a variety of other
to subscribers who will buy a
subscription. Usually the same
subscribers expect a premium each following year and if they don't receive it,
are often offended and subsequently
drop their patronage of that particular
newspaper. The results are not dissimi-

premiums
year's

experienced by radio stawdth sample-dispensing women's
programs which are devoid of entertainment. The same habitual sample-snatchers attend most radio women's club meetlar to results

tions

ings for hand-outs. However, stop the
flow of free samples, audience interest
dwindles, and the good will the advertiser thought he was building among the
audience is no more. The loyalty of the

audience is unshakeable only as long as
entertainment prevails.

side layer,

cash, but this

the flow of cash entirely,

and

listenii^

The audience

vanishes as quickly
as it was acquired. Moreover, the listener's mind is so absorbed by the lure of
cash— and otherwise disinterested in the
program because of the absence of worthwhile entertainment, that brand names
stops.

and product names are soon forgotten.
Under these circumstances the radio
campaign has failed in one of its prime
purposes; namely, to make an indelible
product impression upon the minds of
the listening public.

JANUARY, 1943

Sample, prizes, premiums, and cash
awards, per se neither build loyal audiences nor permanent good will for the
advertiser. The basic ingredient of the
successful

and economical commercial

radio program is outstanding or unusual
entertainment. The advertiser who makes
certain his radio programs contain the
basic ingredient, regardless of cost, will
spend less per listener by selling more of
the advertised product per dollar ex-

pended.
In the end, it is more economical to
with entertainment than to buy with

sell

cash.
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porting
Al Thurston, Manager
Doffs His
• Sportscaster
Perce Le Sueur
gets Jack Dempsey
into The Personality

Parade

aired

CKOC for
BOND CLOTHES.
over

Van

of

campaign that would sell Bond Clothes and Van
hat, a Van Kirk of course, was tossed into the
radio ring with a weekly quarter-hour show on Saturday, at 1:00
P.M.
local radio
hats.

The

Results speak for themselves. This summer season, Van
at the BoxNd C^lothes Shop sold 75 per cent more than
the previous year. Radio can take a great deal of credit; Bond
sales are on the up-and-up, and direct sales have resulted over
and over again from the broadcasts.

Kirk hats

Basis of The Personality Parade is music integrated with
sport news of a purely local nature. Personality dance bands with
current pop tunes are the musical feature, and a different band
is spotlighted each week. As the piece de resistance, Hamilton's
great in current sport are highlighted on each program in a
special five-minute thumb-nail resume of their activities. Not forgotten is the part that each contributes to the Hamilton sport
season. Tie-ins commercially always stress the sport angle, and
from the sporty angle of a Van Kirk hat to sport trousers a la
Bond, there is never a dearth of snappy commercial copy to make
for good listening and better sales.

In the year and a half that the show has been on the air, it
has had only one lay-off. When store manager Jim Cartmell was
called to the Royal Navy a certain amount of reorganization
took place, but one morfth later we were back, on
with
The Personality Parade. The present series puts even more emphasis on the help the amateur sportsman angle. In fact, when
we resumed our radio show, I myself took to the air for the first
time in my life to outline our idea in this way: '7 know that the
Junior and Intermediate teams just don't get the releases the pro
hoys do. Therefore, fellahs, Junior and Intermediate team managers, let me know ivhat's doing with the clubs, and we'll let
Ilatnillon know xvhat you're doing through the sports page of
lite Personality Parade."

CKOC

We

have definite proof that this policy is successful with our
I remember one man who was sitting in the barber

customers.

14

tl

Kirk Beaver

all started back in the early part of 1941 when Jim Cartmell,
IT then
manager of the Bond Clothes Shop, Hamilton, Ont.,
went into cahoots with CKOC to outline some kind of a purely

Kirk

\
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I

P

1

I

Men

Suits

Dthes Shop, Hamilton, Dnt.
:t

Power

Selling

of

Radio
• Something new
was added when
fisticufFer Dempsey

shop one Saturday at 1:00 P.M. and heard the show while
getting a shave. Shortly afterwards he walked into our shop
and said, "I need a new suit!" The order was taken, and the
chap remarked: '*I like your spirit, plugging local sport and
spending your money to give the boys a break. If your
clothes are half as good as they're advertised on that show,
you've got a permanent customer!"

paid a

visit

to the

BOND CLOTHES
SHOP:
KIRK

a

VAN

hat!

Special promotions have been consistentand one of the most success-

ly carried out,

ful

was when Jack Dempsey came to

Ham-

Not behind

ilton to referee a big sports event at the

the

Stadium. Of course The Personality Parade
that day paid special tribute to Dempsey,
and Dempsey was interviewed by his old
friend, CKOC's sports authority Perce Le
Sueur. Later the two of them visited the
Bond Shop and when Jack went out he
sported a smart new Van Kirk hat. In-

his radio

cidentally, the favorable publicity

was

ex-

ploited by Van Kirk throughout its stores
in the Peninsula, with the Hamilton store
getting the lion's share of the credit.

While

activities of this

kind may be high

a series of broadcasts, and add
showmanship to what is really a very simple format, it is our stress on local amateur
sports that really makes the show a success.
Those who participate in these activities
are grateful to us for our interest, and we
also earn the good will of those who follow
the local sports scene. They, in turn, express their gratitude to us in dollars and
cents terms which are as tangible as the
sports activities we air for them.
spots

in

And

it is

just this angle that

is

going to

be instrumental in keeping the show on a
clicking standard; clicking with the CKOC
audience, and clicking the cash tallies on

Bond Clothes and Van Kirk

JANUARY,
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hats.

8-hall

in

show is
manager

sports
store

Al Thurston,
who battled
mike fright to
tell

a

CKOC

audience

his

views on
sports.

Rugged looking and

prime,

in his

enthusiast Thurston has played plenty of ball, is
sports

playing ball with Hamilton
athletes by giving them a break

still

The Personality Parade. While
the radio program is little more
than one and a half years old, his
interest in amateur sport extends
back over his entire lifetime. Not
one to sit on the sidelines, he has
in

numerous ball clubs,
knows the world of sports from A

handled

A veteran in the game of
business, store manager Thurston
took on his present assignment
in August, concentrates his energies on lipping the sales scores for
Van Kirk Hats and Bond Clothes.
to Z.
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creates new problems for the retailer and

it
creates new consumer demands which the merchandiser
must meet. And, of course, new

conditions necessitate the use
'j

_
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new merchandising methods.
At the same time, wartime presents the merchandiser with

of

Wemea

Attendance

certain duties and obligations
^vhich he must perform for his
community if his firm is to continue to enjoy its place in the
sun.
Certainly, a very important
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• In

its

newspaper advertisement, left,
plugged its radio broad-

ROSSMAN'S

below. Shown interviewing a Lieutenant of the WAACs, is WTCN's program director, Robert De Haven.
cast,

t
^

t

For our grand opening, we took to
Minneapolis, Minn., and results from these special broadcasts were

WTCN,

may well bea permanent part of our regular
advertising policy.
so satisfactory that radio

come

For Victory

For our grand opening, we decided

upon two broadcasts from

f

Center Via Radio, Attracts

Rossmau's,

Inc.,

We

Minneapolis

obligation which all must assume is to
promote the sale of AVar Bonds and
Stamps. To do that. Rossman's Clothing Store set up on the second floor a
Victoiy Center. In it there is a complete
display of war information covering the

Army, the Navy, the Marines, the
WAAC, and the ^VAVE. The entire center is dedicated to the sale of War Bonds
to the stepping up of
the enlistment rate for the Minneapolis

and Stamps, and
area.

^Vhile through the Victory Center we
to fulfill our wartime obligations,
we also had to solve merchandising
problems born out of the same conditions. With women urgently needed in
defense plants, and in other occupations
formerly occupied b)^ men, the demand
is no longer for the fri\olous type of

hope

dress.

Women

today

have

war workers

more

sweaters, blouses,

want and must
they need
skirts and slacks.

clothes,

Rossman's answer to that situation
was its Pine Shops, a modern sportswear
center for women. Here on one floor
were all the clothes that the woman of
today wants and needs. When the last
hammer ring had sounded, the last new
fixture put in place, we were ready to
invite the public to look over the

new

quarters.
It was at this point that radio came
into the picture. Frankly, radio hadn't
figured much in our past advertising

expenditure. But here was a set of new
wartime conditions, and we agreed to
give new merchandising methods a fair
trial for

the occasion.

JANUARY,
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the Victory
Center, one at 12:15 P.M., and another
at 8:15 P.M.
wanted as many people
as possible to hear about the new Pine
Shops; we wanted as many as possible
to come to the store to see for themselves. On the Sunday preceding our
opening, we ran a three-quarter page
advertisement in the Tribune and Star
Journal. And the eye-catcher for the ad

was a large box which gave our entire

WTCN
to

set-up for the special broadcasts

be aired the next day.

Our half-hour noon broadcast featured interviews with representatives of
\arious branches of the armed service,
with WTCN's Director of Women's
Activities

Ann Ginn

as mistress of cere-

monies. Between interviews, orders for
War Bonds were taken from those listening over the radio, and purchases were
dedicated to any branch of the service.
Via
the purchaser received the
thanks of a representative of that branch.
Without any previous plugging of this
phase of the broadcast, $2,000 worth of

WTCN

Bonds were sold that noon from
the Victory Center.
Victory Center broadcasts that evening
featured the swearing in of a Minneapolis
^V^AAC. Families of two other
\VAACs stationed at Fort Des Moines,
la., carried on telephone conversations
with them, and for the benefit of
listeners, mistress of ceremonies Ann
Ginn listened in with head phones to
interpret the conversations.
Reckoning came at the end of the day.
More than 8,000 women who had come
to the store had been given a rose each.
Thousands more who had heard the
broadcasts from Rossman's would come
into the store in the next few weeks to
see the new sections. Without question,
radio was an important factor in putting over the story of the new Pine Shops
to the people of Minneapolis and the
\V3.r

WTCN

surrounding

territory.
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YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
32).
Automobiles — Mr. Yes and No.
Sport Headlines
Automobiles (Used) — Heartbeats
(Sept., '40, p.
in

(Apr., '42, p. 140).
Jack, the Tire Expert

Auto Supplies
135).

—

—
——

(May, '41,

p.

Musical Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p. 72).
Southern Plantation (Sept., '41, p. 289).
Pigskin Prevue (Ju., '41, p. 222).
Beverages
Homers at Home (Feb., *41, p.
Building Materials
58).
Chambers of Commerce Clifton on the Air (Jan.,
'42, p. 19).
The Good Health Program (Mar.-Apr.,
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110, 112).
Americans AH (Nov., '42, p. 395).
Civic Agencies
Junior Town (Dec, '41, p. 136).
Dairy Products
Kiddie Quiz (Ju., '41, p. 214).
Dairy Products
Young American's Club (Nov., '40,
Dairy Products
p. 110).
Wealth on Wheels (Nov., '41, p
Dairy Products

Bakeries
Bakeries

—

—

—

— —
——Hats Box Quarterback
Revue
——Do You Know
News
Optometry— Good Morning, Neighbors
35).
Christmas
—Cues
—
on
West
390).
Shoes — Campus
(Aug.,
Shoes —Mr.
148).
Shoes—Tick-Tock
Time
Goods —
Dust
—
Camps
Taxi Cabs —
Women's Wear —Melodies and
112).

Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Manufacturers
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.

389).
Men's Wear
Men's Wear
246).
Music Stores
Newspapers
131).

Off

for

Utilities

(Ju.,

'42,

p.

(Oct., '41, p. 306).
(Apr., '42, p.
the

Kiddies'

Participating

Public

(June, '41, pp. 178, 183).

Press

Light

the

(Jan.,

'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p. 348).
(Nov., '42, p.

Reporters
'41, p. 251).
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p. 207).
Alley
(June, '41, p. 177).
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p. 310).
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p. 132).
Fashions (Nov., '40,

—
—
—
—
—
361).
96).
Dairy Products —Book Exchange
Hardytime
35).
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
—
Department
(Aug.,
Program
Department
—The
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
212).
238).
—^Woman's Hour
The American Challenge
Department
187).
Ann
212).
178).
—Down Santa Claus Lane
and Bob
Department
53).
326).
284).
Brownie
Christmas
Department
—
347).
p
Cinnamon Bear
318).
315).
Department
—The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
Dearest Mother (Nov.,
354).
p
Doctors Courageous
379).
230).
Department
Chimney Express
—
Dr. Mac (Aug.,
276).
p
336).
The Enemy Within
Department
—B & M Messenger (Dec,
Eye-Witness News (Dec,
410, 428).
p
412).
The Face
War
50).
Melody (Dec,
423).
Dry Goods —
Agent
384).
—
Years Ago Today (Dec,
Drug
p
Minute
(May,
170).
146).
Freedom (Aug.,
278).
Farm
—
Feed Lot Question Box (Nov.,
p
Forbidden Diary (May,
173).
359).
Fun With Music
162).
277)
Farm
—Our Cousins
Today
Most Out
253).
Finance —Jumping Frog
196).
Savannah
187).
Finance—Saga
Am An American
64; June,
Finance— Something
Think About (Aug.,
p
187).
245).
Leader (May,
175).
Defense
Finance—
97).
(Aug.,
In His
272).
Flowers — An Orchid
You
35).
192).
The Johnson Family
Fuel— Smoke Rings (Dec,
126).
204).
Take
Look
Your Mirror
—
Hour
258).
House (May,
128).
by
—Hello
Gorgeous
32).
248).
Mama Bloom's Brood (Aug.,
—
Home Town
74).
385).
Mystery Club
—
PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
134).
213).
Book
One
Your
—
Scout
Famous
130).
135).
Radio Theatre
——Dunkel
247).
Magic Christmas Tree
344).
Food Stamp Quiz
Agent K-7
35).
33).
—Matrimonial Market Basket (Dec,
Songs
Cheer and Comfort
213).
154).
140).
Sonny Tabor (May,
—
Mystery Melody
Freedom
Sons
290).
—(Wholesale)
Mystree Tunes
(Dec,
388).
Sunday
163).
56).
Unger
—Hoxie
90; June,
Streamlined
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
425).
186;
344; Dec,
America
211).
This
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
Love (May,
155).
This Thing
398).
63).
This Will Happen (Dec,
230).
(Wholesale) — Kitchen
218;
Touchdown Tips
Air
25).
(Dec,
419).
True
(Wholesale) — Golden
382).
Money Man
(Dec,
(Dec,
133).
With
You
Do
Hardware
—
Dr.
422).
360).
— The Man Behind Music (May,
Yesterday
Voices
88).
Sporting
Sustaining

p.

(Mar., '42, p.

(Sept., '40, p.

Stores
Stores

'41

Pollard

with

p.

(June,

Stores

'41,

p,

of the Airlanes

(Oct., '41,

Stores

p.

Stores

Billie

(Oct.,

the

Stores

(Oct.,

(Oct., '42, p.
(Oct., '41, p.
'41, p.
(Ju., '42, p.
'42, p.
(Jan., '41, p. 18).
'42, pp.
of the
(Feb., '42, p.
(Nov., '42, p.
Federal
Mysteries
'42, p.
Five
Flying for
'42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '41, p.

'42,

'42,

Stores

'42, p.

Patterns in
Five
Stores

*40,

'41,

Supplies

Supplies

of

(Aug., '42, p.
City
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Getting

of

the

Imperial
Steps

(Mar., '42, p.

(Sept., '40, p.
'40, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(Jan., *42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
'40, p.
Safety
(Apr., '42, p.
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
*40,

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

Fruit

Reporter

Little

(Nov., '41, p.
the

p.

(Jan.,

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

(Jan., '42,

'42,

(Nov., '42, p.
(June, '42, p.

Classics (Apr., '42, p.
(Oct., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
of
(June, '42, p.
'41, p.
of
(Jan., '43, p. 33).
'41, p.
Players
(Feb., '41, p.
Stella
Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr.. '41. p.
'42, p.
'42, p.
Oct., '42, p.
(June, '42, p.
is
'42, p.
Called
'41, p.
Ju., '42, p.
(Ju., '41, p.
'42, p.
Detective Mysteries
'41, p.
Twilight Tales
'42,
Hitler
Business
Can't

p.

of

Who's News

18

'41, p.
'41, p.

of

Light

Fixit

p.

'42, p.

Santa's
Secret

o.

Groceries
(Apr., '42, p.
Stores
Jewelers

'41,

(June, '42, p.

in

Little

for the

'41, p. 34).

of the

a

Let's

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73, 74).
Groceries
Air (Oct., '40, p.
Groceries

(Ju.,

'42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '42, p.

to

Cocktail
Furs
Furs
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Groceries
Groceries

Life

(Feb., '42, p.

I

'41,

to

Spelling for

Betty
(Oct., '40, p.
Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p.

Carol

'41,

'41,

Stores

(June, '42, p.
(June, '42, p.
(June, '42, p.

p.

(Mar., '42, p.

(Feb., '42, p. 64).
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AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: November 1, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 4:00-4:15 P.M.

Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Snow White Laundry, Brownsville; Harlingen Municipal Golf Course; Palm Tavern, San
Benito; L. W. Pratt, Real Estate, San Benito; Plaza
Hotels, San Antonio, Corpus Christi and Dallas;
Manhattan Cafe, Harlingen; Valley Amusement Center, Harlingen, Pearl Brewery, San Antonio.
Station: KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 59,668.

AIRING

THE NEW

COMMENT: Too

frequently overlooked

the lighter side of the news. Especially
in tourist centers, copy of this kind
makes for good listening, and good listening adds up to increased sales for
each and every sponsor.
is

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Amusements
BACK PAGE AND TOURIST NEWS
When ice and snow blanket the Midcast

civilians

west,

longing glances at

brochures from warmer climes.

travel

Shop windows

January feature light
bathing suits and sun

in

weight flannels,

Those who can make the break,

hats.

pack golf clubs, tennis rackets, shorts

and
the

Mecca for many
Rio Grande Valley.
halters.

of

them

is

To help these wintertime playtimers
keep up with the news in the home
participating sponsors on the
daily show present items of interest and importance from the home
state and the home town. Listed in each
script are the names of states from
which that day's broadcast is made up.

town,

KGBS

Example: "Today we have news from
Louisiana, North Dakota, Montana,
etc."

those on civilian furlough
the utmost, all war and
Washington news are eliminated entire-

So

that

will relax to

ly on this feature. Strictly Back Page
and Tourist News, the newscast is made
up entirely from Associated Press items
and features domestic news exclusively.
Daily, the Harlingen, Tex., show is in-

troduced with the statement that ''BPScT
news makes no attempt to cover the war
situation."
With the feature reserved for firms
catering to tourist trade, promotion is
also taken into the tourists' hang-outs.
Placarded are all tourist camps, and into
the box of every registrant at all Valley
hotels goes an invitation to tune in.
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FinancK

SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY

Patriotism

is the order of the day, and making its
is the Land
patriotic gesture over
Title and Trust Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WFIL

Primed with psychological ammunition
for the home front is the inspirational
half-hour of Sweet Land of Liberty.
Woven together by emcee Jason Johnson on the weekly Sunday civilian pepper-upper are four features. In Riding
the Rumors, current whispering campaigns are dramatized and exposed.
Feature No. 2: Sixty Seconds Around
the Clock. Tabulated is the distribution

of War Bond sums in vital materials. In
the third act, the curtain rises on a typical American who gives his opinions on
questions of current events: Mr. America Speaks. Climaxing the efforts of Land
Title and Trust to present the most
effective use for the public's dollars are
vivid flashes from the fighting front:
Battle Stations.

Showmanstunt

:

to arouse further in-

program, sponsor places
"rumor boxes" at bank entrances, exposes on the air rumors collected from
those boxed. Available for each broadcast are 50 tickets from employees and
terest

in

company

its

executives.

AIR FAX: Program

closes with a brief quoUtion with
background of hymnal music.
First Broadcast: October 18, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 1:30-2:00 P.M.

a

Sponsor: Land Title
Station:

WFIL,

&

Trust Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

19

Power: 1,000

to-the-mark arrow for attracting atten-

watts.

Population: 2,081,602.

and pinning down sales. And for
reaching the greatest possible number of
tion

Agency: Steward Jordan Agency.

COMMENT: While showmanship

defies

definition, it is one of the main ingredients for successful radio advertising. If,
as experts maintain, showmanship is giv-

ing listeners that which interests them,
here is a program format which ties in
with current and top civilian interests.
Especially good are the
rumor boxes which get lis-

hidden customers, music is one
and least expensive
avenues down which to travel.

radio's

of the most simple

Manufacturer

FAMILY PARTY Because Corning
Glass Works,

teners actively interested in
the problem.

Corning, N. ¥.,
wants to maintain and stimu-

Jewelry

late workers'
morale, intensify
their natural

pride in their
achievements, it
has a weekly family get-together

GEMS OF MELODY Times
are changing and old things
give way to the new. Fortunes are in a state of flux,
and not even King Solomon himself could predict the direction
from which sales are most apt to come.

But because radio knows no
reaches

types of people,

all

class lines,

the Selle

Jewelry Co. picked radio as its advertising medium, took to the airwaves for
the

time in seven years.

Its excluLouis, Mo.
shot-in-the-dark for sponsor Oliver

first

KSD,

sive outlet:

No
Selle

St.

was Gems of Melody.

War

workers

too busy to read newspaper advertisements carefully do listen to radio. Newcomers engaged in defense work fall
back on radio as an old friend in a new
environment. For these reasons, radio

was no uncut diamond for Selle Jewelry. To reach the hidden customers that
are a part of radio's great family, Selle
stresses American cut diamonds, other
merchandise of similar quality.
AIR FAX:

Quality recordings of popular musical comhits,
and favorites in semi-classical and light
operatic music carry the commercial tune of quality

edy

merchandise

weekly offering.
October 18, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 3:45-4:00 P.M.
Preceded By: The Army Hour.
Followed By: Symphony.
Sponsor: Selle Jewelry Co.
in this

First Broadcast:

Station:

KSD,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Power: 5,000 (d).
Population: 1,141,593.

COMMENT:

With

all

surveys indicating

audience that is greater than
ever before, radio is indeed a straighta h'sicning

20

over

WHCU,

Ithaca, N. Y. Talent at the Family Party
is
selected from Corning Glass employees. Not scheduled for the purpose
of promoting Corning Glass, the program has one intent and purpose, namely, to give entertainment and recreation
to employees.
is cooked up by
with former CBS
and Mutual emcee Bob Smith keeping
the entertainment dish hot. With the asprogram director Joe
sistance of

Music and comedy

talented

employees,

WHCU

Short, emcee
the plant.

Smith holds auditions

at

air FAX:

Corning employees, their families and
friends are offered free tickets to the broadcasts.
Script includes plugs for War Bonds and Stamps,
other drives in the national defense picture.

August 20, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 2:30-3:00 P.M.
Love.
Preceded By: Those
First Broadcast:

We

Followed By: Music.
sponsor: Corning Glass Works.
Station: WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 21,147.
Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine

8C

Osborne.

COMMENT:

Typical of the broad pubthat develops as the country's
all-out war effort grows is sponsorship of
programs of this kind by manufacturers
who at the moment have nothing to sell
direct to the consumer. Such a series
performs a definite public service which
the consumer will later remember.
lic spirit
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Merchant's Associations

FULTON LEWIS,

That radio audimuch of a good thing

JR.

ences can't get too
is the experience of three KFRC sponsors who bankroll the Mutual network
news commentator, Fulton Lewis, Jr., in
San Francisco, Cal. When news commentator Lewis skims off the "top of the
news from the nation's Capitol" he does
so in the interest of Langendorf Bakeries, makers of Langendorf Bread, Ital-

ian-Swiss Colony Wines, and the
Northern California Association of
Federal Insured Building %z Loan and
Savings & Loan Banks.
Broadcast on KFRC twice daily, Langendorf Bakeries sponsors the 4:00 P.M.
live show. When the news is rebroadcast at 9:30 P.M. for the convenience of
West Coast listeners, the Italian-Swiss
Colony Wines sponsors the TuesdayThursday offerings. Monday, Wednesday and Friday broadcasts are presented
by the Northern California Association of Federal Insured Building &
Saving & Loan Banks.
air FAX: Langendorf

Newspapers
SILVER AND GOLD Even though war
news crowds much copy with a local
angle out of the daily press, pictures and
stories on those who have lived in wedded bliss for twenty-five or more years
warrant space. In Rochester, N. Y.,
the Democrat and Chronicle go established procedure one better.
still

"When you and I were young, Maggie" might well be the theme song of
show. Those with
the weekly
"silver threads among the gold'' celebrating twenty-fifth and fiftieth wedding
anniversaries are saluted by fellow citizens. Checked before each broadcast are
the names of silver and golden wedding
anniversary celebrants. Musical favorites
in waltz tempo bring back memories of
earlier days to round out the program.

WHEC

Working hand-in-glove with

radio announcers, the Democrat
and Chronicle give the program Hilite
Column mention. Special mention in the
Democrat includes the names of those

who

are to be saluted.

sponsorship of the afternoon
broadcasts began February 9, continued until the
Colony Wine contract
Italian-Swiss
year.
the
end of
runs until February 4, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 4:00-

air FAX:

4:15 P.M.; 9:30-9:45 P.M.
Preceded By: 4:00 P.M.: Housewives' Protective
League; 9:30 P.M.: Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Cal
Tinney; Tuesday and Thursday, The California

Preceded
Followed
Sponsor:

Story Teller.

Followed By: 4:00 P.M.: The Johnson Family; 9:30
P.M.: Dance Orchestra,
sponsor: Langendorf Bakeries; Italian-Swiss Colony Wines; Northern

WHEC

Broadcast

Station:

muted

strings

of

the

Rochester, N. Y.

437,027.

gram

of this kind. Not to be
is
the interest
created locally in local events
of this nature. Appropriate
music also widens the circle of listener appeal.

overlooked

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 637,212.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, for Lan-

Leon Livingston Advertisfor Italian Swiss, and Ass'n of

gendorf;

Federal Savings SC Loan.
Producer: Mutual Network.

of

WHEC,

Population:

Francisco, Cal.

COMMENT: With most

the

COMMENT: Strong in human interest value is a pro-

Federal
Association
of
Insured Building dC Loan and Sav& Loan Banks.

ing,

are

February 1, 1939.
Schedule: Tuesday, 6:45-7:00 P.M.
By: Frazier Hunt.
By: Amos and Andy.
Democrat and Chronicle.

Power: 1,000 watts (d).

California

KFRC, San

Featured

staff orchestra.

First Broadcast:

ings

Station:

its

WHEC

news events originating from Washington, D. C, news broadcasts from the nation's capitol find eager,
responsive audiences. Here is a name

Paint Supplies
THE HOME FRONT John Doe and his
family are having to move fast these days
to keep up with the times. There are

personality tailor-made for the regional
sponsor. Cooperative sponsorship brings
the cost within the budget of almost any

questions relating to the war that
need good answers, but with many issues confused, it is hard to get Yes or No

advertiser.

answers.

the key

JANUARY, 1943

lots of
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Putting out the helpful hand to the
W. Va., Home Front is the
Sherwin AVilliams Paint Co., in the
interests of its product, Chemco. Questions arising out of the war are answered
either over \VCHS or by mail. While
the show was intended for once a week
airing, the volume of questions on solCharleston,

diers pay allotments, gas rationing, rent
control, enlisting information, et al was
so great that Sherwin Williams upped

schedule.
All answers are checked to include the
latest
correct information.
Questions
its

which stump scripter Bill Adams and officials are worked on until a positive answer is tracked down. Government agencies

to

cooperate
insure ac-

curacy in

all

replies.

air

FAX:

Broadcast:

First

Sep-

tember 24, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule : Thursday,
8:30-8:45 P.M.;

Sunday,
Preceded By: Thursday, I

Am An

Station:

WCHS,

Charleston,

W.

Sunday,

Va.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 80,996.

COMMENT:

^Vhile sponsorship of such
of real public service, accuracy in each and every reply is a first
essential. Too, if listener interest is to be
maintained, questions aired must be of
such a universal nature that they will appeal to all.

programs

air FAX:

First Broadcast: August 30, 1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 10:45-11:00 P.M.

Preceded By: Continuous Newsreel.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Daily News.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,497,074.

COMMENT:

Network success of such a
night-spot chronicleer as Walter Winchell
can be duplicated locally in other metropolitan centers. Interest in such gossip
items is not confined solely to frequenters
of such night spots. In this case, newspaper and radio work hand-in-hand in
creating a new and larger clientele for
restauranteers.

Laundries

9:00-

9:15 P.M.
American; Sunday,

News.
Followed By: Thursday, Dinning Sisters;
Academy Award.
Sponsor: Sherwin Williams Paint Co.

on frequenters of
night spots. Into the quarterhour go two musical selections by current performers in one of the nighteries. Plugs for some twenty eateries are
worked into the 15-minute stint. In a
Daily A^ezvs column similar to the KHJ
show, a tag-line plugs the air-show.
passes out the gossip

specific

is

PRINE'S SOCIAL REGISTER Instead of
hanging out the Monday morning w^ash,
milady can listen to the latest local social
news, thanks to the Prine Dry Cleaners
& Laundry Co., Ilion, N. Y. Schools,
churches and clubs in and around Utica,
N. Y., hear their activities chronicled
twice weekly over \VIBX.
When the program was ushered in on
WIBX, a direct mail campaign was directed at schools, churches and clubs.
Since then items have come in such volume that no reminder campaign is necessary.

air FAX: Emcee

of the ten-minute offering

is

Betty

Cushing GrifHn.

Restaurants

LAMPLIGHTER

When

into her best bib-8c-tucker, gets set for an
evening out, she has to know "what's
what" along the main stem if she's going
to paint the town red. In Los Angeles,
Cal., Daily News columnist T. E. Yerxa
gives night-spot bound listeners the lowdown on life after dark.

Over KHJ he gives a weekly forecast
on new night spot entertainment, comments on food and licjuid refreshments.
22

First Broadcast:

1940.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday, Thursday, 10:45-10:55

the missus gets

A.M.
Preceded By: Brush Creek Follies.
Followed By: Socony News.
Sponsor: Prine Cleaners and Dyers,
Station: WIBX, Utica, N. Y.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 114,412.

Ilion,

N. Y.

COMMENT: Programs

of this kind are
especially adapted to the sponsor with a
limited budget, work eqtially well in

smaller communities and in metropolitan centers.

RADIO SH OWM AN SHIP

SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day, a week, or a
yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

month

Manufacturers
SCHOLARSHIP -BOND CONTEST Something more than money \alue accrues
to Stark County buyers of Series E AVar
Saving Bonds; something in addition to
patriotism is achieved, and something
more than the creation of a savings backlog

is

realized.

29, and continuing for 35 weeks, every buyer of a
Series E Bond has the opportunity to
help 20 high school seniors compete in a
113.200 college scholarship contest.
Financed by business and industrial
firms anxious to speed the sale of \Var
Bonds, contest featiue is a quiz conducted by members of Western Reser\e Uni-

Beginning on September

versity

from the studios of

WHBC,

Can-

6.

ton,

Contestants are asked an equal number of questions, and the order in which
competitors are quizzed is determined
by lot immediately before each program.
Each question correctly answered nets
25,000 points, or any part thereof for

answered questions.
Every person in Stark County who
purchases "E" Defense Bonds during the
contest period from September 29 to
partially

May

25,

1943, has the right to vote for

any contestant on the program. One vote
goes for each dollar of bonds purchased.
Ballots are furnished all Stark County
agencies selling "E" Defense Bonds, and
the purchaser may vote at the time and
place of his purchase.

who

Contestant

acquires

the

largest

from (1), the radio confrom bond purchaser voters,

total of points
test

and

(2),

walks off with the S4,000 scholarship to
be used in any college or luiiversity in
the United States. Other prizes inchide

JANUARY,

1

943

$3,000, $2,000 and $1,000 scholarships,
with $200 in AVar Bonds for each of the
16 runners-up.

Wartime

gesture to the 18

and

19 year
by the
committee for acceptance for a period of
five years. Then, in case any prize winner
by reason of military ser\'ice, war work,
or similiar activity, is unable to accept
the prize, the committee will hold the
prize until six months after contestant's
olds:

prize

money

discharge from the

will be held

armed

services.

All seniors attending high school in
Stark County were eligible to enter the
qualifying examinations given in September. The 20 top ranking scholars who
came through with colors flying were the
ones to face the microphone in the weekly series of tests.

In

to the Tuesday night
broadcasts, each program is recorded. Transcriptions are put on the
air the next day to give participants,
others who missed the original broadcast, a chance to hear the program.

addition

AV^HBC

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: September 29, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
Sponsor: Alliance Machine Co.; Bonnot Co.; Canton Clearing House Association; Climalene Co.; Diebold Safe & Lock Co.; Hercules Motor Co.; Hygienic Products Co.; Luntz Iron 3C Steel Co.; Republic Stamping 8C Enameling Co.; Timken Roller
Bearing Co.; Union Metal Manufacturing Co., Canton, O.; Hoover Co., North Canton, O.; Morgan
Engineering Co., Alliance, O.; Massillon Steel Casting Co. and Tyson Roller Bearing Co., Massillon, O.
Station: WHBC, Canton, O.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 108,401.

COMMENT:

AVhile students share in the
rich prizes, Uncle Sam is also a winner
in this public service feature.
series of
this kind helps bring local pride to its
full flower in a patriotic manner that is
in tune with the times.

A
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welcomes unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their radio programs.

They

Stop,

Look

• Above . . Flowers to Savannah's Own sons and daughters in
the armed forces are a weekly
feature over WSAV, Savannah,
.

Ga. Sponsor

SHOP

PAUL'S FLOWER

ties-in the

broadcast with a

window display of photographs of
those honored. (For story, see Airing the New, November, '42, p.
383.)

•

Left ...

test

A

potato peeling con-

between a Go-Getter,

left,

and

an Army k.p., whom she has
brought back as her objective, adds
show. (For
spice to the

WOR

story, see

Showmanship

in Action,

p. 26.)
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•

Right

way

.

in the

Here's the easiest
world to win money.

.

.

(For story, see
Action, p. 27.)

Showmanship

in

• Below

.

.

.

Youngsters

line the street for the first

broadcast of Juvenile
Jamboree. (For story, see
Proof O' the Pudding, p.
31.)

and Listen!
• Above . . . Hal Burns and Oscar
Davis wowed 'em in Birmingham, Ala.,
to the tune of 16,347 paying customers.
Radio to the core, promotion other than
air, included only 42 inches in local
papers.
Radio was concentrated on
WBRC, with supplemental time on other
stations. Used were 40 five-minute WBRC
periods, a sprinkling of announcements,
and tie-ins with the Hal Burns-American
snuff program. All program talent was

WBRC-NBC.

• Right . . Four happy winners display their market basket
.

prizes.

(For story, see Show-

manship

JANUARY,

1
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in Action, p. 28.)

SHOWMANSHIP
IN ACTION

show. Retailers were recipients of leaflets
and miniatures of the brochure. Result:
jam-packed audiences, more would-be
contestants than the show can handle.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: February 4, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:15-8:45 P.M.
Preceded By: News.

Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Krueger Beer
Station:

WOR, New

8C

Ale, Inc.

York

City.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Agency: Compton Advertising, Inc.

Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

COMMENT: A show which employs
showmanship
velopment

Beverages

is

in every phase of

headed for

moneys worth

participants their

Contestants appear two hours before
airtime at the
playhouse to draw
their assignments, have 120 minutes in
which to bring back designated animate
or inanimate objects. Example: one GoGetter had to bring back an Army k.p.,
later had to engage him in a potato peeling contest when Go Get It hit the airwaves. Another enterprising Go-Getter
had to bring back two roller-skaters on
wheels. Object for one was to find, bring
back to prove it, a woman who was not
afraid of mice. Before in-search-of-treasure contestants streak out of the
playhouse, each is given an explanation
of technical and legal complications.

CIVILIAN SOLDIER

WOR

WOR

On

the air, Go-Getters are introduced,
tell their stories, stand by while their
objectives are exhibited. Each Go-Getter
gets five simoleons for his trouble, stands
in line for the grand prize of 25 bucks
as determined by an audience-jury.

What
after,

it

Krueger Brewing Co. was
got. Krueger workers in the

the

de-

with capital letters. An audience-participation program which gives listeners and

IT Scavenger hunts took the
nation by storm not so many years ago,
provided entertainment seekers with
myriad nights of entertainment. Offshoot of this extra-parlor activity is the
show heard over WOR, New York City,
for Krueger Beer Sc Ale, Inc.

GO GET

its

sure-fire success

in en-

tertainment is almost certain to pay out
for its sponsor in increased sales. (For
pic, see

who

Showmanscoops,

fights

is

p. 24.)

Department Store
Not the only man
man who carries the

the

gun, goes over the top at the zero hour.
Also up for special citations for work

performed in and above the line of duty,
is the Civilian Soldier. While the men

and women who man the 24-hour

de-

may

not be in line for
Congressional Medals, the MullettKelly Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, is pinning verbal medals on war workers over
fense plant shifts

KDYL.
Concerned with two questions and
their all-important answers

gram beamed

at the

intermountain west.

Why Democracy

is

the pro-

war workers of the

To

the question of

Worth Fighting For,
sponsor Mullett-Kelly presents a dramatized answer. What America means is
symbolized in dynamic dramatizations of
the American freedoms. To the question of

What

is

is

Being Done

to Protect

Democracy goes

a concrete, very real answer; Civilian Soldiers pass in review.

Newark

plant wore teaser buttons with
the words Go Get It to provoke questions from friends. Postal cards plugging
the show were distributed to employees

Featured on the first program was a
remote control broadcast from the rim
of the world's largest open-cut copper
mine, at Bingham, Utah. Second was a

for mailing to friends. Salesmen and distributors got a pictorial brochure on the

salute to the largest work clothing factory in the intermountain west. Others
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behind the

civilian lines

who

rated

cita-

tions include sugar beet farmers, sugar

workers,

factory

beet

many

house men,

railroad

round-

others.

citation-by-remote, Mullett-Keli.y's president, E. W. Kelly goes
on the air, presents a ten-foot American
flag to a Civilian Soldier representative
as a lasting reminder to the honored
group of its services in preserving the
American way of life.

each

After

circumspect. For underscoring the one

word, sending
ton,

listener

in with a Medisalt carraked in six simoleons.

it

Studio guest rated the same amount for
correctly defining the word. A $20 wad
of wealth goes to sender and definer of
the jack-pot of them all. The Word of
the Week. Another feature of the weekly half-hour show: the Tongue-Twister.
In clover is the listener who sends in, has
accepted for broadcasting, a frequently

mispronounced word.
AIR FAX:

Special promotions: advance notices to all
employees of the featured companies, newspaper advertising and window displays. Theme song for Mullett-Kelly and its current program: Arms For the
Lore of America. Special eventer Ed Letson handles
the remote-control portion of the show, with announcers Allan Moll and Russell Stewart taking over
at the studio. Scripter and producer: Alvin G. Pack.
First Broadcast: October 22, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 9:30-9:45 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: The Mayor Reports.
Sponsor: MuUett-Kelly Co.
Station: KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 145,267.

COMMENT: As

a means of keeping
what might be the forgotten man in
fighting trim, broadcasts of this kind are
hard to beat. Flag presentation ceremony here provides an extra dash of
showmanship which will give workers
for years to come a visible
reminder of the sponsor's
gesture of good will.

Capacity studio audiences spur conon in the tussle with price-tagged words, cheer each winner of silver
testants

certificates.

AIR FAX:
studio,

to 20 smackers for

the

Words

as

News

Each week a different, unrehearsed
group of guests in the KFH studio tuswith listener-sent words. One listener
sent in a clipping from a newspaper
story in the Lincoln, Nebr., Evening

sle

Telegraph.

JANUARY,

Underlined was the word

1
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originates in the

KFH

Tulsa, Okla.; KOMA,
Topeka, Ka. Platters
Omaha, Nebr., and KFAB,

KTUL,

WIBW,

Lincoln, Nebr.

June 17, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:30-9:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Junior Miss.

First Broadcast:

Followed By: Tonight with Clem Sawyer.
Sponsor: Carey Laboratories, Inc., Hutchinson, Ka.
Station: KFH, Wichita, Ka.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 183,000.
Agency: Blair, MacPhail, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

COMMENT: While

experts

have largely taken over the
network quiz program, the
local sponsor has had splendid results with panels made

largely be determined
by with what ease the contestant may make an entry.
Simplicity of the contest here insures mass
appeal. (For pic, see Showmanscoops, p.
will

them. Simple

in the

show which

chase is required with listener contributions, mail pull

set-up
for Wichita, Ka., listeners. Listeners who
send in Words in the News, studio
guests who correctly define them, win
fun, fame and fortune.
is

the

remoted to

City, Okla.;
are also sent to KOIL,

dissects

of Medisalt Tooth Powder, Hutchinson, Ka., pays

A-B-C

keep the

up of the average man and
woman. When proof-of-pur-

them; Carey
Laboratories, Inc., makers

up

is

Oklahoma

Listeners discover them;

KFH

etc.,

Sagacious sorcerer of syllables Eddie Mc-

Kean emcees

THE NEWS

IN

displays, tickets to

words coming.

Drug Products

WORDS

Counter

broadcasts, newspaper ads,

25.)

Home
MELODY MAKERS

Furnishings

Tin pan

alley

is

go-

ing to have to take a back seat to Seattle,
Wash., if Schoenfeld's, one of the Northwest's oldest home furnishing stores, can

keep local interest and enthusiasm tuned
up. Feature of .each half-hour weekly
27

1
Power: 5,000 watts.

mm

Population: 453,637.

COMMENT: While

Uo

plenty

SOLOISTS

^f
«'

time

.

J

CHORUS

•

listeners

written, the

FUN WITH FOOD

^^^,s,MG

the
are

presents audible
a simple melody to

which rhythm is added, then harmony
and finally the bridge. Local maestro
Bob Harvey directs the 15-piece musical
ensemble. Novel feature of the show's
format: instead of the usual masculine
emcee, Marge Barry sets the pace, keeps
the

show humming.

nature are the
Commercials. Slant is at
householders of the Northwest.
Strictly institutional in

ScHOKNFELu

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: November 3, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 9:00-9:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Manhattan at Midnight.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Schoenfeld's.
Station:

28

KJR,

Seattle,

Wash.

With market

prices

spinning upwards, it's no fun for the
family shopper to stretch the grocery
budget to include the variety the same
amount purchased before. On the upand-up, however, is the chance for Philadelphia, Pa., housewives to stagger
home with a free-for-nothing market

KJR show
is

preten-

Newspaper

I-

,uper-

who want to see
how hit tunes

examples. Played

as

who know and appreciate through experience, the value of
showmanship in radio productions.

broadcast is a .Song of the Week written
by a local composer. Tune-makers vie
for prizes ranging from $25 to a final
grand prize of $500 in Victory Bonds.

For

show

possibilities for those

licogo

wheels go round, learn

a

may

not be for the sponsor
with a limited budget who has not tasted
the fruits of radio advertising, it has real
tious as this

basket of food.
Are there more vitamins in the white
or green part of celery? Housewives,
cooks, and would-be culinary experts are
called out of the kitchen into the WFIL
studios to answer questions of this type.
Sponsored by the Philadelphia Record
to increase attention paid to Record
food page advertisers, the show pulls six
contestants from the studio audience to
answer questions about food and its
preparation.
To contestants who answer correctly
two out of three questions go marketbaskets jam-packed with vittles sufficient
for a full course Sunday dinner. To listeners who submit questions used on the
show go market bags heaped with nationally advertised products.

Merchandising

tie-ins

used to weave

the products into the warp and woof of
the show include quiz questions on nationally advertised products found on
the Record food pages. Into the basketprizes go Record advertised products. Included on each broadcast: one special
prize awarded for answering a question
concerning the Record women's page,
Special promotions used to sell the
show to the public: Record feature
stories on its Sunday radio page, its
Thursday women's page, and its Friday
food page. Courtesy announcements on
WFIL also plug the show.

RADIO SHOWMANSHI

j
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AIR FAX:

Guest

of national prominence also do
on each program. Example:
fast work with his banjo;
Eric Brotherson presented his famous Russian Composers Song.

drawn do a stunt. Since stuntsters win
Turf Club Sunday dinner for their
efforts, contestants win coming and go-

September 10, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 1:05-1:30 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.

ing.

a

five-minute

stars

stretch

Gene Sheldon did some

First Broadcast:

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.

who

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT:

Prize awards here give the
broadcast a hard to resist appeal to
housewives out for a bit of fun in the
early afternoon. High pressure promotion creates initial interest, the aptness
of the prize sustains it. (For pic, see

Showmanscoops,

p. 25.)

Restaurants

MATINEE
ing may

WHAM

While Sunday morn-

be a time for late sleeping,

Sunday afternoon

With the pattern cut to fit the times,
show also includes a special weekly Victory tribute to Twin Cities defense plants
receive the Navy "E" Award.

Sponsor: Philadelphia Record.
Station:

is

a

is

Since Matinee Wham is immediately
followed by the regular Turf Club floor
show, sponsor gives Twin City vocalists
a look-in. Both amateur and professionhas a chance to compete over a series
of five weeks for a floor show spot with
pay. At the end of each five-week run,
contest begins all over again. Listener
response as indicated by letters sent in
after each contest determines the vocalist contest winners.
al

Although the only commercial

for the
half-way point
in the hour-long show, increased business keeps waiters

Turf Club comes

at the

a horse of a different
color. Then the hep
cats, and the jitterbugs, as well as those

and entertainers
humping during

disposed toward
more sedate enter-

afternoon

what would ordinabe the Sunday

rily

tainment, are ready
rug or two.

to cut a

Likewise,

Sunday

afternoon

is a horse
of a different color for the night club

operator whose business
skirts of town.

is

on the

out-

While the Sunday afternoon pleasure
and the operator on city's edge
may be poles apart, radio got them together in Minneapolis, Minn. With an
established audience built up over a
period of 20 weeks of broadcasting.
the

Wham

was no guinea pig for

Turf Club when

it

took on spon-

sorship.

Answer to sponsor Norm
problem of packing them in

Garvey's

a spicy
dish concocted of dialogue, comedy and
music. Aperitif: Dollars or Dinners.
On-the-spot contestants identify a tuneful earful served up by Vic Lessine's
sultans of swing. Those who call the
right ditty get a crisp one dollar bill for
their trouble. Those from whom a blank

JANUARY,
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On

ing of 5.7 to 17.9.
AIR FAX:

ing rating, which
went in three months
from a Hooper ratEmcee: John Salisbury.

First Broadcast:

1940.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 4:05-5:00 P.M.

seeker

Matinee

lull.

the up-and-up, too,
is the show's listen-

is

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Turf Club.
Station:

WMIN,

Power: 250

St. Paul,

Minn.

watts.

Population: 488,687.

who give the fans
in are seldom disof fanfare, lots of

COMMENT:

Sponsors

a reason for

coming

appointed.

Plenty

showmanship, keep clients coming back
time and again. While the sponsor must,
of course, get full credit and his just reward for his sponsorship, a good show is
still the best way of harvesting good will.
Essential in broadcasts of this kind is
a personality emcee to pace the show.

With such

a set-up, audiences will autosnow-ball up into sizeable
numbers over a period of time.

matically
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PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based
surveys, long

on

sales, mails,

runs and the

growth of the business

itself.

ber receives a free gift package of two
dollars worth of baked goods. Ten are
given away during the course of each
broadcast. While mail averages around
50 letters a' day, a special contest between
the announcer and Miss 1450 to see who
can get the most new members in a specified time sends membership entry cards
zooming. Commercials are made up from
letters written by pleased club members.

AIR FAX:

Spark plug of the show is Miss 1450, alias
Paula Carr, who ad libs the program. Her gavel calls
the meeting to order, and tirst business of the day

to welcome new members. Non-members are told
of the benefits of belonging to the 1450 Club, ate
urged to join. Four gift boxes of merchandise are
given in jigtime, and about ten minutes after the
show is underway, a popular musical selection is played. Ten minutes later, after Miss 1450 has dished
up the recipe of the day, other timely items, a
hymn is played. Ten gift-aways space out the prois

Bakeries

CLUB

Cooks rolled up their sleeves,
really settled down to work when the
Storck Baking Co., Parkersburg, W.
Va., announced a picnic for members of
the 1450 Club heard daily over WPAR.
Squeezed were 5,600 lemons which went
into 700 gallons of lemonade. There was
ice cream to freeze and cakes to bake for

1450

the 4,500 people
Park.

who

gathered at City

gram.
First Broadcast:

October

Broadcast Schedule:
3:15 P.M.

1,

1941.

Monday through

Saturday, 2:45-

Preceded By: War Commentary.
By: Lucky

Followed

Bell Contest.

Sponsor: Storck Baking
Co.
Station:
ersburg,

WPAR,
W.

Power: 250

Park-

Va.
watts.

Population: 31,000.

Sponsors reason for making preparasufficient to feed the multitude:
early last January, when the show was
only a few months old, a party was held
tions

COMMENT:

That
an outstandingly
successful show of

in a local

this kind may be
evolved on a small

October 1, 1941, saw the show's premiere. By Christmas, over 2,500 people
had written in for membership cards.
Here was a ready-made audience, and

station as well as
on a larger one is indicated by the tremendous drawing power of this program. Particularly useful to sponsors
whose products appeal to women is a
mail-puller of this kind.
recent survey
indicates that regardless of income, age
and educational background, women are
the greatest writers of fan mail. Most of
them write either to enter a contest or
in response to an offer.

auditorium on a cold, blustery
winter day. More than 1,200 people turned out for ice cream, coffee and Storck
Baking Co. cakes. To an 87-year-old
woman went a prize for being the oldest
member present. Other prizes: to the
woman coming the farthest, and the one
with the most children.

A

Storck Baking
Co. came on the
scene to bankroll

program.
Membership by

the

month's end in
July: 10,000! The
show had
celebrate
birthday.

yet to
its

first

Each new mem30

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

Beverages
Not so many

Orson Welles played Martian
boogey-man to radio listeners. Using a
mythical setting to a more constructive
purpose, Berghoff Brewing Corp., Fort
Wayne, Ind., now plays host to its International Club clientele.
years ago

Letters flood the

WOWO

mail bags.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

number of Indian heads. The second
when labels were out, 600 children
and adults shelled out 11 and 22 cents,

Telephone calls keep switchboard operators on the hump. Purpose behind mail
and calls: individuals want to know the

week,

location of International Club.

respectively.

When

A

recent survey of the public patron(the restricted market of
greatest concern to the sponsor) revealed
that International Club Beer was going great guns. Of those questioned, 80
per cent had heard the radio program,
izing taverns

were fluent in their comments on

garages,
ten pounds of scrap which was the price
of admission for that performance.

AIR FAX:

Curtain goes up with some 25 to 35 children's voices, divided into four part harmony, the
low voices on the middle C pitch, singing Hello.
Each part holds the tune for the full chord, when
it is
then taken up by the next higher in rhythmic
progression. Show has its own theme song, includes
in its format the Salute to the Flag and the National
Anthem. Between theme song and The Star Spangled
Banner: ten star spangled amateur performers. Top

it.

AIR FAX: A

different orchestra is featured each night
on this one-hour recorded and transcribed musical
show. Personal interviews with orchestra leaders and
vocalists appearing at Fort Wayne theatres add zest
to the show. Emcee Paul Roberts now plays up a
band popularity contest. Weekly winner is featured
on the Saturday night recordings.
Pint Broadcast: November 17, 1941.
Broadcast
Schedule:
Monday through Saturday,
12:00-1:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Berghoif Brewing Corp.

WOWO,

Station:

Power: 50,000

Fort

age limit for performers is 16 summers, and performers as young as four years have helped put the

show

W.

Wayne, Ind.

watts.

Ramsey.

Station:

COMMENT:

Growing in popularity with
sponsors are the midnight and later programs. Sponsor here gets the benefit of
featured orchestras (transcribed) in a
full hour show at a minimum expense.

Uairies

JUVENILE JAMBOREE
youngsters

years,

in

over.

Current sponsor previously had a 5 5 -week run with
the show, and it has also been under the wings of
two local bakeries. Middle commercial is generally
in drama form, with two or four youngsters putting
on the four-minute skit.
First Broadcast: December, 1938.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 10:00-11:30 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Market Reports.
Sponsor: Wilson Milk Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Population: 117,246.

Agency: L.

Campaign got rollcombed attics, basements,
and vacant lots to round up the
the Salvage

ing, youngsters

WDAN,

Power: 250

Danville,

111.

watts.

Population: 36,765.

COMMENT: Behind

the Saturday morning kid show is a long record of commercial successes. Where there is ample

talent available, to put on a show of
kind is a relatively simple trick. (For
see Showmanscoops, p. 25.)

For four long

Danville,

111.,

its

surrounding territory, some 2,500 strong,
have strutted their stuff in the weekly
studio show, with nary a prize
offered, seldom a request for talent.

WDAN
Came

the fall of 1942, and the Wilson
Milk Co., Indianapolis, Ind., decided
once more to get on the bandwagon for
its seasonal campaign.

Wilson gathered its flock together,
moved it bag and baggage to the stage of
the Palace Theatre. To the amateur
show it added cartoons, comedies and
shorts, dressed up the program to one an
hour and a half long. Then it threw a
label party, and for the small fry of Dan-

was a free-for-all. Admission: a
from a can of Wilson's milk, plus

SUNRISE EDITION

Drugs
War

During World

anxious citizens listened for the harsh
the Extra boys, rushed out to get
the latest shred of war news. Today,
radio keeps them posted on what tranI

calls of

from one hour to the next. When
family scrambles out of bed, the
radio is apt to be snapped on before
breakfast is on the table.

spires

the

Two

years ago, the

Ramos Drug

news of the
United Press

line for a third year. First

label

day

one copper tax. Turned in at the first
performance were 1,044 labels, an equal

1
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Co.,

Nevada's largest independent drug store,
took on sponsorship of KOH's Sunrise
Edition, recently signed on the dotted

ville it

JANUARY,

this
pic,

is

this fifteen-minute

newscast

presented by newscaster Bill

Thompson.
31

That getting there first, being first
with a sales message pays dividends was
the conclusion of \Vm. Ramos, owner
of the Ramos Drug Co. Example: featured was a one-week special on a huge
quantity of face cream that Ramos
Drugs hadn't been able to move in a
year's time. When the seven days were
up, the stock was completely sold out!

an increasingly large niuiiber of pocustomers. Because for defense
workers without number, daytime is now
to

tential

night-time and night-time is daytime,
sponsorship of midnight or later, and
up-with-the-sun programs is in tune with
the times.

Laundries

WORLD NEWS Under
stances, the

ordinary circum-

City Laundry & Dry Clean-

ing Co., Akron, O., dishes up the news,
doesn't make it. But in these extraordinary times anything can happen and
did for the sponsors of
six o'clock
edition of the news.

WJW

Sponsor's only direct offer made on
the program: a V For Victory windshield
sticker. More than 6,000 were given out.
Hook: recipients had to call at the store
to get them.

That the program also can serve as a
public relations medium came to light
in a "joke" campaign. Ramos Drug Co.
was losing spoons as souvenirs to customers. In a semi-humorous vein, sponsor offered to exchange spoons for forks.
Many took the offer up, but what was
more important, Ramos Drug got its
point across, stopped the run on its
spoons.
AIR FAX:

Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 7:15-7:30
1940.
Preceded By: Local transcription.

Up a stump for laundry workers was
City Laundry. Newspaper ads failed to
solve the problem in a town where defense plants were getting priorities on
every person available for employment.
No Johnny-Come-Lately to radio, City
Laundry had found that its six-timesweekly newscasts produced customers
galore.

Now

it

had a new assignment

On its Saturday night broadcast, listeners heard a call for women workers.
Bright and early Monday morning, 90
girls put in appearances at City Laundry. Repeat of the single announcement
a fortnight later produced another 60
willing workers.
AIR FAX: World News

A.M.

6:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Sports.
Followed By: Monday, Wednesday, Friday, March of
Victory; Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Musical Variety.

Sponsor: City Laundry
Clothing Co.

Population: 18,529.

WJW,

COMMENT:
fer a

Population: 255,040.

Power: 250

sponsor here gets

32

its

Dry Cleaning Co.; Bond

watts.

COMMENT:

Versatility

is

the

name

for

With workers for civilian needs
more and more at a premium, it may
well be that radio will add another bow
radio.

sponsors in tapping a
who might not be
reached through any other medium.
to

audience grows,
sales message across

as the rooster's

8C

Akron, O.

Station:

Too,

broadcast six times a week,

First Broadcast: April 9, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:00-

Followed By: Reveille Roundup.
Sponsor: Ramos Drug Co.
Station: KOH, Reno, Nev.
Power: 1,000 watts.

for the sponsor.

is

on alternate days by City Laundry and
Listeners get the cream of United
Press and International News Service wires, and
WJWs local news bureau offerings.
sponsored

Bond Clothing Co.

First Broadcast:

Inexpensive give-aways ofsplendid check on listener appeal,
can be used to create new store traffic.
Through such devices, listeners come to
associate the news broadcast with the
specific sponsor. Result: more business

for

radio: to produce laundry workers.

its

arrow,

assist

reservoir of workers
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR MEi
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio
programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Beverages

SONS OF FREEDOM

"We

ha\e

been

sponsoring Sons of Freedom on six stations in our operating territories. The
response was immediate and gratifying.
Letters and comments from our dealers,
employees and radio audience were most
enthusiastic.

"^Ve think it not only a stimulating
because of its inspirational
quality but it also carries prestige for
our company. The production is net-

program

work caliber;
showmanship

the voices, scripts and
are all that could be de-

Dairy Products
BENNIE WALKER'S TILLAMOOK KITCH-

EN

"We have advertised since 1918 and
ha\e always enjoyed wonderful consumer demand for our product, We are offering a recipe booklet to those who mail

a request for it. and a rotary cheese
grater to anyone who sends us 25 cents
plus a rind of Tillamook cheese.
"Last year we sent out over 31,000
copies of the booklet, Keynotes to Meal
Planning, which means over a hundred
letters a day for every business day."

CARL HABERLACH

sired."

A. E.

Director of Public Relations
Gunther Brewing Co.
Baltimore, Md.
AIR FAX: A

salute to 65 famous Sons of Freedom
to World War II is featured angle on
transcribed series of five-minute episodes. Each
episode is in the form of a toast. Background music
is played by a full orchestra. Show was aired simultaneously on WBAL, Baltimore;
Cumberland: WBOC. Salisburv; WJEJ. Hagerstown: WRC,

from 1636
this

WTBO.

C: and WBLK.

Washington, D.

Secretaiy-Manager
Tillamook County Creamery Ass'n
Tillamook, Ore.

STROUSE

Clarksburg,

Broadcast: July 4. 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through

W.

Va.

F'lTst

Friday,

7:34-

7:40 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Behind the War News.
Sponsor: Gunther Brewing Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Station: WTBO. Cumberland. Md.
Power: 250 watts.

AIR FAX: Each

year, the 17 f armed-owned factories
of this cooperative make ten million pounds of cheese
and butter, and each year, a low-cost, hard-working
program, Bennie Walker's Tillamook Kitchen, does
most of the selling. Regular as clock-work, listeners
hear
to KPO, KFI,
J, KGW, KOMO, and
this Friday morning program. Format: two people
talk about recipes, and cheese. Plugs are an easy
continuation of the free-and-easy patter of rotund,
food-loving Bennie Walker.

KM

KHQ

profits and premiums are Tillamook's checks.
In the case of premiums, a sales slip or a trademarked cutting from a cheese rind are mailed in as
proof-of-purchase. Over 10.000 recipe requests were
received in one campaign. Response to cheese grinder

Sales,

10,000.

offer:

First

Broadcast:

1936.

Broadcast Schedule: Friday, 9:00-9:15 A.M.

Sponsor: Tillamook County Creamery
mook, Ore.

Ass'n.,

Tilla-

Population: 39.483.

Agency: H. E. Hudgins Co.

COMMENT: That one

Transcription Co.: Rockhill Radio, Inc.

gram

COMMENT:

Timelv programs help the
advertiser to fulfill his wartime obligation. Inspirational programs of this kind
enhance the dignity and prestige of
sponsor's name, service and product, may
be used for better public relations in almost any business. Five minute transcribed programs of this kind may also
be combined with music and li^e talent
to make up a longer show.

JANUARY,

1
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15-minute pro-

week can be an effective and economical basis for an advertising cama

paign is indicated by the remarkable
success of this program. In its favor here
is the natural correlation between program and its commercial content. Sales,
profits

on
no

this

and premiums go hand-in-hand
program. That such demand is
is proved by the fact
same formula has been Tilla-

flash-in-the-pan

that the

mook Kitchen

Tested for seven years!
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JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT

ing is still an important factor in its
business and in many of the branch
stores of Sears, Roebuck & Co., radio
advertising goes hand-in-glove with mail
order and retail activities. When plans
were made for the annual Birthday Sale
in its eight Los Angeles (Cal.) County
stores, Sp:ars-Roebuck used a total of 115
station break announcements in a three-

day campaign over 13 stations!

News, reviews and
announcements in

tips

on spot

this

column.

ARE YOU THERE?
Hot on the heels of the Readers Digest
on radio's "plug-uglies" comes a
new H. S. Goodman transcribed series of
programmed 1 -minute station break anblast

SPOTS LIGHT BIRTHDAY CANDLES
Neither the black sleeve guards nor
the station agent's cap fooled anyone as
to the youth of the St. Paul & Duluth

North Redwood, Minn., in 1883. The shoebrush
mustache hadn't sprouted, but his name
was Dick Sears and he was a youth of 19.
That was long before the day of parcel post, and it was not an unusual occurrence for a shipment of huge gold

railroad's representative at

watches to arrive at the station. The
company which shipped the timepieces
had apparently hoped to establish business relations with a local jeweler.

Instead,

it

nouncements. Just

as a 15-minute proa limited commercial, so these
1 -minute
Georgie Jessel spots entertain
for 30 or 35 seconds, are followed by a
short commercial. Spot innovation features Georgie Jessel telephone calls to
his mother.

gram has

In the series are 20 1 -minute spots
with open ends to be sold on a syndicated basis to clients throughout the
country. Also available are custom-built
spots with Georgie Jessel doing the complete transcription, including sponsor's
commercial. Sample wackie
ting-a-ling patter:

established a

connection with Richard W.
Sears. He took the lot at $12

*'Hello . . . yes, this is Georgie Jessel
.
.
.
oh, hello Mamma . . . how do
you feel? . .
Did you get your
X-ray pictures from the doctor? . . .
You did . . . how are they? . . . They
don't look like you at all.
I
see. .
Mamma, I'm glad you call-

each, distributed them among
other agents along the line with
the understanding that if they
could sell them for $16 each,
they might keep $2, remit $14

.

...

.

years later he quit his
agent-telegrapher's job, moved
to

work

his

tion of Sears, Roebuck & Co. It grew
into the mammoth mail order business
which the world now knows.

Early in the company's history it beselling direct to customers on the
strength of advertising. Today, advertis-

34

.

.

.

Willie has the front

room. ... I figured you'd say that.
Look, Mom, hold the line a minute ... a friend of mine wants to talk

.

.

.

new-found com-

mercial gold mine as the R. W. Sears
Watch Co. Watchmaker in the organization was one A. C. Roebuck, and so
well did the two men hit it off that in
1893 they formed the business organiza-

gan

I

with Anna.

Three

Chicago

.

was browsing around an art
shop today and I picked up an original
Whistler's Mother. I say I'm
bringing you Whistler's Mother for
the front room. She'll have to sleep

to Sears.

to

...

ed.

BREAD BIZ
Six spot announcements weekly over
a period of four years keep Asheville,
N. C, bread eaters calling for Quality
Bread. Three morning and three evening periods are used on
While
continuity department prethe
pares the copy, the Quality Bread manager telephones a daily special to the

WWNC

WWNC.

station.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

NEXT MOXTII
MAURY
ton, D.

NEE,

C,

tells

advertising director of the P.

the amazing story of

how

Nee Furniture

Co.,

Washing-

diverting the bulk of the advertising

budget to radio made a sponsor's dream come

WALTER M. JOHNSON,

J.

president of the

true.

Thornton Laundry & Dry Clean-

ing Co., Youngstown, Ohio, gives radio a big pat on the back. While audiences

know

the

show

as

Lucky

Listeners, the luck isn't all

MORTON ORSTFELD,
Moines,
alized

la.,

way

is

side.

general manager of the Service Optical Co., Des

points out that sponsors

that

on one

who

offer personal services in the person-

radio's reap additional profits.

Plus Tested Programs and Promotions

You Can Use

in

Your

Own

Business!

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

HOWMANSHIP MAGAZINE
magazines.

The

convenient, compact

FILE BINDER

holds

method of keeping your copies

permanent, chronological order. Order today. Only $1.50 postpaid.
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33 Tested Programs for Businessmen

YOUR BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
A

quick index to what others in your business

Articles

and

services in

field

Radio Showmanship are

accomplish through radio.
by businesses here.
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45

Shapero

six

sta-

tions sells giant specials points out
the president of Cunningham's Drug
Stores, Detroit, Mich.

Bluefield, Va.

Frank

S.

Radio round-the-clock on

Hudson Huffard

representatives:

Drug's Sleeve: News!

Nate

Louisville
J.

Up

No

Sales Blues with

Don

News

48

Albertson

Programs ear-marked for women loosen family purse strings says the advertising manager of Colorado Supply Division, Pueblo, Col.

Selling Sight Straight
Morton Obstfeld

50

personal services in a personalway maintains the general manager of the Service Optical Co., Des
Moines, la.
Sell

ized

39

52

Special Promotion

Showmanship

in

62

Action

Promotions and merchandising

Short radio promotions that run but
a day, a week or a month, yet leave
an impression that lasts the year
around.

stunts that lift a program out of the
ordinary are presented here.

65
the Program Did for Me
Here, businessmen exchange results
and reactions to radio programs for

What
Yours for the Asking
If
is

53

you want a tested work-sheet, here
a collection of sample script and

their

mutual

benefit.

transcription availabilities.
Proof O' the Pudding

Showmanscoops

56

mails, surveys, long runs and the growth of
the business itself are highlighted
here.

Unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote

listener

interest

their

in

67

Results based on

sales,

radio programs.

Airing the

New

58

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

You Don t Have

to Pull

^

70
Johnny on the Spot
News, reviews and tips on spot announcements are presented in this

column.

Them Out

of the Hat

THEY RE ALL HERE!
1001 (Radb PjwqhamA.

PRICE:

e

50c

%

For

•

Every show available for immediate use.

•

Classified for

•

Most complete

men who buy

local radio time.

handy reference.
listing ever

compiled.

new

Radio Showbook
Syndicated, Transcribed, Script Directory
Write to
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ON THE NEWS FRONT
ALMOST
I

synonymous today are news and
and greater degree, means

a greater

ivar,

and news today,

to

radio. In the last war,

newspapers alone kept the public informed of day-to-day shifts on
the battle fronts. As the din of conflict grew to louder and louder
proportions, all along the line came improvements which helped
newspapers emerge as an even more powerful social force. It was
the advertiser who made these improvements possible, and when the
smoke of battle cleared, these same advertisers reaped the benefits
along with the general public and the newspapers themselves.
No longer do news hungry people wait for the evening newspaper or hurry out to catch the latest extra. The news is there at
the push of a button, the turn of a dial. Commercial radio has
made this possible, and the advertiser who wants to quickly reach
the largest possible audience, turns to news as the most valuable
public service which can be performed today. News, instead of
being an impersonal commodity, far removed from every day life,
has become of vital significance to every home from which men
have gone out to fight and serve.
Radio has gone to war for its first time, and while its representali^es are not in khaki, they are on every battle front. They keep an
anxious public informed of latest developments around the clock.
In giving radio their support for this service, advertisers who
have taken on this important wartime job, are doing their share
to keep alive the heritage of freedom loving people, the right to be
truthfully informed, for which men now fight and die. And more
than this, this self same service helps refute the propaganda lies
spread by those for whom truth and honour ha^e long since become
a hollow mockery.
To know where to look for it, when to expect it to break, what
to do about it when it does break— of these things does news partake. ^Vith advertisers generally breaking bread at the same table,
it is obvious that they, too, have taken over the precepts of the press
as one way of partaking in post war developments.
Things are happening, and radio is on the front line. Radio
will gain in stature, along with its advertisers, just as newspapers
in the last war, took on new dimensions. After its trial by fire, radio
will emerge as an even greater social force, equipped as never before to serve the general public, and in so doing, to perform c\ en
greater services for
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its

advertisers.
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aaammot
News Broadcasts
Writes

AN radio sell a
service? Can
radio sell an institution and through
this, the merchandise that institution offers? The

answer

Co.,

to

both

questions is yes,
and the P. J. Nee
Washington, D. C, has the facts and

figures to

prove

it.

In July of this year we will celebrate
our fifth consecutive year on the air.
Throughout this period, we have endeavored to establish the P. J. Nee Co.
more as an institution than merely as a
feel about
place to buy furniture.
radio advertising just as we do about
merchandise in our two stores; that it is
a never ending assignment. To merely
put a radio program on the air and wait
for results is a sad mistake. For those
who take the trouble to learn the why's
and wherefore's of radio, radio is rapidly surpassing newspapers as a medium of
commercial presentation because radio
offers leeway to creative imagination. It
offers to a progressive sponsor a chance to
personalize his product in a way that no
other medium can provide.

We

Our

program. Captains of Industry, was a transcribed dramatization of
the lives of leading Americans. To this
we soon added another 15-minute transcription featuring Donald Novis and
Felix Knight. A year later we took on our
first live show, Dreams Come Trw^, a musical program over WRC. Because it was
flexible enough to meet seasonal and promotional changes, yet inflexible in its

42

first

Maury

Neweii

Nee,

Adv

consistency, this was the beginning of
a very successful advertising venture.

Though immediate,

direct results

were

intangible and still are, our overall picture brightened conspicuously. That
year saw the P. J. Nee finish the year
with an increase of eight per cent when
other stores were laboring to equal their
figures of the preceding year.

While the show has been considerably
dressed up since then, and is now aired
under the title of Dreamhouse, it is still
pulling business for us, and our volume
increase is constantly growing. By 1940,
when we were thoroughly convinced of
the job that radio could do, we directed
only 17 per cent of our advertising budget to newspapers, and increased our
radio appropriation to 60 per cent of the
total appropriation. Direct mail and other miscellaneous ways account for the
remainder.
were rapidly becoming
known as radio advertisers exclusively.

We

In catering to the public's interest in
particular types of programs, we have
used music, sports, friendly chats with
our home consultant, and news.

One noteworthy

digression from our

musical type of show was our sponsorship over
of Redskin football
games play-by-play. In our basic advertising plan of bringing the finest in musical entertainment and sporting events to
the people of Washington, these games
achieved a very high spot. Direct response for the days immediately following the games was outstanding, even

WOL

though we merchandised these games
only through the use of institutional
copy.
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Homo*

rice

WEsbell

Service,

P. J.

Move Goods

Nee Furniture

Co.

Since the war began we have appreciated the great increase in demand for
news broadcasts and even more recently,
a complete military analysis of the various theatres of war. With this in mind,
we successfully sponsored a series of 26
weekly broadcasts of World News Tonight.
have further superseded our
straight news broadcasts with an analysis
of the news three nights a week. Currently, we offer listeners a large size fullcolor war map of the world, and on the
back cover we plug our radio programs.

We

Another new feature we have added to
our radio presentations is Elinor Lee

who

is
broadcasting every Thursday
morning from our Dreamhouse, in our

Following
steps

is

whose father
founded the

Nee

Co.,

Minute

confident that it will do a great deal in
the development of our Interior Decorating Department.

and

St.,

were asked if it were possible to
furniture directly from a radio broadcast, I would have to say no. But there
isn't a medium kn®wn that will definiteIf I

sell

and directly pay for itself in profitable
furniture sales the day after it is publicized. But can radio sell a service? Yes! I
know too many concrete examples to believe otherwise. Can radio sell an institution, and through this, the merchandise that institution offers? I refer you to
our audit records.

ly

To use a trite word, we think radio
has IT! Radio can and does sell a service
and an
store's

institution,

and by

name, merchandise

selling the
is moved in

steadily increasing percentage improvement over previous seasons' business.
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P. J.

Wash-

ton, D. C, in
1880. Still in his
twenties, adman
Nee rates the furniture business tops in his list of interests, gives radio second place. His
main drive now is to win the war.
His most prized possessions: the
stores.

G

Maurice

Lyden Nee,
shown here,

N. W., store. Its appeal is
directed to the people who buy furniture, namely, the women, and we are
1106

in

his father's foot-

Man

banners in both Nee

Athletic in his inclinations, he has
played football, basketball, baseball
golf, holds the record for the
lowest official golf score played in
Washington, D. C. As a disciple of
Isaac Walton, he prefers surf and
sea fishing.
An all-round person, up-and-coming Nee was president of the Washington Executives Association in
1942, the previous year wielded the
gavel for the American Business

1942 Sports
Committee Chairman for the Kiwanis Club; founder, and 1942
chairman for the Furniture Dealers
Ass'n of Washington; Air Raid
Warden for all furniture stores;
Board of Governors of the MerClub. Other kudos:

chants & Manufacturers Ass'n; member of the Board of Trade, Better
Business Bureau, and the Retail Advisory Committee to the U. S. Treasury for the Furniture Industry.
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THIS

the third successive year, the
FOR
Dry CleanThornton Laundry
Sc

ing Co., Youngstown, O., has renewed its
seven weekly quarter-hour shows on
WFMJ. One month after we aired our
first
fifteen-minute Sunday afternoon
program of transcribed organ and philosophy, we added an additional Sunday

program which we

still

feature.

Quiz

Six months later we were convinced
that radio played a definite part in our
business increase. Not one to pass up a
good thing, we increased our radio
schedule to seven 15 minute programs
per week, the year around.

Monday through Saturday at 8:00
A.M., listeners get the morning news,
and as interest in the news mounts even
above previous levels, our audience tunein increases in the same proportion.
Thornton's Lucky Listener program, a
special quarter-hour aired every Sunday
at 1:30 P.M., is a typical Pot-O-Gold
show. Certainly, it is our experience that
such programs are as well adapted to the
local field as they are to networks. Our

offering

is

exactly

what

its

name

implies.

Each week the announcer draws a
number from the Thornton Grab Bag.
That number determines the page of
the Youngstown Telephone Directory on
which the winning name is listed. A second drawing decides the exact line on
that page. At that point, the Lucky Listener is telephoned, and if the call goes
through, the listener's reward for answering his telephone
lars.

44

As

a

premium

for

^:ake

twenty

five dol-

knowing

the tele-

is

'Em

Show Plus News Dai

Walter M. Johnston, Pres.

phone number of the Thornton Laundry, the listener collects an extra five
dollars. Bright and early the next morning, the listener gets his prize money
from a Thornton routeman.
If the

phone

is

busy, or

if

for

any oth-

er reason, the call is not completed, the
not-so-lucky listener gets a consolation

prize of five dollars and the twenty five
dollars is carried over, added to the following week's prize to sweeten the jackpot.

Because telephone calls are seldom incompleted, it is apparent that most people stay

home

at least until after

1:30

P.M. to listen to the program, and we
have evidence that among both old customers and new contacts, the program is
one of the best known of the local radio
programs. In most cases, listeners have
their radios turned on when we call

them.

Because we believe that all advertising
should be coordinated, we consistently

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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P

^ASH YOUR
didn't have ihc facilities to handle the

demand!

When we
for

Cleaners!

Qie

recently signed our contract
another year, we did so because we

had

faith in advertising in general, and
faith in radio advertising in particular.

Radio has proved
medium; it alone
:t

Business Wrinkles Writes

1

Laundry

its

ability as a selling

sells

personal services

in a personal way.

Igj

r

S.

Dry Cleaning
Active

plug our radio programs in all of our
newspaper copy. In that way, listeners
more readily identify our radio offerings
with our business, and we are able to
keep on building up the size of our radio
audience.

In our choice of programs, we give
What's A^eiv in the News for a steady
diet,
sert.

for

and Lucky Listener

for Sunday desCertainly, since audiences tune in

information and entertainment, we

feel that the best

way

to create business

to give them these two ingredients. For
that reason, all commercials are of an
institutional nature, and in keeping step

is

much

of our

commercial time urging listeners
chase AVar Bonds and Stamps.

to pur-

with the times, we give

Once, for a six week period last year,
we advertised the replacement of worn
out collars on men's shirts for 35 cents.
It is the only direct merchandising we
have ever done, and we gave it up in a
hurry: response was so great that we
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cial

in so-

and

affairs

is

civic

Walter

M. Johnston,
president of the

Thornton Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co., Youngstown, O. While
lie
holds membership cards in
several fraternal

and in the local counmain interests are focused around his work and his famorganizations
try club, his

ily.

Although his Youngstown business has prospered since 1912 when
he first came to the steel-town, his
apprenticeship in the cleaning industry was served in the east. Vital
statistics: he was born in 1889 in
Cumberland, Md. Modest to the
point of shyness, laundryman Johnstoji tends strictly to business, slirinks
from personal publicity.
45

17th
THE
than
St.

It

marked

of March, 1940, was more
Patrick's Day in Michigan.
the opening of a gigantic

schedule of radio news programs for
Cunningham's 100 drug stores that has
continued over 17,000 times to date; al-

most three

full years

and

it is still

ce

Up Dru

going

and growing.

The

first

Cunningham's Nexvs Ace

Radio Round-thE-Clock

program, identified by the zoom of an
airplane, was the beginning of a series
of news programs that has shattered all

Writes Nate Shapero, Prf

records for consecutive broadcasting in

one market. Today in Michigan, Cunningham's Neius Ace has become synonymous with news.
Before the initial News Ace program
was broadcast, Cunningham's Drug
Stores, Inc., Detroit, had determined to
make this the most complete news coverage available in Michigan. This was
prior to the Blitzkrieg in France and the
Low Countries. Nevertheless, Cunningham's customers, like all of America,
were hungry for news. Our executives,
together with our advertising agency,
the Simons-Michelson Co. of Detroit,
recognized that radio had put its best
foot forward in war coverage. Day after
day every home listens to the war communiques and news broadcasts to obtain
the latest up-to-the-minute bulletins.
Our plan was to broadcast news, not at
isolated periods, but continuously, so
that any time-it was convenient, listeners
could tune in their radio and they would
have a Cunningham's News Ace program
with complete world, national and local
news coverage. 1 o accomplish this ambi-

tious schedule, we contracted for a total
of 122 news programs weekly on five key
radio stations in Michigan; WXYZ,

CKLW, WWJ, WJBK,
tion

a 250 watt sta-

which has built up a great listening

audience

as

People, and

The

Voice of the Working
in Pontiac.

WCAR

Recently we have added a sixth station to the News Ace schedule. This additional station is WJR, which carries
six

News Ace programs daily, seven days
These WJR News Ace programs

a week.

are designed to reach the enormous late
hour shifts of Michigan war workers,
and to further increase the scope of our
service in continuously broadcasting the
latest news. With action on the global
war front moving so rapidly in every
direction, these exclusive
News
Ace broadcasts, the only ones on the air
during the hours of 12:00 A.M. to 5:00
A.M., have been enthusiastically re-

WJR

ceived.

This expansive schedule brings
total 164

to a

Cunningham's News Ace broad-

•

.
.
.
D. C.
Murray, Adcraft club of De-

Left

(Bill)

troit president, pre-

sents on behalf
radio stations

of

WWJ, WXYZ,
CKLW, WJBK
and WCAR, an

award of merit for
public service to

Nate

S.

Shapero,

president of

CUN-

N I NGHAM'S
DRUG STORES,
INC.

gan

War

Savings Staff: Harvey CampExecutive Vice President of the

bell,

Detroit Board of Commerce, and Perci\al Dodge, Managing Director of the
\\ ar Chest. We might note that we believe that this is the first time any sponsor e\er published a full page newspaper
(Continued on page yl)

NEWS!

"leeve:

ons Sells Giant Specials

"'mningham's Drug Stores
Interested in practically every sosemice cause is Nate S. Shapero,

cial

president of
casts

on the

7:00

A.M.,

week. Beginning at
Cunningham's Xezcs Ace

air every

zooms over the

air wa\es around the
clock for 22 hours of continuous broadcastings on six stations. Tlie Xews Ace
programs vary from 5 to 15 minutes in
length, and for the most part, are broadcast on the hour.

The Xews Ace, in addition to rating
the most popular source of news broadcasts in ^Iichigan. also scores high honmedium

ors as a

for public ser\ ice.

On

November 2, 1942, the radio stations presented Cunningham's XeiusAce the award
of a Public Service Plaque for the contribution of more than 15,000 broadcast
messages in behalf of the war effort,
national, state and ci\ ic agencies. In connection with this award, Cunningham's
published a full page advertisement in
the Detroit Xeius, showing letters of
commendation that were recei\ed from
Mayor, Edward J. Jeffries:
Frank N. Isbey, Chairman of the United
States Treasury Department. MichiDetroit's

• Right
S.

.

.

.

Shapero,

dent,

Nate
presi-

CUNNING-

HAM'S

DRUG

STORES, INC.,
signs renewal contract for continuation of News Ace,

flanked by

(left)

C. B. Larsen, vice
president of CUN-

NINGHAM'S

and
(right) account
executive Lawrence
J.

Michelson.

Cunningham and

Shapero Drug Stores, Detroit, Mich.
For his aggressive leadership in rendering public service, the community, the state and the nation have
paid tribute to drugman Shapero.
Currently he not only wields the
gavel as president of the 100 retail
stores that comprise tlie Cunningham and Shapero chain, but he is
also president of the Board of Fire

Commissioners of Detroit; presidejit
Chaim Wiezmann Chemical
Research Foundation of Rehovoth,
of the

Palestine, and president of Franklin
Hills Country Club. He is also chairman of the following organizations:
the Xational Chain Stores' Section
of Defense Bonds and Stamps campaign: the MicJiigan Chain Stores
Association, and tlie Board of Police
and Fire Pension Committee. As a
member of countless other local,
state and national boards, he rounds
out his career as Detroit's Xumber 1
public spirited citizen.

Sales I
How

an Dut-the-Way

Sti

by Don Albertson, Adv'

is nothing new at Colorado Supply. We bought
our first spot announcements from KGHF 14 years ago, and
have been on the air continuously ever since. In spite of unusually
difficult problems, we have had thoroughly satisfactory results.
Colorado Supply is the retail division of the Colorado Fuel
Sc Iron Corporation. The operations of the company include coal
mining to a distance of more than 100 miles from Pueblo, an iron

RADIO advertising
f

mine

in

Wyoming, and

steel mills in

employees of the company,

Pueblo.

retail outlets are

To

serve the 10,000
at a num-

maintained

ber of points.
Our radio activities have been directed to Pueblo where we operate a complete department store, including groceries, bakery, drug
store, soda fountain, hardware, furniture and all dry goods lines.
We also operate two gasoline stations and a garage.

One of our chief problems is that of location. Our store is located near the entrance to the mills, several blocks from a suburban
business section, and it is a mile and a half from downtown. Since
the mill employees live all over the city, and have full freedom to
buy where they please, we must be aggressive at all times. Much of
our business comes from people who are not mill employees, and we
hold and increase this business.
Bringing people to Colorado Supply when they are nearer
other business sections is a strong test of any medium, and radio has
measured up to every test we have made. Here is the story of how
we have made radio an invaluable part of our advertising camstrive to

paign.

One of the most important factors is the selection of the right
have found that the housewife is in the mood to listen
time.
to the radio around 10:00 A.M. Children are off to school, breakfast dishes are out of the way, and she hasn't yet started to prepare

We

lunch.

Of course the selection of the right program is as important as
the right time. Since the listener is going to tune-in only those programs which seem important to that individual, it is up to the
sponsor to make his program important. A program that interests
the average person is the first essential. What interests the average
person?

Music is owe of the entertainment elements with widespread
appeal. Serials also offer entertainment value. Too, the average
housewife listens to news, and whether she likes them or not, she
have tried stories,
gets spot announcements between programs.

We
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10,000 employees, COLOdC IRON maintains various retail outlets. Shown below are its
department store, garage and gasoline

• To

With News

serve

RADO FUEL

station.

Coming

jPusiness

Its

Way

]olorado Supply Division

serials,

time

music and news. There was a

when music was

the listener's fav-

form of entertainment. Then serials stepped to the front. Now, news programs are reaching new peaks, and we
are currently sponsoring Baukage, over
the Blue Network, five times a week at
11:00 A.M. That sponsorship which began the first day Baukage was available
orite

for local sponsorship, is, we believe, the
most successful program to date. The
is this: continuous checks on the
listening public by telephone, letter or
card, is the best way to determine what
is interesting to the public at a given
time.

moral

Coordination with other programs on
the air is another important factor. If
there is an important program over
another network at the same time, your
program must be just as strong. Better
yet, check the competition and see to it
that your program stands out just a
little more than the one at the same time
on the other station.
In addition to our newscasts, we use
36 spot announcements a week. All of
them are short, and it is seldom that
they are over 40 words. Some spot announcements the housewife listens to;
others merely indicate a passing of time
between programs.
have found that
short announcements hold attention,
and get better results than longer ones.
During December, we add a number
of children's programs to our regular
schedule, since we carry a large stock of
toys. Advertising in this department is
confined entirely to radio, and we have a
complete turn-over each season. Usually

We

(Continued on page 5/j
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elling Sight Sitraight
Sell

Dhstfeld, General

Manager

produce for each dollar of the advertisbudget,

is

a requisite today,

and

will

be even more so in the future. At Service Optical, Des Moines, la., we piu
this credo into effect when we took on
sponsorship of two spot announcements
a day, six days a week over KSO. Service
Optical had specific reasons for using
radio time in the promotion of its busi-

Radio alone uses spoken salesmanship,
and radio alone carries the impact, the
inflections, warmth and convictions of
the human \oice. And we have a strong
conviction that those businesses which
should
be advertised in a personal, direct way.
While that one factor justifies our use of
radio time, there are others almost equally important. Surveys point out that 17
out of every 20 radio families listen
sometime during each day, with the
offer the public personal services

amount

of listening greatest in

is

just such a center.

medium

Des Moines

Coupled with

this

is

the fact that people with poor vision
spare themselves any unnecessary reading, and listening to the radio is more
pleasant to them than the strain of reading newsprint. Radio is the only advertising medium which places no eye strain
on the customer, and that makes it a
logical advertising medium lor people
in

50

our business.

Des Moines

Too, since radio

mon denominator

is

in

the greatest com-

American

life,

en-

gaging simultaneously as it does, more
than half of all radio families in American cities, its appeal is such as to make
difference in

little

tween

economic status begood vision is im-

listeners. Since

portant to everyone, regardless of economic status, there is logical tie-up.

Of course, almost as important as how
many listeners, is the question of what
kind of
up, our

ness interests.

sized communities. Certainly,

Writes Morton

of Service Optical,

INTELLIGENT Salesmanship, that is, the
knowledge of what a business has to
offer, what it is worth, and what it will
er's

Way

Personal Services in a Personal

listeners.

^Vith the farm income

listeners are those

with

money

to

spend. In much radio advertising directed at the rural market, the emphasis has
been almost entirely on the work front.
That work front is still important, bin
today the market for family products has
dollar value at least as great as that of
the vocational goods market.

Our
moved

use
to

of

radio

new and

began when we

larger quarters in the

Mart Building a little more than
There was a need for an effective advertising campaign that would

Style

a year ago.

bring us the increased business we were
in position to handle. Because we felt
that radio would do that job for us, we
used five announcements per day during
our opening week. Needless to state, we
had a splendid response; it was by far
the biggest week we had experienced in

which we had been in busiDes Moines. That's why we say

the year in
ness in

that

it

pays to advertise personal services

in the personalized

way

that

is

radio's.
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ACE UP DRUGS SLEEVE

(Con tinned from page 49)

(Continued from page 47)

olas himself talks to the children, tells

advertisement to publicize
grams.

them about the toys, and we use the
sounds of the actual toys for background.
Also, for the Christmas season, we redotible our spot announcement schedule.
For the past several years we have sponsored Dicken's Christmas Carol at night

tening audience plus today's most popular type of radio program, we were confronted with the important job of merchandising this advertising. We were
sure that Cunningham's values broad-

we have a Santa Claus program.

St.

Nich-

for the entire family, and for this show
we use only institiuional copy for its
good will value.

In our treatment of commercial copy,

we

take about one and a half minutes in
the fifteen, for our sales message featuring price and quality. One day we feature the dry goods department, the next
day we build drugs, ladies' ready to wear,
or men's wear, through the entire store.

Our

14 years on the air have taught us
that the average listener likes announcements in words he understands, and that
he prefers them short and to the point.
In the preparation of continuity, copy
in the third person is the most effective,
and it must be written so that the announcer can give your copy the meaning you intend it to have. Price in many
instances must stand out, and in every
case, there should be a clear description
of the item advertised.
Spots are one of the hardest announcements to write continuity for, but we
have found that properly handled, spot
announcements are an ideal method for
promoting specific items of merchandise.
Because they put your message over before the listener can turn the dial, this
type of radio broadcasting has become
one of oiu' main advertising features.

There

is

no room

for

doubt on our

part as to the effectiveness of radio advertising for department stores. It is
true, that radio, as any other medium,
must be studied. It cannot be treated as
a step-child if proper results are to be
attained. Proper times must be used, and
above all, consistency is necessary. It has
pulled for us, and given the attention
and support it deserves, it will pull for
others.
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With

this

its

radio pro-

combination of a huge

cast so extensively

would produce

lis-

results.

But, equally important to us, was to
formulate a well rounded plan that
would present our commercial announcements on each News Ace broadcast in a

news-worthy manner.

To

do

this,

we

de-

cided to feature a Cunningham Nexus
Ace (riant Special each day, each item
being a bargain that would make news
itself.

However, merchandising Cunningham's Giant Specials does not cease with
the actual broadcasts. These Specials are
effectively dramatized in every one of the
100 Cunningham's Drug Stores throughout Michigan with window displays and
inside News Ace counter displays. Every
store receives a weekly bulletin advising
which items are being featured on the
A^eivs Ace with instructions as to what
cooperation must be received from the
stores in tieing up with these News Ace
advertised products.

Our newspaper

ad-

vertising also identifies Cunningham's as
the source of the Neius Ace and carries
the continuous message to tune in. In

connection, many Cunningham's
Ace broadcasts have been devoted
to building more good will for individual departments, such as prescription,
photo finishing, or Cunningham's Oiun
this

A^eius

Ice

Cream, without

specifically

mention-

ing prices.
All retail establishments are not in a
position to sponsor radio programs on
such a widespread scope. But I am convinced that any retailer can effectively
use broadcasting provided the right type
of program is selected and the proper
selling approach is used, whether it be
in the form of merchandise copy or institutional advertising.
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SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day, a week, or a
yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

month

Finance
ALLEN COUNTY SPELLING BEE For
twelve long years, the Allen County
Spelling Bee has been the big event of
the scholastic year for grade school children. When the annual announcement
regarding the Spelling Bee is given out
by Fort Wayne National Bank, instantaneous is the response. Almost all
schools in Allen County participate.

Winners
als.

War Bonds and med-

receive

To

the

grand champion-of-cham-

pions goes a traveling placque designed
to accommodate the names of winners
for the next 53 years.
Each Allen County Spelling Bee series
runs approximately 11 weeks with con-

from the

testants selected

Through

elimination,

city schools.

champion,

city

county champion and grand champion
are finally determined.

Bank

president

Wendell C. Laycock tosses out the first
word to the first contestant in the fightlo-the-finish

WGL

spelling bee.

Home

Furnishings

MAZOR GRAND OPENING

Like a golden wedding anniversary, other such important landmarks in man's life, a grand
reopening of a long established place of
business after tremendous remodeling,
becomes a matter of public interest.
When friends of the Mazor Furniture
Co., Washington, D. C, gathered to oJi!

and ah! at its spic-8c-span new dress,
Mazor Furniture took to the WOL airwaves for a one-time broadcast.

With Mazor

regularly sponsoring, in

Washington, the commentaries of Fulton Lewis, Jr., newcaster Lewis was,
naturally, invited as guest-of-honor, adfor the 15-minute "duration."

libbed

Aired was a description of the new store,
and interviews with special guests. Frank
Blair assisted newsman Lewis in the
play-by-play descriptions.
AIR FAX:

Celebrity interviews added spice to sponsor's

dish.

Broadcast Schedule: 8:15-8:30 P.M.

Preceded By: Cal Tinney.

air FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

Followed By: Magic Dollars.

1931.

Wednesday and Saturday, 7:15-

8:00 P.M.

Station:

Preceded By: Candlelight Time.
Sponsor: Fort

WGL,

National Bank.

Agency: Kronstadt Adv.

Wayne, Ind.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

117,246.

COMMENT:

COMMENT: While grand

Competition

is

a powerful

and enthusiasm among the small-fry. When an
event such as this one becomes an anlever lor creating

interest

nual competition, interest carries over

from year-to-year. Thus, consistency becomes a factor even on a yearly schedule.
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Washington, D. C.

Population: 521,886.

Wayne
Fort

WOL,

Power: 1,000 watts.

Followed By: News.
Station:

Sponsor: Mazor Furniture Co.

openings are
always of interest to local citizenry, sponsor here wisely tied-in its regular featured radio commentator with its onetime shot, created additional interest in
its special air sfiow. Although many such
programs are daytime offerings, spon
sors achieve an all-family listening grou}3
through the use of night radio time.

RADIO SH OWM A NSH

1

P

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
Automobiles
Automobiles

32).
No.
—Mr. Yes and
Sport Headlines
(Used) — Heartbeats
140).
Tire Expert (May,
—
(Sept., '40, p.
in

—

Groceries
(Wholesale)
Golden Light Money Man
(Apr., '42, p. 133).
Hardware Stores Dr. Fixit (Nov., *41, p. 360).
Home Furnishings Funny Money Man (Feb., '43, p.

—
—

62).

(Apr., '42, p.

'41,

p.

Musical Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p. 72).
Bakeries
Southern Plantation (Sept., '41, p. 289).
Bakeries
Pigskin Prevue (Ju., '41, p. 222).
Beverages
(Feb., '41,
Homers at
Building Materials

p.

Auto Supplies
135).

Jack,

—
—
—

the

—

Home

58).

—

Clifton on the Air (Jan.,
19).
The Good Health Program (Mar.-Apr.,
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110, 112).
Americans All (Nov., '42, p. 395).
Civic Agencies
Junior Town (Dec, '41, p. 136).
Dairy Products
Kiddie Quiz (Ju., '41, p. 214).
Dairy Products
Young American's Club (Nov., '40,
Dairy Products

Chambers of Commerce
'42, p.

—

—
—
—

The Man Behind the Music (May, '42, p.
157).
Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Laundries
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Manufacturers
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
389).
Manufacturers
Keep 'Em Living (Feb., '43, p. 60).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June, '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.
Jewelers

—
—
—
—
246).
Music
—
Revue
306).
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
Optometry—Good Morning, Neighbors
35).
—Cues Christmas
348).
Public
—
Light on
West (Nov.,
390).
Shoes — Campus
(Aug.,
251).
Shoes — Mr.
148).
Shoes — Tick-Tock
Time
207).
Sporting Goods —Alley Dust
177).
—
Camps
310).
Taxi Cabs —
132).
Women's Wear — Melodies and Fashions (Nov.,
112).
Stores

Kiddies'

(Oct., '41, p.
the
(Apr., *42, p.

—
—
—
—
110).
p
Products —Wealth on Wheels
361).
96).
Exchange
—BookHardytime
—
Department
Program (Aug.,
— The
Department
238).
p
—Woman's Hour
Department
41
Claus Lane
Down
—
Department
326).
Brownie
p
—
Department
318).
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
(Dec,
p
—The Waker-Uppers
Department
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
379).
212).
p
—Chimney Express
Department
Ann
212).
and Bob
336).
53).
p
—B M Messenger (Dec,
Department
284).
412).
Cinnamon Bear
315).
423).
Melody (Dec,
Dry Goods —
Mother
354).
p
Doctors Courageous
— Years Ago Today (Dec,
230).
DruK
Dr. Mac
276).
146).
(Nov.,
p
The Enemy Within
—
Feed Lot Question Box
Farm
Witness News (Dec,
410, 428).
359).
277)
Minute
(May,
170).
Farm
—OurFrog Cousins
Freedom
278).
253).
Jumping
—
Diary (May,
Forbidden
173).
187).
—Saga Savannah
Fun With Music
162).
p
—Something Think About
Most Out
Today
245).
196).
97).
Defense
—
An American
Am
64;
59).
Hold These Truths
—We Orchid
187).
35).
You
Leader (May,
175).
—An
272).
In His
126).
(Dec,
—Smoke
Look
Your Mirror
Take
204).
258).
Hour
f„r5—
House (May,
by
128).
32).
—Hello Gorgeous
Bloom's Brood
248).
Mama
—Home Town
The Name You Will Remember
134).
(Dec,
—PDQ Quiz Court
Book
213).
One
130).
Scout
—
Your
Famous
135).
Radio Theatre
247).
— Dunkel
Magic Christmas Tree
344).
Cheer and Comfort
213).
Songs
—Food Stamp Quiz Basket (Dec,33).
140).
Sonny Tabor (May,
—Matrimonial Market
Freedom
Sons
(Dec,
388).
Sunday
290).
—Mystery Melody
56).
Unger
163).
—Mystree Tunes
90;
(Wholesale) —Hoxie
425).
344; Dec,
186;
34).
211).
America
This
155).
(Wholesale) —Market Melodies
Love (May,
This Thing
230).
218;
Touchdown Tips
(Dec,
419).
True
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
382).
(Dec,
63).
Yesterday
88).
(Wholesale) — Kitchen
64).
Who's News
25).
p.

(Nov.,

Dairy

(Mar., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p. 35).^

Dairy Products

Stores
Stores

'41

Pollard

p.

(June,

Stores

(Oct.,

Santa

p.

the

p.

Reporters
'41, p.
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p.

Sustaining

41,

178).

Stores

for

Utilities

41,

*41,

(Oct., '42, p.
'42,

(Jan.,

Participating

'40,

p.

p.

(Oct.,

BilHe the

Stores

41,

41,

Stores

(Oct.,

Stores

Stores

Betty
(Oct., '40, p.
Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p.

42,

8C

(Oct., '41. p.
(Nov., '41, p.
(Ju., '42, p.
(Aug., '42, p.
(Jan., '41, p. 18).
'42, pp.
EyeMysteries
'42, p.
Five
Flying for
(Aug., '42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Getting the
of Life

'42, p.

Patterns in
Five
Stores

Dearest

'40,

41,

Supplies

(Aug., '42, p.
City
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Supplies
Finance
of
Finance
Finance

Finance
Finance
Flowers
Fuel

with
(June, '42, p.
of the Airlanes (June, '42, p.

42,

'41,

(Mar., '42, p.

Spelling for

to

Rings

Cocktail
Furs
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Groceries
Groceries

(Aug.,

to

(Feb., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40, p.

(Aug., '41, p.

(Jan., '42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73, 74).
'40, p.
(Apr.; '42, p.
Safety
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
*40, p-

a

Let's
Little

(Sept.,

'41, p.

(June, '41, p.
Fruit Reporter

'41, p.

(Feb., '43, p. 60).

(June, '42, p.

for the

Classics (Apr., '42, p.
(Oct., '42, p.
(June, '42, p.

of

Santa's

of

'41, p.
(Jan., '43, p. 33).
'41, p.
Players
(Feb., '41, p.

Streamlined Fairy Tales
'42, p.
is

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

(Mar.-Apr.. '41. p.

Oct., '42, p.
(June, '42, p.

Called

(Ju., '41, p.

of the Air

p.

(Aug., '41, p.

Stella

(Jan.,

'41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73, 74).
Groceries
Air (Oct., '40, p.
Groceries

'41,

(June, '42, p.

in

Little

of

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

(Ju.,

June, '42, p.

'42, p.
Imperial
Steps (Aug., '42, p.

154).

(Jan., '42,

June,

'42, p.

'42, p.
Ju., '42, p.

'42, p.
Detective Mysteries
'41, p.
Twilight Tales
(Mar., '42, p.
Voices of

(Feb., '42, p.

p.

FEBRUARY,

(Feb., '42, p.
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DAILY CHUCKLES
"Sponsored 5 nights a v

— WROK,

Rockfi

DESIGN FOR WARTIME

"One
the

I

of the best featv

//me."-KMYR, Denv<|

HIGHLIGHTS OF WEEK'S
"Sponsored since wel

Circumstances today

make

urgent the need for

radio programs that are easy
handle.

and

thrifty

scribed to U. P."

-WTJS,

i

Jocksof

to
IN

MOVIELAND

"Sponsored 6 nights a

United Press radio news features meet that need.
There are sixteen of them all delivered ready
for broadcast. All you need do is add an announcer and serve.

—

—

As

for

sponsorship— here's what stations them-

for the past year."
WSJS, Winston-Salem

'

—

IN THE WOMAN'S WORI'
"Compliments fromi

sponsor and

his custoi.

— WJPR,

Greenvill*!

selves report:
ON THE FARM FRONT
"Sponsor has renewed.

SPEAKING OF SPORTS
"Sponsor's sales

in

tet.

up 60 per cent."

-WICA,

Ashtafcj

TIME OUT

"Human
the

interest

week."

-WGKV,

feat

til
'

Charleston,'

••

>Y'S

odmt

AMERICAN HERO

good. Sold as sepprogram."

Bcially
i

-WCFL,
^

Chicago,

III.

YS WAR COMMENTARY
proved a money-maker

"

oonsor."

-KWIL,

Albany, Ore.

I

,

,

DVER THE BATTIEFRONTS
ellent feature— on regschedule."

-KPMC,

Bakersfield, Calif.

END BUSINESS REVIEW
tract
Ite

renewed

period.

for

in-

Many com-

^nts."

A^KH-KTBS,

Shreveport, La.

II

r

Ic

^

I

^

t

,

EN IN THE

NEWS

isor noticed results imately in sales to new

mers."

-WDAN,
D AT
y,

Danville,

III.

WAR

very good."

-WWL, New

Orleans, La.

D IN BRIEF
-proof. Basis for impor'ommercial broadcast."

-WBZ,

Boston, Mass.

FOOTBALL PROPHET
•sored for entire season."

-WDLP, Panama

City, Fla.

United Press

Continuity writer Naomi Duff Smith
• Above
and Nancy Chiodi, (right), are interviewed by
emcee Ray Baker on the WITH Keep 'Em
.

.

.

Living program. (For story,
Airing the New, p. 60).

(left)

see

^^^

• Above

.

.

.

to puncture Adam's
the feminine quizztestweekly battle of the

Out
ego are
ants
sexes.

on

this

WCED

(For story, see Airing the New, p. 58).

SHOWMANSCOOPS
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

welcomes unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their radio programs.
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I

P

\i.S.W

• Above

.

.

Under

.

t>uiNu:>

>fi({

izl^m

Treas-

ury Department appointment, KSD sells War Bonds

and Stamps daily

at a spe-

booth in the Post-Dispatch building. Shown here
cial

are Thomas N. Dysart, president of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce; Mayor

Wm. Dee

Becker; Chester C.
Davis, president of the Federal Reserve Banks of St.
Louis, Mo., and George M.

KSD

Burbach,

General

Manager.

•

my

Center

.

.

Jefferies

Amiable Jimand Uncle Nik.

kodemus count

off the thousands of hours the Early
Birds have been heard since
the first broadcast on March
30, 1942.
(For story, see

Proof O' the Pudding,

p.

69).

•

Right

.

OLD BRU
Money Man,
well,

.

Heard

beer.
alias

drew 2,942

WCAR,
his

.

first

for

Funny

Bob Longletters on

Pontiac, Mich., in
two weeks. Club
response to request

member
for Funny

items: 100 per
(For another story on
this syndicated script show,
see Airing the New, p. 59).
cent!
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a valuable service for listeners, help
maintain volume business for advertisers.
While shows of this kind are only now
being bowed in, they are guide posts
along the way that many sponsors will

follow in the future.

AIRING

THE NEW

Dry Cleaners

ADAM AND EVE CLUB
Madam,"
To Eve said Adam.
"Good morning, sir,"
To him said her.

"(iood morning

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Department Stare
PERSONAL SHOPPER With gas rationing putting the squeeze on the family
jalopy, quick trips to town are out for

the duration. But

if

the housewife

doesn't do her own shopping, who will?
In Boise, Idaho, the answer is Kathyrn
Kane, personal shopper for Falk's De-

partment Store.

KIDO

Kane

Kathyrn

effort-saver

selects the purchase, gets

it

out in

the next mail.

minute
show are specific merchandise items.
While Falk's formerly used a newspaper
column to phig mail orHighlighted in the daily

WCED

I'wo teams, with five men on one side,
women on the other, face a barrage
of 30 questions in the 30 minute show.
Question-a-minute winners return the
following week to meet a new team of
the opposite sex, face another threeround battle to the finish.

five

Contestants are representatives of various business establishments in Dubois,
Pa.,

and

the

name

Kathryn Kane who does her

script, presents it five times
a week in a breezy, personal style.

Broadcast:

November

COMMENT:

First Broadcast:

Particularly

Broadcast

A.M. Monday

58

March

Schedule:

12, 1942.
Thursday, 9:05-9:35

P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Buddy Clothes; Paris Cleaners; Harbridg«'
Furniture.
Station:

WCED,

Power: 250

Dubois, Pa.

watts.

Population: 24,149

in

commun-

serving a large suburban area programs of this kind are certain to perform
ities

keeps the wheels

rolling.

30,

1942.
Broadcast Schedule: 11:50-11:55
through Friday.
Preceded By: Women in the News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Falk's Department Store.
Station: KIDO, Boise, Idaho.
Power: 2,500 (d).
Population: 160,000.

'

A^R FAX: One announcer

own

First

Listener-sent-in ques-

an average of 100 peri

Participating sponsors report
increases of from 15 to 20
per cent, include Buddy Clothfs,
men's and boys' clothing stoic;
Paris Cleaners, and Harbriuge
FURNIIURE Si ORE.

as a service to out-of-town-

is

to

sales

crs.
Versatility

up

broadcast.

was designed to stress the
personal shopping angle

for

vicinity.

tions stack

ders, the switch to radio

air FAX:

meetings

are held not in the morning but in the
evening, the starting point for the weekly
quizz program is as polite as
the above tongue-twister. From that
point on, it's a battle of the sexes, with
Eve out to puncture Adam's ego, and
vice versa.

five

listeners send descriptions and
specifications, mail order with check for
purchase, or use their charge accounts.

Time, money and

Adam and Eve Club

While the

COMMENT:

Quiz programs still enjo)||
tremendous popularity, give ncij
evidence of slipping from the top of th(|j
their

RADIO SHOWMANSHII

Sponsor: Boswell-Fox Motor Co.; First National
Bank; Food Machinery Corp.; Valley Baking Co.
Station: KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.
Power: 250 watts.

ladder. Angle here creates an added element of excitement which is almost certain to stimulate additional listener interest. (For pic, see Showmanscoops, p.

Population: 13,306.

COMMENT: Here
Finance

VICTORY HOUR
With men and women everywhere, the
drive that keeps
them at the assembly line, keeps faith
and hope alive, keeps the wheels of civilian life turning, is the drive toward
the Victory Hour. Keeping that torch
burning brightly for

KGBS

listeners in

Harlingen, Tex., are four participating
sponsors in a full-hour weekly show.
Each sponsor presents one quarter-hour
as his own, using only institutional copy.

With fast-moving band music

patriotic

is

a full-hour

program

long enough to make a big splash in the
pool of listener's interest which is at the
same time well within the budget of almost any advertiser. Such programs carry
the sponsor's advertising message in the
most effective way possible, help business
march toward new peaks at the Victory

Hour.

Drug Products
NEWS AT HOME While
taken

first

abandoned

war news has
ribbons for popularity, not
civilian interest in

is

News

KTUL

Home.

lisIn Tulsa, Okla.,
teners get a twice-a-day shot at news
highlights in city, county and state. Ex-

at

cept when it directly affects personalities
or businesses in the area, the war is out.

America Marches On in the
opening fifteen minutes for the Food
Machinery Corporation. Continuity
adaptation: "America Marches On to

One hundred per cent behind veteran
newscaster Glenn Condon are the daily

Victory, because

and weekly Oklahoma newspaper

in nature,

soldiers are luell fed.

its

Take your agricultural

products for
processing to a firm using the Flavorseal process." Script is from the Associated Library.

National Bank bank15-minute Treasury Star Parade
portion of Victory Hour, copy stresses
the fact that the program is presented
by, not sponsored by. First National.
As Victory Hour goes into its third quarter-hour, BoswELL-Fox Motor Co. ushers in We Hold These Truths, a BMI
\Vhile the First

rolls the

script.

Truth

to

which

Boswell-Fox

holds: sponsor cannot sell everyone now,
but time will come when Ford Motor
cars will again be available to everyone.

Last quarter-hour of the Sunday offering is an Army and Navy recruiting
platter presented for Valley Baking Co.
Listeners are asked to remember that

bread was the

staff

of life

which gave

American
na

soldiers and sailors the stamiof fighting men.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: November 8, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 4:00-5:00 P.M.

Preceded By: Boys Town.
FoUowed By: News.

1-

E B

R U

AR

Y<
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tors.

ed

When newsman Condon

this series,

he

set

edi-

first start-

up an exchange desk

similar to newspaper exchange desks. To
the desk comes copies of all state newspapers from which he frequently quotes,

giving full credit.
Special promotion for Groves Quinine and Vitamins, sponsor of the 8:00
A.M. news digest, and for Vicks VapoRUB and Vatronol, angel for the 4:00
P.M. shift: life size blow-ups of newscaster Condon in hotel lobbies and drug
store window displays; full size blow-tips
on 24-sheet bill boards; envelope stuffers

and

letters

to

the trade,

and courtesy

air plugs.

air FAX: Voted one

of the southwest's foremost newscasters, editor Condon has been managing editor of
the Tulsa World; sports editor for the Tulsa Tribune, city editor of the Tulsa Tribune, and is new
United Press Bureau operator for the eastern half

of

Oklahoma.

January 1, 1939.
Broadcast Schedule: 8:00-8:15 A.M.; 4:00-4:15 P.M.
sponsor: Groves Quinine and Vitamins; Vicks Vaporub and Vatronol.
Station: KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
First Broadcast:

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 147,961.
Agency: Russell M. Seeds, for Groves; Morse International for Vicks.
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COMMENT: An

established newscaster
with a loyal following of listeners is one

of the first essentials in successful news
sponsorship. Through announcer buildups, the sponsor is able to associate his
product with the established personality,
thus draw the fan's loyalty to his business.

Maybe he's the red-head that waited on
you at the corner grocery store. Perhaps
he delivered your evening newspaper.
But you wouldn't know him on the hospital cot in the South Pacific. An instant
blood transfusion is the only thing that
will save him now.
With such

a plea, industrial

and

retail

Baltimore, Md., go on the
airwaves each week-day in a dramatic appeal for blood donations. Featured on each broadcast is a two minute
interview with merchant seamen from
torpedoed ships, others with first hand
experience in the war. Last half of the
quarter-hour show is devoted to receiving telephone appointments from volunteers for blood donations.
firms

in

WITH
Laundries

THE NAME YOU WILL REMEMBER
People are the most interesting subject
in the world. Today, more than ever,
everyone wants to know about persons
who make news, shape history, get things
done. To make the Globe Laundry,
The Name You Will Remember, admanager B. H. Ellis took to the CHNS
air waves with the transcribed feature
featuring the world's No. 1 subject:
namely, people!

While Globe Laundry, launderer and
dry cleaners, is not seeking new business,
it is using the five-minute series to encourage the public to cooperate on new
pick-up and delivery schedules set up by
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.
Additional duty chalked up to the show:
to keep sponsor's name before listeners
in Halifax, N. S.
Personality sketches ranging from Madame
Chiang Kaishek to Arturo Toscanini are used in this
39 programs.

air FAX:
series of

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

November

Schedule:

9,

1942.

Monday,

Wednesday,

Friday,

6:25-6:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: War News.
Sponsor: Globe Laundry.
Station:

CHNS,

Power: 1,000

Each day a new sponsor bankrolls the
program dedicated to the interests of the
Army and Navy Donor Service of the
American Red Cross. While sponsors
ranging from department stores to
wholesale drug manufacturers are restricted to courtesy acknowledgments at
program's beginning and end, there is
a sponsor waiting

list.

Listeners, too, respond to this S.O.S.
plea: in six months no fewer than six
appointments per shot. Top record: 69

group donors on one show. Results
checked at the Blood Donor Center
during June and July when all newspaper publicity was suspended, showedf
an average weekly increase of 90 blood"
donors credited directly to the program.
Report was limited to those who mentioned the program, with the desire to
have their names announced over later)
programs. Total blood donations for the!
week ending June 29: 677. Record for)
week ending December 5: 1,352!
I

Halifax, N. S.

watts.

Population: 59,275.
Producer: NBC Radio-Recording Division.

;

COMMENT: High

in the scale of listener interest are programs of this kind
which humanize those in the limelight.
Here is a spanking new transcribed feature with a sure-fire tie-in for sponsor's
name and business.

Listeners are invited to phone in dur-i
ing the broadcast to emcee Ray Baker.
Names and addresses are taken, verbal
arrangements for blood donations are
made over the air.
'f

air FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

Manufacturers

KEEP 'EM LIVING

He's not just a

stranger. Pcrliaps he's a

60

boy you know.

3:45 P.M.
Sponsor: Hutzler

Dunning,
Station:

June

1,

1942.
Saturday, 3:30'

Monday through

Bros.

Co.,

&

Hynson, Westcott

others.

WITH,

Power: 250

Baltimore,

Md.

watts.

Population: 833,499.
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COMMENT:

Here

is
another type of
business. Advertisers
with vakiable trade names anxious to
keep 'em living will find prestige pro-

wartime job

tnams
o
times.

for

each \car in institutional advertising is
one indication to the local sponsor that
such a policy pays-out in the long riui.

this kind in tune with the
(For pic, see Showmanscoops, p.

of

PRESIDENT'S NEWS CONFERENCE

SAMPLE SCRIPT AVAILABLE.

Phenomena

Men's Wear

BADGE OF HONOR

Milling

Giving

modern

point to the ancient advice to ''render
unto Caesar that which is Caesafs," is the

\\m. Farrar & Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out.
In its 40 years as clothiers to the men of
its community, it has outfitted two gen-

are not phenomenal in the
Roosevelt administration, but even hard
boiled newsmen took heart when F. D. R.
first gave them the go-ahead to use his
name in connection with press conferences. Earlier administrations had sometimes forbidden any reference to the
AV'hite House as a source of copy, and
more liberal ones had sanctioned only
the use of such phrases as White House

erations of local citizenry. Today, those
same men are in mufti, their outfitter,
the Canadian government. In Badge of
Honor, Farrar pays tribute to these
same men and women of Canada's fighting forces.

Spokesman

ents hot-foot

it

Prepared by the Canadian Department of National Defense, the transcribed series heard on CKOC dramatizes the story behind the badges of
Canada's finest fighting units, past and

or telegraph

offices

present.

To

the principals of both public and
secondary schools in Hamilton went
letters calling attention to the historical
content of the institutional building
show. Generously used before the pro-

gram began were announcements

featur-

ing excerpts from the discs. Also used
were window display cards and news-

as a shield

behind which

to

hide.

Today the biggest news the country
knows is apt to come from these selfsame press conferences, and correspondto the nearest

telephone

to relay their copy.

Not so, with Fulton Lewis, Jr., Mutual's
ace analyst. Twice weekly he gives his
listeners the low-down on the latest
presidential utterances in President's
News Conference. In Omaha, Nebr., the
for
program is heard over
Miller's Cereal Mills on a till forbid
order.

KBON

General commercial copy
special emphasis

on

is

retailer

used, with

good

will.

Spot announcements, direct mail to

newspaper and theatre
ing merchandise the show.
tailers,

re-

advertis-

paper ads.
air FAX:
AIR FAX:

Special scries was built for local broadcasting exclusively.

September 27, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 12:45-1:00 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Wm. Farrar & Co.. Ltd.
Station: CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts (d).
Population: 155,547.
Producer: Dept. of National Defense.

COMMENT:

who

present morale building programs during times of
stress earn badges of honor upon which
no dollars and cents value may be put.
That bigtime business continues to invest

Sponsors

hundreds of thousands of dollars

FEBRUARY, 1943

First Broadcast:

April

1,

1942.

Tuesday, 4:00-4:05 P.M.; Friday, 10:30-10:35 A.M.
Preceded By: Monday, Music; Friday, News.
Followed By: Monday, Scrapbook Pages; Friday,
Yankee Houseparty.
Sponsor: Miller's Cereal Mills.
Station: KBON, Omaha, Nebr.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 256,054.
Agency: Allan 8c Reynolds Agcy.
Broadcast Schedule:

COMMENT:

Significant is the tremenrise of news broadcasts.
Surveys indicate that the public is as
much interested in interpretation as it
in straight new^s reporting. Fitting
is
right into this picture is a program of

dous popularity

this kind.

61

one here. Business
has already won its spurs in its efforts to
aid the war effort, and this fact will be
remembered by a grateful public in the
post-war period. (For pic, see Showmanall-out gestures as the

SHOWMANSHIP

scoops, p. 51).

IN ACTION

Beverages

GRAB BAG
Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

program out of the ordinary.

a

lift

Hnme
FUNNY MONEY MAN

Furnishings

Because steel
production must be maintained, patriotic citizens anxious to speed the war to

reminded that Ju?ik Ain't
Junk Xo More. From the American Industries Salvage Committee comes the
victory

are

reminder

that

pound

every

of scrap
helps make two pounds of fighting
equipment. Man. woman and child are
being asked to get in the scrap.

AMiile

in

run-of-the-mill

broadcasts.

Funny Mo?iey Man gives away real
money for w'orthless items, his theme
song for one entire week was that Junk
Ain't Junk Xo More. His purchases
throughoiu the week were pieces of scrap
metal, with the American Industries

Salvage Committee donating

prize

money. Grand finale: a. special salvage
purchase of a huge piece of scrap metal.
Into the melting pot went old boilers,
fire escapes and automobile fenders.

WWNY

air FAX:

Series heard over
is sponsored by
the Morrison Furniture store on a three-a-week sked.
Listeners send in Funny Money club memberships
to become eligible for cash-on-the-line awards for
worthless items. Membership total 30 days after
show was first aired: 860!

February 23, 1942.
Schedule: Monday, Wednesday,

Friday,

8:15-8:45 A.M.
Preceded By: News of the World.
Followed By: Sun Dial,
Sponsor: Morrison Furniture Store.
Watertown, N. Y.
Station:
Power: 1,000 watts.

WWNY,

Population: 32,205.
Producer: Allen A. Funt.

COMMENT: 1
to

be

ness

62

known

lar), etc.,

A
ers

come from

WOL

real treasure chest for
listenrake in the pieces-of-eight is the

who

Grah Bag, aired for the Globe Distributing Co., advertisers of Arrow Beer,
Washington, D. C. Quizees selected from
a studio audience answer listener-sent
brain teasers, receive 40 pieces-of-eight
for each correct answer. If a question is
missed, the Jack Pot claims the five
bucks.

Xew twist: Jack Pot treasure-trove
goes to listeners who become eligible for
the prize money by sending name and
address on the back of a penny post
card to the Grah Bag program. To the
nest-egg built up through unanswered
questions. Arrow Beer adds 25 smackers. At show's end, the total is given to
the person whose penny post card is
drawn from the Grah Bag. Mail pull:
500 cards a week for the weekly show!
air FAX:

Participating members of the audience reach
into the old fashioned grab bag in Bill Herson's quiz
First Broadcast:

August 19, 1941.

Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 8:30-9:00 P.M.

Preceded By: What's My Name?
Followed By: Gabriel Heatter.
Sponsor: Globe Distributing Co.
Station: WOL, Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 521,886.
Agency: Katz Agency, Baltimore, My.

hat this

COMMENT; While

as

streamlined

Helped Win

may in time come
The War That Busiis

it.

show.

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Ea erybody who reads pirate
stories, or dreams of treasure-trove has
heard of Spanish pieces-of-eight, the
Spanish dollar from which the American
dollar got its name. Called a piece-ofcight because it was worth eight hits or
reales, the hit, was about equal in value
to the English sixpence and interchangeable with it. Our phrases "two bits" (for
a quarter), "four bits" (for a half dol-

indicated by such

maximum

most quiz shows are
give studio audiences
rewards, prize money for
to

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

questions contributed has been the chief
incentive offered for radio listeners.
Here is a show that gi\ es the come-on to
both groups, keeps listener-interest at
the boiling point through the show's last
split

second of time.

BOWLING

When

king-pin

Beverages
Coca Cola

15 minutes of running
description of the fastest bowling league
in Parkersburg, W. Va., on the
air lane, sponsor's follow-through put
real English on the Coca Cola sales ball.
Every bowler who makes a strike receives
an ice-cold bottle of Coca Cola. On-thespot chatter with bowlers also net pinsetter sponsor enthusiastic plugs
for
Coca Cola. Simple as
are the results: program not only upped sales of
sponsor's product, but also increased
bowling fan attendance on Wednesday

Bottling Co. put

WPAR

ABC

nights.

AIR FAX: During

this quarter-hour
other leagues are also given.

stint,

scores

of

Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:30-8:45 P.M.

Followed By: Local Variety Show.
Sponsor: Parkersburg Coca Cola Bottling Co.
Station: WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 31,000.

COMMENT: Always

popular with sports

fans are on-the-spot broadcasts. That this
show also convinced listeners that spon-

product hit-the-spot is indicated by
increased sales. Sponsor's giveaway enabled him to get his sales message across
with the minimum of listener resistance.

sor's

Home

angle. Numbers pulled from a hat
previous to the broadcast determine the
half-dozen who go on the show each
week. Each is interviewed by WTMJ's
Johnnie Olson, then gets a free long distance telephone chat with his nearestof-kin. Orchid winning angle cooked up
by The Robert A. Johnston Co.: a portion of the conversation goes out over
the airwaves, but each service man is allowed to retire to a secluded corner to
continue chinning with the homefolks
out of range of the mike. Each interviewee gets ^ a sample package of Johnston cookies to satisfy his sweet tooth.

Brief commercials read by
ley are given over to

Show

is

AIR FAX:

pointed up

FURLOUGH FUN

Service men in training the country over find that centers for
Furlough Fun are the USO headquarters
set up to provide fun and frolic for the
fighting men. Adding to the fun in Milwaukee, Wis., The Robert A. Johnston
Co., candy, cookies and cracker manufacturer, stages a free-for-all at USO
headquarters each Sunday afternoon.

An

interview type of show restricted
to servicemen, Furlough Fun packs its
big wallop in its Call the Folks Back

FEBRUARY, 1943

Stan-

cookies.
with dealer posters.

up for a 13 week run.
September 13, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 5:00-5:30 P.M.
Preceded By: NBC Symphony.
Followed By: Pate Civic Concert.
Sponsor: Robert A. Johnston Co.
Station: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Series was set

First Broadcast:

Population: 680,434.
Agency: Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap Associates.

COMMENT: While

a

show

of this kind

has a simple format, it is one that will
have wide listener appeal because of its

human

interest angle. At the same time,
the sponsor has a chance to build a loyal
following for his products among the
service men themselves, as well as with
the radio public.

Drug Stares
Do

PUBLIC OPINION

Candies

Don

Johnston

erally resent advice
Should the size of

newly-weds gen-

from

their parents?

newspapers be reduced as a wartime measure? Customers
of the Independent Druggists Alliance
each week get ballots from I. D. A. outlets on which to check yes or no answers to ten questions, mail them to
CKCL, Toronto, Can. Public Opinion
determines the answers on which the
radio program heard over CKCL, Toronto, CKOC, Hamilton, and CKTB,
St.

Catharines,

is

based.

Contestants are selected from studio
audiences at the w^eekly broadcasts, and

63

must answer questions on which the
Opinion vote was tabulated.
When contestant's answer agrees with
Public Opinion, based on majority vote,
the prize is two simoleons for each corPublic

A

miss adds the prize money to possible winnings for next contestrect answer.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: October 14, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
Preceded By: The Lone Ranger.

Followed By: Labour Forum.
Sponsor: Independent Druggists Alliance.
Station: CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.
Power: 1,000 (d).
Population: 155,547.
Agency: A. McKim, Ltd., Toronto.

ant.

COMMENT: Hook

for store traffic is the
ballot distribution only through spon-

With programs originating
from each of several stations, local inter-

sor's outlets.

est

is

gets

heightened, and each of the outlets
share of credit and glory.

its full

Meats

RHYTHM AND RHYME

From Herb

Hayworth's

On each program, I.
Stores put up $75 prize

D.

A.

money

Drug
for the

listening audience, to which is added all
prize money not won on the preceding
program. Ten ballots are drawn from all
received during the week, one ballot for
each of the ten questions. If the answer of
the ballot drawn agrees with the vote of
the public on the question for which it
was drawn, the sender of the ballot receives a share of the prize money. If the
ballot has a red, white and blue I. D. A.
guarantee sticker attached, prize is
tripled. If the answer on the ballot disagrees with Public Opinion, the prize
money is carried over to the next week.

Studio audience is given colored numbered stubs on admission to the studio;
light color for women, dark for men.
Five minutes before show time, draws
are made, ten names selected to be
quizzed during the program. Each is
asked one of the ten questions listed on
the Public Opinion ballot for the week.
Public Opinon ballots received by mail
are placed in a drum, and each contestant makes one draw to determine possible listener winners. Hook for the 270
Independent Druggists: ballots, with
shows originating from each of the three
stations to increase local interest; store
displays, and courtesy announcements.
One origination in CKOC's studio,

Hamilton, drew 315 people.
64

patter to the housewife's
platter is the story of Rhythm and
Rhyme aired over WGL, Fort Wayne,
Ind., for the Parrot Packing Co. Hook:
listeners are invited to write comments
on the sponsor's program. Gag: if
poet-laureate Hayworth cannot take the
cards cold, work up a four-line poem
using the listener's name in connection
with the comment on Parrot products
within 60 seconds, listener gets a pound
of bacon. Take is reduced to a halfpound if quick-on-the-trigger Hayworth
comes through. Proof that the show is
also bringing home the bacon for Parrot
Packing: in some cases, show has accounted for two-thirds of the total

WGL

WGL

mail pull.
AIR FAX: Program is made up of songs and patter
on the part of Norm Carroll and Herb Hayworth,
with Carroll at the piano.

March 16, 1942.
Monday, Wednesday,
12:15-12:30 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Schedule:

Friday,

Preceded By: Baukage Talking.
Followed By: Sustaining network.
Sponsor: Parrot Packing Co.
Station:

WGL,

Power: 250
Population :

Fort

Wayne, Ind.

watts.
1 1

7,246.

COMMENT: That

a show with a hea\\
commercial flavor can also provide excellent entertainment is indicated by the
mail pull of this program. While much

of the success of this series rests upon the
quickness of the announcer, it does work
out into a pleasant, painless 15 minutes
of commercial.
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
SHOW-

the businessman's own department. RADIO
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
programs for their mutual benefit.
reactions to radio

This

is

MANSHIP

Drugs
KING'S KIDDIE KLUB "My father and I
had been doing business at Culley's
Greenville, Miss., for many
years, but recently we sold that store and
name. Later we decided to open up at a
new location and under a new name.

single-handed, is carrying our advertising banner at present."
C. E.

CULLEY,

JR.

Ki77g Drug Store
Greenville, Miss.

Drug Store,

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: Spring, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: News, Monday through Saturday, 7:30-7:45 A.M.; Kiddie Klub, Saturday, 10:30-

11:00 A.M.

"Our new store is favorably located,
but we knew we needed to put across
both our new name and the idea that
we sell qtiality merchandise and drugs
at prices as

low or lower than our com-

petitors.

"Aboiu four months
ago we also began
sponsorship of King's
Kiddie Klub, broadcast

Saturdav

morning

from 10:30 to 11:00
from the stage of the
Lake Theatre. Al-

though young, our
Kiddie Klub shows
definite promise of
being a very beneficial
of institutional advertising.

"You can see that we are going all out
and we are reaping more sales
per dollar than we have ever got from
any other medium. With this start, we
fully expect to climb ahead of practicalfor radio,

ly all, if
f

Station:

not

all,

our competitors. Radio,

FEBRUARY, 1943

WJPR,

Power: 250

Greenville, Miss.

watts.

Population: 20,000.

COMMENT: Almost
is

"Therefore, we tiuTied to radio. We
chose AN'JPR's featured morning news
quarter-hour, at 7:30 A.M. six days a
week. Along with these United Press
news dispatches we use brief, dignified
messages on why and what to buy at the
King Drug Store.

medium

Sponsor: King Drug Store.

a job for Superman
that of establishing a new firm in a

competitive world. That radio did just
that, single-handed and unaided, is further proof of the power that is radio's.

Grocery Products
"Naturally
Q. NEWS REPORTER
we are pleased to learn that in renewing
our daily program for the eighth consecutive year we are establishing a new
world's record for continuous news
broadcasting.

p. D.

"It is always our very earnest desire to
be of constructive service to our many
loyal distribtitors, and in contacting
hundreds of thousands of food buyers
every day, we believe we are doing a
very effective job of merchandising and
selling for every dealer who stocks the
Phillips Delicious line of 59 fine foods.

"Our steadily growing business
throughout the entire area reached by
\VFBR is our best assurance that consumers and distributors are hearing
more and more about Phillips Delicious products, and that their proven
65

quality and flavor encourage constantly
increasing sales."

ALBANUS PHILLIPS
President
Phillips Packing Co., Inc.

Cambridge, Md.
AIR FAX: Morning

after morning for seven years,
the familiar voice of WFBR's P. D. Q. News Reporter has carried the news to Baltimore breakfasttime listeners. Featured is ace
news editor
Irwin Elliot. Phil Barry puts the proper emphasis on
the Phillips commercials.

WFBR

First Broadcast:

1935.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 8:158:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Morning in Maryland.
Followed By: Time to Shine.
Sponsor: Phillips Packing Co., Inc., Cambridge, Md.
Station:

WFBR,

Baltimore,

Md.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 833,499.

COMMENT:

Creation and maintenance

of satisfactory dealer outlets are one of
the main problems for manufacturers
and wholesalers in almost any business.
Phillips creates a demand for new outlets and promotes goodwill among those
already established on one and the same

program.

"About four times

a year, special letchurches in the
city asking the pastors to announce our
program. The majority of the churches
carry these announcements, many times
with additional comments from the pastor who very likely has been on our program at some past time.
ask each
pastor who is to be on our program to
announce the Sunday previous that he
will be on the program and invite his
ters are sent to all the

We

congregation to

listen.

"The radio pages of the daily papers
carry three or four articles a year on our
program, centering them around anniversary dates, etc. From time to time we
have enclosures telling of our radio program placed in all of our outgoing mail.
Also, we have a paper that goes to our
79,000 contributors six times a year, and
it always includes an announcement in
phone

solicitors

and

have

tele-

and

they are instructed to remind people of
this program whenever they have the opportunity."
R. C.

"We

St.

types of discarded materials from the
in and around St. Louis.
recondition these articles in our factory,

We

homes

Louis,

collect

all

giving work to crippled and handicapped people who have difficulty in finding employment in regular industries.
We then sell these articles through our
eight stores for a sufficient amount to pay
the wages of these people. Articles that
cannot be repaired are salvaged.

ADAIR

Superintendent
Goodwill Industries

Philanthropies

GOODWILL DEVOTIONS

We

field visitors,

regard to our program.

Mo.

AIR FAX: Program opens with a hymn, and is followed by prayer. After another hymn by the Goodwill quartette, a scripture lesson is presented. Highlight of the program is a talk presented by an outstanding minister or layman. Over 500 ministers have
already spoken.
First Broadcast: 1938.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 6:156:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Roundup.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Goodwill Industries.
Station:

KXOK,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,141,593.

"Besides helping to save salvage materials and get the lUmost consumer value
out of things that would ordinarily be
thrown away, we are helping a group of
people that are very anxious to work
and earn for themselves.

"Because of

this desire to

rebuild

men

and women, and because we believe that
the only foundation upon which this can
be done is religious, we open each day
with a chapel service. Last June we observed our one thousandth consecutive
radio program of Goodwill Devotions.
66

COMMENT: When

salvage material beindustry, nuuh
confusion resulted at the outset for la(k
of adequate organizations to handle the
volume of business mothered by wartime
urgencies. In this country, through such
agencies as the Goodwill Industriks,
salvage supplies needed for the defense
effort are handled with the minimum oli
confusion. Certainly radio has done an

came an English war

admirable public service in performing
its part in promoting such worthwhile
philanthropies.

\
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PROOF O'THE

sponsors of newcasts who were on the
bandwagon prior to America's entry into the war reap an extra dividend in the
terms of new listeners to an already
established program.

PUDDING

Bakeries

Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

THE WAR THIS WEEK

Chiropractor
Weekly news

magazines are one indication that people
want more than day-by-day summaries
of current news events. Especially in
crucial times, the weekly picture be-

comes almost more important than 24hour shifts in the tide of battle. Radio
success with weekly summaries of the
news is another indication that the public wants this type of reporting.
When Dr. W. G. Edwards, Chiropractor, took to the air lanes over KOH,
Reno, Nev., his choice was The War
This Week. Morning after the show's
year-and-a-half ago premiere, Dr. Edwards had more business than he could
shake a stick at. In his waiting room
were 50 new patients, all traceable to
the program!
No flash in the pan was that first experience.
year ago. Dr. Edwards was
forced to discontinue the program for a
month. Reason: he had to move into
larger quarters to handle his increased
clientele. In January of this year he had
to add another chiropractor to his staff

A

help
ments.
to

him keep up with

his appoint-

NEWS FOR WOMEN With

KOA

WooLEY & Hunter
account executive,

program we've ever had!"
Showmanstunt: on-the-spot transcribed

the finest

interviews with various retail dealers
handling Butternut Bread are later
played back over the program. Goodwill
gesture by Campbell-Sell: interviewed
grocers are presented with a recording
of their interview.
Special promotions used to sell the
show to the public include the use of
screen trailers in 12 Denver Fox The-

atres, reaching an approximate weekly
audience of 167,000; display cards on the
entire fleet of the Yellow Cab Co.'s taxi
cabs, and a window display in the en-

trance-way to

KOA's

studios.

insure a woman's slant, scripts based on
wire services are prepared
writer Evadna Hammersley. Gil Verda news-

air FAX: To
by

Scripter and announcer of the weekly quarter-hour is Merrill Inch.

While news

listening

show.

1940.
Schedule: Tuesday, Thursday,
10:30-10:45 A.M.
Sponsor: Campbell-Sell Baking Co.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.

First Broadcast:

Saturday,

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.
Agency: Woolley 8C Hunter Advertising.

COMMENT: News makes an
has

reached new peaks since Pearl Harbor,

FEBRUARY, 1943

staff

casts the

Broadcast

1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 5:00-5:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Fitch Bandwagon.
Followed By: Local transcription.
Sponsor: Dr. W. G. Edwards, Chiropractor.
Station: KOH, Reno, Nev.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 18,529.
Broadcast:

COMMENT:

Advertising Agency
Ed Hunter: "This is

KOA's AP, UP, and INS

AIR FAX:
First

war opening

previously almost unheard
of parts of the world for most Americans, those who want to follow the
course of battle find that war has also
made the family atlas obsolete. That the
so-called weaker sex is interested in getting a visual picture of the war zones is
the experience of the Campbell-Sell
Baking Co., wholesale bakers.
Offered to its News For Women listeners over KOA, Denver, Col., was a
United Press war map of the far eastern war zone. Swamped with more calls
than could be handled for an hour were
switchboard girls. Flash from
the

up what were

excellent

mid-morning show for women, and sponsors generally have had excellent results
67

friendliness and understanding,
and whose grasp of ivhat's neios keeps
his listeners posted on current happenings. Sponsors who promote their news
programs in the terms of featured news-

from such

offerings. Particularly in these
times, the dealer tie-in is an excellent
gesture of goodwill. Wisely, the sponsor
here promotes his program through mass
media to build up the largest possible

plied

audience.

casters usually

reap extra dividends.

Gasolines

Lumber Yards

GRAEME FLETCHER NEWS Since Pearl
Harbor brought AN'orld War II to the

DANIEL'S

United

radio,

news programs have been
hitting new audience highs. While the
States,

stunning suddenness of the outbreak of
war caused the index of news listeners
to skyrocket, and succeeding events have
maintained it at record levels, news programs have a long record of noble accomplishments behind them for varied
and sundry sponsors.

KFH

Wichita, Ka., sponsors of
news
broadcasts corroborate national studies
made in regard to news preferences. Particularly noticeable in these polls is the
fact that women, as well as men are
strong for news broadcasts. To substantiate this general trend: Phillips 66 has
sponsored a Graeme Fletcher Newscast
for over three years; in its third year of
sponsorship is the Oklahoma Tire &
Supply Co.; for the National Biscuit
Co. a news show is now in its second
year; the Ranney Davis Mercantile
Co. is now in the last half of its second
year, and the baby of them all is Union

Leader Tobacco, now rounding out its
first year. While the products of each of
concerns has special masculinefeminine appeal, all found that news
programs were ace-high builders of listener appeal. Page Ripley item: all five
sponsors are on a seven days a week sked.
these

air FAX: Ace
quarter-hour
sponsored.
First

newscaster Fletcher handles nearly 50
broadcasts weekly, all of them

news

Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 10:00-10:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Varied.
Followed By: Monday through Saturday, Sports Review; Sunday, Band.
Sponsor: Phillips 66.
Station: KFH, Wichita, Ka.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population : 1 1 7,860.

Basic

ingredient

for

the

news show is a commentator
whose \oice and personality carry im-

successful
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AVithout

easiness for most of the civilian population whose attention is centered on far-

flung battle fronts.

And

have become more acute,

as

conditions

listeners

have

demanded more Sunday newscasts

to

keep them posted on blitzkrieg warfare.

When

the

Daniel Lumber

Co.,

La

Grange, Ga., decided upon a news show
over AVLAG it took on sponsorship of
five quarter-hours each Sunday. From
its
first mid-morning broadcast
to its
7:00 P.M. final, the Daniel Lumber Co.
keeps the United Press wires humming

with news for

its

AV^eeks before

WLAG listeners.
its first

contract expired,

Daniel Lumber Cc^. had already renewed for its second year's sponsorship.
the

Reason: paint

sales were highest in sponAVhile brief commercials at
show's opening and closing feature mostly paints, some advertising of general
building materials is also used.
Special promotion includes the distribution of printed schedules of Daniel's
issuing a
Sunday News, with
pocket sized news-folder for free distribution.
sor's history.

WLAG

First Broadcast: May 4, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 10:15-10:30 A.M.;
1:30-1:45 P.M.; 4:00-4:15 P.M.; 6:00-6:15 P.M.;
7:00-7:15 P.M.
Sponsor: Daniel Lutnber Co.
Station: WLAG, La Grange, Ga.

air FAX:

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 25,587.

Broadcast: February 6, 1939.

COMMENT:

SUNDAY NEWS

Sunday would be a day of un-

COMMENT:

Sponsor here wisely emphasizes one particular product. AVhilc
excellent results from general advertising have been achieved, returns arc
usually more satisfactory when emphasis is placed on a more limited field. Interesting is the sponsor's concentration
of his radio offerings to one particular
day.

RADIO SH

OWM ANSH

I

P

WFAA, Dallas, Tex.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 273,297.
Agency: Rogers 8C Smith Agcy.

Station:

Surveying the role of private enterour war effort, the broad oppor-

prise in

tunity for still more local sponsors, espeof news programs, immediately
suggests itself. There is no better weapon with which to defeat our enemies'
fantastic lies than with simple, unvarnished truth. This truth manifests itself
most powerfully in the stiperb, objective
news coverage ftnnished by oiu' press
cially

associations.

COMMENT:

National

advertisers

who

use local radio pay listeners a subtle

compliment by using

And

local stations

of the

own medium.

their

belong to the people

community they

serve just as sure-

do the newspapers, theatres,
churches, ball parks, and other civic inly

as

terests.

(For pic, see SJiowmanscoops, p.

Manufacturer

On March

EARLY BIRDS

30,

1930, a

13 piece orchestra made its debut over
Dallas, Tex. Acting as master

WFAA,

of ceremonies and comedian were two
Early Birds, Eddie Dunn and Jimmy
Jefferies.

Today

that self-same forty-five

minute early morning stretch

is

some-

thing for householders to set their
watches by. Personnel has changed, more
variety has been added to the show, but
come what may, the show goes on.
it is aired on a three-way
sponsorship, with the Taylor Bedding Co., Taylor, Tex., bankrolling a
quarter-hour stint four times a week.
Field survey among the 1,500 Southwest

Currently

split

dealers for Taylor mattresses, bed divans, living room furniture, upholstery
felts, quilt bedding and comforters revealed 100 per cent approval of The
Early Birds.

Each broadcast includes drum-beating
who get air mention as

for three dealers

headquarters for

Taylor merchandise.

Prior to dealer puff, distributor receives
letters from Taylor President D. F.

Forwood, and emcee Jimmy Jefferies
attention to the forthcoming

calling

broadcast. Dealers feature display sheets
tying in the broadcast with merchandise
in their establishments.
air FAX: Jam-packed
largest

studio.

for every broadcast is
Taylor quarter-hour stretch

WFAA's
is

aired

over the Texas Quality Network, heard over the entire
southwestern area. Tuesday through Saturday
sponsors of the 7:15-7:30 A.M. period are General
Mills, Inc. Armstrong Packing Co. is the Early Bird
on the Saturday, 7:30-7:45 A.M. stint.
First Broadcast:

March

30, 1930.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 7:007:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Cedar Ridge Boys.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Taylor Bedding Co., Taylor, Tex.
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Pharmacies
EIGHT O'CLOCK NEWS

In November,
1940, Kings Pharmacy, Des Moines, la.,
set out to do an institutional job of ad-

vertising

its

store

and

its

prescription de-

A

15-minute program three
times a week over radio station KSO was
chosen for the task. Compounded For
You, a musical program heard at 7:15
A.M. turned the trick.
In May of this year, Kings upped its
radio schedule, went on a six-a-week
sked of morning news. Manager Elmer
partment.

King had reasons
penditure:

for his increased ex-

increased

ume and good

prescription

vol-

wall.

Commercials stress the importance of
seeing one's doctor when ill, and listeners are urged to avoid self-medication.
Also stressed: King's complete line of
drugs in the prescription department
and the service offered to both doctors
and the ptiblic. Because so many doctors
have now gone into government service,
thus throwing a real burden upon the
remaining practitioners, program listeners are urged to make appointments
with their doctors early, to eliminate unnecessary

calls.

AVhen sponsor switched shows, a

flier

about King's Eight O'Clock News
Vv'ent oiu to all leading physicians in Des
Moines.
telling

air FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

May

18,

1942.
Saturday, 8:00-

Monday through

8:15 A.M.
Sponsor: King's Pharmacy.
Station: KSO, Des Moines,
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 167,048.

la.
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COMMENT:

Sponsors whose sei-vices are
an important part of their function perform another service in sponsorship of a
news program. In times like these, dissemination of news is in itself a public

JOHNNY

service

feature. AVisely, sponsor here
stresses his business services in his com-

mercials. Certainly, in times like these,
has loved ones in
the service, news takes on a personal nature which admirably adapts itself to

ON THE SPOT

when almost everyone

sponsors

who

offer personal services.

News, reviews and
announcements in

Public Service

BENTLEY'S NEWS COMMENTARY
\Vhile the da}'s headlines are the main
diet for news hungry people, a balanced
ration of news includes backgroimd material on the historical and political developments of the news hot-spots of the
world. One such key center today is
Alaska, and what was once known as
Seward's Folly has become today a focal
point.

For nine consecutive broadcasts, Julian Bentley put Alaska on the map on
his weekly program. On the last of these
commentaries, commentator Bentley offered his 9:45 P.M. listeners a brand new
map of Alaska edited by news editor
Bentley and Ervin Lewis. Listeners were
required to send in

five

cents to co\er

cost.

In response to two announcements,

came 3,300

letters. Ordered were 4,200
maps, with some listeners ordering as
many as 20. Among them was a request
from Anchorage, Alaska
I

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: November, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 9:45-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Community Singing.
Followed by: National Barn Dance.

Station:

WLS,

Chicago,

III.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 3,440,420.

COMMENT: Going
offers of all kinds.

map

medium, people are discovering what once
were to them uncharted lands. Such ofthis

not only give sponsors a splendid
check on listener appeal, but also help
tie-in the newscast with its sponsor.
fers
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KIT BAG
in Your Old
Kit Bag may be a carry-over from World
\Var

I,

Up Your

Troubles

but today's sponsors of radio pro-

grams anxious to do a patriotic turn for
Uncle Sam can do just that. When requests
from radio stations for War Savings announcements and programs which might
be sponsored poured in on AVar Savings
Staff Director of Radio and Press Vincent F. Callahan, result w^as a Radio
Sponsor's Kit. Prepared in cooperation
with the National Association of Broadcasters,
the kit contains sample an-

nouncements and suggestions for programs which will serve as a guide to
those who wish to adapt Treasury messages for sponsorship.
First aid contents of Radio Sponsor's
Kit: 18 sample announcements for any
sponsor; 4 adapted for Savings Institutions; 2 may be best used by firms with
a Payroll Savings Plan; 1 is beamed for
Electric Power Utilities; 1 is slanted at
any firm whose business is curtailed due
to the war; 2 are keyed to firms with a
low-price policy; I is for firms wishing
to cut down on deliveries; 3 lend a helping hand to firms selling war stamps; 1
is pegged for sponsorship on the behalf

church or group of

sample openings for
sponsored announcements; closing availabilities for sponsored announcements
number 6, and to round oiu the Radio
churches;

great guns are

on spot
column.

OUT OF THE

Pack

of any local

Through

tips
this

9

are

Sponsor's Kit there are 3 opening announcements and 3 closings for sponsored programs. Material is intended as
a pattern for announcements which may
be tailored to suit local needs.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

NEXT MONTH
tUW/iiilJ W. lltAllJiilAy
Dallas, Tex., presents a pace

advertising

and pattern

manager

of the Skillern

setting radio advertising

Drug

Co.,

campaign

for

drug chains. Skillern's record: 1,200 quarter-hours during the current year.

KATHERINE WILLIAMS WATSDN,

author of Onc-

dren's stories re-told for radio, presents the rules

upon

and regulations

a Time, chil-

for

good

story-

telling broadcasts.

MILT

HILL,

of

WHK-WCLE,

Commercials that Click, makes

Cleveland, O., gives the low-down on Writing

this as

Point No.

the head with a baseball bat by warning

Plus Tested Programs and Promotions

them

1:

don't hit your listeners over

that a commercial

You Can Use

in

Your

is

coming!

Own

Business!

w^^.

R FINGERTIPS

s

^^^^HOWMANSHIP
magazines.

The

MAGAZINE

convenient, compact

FILE BINDER

method of keeping your

permanent, chronological order. Order today. Only

$i.5<^>

holds

copies

postpaid. 'FT

.

GENERAL LI8RAR]

i1P4NY.

INC,
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issue,
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Spare the blue pencil if you want to
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Mystery

Man

An RS

Pans Out

86

Analysis

How The

Shadoiu's invisible snarl
a visible gold brick and a
national by- word for six of its 154
sponsors is told here.

became

75

An NBC Recorded Program

Once Upon

a

Time

88

Katherine Williams Watson

Give children programs which rethe democratic cukure, says the
author of radio stories for children.
flect

The Name

You

Remember

Will

Yours for Asking
If
is

91

you want a tested work-sheet, here
a collection of sample script and

transcription availabilities.

Airing the

New

92

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

A Show

Listeners wili

remember

A Show
will

to

Short radio promotions that run a
day, a week, or a month, yet leave
an impression that lasts the year
around.

Sponsors

remember

for

its

results!

PEOPLE are the most interesting subject in the
world. Today, more than ever, everyone wants to
know about people who make the news, people
who shape history, people who get things done.
People who entertain, command, create people
whose activities affectthe daily pattern of our lives.

—

NAME YOU

WILL REMEMBER, with William Lang,
is a hard-hitting, intensely interesting show about
the world's No. 1 subject People. As a "live"
show, it scored a spectacular success for a wide
recorded
variety of sponsors. Now, the
series numbers among its sponsors department
stores, furniture stores, laundry, creamery, brewery, auto dealer, and women's stores
Just
remember these advantages:

THE

96

Special Promotion

follow—

Showmanship

98

in Action

Promotions and merchandising
stunts that lift a program out of the
ordinary are presented here.

—

NBC

.

Tfc-A title

with a sure-fire

tie-in for the

.

.

the Program Did for Me
100
Here, businessmen exchange results
and reactions to radio programs for

What

their

mutual

benefit.

name

sponsor's

and business.
•^William Lang's hard-hitting, punchy dehvery grips
the listener.

—

personality sketches
ranging from Madame
Chiang Kai-shek to Arturo Toscanini, from Marshal
Simeon Timoshenko to J. Edgar Hoover.

•;^78 crisp

T^Arranged for 3-a-week broadcast in five-minute periods,
each permitting approximately 1:30 for commercials.

Proof O' the Pudding

Results based on

103

mails, surveys, long runs and the growth of
the business itself are highlighted
here.
sales,

^All-inclusive merchandising and publicity plan.

Ask your

local station for

an audition or write

direct

to—

^u/t^c&ri^

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio

RCA
Chicago,

76

Corporation of America Service

Building, Radio City,

III.

•

Washington,

New

D. C.

•

York, N. Y.

Johnny on

the Spot

106

News, reviews and tips on spot announcements are presented in this
column.

Hollywood, Cal.

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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AS THEY LIKE

IT

say that the theatre is on its last legs; that opera is a thing
of the past; that symphonic music is for the few. True it is that
few plays get beyond Broadway. Opera companies have shied away
from "one-night stands." Only metropolitan centers can support
symphonic orchestras. In these days, with rationing of gas and tires,
and increased living costs, the plight of the arts must of necessity
get worse before it can get better.

SOME

But are these arts dead? America's millions of radio families
to give an emphatic no! When the curtain rises, the audience sits comfortably in its own homes, spectators in a billing which
ranges from high comedy, melodrama and opera to symphonic and

rise

up

light music.

For the countless advertisers who daily give this fiveaudience turns its applause into cash sales.

star entertainment, the

Radio carries the torch for the arts!
There is no Diamond Horseshoe Circle, no peanut heaven.
Liberal and conservative, native son and immigrant, bank president and stevedore, all with diverse aims, backgrounds, interests
and incomes have one great common interest— ra(i?o.' It's the activity that occupies more of their daily hours than any single thing
other than work and sleep. It's the one activity they prefer over
reading, movies, sports, in short, over

all

other forms of entertain-

ment.

Today, the number of front

seat listeners is larger than ever bemovie-going, night-clubbing and partying generally have
seen a corresponding increase in listening, early and late. Star
spangled entertainers play before a packed house in which it has
never been necessary to hang out the SRO sign. \Veek-end listening is way up, and night time audiences show substantial increases.
The reason is obvious; the increased tendency to make the home
the center of wartime entertainment.
fore. Less

Longer broadcasting schedules, with capacity audiences, give
advertisers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to cash in on rave notices. Give these tremendous audiences a good show, and sign your
name to it— it's as simple as that. In a world of rationing and priorities, there is no rationing, no priority on good will. For the advertiser who suits action to word, increased sales in the post-war period

ample proof that good entertainment now
Radio carries the torch!

will be
it.
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Skillern's Entertain! Sixty-seven per
cent of the entire state of Texas (and
that's some punkins) is exposed to these
magic words four times each day, Monday through Friday, once on Saturday,
and again on Sunday evening at 8 P.M.
Skillern's is an independently owned
group of 30 drug stores in Dallas, Tex.,
which started in Lewisville in 1895 and
has grown to be Texas' largest independent drug group. During the past 47 years,
it has built a reputation for doing things
in a big way. Its annual newspaper
budget is pushing up close to $100,000.
Its new warehouse has a printing plant
where display pieces are turned out, and

where

its

own weekly house organ

published.
This, briefly,

is

the

is

background of the

Skillern Drug Co. organization which
today is blazing a wide trail in radio in
the southwest with one of the most ambitious pieces of radio advertising ever

attempted by any drug chain anywhere.
It's been a matter of years now that
radio station representatives have been
calling on us and pointing out the advantages of this

new medium.

Yes,

we

have even dabbled with a few announcements now and then during anniversary
sales, etc. But radio's effectiveness was
never demonstrated to us until Grant
78

killern's
Family Welcome Mat Dut
Ed.

W. Hendrix. Vice Pre

Advertlsing, Inc. took the bull by the
horns and pointed the way to greater
profits for us. The plan was simple: to
buy enough radio to assure a low rate;
to

buy enough

to partially

dominate

all

other local radio advertising, and to buy
time on a station of sufficient power and
caliber to

compel

respect.

Following this general formula, we
bought 1,200 quarter hours on KRLD.
These programs were to be used in a

year's

time,

shows

daily,

and we

started

with two

Monday through

Friday,
a third show on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Since it was impractical
to use local talent in a multiple program

and

we decided to build recorded
"
shows to appeal to the greatest number
of drug and sundry buyers. At 8:45 daily
we secured the library of Donald Novis
operation,

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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week show was scheduled
straight program of
the younger folks.

s

Entortain!

how and

Drug

lEiSkillern

In October the need was felt for the
dramatic type of program, so Skillern's

bought the transcribed feature Betty and
Bob, and scheduled it at 9:30 each morning, Monday through Friday. At this

Sponsor, Says

Its

Co.,

at 5 P.M. as a
popular music for

time, we expanded the 5 o'clock show to
a daily feature, and set out to find the
finest half-hour transcribed dramatic
show we could get to fill a newly
opened Sunday evening spot immediately preceding Fred Allen.
chose

Dallas

We

Academy Aivard which

m^m^

I

stars

headline

Hollywood talent in weekly dramatic
plays. In November, we felt that we
had been neglecting the male portion
of the audience, so put on a Spotlight
on Sports show at 5:45 Saturday evening, giving football scores, and sports

'

human

interest stories.

Here, then, were the vehicles for
carrying Skillern's message to listeners throughout Texas. The next step
was to put these vehicles to work most

• Above
30 stores

.

.

.

Behind the scenes in

SKILLERN

the

its

a world of activity to keep

is

radio programs con-

tinually before the public.

• Right
Employees at a general
meeting participate in a miniature
Take It or Leave It show. Object: to
plug the SKILLERN radio offerings,
.

.

.

create enthusiasm.

•

Left

.

.

.

Window

displays, counter

package stuffers and pennants
went to each store manager with incards,

structions for display. Payoff: steady
increase in sale of advertised items.

Sings.

This program continues

to

draw

nice mail and other response from the
ladies who like the ballad type of music.
At 12:45 P.M. we put on a program en-

Headliners Parade. The show feaBing Crosby, as the main headliner, with a guest such as Dinah Shore,
Merry Macs, Judy Garland, and Connie
Boswell on each program. The three-a-

titled

tures

M ARCH
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Our programs are streamlined
the Skillern's Entertain pattern, and
each program is built around these two
words. Advertising messages are kept
brief, to the point, and few in number.
Half of the commercial content each
prograiTi is devoted to institutional advertising, and half to merchandising.
Behind the scenes in our 30 stores
efficiently.

to

fit

79

ihcrc

,

is

a

world of

activity carried

on

in

them posted in advance of the \arious
items which will be advertised.
Now for the great question mark in
any advertising campaign; what are the
results? By keeping a close check on our
inventory cards, we have been able to
trace excellent results on many advertised items. As an experiment, we introduced a new hay fever remedy to Texans
which was never featured before in anv

order to keep the radio programs continually before the public, and, what is
more important to their success, before
our managers and employees. It has long
been our policy to hold employee's
meetings at our warehouse each week.
\Vc held a sj^ecial meeting to present the
radio programs to the employees, with a
KRLD emcee to present them. A kit of
window displays, counter cards, package
stuffers, and pennants were given each
manager with instructions for displav.
By keeping constantly in touch with
store managers, we ha\e l)een able to
maintain the original enthusiasm. Consequently, sales of advertised items have
steadily increased. After the programs

advertising of any kind in Texas.
bought ten gross to carry us through the
three month season, and in six weeks
had to re-order another five gross. The
manufacturer reports that he received
requests for the item throughout the entire state and was able to trace the sale
of nearly 100 gross to the Skillern pro-

had been in progress for about two
months, we held another general sales
meeting, and through co-operation of
EvKRSHARP, put on a miniatine Tahe It

grams. A vitamin product which we ha\e
featured for the past six weeks shows a
600 per cent increase over a year ago. A
third item advertised had averaged a

or Leax'e It program; Srilikrn's donated
cash prizes for the contest and presented
all contestants w^ith an Eversharp pencil. Throughout this program, the radio
shows were plugged, and enthusiasm

three gross a month sale from January
to August, 1942. From August 15 to November 15, we sold 16 gross. Cases such
as these are all the proof we need that
radio is doing a job.

built.

Weekly

bulletins to each store keep

We

At Christmas, we felt that we wanted
do something special in the way of
an institutional Christmas Gift program.
We secured the time from 10:30 until
midnight on Christmas Eve. We then
offered this time to the National Conference of Christians and Jews for a
joint program of prayer for Peace on
Earth, GoodAV^ill to Men. They arranged
for outstanding speakers and choirs from
a Jewish Temple, Protestant Churches,
to

Born in a small Texas town less
than forty years ago, Edgar William
Hendrix has become one of the best
knoiun men in the retail drug business in the southwest. He started for
Skillern's 17 years ago as a soda jerkone of their downtown stores.
Working under Rae Ski II em personally, drugman Hendrix ran the entire gamut of drug store positions.
Two years ago, he was made vicepresident and put in charge of all
the merchandising and advertising
er in

for the 30 Skillerji stores. Duri?2g
the past few years, under Mr. Skillern's direction, the stores have been

streamlined and six new, modern
self-serve stores have been opened.
All stores feature lunch counters
and deluxe fountains. Locations are
mostly suburban, serving neighbor-

hood communities luith a large variety of drug and sundry merchandise.
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and Catholic Churches,

w^ith the CathoBishop's Christmas message included.
This program was announced in newspaper ads, on our regular programs, and
in all the pulpits in Dallas preceding
Christmas, tv^e have received many fine
compliments on this gesture, and are
planning to make it a yearly institution.
The future plans are uncertain.
do know that Skillern's Entertain will
remain a definite part of our organizalic

We

tion, and that expansion of activities is
in the picture. Just how extensive an expansion this is depends on the availabil-

merchandise and the many other
in operating a business under
wartime economy.
ity of

factors
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hoot Commercial
Spare the Blue Pencil

to Spoil the Sales

Puhlicity Director Milt Hill of

ALONG
I

with the material
priorities,

scarcities,

and increased

man who
radio,

the

taxes,

overcome many public oband make copy

jections,

more

Newspaper

effective.

is high time radio writers
have some sort of guide,

Educators are studying
ways to improve it, malcontents are bringing pressure
to regulate

it,

listeners are

becoming less apathetic
and more insistent about
what they like and dislike
on the air. The number of
radio stations has jumped,
their power has increased,
and the radio business is
booming, but still the
clamor goes on.

Obviously

Why?

there

answer and no

panacea. But there is
one thing that commercial radio and the
advertising industry
could well undertake

substantially

re-

duce the number of
radio's severest critics,

and in consequence
do a much better selling job. The widespread application of
a

Cleveland, 0.

our friend the spon-

radio.

to

WHK-WCLE,

writers have style books. It

is

single

Message Writes

foots the bill in

facing a public
which is becoming increasingly interested in, and at
the same time critical of,
sor,

Arrow Home

commercial writer's

guide would raise the
general level of commercial radio copy,
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is

no

too. Let's look into the following set of rules, and see
whether they might form
the basis for such a guide.

First of all,

and

this

is

fundamental, don't hit
your listeners over the
head with a baseball bat
by warning them that a

commercial

is

coming.

There's a subtle, cleverer
way, widely used, but still
more widely ignored. Instead of saying ''You've
heard the news, now here's
news from our sponsor/'
say nothing by way of introduction to the commercial.
warn the
listener to turn off his
mind or the radio?
Go right into your
commercial right after
your news while the

Why

can still be
placed in that category. Then they'll
hear what the sponsor has to say. The
listeners

same goes

for any type
program, music, news,
drama, or what have
you. The most you
have to do is insert a

briefpause or fade-out.
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Use Logic. Make a statement and
build your commercial around it in a
convincing manner. Take it for granted
that listeners, even though they may be

low mentality, know intuitively
whether what you are saying is true or
just so much ballyhoo. Examples:
of

Comfort is the keynote of smart dressing in the
summertime. You men will enjoy life a lot more
summer in a Blank Tailors tropical worsted
suit. Get ready for those torrid days ahead, etc.
When you buy where your business is appreciated,
you get better service. That's why it's smart to
buy your clothes at Blank Tailors. You're not hurried from one petty detail to another, you're not
this

subjected to high-pre3sure sales talks,

etc.

just the right slant.

Examples:

—

—

Eilert's Old German Beer. Eilert's Old German is
for many, it makes
the beer for live appetites
the plainest of meals delicious and satisfying! Can
rich, flavorful Old
Eilert's
of
you imagine a glass
German brew with a braised sirloin steak and all
the trimmin's? It's marvelous! But why
.

— —

.

taste Eilert's Old German
imagine it
see how
Beer have it with your meals
it can make every bite doubly good!
(Organ music in b.g.
brought to you
The
by the Jones Brothers Funeral Home.
The peaceful, homelike, atmosphere
of the Jones Brothers Home is comforting to those who need solace in times of
Here they have the
deep sorrow.

—

SUNDAY HOUR —

.

.

.

.

.

.

satisfaction and consolation of knowing
.
.
that the services for dear, departed
.
ones will be unfaltering
and appropriate. Here there are complete facilities for the conduct of services in all
walks of life . . . facilities to meet individual requirements. Under the direction of Jones Brothers Funeral Home,
a funeral becomes a cherished, priceless
.

.

.

even children recognize as falsehoods,
have a negative effect. The listener reaction to them is indifference, contempt,
or general disbelief, as expressed in the
"Oh yeah?" attitude. Examples:
never seen a finer refrigerator
You'll enjoy the flavor of this coffee more than
any you've ever tried
It's impossible to find a better vacuum cleaner.
.
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.

consistently,

you

good. Emphasize the desirability of your product, and repeat its
name clearly and simply. Avoid too
much repetition and too many disconnected ideas. Coin phrases that stick in
the mind, and develop new sales arguments.
lot of

A

Avoid Overworn Phrases.

good way

any continuity is to
use words and phrases which have become hackneyed and trite. They are
easily recognizable, but many writers
put them in their continuity unconsciously. Examples:
Remember

.

.

.

Here's important news
This offer is good for a limited time only
.
The supply is limited, so get your's now .
.
Take advantage of this bargain
A sale like this comes only once in a lifetime
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Maintain the Proper Attitude. Never
beg the listener to do or buy anything.
To sell in a radio commercial,
one must show the listener why
buying would be to his advantage. A request that he buy "as
a favor" or merely as a trial
sounds woefully weak. Don't
say "please get one" or "won't
you buy this"— say positively,
"get one," or words to that ef-

where

Avoid Obvious Falsehoods. One of the
ways to reduce the value of your
commercial to the zero level is to make
exceedingly tall statements, such as
might be made by a hawker or vendor
at a carnival. These sentences, which

.

can do a

to

buy

.

.

it,

and why, but

A

quick, sure way
to irritate many listeners is to say "buy
it this afternoon" or "get one today."
Some, however, don't notice or object to
the time element. It is a point of contention, and many sponsors demand it
in their copy, but it would seem desirable to eliminate it.

never when.

surest

.

try-

fect. Tell the audience, in inoffensive language, luhat to buy,

memory.

You have

By plugging one thing

.

MARCHING ON with the Eilert Brewing Company! Here comes the band with a great tranincrease your
scribed march! Get into the parade
pep, renew your energy with some of that fine
.

Product. By

a lot of things or ideas in one
commercial, you may sell none of them.
sell

to kill the effect of

Adapt the Commercial. Make it fit the
program or the product. If the program
features march music, make the commercials spirited and full of pep; if the
program consists of hymns, make your
copy meditative and philosophical. Give
it

On One

Concentrate
ing to

Remember

the

Mixed Audience.

When

writing a commercial for a product used exclusively by women, address
it to the women or bring that fact out
early

in

the

when writing

continuity.
for

men

Do the same
or children or

other consumer classifications. Imagine
men, women, and children listening to
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your advertisement, write
and you can't go wrong.

it

accordingly,

Absolutely sin-

Make

Understandable. Use
common, everyday language, avoiding
long words, and technical or foreign
Easily

It

words.

The

easier

it

shorter the trade name, the
to remember. Spell it out
only when the audience cannot get the
spelling by hearing the word pronounced. If the audience is requested to
write to the program, make the address
just as short and simple as possible.
is

Examples:
Write
land

Ask

Jones

to

.

t-c-h-o-n

Brothers,

Station

WCLE,

Cleve-

.

.

for
'

De-Shon's cold tablets,
s, at your druggist's.

spelled

D-e-

The

job of the continuity editor is to
put words into an announcer's mouth
that will send Mrs. Jones on the run to
the corner store. Theirs is both the power of the word well chosen plus the supreme force of verbal presentation. On

them rests the responsibility of transferring attention from the ear to the purse.
It is upon their work that commercial
radio in this country rests.
It is also against them that much of
the public clamor is raised, and if radio
is to continue to do the selling job that
has kept the cash registers of thousands
of sponsors tingling, it is their responsibility to make a real effort to raise the
general level of commercial radio copy.
There are hundreds of instances constantly arising in the commercial writter's work which call for particular study
and attention. As long as business buys
radio time, there will be a need for
more effective copy. The technique of
commercial writing must be studied and
deliberate;

make

it

scientific,

that!

if

you

will.

Let's

cere in his desire

improve radio
is
Milton
Charles Hill,
to

copy

publicity director of radio sta-

WHK-

tions

WCLE,

Cleveland, O. He first
started getting
ideas on the subject while a student in the Ohio
State University School of Journalism, where in 1935 , he started as a'

student news commentator on

WOSU He thinks,
.

incidentally, that

requirement number one for all
copy writers should be actual selling
experience, has himself sold everything from women's corsets, lingerie,
dainties, etc., to advertising space in
small newspapers. Despite his youth
(he's a young punk of 26) he has for
12 years been an active writer. Hobby is photography, takes all the station's pictures with a 4x5 Speed
Graphic, is continually trying to get

more and

better equipment.

Has no

children and no immediate prospects of having any, since he's unmarried. Played his first game of
golf last summer after putting
for five summers, and liked
well he's now an addict.

it

off

it

so

No humdrum task to copywriter
Hill is that of earning three squares
a day pounding out radio commercials. Genesis of his thesis here: a
good mad at himself for cliches,
wornout persuasions, other sins
which keep radio copy from being
fully effective. A quick trip to the
library revealed little of value, but

since his dander was up, man-ofaction Hill undertook a survey of
his own. From interviews xuith sundry types of listeners, a simple set of
rides evolved. Modestly, he refers to
it
merely as a working skeleton,
hopes that others will take over, put
flesh
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on
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are faced with one
most unusual problems in

ADVERTISERS today
of the

I

the entire history of advertising.

demand

With

a

most products than
the manufacturer can produce, and with
the buying public making more money
than it has during the past two decades,
the argument against advertising by
some executives gains force daily.
For our part, we have increased our
radio budget gieatly this year, although
it
has been impossible to produce
enough beer to satisfy the demand.
Many persons have asked why. The answer, to me, is simple. There will come
a time when business settles back to

greater

for

and competition among the
breweries takes on added zest. When
that time does come, the beer of best
quality will have an added advantage
of having kept its name before the public in a manner the buying public is
not apt to forget.

normal,

IL augh!
Reach Every Radio Horn
Frank

Beer

is the envy and admiration of his friends, and a source
of never ending awe among business

personality that

from head to toe, he
perhaps one of the most consider-

associates. Irish
is

ate of

men

in the entire South, yet

one of the hardest bargainers
you could meet in a long canvass.
he

is

When

Prohibition forced him inarmy of the unemployed, he
became tax collector for the state of
Louisiana, and later Criminal Sheriff. Born of Irish immigrant parents
to the

in 1878, he has lived his entire life
in New Orleans. He is a graduate of
Spring Hill College, in Mobile, and

Jesuit College in

New

Orleans,

and

1904 went to work for the American Brewery. Today he is president
of that institution, being the second
in

man

in the 52-year-old history of the

brewery

84

to

hold that position.

brand name product. Viron the market today are

tually all beers

good

beers.

believe,

is

The choice of the public, I
influenced by the popularity

Radio programs of high
quality and diversified scope add prestige to a trade name to an extent that

of the name.

that name almost a household
word. To keep the name of Regal Beer
a household word, the American Brew-

makes

ing Co.,

Frank Birchman Sullivan, president of the America?! Brewing Company of New Orleans, has a dual

a

is

B. Sullivan, Presi

New

Orleans, La., in the last
its use of radio more
than ten times.
now have four hours
of radio every week in New Orleans
alone, using every broadcasting facility
in the city, and we are using a proportionate amount of time in every city and
town in the surrounding territory.
Under the supervision of Mel Washburn we now have 11 live radio shows
weekly in New Orleans, not to mention
the spot announcements used in instances where the production of live
shows is not possible. These live shows
cover the entire range of entertainment.
As each show has a distinctly different
character we feel that we are reaching
every radio home some time during the
week, and in that way keeping the name
of our product daily in the minds of our
regular or potential customers.
Today we could sell twice as much as
we can produce without the aid of any
kind of advertising. In the face of that
we have the biggest radio budget in our
year, has increased

We

history!
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Dark

Dominate Market Writes
Brewing Company

esikierican

•

REGAL 'S

current otferhalf -hour dramatic
show on Sunday evening; a
30-minute Tuesday night quiz
show with audience participation; three 15-minute musical
shows weekly on
three
quarter-hours of music weekly;
for men, one weekly sports
show; a 15-minute Sunday
show featuring letters from
service men to the home folks,
and a half -hour dramatic
a

ings:

WWL;

show, Counter Spy.

• Play for Pay, (above), a
quiz show, features romantic
singer Paul Sutton as emcee;
program director Ed

WWL

Hoerner, and two

Road

to

was the
dramatic

girl singers.

Yesterday,

(center)

commercial live
show out of New
Orleans, goes on between two
network shows. Now scheduled for 450 more broadcasts,
show portrays stories and legends of the Old South. Tavfirst

the Town, (below),
15 minutes of intimate
music in the popular vein.
REGAL has also sponsored
the transcribed series. Imperial
Leader, other syndicated programs.

ern

in

gives

• With REGAL it's straight
salesmanship without

radio

merchandising

tie-ins. Used to
announce the first program of
each new show: a single news-

paper advertisement.
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ystery
How

an Invisible Snai

National By-Word for

WRUERs

w

: r(//vf
TODAY :
; AND EVERY SUNDAY $
•
•
«

blue coal

sr YOUR

Dealer*

RAMO'S MYSTERY THRILLEIt

'

RETURNS

with an eye to the dollar sign
long ago discovered that mystery and
detective thrillers were one sure way of keeping the wolf from the door. When radio took
to spine-chillers, devotees went over en masse
to listen to the blood curdlers. One such series

is

The Shadow.
One of the few programs which

is presented
over the networks, and available at the same
time to local sponsors for either cutting in on
the live show or for use via transcriptions,
The Shadow may be a phantom crusader to
his criminal foes, but to enterprising businessmen, he is a very visible gold brick. On the
Mutual network, the series is now in its
eleventh successive ether year. Surveys show
it to be the fifteenth most popular half-hour
show.
Comparatively a mild year in history was
1930, but the year had one distinction. It was
the year that The Shadow started as a onehour program in conjunction with Street &
Smith's Detectixje Story Magazine. At first.
The Shadow was just a sound effect on a
crime program, but his blood-curdling laugh
and snarl, "The Shadow Knoxvs," soon made

him

TUNE (N

TODAY

AND EVERY SUNDAY
WOOO—4:30 P.M.
Dealer
'IrroJ' 'blue toal'

86

a celebrity.

Street & Smith started a magazine named
after him, the first magazine to start as a
radio-born inspiration. In 1933, when Orson
Welles gave The Shadow its first full-length
characterization, both were launched as national institutions. Feted from coast to coast
by Time, P.M., The Sunday Times, and many
other sources was The Shadow on its tenth
anniversary. Today, the program is heard
over 154 stations, with sponsors ranging from
a carriage comj)any in Hawaii, and a cleaner
in Youngstown, O., to the New Zealand government to promote sale of War Bonds. As for
The Shadow's Crossley, last year it was 19.6,
one of the most popular daytime air shows!

RADIO SH OWM ANSH
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the stream of dimes from listeners
took up the offer, aired over

who

WBAX.

HOME FURNISHINGS

Pans Out
isihle

Nashville, Tenn.

For its first taste of WSIX advertising,
the Wherry Furniture Co.'s selection
of a show whose name is a by-word all
over the nation made Wherry's a buyword in furniture all over the WSIX ter-

Gold Brick and a

Slponsors

Told Here

is

While Wherry Furniture never
used special merchandising tie-ins with
this WSIX feature taken off the Mutual
line Sunday, 4:30-5:00 P.M., it did check
through specific items of merchandise
offered only on this show. Result: renewal for the next season. Commented John
M. Wherry, president: "The Shadow did
a good job for us last season, and we are
more than glad to re-sign this nationallyfamous network program."
ritory.

DRY CLEANERS
Youngstown, O.

For a special 13-week run to advertise
only its fur storage, the Kohler Dry
Cleaners, Furriers and Laundry, Inc.
put its money on The Shadow. Three
commercials on each of the transcribed

programs tied-in sponsor's commercial
message with its program. Example:
"When The Shadow keeps an eye on
crooks, you can bet they're well-watched,
because he never lets 'em out of his
sight. They're just as careful in this respect at Kohler's. You can just bet that
Kohler's give your furs the same keen
that The
Shadow gives a desperate criminal."

observation

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
Durham, No. Car^

When

the

West

Durham Lumber
specialists

supplies,

Co.,
in builders'

millwork, insulation and

went into

second year of sponsorship of The Shadow over WDNC, adman A. L. Caldwell wasn't putting his
money on a dark horse. Survey in the
metropolitan area of listener preference
on all programs, including network
paints,

its

shows, showed the transcribed series to
be the third-ranking program on the station.

ICE

CREAM MANUFACTURERS

San Francisco,

Cal.

For two years, the Carnation Co.,
California ice cream manufacturers,
sponsored the series. Writes Louis
Honig, Erwin, Wasey ^ Co., account
executive: "In one monthly promotion
running in the Bay Area only and demanding proof of purchase, we pulled
over 5,000 returns on a contest to give
a name to the Ice Cream Special of the
month." Using the same station, KFRC,
the same show, and the same agency,
the transcribed series was then taken
over by the Holsum Bakery.

BAKERIES
Miami,

Fla.

When Bell Bread
ship

over

WQAM

its

trucks;

window

stores; posters

Glen Alden Coal

streamers in 128 grocery

Co.

inserts;

trucks;

15

25,000

The Shadow mo-

tion picture serial (15 chapters) in eight

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

the

transcribed

on 65 news stands and

News

bread wrapper

When

the

campaign included bumper
strips front and rear on all local taxicabs; posters on all Bell Bread delivery
series,

American

FUEL DEALERS

took on sponsor-

of

Co., took

Miami theatres; two advertisements
weekly in Miami newspapers, and half

on sponsorship of the

minute radio plugs

five

times daily over

local

WQAM,

the

famous Shadow

live show to plug
dealers, it offered a mystic ring
fluorescent in nature. Not mystical was
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CJnce Upon

\6

<zJi

.

tme
CL^NNYTHiNG

can happen in fairy

tale or

rhyme

Beginning with the magic words,

Once Upon

a Time."

These were the magic words that heralded the children's
radio program conducted by the Children's Department of
the Denver Public Library over
for six years, from De-

KOA

cember, 1935, to September, 1941. Then, for 15 minutes on
Saturday morning at 9:30, anything could happen. And such
interesting things did happen! Aladdin rubbed his wonderful
lamp, Robin Hood met Little John, and King Arthur and his
knights became real to the boys and girls. We chose for the
most part, fairy tales, myths and legends, animal stories, and
selections from the best literature for children. Biographical
sketches of well known authors were also given. In order to
get necessary permission from publishers, we arranged our
program two or three months in advance. Our list of stories
and the publishers were sent by KOA to NBC who cleared
the stories with the publishers.
We tried to have as much action as possible in our Once
Upon a Time programs. We also had a varied program in
order to reach children of all ages. One week we would have
stories; another, a hidden book contest, with a book as a prize.
\Ve often had dramatizations of children's books, with school
children forming the cast, and variety was introduced into
these programs by using boys and girls who were selected not
for personality, but for voice quality. One of the most successful programs we ever had was when a little girl, aged ten,
told about her collection of foreign dolls.

Give Children Programs

Which

Reflect the Democratic Culture

Says Children's Radio Story Author, Katherine Williams Watson
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There

are certain elements which, in
make up a perfectly balanced program. Of course of

my

opinion,

plains the failure of many efforts. Children spot it at once. They don't like it,
and they won't listen.

The programs

foremost importance is the
element of entertainment, but
variety, the element of sur-

and a certain amount
v"
of the informational element
are also important.
The main difficulty in
choosing stories to tell on the
radio is that of finding a story
of just the right length. Sometimes the story is too long and has to be
cut. This is a difficult task, for one hesitates to mutilate in any way the work of
such artists as Kipling, Andersen, and
others of that same literary level.
prise,

"=<,

In telling these stories, the voice is
An over sweet voice is cloy-

everything.

Too much emphasis is even more
annoying. The human touch is everything. Friendly people can project personality, as well as charm, humor and
ing.

sincerity.

Not as a radio expert, but as a librarian in response to parents' demand for better programs, did Katherine Williams Watson, head of the
children's department of the Denver Public Library, take to the
airlanes with "Once Upon a Time."
Scrawled notes from unknown chil-

KOA

dren led story-teller Watson to correlate the most popular stories from
her own regular broadcasts into a

handbook

for

timed

others

in

need of

and otherwise

pre-

pared for broadcasting. In her book,
''Once Upon a Time" arc 28 stories,
the shortest timing for 2 minutes,
the longest running 25 minutes. Be-

many

holiday stories are tales
about animals, ballads, fairies, legends and history. A second section
of the book contains letters to children from famous authors and illustrators, chosen as fillers to round out
a short program.

sides

90

which

movement and

love action,

conflict,

and

have not learned to be critical of the
untrue picture that some radio programs
portray. Since children prefer blood and
thunder, let us draw it from the ideals
of our democratic culture, and give
them programs which reflect our way of
life.

A

which surely beand which just as surely

children's script

longs

on the

air

one of the
can give to a
endeavors to
only a long

hardest assignments radio
writer, is the serial which
reproduce in detail not
and crucial epoch, but a
crowded and expanding era in American
history. Such a script was Wilderness
Road, a pioneer series which ran for 267
consecutive performances, five times a
is

In writing radio scripts for children,
don't make the mistake of writing down
to them. This is a fatal error which ex-

scripts

to

children of the elementary
school level listen most are
the programs sponsored by
commercial firms for advertising purposes, and many
times these programs are
made too exciting in order
to hold the child's attention.
Children listen because they

week.

The

writer has a right to telescope

events, to select high spots,

and

to give

play to his fancy, but although his story
is fictional in its details and in its timing, it still can remain true in substance
and deal with sound dramatic forces and
characters. If a serial really involves genuine situations, or offers an artistic treat-

ment

of fantasy,

have
though it

fact,

and not

The
fare

it

will

by virtue of that

educational values, even
is
meant for entertainment

for teaching.

solution to the problem of radiochildren must ultimately be

for

found in a system of cooperation between those who are expert in the use
of the radio as a

medium

of entertain-

ment, and those who are expert in the
needs and interests of children.
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YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
Automobiles
Automobiles

32).
—(Used)
Mr. Yes and No.
—Heartbeats Sport Headlines
140).
Tire Expert (May,
—
(Sept., '40» p.
in

(Apr., '42, p.

Auto Supplies
135).

Jack,

'41,

the

p.

—
—
—

Jewelers
The Man Behind the Music (May, *42, p.
157).
Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Laundries
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Manufacturers
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
389).
Manufacturers
Keep 'Em Living (Feb., '43, p. 60).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June, '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.
246).
Music Stores Kiddies' Revue (Oct., '41, p. 306).

—
———
—
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
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AIR FAX:

Patriotic talks, interviews
rolling on this

keep the drums
program.

and patriotic music
15-minute weekly

September 30, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 6:45-7:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
First Broadcast:

Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Bend Baking Co.
Station: KBND, Bend, Ore.
Power: 250 watts.

AIRING

Population: 13,000.

THE NEW

COMMENT:

New radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Bakeries

it is

BEND WORKS FOR VICTORY

What

Business generally deserves

an "E" Award for its contributions to
the war effort, and institutional advertising of this kind which builds for the future will not be forgotten in post war
days. Program here is one that might be
adapted to any community, has a further
edge on more elaborate programs in that
inexpensive to produce.

is

being done, what can be done to bring
day of victory and an enduring peace is a problem not for state officials alone but also for Mr. and Mrs.

closer the

Citizen.

With

this

in

mind, the Bend

Baking

Co., Bend, Ore., puts its advertising budget to work for Uncle Sam via
the
airlanes. Bend Works For
Victory does just that.

KBND

of being scolded or being
found fault with, John Q. Public is patted on the back for what he has accomplished, reminded that his efforts in the
next few months will even excel excellent past performance.

Instead

Program usually opens
two or three minute pep talk by a public
spirited citizen. Local talent furnishes
appropriate music. Interviewed are representatives of one of the legion of
with a short,

organizations participating in the war
effort. A roll of honor pays tribute to
local war dead and meritorious deeds of
local people. An appropriate poem or
quotation rounds out the 15-minute offering. To avoid the plague of becoming
stereotyped, order and arrangement of
sponsor's peace offering varies from time
to time.

Dairies

DONALD NO VIS SINGS
seems
puts

92

far,
its

far away.

feet

When

and honey
the family

under the dining room

more apt

to think of things
that aren't there, than of foods that are.
To remind
listeners that there is
unrationed milk in abundance, Donald
Novis Sings twice a week for Noranda
table,

it

is

CKRN

Dairy, Northern Dairy and Dallaire
Dairy, Rouyn and Noranda, Quebec.

While tea and coffee may be rationed
in Canada, sponsors help listeners count
their blessings, remind them that milk is
vital for health, therefore vital for victory. So that both French and English
speaking listeners get the full impact of
sponsors' message, the language of each
is used on alternate broadcasts. Theme
song which precedes Donald Novisinger:
"Put the milk fug back on the table."
air FAX: There

are

26 episodes

in this

transcribed

feature.

September 1, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday and Thursday, 6:006:15 P.M.
Sponsor: Noranda Dairy, Northern Dairy, and DalFirst Broadcast:

laire

Like Yankee Doodle Dandy, the Bend
Baking Co.'s flag waving is not on a
short term basis: sponsor recently renewed its star spangled show for a second 13-week series.

In these days

of rationing, the land of milk

'i

Dairy.

Station:

CKRN,

\

Rouyn, Quebec.

t

Power: 250 watts.
Producer: Radio Transcription Co. of America.

COMMENT: What
may

'

I

is

'

one man's poison

well be another man's meat.

While

RADIO showmanship!

vertisers off the air, others

wartime conditions have taken some adhave a unique
opportunity to put their sales messages
across in a more effecti\e wa) than e\er

tions tend to make item-advertising rather less important, they afford an opportunity for more long range store promo-

before.

do

Department Stares
SUNDAY NEWSCASTS Taking advantage of the vast new Sunday audience
created bv gas rationing and travel restrictions

is

Kerr's

Department Store,

To reach virtually
prospective customer in a long
range campaign. Kerr's took on sponsorship of each and every one of KOMA's
For 52
available Sunday newscasts.
weeks, Kerr's ^vi\\ bring listeners complete Sunday ne^vs coverage via five
newscasts per Sun-dieT7i.
Oklahoma

City. Okla.

everv

\Vith important, far reaching events
around the corner, and with U. S.
armed forces spread over the globe, admanager Grace \'aughter took this
chunk out of Kerr's advertising budget
as a public service to the community.

just

Up-with-the-sunners get the early
morning news period scheduled at 7:00
A.M. Others following at 9:00 A.M.,
11:00 A.M., 12:30 P.M., and at 6:00
P.M., keep listeners posted throughout
the day, in 15-minute units.

^Vhile its ne^ss broadcasts are only a
small part of Kerr's ad\ertising schedule, customers expressed their enthusiasm and appreciation in such numbers
that the week of January 18 saw Kerr's
add a 10:15 P.M. newscast seven nights
per week. Store now bankrolls a total of
12 weekly news periods.
AIR F.\X:

Straight United Press News presented by
news editor without commentary is the Kerr
in
its
long range institutional campaign.
Transit-ads in 115 busse;. newspaper advertisements
and window displays in the store announced the new

KOMA
format

this field, radio is prepared to
greatest ser\ ice for merchandisers.

In

tion.
its

Sustaining
BUFFALO CONTEST CLUB AVhen a bigmoney contest comes up to tease the
public's fancy, contestants mushroom
up

in

hamlet and metropolis. Results in

terms of

number

of entrants indicate that
contest mad. Less pretentious
contests also pull contestants far in excess of the size of contest winnings.

America

is

On

the air to satisfy the public's interinnumerable current contests is
the Buffalo Contest Club. Given are announcements of current local and national contests. Also included in the
format: prize winning hints and ideas,
as well as tips on what has won in other
contests. Once a month, contest followers get together for a two hour evening
bull session. Dissected and discussed are
current contest offerings.

est

in

Program has

contests centered around
programs and small awards
are made to winners. Mail response: as

new

station

many

as 200 letters per contest. Tie-ins
with visiting circus', ball teams, etc., net
winners for best slogans, jingles, et al,

passes

for

the featured attraction.

To

meet public demand, a Tuesday matinee was added to the once-a-week offering.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: April, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 7:15-7:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Jimmie Fidler.

Followed By: News.
Station:

WEBR.

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 613.506.

series.

First

Broadcast:

November

1.

1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday. 7:00-7:15 A.M.; 9:00-

9:15 A.M.: 11:00-11:15 A.M.; 12:30-12:45 P.M.;
6:00-6:15 P.M.; Daily. 10:15-10:30 P.M.
Sponsor: Kerr's Department Store.
Station:

KOMA.

Oklahoma

Cit>, Okla.

Pouer: 5,000 watts.
Population: 202,662.

COMMENT: Department

stores are finding that while present changing condi-

MARC H, 1943

COMMENT: Contest

fans create a
ready-made audience, and tie-ins with
nationally advertised products reflect to
the credit and prestige of the regional
sponsor. Such a show is relatively inexpensive to produce. For creating storetraffic, club meetings provide an excellent hook.
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department store's main advertising
problem is how to reach people, how to

Department Stores
CIVILIAN DEFENSE REPORTER Win-

a

honors for sponsoring the first
Civilian Defense program in Washington, D. C, in connection with the recent
OWI ruling allowing commercial spon-

more productive.

ning

first

sorship of government broadcasts, is the
Hecht Co. Department Store. Once a
airwaves
week, Hecht goes on the
with a quarter-hour of news beamed at
Civilian Defense Volunteers.
Items about meetings, new uniforms,
sector activities and achievements, and
human interest items about individual
volunteers provide the copy for the Wed-

how

motivate them,

to make advertising
Institutional advertis-

ing is one of the most effective methods
of creating a buying habit; it builds
reputation outside the store, esprit de
corps within, and influences the trade.

WOL

nesday evening show. Showrnanstunt: d.
different sector is picked at random on
each broadcast, awarded a 25 dollar cash
prize with which to purchase needed
equipment.
Promotions: following the first broadcast, sponsor took two full columns in the
Washington Post's society pages to reproduce in column-format the entire

A

double-column banner at
bottom of page called attention to The
first

script.

Hecht Co., The Store of Nationally
Famous Merchandise, and its 6:45 P.M.
show on WOL. All defense areas received mailing pieces advising them of
the broadcast.
AIR FAX: Show

set to run for 13 weeks features
Defense Reporter, Martha Smith, in patter
defense activities in the capitol city. Idea
originated with OCD, with chief of the radio section. Information Division, Tom Stone scripting the

Civilian

about

quarter-hour.

December, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 6:45-7:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Fulton Lewis, Jr.
First Broadcast:

Sponsor: Hecht Co., Department Store.
Station:

WOL,

Washington, D. C.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 521,886.
Agency: Koster Advertising

insurance underwriters are traffic violators of all kinds. Chief handicap for
most campaigns designed to promote
traffic safety is that crime and punishment are kept at arm's length by most
drivers until a traffic violation brings
them into court. Citizens of Fort Wayne,
Ind., however, get a weekly reminder of
the folly of speeding, jumping the stop
sign, other traffic violations.
listeners are hailed into
Weekly,
City Traffic Court via remote broadcasts
sponsored by Lupke & O'Brien, dealers
in general insurance. Cooperative measure on the part of the city administration: only traffic violations are docketed
for hearing during the Wednesday halfhour remote.

WGL

AIR FAX: Program

is

a unrehearsed, catch-as-catch-can

pickup.

May

23, 1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:30-9:00
Preceded By: Breakfast Club.
First Broadcast:

Significant point
Alasdair Mac Kenzie
in 1,000 Facts about Radio
Stores: that

80 to 90 per cent of an average department store's daily
business comes from the hustle and bustle in the aisles,
i.e., traffic. 1 he balance of ten
per cent is all that is attributable to advertising. Ergo:

A.M.

Follcrwed By: Sue Gibson's Notebook.

sponsor: Lupke
Station:

WGL,

Power: 250
Population:

8C

O'Brien.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

watts.

117,246.

COMMENT: Here

made by

94

CITY TRAFFIC COURT Hazard to public life and property and bad risks for

a show with all the
for a successful
broadcast. Local news, the
spectacle of a man being
forced to think out loud into
a microphone, and the human desire to help the underdog will build up for a show
is

elements

Agency,

COMMENT:

and Department

Insurance Agencies

O

of

this

amount

kind
of

a

tremendous

public

interest,

public service feature
will earn the well-wishes of
civic-minded persons throughout the community.
riie

RAD

10

SH
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Sporting Goods
DOWN THE YEARS IN BASEBALL To
help the Economy Mart of Oshkosh
(Wis.),

Sportlng Goods, other local spon-

knock sales home
its program sched-

sors of sports shows,

runs,

WOSH

put into

ule as a promotion to baseball,
a series of seven weekly broadcasts highlighting local baseball
history through the years. Taking listeners Down the Years in
Baseball, the broadcasts began
with 1865. Brought back were
memories of the distant past,
and facts that have become legend in the annals of Oshkosh
baseball. Last broadcast brought
fans up to the opening game of the Oshkosh Giants, introduced the 1942 squad
to the disciples of Babe Ruth, other

famed bat-men.
Sponsor tie-in: pitching the latest returns to listeners in Box Score Review,
Economy Mart gave listeners a weeknight five-minute sports summary of all
baseball scores in all leagues with complete box score data during the entire
season, at 5:55 P.M.
Also lined up with the fans was Spoo
& SoxN, men's clothiers, who tossed a
curved sales ball with Highlights in the
World of Sports. Monday through Saturday, local, national and international
sports news is served hot-off-the-wires
from 10:15 to 10:30 P.M.
AIR FAX:

Sportscaster

First Broadcast:

Bob Lee emcees

all

39,089.

COMMENT:

Station promotional activ-

help sponsors, one-and-all. At the
same time, this show gave listeners an
entertaining earful while it pepped up
local baseball enthusiasm. Sponsors in
search of a sports show to use on a bobtailed schedule
might well consider
format here.

Transportation

MARCH,

Pedal extremities are getting

1

943

The

old slogan. See
to See Your
Own City First. In Philadelphia, Pa., the
Philadelphia & Western Railway Co.
is using WFIL to help cosmopolites reach the traveler's pot-o'^
-^
gold at trail's end.

America

yard.

First

gives

way

Main Liner Barbara Smith
and sportsman Joe
give

first-hand

to get

Novenson
on how

tip-offs

more enjoyment On Foot.

Traveloguers hoof it to historic
Trapp Church, ancient Andora
Inn (still operating almost as it
was in George Washington's
time), other spots of interest to the man
to drive for pleasure but can

who used

no more.
While nearly all the places highlighted on the program are easily accessible
by P & \V Railway, hikers are offered
maps, urged to pile otit at the end of
the line, explore further On Foot. Hiking clubs receive both maps and directions for special tours.

AIR FAX:

Special promotion used to get the public
hep to the show include car cards, posters and newspaper ads.
First Broadcast: April 12, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 10:15-10:30 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: The Southernaires.
Sponsor: Philadelphia SC Western Railway.
Station:

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT:

Health is a prime essential
keeping civilian efficiency above par.
Sponsor here not only gives the ex-motorist a helping hand, but also does its
in

part

in

the

national

Physical

Fitness

campaign.

ities

ON FOOT

own back

three shows.

April, 1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Treasury Star Parade.
Followed By: Music.
Station: WOSH, Oshkosh. Wis.
Power: 250 watts.
Population:

work-out these days, and the nation is
discovering the fun of hoofing it in its
a

AV'hile long distance transportation
problems are a horse of a different color, local systems might well consider
such a program as a stmimertime handof-friendship gesture to a public whose
vacation habits of long standing must of
necessity be changed for the duration.
Because such trips would not conflict
with peak early morning and late afternoon rtish hotirs, the campaign would in
no way conflict with present operating

schedules.
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SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day, a week, or a
yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

month

Building Supplies
WINONA BUILDERS SHOW Exceeding

it permits, what it restricts. The
use of the F.H.A. Plan was followed by
a commercial for First National Bank

what

days are good investments;
invested in a home is one of the
few sure things left. No general economic debacle impairs the purchased
security and satisfaction of the year-in,
year-out service of a good home. With
this as its theme, Winona Builders Show
airwaves for the
has gone on the
past three years. No coincident is the
fact that during the years when the show
has made its annual spring bow to prospective home owners in Winona, Minn.,
local building has shown a marked in-

cussion of permissible kinds of repairing
or remodeling, i.e., roofing, home insulation, etc., which tied-in with the commercial for Standard Lumber Co. In a
consideration of the kind of giound
most satisfactory for a home, the benefits
of a fine lawn, the proper care of such
a lawn and the shade trees on it, groundwork was layed for the commerical for
the Tree Service Co.

crease.

tener's

ly rare these

money

KWNO

Even though war,

priorities, building
material scarcities and the
like have changed the picture, not up-astump were its seven sponsors last springtide. Appeal was directed to those who
wished to rebuild or remodel rather than
to those on the point of making an
architectural dream come true. Beginning in April, the show was a weekly
half-hour Monday evening feature at
8:00 o'clock.

restrictions,

Each program combined information
and advice on housing, with transcribed
music,

selected

F.H.A.

15-minute,

minute or 100-word announcements
terviews with sponsors, and
guest speakers who ran the

gamut from

civic officials to

folksie chats with those

who

were remodeling their
homes.
Covered were all phases of
home remodeling and repairing. Skeleton of an average show: a discussion of the

War

Production's Construc-

tion

(Conservation Order,

96

5-

in-

and

its

F.H.A. loans. Next came a

Other ingredients which whetted
appetite

dis-

lis-

clean-up, paint-up:
exterior and interior painting, papering
and allied matters, with a plug for Otto
HoppE & Sons, Contracting Painters.
Home furnishings, furniture arrangeto

ments, dishes, slip covers, other problems for the interior decorator, were
solved by United Furniture, Inc. On one
broadcast. United Furniture featured
its juvenile furniture, and show playedup the complete description of a child's
room. Vases, pottery bowls, mirrors, other items to add a new note of interest
to the home, were also plugged.

Woven into a furnace company commercial was the need for keeping the
heating plant in repair, and
the benefits of regular cleanInformation on Victory
Gardens ran down the curtain on the show. How to
ing.

care for gardens and for the
ready-to-harvest fruits and
vegetables tied-in with the
garden equipment of the
R. D. Cone Co., hardware.
To move fishing tackle, golf
supplies, croquet and arch-

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

ery sets off its shelves, R. D. Cone stressed
the need of civilian furloughs such as
week-end fishing trips, also helped plan
home entertainment to save on tires and
gasoline.

Commercials for participating

ac-

counts vary in length with each program. Name mention suffices in some
broadcasts. In other shows, the entire
half-hour is devoted to one long commercial for one sponsor.
AIR FAX:

Production and commercialization was put
KWNO's staff members, with sponsors
supplying necessary facts and figures. With two voices
on the program, Marjorie Mitchell carried on most of
the discussions, and the announcer on the board gave
the commercials.
First Broadcast: April, 1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
in the laps of

Station:

KWNO,

was the Kaiser quartette from OreFor an entire afternoon, KPRO
listeners kept tuned to the Fontana

wise,

gon.

Celebration.
air FAX:
Station:

First Broadcast:

KPRO,

Power: 1,000

December

31,

1943.

Riverside, Cal.

watts.

Population: 34,696.

COMMENT:

Public relations has been
an important cog in the wheels of industry since the machine age became an
established fact. Today, industrialists are
just beginning to take advantage of the
vast audiences that radio commands, are
finding the

new

partnership productive.

Winona, Minn.

Manufacturer

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 22,490.

ARMY-NAVY

COMMENT: While

"E"

AWARD What

the

important not

Hercules Motors Corporation workers

commercialize a program of this
number of other types of accounts could have been included. Here,
education, and the broad, cooperative
philosophy is the important thing in
promoting more building activity local-

in Canton, O., did wasn't easy. Highspeed motors of diverse kinds and sizes,
some of which had never been made before, had to be turned out. With mate-

it

is

to over

kind, any

ly.

Manufacturer
KAISER STEEL MILL For the first time
in its history, the sunny section of Southern California which is Fontana, heard
the

shrill

among

blast

of

a

factory

whistle

orange and walnut groves,
poultry farms and vineyards. It marked
the opening of the Kaiser Steel Mill
in a community formerly devoted exits

clusively to agricultural pursuits.

On

the

KPRO

announcers and their
equipment to give listeners an intimate,
folksy broadcast of the ceremony.
For thousands of listeners steeped in
the pageantry of conventions, parades
and conclaves, the blowing in of the
huge, new Kaiser blast furnace, Bess,
topped them all for dramatic, human

spot were

interest appeal.

Broadcast was the address-of-the-day
by the one and only Henry J. Kaiser.
Listeners, too, heard Mrs. Kaiser christen
the furnace. The family picture was
complete with Henry J. Kaiser, Jr.
emceeing the show. On the scene, like-
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rial shortages, a little

had

to stretch a

long way. But these home front fighters
held a vital sector on the production
front, and for their efforts they won the
coveted Army-Navy "E" Award.
Broadcast to the nation on the coastto-coast

Mutual Network

was

the

formal ceremony. All of Canton, O.,
turned out for the gala event.
Not without reason was so much interest aroused locally in this award. As
a means of building up the moral of the

Hercules workers, and of creating whitecommunity interest in the award,
Hercules flooded WHBC with spot announcements for a week prior to the

heat

award.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: January 11, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 3:00-3:30 P.M.
Sponsor: Hercules Motors Corporation.
Station: WHBC, Canton, O.

Power: 250

watts.

Population: 108,401.

COMMENT: No

longer

new

to radio

lis-

teners are broadcasts of this kind, but
their effectiveness as a morale builder
among workers and civilians justify their
continued use. All to the good are pre-

program

campaigns

designed

to

fan

flames of patriotism.
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Schedule: Monday, Wednesday,
1:45-2:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music,
Sponsor: Koos Brothers, Rahway, N. J.
Broadcast

SHOWMANSHIP

a

program out of the ordinary.

Home
GRACIOUS LIVING

are prob-

ably a more important factor these days
than they have ever been before. Boys
who have never been away from them are
marching off to cantonments. Families
who have taken home more or less for
granted are suddenly discovering just
how much it means to them. Alert to
opportunities of helping the home-

maker, Koos Brothers, Rahway, N. J.,
presents as its first radio offering a three
times a week commentary on interior
decorating by Winefred Bradford Bloom,
over

WNEW.

Big problem for sponsor: how to check
on results. Out were mail campaigns
since the large area covered by Koos
Brothers made it not the best bet for
direct

proved

business. Room of the Week
to be the answer to the riddle.

Each week

a

room

is

especially ar-

ranged, is later discussed by interior
decorator Bloom on one of her broadcasts. Room is open to the public all
week. On Wednesday evening Commentator Bloom herself is at the store to
discuss

homemaking problems

City.

effective radio offering

Furnishings

Homes

York

present an interesting
is one problem. To bring customers into the store
as the result of that program is a horse
of a different color. Sponsor Koos has
found a satisfactory solution which is
definitely reflected in sales receipts.

and

Promotions and merchandising stunts that
lift

WNEW, New

Power: 5,000 watts.

COMMENT: To

IN ACTION

will

Station:

Friday,

with

Men's Wear
DAILY CHUCKLES Psychologists recommend a good laugh to counteract the
wear and tear of every-day living. Giving
CFCF listeners plenty to laugh about is
Grover's Chain Shirt Shops, Ltd.,
Montreal, Can., in this five-minute funfest based on British United Press oddities in the news. Grover's offers daily a

Pioneer

shirt for the best listener-sent
chuckle. Listeners jot down a true story
with a chuckle in it, address letter to
Pioneer's Daily Chuckles, CFCF, Montreal. Chuckles used on the air rate a
Pioneer shirt sold exclusively in Montreal at the 12 Grover shops.

Five-minute feature is placed within
a 15-minute group program devoted to
spot announcements. Good results convinced adman Samuel Grover that there
is more truth than poetry to the old
saw, "Laugh and the world laughs with

you": sponsor continues to renew his
six-times-a-week shot after an initial one

month

trial.

air FAX:

Surveys give the complete 15-minute period,

including

though

spots, a program rating of
special promotions have been

the

no

7.7,

al-

used

to

build listener interest.

November 2, 1942.
Schedule: Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
5:10-5:15 P.M.; Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 12:551:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Grover's Chain Shirt Shops, Ltd.
Station: CFCF, Montreal, Can.
Power: 500 watts.
Population: 915,000.

First Broadcast:

clients.

Broadcast

Reports sponsor Charles Koos:
increases from distances further
store than ever before.

AIR FAX:

sales

from the

Informal, chatty information of general into housewives highlights the show. Problems
of the housewife whose furniture budget is limited
are discussed. No separate commercial is used. Plan
is to weave the commercial into the story continuity.
Prices are seldom quoted.

terest

First Broadcast:

98

January 12, 1942.

COMMENT:

Staggered schedule here

en-j

ables sponsor to reach two distinct listening groups, create maximum response tcji

RADIO SHOWMANSHIF

the sales message. Too, while give-aways
generally, have helped build listener interest in an advertiser's offering, those
which tie-in directly with sponsor's merchandise kill two birds with one stone.

COMMENT: A featured article in a recent issue of RS gave the case against
money

shows. However, the answer to
for the advertiser could

what pays out
easily

be a money show

show has

if

that

money

listener interest, offers enter-

tainment, and has some sort of direct
tie-in. Offering here certainly attracts large audiences, produces direct business for its sponsors.

merchandise

Opticians

He

CAPTAIN CASH

every 60 minutes! Sixty calls every week! And the
jack-pot may go up to 60 dollars a day.
calls

money man in town is CapEvery hour on the hour from
8:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M. this Washington, D. C. kilocycle cashier tries to give

The

biggest

tain Cash!

away money

for his participating spon-

sors.

When

Captain Cash makes contact on

the telephone, the person called has only
to answer a simple question about sponsor's product to reap the jingling jackpot. If listener fluffs his chance, the
jack-pot is five dollars sweeter when the
generous-with-his-money man makes his

next call 60 minutes later. On-the-beam
listeners are given phone instructions on
collecting jack-pot money from sponsors.

Twelve times a day this action-packed,
suspense building show hits the airwaves
in five-minute intervals for 12 different
sponsors. Each sponsor has his own program, a full hour apart from any other
Captain Cash sponsor. Each rotates, is
on the air at a different time each day.
Captain Cash goes into his act with a
commercial, then the fun begins, with
telephone numbers picked at random.
Sponsors include a furniture store, a
loan company, a fashion store,
a soft drink bottler, an optician, a clothing store and a hair tonic manufacturer.
Cancelled were contracts for a coal company and a jewelry store. Reason: Captain Cash sold too much merchandise,
sponsors couldn't replace it fast enough.

Sustaining
INTERPRETATION OF THE NEWS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE If all work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy, the reverse
might easily be just as true. Combining
both elements in a juvenile attraction,
WEOA, Evansville, Ind., put on a children's quiz direct from summer playgrounds. Scheduled as a weekly quarterhour period, the quiz broadcasts originated from a different play spot each

week. Weekly winners received a prize,
plus a chance to compete in finals at
vacation's end.

Questions used on these stump-thechildren programs were based on special
news broadcasts conducted by Margaret
Rosencranz for youthful listeners on a
three-a-week sked.
AIR FAX: On

the air since February 14, 1942, Interpretations of the News for Young People is a fiveminute offering. During the school year it is required
listening for the seventh and eighth grade social
studies class. Showmanstunts: toward the end of the
school year, a series of quiz programs are broadcast in which contestants selected by each class, take

part.

Broadcast

that

bows

in this

copyrighted

Broadcast: September 22, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily, five minutes, on the hour

Station:

Station:

WWDC,

to 8:00 P.M.
Washington, D. C.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 521,886.
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WEOA,

Evansville, Ind.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 97,062.

COMMENT: Advertisers who

direct

advertising guns on the tremendously fertile juvenile market, might
well give serious consideration to a protheir

of this type. Of prime importance
an announcer who understands the

gram

First

from 8:00 A.M.

Friday,

9:50-9:55 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.

furrier, a

AIR FAX: Theme song
show: El C apt tan.

February 14, 1942.
Schedule: Monday, Wednesday,

First Broadcast:

is

psychology of the small

fry,

presents the

news in a style sufficiently interesting
hold their attention.

to
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange resuhs and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Finance

MAGAZINE OF THE AIR
the half-hour variety show,

the Air,

is

self-explanatory.

"The

title

of

Magazine of
Its make-up

used as a feature of the broadcast for

Old Colony Co-Operative Bank."
GORDON SCHONFARBER
President

published periodical or magazine in
audible form, having a table of contents,
a bit of philosophy, poetry, jokes, editorials, biographies; in fact, practically
everything one could find in a high class
magazine. Interspersed to break up the
monotony of too much dialogue and
narration, musical selections are introduced as tone poems.

"This program made its debut on No2, 1941, and ran for 26 weeks.
In this series were incorporated the fiveminute love stories in transcribed form
titled This Thing Called Love; also, the

vember

five-minute philosophical transcribed
discourses by Doctor Wm. L. Stidger,
noted author, biographer and Boston
University School of Theology faculty

member.

"The
made its

series

now

running
on November 22,

currently

initial airing

1942, and will continue for 26 weeks.
This run includes the transcribed series
Notes of Love, which was originally intended as a 15-minute program. We have
adapted it for our purposes by using
what is the equivalent of one Note of

Love with its companion musical selection, which takes five minutes for its
presentation. Included also in this show
is
the five-minute transcribed Who's
News episodes, which are actual interviews with famous and near famous people from all parts of the world. The Doctor Stidger series. Are You Getting the
Most Out of Life Today? is still being
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&

Gordon Schonfarber
Providence, R.

follows the general format of a regular

Associates, Inc.

I.

AIR FAX:

In addition to newspaper advertisements,
promotion included four page leaflets suggestive of
magazine format, reminding bank customers, others,
to tune in for free subscriptions to the magazine in
sound.
Broadcast: November 2, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 2:30-2:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Those
Love.
Followed By: Symphonic Music.
sponsor: Old Colony Co-Operative Bank.
First

We

Station:

WPRO,

Providence, R.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 253,504.
Agency: Gordon Schonfarber

I.

&

Associates, Inc.

COMMENT:

Ideas as good as this one
don't come along every day! For years,
publishers have known how to produce
lively magazines that the whole family
may enjoy. Now this same wholesome
entertainment is published on the air,
gives listeners something to look forward
to from week to week just as they anticipate a favorite magazine. Wisely, sponsor here selected top-notch features.

Gasolines

BASEBALL PLAY-BY-PLAY

'In

its

sev-

enth consecutive year of sports broadcasting, Atlantic will gear its baseball
broadcasting program closely to the nation's war effort. We have planned to
devote the major part of our commercial
messages to government announcements.
The balance will be devoted to information aimed to keep the public informed
of conditions in the petroleum industry
and tips to help people get the greatest
possible use from their automobiles, with

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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P

minimum

wear-and-tear on vehicles
In this way, we will be able to
make the summer season's broadcasting
schedule an even greater public service
than was the case in previous years.
a

and

tires.

"We feel, too, that the extended use of
news reports, which will be interjected
in the game broadcasts so as not to interfere with the play-by-play descriptions,
will enable the listening audience to
keep fully abreast of developments in
the nation's prosecution of the war and
the progress of the war on the home
front. This should substantially increase
the value of the baseball broadcasts not
only to the fans themselves, but also to
the stations which carry the broadcasts
and the local advertisers who use the stations to carry their messages to their own

community."

JOSEPH

R.

ROLLINS

Advertising Manager
Atlantic Refining Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Informality is the prescription for
the success of the Lucky Regal Hour,
plus plenty of music. Being sports minded, Pat Regal, president of the Regal
Clothing Co., from time to time has
personally interviewed outstanding athletes on the program. Announcements of
all major sports events are given without charge. Ever since the Redskins have
called Washington
their home,
Pat
Regal has awarded a 50 dollar Regal
Stratford suit to the Redskin player
selected as the outstanding player in
each home game by the Washington
sports writers.

"This

year,

league.

Broadcast: April 14, 1942.
Sponsor: Atlantic Refining Co.
Agency: N. W. Ayer 8C Son, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
First

COMMENT:

Public service takes precedence these days even in the great American sport. Sponsors who keep commercial copy down to a minimum, give the
fans entertainment which keep them
glued to their radios, create inestimable
good will which can and will be converted into sales dollars in the post-war
days.

Men's Wear
LUCKY REGAL HOUR

"Three down,
fourth coming up! This month marks

also

Both

at

home and games away

are cov-

ered."
A. ABEL
Radio Director

JEFFRY

AIR FAX:

Broadcasts of major and minor league baseball games on 50 stations was the Atlantic schedule
for 1942. Given over to game reports were more
than 8,500 station hours. New feature: widespread
use of news reports broadcast during game breaks so
as not to interfere with play-by-play descriptions.
Reports included games of three National and two
American league clubs; three teams of the International league; six of the Eastern league; two of the
South Atlantic league, and two of the Piedmont

Regal Clothing

sponsors Gridiron Gossip, a 15-minute
program preceding the broadcast of profootball games. Russ Hodges does a bit
of pre-game gossip and on-the-spot interviews with members of both teams.

Henry

J.

Kaufman

Advertising

Washington, D. C.

AIR FAX: Emcee
mixes

Art Brown keeps the ball rolling,
Hammond organ and bar-

fast talking with the
style singing. Recent

addition to the show is
room
sport commentator Russ Hodges who does a five-minute sports summary. Staff announcer Trafton Robertson opens and closes the show, is usually the fall
guy for Brown and Hodges. Latest recordings fill in
the time between organ ramblings and commercials.
First

Broadcast:

November

8,

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday,
Preceded By: Bible Class.

1939.

10:30-11:30 A.M.

Followed By: Church.
Sponsor: Regal Clothing Co.
Station: WOL, Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 521,886.
Agency: Kaufman Advtsg.

COMMENT: Consistency

in program,
almost a sure-fire
formula for successful radio advertising.
Sponsors who pick the type of show best

time and station

is

suited to their business needs, stick to
their guns, are almost certain to come
out on top. (For previous story, see Mar.Apr., '41, p. 86.)

the beginning of the fourth year for the

Lucky Regal Hour, Washington, D. C.'s
only Sunday morning variety show heard
over

WOL. A

telephone offer of a pair

moonlight cruise jammed
WOL's switchboard for two solid hours.
of tickets for a
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Men's Wear
THE ENEMY WITHIN

"In former years,
(1939 Captains of Industry, and 1940

Ports of Call)

we completed our own
101

telephone surveys, and the resuhs, (26
per cent and 32 per cent of radio turned
on at the time of broadcast respectively)
were quite satisfactory. This year no
survey was taken, but from remarks by
customers The Enemy Within is at least
as popular as our 1939 and 1940 shows.
to sell The Enemy Withincluded three teaser ads (60 lines)
run on each of three nights in both local
newspapers; 400 line explanatory ads
run in both newspapers;' 1,000 direct
mail letters sent to our customers; three
station break spot announcements for a
week before and after the show began;

"Promotions

in

display

window

statement

card; parcel stickers

and

stuffers.

"Each week we try to feature a different department to tie the radio copy in
with our current newspaper ads and

window

displays."
E. R.

FISHER

E. R. Fisher, Ltd.

day with radio station WCLS. We are
very happy with the results obtained so
far.

"Yesterday afternoon we sold two
Solovoxes and one beautiful spinet
piano direct from the broadcast. As a
concrete example, a young man with the
war department here at Joliet, 111., yesterday had his day off and was listening
to the radio with his wife. At 11:21 A.M.
they heard our broadcast. He came
down to our store, saw the Solovox,
went back home and got his wife. We
sold them a spinet piano and Solovox
and delivered them last night.

"We can cite several other instances.
Since the start of the radio program it
has also directly helped our piano sales
and for your information, about 75 per
cent of our Solovox sales are made with
new pianos sold to folks who do not
have a piano or taking used pianos in
trade."

W. H. FOWLER

Ottawa, Ontario

President

AIR FAX:

Series consists of 117 episodes. Revealed in
is the true story of how the Australian Secret Service smashed a Nazi spy plot in that
country. Minimum contract: 65 episodes.

Fowler Piano Co., Inc.

dramatic form

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

October 7, 1941.
Tuesday and Thursday,

Scehdule:

Joliet, III.

AIR FAX: One minute
7:15-

7:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Amos 'n' Andy.
Followed By: Hoedown by Ogden.
Sponsor: E. R. Fisher, Ltd.
Station: CKCO, Ottawa, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 182,691.
Transcription Co.: Kasper-Gordon, Inc.

were heard sevkeyboard attachment
which produces the tone of the Hammond organ on
transcriptions

promote

eral times daily to

this

the ordinary piano.
First Broadcast:

November

Broadcast Schedule:

Daily,

17,

1941.

several

times.

Sponsor: Fowler Piano Co., Inc.
Station:

WCLS,

Power: 250

Joliet,

111.

watts.

Population: 74,868.

COMMENT:

COMMENT: With

the United States at
war on both oceans, fighting the Axis
aggressors abroad and its Fifth column
at home, especially timely is a series of
this kind. Long ago, the movies found
that there was drama in the headlines,

and such stirring photoplays as Escape
and The Mortal Storm are celluloid re-

Sponsors frequently discover that radio advertising of a specific
product carries over into other merchan-

remarkable results. Illustrated
another of radio's aces in the
hole; its wide area coverage attracts the
dise with

here

is

maximum

of persons interested in the
sponsor's sales message.

productions of the great conflict .across
the seas. In The Enemy Within radio
follows suit.

Music Stores
SOLO vox

"We

received the transcription to be used on the radio broadcast
about a week ago, and immediately
worked out a schedule of three times a
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PROOF 0' THE

lished woman's participating program is
an easy-on-the-budget shelf emptier. One
important factor in the almost universal
success of shows of this kind is that of
time, since these programs are usually

spotted at the best possible time to reach
the greatest number of feminine listeners.

PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

Drug Products

MANHATTAN NEWS

In more leisurely
morning newspaper was tops

days, the

Came

with readers generally.

up

Drug Stores
A WOMAN'S WORLD

In these days
begins to look as
though as far as civilians are concerned,
It's A Woman's World! Sponsors of the
WICA participating show in Ashtabula,

IT'S

of labor shortages,

O.,

it

have known this fact of life for some
Wentling's Pharmacy has built

time.

up

camera, cosmetics and prescripwhere they account
for a great portion of sponsor's business.
its

tion departments to

Mabelle's

moved

.Shop,

lingerie,

to larger quarters.

corsets,

etc.,

Doan Uphol-

stery Shop is a month behind in its
For Bond Furniture, business is
up beyond seasonal expectations and
past experience. Chef Dimitri's Spaghetti Shop, Geneva, O., has found that
its Chef Dimitri Spaghetti Sauce has
become a common staple of diet on Ashtabula dinner tables.

the speed

machine age, and the star of
the morning paper waned. Today, listeners catch the A.M. news via radio
over coffee and toast. It was this audience that the Manhattan Soap Co.
wanted to reach over WCAE, Pittsburgh,
of the

Pa.

Wholesaler survey indicates sales trend
of Sweetheart Soap up 86 per cent.
Letters to dealers, blotters to key dealers, notices to wholesaler and preview
announcements were a part of the buildup. Publicity in 50 publications in the
Tri-State Area, advertisements in the
Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph and mike
merchandisers displayed in stores selling Sweetheart Soap were also used.

orders.

AIR FAX: Woman's
variety of this
partially solved

taste in radio programs covers a
that, but Pauline Hopkins has
the problem in It's
Woman's

and

A

World. Believing that

women

are interested in other

women, she combines news of outstanding women in
the national scene with news of new fabrics, styles,
home decoration, nutrition and Hollywood news.
1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 9:309:55 A.M.
Preceded By: Morning Devotional.
Followed By: News and Music.
Sponsor: Bond Furniture Co.; Doan Upholstery Shop:
Mabelle's Shop; Wentling's Pharmacy, all of Ashtabula, O.; Chef Dimitri's Spaghetti Shop, Geneva,
O,

First Broadcast:

Station:

WICA,

air FAX:
editorial
First

Prepared by

is

news editors without
wires and A. P. ma-

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 8:008:15 A.M.
Preceded By: Morning Express.
Followed By: Toast-Time Tunes.
Sponsor: Manhattan Soap Co.
Station:

WCAE,

Power: 5,000

Pittsburgh, Pa.

watts.

Population: 1,072,545.
Agency: Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,

New York

City.

COMMENT:

Plenty of promotion is the
starting gun for the successful conclusion of any sales race. Today, the sponsor who picks news, seems almost certain
to have put his money on a favorite.

Ashtabula, O.

Drug Pruducts
OLD STANBACKER

COMMENT: As

long as merchandisers
have merchandise to move, the estab-

1

I.N.S.

this

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 23,301.

MARCH,

WCAE

comment from

morning news hand-out.
Broadcast: August 21, 1939.

chines

943

Records on the hot-

ter side, with light chatter of the jiving,
jitter-bug type emceed by WBRC's Jon

103

Farmer has been the Stanback Company Ltd.'s formula for winning friends,
influencing people since 1936. For seven
long years, an average of 30 Birmingham, Ala., fans have trekked to the
studio to watch jive master
Farmer in action each day.

WBRC

While show is used to promote Stanback Headache Powders, offering is no
sponsor's headache. While announcer
never tells listeners they must send in a
Stanback envelope to get their requests
played, he infers it by always thanking
listeners who do send them in. Indication that listeners can take a hint: included in individual request letters are

from four to 150 empty Stanback envelopes. Since mail count averages 50
letters a day, Stanback's radio potion
packs a wallop.
Currently, program pulls mail daily
men in service wanting songs
played for mothers, sisters, wives and
sweethearts. These requests rate special

from

attention.

air FAX: When

big time orchestras play Birmingham,
orchestra leaders are invited in for a brief interview.
Broadcast: May, 1936.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily and Sunday, 12:30-12:45

First

Dak., housewives are participating sponsors on the
daily program.

WNAX

Heard each morning are home-making
and helpful household hints sent in
by listeners. For the best good deed lettips

ter each day sponsors shell out
one simoleon. Further come-on for the on-

her-toes housewife: prize
are read over the air.

winning

letters

When

Your Neighbor Lady celebrated
birthday, listeners were offered at
64-page booklet of recipes, house-hold
hints, bits of poetry and good deed letters used in the 12 month stint. Proof
that A Year With Your Neighbor Lady
was a best buy at two bits: distributed in
jig-time were 5,000 copies.
its first

air FAX:

Sponsors get 100- word announcements daily.
of them are year-around time buyers,
others such as Dowd Milling, makers of Fidelity Pancake Flour, make Your Neighbor Lady an advertising must during the peak pancake season.

While many

August, 1941.
Schedule:
Monday

First Broadcast:

through Saturday,
10:00-10:15 A.M.
Preceded By: Bachelor's Children.
Followed By: Vic and Sade.
Sponsor: Crete Mills, Lincoln Tailors, Linal Washing Powder, and Dowd Milling.
Station: WNAX, Yankton, So. Dak.
Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Broadcast

Population:

6,579.

P.M.
Preceded By: M-W-F, Music; T-Th-S, Checkerboard
Time; Sunday, Let's Go America.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Stanback Co., Ltd.
Station: WBRC, Birmingham, Ala.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 267,583.

COMMENT:

Since

letters

containing

COMMENT:

For low-cost sponsorship, a

morning participating program slanted
at the home-maker is hard to beat. That
such shows may build up a substantial
listening audience in a relatively brief
period is indicated by the response here
to the booklet offer.

Stanback envelopes are always acknowledged on the air, each request number
constitutes a painless-to-listeners commercial for sponsor. Note of caution:
while request programs are popular,
sponsors must be careful to meet all cen-

sorship restrictions.

Jewelers
Eight
years
ago,
GEMS OF MELODY
Harry Miller, Jeweler landed in Bozeman, Mont., with 40 cents in his pocket
and went into business. The business:
serving the community with jewelry and
watch

Groceries

YOUR NEIGHBOR LADY Where does
the lady of the house go when she wants
to get a tip on how to remove grass
stains, ink spots, other household teasers? To the Neighbor Lady, of course!
Saving shoe leather for Yankton, So.
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repairing in a hole-in-the-wall
shop. Quality watch repairing guaranteed, lead to a new and larger building.
Jewelryman Miller decided to take a
whirl at radio advertising.

With Gems of Melody his program
airwaves
choice, he went on the
on a three-a-week sked, has continued

KRBM

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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with the same offering since November
20, 1941. The pay-off: sponsor is now one
of the leading jewelry stores in Southern
Montana. With demand out running sup-

Harry Miller, Jeweler,

ply,

rolls the

show

Commercials
sale of

War

as

bank-

still

an institutional

the
First

selected

melody value

for

backbone of the show.

November

Broadcast:

20, 1941.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, Wednesday, 9:00-9:15
P.M.; Friday, 7:15-7:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Sunday, Parker Family; Wednesday,
Kay Kyser; Friday, American Legion Auxiliary.

Followed By: Sunday, Wednesday,
Some Like It Hot.
Sponsor: Harry Miller, Jeweler.
Station:

KRBM,

News;

Friday,

it.

A home

First Broadcast: 1934.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily.
Sponsor: Hirschfeld Clothing Co., others.

KGNF, North

Station:

Power: 1,000
Population:

Programs slanted

community

interests are

specer-

tain to catch hold, build to larger and
larger listening audiences. The sponsor

who
a

year after year rides along with such

show woos and wins what

less consist-

ent advertisers might call a fickle public.

No

Manufacturers
how simple, or
program may be, con-

matter

pretentious a
radio
pay dividends.

sistent use of

is

almost certain to

Men's Wear
LOCAL NEWS

In small towns where
family affairs are a matter of community
interest, the welfare of each and every
person in the vicinity is a matter of public record. Vital statistics and the welfare
hospital

at

almost

Bozeman, Mont.

how

of

Nebr.

12,429.

COMMENT:
cific

Platte,

watts.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 8,655.

COMMENT:

furniture store,

AIR FAX:

now deal strictly with the
Bonds. Only touch of com-

AIR FAX: Recorded music

on

an automotive firm, and a beverage company have played tail-back position.

offering.

mercialism: the slogan, ''// you don't
knoiu jewelry, knoiv your jeweler."

is

are sold

patients

are

stock-in-trade

WFIL KITCHEN CLUB

Members

of the

WFIL

Kitchen Club gather around the
kitchen stove promptly at 11:30 A.M.,
five times a week, for homemaking and
cooking hints from Jessie Young. Hint
of what's cooking for participating sponsors: in one day, 69 Magic Washer box
tops were received, 70 requests for Vic-

tory Bags. Frosting on the cake:

Young

is

Jessie

frequently top mail puller at

the station.

Throughout the program, participahomemaking
suggestions, shopping ideas and the like.
tors receive special plugs in

table talk.

Of such stuff is the KGNF
show made of in North Platte, Nebr. To
families and friends of patients in the
North Platte Hospital go daily bulle-

Showmanstunts: newspaper advertisements, courtesy announcements, transit
cards in subway cars, busses and trolleys.

on the health of each patient. Also
part of the daily ten minute show:
items about local people and places.

AIR FAX:

tins

a

When Robert
ates,

S.

Conlin & Associ-

Kansas City, Mo.,

made

a survey,
found that this program was tops in program preference throughout the
territory, the Hirschfeld Clothing Co.
knew that it was headed in the right direction. Since 1984, Hirschfeld, a men's
clothing store, has had heads on Local

KGNF

Xews, can not be pried away from

it.

Not a sponsored program in the usual
sense of the the word, heads and tails

MARCH, 1943

L

First Broadcast:

June

1,

1942.

Monday through

Friday, 11:3011:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Breakfast at Sardi's.
Followed By: M-W-F, Shopper at the Mike; T-Thr,

Broadcast Schedule:

Jack Little.
Sponsor: Magic Washer; Victory Bags; Lichty's.

Little

Station:

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

For the home product adhousehold forum has often
been the appetizer which led to increased sales through the medium of a

COMMENT:

vertiser, the

main
dishes

dish show the sponsor himself
up under his own name.
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its message to the public, now dialmost its entire advertising budget

to get
rects

to

JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT
News, reviews and
announcements in

tips

on spot

this

column.

BETSY ROSS IN MODERN DRESS
That bread can definitely be sold bv
means of radio, providing that a thorough study is first made of the market
and the methods of getting the sponsor's
message to the market,

is the conviction
of the Morehouse Baking Co., Lawrence, Mass. Its advertising counsellors,
the W. E. Long Co. x-rayed the field,
sent a group of investigators into the

area to be covered, got from housewives
themselves, information on program
popularity, station preferences. From
these results, advertising director Philip
Morehouse gave the green light on plans
to spend the largest portion of the
Morehouse Baking Co.'s advertising

budget on radio. Betsy Ross bread was

on the

rise.

Spots in service periods or near news
periods were selected on WLA\\^ All
spots later than 3:30 P.M. w^ere out, and
spots close to programs of popular music
had the inside track. Reasoned seasoned

adman Morehouse:

with young-uns

usually in control of the family radio,
spots close to such programs would be
sure to be heard.
Announcements are staggered, ^\nih

more used on Friday than on Wednesday. All are transcribed, and new series
follow in quick succession. While spots
are varied in nature, some are only from
30 to 50 words long, all feature name
announcers, or well known celebrities
who advocate the use of bread from a
vitamin standpoint.
Because Bkisv Ross Bread is distributed within a radius of 30 miles of Lawrence, Morehouse Baking chose radio
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WLAW.
MERCHANT'S MERCHANDISER

Six times a day, seven times a week.
Merchant's Biscuit Co. caters to the
sweet tooth of
listeners in Denver,
Col. In a straight-away selling job for its
cookies and crackers. Merchant's uses
42 time signals per week, scattered
through day and evening.

KOA

SALUTE TO THE FUTURE!

A

consistent KSAL advertiser since
the station went on the air in 1937 in
Salina, Ka., is the Marshall Motor Co.
With business for 1943 definitely curtailed and little prospect for immediate

improvement,

Marshall Motor gave

concrete evidence of its ultimate faith in
radio advertising. Signed was a non-cancellable contract for three announcements per diem, six days a week. Grand
total: almost 1,000 announcements! Sponsor also bankrolls The Johnson Family,
the live Mutual Network offering available for local sponsorship.

BURMA SHAVE TRAIL
Signs of the times: the shaving cream
concern that used to decorate the highways with its rhymed ads now is using
spot announcements over KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa. Radio sales messages go into
Tri-State radio homes every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday between 7:00
and 7:15 A.M. in a series of one-minute
announcements. Station adaptation of
sponsor's approach:

Tho' the hiway's sort' a empty
Folks hear, every other day
All about a darn slick shave

While

list' n

BURMA

in in, to

KDKA

SHAVE.
EYES RIGHT

War

workers need keen vision, and
they have the money to pay for this medical attention. With this in mind. Doctors Simon & Stamper, Oakland, Cal.,
optometrists, have started a schedule of

KROW.

transcribed announcements on
TJie hook: from one to five times daily,
sponsors message is spotted adjacent to
shows of specific appeal to war workers.
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XEXT MOXTII
uEAIERAL MEIVI]
WFIL,

for late listeners

Philadelphia, Pa., comes a

is

a

main

new point

dish in the April issue.

of view

From

on the Witching Hour's

potentialities for sponsors.

FHAjVK
Mich.,

J.

tells

FuSTER,

of Foster's

the amazing story of

how

18 per cent of gross business to a

LETTERS FROM HOME

Hardware and Sporting Goods,
radio stepped

Pontiac,

sporting goods sales from

high of 45 per cent!

take

on

real

meaning with

Australia, Iceland, the Solomons, Alaska, China,
five

up

and

all

service

You Can Use

in

in India,

over the world.

sponsors have turned these letters into excellent radio fare

Plus Tested Programs and Promotions

men

is

Your

How

told here.

Own

Business!

AT VOUR tiSGERTlPS

S

^^^^HOWAIAXSHIP MAGAZINE
magazines.

The

FILE BINDER

holds

i:

convenient, compact method of keeping your copies in

permanent, chronological order. Order today. Only $1.50 postpaid.

lAr

^

«

t^^^^^^'^AA* • • •

A

^VA•!»•• •••••V,
s^ -> • • • • ••••VI^
%'9

9oeee«-«Ai

owmaM
25c
SOeiNCANAO'

IN THIS ISSUE

(5
The Rooster's
Audience

Is

GROWING!
57 Tested Programs for Businessmen

zinP"
•

•

•

A

SERVICE

YOUR BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
A

quick index to what others in your business

Articles

and

services in
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132, 140, 141
Beauty Supplies
137
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116
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128, 133,
117,
Hardware Stores
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Men's Wear
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Public Utilities
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Paint Supplies
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Sporting Goods
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you don't have the March

issue,

order

it

now!
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Sponsors All Thru the Night
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Jerry Lawrence

How

12 sponsors found the swing
typical
listening pattern a
cross section of daytime audience is
told by WOR's producer-conductor.

shift

111

Top O'

the

An RS

Morning

124

Results based on

mails, surveys, long runs and the growth of
the business itself are given here.

Dawn

breakers are ice breakers for
sponsors who break with tradition,
plan their radio for current wartime
conditions.

Yours for the Asking

you want

Airing the

Showmanship

137

in Action

of the ordinary.

a

New

sales,

Here are promotions and merchandising stunts that lift a program out

126

tested work-sheet,
here is a collection of sample script
and transcription availabilities.
If

132

Proof O' the Pudding

Analysis

140
the Program Did for Me
Here, businessmen exchange results
and reactions to radio programs for

What

127

their

mutual

Johnny on

the Spot

benefit.

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Showman«coops

130

Unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their
radio programs.

You Don't Have

to Pull

^

141

News, reviews and
nouncements.

tips

on spot

Showmantips

Radio

an-

142
offerings for the

swing

shift

worker are presented here.

Them Out

of the Hat

THEY'RE ALL HERE!
1001 diddio ^hDqhamA,

PRICE:

50c

•
•
•
•

For

men who buy

locoi radio time.

Every show available for immediate use.
Classified for

handy reference.

Most complete

listing ever

compiled.

new

Radio Shov/book
Syndicated^ Transcribed, Script Directory
Write

to
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LISTEN IN THE NIGHT
It's at

night,

In the

still

moments

of the night,

That you hear the pulse-heat

of

America.
railroad company copywriter who wrote these
THE
American industry
working 24 hours a day to win
is

words is right
the war.
third
at night. They are
I

A

of the men and women making this total effort work
the swing shifts, who breakfast at bedtime, dine at dawn.
Just as the daytime worker needs relaxation after the activities of the
day, so too, does the swing shift and graveyard worker require entertainment. He doesn't run right home from the factory and pop into bed, but
in the dark of the night, the opportunities for recreation are limited.
When the change over to total war was made, radio was quick to meet
the demands of this new audience whose normal life was turned upside
down. Some radio stations switched to a 24-hour schedule. Almost all of
them extended their broadcasting hours.

Radio continues

do its part. Listening hours have changed. Anyone
any time these days. Rebroadcasts of daytime shows
all through the night have found their audience. Radio news swings
along, keeps the man who lives upside down as accurately, quickly and
completely posted as it does listeners during the seven-to-eleven peak
radio hours. Soldiers, factory workers, others, applaud early morning

may be

to

listening at

programs.
Sponsors, however, have been for the most part, lukewarm to cool.
There's no beaten path down which to travel, no tested formula to shake
well and take as directed. There's no Hooper to bolster faltering business
courage. In all probability, it's a temporary audience which will welcome
the sun with loud huzzas when the return of peace makes 24-hour effort
unnecessary.
But the future is built on today! Business can't expect to keep the
loyalty of the defense worker unless it earns this support through service,
entertainment or education. These workers don't ask for much; a little
entertainment, a little information before turning off the lights, and so to
bed. A house is a lonely thing at night when the rest of the world is
asleep.

Advertising needn't go to sleep when the rest of the world turns in. It
can be awake and on its toes around the clock. Through radio, it can be a
night watchman, checking priceless business investments on its regular
rounds. There shall be no night. What is well guarded today is there as a
valuable trade asset tomorrow!

APR

I

L,

1

943
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moke Out Night Owls
Balanced

Menu

for

Swing

Shift Listeners Essential Maintains

Philip Klein, President of the Philip Klein Advertising

Agency

research has led to the development of a new point of view
concerning the 11:00 P.M. to Midnight hour. Before the war, it
was one of the lowest listening points on the dial. A survey by a joint
committee on N.A.B., C.B.S., and N.B.C., in November, 1941, gave
the annual average of percentage of sets in use in the East as 24.8 per
cent between 10:30 and 11:00 P.M., 12.6 per cent between 11:00 and
11:30 P.M., and between 11:30 P.M. and Midnight the percentage was
only 6.7. When 55.9 per cent of sets were in use during peak listening
hours (7:00 to 9:00 P.M.), the statistics after 10:30 P.M. were not impressive from the point of view of audience potentialities.

RECENT
I

But look at the picture now! A recent survey of war plant shift
changes in Philadelphia, Pa., reveals that nearly 75 per cent of the
plants have a shift change at Midnight; that another 25 per cent have
change of shift at 11:00 P.M. For war-working Philadelphians, this
means a mass reorganization of the dinner hour, a reorganization that
has not yet been recognized in completed listening surveys. But this is
the group which must be kept in mind in building 11:00 P.M. to Midnight shows.

Agency clients were among the first
60-minute interval, and on October 12,
1942, their sponsorship of programs of wide general appeal began on
Five Philip Klein Advertising

to see the potentialities of this

WFIL.
From

11:00 to 11:10 P.M. there is news hot off the teletype for men
dashing off to work, or tumbling into bed, who want to get the news
in advance of the morning headlines. Sponsored by Atlas Import &
Export Co. for its Atlas Wines, The Editor Speaks Monday through
Saturday. Included is an air-editorial by newscaster John Scheuer,
which boils heterogeneous facts into concise analyses of current trends.
At 11:10, Home Front Heroes take the spotlight for five minutes
under sponsorship of the Old Original Bookbinder's Restaurant on
a six-a-week schedule. Owner Harmon Blackburn donates this time to
volunteer war workers, so that they may explain their needs and aims
to the public.
It's Celebrity Time from 11:15 to 11:20 P.M. Under the sponsorship of Music Village, a place to eat, dance and relax, Celebrity Time
presents interviews with famous folk in and about the Philadelphia
scene. Listeners, for example, have heard Gloria Swanson, the Andrew

Sisters,

and

Tommy Tucker.
(Continued on page 116)
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PORTRAITS
By James

Metcalfe

J.

Radio Nights
/ used to hurry home from work
To sit
around at night
And read some book or
magazine
Or take my pen and write
And
.

.

.

my

while

.

.

.

.

.

.

stride

ward bound

now

.

is

just as quick

these days

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

When home-

.

must acknowledge

Have somewhat changed my
ways
Because when I step in the house
/ only want to know
What entertainment
there will be
Upon the radio
And all I
do is settle down
In some big, restful chair
And listen to the voices and
The music
that I
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

on the air
I do not want to read or write
Or do another thing
But hear the news
and plays, and hear
The people laugh and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sing.

.

.

.

.

1
(Continued from page 114)
An interlude of music comes at 11:20,
and for 10 minutes listeners hear the
World's Greatest Music through the
courtesy of Olivo Products, makers of
hair and face preparations. An example

how businesses are converting their
products for wartime use is the new
Serviceman's Shaving Kit, distributed by
Olivo. Before
of

format of semi-sophisticate program, is
out for the duration. We believe that
future surveys will show definitely what
the present can only hint; that right
now, 11-to-midnight listening is reaching a peak of general interest it has
never before achieved.

In line with this same plan,
10:80 to

is the
10:45 P.M. newscasts for the

Morris Plan

Bank

the w^ar, Olivo
sold these preparations in-

of

Philadel-

dividually,

phia, featuring John Cor-

through

coran,

the

Mon-

day through

usual drug, de-

Saturday,

partment and
5 & 10c store

over WFIL.
Plan behind

outlets. Now,
when a great
portion of the

the Morris
Plan's use of
radio preceding the March

market moves
to Army camps,
Olivo moves

15 income tax
reports: its

with the customers.

As promoted over Olivo's

WFIL

pro-

plan for helping to finance taxes. In the opinion of its

gram Monday through Saturday, Olivo

president,

offering this Serviceman's Kit to relatives of boys at camp. The kit contains a
jar of Olivo pomade, a tin of Djer-Kiss
talcum powder, a bottle of Olivo hair
tonic, a jar of Olivo brushless shaving
cream, and a bottle of after-shaving
lotion.
$2.50 value, Olivo sends this
kit to any serviceman stationed in the
U. S. for only $1, with Olivo paying the
postage.

In the case of each of these sponsors, it
interesting to note that each is consistently on the air, each has adapted his
business to new conditions, and each has
selected a radio program which will ap-

is

A

At 11:30 P.M. is a half-hour program
of dance recordings for Dr. Shor, Dentist, in a Radio Salute to Industry. Each
night a different group of defense workers is saluted by the sponsor, and the
program is directed primarily at war
workers. It is not, however, one of the
booming, flag-waving, brass band playing programs. Rather, it aims to fill the
workers' need for easy listening. Popular
music of the sweet swing variety interspersed with light comment is the menu.
News, music and entertainment, programs with appeal for almost every
adult, form the most balanced menu for
the late listening appetite.

116

The

pre-war

Ralph W. Pitman, taxes are
high now, won't be any less next year,
probably will be increased, and John Q.
Public in many cases, is going to need a
helping hand to get him over the hump.
is

peal to the greatest possible number of
potential listeners. It is planned radio!
And regardless of the time o' day, plan-

ned radio

is

what produces

results.

In the use of late evening time, these
sponsors are reaching an audience that
for the present could be topped in almost no other way. And it is an exceedingly profitable market! Defense workers
have money a-plenty with few places for
spending it. As long as goods or services
are available, it is a cash market. When
supplies dwindle, as dwindle they may,
it
will be a mass audience extremely
suggestible to educational campaigns.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

adio Baits Sales
President Frank

J.

Hook

Foster Gives His Formula for Landing 'Em

For Foster's Hardware R Sporting Goods Store, Pontiac, Mich.

CONSISTENCY pavs
tising, and this

in almost
is

aU adver-

especiaHy true of

radio advertising, even though this same
advertising may be on a seasonal basis.
Foster's Hardware & Sporting Goods
Store, Pontiac, Mich., began its Fish in'
in Michigan radio program in 1940, and
while this 15-minute program is used
seasonally to appeal to hunters and fishermen, it has been without question a
tremendous factor in our business increase. Sporting goods sales have been
stepped up from 18 per cent of gross
business to a high of 45 per cent since we
began to use AVCAR as an advertising

medium!

Others get results Irom direct mail, outdoor advertising, and from novel tricks
and promotions. A great many use radio,
and that's where we stand. For Foster
Hardware & Sporting Goods, radio is a

• FOSTER'S

HARDWARE

for the

nationwide survey conducted by the
Sporting Goods Dealer Magazine, revealed the interesting fact that sporting
goods stores, on the average, are behind
the trend toward radio advertising. It
also pointed out that programs conducted by the dealers themselves rank among
the most successful. This is the type of

and we take to the air
trout fishermen are beginning to check over their equipment.
program we

use,

March when

It's

September, and hunters have bagged
game when we go off the

WCAR

their

ether waves. During that entire period,
Fishin' in Michigan is heard once a
week, at 6:30 P.M., on Thursday.
Of course a program devoted to one

SPORTING GOODS

8C

money.

A

in

Among sporting goods stores there is
a great diversity in the amount of money
spent for advertising, and the differences
in how this money is spent are as great
between stores as are the differences in
the advertising budgets. Newspaper advertising is preferred by some dealers.

buy

best

store

window

dis-

play leaves no passerby unaware of the proprietor's interest in big game.
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what they caught, and what equipment they used. After all, it's the listenfish,

own program. I definitely don't pretend to be one of those wise experts who
knows all there is to know about fishing.
I'm just an ordinary guy who would
rather fish than do almost anything else.

er's

Listeners are urged to write, or to come
into the store and chew the fat if I make
some crack about fish or fishin' that
doesn't agree with their ideas. Radio
sports fans are just aboiu as enthusiastic
and appreciative as folks come, and believe you me, they respond plenty when
they don't agree with my opinions!

The
sport is bound to have a limited audience, but its sponsor can count on it for
steady listening, and more important of
course, he can also be assured of a good
response to the commercial message if
our experience is any indication.
At the outset, I put my cards on the
table:

"Good evenin' folks: You know, it's just barely
possible that there's some of you folks listenin'
that aren't a bit interested in any kind of fishin'
at all. Course I wouldn't go so far as to say that
I think that's the case, but if it is, I'd advise you
to tune me out right now, cause that's all this
series of programs is going to be about;
just
Fishin' in Michigan."

of the program, of course. At the outset of the season, I try to give the listeners tips

on where

to fish.

"Where are we gonna fish on the openin' day
of the season? It's still too far away to make any
predictions about what the stream conditions are
gonna be, but there's one consolation that we have
here in Michigan. We've got some specially designated trout lakes, and we're pretty sure they'll be
all right for the opening days. If the streams are
too high, or too roily on account of all the snow
water being carried away, don't forget about those
trout lakes. And another thing we can be pretty
sure of: if the streams are roily, we'll be a lot
better off usin' bait instead of flies. Now maybe
you think that's a peculiar thing to hear a fella
say that's in the sportin' goods business, but
much as I hate to admit it, it's a fact. 'Course I
know that the real, pure dyed-in-the-wool fly fisherman won't ever stoop to use anything as lowly as
a worm, but I'm here to tell you that real early in
the season, if I find that flies aren't doin' too good,
I'm one guy that doesn't hesitate to try the next
best thing."
I

always try to localize the show as
possible,
using home-town
as

much

names and incidents.
where the local experts
118

I

tell

listeners

arc planning to

They

needn't be expensive. I tell him just
what he needs to get the thrill of landing a few of those hunks of swimmin'
dynamite. In other words, the commercials are just a part of the script and
work themselves in on their own. For
example, here is a commercial that followed a "tall story" and closed the pro-

gram
Fishing information, humorous fishing
anecdotes and tall tales are the mainstay

commercials? That's easy!

any more high powered than the
program itself. W^hen I talk about trout
fishin', I talk about equipment, too, and
instead of trying to sell the most expensive rod and reel in the store, I point
out that equipment for the duffer
aren't

for that day:

"Now I suppose that it's just barely possible
that a few of the doubtin' Thomases will question
and to be real

at least certain parts of that story;

it,
I don't suppose I should blame
them too much. But there's one thing that you
don't need to have the slightest doubt about; that
Foster's Hardware and Sportin' Goods has always
been away out from the high rent district so
naturally we haven't had a big wallopin' overhead
to add on to the prices of our merchandise. There's
one boast we've always made, and we're still making it. We won't let anybody anywhere, undersell
us. You won't find anything fancy about Foster's
store, but what you will find is a store that's loaded right to the gills with the last word in sportin'
goods and hardware."

honest about

Of course it's a lot of work writing
these scripts myself. It takes a lot of
time to give the broadcasts. Frankly, I'm
little bit enthusiastic about the
connected with preparing the
broadcasts, but as long as this
program continues to produce the results it has, I'm going to keep right on
talking to folks about fishin' in Michigan in my own lazy, sort of down-toearth way.

not one

work

WCAR

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

With the right equipment
• Above
from FOSTER'S, customers find that the
big ones don't get away. Where and how
to bag the game, catch the limit is sportsman Foster's angle on the WCAR seasonal program.
.

Kansas acccfit which angli-phile
Frank J. Foster retains, uses to good
advantage in his radio program, is a
vestigial remains from his birth in
that middlewestern state in 1907. A
year 'round resident at Wat kins
Lake, Oakland County, he doesn't
restrict himself to Michigan fisJiing,
has dropped a line into waters the
breadth and widtli of the United
States and parts of Canada. February means a montli of deep sea fishing in Acupulco, Mexico. Companion

in

wife,

all

fisJiing

jaunts:

.

• Below ... In the heart of a sportsman's paradise is Frank J. Foster. A
radio antenna, a mike, fly rod and a
tackle box pull an ever heavier sales
load for

FOSTER'S

HARDWARE.

his

Millicent (Millie, for short).

Being a
tiac,

his

.

X umber

Mich.,

tliis

1

citizen

disciple

of
of

PonIsaac

Walton gets to and from fishing and
hunting grounds via a Pontiac Station

Wagon, rationing permitting.

His hunting activities center around
Pine Valley Camp, his hunting
camp in the Xorthern Michigan

Xot by accident is it
camp is also conveniently
trout stream! Serious minded

deer country.
that this

near a
about his fishing, he considers color
movies a part time hobby, would
also put his Comet Class sail boat in

*^rc^-

that categoiy.
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Treat Radio as a Valuabh

H. D. Vanderlippe. Sales

Rooster Flour & Feed Mills

THE
has
HE CRDWS BECAUSE
HE MOWS
There's something that makes a
Rooster crow and boast his lofty
station,

He

does not

but does his bit
the nation.

sit

By waking up

know what makes him

I think I

crow
And brag about his deeds.
It's two to one he thinks it's fun
To crow for Rooster Feeds.

Old Biddy, too, would like to crow
But she can only cackle.
When she's fed on Rooster Mash
There's no job she won't tackle.
She'll build a barn, or

buy a bond,

And pay your income taxes;
And every day she'll lay an egg
To keep away the Axis.
The baby

And

chicks will live

and grow

bring in ready cash

you will let them eat their
Of Rooster Starting Mash.

If

fill

you would be extra smart
profits double quick.
Just try your luck with RoosterSo

if

With

It's

the feed that does the trick.

• Above

.

.

.

Oscar, the Rooster, looks on

ROOSTER

as H. D. Vanderlippe,
acsales manager (left), and
count executive Robert S. Graham ( center) y
script calls for a
take the spotlight.
woman's voice, Jeanne Wells (right) does it.

proudly

KDTH

MILLS

When

120

been in existence since the days
of the covered wagon. It is 75 years this
season since the mills first began operations.
added a new salesman to the
force not long ago, and our experiences

We

with him have been rather successful.
prefer to think of radio in personal
terms. We do not regard it as a magic
force, to produce magic results over
night. We think of it as an addition to
our sales force, to be given consideration

We

at all times, to learn

from us

as well as
the personal
reference so important, that a microphone, for the benefit of the rest of the
force, "sits in" on all sales force confer-

teach. In fact,

we consider

ences.

Our new salesman is radio. At the
time we added this new, and for us, untried medium, we were considering expanding the sales force. We handle hundieds of items in our line, one of them
being pancake flour. We had an idea of
using a few spot announcements to help
in merchandising it, but when we considered radio from the personal angle,
we came to the conclusion that a salesman in the field for such brief spaces of
time could not be expected to accomplish much. Instead, we decided to sponsor the early morning news period on
station

no

KDTH, Dubuque,

difficulty, of course, in

able

program

la.

There was

finding a suit-

identification.

The

firm's

trademark, adopted 75 years ago, took
care of that. The Rooster now crows
boastfully several times daily over
KDTH, and there is every possibility
that

it

will

have more crowing to do

as

time goes on.

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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their

own home

ed a good deal

grounds.

We

encounter-

diffidence than we
expected. In practically every instance,

)oster

the dealer was glad to discuss his problems, glad to tell us how we could help
to solve them with our line, and pleased
too, at the experience of hearing himself
talk on the air.

Feeds

the Sales Force Explains
looster Flour

& Feed

Out

of this experience arose another,

and
one which we could not have effected
without radio's assistance. From the indirectly involving the radio station,

Mills

terviews,

half the time on the news
period is given over directly to the news
that concerns the farmer. The national
and international picture is presented in
the remaining portion of the period.
use plain, straightforward, authoritative

At

least

We

commercials. We make no effort to
"sneak" or honeycoat the selling message. We think that the listener is interested enough in our message to accept it
without apology, and experience has
shown us that this is correct. Numerous
instances have been brought to light of
radios in the barn as well as the house,
in order that the news, built specifically
with the farmer in mind, may not be
missed.
From the outset, we viewed our venture into radio as real participation.
realized that we didn't know a great deal
about radio. W^e knew as well that the
radio people didn't know a great deal
about us. Accordingly, we laid out a
program of mutual assistance.
helped to write all the radio copy; edited
everything that went on the air. For the
first year, we were in daily conference
with the station representative in charge
of the account. That, we felt, was the
only fair way for radio to learn the flour
and feed business.

We

We

While we aim our commercial directly
consumer, the bulk of our business is done with the dealer. With our
new salesman, radio, and the participation angle acutely in mind, we went to
work on the dealer as well. With a recorder, the station representative and a
member of our sales force made a dealer
at the

swing through the territory. We interviewed dealers and users of our line on

APRIL,

1943

less

we

built a dealer presentation,

complete with color pictures of our

suc-

and users which we made
These we used in consolidat-

cessful dealers

ourselves.

ing

new

In

every

instance
to a
dealer, we closed with a sale. The entire
coverage area of the station is now solidly identified with Rooster. Because of
the close harmony in which the firm, the
dealer, and radio have worked and are
working, we have established a community of interests that has had a favorable
reaction for all three.
territory.

where we made such a presentation

The tour through the territory uncovered another fact. Our listeners were
very interested in market reports. Having an early morning period, particularly for the farmer, we opened a near noon
period for the markets, and we are now
on the air twice a day, six days a week.
As time goes on, and the coverage of
travelling salesman becomes more
difficult because of war conditions, we
expect to use more and still more radio.
the

It is entirely possible that we shall use
a period specifically directed to the dealreason this way: radio is a perer.
sonal medium; it does precisely what a
salesman does; it goes into the home
and the office, performs a service, delivers a message. It should, we think it
must, be used precisely as a salesman

We

would be. No one would put an uninformed salesman on the road for a week,
or a month, and call it a fair trial. A
salesman needs the cooperation of the
home office, the help of his co-workers.
Given that, we do not think that radio
will fail, depending, of course, on whether this salesman has something worth
selling.
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of the
ONEaudiences

most

ill-treated,

in radio

misused

the all night
group in many of the large and small
cities throughout the nation. Stay up
some night and listen; you'll understand
is

what I mean.
This unfortunate situation has been
brought about either by a lack of imagination, understanding

or enthusiasm. It's a
pretty ghastly proposition to try to interest

advertisers, and even
radio executives, for
that matter, in the idea
of programing an

night

24-hour production. Consequently, the
pattern of listening is typically a crosssection of any daytime audience with
just as

many women

Day ton a

Sponsors

all

as

a

daytime session.
In the year and a
half that I conducted
the Moonlight Saving

Time program on
WOR, New York, I
found many revealing
things.

One

men.

Beach.

The

feeling that just dance

show with the

same ideas in mind
you would program

listening as

Advertisers are missing one of the best
bets in radio by not realizing this potential audience. They are one of the most
neglected gioups of listeners we have,
whether they be in Seattle, Washington, or

All Thru

music is enough is not
an intelligent approach
to the subject and to
prove sponsor value,
we at
have some
excellent examples. I.
Fox, furrier, for over
J.

WOR

a year

and

a half has

sponsored the

The Night
^H^H^^^^

in particular was the appreciation of the audience, intelligent people,
for variety, in their listening diet. I tried
to incorporate within the bounds of 31/^
hours as much interesting and entertain-

ing material, utilizing records, human
and news, as possible. We even
went so far as to have the first all night
quiz session at 3:30 in the morning call-

^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^1

first

hour

Moonlight

Saving
Time with music labeled Strictly on the Sentimental Side; beautiful
music reflects the beauof

ty of the furs.

An

ironi-

cal incident in connec-

tion with the sponsorship was the aran East Coast port of a group of

rival at

whose ship had been torpedoed
and who had been listening to a compelling commercial on beautiful fur

sailors

interest

coats while practically freezing to death
in mid-Atlantic in an open boat.

ed Gee Whizz Another Quiz in which
celebrities mingled with ordinary folks
on topics of the day and questions that
were appropriate, and as much live talent as our budget would permit.
The general thought has been for
many years that the all night crowd is
one of bar flies, lonely women, insomniacs and a few tired cab drivers. This is
wrong thinking and mail reaction proves

be perfect for their

it.

We now

find that

men who work

at

night in war production and their wives
have been thrown into reverse because of

Philco Radio found our coverage

medium

to

of advertis-

We had replies from some 36 states
including Canada, Mexico and South
America. In every letter the name
Philco was prominently featured and
only war production and curtailment of
ing.

materials brought this

happy

The same was
sponsors who tried

to a close.

other

association
true of many
the all night

and found it successful. They were
Pep Boys of Philadelphia, automotive supplies, who bought a quarterhour seven days a week. Marlin Razor
field

the

12 Sponsors Found Swing Shift Listening Pattern Typical
Cross-Section of Daytime Audience Writes Jerry Lawrence
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Blades and Carter's Little Liver Pills,

Rum

and Maple Pipe Tobacco in
mail surveys found the moonlight show
giving them their lowest cost
on
per inquiry. Saturday Evening Post has
been a consistent user of this medium,
and an innovation is the use of hotels
and night clubs featuring records of the
and

WOR

bands playing in their
spots. This
opened up a whole
new endeavor along

By.

The National

Assn. of

Manufac-

turers has arranged to have 700 plants
in the
coverage area listen to it
for a half-hour each night, from 4 to
4:30 A.M. This music, which is gay and
rhythmical, has an important psychological effect, and is designed to reduce the
worker's lag period, thereby actually increasing his output.

WOR

particular

Three nights a week

the

we dedicate Music to
Work By to individual
plants and their work-

lines

of

commer-

cial spot radio.

ers.

Other sponsors have
been Wilkie Pipes,

is

The world

One-A-Day Vitamins,
Illinois Meat Company, Ex-Lax, and

these days

on 24-hour duty.

We

mustn't overlook the

For some

eight hours between
midnight and eight in
the morning!

particular reason or another we failed at one

ference-no-one-is-listen-

Roma Wines.

The

it-makes-no-dif-

of the most natural
ing-anyway attitude
products to be sold to
got its walking papers
an all night audience
when our national war
effort got under way.
which is cigarettes or
Lawrence and Pal
When
began to
chewing gum. It seems
program Moonlight
that some of the sponSaving Time, it tried to incorporate as
sors think that radio shuts down when
many interesting features as possible, but
the clock reaches 1 1 P.M. each evening.
keeping the news of the world as the first
I would say that the greatest service
consideration. Every hour and half-hour,
that advertisers can do for the all night
we broadcast latest bulletins, alternating
audience is to at least give them the
UP and AP, and on Sundays repeating
same break the people in the daytime
Raymond Gram Swing's analysis of the
get by playing back by transcription,
some of the afternoon or night-time news.
Along the same lines, we repeated outshows that these people miss because of
standing shows directly tied in with the
their sleeping and working hours.

U&i

WOR

These are the people who are contributing so much to our war effort; they
deserve to hear what is happening in
their country, the latest war news. In the
entertainment surely they are enhear the kind of music they
like; the important sporting events of
the day, and the various war shows that
are broadcast at times when they are
field of

titled to

*

either

working or

asleep.

And commer-

cially speaking, these, too, are the

who buy

hats,

and wear

shoes,

people

and use

soap.

Recently we have tied in even further
with the war effort, and have created a
bright musical feature, Music to Work

APRIL,

1
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war

effort,

and important sporting

events with wide appeal. Such shows as
America Preferred, The First American
Opera Festival, and This is the Enemy
were all in the original format. Every
morning there is a five-minute review of
baseball scores and sports highlights. In
order to give our listeners a change of
pace, we try to present as much live talent as possible.
It is all a part of wartime conditions.
Changed working hours and modes of
living have created a continued shift in
listening habits. Today, the radio advertiser must pay less attention to program
ratings as quantities, more attention to
qualities.
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Dawn

Breakers Are Ice Breakers

For Sponsors

Who

S^

Break With

^

S

Tradition, Plan

Their Radio

For Current Wartime Conditions

pre-war days, late night time radio
INwas
beamed at the sophisticate and

prices

the semi-sophisticate. With 24-hour shifts
came a corresponding shift in Hstening
audiences, and the sophisticate passed
out of the picture. Advertisers had a
message for war workers, and many of
these war workers could be reached only
during the graveyard hours. To reach
this audience, the Lobster Trick had to

WBZA

from scratch, and build programs
more or less by-guess and by-gosh.
Not in this predicament was the early
morning offering. For years, up-with-thesun programs had done a job for adver-

start

When

tisers.

new

wartime conditions brought

advertisers

to

the

dawn

breakers'

same advertisers had the
facts and figures on the performances of
these programs, and a tested format on
which to build.
Previously, these programs were dicircle,

rected

these

primarily

and incomes

up.
a WBZprogram designed and broadcast
exclusively for farmers, is carried one
full hour, six days a week from 6:00 to
7:00 A.M. Available for commercial announcements only, the program now carries messages for the New England
are

definitely

The New England Farm Hour,

Homestead, farm magazine; Oyster
Shell Products, chicken feed; Dairy
Association, and the Office of War
Information. Emceed by the director of
the New England Radio News Service of
the United States Department of Agriculture, Sidney Vaughan, the program
features an almanac and agricultural
calendar; national news round-up, music; market reports and New England
news. Mail pull average for 1942: 900
letters a month! Set up as an informational show, the

program

is

slanted spe-

cifically at farmers.

at

the farm audience.
Today, early risers in-

SUSTAINING

clude factory workers,
and soldiers as well as
already established
farm audiences. The
job that a few of these

Reveille Time is a
busy, cheerful halfhour of bugle calls,
martial music, news,

(Fort Wayne, Ind.)

programs have done

entertainment and
good fellowship. With

for their sponsors
presented here.

the collaboration
the Army, the

is

FARM PRODUCTS

of

WO WO

broadcast is picked
up at Baer Field and

Today, more than

amplified throughout
this Army Air Base.

ever before, the national spotlight is focused on farmers and
farm products. Farm

milparents, friends
and well-wishers across
a three-state area share

(Boston, Mass.)
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More than two

lion
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pre-breakfast audition of Army life. Broad-

appear on the
minute stint.

this

also

Monday through Saturday from 6:00 to 6:30
A.M., Reveille Time features Happy Herb Hayworth as emcee; the

"Have you got something in
your attic, basement, garage, or
tucked away, that you will probably never use again, but that

30-

cast

Hoosier Cornhuskers;
Helen; Penny
West and the Blackhawk Valley

has some use in it? Drop a post
card or letter to Station KFH,
in Wichita; give a good description of what you have, write
down your address and name

Don and
After

plainly, tell

work-out as an official
Army wake up program, the program
was given a new dress, came out as a hilldication that its listeners were still Army
minded: radio audience was offered a
service chart showing the various insignia for different branches and ranks
of the armed forces. Mail was received
from 35 states!

FARM PRODUCTS
(Wichita, Ka.)

Used by farm and town alike is The
Trading Post and Farm Service Hour,
which has already celebrated its seventh
birthday over KFH. Designed to combine a commercial effect with entertain-

ment and service, the program is heard
each week day from 6:30 to 7:00 A.M.
Listeners to this gratis trading service
have only to write in a description of
what they have to trade; a threshing
machine, road drag, radio, milk goats,
tom cats, trucks, wind mills, goose yokes,
hoop skirts, or what have you. They may
also request something they want to
trade for; a hired man, brood sows, et al.
Average number of letters and post cards
received in the seven years the show has
been on the air: 6,000 annually! Mail
comes from as far south as the grape
fruit belt in south Texas, as far north
as the Dakotas.

Since both town and country listener
vitally interested in the gyrations of
cattle, hogs and lambs, as well as in
grain, a daily market review is carried.
Hundreds of public sales are also announced annually over
during the
is

KFH

Hour by

market reporter and commentator Bruce Behymer.
Traders

A
A
^

small charge

few

livestock

made

for this service.
short, strictly ad-lib commercials

PRIL,

1
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is

live

from

—

its initial

billy for a larger general audience. In-

where you

the closest town, give your telephone number
you have one. We'll trade oflf. Remember there
no cost attached. That's all."

Boys.

Day

in,

day out, the year 'round,

if
is

this

closing announcement
which rounds out the show.

the

is

regular

DRUG PRODUCTS
(New

Orleans, La.)

War

workers on the swing shift, allnight cab drivers, waitresses in dawnbreakfast beaneries, and the hundreds of
other city people who get up at break of
day, are all a part of the Family Circle,
for Consolidated
heard over
Drug Co. WWL's guitar-playing Louie
Bono and ad-libber Ervin Viktor started
'way back in 1932, talking and
on
singing for the folks up and down the
bayous in Louisiana and Mississippi.
Consolidated Drug Co. sponsorship is

WWL,

WWL

now

in

its

third year.

To

keep the members of the Family
Circle happy, ad-lib monologue is used,
as well as hymns, marches, hillbilly
music and frequent time signals. News,
courtesy of Esso,

and

sports, courtesy of

Falstaff Brewery, are also included.
Music is listener requested, with frequent dedications to the boys away, by
the folks at home. After a quarter-hour
news cast at 5:00 A.M., listeners get a
full

hour of entertainment.

When the Family Circle breaks up at
6:15 A.M., Dawn Busters takes its place,
keeps the limelight until 9:00 A.M. for
participating sponsors. This program
and vocal music, comedy
and black-face monologue became five

its

of instrumental

years old
22,

on January 17. On February
Mfg. Co., Shoe Polish,

Griffin

celebrated its fifth year of sponsorship!
Currently, listeners hear sales messages
for six other sponsors.
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YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
32).
Mr. Yes and No.
—(Used)
— Heartbeats Sport Headlines
140).

Automobiles
Automobiles

(Sept., '40, p.
in

(Apr., '42, p.
Auto Supplies Jack,

Expert (May,
—
72).
Musical
—
289).
—Southern Prevue
222).
Beverages —
— Homers Home
Building
58).
Air
on
Commerce—
Chambers
Good Health Program
—The112).
395).
(Nov.,
Agencies —Americans
136).
Dairy Products —Junior Town (Dec,
214).
Dairy Products — Kiddie Quiz
Dairy Products — Young American's Club (Nov.,
110).
p
Dairy Products —Wealth on Wheels (Nov.,
361).
96).
Dairy Products — Book Exchange
35).
Hardytime
—
Department
Program (Aug.,
—
The
Department
238).
—Woman's Hour
p
Department
178).
Down Santa Claus Lane
—
Department
326).
Brownie
—
p
Department
318).
—The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
p
Department
379).
,^
Express
Chimney
—
p
Department
336).
(Dec,
Messenger
—B & M
p
Department
412).
423).
Melody (Dec,
Dry Goods —
— Years Ago Today (Dec,
p
Drug
146).
Box
(Nov.,
Question
—
Lot
Feed
p
Farm
359).
277)
—Our Cousins
Farm
253).
Finance—Jumping Frog
187).
Savannah
Finance— Saga
Think About
Finance—Something
245).
97).
Defense
Finance—
59).
Finance—We Hold These Truths
35).
You
Flowers — An Orchid
126).
Fuel—Smoke Rings (Dec,
258).
Hour (Aug.,
—Hello Gorgeous
32).
—
74).
Gasoline— Home Town
134).
Gasoline— PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
130).
Scout
Gasoline— Your
247).
——Dunkel
33).
Food Stamp Quiz
Matrimonial Market Basket (Dec,
—
154).
290).
Mystery Melody
—
163).
—(Wholesale)
Mystree Tunes
—Hoxie
34).
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
74),
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsrecl
63).
Air
Air
(Wholesale) — Kitchen
25).
Money Man
(Wholesale) — Golden
133).
——
360).
Hardware
Dr.
Funny Money Man
Home
62).
the

Tire

'41,

p.

'41,

p.

135).

Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p.
Plantation (Sept., '41, p.

Bakeries
Bakeries

Pigskin
Materials

(Ju., '41, p.

(Feb.,

at

the

Clifton

of
'42, p. 19).
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110,
Civic

(Jan.,

(Mar.-Apr.,

'42, p.
'41, p.
(Ju., '41, p.

All

'40

p.

'41,

(Mar., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.

Stores
Stores

(June,

Stores

41,

(Oct., '41

Stores

p.

Billie

(Oct.,

the

41,

'41,

Stores

(Oct.,

Stores

42,

42,

Stores

Stores

'42, p.

Patterns in
Five

'40,

'41,

Supplies

Supplies

of

(Aug., '42, p.
City
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.
(Aug., '41,
to

Purs
Furs

p.

(Mar., '42, p.

Spelling for

(Feb., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
to
'40, p.
'41, p.
(Jan., '42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,

Cocktail

'40, p.

Gasoline
Groceries
Groceries

(Apr., '42, p.
Safety
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.

'40,

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.
Fruit Reporter

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

p.

(Jan.,

'41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

(Oct., '40, p.

(Jan., '42,

of the

Groceries
p.

Groceries
(Apr., '42, p.
Stores
Furnishings
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Light

Fixit

—
——
—
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
Optometry — Good Morning, Neighbors
35).
—Cues
Christmas
348).
Public
—
Light on
West (Nov.,
390).
Shoes — Campus Reporters (Aug.,
251).
Shoes — Mr.
148).
Shoes —Tick-Tock
Time
207).
Sporting Goods — Alley Dust
177).
—
310).
—King ContestCamps
Club
93).
Taxi Cabs —
132).
Women's Wear— Melodies and Fashions (Nov.,
112).
(Apr., '42, p.

the

'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p.
'42,

p.

(Jan.,

Participating

for

the

Utilities

'41, p.

Fixer

Sustaining
Sustaining

(June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p.

'40,

p.

'41

Pollard

p.

Stores

—
—

Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Laundries
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Manufacturers
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
389).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June, '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.
246).
Music Stores Kiddies' Revue (Oct., '41, p. 306).

(Nov., '41, p.

(Feb., '43, p.

SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Academy Award (Mar., '43, p. 79).
Adventures with Admiral Byrd (June, '42, p. 212).
Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Apr., '43, p. 127).
Ann of the Airlanes (June, '42, p. 212).
Betty and Bob (Oct., '40, p. 53; Mar., '43, p. 79).
Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p. 284; Mar., '43, p.
101).
Cinnamon Bear (Oct., '41, p. 315).
Dearest Mother (Nov., '41, p. 354).
Doctors Courageous (Ju.. '42, p. 230).
Dr. Mac (Aug., '42, p. 276).
The Enemy Within (Jan., '41, p. 18; Mar., '43, p.
101).
Eye-Witness News (Dec, '42, pp. 410, 428).
Five Minute Mysteries (May, '42, p. 170).
Flying for Freedom (Aug., '42, p. 278).
Forbidden Diary (May, '42, p. 173).
Fun With Music (June, '41, p. 162).
Getting the Most Out of
196; Mar., '43, p. 100).
I

Am An

American (Feb.,

Life
'42,

Today
p.

(Ju.,

'41,

p.

64; June, *42, p.

187).
Imperial Leader (May, '42, p. 175; Mar., '43, p. 85).
In His Steps (Aug., '42, p. 272).
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror (June, '42, p. 204).
Litde by Little House (May, '41, p. 128).
Mama Bloom's Brood (Aug., '41, p. 248).
The Name You Will Remember (Feb., '43, p. 60).
Notes of Love (Mar., '43, p. 100).
Donald Novis (Mar., '43, p. 78; p. 92).
One for the Book (June, '42, p. 213).
Radio Theatre of Famous Classics (Apr., '42, p. 135).
Santa's Magic Christmas Tree (Oct., '42, p. 344).
The Shadow (Mar., '43, p. 86).
Songs of Cheer and Comfort (June, '42, p. 213).
Sonny Tabor (May, '41, p. 140).
Sons of Freedom (Jan., '43, p. 33).
Sunday Players (Dec, '41, p. 388).
Stella Unger (Feb., '41, p. 56).
Streamlined Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr.. '41, p. 90; June,
'42, p. 186; Oct., '42, p. 344; Dec, '42, p. 425).
This is America (June, '42, p. 211; Apr., '43, p. 136).
This Thing Called Love (May, '42, p. 155; Mar., '43,
p. 100).
Touchdown Tips (Ju., '41, p. 218; Ju., '42, p. 230).
True Detective Mysteries (Dec, '42, p. 419).
Twilight Tales (Dec, '41, p. 382).
Voices of Yesterday (Mar., '42, p. 88).
Who's News (Feb., '42, p. 64; Mar., '43, p. 100).

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

The man on

the dog watch is as anxious
today to follow his favorite radio personalities as he was before the war turned his world topsy turvy.

AIRING

Beverages

BOHEMIAN HOUR

THE NEW

church, state and school, has an obligation to society
is

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

SWING TO VICTORY

Personnel and
war plants know that all
work and no play indeed makes Jack a
dull boy. But Jack with plenty of it in
his pockets is hard put to it to find entertainment if he belongs to the army of
swing shift and graveyard workers. In a
Swing to Victory, the Sparkletts Drinkexecutives of

ing Water Co., Los Angeles, Cal., directs
a five-a-week offering to those who sleep
by day and work by night. After midnight listeners are given a transcribed
version of Fulton Lewis, Jr., on KFH.
Sparkletts also sponsors a twice-weekly
early evening version of commentator
Lewis. Broadcasts are heard Tuesday
through Saturday, 1:45-2:00 A.M.

Also a part of the swing shift listening schedule is the Sunday morning We,
the War Workers, program heard weeklv
from 12:45-1:00 A.M. over
for the

KFH

charge of the program

the

is

In

Douglas

Aircraft Corporation.
air FAX:

Sparkletts also utilizes
ticipation in Homemakers Club.
daily five-minute KFI newscast.
First Broadcast:

February

2,

a

thrice-weekly parin the sked: a

Also

1943.

2:00 A.M.
Sponsor: Sparkletts Drinking Water Co.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Populatioti: 1,497,074.
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Agency.

Rebroadcasts of popular
daytime programs present one of the
most fertile fields for the lobster trick.

APRIL,

1943

which

it

must meet

if

it

continue to have free access to the

alcoholic beverages take to the air waves,
the ice is sometimes thin.
Nifty solution for the Bohemian
Brewery, makers of Bohemian Club
Beer, in its weekly half-hour show over
KIDO, Boise, Idaho: not mentioned is
the word beer. To create public good
will, and in so doing, increase sales for
Bohemian Club Beer, sponsor's com-

mercial messages refer only to

Bohemian

Club.

Not

a single telephone call or letter to
has raised the question of "why
beer advertising?" Numerous calls have
commended sponsor for excellent musical entertainment. Letters to dealer, plenty of posters and counter displays, tap

KIDO

the barrel of dealer

good

will.

AIR FAX: Old

songs that listeners like, and the best
new ballads give KIDO audiences a restful,
half-hour as mellow as the sponsor's product.

of the

December

First Broadcast:

11, 1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Friday, 7:00-7:30 P.M.

Preceded By: NBC Network.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Bohemian Brewery.
Station:

Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday through Saturday, 1:45-

COMMENT:

to

home. Among its listeners are those who
helped repeal prohibition laws, and an
equal number who proudly wear the
white ribbon. When manufacturers of

Beverages

Aviation and Shipbuilders News.

Radio, like the

KIDO,

Boise, Idaho.

Power: 2,500 (d).
Population: 160,000.
Agency: Cline Advertising Service.

COMMENT:

For an easily produced
almost certain to draw a
large listening audience, music is still

show which

is

a hard-to-beat formula. Low cost is also
a factor which sponsors on a limited
budget find all to the good. While the
public may be a fickle audience in regards to many forms of recreation, it has

maintained its interest in musical
ings through thick and thin.

offer-

127

presented by

Department Stare

MURRAY YOUNG NEWS When
the

mountain did not come to
the prophet went

Chow.

Mohammed,

Canine news, care
and feeding of petsj

mountain. Like Allah,
Murray Young makes an annual
tour of the nation's news hot
the

to

human

the William Taylor Son
& Co., a Cleveland, O., queen
bee department store, who sponsors nightly the spot, on
Pitching with a curve is veteran news-

ciers

is

paperman and radio commentator
Young, who five times a week reports
each day's news stories of first importance. His current news jaunt took him
by plane to Washington, D. C, New
York and Boston, won him an "A" for
effort from sponsor and listener alike.
Interviews with Mr. Big, other state officials, were grist for his nightly dispatches from the home of the great
white father.
AIR FAX:

In keeping with the store policy of good
taste in advertising, commercials as handled by announcer Francis Peattay are scholarly and well-read.
Purpose of the show: public service.
First Broadcast: November 14, 1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 11:0011:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Dance Music.
Followed By: Dance Music.
Sponsor: William Taylor Son & Co.
Station: WHK, Cleveland, O.
Power: 5,000 watts.

the idea of filing
daily dispatches for a commentary such
as this is not new, it is a splendid method for making new friends for its sponsor. Without question, anything which
builds up the commentator with the
public reacts to the credit of the man
who foots the bill.

Feeds
Did you know that

there's a hitching post for dogs in

ston?

That

a

dog

gets

more

Evan-

exercise

when walking than running? News and
views of the dog world are heard in a
tri-weekly early morning radio column

128

air FAX:

Courtesy announcements and dealer
plugged the transcribed offering.
Firsi Broadcast: July 6, 1942.
Broadcast

Schedule:

Monday,

Wednesday,

lett«

Fridayi

7:25-7:30 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Ralston-Purina Co.
Station:

WBBM,

Power: 50,000

Chicago,

111.

watts.

Population: 3,440,420.

Agency: E. A. Gardner Agency,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

packages, am
revolutionary changes in feeding pets
a big headache to all dog owners, sponj
sors who hit the airwaves with program/
designed to re-educate the public anj
not barking up the wrong tree.

COMMENT: With new

Grocery Product^
ODDITIES IN THE NEWS Not the lei
of the Oddities in the News is the ci
necessity for getting along witl
quantities of foods in whi<

minimum

Associates.

COMMENT: While

BOGGS ON DOGS

are unleashec

Peter Boggs in the
five-minute feature.!

rent

Population: 1,111,449.
8C

sto-l

by dog authority

WHK.

Agency: Edward Hibshman

interest

and odd facts of
interest to dog fan-|

ries

spots to get data for commentaries at the source. In his cor-

ner

thi

Ralston-Purina CoJ
for its Purina D<

One such commodity

shortages exist.

il

and

since neither love nor nionef
will get it for the housewife, she is lean
ing how to stretch the amount she doe

butter,

have.

When

the government

ration orde

for butter fats blanketed the country o^
March 28, housewives in St. Louis wei
convinced via radio that Necessity, tl
mother of invention, had a stand-in.

was none other than Double Mix,
Oddities in the

way

News had

for quick acceptance

greased

In(
tl

of sponsor]

butter extender.

To

help along the learning procesj

Double Mix, Inc., makers of butter e:f
tender, gave them Oddities in the Net
over KSD, St. Louis, Mo. Six times

RADIO SHOWMANSH

i

veek, listeners hear unusual news of perons and events, in a three-minute shot.

show

Sleports

ng a

spiral

Kir FAX:

sales

and distribution

tak-

upward.

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

December

10, 1942.

Monday through

Saturday, 8:41-

8:44 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Judy & Jane.
Sponsor: Double Mix, Inc.
Station:

KSD,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Population: 1,141,593.
Agency: Galvin Advertising Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:OMMENT:

Just like dinner without
a news diet without a dash of
he high spots on the lighter side of the
lews. All to the good are these gloom
hasers which help keep the listener's
)ecker up.

lessert is

Newspapers
.ABOR NEWS AND VIEWS With capi-

^'

al on one side of the fence, labor on
he other, the public gets the squeeze
)lay when it tries to get an accurate picure of the industrial state of the nation.
f labor, as it sometimes charges, has an
mfair press, one solution is to present
ts
own case to the public not only
jhrough its own publications, but also
jhrough mediums with general mass apkal.
To do just that, A. E. Davey, Jr., edior of the Cleveland Citizen, labor news)aper, took to
in a once-a-week
hot. Commentary on labor topics is deigned to build good will for labor. Majerial is presented in a news pattern on
he quarter-hour shot.

WHK

,'

JR FAX:
Broadcast

Preceded
Followed
'

Sponsor:

Public Utilities

LOST AND FOUND
gloves,

bill

family

pooch,

When man

galoshes,

loses

the
replace
items, his first impulse is to stand up in
the public square, tell the world of his
loss. Until radio, his only outlet was the
Lost and Found columns of the local
newspaper, and because not every one
reads the agate type, too often it was
finder's keepers. Because listening to the
radio is an established habit today, a
person is more apt to use his ears to
hear than his eyes to see for the night
time pause that refreshes.
Putting two and two together, the
Duke Power Co., Charlotte, N. C, offer
listeners a daily quarter-hour of
Lost and Found. Owners in search of
lost items, finders of such impedimenta
get together at no cost to anyone. To
prevent any hitch in an otherwise
smoothly function set-up, finders or
keepers with lost or strayed items must
send a written description to WAYS,
giving names and addresses.
fold,

other

a scarf,

hard

to

WAYS

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Schedule:

March, 1942.
through

Monday

Saturday,

10:45-11:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Blue Network Sustaining.
Followed By: Program Resume.
Sponsor: Duke Power Co.
Station:

WAYS,

Charlotte,

N. C.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 100,089.

COMMENT: As popular as vital statistics to many people, a program of this
kind will develop a following completely
out of proportion to those who themselves have lost valuables during the
course of the day.

First Broadcast:

January 15, 1941.
Schedule: Thursday, 6:45-7:00 P.M.
By: Grade Fields.
By: Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Cleveland Citizen.

WHK, Cleveland, Ohio.
Power: 5,000 watts.

Station:

Population: 1,111,449.

:OMMENT:

Industry has found that
a wonderful tool in its long
ange public relations program. Labor
;night well take a leaf from this note,)ook in a radio campaign which would
jjet its story into the home of each and
pvery radio family.
adio

^

[
'

is

PRIL,

1943
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SHOWMANSCOOPS
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP welcomes unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their radio programs.

Nothing Floors

Tm

• Below . . . For two successive summers, Wichita, Ka., jive
Barn Dance Frolic,
experts have hoofed it in a weekly
dancing under the stars in an open air roof garden a-top York
Rite Temple. Barn Dance gets in the groove with a full
hour stage show, followed by a 45-minute broad-

KFH

cast

for

sponsored by

KANSAS MILLING

TAILOR MADE

and dairy

CO.,

flour, poultry, cattle

feeds.

•

Left

WICK

.

&,

.

MAGBl

"America's Large\{
Rug and Carpet Ctn\

pany" featured in
striking window di
play a larger-than-li
size picture of thf
Morning Extra repoj
er, over WFIL, Phi(
delphia, Pa.
I

(I

SHOWMANSH

Shoe Fits

If the

•

Left

.

.

.

When

Public

Opinion was aired over

CKOC,

Hamilton, Ontario,

curly headed emcee Neil Leroy had plenty of contestants in this INDEPEND-

ENT DRUGGISTS
LIANCE
story, see

AL-

program. (For

Showmanship

in Action, p. 63, Feb-

ruary, 1943.)

• Center .
Barbara Lee, who
conducts the daily quarter-hour
for Oakland's (CaL) H. C.
CAPWELL CO., over KROW,
has reason to smile, and Frank
Strine, buyer for the nursery
department, has cause for a
grin. Regularly, Barbara Lee
talks
about gardening, sandwiches in bits of merchandise
information about prices. Empty bins illustrate the effective.

ness of the

• Right

.

.

method.

.

.

Enthused by the

interest shown by boys and girls
in their Jimmie Allen
tran-

program, SCHOEWE'S
SHOE STORE made good use

scribed

of its display windows to tie-in
with programs and merchan-

and to capitalize on the
wide spread interest in aviation.
Show is heard every week day
over KALE, Portland, Ore.
dising,

APRIL,

1943

COMMENT:

Not unique is the pheof a radio personality who literally makes something out of nothing.
Sponsor who builds up its radio mouthpiece, or takes on an established personality, find in that person an advertising
trade mark of incalculable value.

nomena

PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

Bakeries
TIP-TOP O' THE MORNING It may
have been P. T. Barnum. At any rate, a
famous showman once said he would
trade 100 acts for one real personality.
'Way back in late '37, Top O' the Morning was set up on WEEI,. Boston, Mass.,
on this basis. The same program, with a
new sponsor, and a slight change in
with the advertised proddouble the early morning audience of any other Boston station, 7:007:15 A.M., six days a week!
Each week-day morn, two zanies, Carl
Moore and Ray Girardin by name start
punishing a WEEI microphone for
title

to tie-in

uct, has

Ward Baking

New York

Co.,

City.

Neither sings well, plays well, or seems
to act or talk professionally; yet their
casual singing, playing and talking about

Beverages
FALSTAFF musical hour For the
past three years, Falstaff Brewing Corporation has offered

WWL

New

a

La.,

night.

Not one to hang back, wait to be
shown, Falstaff got on the band wagon
early,

aired the

first

in the series last

November.
air FAX: Popuar

music
backbone of the show.

in a variety of

Broadcast

Station:

WWL, New

1942.

Ward Baking
months

air FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

signed on the dotted

later.

COMMENT:

Surveys show

Population: 1,924,642.

132

J.

continued

due
working hours and modes of

hand with

to

changed

living,

and

trend is the increased purchasing by the lower-income
classes, brought about by higher salaries.
Since many of these workers are on night
shifts, more and more sponsors are finding that late evening broadcasts are giving them a good run for their money.
in

this

1937.

Monday through

Saturday, 7:00-

7:15 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Uncle Elmer's Pleasantville.
Sponsor: Ward Baking Co., New York City.
Station: WEEI, Boston, Mass.
Power: 5,000 watts.

Agency:

Saturday,

Orleans, La.

hand

line five

the

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 47 i, 225.

cent Gill survey.

purchased by Marvels cigathrough Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia, Pa., they were continuously
sponsored by that advertiser until June,

is

10:30-11:15 P.M.
Sponsor: Falstaff Brewing Corp.

shifts in listening habits

First

moods

November 30, 1942.
Schedule:
Monday through

First Broadcast:

seemingly nothing at all netted them a
42.8 per cent listening audience in a re-

rettes,

listeners in

ten-minute, six
times weekly sportscast. It has also
broadcast all special sporting events in
the territory. When the war reduced its
output, also shifted its audiences, Falstaff expressed its faith in radio in a
way that counts. For new late evening
listeners it offers the Falstaff Musical
Hour at 10:30 P.M. every week-day
Orleans,

W. Thompson.

Department Stares

NEWS ON THE HOUR
1942,

In February,

Mandel Brothers, Chicago

(111.)

department store, took a gander at
WIND program availabilities, hitched
its sales cart to the rising star that was

RADIO SHOWMANSH

I

P

i

neius.

sales

Not one to take half-way measures,
promotion manager Sidney J. Nat-

on

kin signed

the dotted line for

five-

minute news periods, every hour on the
hour, 24 hours a day.
Time marched on! 168 times a week
could hear the five-minute
listeners
Mandel sponsored news. Fifty-two weeks
passed, and in that time the Mandel
score reached 8,736 broadcasts. For Mandel Brothers the minute hand had clicked 43,680 times!
Proof that the chunk of 628 hours that
Mandel Brothers had bitten off in a
52-week advertising campaign was milkfed chicken: at year's end, Mandel

Brothers, through Schwimmer & Scott
Advertising Agency, renewed for another 52 weeks.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

February, 1942.

News on

the hour around the

clock.

Sponsor: Mandel Brothers Department Store.

WIND, Chicago,
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 3,440,420.
Station:

COMMENT:

III.

about everything that rural-minded New
England wants, is given at a time when
New England early risers are ready for it.
Almanac editor Jesse H. Buffum runs
the show which is built in two editions

family,

the first
ing to the cracker barrel atmosphere.

Interviews with leading agricultural

on specialized topics are
spotlighted daily. Monday is horticulture day; Tuesday is dairy day; Wednesday is vegetable day; Thursday is fruit
day; Friday is household day, with Elinor Bateman of the State Department of
Agriculture giving helpful hints, and
Saturday is Grange day, featuring news
by the National Grange Monthly editor.
personalities

In the second edition comes a bumper
crop of news along the New England
front,

direct

who

pick the type
of program best suited to their business
interests, stand by the choice consistently, find that results from radio are no
flash in the pan. On a 24-hour schedule,
sponsor here reaches every type of radio
family, builds up an ever increasing listening audience for its commercial mes-

Sponsors

sage.

Farm Products
FARMERS' ALMANAC OF THE AIR How
to get people out of bed at 6:15 AM.
might well be the subtitle for Farmers'
Almanac of the Air, heard Monday
through Saturday over WEEI, Boston,
Mass. AVhen the show was only six
months old, still in swaddling clothes,
the Almanac pulled

A.M. and 6:30-6:45 A.M.).
members of the AVEEI staff
provide the entertainment on
edition, with editor Buffum add-

(6:15-6:30

Hillbillies,

and latest reports of market trends
from the Boston produce market.

Listeners also harvest Boston's earliest
broadcast of news dispatches from the
far ends of the world as edited and presented by WEEI news chief Howell Cullinan.

air FAX:

First Broadcast:

March, 1940.

Monday through

Broadcast Schedule:

Power: 5,000

watts.

Population: 1,924,642.

COMMENT: Important not only

recipe

pamph-

lets.

News of the day, farm
and Grange news, market

trends,

and

retail

wholesale

market

entertainment,

APRIL,

1

943

prices,

and

just

for

selling farmers, but to reach the steadily
growing urban following, is an estab-

lished

program which aims to stimulate
and coordinate movements in

interest

the interest of

all

phases of agriculture.

1,543 requests from 11
announcements of two

simple

Saturday, 6:15-

6:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Tip-Top O' the Morning.
Sponsor: Applecrest Farm Orchards, others.
Station: WEEI, Boston, Mass.

Groceries

A WORD TO THE WIVES

Adman George

Youn-

ker, St. Joseph, Mo.,

knows

his groceries. He
them for the

also sells

200 Jack Sprat stores in
133

1

Not one to spend his
without getting his money's
worth, groceryman Younker okayed the
first Jack Sprat broadcast over KFEQ
on March 1, 1937. Jack Sprat Food
stores have been on the air without inhis

trade area.

money

do more than entertain, even more than
educate. It can also sei~ve. Quiz programs
have shown the public's appetite for
programs that hold out tangible results.

terruption ever since!
air FAX: With

Tobaccos

streamers, posters and
signs, Jack Sprat calls attention to its program aired
over
six days a week. Program consists of
transcribed music, gets its title from the fact that
menus, household hints, cooking suggestions and
other information pertinent to the housewifely arts
are offered each day.

information

KFEQ

March

1937.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 8:008:15 A.M.
Preceded By: Morning Melodies.
Followed By: Musical Clock.
Sponsor: Jack Sprat Food stores.
First Broadcast:

KFEQ,

Station:

Power: 2,500

St.

1,

Joseph, Mo.

listens

between the dark and the daylight
is

known

as the 3:00 to 5:00

When Rum & Maple

Pipe

that

A.M. hours?

Tobacco

of

fered a free sample of tobacco to all lis
teners, its 24 announcements in six days,
pulled 10,176 responses from 48 states,
the District of Columbia, Canada, and

Hawaii.

A random sampling of 2,677 letters
put industrial workers far in the lead.
T railing them were night watchmen and

watts.

Population: 88,908.

COMMENT: A program need

BUNKHOUSE JAMBOREE Who

not

be

plant guards, farmers, railroad workers,

pretentious to be successful. Five years of
continuous sponsorship speaks for itself. Here is o?2e way of filling the greatest number of market baskets at a miniexpense.

members of the armed forces, hotel workers and policemen. The also-rans: house-

mum

wives, post office employees, garage workers, office

AIR FAX:
made up

Hardware Stores
Two years ago last

TRADE WINDS

July, Siloam Springs, Ark.,

first

heard

KUOA's

participating swap-shop program, Trade Winds; it offered people
the chance to barter their white elephants for articles they could use. Attics, basements and garages were scoured by mother, father and junior; and an

workers, stock yard employees,
hospital attendants.

milkmen and

Participating program heard week-days is
of recorded music, with emcee Jerry Camp-|

bell as platter changer.
First Broadcast:

October

7,

1942.

Monday through

Broadcast Schedule:

Saturday, 3:00-j

5:00 A.M.
Followed By: Smile-A-While.
Sponsor:
Station:

Rum
WLS,

Power: 50,000

8C

Maple Pipe Tobacco,

Chicago,

others.

111.

watts.

Population: 3,440,420.

COMMENT:

While

large listening audi-

influx of new sponsors yammered for a
place in the sun of Trade Winds. Results: mail response and business volume
stretched the program's broadcast sched-

ences in metropolitan centers might be
predicted, interesting is the fact hen
that responses from every state in the na^
tion indicate that the night owls are b^
no means confined to highly industrial^

ule.

ized centers.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: July,

Broadcast Schedule:

1939.

Monday through

Saturday, 7:15-

7:45 A.M.
Preceded By: News for Breakfast.
Followed By: Gospel Singer.
Competition: Morning Watch.
Sponsor: People's Hardware, Gravette, Ark.; Westem Associate Store, Gravette; Jones Supply Co.;
Sisco's

Drug

Station:

Co., etc.

KUOA,

Power: 5,000

Siloam Springs, Ark.

watts.

Population: 4,500.

COMMENT: A

creed of radio

Ever-growing

the belief that radio can

134

is

is

service.
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Beverages
KOEHLER'S SPORTS PARADE For some
Erie, Pa., citizens, the dinnerbell may
ring at 6:30 P. M., but for sports enthushas
iasts, the time signal on
meant the Erie Brewing Co.'s sports
spot since 1935. While show has come
out in a new dress with a new name,
format of the program remains unchanged. National and local sports news
and the latest scores keep listeners upto-the-minute. To remind listeners of the
Erie airing, fliers on the broadcast are
sent out via Uncle Sam's postmen stressing time, program and sponsor.

WLEU

copy
Co.

is

aired for the

air FAX:

Latest Hooperating on this program is 4.7
with 27.7 per cent of the audience. Newscaster Parker Gayman handles the show, edits the copy.

1935.
Schedule:

First Broadcast:

Monday through Saturday,
12:00-12:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Mutual Goes Calling.
Followed By: Songs of the Allies.
Sponsor: Manhattan Soap Co.; Golden State Milk
Co.
Station: KFRC, San Francisco, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 637,212.
Agency: Franklin Bruck Advtsg. Agcy., for Manhattan Soap; Ruthrauff 8C Ryan for Golden State
Broadcast

Milk.

COMMENT: There
AIR FAX:

January 1, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:306:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Dinner Music.
Followed By: Novachord.
Sponsor: Erie Brewing Co.
Station:

First Broadcast:

WLEU,

Eric,

Pa.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 125,062.
Agency: M. A. Yount Advertising.

COMMENT: While

consistency in the
use of radio alone reaps sizeable rewards
for its sponsors, consistency in program
and time harvests extra dividends for the
man who bankrolls the show.

that

tan Soap Co., makers of Sweetheart
Soap, offered KFRC listeners a premium,
it
found that Sweetheart Soap had
done a masterful job of wooing and winning the San Francisco, Cal., audience.
Offered as a mail-pull device was a comdictionary and atlas in exchange for three Sweetheart Soap labels and 15 cents in the coin of the
realm. Received in 18 broadcasts were
9,349 orders. Batting average per broad-

bination

cast: 520!

Operating on a split-sponsorship,

Manhattan
'

takes over the noon broadon Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Monday, Wednesday and Friday the
quarter-hour round up of Associated
Press and International News Service
casts

APR

IL,

1943

isn't

much doubt

premium merchandising, properly

conducted, can be a

terrific sales

stimu-

advertisers who have taken the
trouble to discover and use its technique,
often have swept to enormous success.
When put on a self-liquidating basis,
premiums have been a form of showmanship which offers extra, added value
and buying inducement to the customer,
plus an operating profit to the adverlant,

and

tiser.

Home Furnishings
GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS When
KRBM,

Drug Products
LAST MINUTE NEWS When Manhat-

Golden State Milk

Bozeman, Mont.,

the airwaves in 1939, the

first

Earl

took to
S.

Mar-

shall Furniture Store extended Greetings and Salutations, has been on the air
ever since. That it must be satisfied with
radio or it wouldn't have continued,
goes for Marshall's. It intends to stay
with radio as long as there is furniture
to carry in stock.

Greetings

and

Salutations features
music, notices of church
services, lodge and club meetings, birthday greetings, social organization notices, other public meetings to which no
admission charge is made. Organizations
may send notices to KRBM, or leave
them at Marshall's on sponsor's prepared form.
semi-classical

Presented thrice weekly at the dinner
hour. Greetings and Salutations draws
hundreds of requests a week. These self

same

letters give

Marshall's an

excel-

135

display when mounted on
Wartime hook: once a month,
the program is turned over to a salute
to the boys of Gallatin County who have
left or are leaving for the armed forces.

lent

window

posters.

KSFO, San Francisco, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts, (d).
Population: 637,212.
Agency: J. H. Diamond & Co. Agcy.
Station:

COMMENT:

Invaluable in getting mass
and acceptance is dealer
good will and cooperation. Well worth
distribution

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: October, 1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 6:15-6:30 P.M.;
nesday and Friday, 6:30-6:45 P.M.

Sponsor: Earl
Station:

S.

KRBM,

Marshall Furniture Co.

Bozeman, Mont.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

8,655.

COMMENT:

Wed-

the effort is promotion which lines up
the dealer behind the show, acquaints
him with what the manufacturer is

doing to help him

Year

of this kind have

in,

sell

year out, programs
for spon-

done a job

have been especially effective in
communities where scattered populations create a communications problem
which radio has admirably solved.
sors,

Grocery Products
To help dealers make

LADY'S CHOICE

Crown Products

merchandise.

Lady's Choice, 5,000

Manufacturers
With a job to do for
IS AMERICA
Uncle Sam, the Cleveland Pneumatic
Tool Co. found the labor shortage a
tough nut to crack, finally decided to
put on the pressure via the ether waves.

THIS

To

achieve

its

ends,

Pneumatic Tool

turned the assignment over to

WHK,

Cleveland, O., and the transcribed

This

is

series.

America.

counter cards were distributed to grocery

stores

from Bakersfield,

Cal.,

to

Eureka. To its salesmen. Crown Products gave 30,000 postcards to pass out:
cards are

now

in their fifth printing!

Purpose of the fanfare: to showmanize
sponsor's three and one half-hour morning varietv show. Purpose of the shoiv:
to help dealers sell Crown Products
bleaches, jams, jellies, preserves, pickles,
mayonnaise, salad oil, etc.

President J. Smooke originally signed
on the dotted line for a three-month's
contract, found the show an emptier of
grocer shelves. Publicity stories and mats
sent to 150 Northern Californian newspapers got the show off to a good start.

Space in the Pacific Coast Review, the
Retail Grocers' Advocate, and the Super
Market Bandwagon got the trade's one
hundred per cent backing.
AIR FAX:

Star of the show is song-bird Monica. Music, news items of interest to the distaff side, recordings of the latest popular recorded music, a book
review, news highlights, and interviews are presented
in 15-minute units. Entire program is scripted on the
light side, with commercials woven into the show itself. Breaks between periods are devoted to public
service announcements.

1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 8:30-12:00 (noon).

First Broadcast: April,

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Crown Pioducts Corp.
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Non-war workers were appealed

to

on

the basis of patriotism to come into defense industries, take jobs with Pneumatic Tool. Proof that sponsor chose
the right tool for the job: seven broadcasts brought more applicants for jobs
than any other type of help wanted advertisements the company had used.

air FAX:

Transcribed program is devoted to biographical sketches of famous Americans. Radio pages
of the three Cleveland daily newspapers keep listenbeam.
ers on the

WHK

December, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 9:15-9:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Gabriel Heatter.

First Broadcast:

Followed By: Spotlight Bands.
Sponsor: Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.
Station: WHK, Cleveland, O.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,111,449
Agency: Bayless-Kerr Advtsg. Agency.
Producer: Frederic W. Ziv.

COMMENT: With

labor

shortages

as-

suming alarming proportions in key industrial centers, more and more indushave turned to radio to help
solve this difficult problem. Sponsors who offer the general public a program with real entertainment value are
almost certain to get best results from
radio advertising, regardless of the purtrialists

them

pose for which the campaign

RADIO

S

is

intended.

HOWM A NSH

I

P

it also builds
radio.

up

SHOWMANSHIP

Home
HOCKEY

IN ACTION
Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

Beauty Supplies
SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS

Radio

as

an

advertising medium stands or falls by
the amount of interest it creates. But this
interest doesn't come solely from the listening audience. Equally important is
the enthusiasm of the sales force.

To

achieve just that for

its

KNX

pro-

gram

in Hollywood, Cal., Lady Esther
Cosmetics invites employee groups from
large drug and department stores in the
Los Angeles area to studio performances
of the Screen Guild Players. Blocks of
tickets are distributed directly to retail

outlets.

Among those who have applauded
Screen Guild Players to date: Woolworth's, Thrifty Drug Co., The May
Co. Department Store, Broadway Department Store, and Sontags. Drug
and cosmetic experts from Bullocks
and Newberry's have also been a part of
Dramatic presentations of recent screen
successes featuring leading picture stars give the
studio audience its money's worth. Seen and heard
this season: such offerings as Mrs. Miniver, Goodbye,
Mr. Chips, Holiday Inn, and Ball of Fire.

October 26, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 10:00-10:30 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Preceded By: Lux Radio Theatre.
Followed By: Blondie.
Sponsor: Lady Esther Co., Chicago,
Station: KNX, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 1,497,074.
Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, Inc.

111.

COMMENT:

Trade contact procedure
up enthusiasm not only for the

campaign with which

APR

I

L,

1943

Furnishings

gas rationing,
the stay-at-homes who had ringside seats
to sporting events via radio far out-numbered those in actual attendance. Today,
that same audience is of necessity larger
than it has ever been before. To stay at
home is one thing. To like staying at
home is a horse of a different color. Because the Ideal Furniture Co., Indianapolis, Ind., has the wherewithal to make

home surroundings comfortable and
tractive, it

it is

connected but

at-

took on sponsorship of the

Indianapolis hockey schedule over
WFBM. From November 1, 1942, through
March 14, 1943, Ideal Furniture gave
listeners

the complete season of

home

games.

Added dash
hockey

of

showmanship

series; a salute to

to

its

one of the In-

dianapolis defense industries on each
Sunday night home game. Paying tribute
where tribute was due. Ideal signaled
out in each case, a guest of honor whose
production record or suggestions for factory improvement made him the Man of
the Week. Introduced as the Ideal Guest
of the Week over the public address system in the Coliseum prior to game time,
as well as during the broadcasts, the recipient of honors got something to put
his teeth into: a 25 dollar merchandise
certificate which would be converted
into a War Bond.
interest

of

WFBM

over
was one
thing. Ideal received double barreled

radio
AIR FAX:

of

before

While the applause and

the claque.

builds

Long

medium

belief in the

listeners

promotion through

its

showmanstunt.

Interest created in the various and sundry plants prior to the selection of the

of honor, and follow-ups with
photographs and an account of the
award published in plant house organs,
were all to the good.
Additional tie-up:
purchased
display space in hockey programs, featured in the ad the name of the guest of
honor and the war plant in which he
worked. In sportcaster Bert Wilson's
hockey column published in the pro-

guest

WFBM

137

gram, he too paid kudoos to the guest
of honor. As a give-away to shoppers
who visit at Ideal after the game: free
copies of the souvenir programs.
AIR FAX:

Play-by-play accounts of each

game

are given

by sports commentator Bert Wilson. Mid-week games
are transcribed, played back from 11:00-12:00 P.M.
Sunday night games are broadcast during time of
play from 10:00 P.M. through to the completion of
the game.
First Broadcast: November 1, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday,
10:00-11:00 P.M.;
week-days, 11:00-12:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Ideal Furniture Co.
Station:

WFBM,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 422,666.

COMMENT:
is

Entertainment of this kind
one that the late evening listener who

follows sporting events will be certain
to enjoy. Since surveys show that men
and women listen almost equally to playby-play accounts, sponsor who takes on
events of this kind does not necessarily
restrict his audience. As a program and
a good will builder, the tie-in here with
defense plants is a humdinger, embodies
real

showmanship.

ment. Each sponsor has

It's

Day once

30-mile radius of Philadelphia, Pa.
While it's War Stamps for those familiar with sponsors' products, those not
in the know receive one simoleon with
the advice that they use the money to
familiarize themselves with all of the advertised products.
Since it's easier to remember the features of all six products if they're at
home on the pantry shelf, each day's
product is announced two days in advance. Device enables listeners out to
hit the jackpot to acquaint themselves
with the packages at their grocers. In a
three months' survey, 19 per cent of the
persons called were tuned in on the
show; one-third of them were able to
identify the product of the day. News
picture displays in Philadelphia stores,
advertisements in two major Philadelphia dailies keep audiences warmed up,
rarin' to go.

AIR FAX: Program consists of commercials,
the awarding of War Bonds and Stamps.

Manufacturers
HOUSEWIVES' JACKPOT What color is
the Cellowax container? What's the design on the Kris-P-Chu peanut butter
label? Housewives in the know hit the
Housewives' Jackpot when their telephones ring, and they can correctly answer the announcer's question. Out of
the cash register for answers on-the-nose
come five dollars in War Stamps from
participating sponsors. Awards pyramid
daily until won.
Since the show is designed for, limited
to, six non-conflicting, participating accounts, each account is mentioned in the
opening and closing announcements, as
well as in a 125-word daily announce-

a

week to dominate the program. Telephone calls are put through within a

First Broadcast:

music, and

1940.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 9:009:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Daily Devotions.
Followed By: Your Unseen Advisor.
Sponsor: Vano, Cleaner; Cellowax, Floor Wax; Mrs.
Kris-P-Chu Peanut Butter;
Morrison's Puddings;
Mentos, Hair Tonic; Dioxogen Cream, Skin Cream.
Station:

WIBG,

Power: 1,000

Philadelphia, Pa.

watts.

Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT: An

essential for a straight

merchandising show is showmanship in
some form or other. Prizes need not necessarily be large, if the prize money is
awarded over a long enough period of
time. Here is another way in which consistency in radio pays.

Paint Supplies

RUMPUS ROOM
'round

When the music goes
and 'round in WTMJ's Rumpus

Room, emcee Johnnie Olson

doesn't
lack for company. For the 10:80 to mid-

night Monday-through-Friday informal
show with guests, music and stunts,
Johnnie came up with a Sing with the
Record contest. The acid test: mail aver-
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I

P

and hunMilwaukee, Wis., singers have
)een auditioned. Six are presented weekand a contest of champs every seventh

^Iges over 2,000 pieces weekly,
Ireds of

\

,

veek pushes out the walls of the
)us

Rum-

Room.

College nights get a rating.

Women's

lubs bring their knittin', are served a
'snack" as some sort of a climax to the
)articipating show.

FAX: Show consists of Olson as Rumpus Room
by two of his own character creations;
Bumpy Klaxon, the typical fella next door, and Olson's own Cousin Olaf, Scandinavian handy-man. Rec-

k.IR

don't

host, assisted

ords of top-flight bands are played, and guest band
leaders appear regularly. Two five-minute news reports fall within the hour-and-a-half to help pace the

show.
Special promotion: daily station-break spots done in
a comical way, transcribed by Olson; 2 inch ads in
the Milwaukee Journal Green Sheet; theatre lobby
displays, and displays in record store windows.

Commercials, written by Olson, are in a friendly,
conversational manner. Sold on a participating basis,
sponsors include beer accounts, night clubs, department stores, service stations, auto supply houses,
clothing stores and food products.
First

Broadcast: February 23, 1942.

Monday through

Broadcast Schedule:

Friday,

10:30-

12:00 Midnight.
Preceded By: Dance Music.
Followed By: Station sign-off.
Sponsors: Miller, Gettelman,
ing

Gimbel

Co.'s;

Bros.

ham's Division of Socony
Paint Co.

and Fox Head BrewDepartment Store; WadVacuum Oil Co.; Mautz

Station: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.

Population: 680,434.

COMMENT:
Ipletely

Even businessmen comon radio as an advertising
have shied away from the

sold

medium

jbogey-man

of late evening programs.
the present emergency will unjdoubtedly do a great deal to change listening habits, sales increases are the only

at

streamlined,

up-and-coming

Lowry Field, Denver, Col. There, the
doughboy is gently coaxed out of bed by
.

an unbeatable, albeit unofficial combination, of sweet music and informal conversation. How to make bunk-making,
sweeping, mopping, other obnoxious

morning chores easy is taught
it's a Date with Beverly

early

one

lesson:

in
at

Reveille.
It is not only army men who are up
with the chickens. A prepublication offer
of a pocket-sized atlas brought 385 requests, a large portion of them from

civilians.

What commodities most

frequently

pass between civilians and their soldier
sons, husbands, lovers and brothers?
Photographs, candies, and jewelry are
high up on the list. Between chit-chat
on things social, military, athletic and
personal, and popular recordings, BeverIv plugs such merchandise on this participating show.

jVVhile

|things which will change the attitude of
'would-be sponsors. Participating sponsorship of a show of this kind is almost
certain to be a sure-fire thing for spon-

whose products appeal to late evelisteners. Chief advantage of an
hour-and-a-half long show:
program
gives ample time for the advertising messages of all sponsors to be aired without
undue crowding.
sors

ining

Photographers

AIR FAX: Date
the local Army

at Reveille is designed primarily for
posts (Lowry Field and Fort Logan,
both part of the Air Corps Technical School; Fitzsimons General Hospital, and Fort Francis E. Warren, just over the Wyoming border).
First Broadcast: October 20, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 5:306:30 A.M.
Preceded By: 950 Club.
Followed: M. W. F., Rise and Shine; T., Th., S.,
Health Message.
Sponsor: Kenmark Jewelers, Morris Studio (Photographers), Bauer's Confectionery Co., Mead-Pursell
Studio (Photographers), May Co. (Dry Goods),
Marlin Razor Blades.
Station: KFEL, Denver, Col.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.

COMMENT: With war
24-hour

DATE AT REVEILLE

civilian

diers

who

Perhaps some solout of bed to the raucous
of a battered bugle, but they

roll

strains

APRIL,

1943

early

shifts
life,

it

conditions and

changing the pattern of
is

not only the soldier

good listening prospect
morning show of this kind.

is

a

for

an
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Men's Wear

DAWN PATROL

"During the first two
months our show was on
we had a

WOL

per cent over the
same two months of the previous year.
During the first quarter of that year our
business was up approximately 20 per
cent over the first quarter of the previous
sales

increase of

18

year.

"We had very little snow during this
period, whereas the previous winter we
had three heavy snow storms, which is
very essential in our line of business for
good sales during the winter months.
Under the circumstances, we would have
felt fortunate in just meeting our last
year's figures. Therefore, our large sales
increase was truly spectacular.
"On various occasions we have featured different articles of our own brand
on the Dawn Patrol with results far
above expectation."
ROSENFELD
The Pep Boys,

Maurice L. Strauss, president of the Pep Boys,
firm

uses

radio

extensively

in

whc_
Ne

Philadelphia,

York, Washington and on the West Coast, convertc
Dawn Patrol's commercial use to exploitation of
new line of merchandise.
One of the first commercial organizations to spoiL_
a full all-night radio broadcast, the Pep Boys ai'

now

in its fourth year of consecutive broadcastin]
has accumulated more than 7,000 hours.

First Broadcast:

October 29, 1940.

Broadcast Schedule:

Nightly, except Tuesday,

1:01

6:30 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsors: Pep Boys, Philadelphia, Pa.
Station: WOL, Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 521,886.
Agency: Thomas F. Harkins & Co.

COMMENT: That music, mirth an
miscellany is as productive in the sti^
of the night as it is during daytime houi
is sponsor's experience here. It is fittin
that- a sponsor with a line of merchar
dise that night shift war workers deman
should also service these workers wit
needed entertainment and education.

L.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
AIR FAX: Having

built up an audience of war workduring the early morning hours with its all-night
radio programs, Pep Boys, auto accessory chain
store, set aside for the duration a business policy
adhered to consistently for 21 years since the inception of the business. For the first time, Pep Boys
extended its line of merchandise beyond the auto
ers

accessory field to include the sale of work clothes.

Not only does

the

Dawn

bring news, music
and chatter, but it also
broadcasts important radio
events that occur during
the daytime hours. ProPatrol

gram rolls up
34 '/2 hours of

a total

of

air time a
week,
nearly
or
1,800
hours yearly.
Originally, the show was
an all-request musical pro-

gram

conducted

nightly

except Tuesday, from
1:00 A.M. to 6:30 A.M.,
with Mort Lawrence at the
controls. To meet censorship requirements, requests
are held for two or three days. Two months' mailpull: 2,388 requests! Requests come by wire, but contrary to pre-war format, no telegrams are read ver-

batim on the
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air.

"BRUNCH TIME"

Bakerie
Brunch Time bega

1
as a three-time a week propos
Response was so good that after th
first three times, our client, Fehr Bai
ING Co. requested that we go across th
board with it. We feature special ads i
the radio pages of the Houston pap(
to publicize the program for Fairmai
Bread.
"This agency has put many shows

April
tion.

the air in this part of the country. Soi

have been very good and others vei
mediocre, but somehow this little pr<
gram clicked from its very first broa(
cast and all concerned are very happy,

DALE C. ROGERS, JR.
Rogers-Gano Advertising Agency, In
Houston, Tex.
RADIO SHOWM ANSH

FAX: Over the back fence gab session is put on
by Frances Fair, alias Thelma Dodge. Musical reminder: organist Fred Gibbons, whose mood and
background music dresses up the show.

lIR

April

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

1,

1942.

Monday through

Friday,

9:30-

JOHNNY

9:45 A.M.
Sponsor: Fehr Baking Co.
Station: KXYZ, Houston, Tex.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 293,409.
Agency: Rogers-Gano Adv., Inc.

:OMMENT:

No

ON THE SPOT

radio
uccess with individual programs has yet
)een devised for would-be sponsors,
lowever, informal chatty morning programs have been universally successful
n selling the feminine market.
sure-fire test for

News, reviews and
announcements in

tips

on spot

this

column.

EAR MARKED FOR SUCCESS
new trends is one of

Perception of

Bakeries
"1943 will be the
we have been
m KSAL, Salina, Ka., with our Pan
^andy Three-Star Final, 5:00 P.M. news.
^adio is now as much a part of our ad-

[HREE-STAR FINAL

bird consecutive year that

vertising

plans as any

med'um.

"We
ng,

if

have found that radio advertisused consistently, makes all ot our

)ther advertising

more

efficient.

And we

ind that a combination of more than
me advertising medium is necessary if
pu are going to reach the consumer in
I really up-to-date manner. It is the old
Jtory of a bundle of sticks, "Tie them
:ogether, and your sales message will get
greater penetration.
'We find that our advertising message
>n KSAL serves as a sales stimulant in
both the Hutchinson and Newton markets

where Pan Dandy Bread

is

sold."

W. R. WHITE
Manager
Sutorius Bread Co.
Salina, Ka.

Weis & Fisher signed
tract

KSAL,

Salina, Ka.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 21,07 i.

COMMENT:

Recent gains in day-part
and coincidental ratings for news programs is unmistakable evidence for the
umpteenth time, that war news has a
compelling urgency absent in the peacetime affairs of the world.

APRIL,

WHEC,

its first radio conhas been associated

new

location

opened up a considerably

wider market which in no way hampered
the concern's reputation for discrimination

and

quality.

Present Weis

WHEC

& Fisher contract with

calls for a

12:15 P.M. spot an-

nouncement Monday through Saturday,
others at 9:00 P.M. Tuesday, and 7:15
P.M. Friday. In addition to its 8-yearold record of spot announcements, Weis
& Fisher have also used WHEC's MusiClock period.

First Broadcast:

1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 5:005:15 P.M.
Sponsor: Sutorius Bread Co.
Station:

with

with the station ever since.
In keeping with its policy of keeping
up with progressive trends in salesmanship, Weis'Sc Fisher shifted its business
location late in 1936 from a conservative,
exclusively prestige spot to a more popular shopping center. Just as radio turned out to be a profitable innovation, its

cal

air FAX:

the

marks of successful business. Weis
& Fisher Furniture Co., Rochester,
N. Y., has shown ample evidence of it in
more ways than one. In November, 1934,
hall

1943

STILL

GOING STRONG

In 1937, the Mississippi Valley Trust
Co. decided to bank on radio, invest part
of its advertising budget in 30-word live
spot announcements on

Mo. Ever
ers

since,

KSD,

St.

Louis,

men and women

listen-

have heard, seven

times

a

week,

Valley announcements on
banking and investment, to the current
Mississippi

tune of 2,184 times.
Although it took to the

KSD

air

waves

141

;

one year

earlier,

Brewing Co.

is

Griesedieck Brothers
running neck-and-neck

with Mississippi Valley Trust in the
number of times each has been on the
air. Reason: Griesedieck began on a

SHOWMANTIPS

six-a-week sked,

Presented here are a feiv new
sponsored radio offerings for the defense worker on the night shift.

still

sticks to that post.

MEET MR. DEBUNKER

When

bees buzz from flower to flower,

they are not gathering honey; they're
collecting nectar. But here's a fact: (local
live commercial announcement). Interesting and educational are the 22 transcribed one-minute announcements featuring Mr. Debunker. The latest release
by Transcribed Radio Shows, the series
was bought up by 23 sponsors in different cities in a single day.

THE BLOOM

IS

OFF

What influence has the short, novelty
radio announcement? At the University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., researchers Albert Brounstein and Newton Stein punched doorbells, proceeded
to round up housewives, high school and
college students, to answer this question.
Unanimous were

the three groups in

their dislike of this type of commercial,
although considered separately, house-

wives tended to like this type of announcement, high school students lined

up

in neutral territory, and college students were vociferous in their dislike.

Most frequently recalled announcement among all groups was that used for
Dentyne, with Beeman a runner-up. In
this

memory

recall test,

high school

stu-

Beverages
FIVE-MINUTE MYSTERIES Wide-awake
sponsor, the Columbia Brewers, Inc.,
St. Louis, Mo., gives wide-awake night
owls a Five-Minute Mystery, six times a
week, Monday through Saturday, at
11:05 P.M. Featured in this transcribed
series is a complete mystery story with
its solution. While Columbia Brewers,
makers of Alpen Brau Beer, have sponsored an evening musical show, Julie
O'Neill & Co. for six years over KSD,
St. Louis, Mo., sponsor is now making)
a bid for the late-to-bed listener. Radio
campaign is rounded out with a 11:40
P.M. Top Tune of the Day musical of-

i

fering

Monday, Wednesday, and

Friday.

SPORTS PAGE

While daytime and early
evening listeners still are the backbone
of commercial radio, the challenge of
the something new added in the shape of'
the defense industry worker was met for
Alta Winery, Dinuba, Cal. Its Sports
Page with Sam Baiter, on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., killed two birds with one
stone. At 6:00 P.M. nightly the quarterhour show hits the dawn to dusk worker. A repeat broadcast at 10:00 P.M. is

came out with top honors, responded with more products than either

slanted at the night toiler.

college students or housewives.

Men's Weaij
GRAVEYARD GAIETIES To reach the]

dents

of any commercial
was interesting to note
that just as Dentyne was the most frequently recalled announcement, followed by Beeman's Gum, these two were
among the top four of the most frequently purchased items.
Appendix: interviewers pointed out
that announcements not stated clearly,

Since the final

is

sales figures,

i.e.,

test

it

Gimmea package of beeman'spepsin-

chewinggumplease, are
remembered.

142

least

apt to be

thousands of San Francisco bay district
war plant workers on their 3:00 A.M

lunch period during the graveyard shift!
Roos Brothers, clothing store chain;
took on sponsorship of the new quarter
hour KGO offering heard six times
week. Institutional commercials are shor
and to the point. Arrangements hav(
been made to pipe the program ovci
i

public address systems in several

wai,

plants.

I
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NEXT MONTH
VtliAl L. gIJAgII, Savings Department manager and advertising director of

Minnesota Federal Savings & Loan Association,

the

tuhy radio

over

a primary advertising

is

WTCN:

Hello Soldier, Hello

FHARlK SMITH, manager
U.,

had

sistent

his eyes

KDYL

opened

as a

user ever since.

JtSS STERN,

medimn

Paul,

St.

for his business.

tells

Current

how and

bell ringer

Sailor.

of the Salt

Lake Knitting Store,

radio time buyer in the early

Women

at

War

advertising director of the

and Lawrence, Mass., speaks of Easy Chairs

is

'20's,

Salt

City,

has been a con-

today's choice.

Slmmerfield Furniture
'n

Lake

Co., Boston

Things. Radio scores a bull's-eye

with direct price appeal to middle class purchaser.

f

Plus Tested

Programs and Promotions You Can Use

in

Your

Own

Business!
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.

accomplish through radio.
by businesses here.
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Hudson Huffard

Radio alone offers a personal angle,
a showman's slant, writes the manager of the Salt Lake Knitting Store,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Jess Stern

Direct the price appeal to middle
class purchaser for sales increase
suggests the advertising director of
the Summerfield Furniture Co., Lawrence, Mass.

Marie Ford
Published by Showmanship Publications, Minneapolis, Minn. Subscription rate: $2.50 a year, 25c a copy.
Address editorial correspond. nee to
1004 Marquette, Minneapolis, Minn.
Tel.: Ge. 9619.

Copyright
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1943 by Showmanship
publishers
Radio
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Young America
C. G.

Sings

158

Yount

Hands-off policy pays says the retail

manager of the Sears, Roebuck &
Co., Memphis, Tenn.
147

KASPER-GORDON,
is

proud

Inc.

to present

Victory Via V-Mail
An RS Analysis

160

That radiodated V-mail keeps

the
the experience
of nine public service minded spon-

home

front in lins

is

sors.

Yours for the Asking

163

Here is a collection of sample script
and transcription availabilities.

Showmanscoops

164

Unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote

listener

interest

in

their

radio programs.

A New
Radio
Airing the

Series

New

165

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Starring

ONE or RADIO'S MOST
FAMOUS PERSONALITIES
JANE DILLON,

international artist, is, within herself, a complete theatre
Her threeoctave voice range enables her to vividly
portray rugged masculine voices, those of
boys and children, as well as feminine characters of every age!
!

MISS DILLON was formerly heard over
NBC as the creator, author and star of
"THE HAPPY FAMILY/' in which she played
every part In "FAMOUS MOTHERS" Miss
Dillon again displays this amazing talent.
!

Showmanship

in Action

171

Here are promotions and merchandising stunts that lift a program out
of the ordinary.

Proof O' the Pudding

175

Results based on sales, mails, surlong runs and the growth of
the business itself are given here.

veys,

In every State, and in scores of foreign
countries, Jane Dillon's personal appearances

met

with

ovations

given

"FAMOUS MOTHERS"

few performers.

destined to be another smash hit for Miss Dillon.
is

What

the

Program Did for

suitable for sponsorship by department stores, food products,
dairies, bakers, specialty shops, soaps, furniture, et cetera. (No liquor or cigarette spon.sors

176

Here, businessmen exchange results
reactions to radio programs for

and

their

"FAMOUS MOTHERS"

Me

mutual

benefit.

is

accepted).

Write or wire today for audition samples,
and details of merchandising tie-ups.

Or

vfHir local radio station or advertising

—ask

Showman Patterns
Shows cut to

177

Johnny on

i7B

lit a pattern for sponsorship are presented here.

agency

to write

KASPER-GORDON,
142 Boylsfon

One

Sf.

Incorporated
Boston, Mass.

of Ifie (^ottnlry\s Lurfiest
Producers of Successful Radio Sluuvs
148

the Spot

News, reviews and
nouncements.

tips

on spot an-
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omething Old, K>omething
RADIO programming

New

the bed rock upon which the entire foundation
of the radio industry rests. To educate, to inform and to entertain
r
is, per se, not enough. That education, information and entertainment
must be what interests the public at a specific time, not at some past
moment in time, nor yet again, at some future date. Advertisers who use
radio successfully must have their fingers on this public pulse if the results are to be commensurate with their just desserts.
Not so many years ago, the daytime serial practically had the field
to itself. Hard put to it was the local advertiser who wanted to compete
against the hard hitting soap operas of network origin. Today, it is a
is

different story.

"Soaps" appear to be washed up, or at least they no longer clutter
up the bulk of the air lines. New program offerings have taken their
places, and for the local advertiser, it is all to the good. News and music
are leading the parade, and many far seeing stations are giving their
entire afternoon time to just this combination. The public service offering is another king pin. What does this mean to the local advertiser?
It means that he no longer need take a back seat to bigtime operators in so far as his radio offering is concerned. Music and news are both

whether they come off the line or are of local origin. Service has
become of prime importance, and while the national advertiser also performs valuable service, there is a tremendously fertile field of local service which the local advertiser, and the local advertiser alone, can meet.
Today, the broad picture of radio programming the country over
puts emphasis on morale building programs; educational series designed
to help orient the consumer to a new environment, and informational
programs intended to help the public adjust to wartime living. The
important point is this: each community has its own needs, its own problems in morale, has its own adjustments to make, and only the local
advertiser can sense these needs and do his part in their solution. While
the general framework may be the same the country over, it must be
trimmed to meet the specifications of each locale.
hot,

Tomorrow

Time may

and the advertiser
will perforce shift with them. Today, the emphasis is on war, on wartime conditions and wartime problems as they effect each individual
community. Advertisers have taken on this public service responsibility,
the sands of

shift again,

and, in assuming the burden, have contributed immeasurably to the
fighting spirit that

MAY,

19 43

is

America.

^49

.

shopping

for

Shows?

Here's the Best in Recorded Broadcasting!
Here's a page-full of perfect
in popularity,
tested as sales-producers. 5minute, 15-minute, or halfhour recorded programs —
music or drama, comment or

shows— proven

'ADVERTISERS
FOR "SPOT"

..

PACKAGE SHOWS
NBC COMPLETE
READY TO BROADCAST

LOOK IN

Theme the world's No. 1 subject
—people Hard-hitting, intensely
interesting personality sketches
by William Lang about people in
the news — ranging from Madame
:

!

YOUR Minnon
UNGER

Chiang Kai-shek

Vital, spontaneous, timely series aimed at the
busy woman of today. Helpful suggestions on
gaining and keeping charm and poise under trying conditions, with particular emphasis on
woman's job in wartime— making the most of her

present wardrobe, getting along happily without
many household products, etc. Now selling varied
products to women in today's market.
156 Five-Minute

for presentations, auditions,
rates and availability !

NEW!
THE NAME YOU WILL REMEMBER

LET'S TAKE A

with STELLA

comedy ...every one of them
timely and thrilling! Write

Programs — 3-a-week

to J.

Edgar Hoo-

ver.
title
for tie-in with
name and business. Allinclusive merchandising and publicity plan. Spectacular success as local "live" show.
The title alone should clinch the sale

Perfect
sponsor's

!

78

Five-Minute Programs — 3-a-week for 26 weeks

for

52 rveeks

BETTY AND BOB

FLYiMG FOR FREEDOM
A

vivid saga of daring

and courage of

United Nations' fighting

men— told

through the lives of an American, a
Canadian, an Englishman, and an Australian in training to become flying officers, and during their combat operations
—ferrying bombers, raids over enemy territory and supporting ground troops in
theatres of war. Authentic, thrill-packed,
inspiring and timely. Especially suited to
use by wartime advertisers and firms

war production.
26 Half-Hour Dramas

presently engaged in

The story of "ordinary folk who
lead extra-ordinary lives"— tops in
serial drama, with a record of
proved selling power. Superbly
cast with Arlene Francis as
"Betty", Carl Frank as "Bob"

and Milton Cross announcing,
against a rich setting of

full orchestral theme music by Allen Roth. Complete promotion
and publicity material.

390 quarter-hour episodes for 5-a-week broadcasts.
Minimum contract: 65 episodes

OTHER NBC RECORDED FEATURES:

TIME OUT FOR FUN

HOLLYWOOD HEADLINERS —

AND MUSIC

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF

with Stella linger (156 5-min. pgms.)

Series 7 -With Allen Prescott, M.C.,
Felix Knight, and

LIFE TODAY—
Wm. L. Stidger (117
CARSON ROBISON AND HIS BUCKAROOS—

with

5-min. pgms.)

(117 quarter-hours)

Ted

Steele's Novatones.
Series //-With Ted

Steele and Grace
Albert.

Sprightly quarter-

hours

filled

with

U/s^^fi/l'
NATIONAL BROADCASTING O^COMPANY

amusing banter
and bright, gay
music. Each series
of 26 arranged for
one or two broadcasts weekly.

A Radio

RCA
Tram-Lux

BIdg.,

BIdg.,

Radio

Cily,

Corporation of

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON,

0.

C

Amonca

Service

CHICAOO
HOLLTWOOO, CAk.

Merchandlte Mart,
Suntet

«

Vine,

m

ello Soldier!

oliello Sailor!

Pick and Choose with Audience Yardstick Writes Vern

C.

Soash,

Savings Department Mgr. for Minnesota Federal Savings & Loan

among

many

satisfied radio users! For about six years we
one of our primary advertising mediums in St.
Paul, Minn. It may be that we have been unusuaHy successful in our
choice and use of radio programs, but it is our belief that radio properly used, should always provide ah effective advertising channel.
We have used radio to identify our location, to produce good will, to

COUNT

US

the

have used radio

as

bring visitors into the institution, for purely institutional advertising
and at times to provide a medium for actual selling copy.
Perhaps the invariable success Minnesota Federal Savings & Loan
Ass'n has enjoyed in the use of several radio programs has been due to
careful analysis. "Do unto radio as you would have it do unto you,"
might be the maxim. When considering a program w^e measure it against
the following standards:
1. Is it timely and appropriate to the product advertised?
2. Does it have a natural himian interest appeal or meet a definite
need?
3. Will it maintain the prestige and good name of the institution?
4. Will it develop good will; produce a favorable or sympathetic attitude towards us?
5. Is the time suitable for the audience desired?
6. Are competing programs too strong
to warrant its consideration?
7. Can the program be continued for
a reasonable period of time, at least
six months and preferably twelve?
8. Will the program time be constant
without interference from network
affiliations?

With

this yardstick in

hand, about six

months ago we picked up Hello Soldier'
—Hello Sailor, a thrice weekly presentation which features long distance telephone conversations between service
men and their friends or relatives, with
the radio audience listening in.
The national spotlight was focused on
this program as a result of special com-

mendation awarded Robert De Haven,
the WTCN production manager, by
Variety magazine through a recent survey of the United States and Canada.

MAY, 1943
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On

15-miniue programs each Tuesday
at 9:45 P.M., service men
stationed in Twin City military centers

and Thursday

are invited to the studio to

phone

their

mothers or their girls any place in the
U. S. Civilians aren't neglected either!
For Sunday afternoon from 5:30 to 6:00,
Twin-Citizens bring home news to their
boys aw^ay at camp.
Scripts are tossed to the winds. In fact,
the station points proudly to the fact
that in over 1,000 Hello Soldier broadcasts, no script has ever been written,
no transcription padding necessary. The
boys have plenty to talk about when
they can talk home, and the studio's

A northwest
is Vern
Claude Soash,
who was born in
native

Iowa, lived
western
sota

in

Minne-

and spent

boyhood on
plains of
North Dakota.
Adman Soash
his

the

believes

he

learned to avoid trouble from being
stepped on so many times by his
Indian pony; modestly, he attributes
any writing ability he might have
to hours spent with a B-B gun,
shooting mice at the slaughter house
near the family farm.
His insatiable love of the out-ofdoors, his interest in wild life, and
the thrill he gets in reaching remote
and primeval places comes from in-

boyhood experiences.
Educated at Cornell College, with
three years of graduate work at
Northwestern, he was bent on an
delible

educational career. Advertising
courses lured him to exchange the
classroom for a salesman's kit, and
very soon, for a desk.
Manager of the Savings Depart-

ment as well as of advertising, busyas-a-bee Soash has won two national
"firsts"

in

financial

advertising;

by working hard and long, he
finds time for
of-doors.

152

still

enjoyment of the out-

mail bulges with requests to take part.
fast as the studio can fill them, invitations go out to participants, and a

As

in Oklahoma gets a notice well
in advance that her son will call her.

mother

Besides the guests themselves, directresponsible for this smooth-rolling
show is the Luther Weaver ^ Associates Advertising Agency, the telephone
company girls who plug in the calls in
advance, and emcee Bob De Haven. De
Haven puts the guests at ease between
calls and extends his own genuine interest and enthusiasm to the living room
audience. Since FCC permits broadcasting only the studio end of the conversation, De Haven relays what's going on
as the boy talks. A special feature of the
ly

Sunday program
men.

is

reading

letters

from

service

is the soul of commercials, we
and Minnesota Federal injects
only three on the half hour show, two
on the fifteen minute program. One on
each broadcast is for the purchase and
protection of war bonds. We like to aid
in any civic activities we can by making
announcements for the State Guard,
Community Chest and Red Cross. On
the Tuesday and Thursday shows, plug
ging is done only once between the two
or three calls and once in closing. Five
or six calls are made on the Sunday
show with two inside 30-second ads, be

Brevity

believe,

sides the closing

reminder.

For the genuine

human

interest

it

are inclined to think we
like Hello Soldier— Hello Sailor the best
of any program we have used. It touches
the heart-strings, puts a lump in your
throat, holds your interest through the
entire half hour because of the sentimental situations that arise in every
broadcast. Runner-up for honors was a
children's show, Cowboy Bill's Round
Up which enrolled some 15,000 Twin
City children in our Cowboy Bill Club.
have also aimed for a women's audience; a radio club. For The Ladies, drew
listeners for nearly three years.
contains,

we

We

We have found that we can pick ourj
audience; another reason why our own|
experience has convinced us that with|
careful planning, radio is tops for finan
cial advertising.

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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P

• Above
De Haven

WTCN

announcer and Variety award winner, Bob
are the eats?" Mrs. E. G. Dobrick, St.
Paul, Minn., asks her son at the Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Grounds.
"Getting better," replies Dick. Father and girl friend wait their turns.

•

.

.

.

listens in.

"How

Happy

because she has just heard her son's voice, Mrs.
with her son's sweetheart. Robert is
with the Coast Guard at Eastham, Mass. Variety cited this picture
as outstanding for its human interest.
Left

.

.

.

Mike Rongitsch,

St. Paul, smiles

"Are you still my baby?" Mrs. R. W. Jameson of Bald
• Right
Eagle asks her son, Pvt. John R. Jameson, ski trooper at Tacoma,
Wash. "You bet!" answers Pvt. Jameson. Dad is waiting to talk.
.

A

AY,

1943

.

.
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be

Salt Lake Knitting Store can

said to be fully convinced of the
efficacy of radio as a mediiuii for increasing business. Experience, they say, is the
greatest teacher; and it has certainly
been so in our case.
long time ago,

(g ailing

T

All

A

when

was

considered by most
people as a plaything, a hobby, or an
impractical toy, the Salt Lake Knitting Store had a different idea of it.

We

radio

were the

first

Ever since that time, we have been
consistent radio time users. Little by
little we proved the value of radio to
our complete satisfaction. The scope of

direct descendant of the early

Mormo?i pioneers is Frank Richards
Smith, manager of the Salt Lake
Knitting Store, Salt Lake City. His
father drove an ox-team across the
plains as a boy of nine. Mr. Smithy
himself, entered the Salt Lake Knitting Store organization at 13 years
of age and worked up from janitor
and delivery hoy to manager and
vice president of the company. A
man of courage and vision, he has
always blazed new trails by adhering to his philosophy of ''taking a
chance."

Asked

his

major principle

of

man-

agement, he says "The only excuse
for an independent store's existence
in these days

is

individualized

sei~u-

which the small store alone can
give. Furthermore, I believe, in merice,

chandising, the best obtainable is
always the cheapest, no matter what
you pay for it."

As hobbies, Mr. Smith counts golfand hunting as tops, and

ing, fishing

the harder he plays, the harder he
works.
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specialty store in this

region to use radio advertising on any
extensive scale, being the first timebuyer in the West. Back in the early
20's, we bought an hour of time to plug
a sale, (that was in the days when radio
advertising itself was almost unheard of)
and it opened our eyes to what radio
could do.

A

ID

Radio Alone

our employment of

this

medium

has

through spot announcement campaigns to regular quarter-hour programs over a period of years.

steadily

increased,

One of the most effective programs we
used, which I cite as an example of the
type of radio promotion we favor, was a
series called The Court of Values, which
ran for over a year on Station
in
Salt Lake City. The approach in a commercial sense was to dramatize the merchandise; in other words, the items of
apparel plugged were personified and
arraigned before the mythical court,
then asked to substantiate their individual claims to be good values. After 52
weeks we decided that while this idea
was good, some change in format was
necessary, so we adapted the idea and
changed the name to Fashion Clinic.

KDYL

Merchandise was personalized as clients
clinic, in which Doctor Hi
Style brought out the merits of each
garment and indicated wherein its fashionability lay. This series ran for another year on KDYL. As a concrete result
of these campaigns, we increased our
volume by a notable percentage.
attending a

Recently

KDYL

inaugurated a new

program for us under the title Women
at War. While heretofore our programs
have been aimed primarily at a daytime
audience, we are now convinced that a

much wider segment

of

the

listening

public can be reached on Class A time,
and so the new series is aired Friday
evenings at 8:30. The purpose of the
program is not primarily to give direct
selling impetus, but to do an institu-

(Continued on page 156)

RADIO

S

HOWM A NSH

I

P

n!
mal Angle,

Showman's

a

Frank

.ake Knitting Store,

• Above
find

.

.

News

.

KDYL

it.

Director

R.

Says

Smith

where you

is

Public

Myron Fox

Slant,

Relations

finds

it

in

wartime activities of women. Here
he interviews a woman engineer of

DENVER &, RIO GRANDE
WESTERN RR. for the Salt Lake
the

Knitting Store.

A

• Center ...

KDYL

consistent user of
for the past 10 years, the

SALT LAKE KNITTING STORE
now

directs

its

major advertising

appropriation to radio.

• Below
KDYL announcer
John Woolf and Producer George
.

.

.

interview women workers.
Origination: Hill Field, 20 miles
Snell

from Salt Lake City.
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good will job. Our firm has featured its public service angle lor over
40 years, and is one of the oldest specialtional

intermountain country.
believe radio institutional advertising to be the most effective medium for
maintaining and extending this reputation. Women at War canvasses the entire
gamut of what women are doing to help
the w^ar effort, and included on-the-spot
interviews of all types of feminine workty stores in the

We

from roundhouse employees to
and AVAACS. In this program,

ers,

WAVES

the place of women in defense industries and all correlated war
endeavors, including auxiliaries to the
armed forces. On-the-job interviews with
women workers, war bond plugs, and
music that ties-in with the defense theme
are the main ingredients. As a salute to
their outstanding service to their country, the women inter\ iewed on the program are given prizes. To give the program a national slant, we also present
short dramatized sketches of what women the country over are doing in the

we dramatize

w^ar.

SUMMERFIELD FlRNITURE Cc,

BoStOll
Mass., is without doubt, the largest
users of radio time in the entire state.
And there's a reason for it!
have
checked the drawing power of this
mediimi through actual sales volume,
and it was on the basis of these results
that SuMMERFiELD diverted 75 per cent
of its advertising budget to radio.

We

Of

tation

program has provgreat value to us, in the way of
increases in our volume, and in

Already

en of
direct

the

this radio

word-of-mouth

publicity

through public channels
through the organizations
give

publicity.

as

to

Incidentally,

gained
well

as

which we

we

give

radio a large share of credit for the

amazing increase in our volume, which
is 100 per cent ahead of the corresponding period last year.

Our experience with

radio, is, on the
most pleasant; we feel that no
other medium can do quite the job that
it has done for us. KDYL, the station
we have used exclusively, felt the pulse
of our merchandising, and in my opinion, a large part of the success of our
radio campaign must be attributed to
this station's understanding of our merw^hole,

chandising

problems.

The

principal
thing, to my mind, is the judicious use
of radio: to capitalize on the personal
angle, the showmanship slant, that radio

alone offers to advertisers.

course

hit-or-miss

radio

doesn't

pay out any more than other forms of
advertising done in a hit-or-miss style.
To achieve results, there must be a basic
plan, but within that working skeleton
there is plenty of room for experimen-

and

originality.

AVe have sponsored news broadcasts,
and to establish these broadcasts with
our sponsorship, we have had them put
on from our store windows. A\'e have
also had good results with feature singers, and have bought 15-minute blocks
in service periods of popular music. At
present, we use 13 quarter-hour programs, and 27 spots weekly. Our most
recent acquisition is a 15-minute Sunday newscast. All of them have been
heard over AVLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
A\'hat we are always on the look-out
for are periods near network shows, and
price is secondary if results are obtained
for our store in Boston and oiu- store
in Lawrence.
Our first taste of the fruits of planned,
radio was an early morning period. Atj
first we were a bit sceptical, since iti

j

seemed rather

early.

The program

paid!

out right from the start. Later we took
on an early evening spot, and this alsoj
bore fruit. Our recently added Sunday
period has also clicked. The spot campaign is equally productive.
j
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isy Chairs 'n'

Things

Direct Price Appeal to Middle Class Purchaser, Jess Stern,

Advertising Director of the Summerfield Furniture

In building our programs,

we have

directed our appeal to the middle class
purchaser, and to reach as many o£ them
as possible, Summerfield tries to get
time near news periods. And it doesn't
take long winded commercials to sell
these potential customers whom we
reach over AVLAW^ An opening announcement of about 100 words, a middle commercial of the same length, and
a very short closing message do the
trick. Featured is a complete three room
outfit selling for $169. To create store
traffic, listeners are urged to visit Sum-

Co.,

Says

shortages, newspaper advertising will
have to be curtailed, and the advertiser
who wants to get his message to the public will have to resort to other media.

Those who

will come to radio for the
time will find that the Summerfield
experience is by no means unique.
first

Should merchandise be so seriously
curtailed that the demand far exceeds
the supply, advertisers who want to be
in business tomorrow will also find that
entertaining or educating the public via
radio is excellent insurance against future solvency. With Summerfield, our

merfield's Honeymoon Lane and see
homes completely furnished from the
rugs on the floor to the pictures on the

appeal has been price, our aim, sales,
but should wartime conditions rule out

wall.

be a place for radio.

Our
strictly

spot announcements are also
a price proposition directed at

the middle class. Currently, to fit in with
present day conditions, this campaign
advocates re-upholstering of furniture
as a means to make what the listener
has last as long as possible.

The

For some time Summerfield has been
and we have used

time on

And
year

AVLAAV

for the past five years.
the significant point; each
have increased our radio budg-

this

we

is

et!

What about

the future?

No one

can

give the answer to that one. At the present time, this same middle class group
to

whom we

have always appealed, has

more money in its pockets than it has
had for many years. Through radio, we
have established our reputation with
them, and the immediate future seems
encouraging enough.

Too,

it

would seem

MAY, 1943

that with paper

things, there

would

we have learned

lessons

still

certain-

carry over into every business field.
To put them in a nutshell: the adverly

tiser must present the type of program
which will appeal to tlie audience he

at a time when the greatare listening; he should use

wants to reach
est

really radio conscious,

scheme of

this

number

enough time
in

his

own

to more or less dominate
particular business field;

through merchandising tie-ins

and

promotions he
must identify the
program with his
business establishment, and
above all, care

and

thought

must be given to
the commercials.
It's

as

simple as

that!
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Ameril
Hands

Off

Director

like milady's mind, change
often and sharply, especially in these
uncertain days. But no matter how the
world is going, once each week in Memphis, Tenn., talented midsoiith boys and
girls step out on the stage of A\'MC's

TiMES^

Goodwyn
Every

Institute

Saturday

Auditorium

afternoon

since

studio.

1939,

Young America Sings. Since its first
broadcast, more than 50,000 people have
seen and heard the program from the
studio.

For more than four

years,

the retail

Roebuck 8c Co. has
program, and customer

store of the Sears,

sponsored the

request for free tickets to the broadcasts
from Sears' clerks is ample proof of the
success of the offering. Each week, 1,000
admission tickets are given out by request. An unestimated, but by now,
astronomical number of people have
heard the weekly programs. The only
traces of commercialism are the three

Sears' commercials, opening, middle

M

and

closing.

Originally known as the IVMC Talent
Foundation, and formed for the sole
piupose of giving yoinigsters a chance
to present nattual talents before an

audience,
a

medium

Young America

Sings

for providing boys

is

still

and

girls

with the opportunity of being heard and
of offering them fr^e musical guidance.
The single person responsible for this
group training is John Hyde (Uncle
Johnny) Cleghorn, director for the pro-

gram

since its inception in 1939.
Broadcasts consist of four choral numbers, each featuring a soloist. Frequently a trio, plus three soloists, are headlined. Especially appropriate to the present are the red, white and blue uniforms
which garb the chorus.
The chorus sings a variety of songs:
current hits of yesterday and today:
standard favorites; light opera arias and
hvmns. All compositions are especially

irigs!

/

Say Retail Mgr.

[

Sears,

Roebuck

S.

C. G.
Co.,

Yount, and

Memphis, Tenn.

arranged for the program by

Bob

Horsley, and a
accompanies the chorus.
ist

is

Ad

WMC

pianorchestra

staff

Membership in Young America Sings
open to any boy or girl in Memphis

or the midsouth who is not over 15 years
of age. Auditions are held once a week
studios, after school hours. An
at

WMC

acceptable applicant may not be taken
into the chorus immediately, for membership is limited, and newcomers often
have to wait for vacancies.
When an applicant has been accepted,
he or she is asked to report at the next
rehearsal. After three or four weeks in
the chorus, the new member is auditioned for a solo spot. Those who pass
this test successfully win a place on the
Young America Sings floor show which
follows each half-hour Saturday broadcast. Five or six floor show solo spots get
the youngster ready for a solo part in
the broadcast program.
A talent fee paid each week to the
Young America Sings ensemble accumulates a considerable amount of folding
money in its coffers. But in a group of
90 members, each youngster w^ould receive a small pay check if the money
were distributed equally between them.
To overcome this, the group organized
itself into a co-operative, and instead of
a salary, the pooled money is spent for
the enjoyment of the chorus as a whole.
In this manner, the chorus is almost
constantly treating itself to a picture
show, the circus, a road show at the
Auditorium, and other kinds of fun that
a bunch of youngsters enjoy.

MAY, 1943

In addition to their own treats, the
chorus is guest about twice a year at
dinner parties given by Sears, Roebuck
& Co. At Christmas time, Se.\rs' presents
each member of the chorus ^vith a handsome gift, all the boys getting the same
gift,

As

and

all

the girls getting another.

to the operation of the

program,

Sears, Roebuck & Co. maintains a strictly hands-off policy. There is no attempt
made to. influence what songs will be
sung or how, and no pressure is exerted
to getting memberships in the group.
On the other hand, Sears goes much
more than half-way in giving special
consideration to members of the organization. During the summer months,
many of the young singers are given
regular jobs, and during the school term
many are employed on week ends.

More than 1,200 children have been
auditioned since the
Talent Foundation was established in 1939. Everyone connected with the program is
proud of the opportunity it has given
to thousands of youngsters to perform
before the public. And without question,
the community pride in the success of a
radio program as pretentious as this reflects favorably on its sponsor. While
lack of sufficient talent to keep such a
program going has put the skids on
many amateur shows, we ha\e found
that at least in our community there is

WMC

talent a-plenty, and you don't have to
put on an elaborate search for it. The
talent comes to us, and each brings new
friends and customers for our business.
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Mail.

WiaW-

That fladiodated V-Mail Keeps the

The Experience

WHILE

government

officials

of

make

every effort to get the stories of
-\merican heroism before the newshungry public, manv tales of braverv
have gone untold. One source of such
copv is the scrawled notes written by
the soldier boy to the folks back home.
With scarcely a home untouched by the
draft, the genuine drama in these letters
is a boon to eager living room audiences,
and sp>onsors have found that simplicitv
and low production cost are in favor of

such programs.

on

theme have been
developed throughout the country, and
they have been a public ser\ ice medium
for businesses ranging from meat pack\'ariations

Baltimore,

Front in Line

Is

Nine Pubhc Service Minded Sponsors

on

this not-so-old theme. AVhen Rosenthal's, Inc. took a gander at progiam

availabilities,

it

decided to put

its

money

on the transcribed series, Xotes of Love.
Tied-in with famous love letters of today and yesterday are popular love ballads sung by Joey Xash. Tie-in for Baltimore listeners: gift tickets to a downtown theatre are offered to those sending in the best letter written to a sweetheart or husband awav "on dutv." Proof
that s|X)nsor has cast its bread upon the
right waters: mail response, 35 to 50
letters dailyl

this

ing to manicuring. Advertising pioneers
in this fertile field claim a bumper crop.
Yield exf>erienced from these letterreading programs: full mail bag^ and
high-tonnage traffic. Presented here are
a few of these sjx)nsor tested offerings.
DEP.^RT.NffiNT

Home

STORES

Md.

Letters from service men are making
up many of radio's most popular programs, but ^VITH has added a variation

One indication that Notes of Love
combined with live letters put listeners
in a buying mood: adman A. Kay pronotinced ''a noticeable increase of sales."
Quarter-hour show is heard Mondav,
A\'ednesday and Friday at 8:15 P.M.

BEVERAGES
St. Louis,

Mo.

ser\ ice men and their
families are combined with letters from
members of the armed forces in the KSD
program aired for the Pepsi Cola Bot-

Inten iews with

tling Co. Along with letters from and
interviews with Our Buddies, favorites

'^%*

a^^

in songs of the service men are played
by KSD musical director Russ David,
sung by Bill McCuUy. Program is aired
each Sunday afternoon, 1:00-1:30 P.M.,
with Harold Grams playing postman
and emcee.
First to

sponsor

Our Buddies was

the

Center and the Jim Remley
Super Stores, whose good will gesture
was a gift box of useful items to Our
Buddies whose letters were read. Buddy
Box contents: cigarettes, shaving cream,
razor and blades, stationery, and pencil

Food

set.

SUSTAINING
Beckley,

W.

Va.

To

help build morale in the armed
forces is the purpose of the WJLS fivea-week shot. Program director Peter
Arnell, alias Professor Nestor, chats,
reads poetry and a Letter from Home,
while staff organist Fred Schultz furnishes background music.

Read is a daily letter that might be
sent to any man in the service of Uncle
Sam. Listeners are urged to write friends
and relatives in the service. Public service feature: listeners may obtain copies
of the daily letter.

TAXI CABS
New York

HARDWARE

City

who answer

the Mail Call
receive for the asking, a
over
digest of New York news in letter-form
for forwarding to men in the U. S.
armed forces in all parts of the world.
Listeners

WHN,

Program headlines Bryce Oliver, auand news commentator, who each
week presents typical queries on New
York doings in various fields. Queries
thor

are answered in the weekly 10:15 P.M.
broadcasts. Material for queries and answers is gathered from actual letters
from men in home camps and different
war sectors to their friends and families.
Writers are usually former drivers of

Parmelee taxicabs of the National
Transportation Co. system, program's
sponsor.

Each week's Mail Call

printed in
a four-page folder with space provided
for additional correspondence. Parmelee drivers are supplied with folders
for public distribution.

MAY,
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943

is

Prince Albert, Sask.

Passed by the Censor boasts no special
promotion, no fuss and bother for its
preparation. Recipe for this wartime
aperitif: mix letters with a little dramatization, add a dash of patriotic music
for color, and season with sponsor's message.

Placed between two CKBI news broadPassed by the Censor gives listen-

casts,

ers

letters

relatives.

from over-seas friends and
Only string attached: letters

must have passed the

censor's blue penthe recipient of the letter judged
best on each broadcast goes a chance to
make a personal recording at CKBI to
cil.

To

send to over-seas friend.

Well pleased with the daily stacks of
that pour in is backer

script offerings

Northern Hardware Ltd. Originally
scheduled as a once-a-week shot, listener interest caused Northern Hardware
to up its schedule to twice a week.
161

MEAT PACKERS
Detroit, Mich.

That necessity is
the mother of invention has been the
experience of advertisers general! V.
\\ hile the man-onthe-street was a
long-time sponsor's
friend, wartime necessitv has seen innumerable variants on
the fair-haired program of the radio
world win advertising laiuel wreathes.
Three hours after broadcasting censorship voided open mike programs,
sports commentator Ty Tyson substituted Affl?? i?i the Sennce for his ^VWJ
vox-pop program. Letters written by
men in the armed service keep Detroit,
Mich., listeners posted on army life as
it is lived. Out of the 40-odd letters received daily from army pen-men, read
are the ten most interesting epistles.
Emcee Tyson in^ ites listeners to submit verbatim copies of letters from men
in the armed forces, receives not only

contemporary letters, btit also correspondence from the first AVorld \Var,
and even from the Civil War. John
MoRRELL R: Co., sponsors, has something
to write-home about: sponsor has been
heard on AV\\ J for five years in the
interests of

its

EZ Cut Ham.

pledge to write a Letter from Home. Pen
pals are requested to mail their letters
at the store of the JoRDA^-^L\RIETTA Co.,
dealer in wallpaper, paints and home
ftunishings. Posted in the sponsor's store
is a list of soldier's names provided by
the local Selective Service Board.
In addition to the average of 25
pledges received dining the broadcast,
an average of 150 letters are addressed
at the store each week. Traffic building
hook: Jordan -Mar I ETTA offers to address
each letter brought to the store, mail it
to the original induction point to be
forwarded bv the armv.

SUSTAINING
Greensboro, No. Car.

HOME To

LETTER FROM

service

men

in India, in Australia, Iceland, the Solo-

mons, Alaska, China, and

all

over the

no tonic quite like a
from home. To impress upon

world, there
letter

is

Greensboro, No. Car., listeners, the importance of WTiting regularly to members of the armed forces. WBIG took to
the airwaves with a weekly Letter from
Home series. Purpose: to keep the service man's spirits high through the medium of small, white envelopes crammed
with personalized news from the folks
back home.
Letters from the people behind the

men

letters from wives,
mothers and brothers are
read on this weekly half hoiu" program
aired for Siniday listening. Introduced
on each program is special music.

at

the

front,

fathers, sisters,

HOME FURNISHINGS
Wheeling,

W.

Va.

from home tend to wander
memory through events of childhood
and boyhood that made up the AmeriSoldiers far

in

can way of

life. It is

the soldier

is

for these things that
willing to fight and to die.

Those with home-folk

get frequent letters chock-full of hometo^vn ne^vs and
gossip, biu for those with no family connections, it is a different story.
To a member of the \Vheeling, ^V.
Va., local Selective Board who had befriended many of the local draftees,
came many pleas for news from home.
Since the gentleman was too busy to
write himself, a Letter from Home was

born, with AVK\VK playing godmother.
Listeners are requested to call the
studio during the half-hour weekly show,

16?

PAINT SUPPLIES
Parkersburg,

W.

Va.

Letters from men
over-seas on the
fighting fronts of
the world are heard
OA er

WPAR

for the

Va. Paint Co.
.\ specially recorded
sound effects disk opens me show. Balance of the weekly half-hour program is
\\\

made up

of letters and music. Listeners
to the station or deliver
them in person to the \\\ \\. Paint Co.,
for airing on Letters from the Fighting

send

letters

Fro tits.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
32).
Automobiles — Mr. Yes and No.
Sport Headlines
Automobiles (Used) — Heartbeats
(Sept., '40, p.
in

(Apr., '42, p. 140).
Jack, the Tire

Expert (May,
—
72).
—
Musical Arithmetic
289).
—Southern Prevuc
222).
Beverages —
—
Homers
Home
Building
58).
on
Air
Commerce—
Chambers
Good Health Program
—The112).
(Nov.,
395).
Agencies —Americans
136).
Dairy Products — Junior Town (Dec,
214).
Dairy Products — Kiddie Quiz
Dairy Products — Young American's Club
110).
Dairy Products —Wealth on Wheels (Nov.,
361).
96).
Dairy Products — Book Exchange
Hardytime
Department
—
35).
Department
—
The
Program (Aug.,
238).
Department
—Woman's Hour
p
178).
Department
—
Down Santa Claus Lane
326).
Department
—
Brownie
p
318).
Department
—
The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
p
379).
Department
Chimney Express
—
p
336).
Department
—
B & M Messenger (Dec,
p
412).
Dry Goods —
Melody (Dec,
423).
Drug
— Years Ago Today (Dec,
146).
Farm
— Feed Lot Question Box (Nov., p
359).
Farm
Our
Cousins
—
277),
Finance— Jumping Frog
253).
Finance—Saga
Savannah
187).
Finance—Something
Think About (Aug.,
p
245).
Finance—
Defense
97).
Finance—We Hold These Truths
59).
Flowers — An Orchid
You
35).
Fuel —Smoke Rings (Dec,
126).
—
Hour (Aug.,
258).
Furs — Hello Gorgeous
32).
—
Home Town
74).
—
PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
134).
—
Your
Scout
130).
——Dunkel
247).
Food Stamp Quiz
33).
—
Matrimonial Market Basket (Dec,
154).
—
Mystery Melody
290).
—(Wholesale)
Mystree Tunes —
163).
—
Hoxie
Reporter
34).
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
74).
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
Air
63).
(Wholesale) — Kitchen
Air
25).
(Wholesale) — Golden Light Money Man
Hardware
—133).
(Nov.,
360).
Home
—Dr.Funny Money
Man
62).

Auto Supplies

'41,

p.

'41,

p.

135).

Bakeries
Bakeries

Pigskin
Materials

(Feb., '41, p.
Plantation (Sept., '41, p.
(Ju., '41, p.
(Feb.,
at

Clifton

of
'42, p. 19).
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110,
Civic

the

(Jan.,

(Mar.-Apr.,

All

'42, p.
'41, p.
(Ju., '41, p.

(Nov.,

'40,

p.

'41,

d.

(Mar., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.

Stores
Stores

(June,

Stores

'41,

(Oct., '41,

Stores

p.

Billie

the

(Oct.,

'41,

Stores

'41,

Stores

(Oct.,

'42,

Stores

'42,

Patterns in
Five
Stores

'42, p.

'40,

Supplies

p,

'41,

Supplies

(Aug., '42, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

City
Jubilee

of

'41,

to

Spelling for

(Mar., '42, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40, p.
'41, p.
(Jan., '42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
'40, p.
Safety
(Apr., '42, p.
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40,
to

Furs

Cocktail

Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Groceries
Groceries
Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

p.

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Fruit

(Jan.,

'41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries

(Oct.,

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

'40, p.

Groceries

(Jan., '42,

of the

p.

Groceries
(Apr., '42, p.
Stores

Furnishings
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Fixit

(Apr., '42, p.

the

'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p.
'42,

p.

(Jan.,

for

Participating

Utilities

Sustaining
Sustaining

Light

the

Reporters (Aug., '41, p.
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p.

'40,

p.

'41

Pollard

p.

Stores

—
—
—
——
—
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
Optometry — Good Morning, Neighbors
35).
Christmas
—Clues
348).
—
on
West (Nov.,
Public
390).
Shoes — Campus
251).
148).
Shoes — Mr.
Time
Shoes —Tick-Tock
207).
Sporting Goods — Alley Dust
177).
Camps
—
310).
—King Contest Club
93).
Taxi Cabs —
132).
Women's Wear — Melodies and Fashions (Nov.,
112).

Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Laundries
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
Manufacturers
389).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June. '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.
246).
Music Stores Kiddies' Revue (Oct., '41, p. 306).

'41, p.

(Feb., '43, p.

SAMPLE TRAXSCRIPTIOXS
Academy Award

(Mar., '43, p. 79).

Adventures with Admiral Byrd (June, '42, p. 212).
Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Apr., '43, p. 127).
Ann of the Airlanes (June, '42, p. 212).
Betty and Bob (Oct., '40, p. 53; Mar., '43, p. 79).
Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p. 284; Mar., '43, p.
101).
Cinnamon Bear (Oct., '41, p. 315).
Dearest Mother (Nov., '41, p. 354).
Doctors Courageous (Ju., '42, p. 230).
Dr. Mac (Aug., '42, p. 276).
The Enemy Within (Jan., '41, p. 18; Mar., '43, p.
101).
Eye-Witness News (Dec, '42, pp. 410, 428).
Five Minute Mysteries (May, '42, p. 170).
Flying for Freedom (Aug., '42, p. 278).
Forbidden Diary (May, '42, p. 173).
Fun With Music (June, '41, p. 162).
Getting the Most Out of Life
196; Mar., '43, p. 100).
I

Am An

American (Feb.,

'42,

Today
p.

(Ju.,

'41,

p.

64; June, '42, p.

187).
Imperial Leader (May, '42, p. 175; Mar., '43, p. 85).
In His Steps (Aug., '42, p. 272).
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror (June, '42, p. 204).
Little by Little House (May, '41, p. 128).
Mama Bloom's Brood (Aug., '41, p. 248).
The Name You Will Remember (Feb., '43, p. 60).
Notes of Love (Mar., '43, p. 100; May, '43, p. 260).
Donald Novis (Mar., '43, p. 78; p. 92).
One for the Book (June, '42, p. 213).
Radio Theatre of Famous Classics (Apr., '42, p. 135).
Santa's Magic Christmas Tree (Oct., '42, p. 344).
The Shadow (Mar., '43, p. 86).
Songs of Cheer and Comfort (June, '42, p. 213).
Sonny Tabor (May, '41, p. 140).
Sons of Freedom (Jan., '43, p. 33).
Sunday Players (Dec, '41, p. 388).
Stella Unger (Feb., '41, p. 56).
Streamlined Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr., '41, p. 90; June,
'42, p. 186; Oct., '42, p. 344; Dec, '42, p. 425).
This is America (June, '42, p. 211; Apr., '43, p. 136).
This Thing Called Love (May, '42, p. 155; Mar., '43,
p. 100).
Touchdown Tips (Ju., '41, p. 218; Ju., '42, p. 230).
True Detective Mysteries (Dec, '42, p. 419).
Twilight Tales (Dec, '41, p. 382).
Voices of Yesterday (Mar., '42. p. 88).
Who's News (Feb., '42, p. 64; Mar., '43, p. 100).
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SHOWMANSCOOPS
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

welcomes unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their radio programs.

Good Deeds Club

M

ORE than 3,500 youngsters jampacked the Palace Theatre, Hamikon, Ontario, to help cut a ten-layer birthday cake for the T. Eaton Company,
Ltd., department store. Novelties, prizes, a recent motion picture comedy and a
full hour birthday show over
CKOC was sponsor's way of celebrating ten consecutive years on
the air, over the same station, at

same time. The Good Deeds
Club has established a record
unique in the history of Canadian broadcasting; over 80,000
the

members have passed
through

the
gates

Deed
its

Good
since

inception.
(For complete details,

see

e Above

.

.

.

Here's the full

^^^V

^^^L

\

^W^

R.S.,

June

^^A

'42,

p. 190).

•
.

.

.

Center

LAC Brian

Coleman, of the
R.C.A.F., receives
a

special

award

on

the tenth anniversary show.
He was the first watch win-

ner in March, 1933. Presentation is made by funster Wilf Machin, whos<

various costumes kepi
things lively.

RADIO SHOWMANSHI

COMMENT:
first

Sponsor here

is

among

the

to see the possibilities of a radio tie-

up

for its type of business. Certainly, the
partnership is one that might well be
tried in other parts of the country. In
radio, distributors generally have found

AIRING

an excellent method of keeping

retailers

in the groove.

THE NEW
Aviation
New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Amusements
As Anieiican as
cream sodas or iced drinks

NINE O'CLOCK CLUB
baseball, ice
is

that standby of taverns, cafes, hotels

and drive-in sandwich shops, the jukebox. To keep the nickels coming in to
these places, as well as to skating rinks,
beer parlors, and drug stores, the Fairway Amusement Co., distributors and
servicers of nickelodians

and reproduc-

ing machines in Northeast Mississippi,
took to ^VCBI, Columbus.

Broadcasts consist of 30-minutes of
transcribed and recorded music, four
times weekly. All selections are those
currently featured on machines placed

by Fairway. Individual announcements
plug the location, service and merchandise of business establishments using this
service. Purpose: a sponsor salute to dealers. Emphasis is put on specific hit tunes
I

!

I

I

i

featured on the machines in the establishment getting the plug.

To keep

the music going round and
round: courtesy pre-announcements on
WCBI, news stories and advertisements,
plus word-of-mouth fan fare by sponsor's salesmen.

A girl and boy combination announcing
team handle the program in a song and patter arrangement, complete with the sound effect of dropping the nickel in the slot.

AIR FAX:

M &

C HOUSE PARTY

\\

hen CKBI

gather 'round for the ^veekly

listeners

M

half-hour
& C House Party, it's on
the house as far as the
2c C Aviation
Co. is concerned. Talent and production
is all in the day's ^vork for company employees, with the company orchestra and
chorus getting upstage positions.

M

As a repair depot for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta training planes

M

at R.C.A.F. Air Schools,
& C Aviation has a dual problem of employee
morale and public good will. Convinced
that
er C House Party unties both
knots is adman Gordon Smith. Company
produced, the shoes' gives employees
plenty of rope. It also serves to give the
public a look-see at the war job
& C

M

M

doing.

is

AIR FAX: While

the program format is changed from
time to time, the show has piled up a record of 52
performances.
First Broadcast: February, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 8:30-9:00 P.M.

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor:
& C Aviation Co.

M

Station:

CKBI, Prince

Power: 1,000
Population:

Albert, Sask.

watts.

12,290.

COMMENT: Top

honors go to radio for
building attributes. For a
sponsor with nothing to sell other than
a good name, good entertainment is the
quickest way to convince a public that
the sponsor is in name and in deed, a
its

good

good

Avill

fellow.

First Broadcast:

January, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M., T., Thrs., Sat.,

P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Local Transcribed.
Sponsor: Fairway Amusement Co.
Station: WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Power: 250 watts.
Population:

15,467.

MAY, 1943

9:00-9:30

Department Stores
BIGELOW'S BREVITIES BiGELOw's 21gun sah o to persons doing their part in
the fight for freedom is one reason for
sponsor's daily five-minute claim to

165

fame. Heralded with fanfare as "the biggest little

program on the

air," the pro-

heard over KHJ, Los Angeles, and KGB,
San Diego.

gram incorporates

into 300 seconds of
time a short biographical salute to a
local service man, and one chorus of a
air

AIR FAX:

patriotic variety program, the 9:55

program includes information,
music, commercial and a war bond plug.
Salute to local soldiers, sailors, marines,
nurses, AVAACS and \VAVES is the bargain item which sells the show to
P.M.

WJTN

listeners, Jamestown, N. Y. To immediate families of recipients of a Service-

man's Salute go duplicate copies of
scripts. Stop-watch check on Bigelow's
commercial: 20 to 30 seconds.

Schedule:

9:30 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Nelson Douglas Co.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles, CaL
Power: 5,000 watts.
Agency: Barton A. Stebbins.

popular record.

A

December, 1942.
Tuesday and Thursday, 9:15-

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

COMMENT:
dound

Service features which reto sponsor's prestige are gilt edge

stock which advertisers cash in on over
the long pull. Here is another example
of how new-to-radio accounts are finding
this advertising medium an invaluable
side-kick.

AIR FAX: Program

director AI Spokes emcees the
uses a rapid-fire, punch delivery. Music ties
up with the salute as much as possible. Newspaper
ads and courtesy announcements got the show off to
a good start.

show,

First Broadcast:

February

4,

Friday,

9:55-

10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Spotlight Bands.
Followed By: News Commentary.
Sponsor: Bigelow's Department Store.
Station: WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 45,155.

Local names make news,
who hear relatives and
friends saluted in conjunction with

Good

listeners.
sor's sales

to

the

war make good

listeners take the spon-

hurdle in

stride.

Finance
makes the
by the lengths to which man has gone
to acquire something for the old sock.
is

completely

struggle

for

bread and butter.

What
What is

is

its

its

front

man

While no

War Commentary
KWIL.

as

over

special

promotions or mer-

have been used^
Calkins Finance has jumped its vol-

That money is what
wheels go round is attested to

often its significance
forgotten in the age-old

men, big and little, and when
upsets the financial apple cart, the
little man is apt to wonder "What now?'
Since war and finance
go hand in hand, the
Calkins Finance Co.,
Corvallis and Albany,
Ore., selected Today's

chandising

BUSY MONEY

Too

WAR COMMENTARY War

it

people

contributions

TODAY'S
affects all

COMMENT:
and

Finance

1943.

Monday through

Broadcast Schedule:

money? What

are its uses?
significance to persons who

for it and live on it? No stumper
for the Nelson Douglas Co., investment
house in l.os Angeles, Cal., were these

tie-ins

ume of loans since program got under
way. Script includes local opening, closing and middle commercial, and the
United Press daily script release.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: January 2, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 12:05-12:10 P.M.

Preceded By: Hi-Noon.
Followed By: Theatre News.
Sponsor: Calkins Finance Co.
Station: KWIL, Albany, Ore.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 7,439.
Producer: United Press.

work

To give the layman the lowdown, sponsor picked San Diego businessman Ed Hope as commentator on
this
bi-weekly quarter-hour program
questions.
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COMMENT: Innumerable

surveys poin!
the fact that war has made radic
news sky rocket to fame and fortune,
Sponsors who ride the crest of listenei
preference are almost certain to come

up

out on top.

When

such news

offerings|

RADIO SHOWM ANSH

I

F

i

directly tie-in

with the war, listener

in-

Groceries
CLOSE-UP OF THE FIGHTING FRONTS
AMiile the outcome of battles on land,
sea or air

man,

is

keeps
one.

have
these

hang

of vital importance to every
child, the force which

woman and
listeners

more news

demanding more and

a personal, down-to-earth
Few are the families who do not
a personal stake in the outcome of
battles; the lives of their men folk
in the balance.

To
cals,

is

home ties. Chemimakers of Vano, a liquid

help bind the
Inc.,

household cleanser, offers a C lose-Up of
the Fighting Fronts. Listeners to the
^veekly show are asked by commentator
Deane Dickason, to send specific questions on the fighting fronts which most
interest them. Answers to these queries
fill

AIR FAX: When

Chemicals, Inc. took on the Sunday
had a Hooperating of 11.3. It is heard
over KQW, San Francisco, Cal.; KNX, Hollywood;
KARM, Fresno, and KROY, Sacramento.
First Broadcast: January 24, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 9:15-9:30 P.M.
Preceded By: William Winter.
it

Followed By: The Whistler.
Sponsor: Chemicals, Inc.

KQW, KNX, KARM, KROY.

Station:

of the soil estimate that some 18,000,000
Victory Gardens will be planted this
spring. Many of these gardeners will
have never grown their own vegetables
before, won't know a seed from a seedling.

To help increase the nation's food
production, give the Victory Gardener
seeds of wisdom planned to bear fruit
in bigger and better gardens, the York
(Pa.) Paint & Hardware Co. took to the

WSBA

air lanes.

While the commercials

are institutional in nature, sponsor took on the
seasonal program to promote Schell
seeds. Listeners in the ten minute series
are offered 12 packet of seeds, and a
book on Victory Crardening for one dollar.

in the quarter-hour.

offering,

probably will be for some time to come.
of the main methods of combatting food shortages is to bring the
porch chair sitter down to earth, make
him a Victory Gardener. Expert tillers

And one

zooms upward.

terest

Agency: Sidney Garfinkel Advertising Agcy.

COMMENT:

There's a new day coming
the world will indeed be a small
place. At war's end, new markets will
open up in all parts of the globe, and
the people of this conti-

AIR FAX: Ten minute

feature

is

a part of the

WSBA

women's hour, Don't Listen, Men. Theme song:
Covent Garden Memories. Bulletins available from
the WSBA wire service, Q.W.I, and Department of
Agricultural releases are the cold frames out
which the seedlings of wisdom are uprooted.
First Broadcast: March 1, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Ten minutes daily.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Nutrition for Victory.
sponsor: York Paint & Hardware Co.
Station: WSBA, York, Pa.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 56,712.

of

when

nent will

have new pas-

explore. Of real
\ alue both for the present
and for the future are
broadcasts which help fatures

to

miliarize audiences with
^vhat were before, almost

unknown

sections

of

the

world.

Hardware Stores
VICTORY GARDENER
Food

is

subject

the

Number One

on the home

MAY, 1943

front,

COMMENT:

Word of caution: timing is
of vital significance in a seasonal program of this kind. If informational seeds are planted
too early in the season before listeners get spring
fever, results are apt to be
slow in germinating. Too,
if
such programs are to
-.^^
.

t::y^J

maximum service,
sponsor should plan to fol-

give

low through the campaign
with suggestions on garden
care throughout the summer. Here is a sure-fire

method

of getting the backing of public minded citizens anxious to contribute
to the war effort.
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Manufacturers

EVEREADY MORNING SERENADE
Morning, and music with a lift, is the
Canadian National Carbon Co.'s formula for a bull's eye campaign centered
around the conservation of batteries.
For rural and village residents, bright
melody comes their way in a weekly
half-hour offering at 7:30 A.M. Between
tunes, CKWS listeners in Kingston, Ontario, get the correct time.

As a 52-week institutional venture for
EvEREADY Batteries, the program also
plugs Canadian Red Cross, similar

To

further extend
conservation appeal for radio

enterprises.
its

flashlights

batteries,

and

from machine to finished product used
by fighting men.
In tribute to employees, the 30-minute worker-morale program goes on the
air every Sunday at 2:00 P.M., with repeat broadcasts on the following Monday at 9:15 P.M., and Tuesday at 6:15
A.M. Presentation in triplicate assures
an audience of workers on various shifts.

WROK

Developed by
commercial
manager John J. Dixon, Soldiers of Industry combines news and drama. First
quarter-hour is devoted to flash news of
personnel activities in each plant. Factory personnel managers in
each plant keep up the

"B"

flow

AIR FAX:

now in service, and
of employee bowling matches, other sports
ployees

results
First

1943.
Broadcast

Broadcast:

Schedule:

February

Friday,

12,

7:30-8:00

activities.

A.M.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Canadian National Carbon Co.
Station: CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population:

31,703.

Agency: Locke-Johnson

8C

Co., Toronto.

COMMENT:

Flexibility has long been
recognized by sponsors as one of the
major assets of radio advertising. A program which appeals to the desired audience is the prime factor in putting over
almost any advertising message.

15-minute portion

Last

features the dramatic tribute to workers of one of
the participating plants.
Main object of program:
to impress upon each worker, the importance of his job. Transcriptions are
available for play-back in plants each

week.
AIR FAX:

Cost of series is pro-rated to each factory
according to its size. All scripts are submitted to the

local ofKce of the Chicago
proval.

Manufacturers
SOLDIERS OF INDUSTRY Average factory workers, the fellows on the machine,
or the girls in the office, often don't realize the importance of the job at hand.
Because the work of the day is also the
humdrum peace time job, the connection between job and men on battlefronts seems remote.

To bring home to the worker that he
responsible for making goods that will
win the war was the job which 12 major
war plants in Rockford, 111., set for
themselves. Through dramatic episodes
aired over
Soldiers of Industry
pictures the production of certain items
is

WROK,

168

personal items

of

about individuals, portions
of letters from former em-

sponsor includes a
dash of news, and a sprinkling
of agricultural news.
batteries,

Ordnance

District for

Ap-

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 2:00-2:30 P.M.; Monday, 9:15-9:30 P.M.; Tuesday, 6:15-6:45 P.M.
Sponsor: American Cabinet Hardware Corp.; Cotta
Transmission Corp.; George D. Roper Corp.; Greenlee Bros. & Co.; Ingersoll Milling Machine Co.;
Mattison Machine Works; Mechanics Universal Joint
Co.; National Lock Co.; Rockford Drilling Machine
Co.; Rockford Machine Tool Co.; Sundstrand Machine Tool Co., and the Woodward Governor Co.
Station: WROK, Rockford, 111.

Power: 1,000 (d).
Population: 100,179.

COMMENT: While

pre-radio personnel

work was confined more or

less

within

the plant walls, radio has given industry a new tool which cuts a deep impression not only with employees but also
with entire coimnunities. The personalized note which radio conveys is an invaluable asset to large corporations who
have suffered from the charge of being
impersonal. Through radio such busi-

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

nesses may come
friendlv manner.

to

life

in

a

human,

keep the base theatre

air base

filled

with

Newspaper publicity and air
announcements whet the general

rookies.
teaser

ptiblic's appetite.

Manufacturers
MARCHING ALONG TOGETHER Almost
holding the battle lines
is the all-important problem of holding
the worker in defense plants. To recruit
important

as

as

now on its staff,
Lomb Optical Co., mak-

employees, retain those
the

Bausch

ers

of

&:

and

lenses

optical

equipment,

went radio in a big wav.
Each week a member of the B

ers

studio
First

Broadcast:

:^-

L

tells

Marching Along Together.

November

1942.

25,

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 7:458:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Farm Show.
Followed By: Variety.
Sponsor: Banfield Bros. Packing Co.
Station:

KSAL,

Power: 1,000
Population:

of his job in the all-out effort of the company to maintain production records. Highlighted arc professional people, others who followed entirely
different lines of work before the war,
whose stories are of particular interest to
possible recruits, fellow employees, oth-

family

Conunercials are read from the KSAL
before and after each quarter-hour program.

air FAX:

Salina, Ka.

watts.

21,073.

COMMENT:

^Vell worth

cultivating

is

will of the men in the armed
forces who will be the consumers of the
future. W^hile amateur shows in some

the

good

communities die a natural death for lack
of adequate talent, sponsors of army programs of this kind are assured of a large
niniiber of skilled entertainers from
^vhich to draw program talent.

AIR FAX:

Piece de resistance of the 20-ininute offering: music by station staff orchestra, with guest soloists. Show is scheduled for a 26 week run.

Tirst

November

Broadcast:

1.

Sponsor: Bausch
Station:

WHAM.

& Lomb

Optical Co.

Rochester,

N. Y.

Power: 50.000 watts.
Population: 437,027.

COMMENT:

Advertisers

with

nothing

to sell direct to the public are finding

new uses for radio. Sponsors without
number are finding radio an invaluable
personnel aid and an excellent medium
for garnering new employees.

Meat Products
Wiih boredom and inaction the chief enemy of the armed forces
not yet over seas, public relations officers have gone out for camp talent productions in a big way. Cooperating in
just such an enterprise, also giving the
home folks a look-see. is the Banfield
AIR CORPS

Meat Packing
Monday thiough

Bros.

Co.

Saturday, for 13
weeks, an all air corps talent show goes
out over the KSAL ether waves. Broadcasts originate from the air-base at Salina, Ka., are transmitted by remote control to civilian audiences. Production is
supervised by public relation officers.
Notices on everv bulletin board at the

MAY,

1943

Newspapers

1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday. 6:10-6:30 P.M.

NEWS

MUSIC

Signs of the times
have it -that soap operas for afternoon
listening are washed up. Up a tree for
a substitute to successfully woo the feminine audience is the sponsor who sees
old faithful on the skids. No wash board
blues were sung at AVTIL. Philadelphia,
Pa. Radio listeners are offered five solid
hours of news and music every after'N'

noon.
This spanking new all-afternoon program is designed to give most afternoon
radio listeners what surveys show they
want most to listen to. In simple arithmetic, it's 5 X 60 miniues of Neius-'n'-

Music,

Monday through

Friday.

A

cooperative venture with the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, all the knowhow of the Evening Bulletin and \\TIL
are going into this streamlined program.

Boake Carter, H. R. Baukhage, and fotir
shots of news from the Evening Bulletin
news room, keep listeners posted on
latest news events. A 1:30 P.^I. Cash on
the Line offering caters to the gimme
trade. Headline Xews on the Half Hour
mixes with Bob Crosby, Dinah Shore,
Rtidy \'allee, Guy Lombardo, other
musical big-wigs heard via transcription
in this exclusiAe

arrangement.
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AIR FAX:

Newcasts are edited by ace newsman Hal
stories were read by the 625,-

Hadley whose feature
000 Evening Bulletin

readers.

February 15, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 12:00
(Noon) -5:00 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Station:

WFIL,

Power: 1,000
Population:

Philadelphia,

Pa.

watts.

2,081,602.

COMMENT: When

a program change
pleases the public, and builds audiences^
it isn't necessary to theorize about it.
program of this kind delivers an audience to an advertiser without high talent costs, offers the advertising world its
first real bonus since the Crossley ratings made a business out of a game.

A

Opticians

SHOPPERS EXPRESS

Gas rationing

going to eliminate trips to a town's
main shopping center, but at the same
time, shops in outlying sections are
going to get the once-over from canny
housewives bent on saving both silver
pieces and black gold. Like the gingham
dog and the calico cat, merchants on the
main stem and those in Austin's (Tex.)
hinterland, are side by side on the Shopisn't

pers Express.

With plenty of stops for its participating sponsors' sales messages, the
quarter-hour goes on its musical way
three times a week. Show has also been
used as a community feature, with spots
limited to a single shopping district.
Train pulling away irovQ. station is the

KNOW

sound

effect

used to open and close each

show.
AIR FAX:
Broadcast

What most

concerns Mr. and Mrs. Citizen these days,
aside from the progress of the war? Rationing is the key to the answer. When
America swung over from a land of
plenty to a land of scarcity, lifelong habits had to be changed. Bewildered housewives put favorite recipes on the back
shelves, engage in a frantic search for
substitutes which require less butter,
sugar, other rationed items.

In Amarillo, Tex., Red & White
Stores stepped to the fore. Information
on food rationing, victory gardening, the
part food plays in the maintenance of
good health and wartime menus are all
a part of Food for Freedom. Program
heard twice weekly over KGNC.

is

When

sponsor offered listeners holdcomplete stock
of 1,500 were mailed out within a few
days after two 30-word announcements
acquainted the public with the offer.
Mail came from all sections of the Panhandle.
ers for ration books, the

a

To get the program off to a good start,
two week's build-up preceded the first

of the series. Newspaper ads and station
plugs created a tailor made audience.

AIR FAX: Program

is
arranged and presented
staff member Margaret King, with the
cooperation of the local Agricultural Agent.

KGNC

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

March 3, 1943.
Wednesday,

Schedule:

Friday,

by
full

8:45-9:00

A.M.
Preceded By: Classified ads.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Red 8C White Food Stores.
Station: KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Population: 51,792.

First Broadcast:

Schedule:

March, 1942.

Monday,

Wednesday,

Friday,

10:30-10:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Sidney Mosley.
Followed By: Yankee House Party.
Sponsor: Dr. A. Burstyn, Optometrist and Manufacturing
Optician;
Rosedale Drug Store;
Redd
Grocery & Market, others.
Station: KNOW, Austin, Tex.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 87,930.

COMMENT:

Small advertisers operating
on a limited budget can reap some of
the rewards from radio advertising
through participating program of this
kind, even though they can't afford to
run their own cjuarter-hour.
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Groceries

FOOD FOR FREEDOM

COMMENT:
ting a

Service features are fast get-

monopoly on commercial broad-

casting. Programs offered for the personal benefit of consumers find ready
acceptance in times like these. Certainly,

a

program which

helps listeners get
the greatest possible

value

out

of

what they have

is

the silver lining in
the dark cloud on
the food horizon.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

I

P

COMMENT: Widespread

SHOWMANSHIP

public acceptance of a product through appeal to the
small fry has put sponsors without number on the sales map. Dealer tie-in, here,
is another all-to-the-good factor.

IN ACTION

Department Stores
PASSING THE BUCK

WSIX

By

a simple twist

NashTenn., find themselves at Camp
Campbell, Ky., raring to carry on with

of the switch,

listeners in

ville,

Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

To every soldier
the H. J. Grimes Co.,
department store, passes a box instead
of the buck. For every soldier and his
girl friend who gets by the WSIX quizzinquisitor with a correct answer there is
a surprise gift. If the contestant misses a
question in this weekly half-hour quiz
show, he passes the box down the line
to the person next up.
the

Old Army Game!

who
Dairies

No more avid admirer of
cowboy can be found than packs the
Olympic Theatre, Watertown, N. Y.,

DAIRYLEA
the

every Saturday at 1:30 P.M. just a jump
ahead of the matinee.
radio station favorites, Gerry MacGee and his
cowboys are the come-on in the halfhour kiddie talent program bankrolled
by Dairylea Ice Cream.

WATN

Auditions are held weekly and all
comers are set up to an ice cream Dixie.
Weekly show awards of $3, |2, and $1
for three best-in-show are supplemented
with certificates for one quart of any
flavor Dairylea ice cream for all entrants.

Posters in store windows, and slides
advertising the program as a part of
each day's theatre showing keep audiences pepped up and coming. Showmanstunt: an album of patriotic war heroes
for 24 ice cream Dixie containers. Merchants for 50 miles carrying Dairylea
products get weekly mention on the program, with commercials woven into the

program itself.
While Dairylea recognizes that governmental action may change the ice
cream set-up, it feels that new products
it took on would hit the kiddie market,
and it wants to keep its name before the
small fry for the duration.
AIR FAX:

Broadcast

Schedule:

Saturday,

P.M.
Sponsor: Dairylea Ice Cream.

WATN, Watertown, N. Y.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 114,412.
Station:

MAY,

1

943

falls in line,

Thirty questions are fired into the
by emcee. Private Jack Barnett,

lines

and contestants

try their luck at answer-

as: ''When you start
from scratch, from what do you begin?"
Audience enthusiasm doesn't start from
scratch; each week WSIX station talent
does a 45-minute show preceding the

ing such questions

broadcast to get the quiz audience

one Camp Campbell unsung hero.
Example: the man behind the bugle
which wakes up the army in the morning, puts

it

to sleep at night.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: January, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Confidentially Yours.
Followed By: Spotlight Bands.

Sponsor: H.
Station:

J.

WSIX,

Grimes Co.
Nashville, Tenn.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

167,402.

COMMENT:

Sponsors have numerous
wartime jobs to do, and not the least of
these is that of providing entertainment
for the enlisted personnel.

1:30-2:00

set.

Used purely for institutional advertising, the program features each week

Only

in radio,

does an advertiser get full credit for the
editorial content of his program, and a
public service feature is almost certain
to build prestige for today and sales for

tomorrow.
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Department Stares

SEAMAN'S FUR VEST CAMPAIGN
Warm and comfortable are CK\VS listeners in Kingston, Ontario,

when

they

Joseph Abramskv & Sons,
Ltd. daily musical program. It's dark on
the cold grey waters of the North Atlantic where a man stands watch on a merchantman, or paces the deck of a delisten to the

stroyer.

To help Kingston residents supply
their quota of the promised 10,000 fur
vests per year to be given to Allied sailors in the Seaman's Fiu" \'est AVar ProAbramsky took on sponsorship of
the quarter-hour. Listeners are reminded of the old fur coat hanging in the

ject,

closet, urged to send any old
Abramsky's or to CKAVS.

To

furs

to

up

donations, once a week
department store sponsor offers to

this

step

send cigarettes to any ser^iceman designated by the donor of a coat. First cigarette offer brought in 26 coats within
the hour! Listeners who contribute furs
receive a receipt, which is followed bv
the official card of acknowledgement
thanking them for their contribution for
the men ^vho go doAvn to sea in ships.
AIR FAX:

Entertainment portion of the program is
provided by staff pianist Bruce Tremeer.
First Broadcast: February 18, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, quar-

ter-hour.

Sponsor: Joseph Abramsky & Sons, Ltd.
Station: CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 31,703.

COMMENT:

Sponsors who help fan the
flames of ci\ilian patriotism are doing
long
no small part in the ^var effort.
record of service to a community is still
the best way of insuring business survival, and radio is well established as
an advertising service media.

A

Drug Stares
UNCLE
once

in

WCHS
do

just

iSAM

awhile. I listen to you."
that!

WCHS.
172

OWI

me
And

luncheons and club meetstores. To one and all
he passed out complimentary tickets to
the radio show, which read: "Complimentary Ticket, courtesy of Cohen Drug
Stores, WCHS, 5:00 P.M., Daily. Seat:

e\ery where;

ings, streets

Your

ozv?i

and

arm

chair."

Clerks in the seven Cohen stores gave
away pencils in assorted colors which
bore news of the show. A special windo^^
display constructed in a downtown Cohen
store gave time-and-station data. Blotters distributed to high school students.
1,000 strong, carried along the good

word. Announcements were run in all
drug bulletins and in the newspapers.
Special signs
tie-in

and

displays

had

a direct

with Vitamin departments in

all

Cohen Drug

Stores.
Indication that showmanship and
sales are cut from the same pattern: all

Cohen Drug Stores have observed

a

marked

increase in their X'itamin departments, the subject of most opening
and closing commercials.

air FAX: Produced by OWI,

the transcribed series
brings news of the war effort, at home and abroad,
dramatic style. Contract in Charleston is for 52
weeks. Cohen's also sponsors another daily 15-minute musical show now in its sixth year. Uncle Sam
program was prepared by such well known script writers as Don Quinn of Fibber McGee and Molly fame,
Carroll Carroll of the Bing Crosby program, and
Carlton Morse of One Man's Family. Series as heard
in

in Charleston was planned as a six-point campaign by
promotion manager Sam Molen.
First Broadcast: February 8. 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 5:005:15 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: 10-2-4 Ranch.
Sponsor: Cohen Drugs.
Station: WCHS. Charleston, W. Va.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 80,996.

COMMENT: Dozens

of new and steady
advertisers ha^ e come to know the power that is radio's through such programs
as the Uncle Sa?ii broadcasts. While
many of these sponsors are in the heavy
industries group, others are in categories

frequently patronizing radio

facilities.

listen to

listeners in Charleston,

Cohen Drug
of this

"You oughta

Uncle Sam mixed with the crowds in
downtown Charleston. I'ncle Sam was

W.

Va.,

Groceries

The come-on: when
Stores started sponsorship

transcribed program over
a college student dressed up as

IN THE WAR \\ hat is
New Mexico doing in the w?r effort?
Charles Ilfeld, jobbers and wholesalers

NEW MEXICO

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

hardware and general merwanted to know. To get the
answer it turned to KOB, Albuquerque,
X. M., listeners. Each week children sixteen years old or under get a chance to
^sin a S25 AVar Bond, or, as second prize,
of groceries,

ber, 1942,

chandise,

\V^\YS

world globe. ^Vhat it takes to be in
the running: an essay on the subject,
]VJiat Our Community is Doing in the

child's

War

his

a S15

when sponsor

first

took to the

stumbling blocks to
business gain have been removed.
Climax to the quarter-hour weekly
offering is the drawing of three A-B-C
blocks from a box, one at a time. It's
air-lanes, all

play to get the ten buck cash
award; the first person to telephone at
program's close, using all three letters in

counties.

name, gets the folding money. If
winner owns a cleaning or laundry ticket
from the Charlotte Laundry, for the
past w^eek, sponsor comes clean, divvies

tains

up

Effort.

Each ^veek the prize is put up for a
certain specified county or groups of
Thirty-minute offering coninformation regarding the part
being played by the various commun-

ities
and counties in the war effort.
Program itself is composed of a histori-

cal sketch of the county or counties
under consideration, and gives details

regarding Tvar work and production.
Music, some of it supplied by schools,
supplements the material.
No commercial copy whatever, except
sponsor's name is carried on the program. To get the show off to a good
5,000 letters were sent to state
educators. All state newspapers carried
advertisements, and a full page was used
in the magazine of the state educational
start,

association. Active supervisor of the program: Earl L. Moulton, president of the
Charles Ilfeld Co.

AIR FAX: Broadcast Schedule:

Friday, 7:00-7:30

P.M.

Sponsor: Charles Ilfeld Co.

a $15 bonus.
Sponsor has made it pay to be a Charlotte Laundry ctistomer. Each time the
fifteen simoleon bonus goes unclaimed,
it is added to bonus prize money for the

next ^veek.
air FAX:

First Broadcast: September, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 8:15-8:30 P.M.

Preceded By: Watch the World Go By.
Followed By: Bulldog Drummond.
Sponsor: Charlotte Laundry.
Station:

WAYS,

Charlotte,

N. C.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 100,089.

COMMENT:

Legion are the deviations
in which the listener
stands a chance to profit. Certainly when
such a sho-^v is used, not as a flash in the
pan, but as a steady business builder

on the money show

over a period of time, it serves its function of getting new customers and keeping old customers.

KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 35,449.
Station:

COMMENT:

sponsor's literarea
is sufficiently extensive to insure a constant flow of student literary efforts, a
program of this kind is an excellent entre to the schools,
and hence to the home. Local
pride in war achievements also
carries over to pride in the
prestige and community standing of the advertiser.

Newspapers

\\liere

BOMBARDIER QUIZ
ing

room point

\\ elcome to standare servicemen at the

Laundries

MAY, 1943

mm

ABC

Simple as
is the
Charlotte Laundry's method
of garnering new accounts in
Charlotte, N. C. Since Septem-

A-B-C

_^

111

tntitn

2

III! nil

ill
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KHJ studio broadcasts of Bomhardier Quiz, although for others, admission to the Los Angeles Daily News
offering is by ticket only. Skipper Stu
Wilson with chief aid Jim Doyle conduct the question-and-answer audience
participation show in front of a big
board bearing painted warships. Conweekly

who

correctly answer listenersent questions get to toss darts at balloons attached to battleships.
pierced
balloon gives contestant credit for sinking enemy ship, nets the dart thrower
\Var Bond or Stamps prize. Cash prizes
testants

A

total

houses of jive cats anxious to see in the
flesh their musical hero of the air. For
the stay-at-homes throughout the country, KOA made a pick up, and broadcast
Tommy Dorsey's unit to the entire NBC
network.
AIR FAX: One

of the heavy tobacco company contributors to radio advertising expenditures, Brown 8C
Williamson Tobacco Co. believes not only in one
good program, but believes in radio so strongly that
it uses
two other weekly programs.

Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.

$125 per show.

COMMENT:
AIR FAX:

Scheduled for 26 weeks, the show is scripted
by Jim Doyle. Spot announcements, letters to war
plants who provide participants in the show, direct
mail invitations to men in uniform relayed through
USO organizations, whet audience interest, keep the
studio jam-packed.

Broadcast: October 1, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Anything for a Laugh.

First

tiser

who wants

to get the

radio advertising dollar

Followed By: Pass in Review.
Sponsor: Los Angeles Daily News.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

AVhile local merchants do
not have available the jack-pot advertising budgets expended by national advertisers, the basic elements of showmanship and entertainment are common denominators. Certainly the local adver-

a careful

gander

at the

most

for his

might well take
methods used by

bigtime advertisers.

1,497,074.

COMMENT: Sponsors who come up
with new variants on the old quiz-show
pattern find that such programs still
pull

capacity audiences, create large
audience followings. Extra element of
chance here further arouses the competitive spirit, makes for additional excite-

ment and

interest.

Department Stores

LUCKY LADY

Breezy store talk and a

day is the combination
that rings the bell for Sears, Roebuck &
Co., Columbus, Ga. Lucky Lady whose
telephone goes jingle-jangle has only to
program. At stake:
identify the
two Annie Oaklies awarded by a local
theatre for the program plug.
telephone

call a

WRBL

Tobaccos

TOMMY DORSEY Hand

glove go
radio performances which boost entertainers to stardom and public appearances of these celebrities. While network
programs spread good fellowship into
in

AIR FAX:

First

Broadcast: July 25,

Broadcast Schedule:

1942.

Monday through

Friday,

11:30-

things

that

11:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Farm and Home.
Sponsor: Sears, Roebuck 8C Co.
Station: WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Power: 250 watts.

homes without number, road tours with
plenty of stops are a sure way of putting
the stamp of local approval on bigtime

COMMENT:

advertisers.

count in programs of

For the Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., NBC network sponsors of Tom-

Lady must know the name of the program. That one fact, spread from house-

my

wife to housewife, can result in an ever
increasing audience of receptive buyers.
Compare the technique, if you will, to a
chain letter, or a snow-ball rolling down

Dorsey's orchestra, this procedure
just the ticket in Denver, Col.
Booked for a week's engagement at the

was

R-K-O Orpheum,
his

174

orchestra

Tommy

played

to

Dorsey and
jam-packed

Population:

61,000.

It's

the

little

this type.

Lucky

hill.

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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calls eight
is

names, and each person called

awarded two

tickets to a

Des Moines

theatre. In addition, if these persons have cash register receipts dated
(la.)

PROOF 0' THE

preceding week from any Thrift
Super Market, they send in a brief
statement on what they like about
the

Way

PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

Way

stores. Hook: writer rethe amount of his cash register
receipt in cash, up to five dollars. Convinced that the show has built up busiis adman Bortell.
ness for Thrift
During its first few weeks, about 15 per
cent of those called had Thrift
register receipts, were thus eligible for
the prize. Now the average is 35 per
cent each week, and customers, instead
of dropping receipts on the floor, take
register receipts with them.

Thrift
ceives

Way

Way

Groceries

THE GIFT MAN

Two

specific

purposes

Way

Super
of Thrift
Market executives and advertising counsel, when The Gift Man first hit the
airwaves as a KSO Friday night feature.
^\

ere in the

minds

Twelve months later, Baxter Dixon, general admanager, Glenn Bortell and Fairall Advertising Agency account executive J. S. McLaren took a gander at the
show's progress.
Definitely had The Gift
his goal: extra emphasis on

Man

reached

Thrift

Way

and merchandise at week's end
when buying is heaviest; emphasis on
Thrift Way Friday Tribune ad at the
time when the ad was in the home. Too,
program had led many customers to in-

air FAX: Same

sponsor has a quarter hour musical
show three mornings a week on the same station,
although Tune Time has no direct hook-up with

The
First

Gift

Man.

Broadcast:

November, 1941.

Broadcast Schedule:

Friday,

6:15-6:30 P.M.

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: The Lone Ranger.
Sponsor: Thrift Way Super Market.
Station: KSO, Des Moines, la.

Power: 5,000 watts.
167,048.
Agency: Fairall Advertising Agency.

Population:

stores

crease their grocery purchases in order to
get as near the five dollar gift limit as
possible.

On

The
Store

each broadcast,

The

Gift

Man

COMMENT:

Valuable are the tips on
what the public likes and wants in service and merchandise which come with
testimonial letters. Sponsors who
a plan for radio, determine in
advance just what objectives they want
to achieve, are almost certain to reach
the goal.
the

work out

Man and
Manager Lamb

Gift

MAY,

1

943
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FORME
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Bakeries

TIME SIGNALS "Since September
1940, we have been advertising over

15,
sta-

tion

WOL,

and

find that since starting, our sales of

using time signals,

at present

Bamby Bread

and Bamby Fa-Mus
Cakes have increased 100 per cent. Statistics show that
carries 100 per
cent of our advertising! Never before in
the history of the Holzbeierlein Bakery have we found such a successful

WOL

medium

of

and

quality

telling

flavor of

public of the

the

and

is broadcast on a 13-week contract,
with the intention of continuing for a
period of one year. Results have been
favorable, with an increasing number of
letters from boys and girls, ages 10 to 16,
requesting application blanks for membership in the Junior Air Reserve.
"The Scramble program is being advertised in 600 local grocery outlets in
the Los Angeles area by counter cards
and recipe folders using LA Nut Peanut Butter."

RUTH

Bamby Bread."

H. H. HOLZBEIERLEIN
President
Holzbeierlein & Sons, Inc.

First

Broadcast: September 15,

Authentic news about the aviation industry
brings aviation war heroes and nationally prominent
people to the microphone each week for interview in
this Blue Network live feature available for local
sponsorship. Show is prepared by the National Aeronautical Association, with the approval of the U. S.
Army Air Forces for the promotion of air-mindedness among youngsters. Small fry are invited to join
the Junior Air Reserve, may organize a Flight or

1940.

Broadcast Schedule: Six daily time signals.
sponsor: Holzbeierlein 8C Sons, Inc.

WOL, Washington, D. C.
1,000 watts.
Population: 521,886.

Station:

Power:

COMMENT: That
make bread

radio

sales rise

is

Squadron
First

the yeast to
the experience
is

of sponsor here. Quality products combined with consistent radio advertising
turned the trick. To the doubting
Thomas who asks if radio can carry the
entire promotion load for an advertiser,
a 100 per cent business increase is the
voice of authority!

Friday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Meet Your Navy.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: LA Nut House.
Station: KECA, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.

Broadcast Schedule:

Population:

1,497,074.

Agency: Western Advertising.
Producer: Blue Network.

COMMENT:

sponsored by

Butter on KECA, Los
Friday of each week at

With this combination, sponsor here
may well be prepared to watch a take-

''Scramble

is

LA Nut Peanut

Angeles, Cal.,
7:30 P.M. Sponsor

is LA Nut House,
manufacturers of food products which
include peanut butter, potato chips and
package nut meats.

"The program
176

own bailiwick.
November 20, 1943.

in their

Broadcast:

Current as a new dollar is
a program which brings youngsters and
their intense enthusiasm for aviation together. Too, juvenile offerings with
good merchandising angles are as hard
to come by as C cards for motorists.

Groceries

SCRAMBLE

FREDRICKS

air FAX:

Washington, D. C.
air FAX:

K.

Production Manager
Western Advertising Agency
Los Angeles, Cal.

started

November

20,

bigger and better sales. For sponwith products with which to stock
the family pantry, the juvenile slant is

off for

sors

often the shortest distance between two
points.

RADIQ SHQWMANSH

IP

SHOWMAN PATTERNS
Shows cut

to fit a pattern for
sponsorship are presented here.

JACK: Many
Some must

Sustaining
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR Fighting
words to Americans from the word go

.

Pearl Harbor.
demoted to the war
effort, \VMBD, Peoria, 111., passes out
helpful hints to listeners on how to conserve rubber, waste paper, vital metals
and other war materials. Information on
War Bond sales. Red Cross campaigns,
government need for defense workers
In

its

program

series

and announcements in behalf of the
various branches of the armed service are
all cut from the same pattern: to keep
listeners remembering Pearl Harbor. As

WMBD

a further listener service,

can

do?"

I

.

.

FRED: Many

Remember

the phrase,

is

"What

Peorians are asking,

fight, others must work to build the
implements for them to fight with. But EVERYONE must do one thing
Buy War Bonds!

gives

away Service Star window

stickers. E\ idence of listener appeal in the 15-min-

ute offering: 2,000 stickers were mailed
out on request in a two month's period!

business firms in Peoria and Central
Illinois have arranged payroll allotment plans for
the employees, so that they can buy War Bonds
and pay for them out of salary.

JACK: The

Caterpillar Tractor Company's employees
partners in one of the greatest sales of
in the nation!! Every man and woman
working for Caterpillar has authorized the company to deduct at least two dollars from each pay
check and buy War Bonds with the money.

now

a-e

War Bonds

FRED: Sayyyyyyy
JACK: You bet it

.

.

that's a lot of

.

sand Caterpillar employees.
the Caterpillar employees!"

say,

I

FRED: And I'll join with the rest of
ing, "Amen" to that!
MUSIC: ANY BONDS TODAY.

CHORUS.

FRED:
War

You've

money!

Fred. There are fifteen thou-

is,

THINKING

been

"Hats

off

to

Peoria in say-

ONE FULL
about

buying

Bonds, haven't you? It's time now to stop
thinking about it
and actually BUY!!
.

.

.

JACK: And

there's a way for you to make the necmoney, and help the nation's war effort as

essary
well.

FRED:
JACK:

know

I

the answer to that one! Salvage.

is the format used in a typical broada streamlined version.)

Right you are, Fred
salvaging for victory! Saving your waste paper
the old scraps
of metal around the house. Old newspapers, for

ANN: (With Feeling): Remember Pearl Harbor!!
SOUND: ROLL OF DRUMS ENDING IN CRASH
OF CYMBALS.

are worth forty five cents a hundred
pounds. So are old pulp magazines. And some of
the better magazines
those printed on glossy
paper
are worth seventy five cents a hundred

MAN: (Off Mike): Remember Pearl Harbor!!
2ND MAN: (M.B.G.): Remember Pearl Harbor!!
WOMAN: (Off Mike): Remember Pearl Harbor!!
3RD MAN: (B.G.): Remember Pearl Harbor!!
MUSIC: COLUMBIA THE GEM OF THE
OCEAN. UP FULL THEN FADE TO B.G.

pounds.

PATTERN: Here
(Script

cast.

is

1ST

FOR:

ANN:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

instance,

.

.

.

.

.

.

FRED: The

children of Calvin Coolidge school recently collected and sold $15.75 worth of old
paper. That was just two weeks ago.
month and
a half or so before that, the children there sold

A

around $26 worth.

FRED:
America

All

The man

in

remember Pearl Harbor!
the man on the
the factory
will

.

.

.

the woman in the home!!! Every loyal
American must help to win this war!!! What are
we Peorians doing for the government of the
United States of America?? Well, listen. Here's
street

.

.

.

.

.

the answer!!

MUSIC: COLUMBIA THE GEM ... UP FULL
TO END.
JACK: Yes, Remember Pearl Harbor. From Maine
Mexico and ocean to ocean millions of Amerihave dedicated themselves to the task of
keeping that memory alive
and of repaying

I don't quite understand the need for waste
paper. Jack. Soldiers don't shoot paper bullets.

JACK: Paper
of

bullets

ing men.

FRED:

.

FRED:

Patriotic Americans the country
clamoring to help in any way they can.

over

are

JACK: The

very nature of war makes necessary a
change in daily routine. We must rearrange
our plans of living to fit the coming events.
must rearrange and expect
and plan to pay a
larger price for the right to live in a democracy.

vast

We

.

.

.

FRED:

Peoria is only one of many cities in the
United States. But Peoria
and Peorians
must work to win this war as if everything depended upon them alone.
.

MAY, 1943

.

.

.

•

.

YOU

.
.
.
there's a way that
can
Start conserving these materials that are so

Ladies

help!

vital to

.

The supply

this old waste paper will be made into new
boxes and cartons. Those cartons will carry not
only bullets, but food, clothing, medical supplies,
and a hundred other necessary articles to our fight-

cans

.

necessary for transport.

boxes needed to transand other equipment is enormous.

And

to

that treacherous assault in full!

is

paper and cardboard

port

American defense.

,

JACK: And

save all the scrap metals you can collect, too. Old aluminum vessels, articles of iron,
copper, brass and bronze. The nation NEEDS
those waste materials! It's patriotic to save them.

MUSIC: ARMS FOR THE LOVE OF AMERICA
.

.

.

ONE CHORUS.

There's a job to be done ... a war to be
Here in Peoria, committees have been
fortned to promote saving of waste paper and
other materials; to conserve rubber; to increase
the sale of War Bonds and Stamps; to fill the Red
Cross coffers, and to bring about a more economical purchase and use of foods.

JACK:

won.
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FRED:

Before this war is over, we
automobiles for horses.

may exchange our

if it becomes necessary for Americans
do without their automobiles, they'll get along.
we tell you a few of the things YOU
can do to make your tires last longer.
FRED: Slow down. Cut out high speeds. High speed

JACK: But
to

Listen while

increases friction,

JACK:

and wears

JOHNNY

tires faster.

your tires weekly to their proper preskeeps the side walls from breaking down.

Inflate

sure. It

FRED: Don't

stop short or

make

JACK: Be more

ON THE SPOT

jack rabbit starts.

They're seldom necessary and all they do
rubber over the road where it can't do
anyone else any good.

is

smear

YOU

or

careful with your driving. Try not
and so forth. Don't

to run over road holes, rocks,
hit the curb.

FRED: Check your wheel alignment
JACK: Change your wheel positions

twice a year.

News, reviews and
announcements in

every five thou-

tips

on spot

this

column.

sand miles.

FRED:

Don't speed around curves.

SOUND: BUGLE CALL
JACK: You're

in

.

.

.

ASSEMBLY.

Army now ...

the

If

VIM AND VIGOR
Warpressed right now are

you have

sons in service ... in the Army, the Navy, or
sticker
the Marines, we've something for you!
for your front window, to show the world that
your boy is in the service.

A

FRED: What

if

you've more than one son in serv-

ice?

JACK:

et al, have been enby Uncle Sam, have been hard
put to compensate this loss of sales in
remaining departments. Hard hit especially have been America's famous drug
stores where depleted stocks have left an
unfamiliar, alarming emphasis on drugs!
trical

We

have them with two and with three stars,
Fred, to denote one, two, or three boys wearing
uniforms. And we're giving them away to all who
want them.

FRED: Free???
JACK: Certainly,

they're free. Mothers and fathers,
son, or sons, in service,
wants you to have one of these service
stars. If you'd like to have one, just write us a
card or letter and say so. Tell us your name and
address, and how many boys you have in either
the Army, the Navy, or the Marine Corps. And
we'll send you your service star immediately . .
all free of charge.

you

If

listen.

WMBD

have a

.

FRED: You'd

better write for

your service

star right

away.
That's right. And remember, whether you've
a boy in service or not, there's a big job to be
done
and you're a part of it. Do your part.
Be careful with your tires; join the Red Cross;
save waste paper and metals; and above all
buy War Bonds!!! Buy them EVERY pay day.
Don't ever forget
that if we BUY enough
bonds today, we won't be wearing them tomor-

JACK:

.

.

.

.

.

row.

Good

.

.

.

.

night.

30 seconds.

AIR FAX:

Special eventer Jack Sherman handles the
program, writes the scripts, airs them with the assistance of announcer Fred Leo.

December 29, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, Wednesday,
9:15-9:30 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Friday,

Preceded By: Music.

Followed By: Music.
Station:

WMBD,

Peoria,

111.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

105,087.

departments,

listed

For

willingness to serve,
and for its record of service in these critical times, radio takes a back seat to no
one. In meeting these community obligations, radio helps preserve the four
freedoms upon which the American way
of life is based.
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its

J

president of

Snyder's

—

" Minnesota's

Leading Cut-Rate Drug Stores," who
consulted general manager Merrill Sanders and ad manager Elmer Lenske; decided on radio to help do the war job.

To

the last drop from its
battle scarred departments,
Snyder's
prescriptions and vitamins,
plunged into the largest spot campaign
in the history of the Twin Cities; 117

squeeze

least

|

plugs a week go over each of four Minneapolis radio stations, WCCO, WMIN,
and KSTP. Spots are straight,
honest, live commercials; Snyder's offer
prescriptions "just as the doctor ordered"
and makes no humbug about the vitamins brands which are advertised indi-

WTCN

vidually.

COMMENT:

,i

Wiser than most in juggling available
merchandise is drugman Max P. Snyder,

two

THEME: AMERICA ...

stores with

and one departments. Merchants whose radios, rubber goods, elec-

a thousand

Facts

and

figures

back

up

Snyder's attention getters.

Prompt results reported by department heads soon after Snyder's first
spot-shots: a more than noticeable increase

good

in

prescriptions,

vitamins

and

will.
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NEXT MOXTII
J. U.

PAI ItHGuAly

wholesale distributor of

Ark., presents the amazing story of

u. u.

UlFrEjVBACii,

advertising

phia, Pa., sings the lyrics

W/lLlhn

Products, Pine Bluff,

One Thousand Radio Days

over

KOTN.

manager of Abbotts Dairies, Philadel-

Women

and Song.

ulJlLD, vice-president of the Sidney Garfinkel Advertising

Agency, San Francisco,
horses in

on Milk,

Gulf

mid stream

Cal., tells

how Skippy Peanut Butter

to clear the sales hurdle

switched

between homemaker and groc-

ers' shelves.
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Programs and Promotions You Can Use

in

Your
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Business!
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G. G. Diffenbach

establishes

consumer contact

at focal points says the advertising

manager of Abbotts

Dairies, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Philadelphia
J.

Harold Ryan
Toledo
Business

Dr.

One Thousand Radio Days

Harry Dean Wolfe

Washington, D. C.
Lorenzo Richards
Ogden, Utah
GusTAv Flexner
Louisville
J.

J.
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D. Patterson

Gulf Service Stations render a

serv-

while advertising a service writes
the Pine Bluff, Ark., distributor.

ice

Hudson Huffard
Bluefield, Va.

Maurice M. Chait
Peoria,

Frank

J.

III.

Ryan
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Allen C. Knowles
Cleveland
Staff

Publisher-Editor

Don Paul Nathanson
Managing Editor

Radio Spreads Skippy

190

Walter Guild

In San Francisco, Gal., Garfield &
Guild's vice president credits new
approach with upped sales, new
markets. One show gets 100 per cent
of Skippy's advertising budget.

Marie Ford
Published by Showmanship Publications, Minneapolis, Minn. Subscription rate: $2.50 a year, 25c a copy.
Address editorial correspondence to

1004 Marquette, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ge. 9619.

News

Retails

C. R.

Good Will

192

Anthony

Tel.:

Copyright
Publications,

1943 by Showmanship
publishers
Radio
of

Showmanship.
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Radio solves a problem for the C. R.
Anthony Co.'s 68 retail department
stores writes the president-founder.

183

Land O' Corn
194
An RS Analysis
Nation-wide business for the Rath
Packing Co., Waterloo, la., is meas

ured in millions, yet
home market first.

it

cultivates the

BUY
Song O' Sixpence

196

George H. Hurst

UNITED STATES

War

songs conquer army of buyers
maintains the president of Hurst's
Furniture R; Radio Stores, Hamilton
Ont.

Yours for the Asking

199

Here is a collection of sample scripts
and transcription availabilities.

SAVINGS BONDS

Airing the

New

20C

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

• • •

for your

own

personal security
the Program Did for Me
205
Here, businessmen exchange result
and reactions to radio programs foi

What

...for your country's defense

their

mutual

Showmanship

benefit.

in Action

206

Promotions and merchandisiiij
stunts that
ordinary.

lift

a

program out of tb

Proof O' the Pudding

Invest for

VICTORY

Results based on sales, mails, sur
long runs and the growth o
the business itself.

veys,

Johnny on

184

21

the Spot

News, reviews and
nouncements.

tips

on spot an
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SALUTE TO FREEDOM
commercial sponsors of radio have not
WHILE
essential industry
and

in all cases rated

an

personnel have been
placed in that category. Communications must be maintained, and the
government recognizes that as such, radio is an important link in the
classification, radio

its

chain.

Through its myriad services in entertainment and education, radio
up a tremendous listening audience. Today, in the present
crisis, listening has increased tremendously, and everyone concerned real-

has built

the importance of maintaining this audience.
There's one way of doing it, and only one way! When the novelty of
the old crystal sets wore off, those most interested in the infant industry realized that good programming was the only method by which to
entice habitual listening. Program policies must at all times be molded
to perform the greatest possible public service, and today this becomes
a matter of public necessity.
While change is the normal pattern of life itself, war is the father of
drastic changes which far exceed the normal cycle of events. Commercial
radio must keep in step with the times or be left behind. Radio in this
war will be judged almost solely on the merits of the programs it offers
the public. These programs must be flexible to meet new conditions with
every morning sun. It is on this basis, also, that radio will build its postizes

war

prestige.

In America, that responsibility rests as much on the shoulders of its
sponsors as it does upon those who maintain the air channels. In the
last analysis,
is

radio

is

what the man who

to his credit that radio has

foots the bill

made such rapid

makes

it,

and

it

strides.

No

one knows what will happen to the popularity of the news proOther types of programs now at their peaks will slip
from their place in the sun. But that is the story of another day, and
radio will meet that situation with the same resourcefulness as it faces
the present. Today, increased listening indicates that the public is getting the radiofare it wants. Each program is a salute to the cause of
democracy, an assertion of faith in the future, since radio must pay its
way to be free.
Those who have long established contacts with radio advertising have
led the way, and the trail they blazed is being followed by those who
only recently found the path to increased sales and public good will.
In helping to keep radio free, in serving the public a daily radiofare to

gram

at war's end.

liking, the advertiser is also investing in the future.
the seeds today will reap the post-war harvest.

its

JUNE,

194
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Those who plant
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1
Mrs. Average
Tousually
seemed

Consumer, milk has
a most wholesome,

undramatic product. She
would probably be quite surprised to
learn the extent to which research, planning and showmanship enter into the

everyday,

art of

keeping her informed about dairy

products.

Radio Estabj

For Mrs. Average Consumer is, of
course, the American Housewife, a modern, practical woman whose day is constantly full and busy, whether it be
spent on the home front or in a war
job. She has no time for idleness in her
efforts to keep to the fore of rapidly
shifting conditions.

Our problem

has been to keep Mrs.
of Abbotts Dairies, to
keep her up-to-the-minute with changes

Consumer aware

in conditions, deliveries,

regulations,

without making her lose a minute from
her active day. In solving that problem,
we have found radio a quick, timely,
flexible medium, adaptable with ease to
today's rapidly changing conditions.
Further, after six years of continuous
advertising over WFIL, we believe we
have evolved a highly effective pattern
of radio consumer contact, which does
more than merely inform the housewife
of our milk, ice cream and other dairy
products. It helps to give her entertainment and useful, indeed, vital informa-

American to
the core is
George Grasse
Diffenback,

vertising

^

^;^^^
'"^m^^L
i0F^^^k

^^^^H

public

ad-

and

relations

director of Abbotts Dairies,
Philadelphia, Pa.

In his blood are
^-^^^^B
patriots of the
American Revolution, and his middle name stems
back to Revolutionary ancestor
Count de Grasse. A national leader
in his business field, he is chairman
of the public relations committee of
the Milk Industry Foundation, New
York and Washington.
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G. G. Diffei

on current regulations and events
and her home.
We have centered Abbotts advertis-

tion,

affecting her

ing of three different types at three focal
points of housewifely interest.
The first is the Breakfast Club, Blue
Network show originating in Chicago
and heard over WFIL in our customerarea between 9:00 and 10:00 A.M. At
that time Mrs. Consumer relaxes; the
children have been packed off to school,
hubby has been waved off to work, and
she can take a minute to finish her coffee while she listens to the Breakfast
Club. The Breakfast Club has long rated
tops for its particular morning period.
Last year it rated another honor; first
place in morning programs, on the national radio poll conducted by Motion
Picture Daily. With its cast of radiolites
under merry Don McNeil, the Breakfast Club supplies a full hour of smiles
and song that lighten housework and
start the day right. Mrs. Consumer
doesn't relax for the entire hour, of
course; she can't afford to. But she goes
right on listening while she does the
dishes and dusts the living room and puts
the house to rights. Right in the center
of the Breakfast Club is the Abbotts
spot: 9:30 A.M. (Previous to branching
out into additional programs on WFIL,
Abbotis took over every spot on the

hour-long show, one every quarter-hour

from 9

to

10.

Widening

efforts

else-

where, however, caused us to condense
our five Breakfast messages into one.)
The second is Anice Ives' Everywoman's Hour which comes over WFIL at|
10:45 A.M., Monday through Friday. Of
course, a woman is especially open to
suggestion when she is planning her

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

^ong

a
Tier

Contact at Focal Points Maintains

lager of Abbotts Dairies, Philadelphia

marketing for the day, around the middle of the morning, but it is not the
timeliness of her program, rather, Anice
Ives herself,

who makes

this particular

part of the day so valuable to homemakers and to sponsors alike. WFIL's
Everywoman's Club, originated by Miss
Ives, was the first woman's club of the
air, and thousands of homemakers religiously turn their dials to the program
every morning. Abbotts has frequent
participations on Miss Ives' program,
participations which are woven into the
pattern of each broadcast so they resem-

commercial announcements but
an intimate part of her homemaking ad-

ble not
vice.

There are Everywoman's luncheons
four times a year. The last occasion, at
which I was present, more than 600
women paid $1.25 apiece for the privilege
of lunching with Miss Ives. As a participating sponsor, Abbotts was featured
in eye-catching displays in the banquet
room. Abbotts products were served at
the luncheon; a piece of practical showmanship which we appreciated. Women
were left in no doubt that our products
should be part of their homemaking.
Abbotts' third point of focal interest
strikes the heart of the woman's day and
the center of national interest. At noon,
1:00 to 1:15 P.M., to be exact, Abbotts
sponsors on WFIL the Blue Network
commentator, H. R. Baukhage, reporting the latest events from Washington,
D. C. Modern women want to be upto-the-minute on world happenings.
give them one of the country's foremost
commentators at a time when they can
fit
radio listening smoothly into the
day's routine. Fitting its message to the

We

JUNE,

1
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vehicle, on this national broadAbbotts' commercials emphasize the
dairy farmers' cooperation with and par-

program
cast,

ticipation in the national war effort.
Our radio advertising has not always
been so planned, however. W^hen we
first started on WFIL, 6 years ago, we
took a series of night spots. Then we
tried the receptivity of the noontime
audience; and dropped our night in
favor of daytime advertising. In 1940,
we were attracted by the high popularity and real quality of the Breakfast
Club, and concentrated our fire on the

A year later, we were
introduced to Anice Ives' Everywoman's
Program. W^t have stayed continuously
on the Breakfast Club and on Everywoman's Program since first trying them.
In November of '42, because of the vital
importance of full, frequent news remorning hour.

we made national news commenby Baukhage a prominent part of
our radio offerings. So far, this pattern
has proved more than satisfactory radio
ports,

tary

We

advertising.
believe it has helped, as
well as informed, Mrs. Average Con-

sumer.
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®

ne Thousai
Gulf Se
Service,

^OMEBODY

ought to writc a 'piece'
about that!" Uncle Hiram Dorsey
used to say about most everything that
happened around the village. Uncle
Hiram could always translate news into
something that should be expressed in
print, either as deserving emulation or
condemnation. His Letters to the Editor
were always in the Weekly, and it was
astonishing how Uncle Hiram heard
about so many things. Uncle Hiram
would have liked this story.
|l^

It

happened like this: the Good Gulf
and myself, having a common

dealers

Good Gulf products,
a practice to try various methods of trapping the elusive order.
Among our de^ ices, we have, of course,
used advertising. Long before Good
Gulf went on the air with a regular
interest in selling

make

it

news program, ^ve had used radio on a
now-and-then basis; a few spots in baseball games, sometimes a place in a special

program.

One day

it

occurred to us that to get

full value for oiu- advertising money, we
ought to tie up the Good Gulf story
with a good radio progiam, and stay
there day after day. The day we decided
against the hop-in, hop-out method of
radio advertising was one of the most

profitable advertising decisions

we

ever

made.

How

did we decide on a news

owners, suggested it to us themsehes.
noticed that owners of automotive

We
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were

the people we wanted to sell, it was obvious that a news program would be a
good mediimi for carrying our advertising message.

Of course ^ve considered other types
of programs, but coupled with the fact
that the audience we wanted to reach
seemed to prefer news was the fact that
there Avas a ne^vs program available on
during the noon hour. And that,
^ve kne^v, Avas a convenient hour for a
large number of automobile and truck
drivers to listen to our program.

KOTN

Having determined to stop the hopskip-and-jump method of radio advertising, we signed a contract with KOTN
for a quarter-hour ne^vscast seven days
a week, for one year. AVe had put our
money on the "Constant Drop of AV^ater"
philosophy of advertising! AVas our judgment confirmed? AVell, as Uncle Hiram
^vould say, we wouldn't be writin' a
"piece" aboiu our 0?ie Thousandth Day
program

We

if it

|

wasn't!

back up Gulf Xen's with

publicity. Besides the
viting listeners to pull

oiu'

own

KOTN

signs in-

up and

listen in,

tank trucks annoiuice in big white
letters that Good Gulf brings Neius of
the World Daily at 12:30 P.M. We never
miss a chance to encourage and promote

oiu'

listeners, for we know that what builds
a radio audience, builds business.
regular listener to Gulf Xrws will graduate
into a prospect for Gulf products, and
we want to help them take the first step.

A

})ro-

gram? Oiu- prospects, the automobile

equipment hung around our

listen to the newscasts. Since these

in

stations to

With

the approach of our one thou

RADIO SHOWM ANSH
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Genial, twinkly

idio

"J.D." was

christened with
two given names,
admits to a pet

Days

peeve: the use

middle

of his

name. One and
all

ns Render a Service While Advertising

A

know him

as
Patter-

John D.

son. Business as-

Patterson, Pine Bluff, Ark. Distributor

sociates

who

phone him

tele-

Gulf States bulk
Pine Bluff, Ark., get a
"Good Gulf! Patterson Speaking"
plant

sandth day on the air, some of our dealers wanted to have a special edition to

in

instead of tlie conventional "Hello."
The future wholesale distributor
for Gulf Products in Pine Bluff
saw the light of day in 1896, won
his business spurs as assistant purchasing agent for a manufacturer in
1916. Two years later he took the

the occasion. One thoua long time; nearly three
years. Since the first Gulf News was
broadcast over KOTN, many things had
happened in world history. Gulf deal-

commemorate
sand days

at the

is

were proud to have been instrumenin bringing news of these events to
the people of Pine Bluff, ^\rk., and Jefferson County, and they wanted to ex-

step,

married his childhood

ers

fatal

tal

sweetheart. Since 1920 he has been
with the Gulf Oil Corporation, took
on his present position 13 years ago.
While the last war saw him in uniform doing yeoman seiuice as a top
sergeant, this war sees him up to his
neck in the ABC's of gas rationing.

press their appreciation for the thousands of listeners who regularly tuned in
at 12:30 P.M.

In going over the plans for this special
broadcast with various gasoline station
managers, we were impressed by the
comments made by grateful listeners.
Jack Parrish, KOTN's general manager,
had the solution.
made plans to put
the distributor and all the dealers on the
air in an appreciation program.

Hobbies: promoting Gulf Products,
and amateur photography. On the
side, he does a little hunting and
fishing.

We

though we did not have

to

make

use of

the record.
Since it was more convenient to have
each of the eight managers talk from his
own station, with Jack Parrish as emcee,
the telephone idea was born. The novelty and drama of handling the phone
calls added color to the informal and
friendly program. Only a brief rehearsal
acted as insurance against technical
hitches,

and our Thousandth Day Ap-

preciation broadcast brought a tremendous amount of enthusiastic comment.
For weeks afterwards, drivers mentioned
it to the dealers, and mail from listeners piled in. Each dealer talk lasted for
about a minute and a half, and as insurance against mechanical difficulties, the
program was transcribed in advance, al-

JUNE,
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The very fact that we have built up
such a large and regular audience for
our newscast is proof that Gulf News
deserves the confidence we put in it as
an advertising medium, and it has certainly produced profitable results. It appeals to the people we want to reach. It
renders a service while it advertises a
service. It keeps the Gulf News associ-

ated with
as

much

Gulf products and

contact; the
ice

is still

services

as possible at point of sale

Gulf Service Station.

one of the most

effective

and

Serv-

meth-

ods of expanding business, and radio
performs this service in a personalized
way!
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adio Spreads
New Approach

Walter Guild, of Garfield and Guild, Credits

With Upped

isn't often
IT account
is

the product

is

that

when an

Sales,

New

satisfied,

Ad Budget 1DD%

The agency had become

advertising

moving along smoothly,
selling well, and the client

that an agency switches
horses in the middle of the stream. But
that is the success story of Skippy Peanut
Butter, made by the Rosefield Packing Co., Alameda, California, and handled by the Garfield & Guild Advertising Agency, San Francisco.
is

Market;

to

One Show

so convinced

the superiority of Skippy and 2)
its immense possibilities as a pantry
staple, that the slow but sure method of
reaching housewives through the appetites of their children seemed a sheer
waste of time and opportunity. Skippy
of
of

1)

Peanut Butter was

definitely

more

than an after-school snack for children.
As an American delicacy for adults, the

method of advertising to housewives
through their

chil-

dren limited the
market and placed
an unnecessary hurdle between the

housewife and

the

product.

That was

a little

over a year ago.

Today Skippy
Peanut Butter

out-

every other peanut butter wherever
it is introduced.

sells

The

agency

feels

that this phenomenal increase in sales

due entirely to the
right use of radio.

is

When

the agency
the client

went

to

with

the

proposed

new approach,

that
of selling Skippy
to adults for adult

is,

consumption, it received 100 per cent
support. It was now
entirely

up

to

the

agency. With

a

SHOWM ANSH IP

product of infinite superiority and with
complete accord between the agency and
the client, if the plans failed, any pointing of fingers would be directed toward

Vice president
\Valter Guild of
the Garfield &
Guild Advertising Agency, San
Francisco, knows
wJiat the public

the agency.

A transcribed dramatic program.
Academy Aicard, Ashich was being produced in Holly^^•ood by C. P. MacGregor was bought. It was excellent en-

wants

important that the ne^v adpay its way and should
increase sales to a point where new markets could be opened with the increase
funds produced by it.
it

-was

vertising should

The program which
burden

Asas

alreadv

periences.

-was to carry this

a

success

under

another name. The stars were stage,
screen and radio headliners such as Gale
Page, Anita Louise, Ona Munson, Marjorie Rambeau, Roy Rogers. They were
supported by good troupers like Lurene
Tuttle, Elliott Lewis, Louise Arthur.
The comedies presented came from the
pens of such favorite aiuhors as Earl
Derr Biggers, Reginald AVright Kauffman, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Edgar
"Wallace, Porter Emerson Brown and

AVho listens to Skippy Hollywood
Theater? Practically everyone. Here are
a

fe^\-

of the

most recent

ratings:

San Francisco— 16.9% of

all

tuned-

in sets

Los Angeles— 12.6% Hooper rating
Minneapolis— 16.5% Hooper rating
Omaha—20.2% Hooper rating.
Ratings in Fresno,

Portland,

Oregon,

Omaha, Des Moines and other key marMarch, Chicago
was opened up with the jobbers and the
chains lined up solidly behind the prod-

kets are comparable. In

others.

With

the cooperation of C. P. ^L\cGregor, the agency re-vamped the program to its own custom-made format.
Under the title of Skippy HoUyicood
Theater, it was launched on three Pacific Coast Stations. Once a week, the
night radio audience was invited to listen to this half hour of adult entertain-

ment.

Almost immediately sales began to rethe progiam. As re\ enue warranted
and marketing plans could be put into
effect, other stations were added. Today,
after fifteen months, Skippy Hollywood
Theater is doing a tremendous selling
job on fourteen stations.
flect

JUNE,

enter-

hecause he played
more one night
stands in vaudeville than seems possible for one
man to live through. His switch to
radio was made when the industry
was a pup and just ivhen vaudeville
and Main Street parted company.
Walter's unalterable conviction
that "advertising which beats the
drum but sells no medicine is not
advertising at all," grew out of his
early show business and radio ex-

tertainment of proven success. Also its
cost was not prohibitive, and it could
be re-built into a custom-made package
for Skippv. This latter point is a Garfield &: Guild Agency formula for radio
sho^vs -which has proved successful time
and time again.
The new plans invoh ed throwing out
the successful children's show then being
sponsored by Skippy, and pinning the
fiitiue on a ne^v and lone star. Moreo\er.

in

tainment

1

943

uct.

One hundred

per cent of the ad\ertisappropriation for Skippy Peanut
Butter goes to this one radio show. Entertainment that builds and holds audi-

ing

ences and commercials that tell a
straight-forward, sincere story of the
superiority of Skippy are the sum total
of the promotion. Together they are entirely changing the thinking and buying
habits of Mrs. Housewife. Where peanut
butter was once an occasional purchase,
Skippy, wherever it is sold, is becoming
a pantry staple.
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Radio Solves

a

Problem

The C.H.AnthonyCo.'sBB

for

Retail

^e^s details

^i^^

Gooei

Department

Stores Writes Its

President-Founder,

I

1

E P

Jr M

AR TE N T

Stores the
country over
are only beginning to

experimen

t

with the possibilities of

radio advertising, and as
yet the method of proced-

ure for advertising over the air is more
or less uncharted in our business field.
The important point is this: radio advertising entails the use of radio techniques, and methods used in other
media must be adapted to the channels

Department stores which have
followed this precept have found that

of radio.

C. R.

Anthony

radio is indeed a successful advertising
media.
In the case of the C. R. Anthony Co.,

we had

a real

problem

to

solve.

The

problems of a single department store
are tangible and difficult enough. In our
case, those problems are multiplied sixty-eight times! How were we to achieve
primary coverage in each store's trade
territory? Current conditions are such
that the problem is intensified manv
fold.

Of course without advertising of any
kind, there would be no solution. Advertising is a means by which btisiness
can address itself to the public, and it
has a vital role to play in the modern,
democratic way of life. During present
conditions, civilian needs become more
and more secondary, and for many businesses good will advertising has become
a must for post-war merchandising and
development.

A hard worker and

good boss
according to those who work for
him is Charles Ross Anthony, founder and president of the 68-store company. A native of Tennessee, Anthony left the farm at the age of 12,
headed for the Indian Territory. By
day he worked in an Indian Trading Post. At night he went to school.
a

Seven years later he was secretary to
Governor Brown of the Seminole
Indian nation, at Wewoka, Okla.
Two sons carry on in the tradition of their father. Lt. Guy Anthony is with the U. S. Army Air
Corps in Australia. Afiother son,

Ray,

is

in charge of

shoe merchan-

dising for the 68 stores.
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From

the standpoint of public rela-

tions, advertising

copy

is

becoming more

useful to consumers by being more informative, and this type of advertising
gives business an opportunity to make
a niche for itself with the consumer who
finds it increasingly difficult to make

ends meet.
To go from the general to the specific, the C. R. Anthony Co., which
operates 68 retail department stores in
Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas and New
Mexico, has long been impressed with
the vitality of radio as an advertising
medium. And in these times it seems to
be a partictilarly friendly medium which
lends itself to the psychology of the
times.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

• One of
whom

for

heard on
C. R.

the 68 stores
a daily news broadcast
21 stations is building good will for the

ANTHONY

CO.

Furthermore, radio audiences, as surveys show, have been increased by the
war, and the one single factor which is
probably responsible for the larger audiences is news. Never before have there
been as many news broadcasts on the air,
and responses indicate that as the number of broadcasts increase, the number
of listeners to each news broadcast also
rises.

With

these factors in mind,

the 21
year old Anthony organization recently signed one of the most important contracts in the history of Southwest advertising. As a result, a daily radio newscast is heard for the C. R. Anthony Co.
on 12 of Oklahoma's 17 commercial stations.

The seven-station hook-up of the Oklahoma Network provides the basic coverage pattern, supplemented by five
auxilliary stations to complete saturation coverage of all Anthony store trade
territories in the state of Oklahoma.
With nine additional stations bought by
Anthony's in Texas, Kansas, and New
Mexico, the company now broadcasts
over 21 stations. By this arrangement,
we secured a complete radio coverage
pattern which corresponds precisely to
the market pattern of C. R. Anthony
stores. KTOK, Oklahoma City (key station);

JUNE,

KADA,
1

943

Ada;

KCRC,

Enid;

KVSO,

Ardmore; KGFF, Shawnee; KBIX,
Muskogee, and KOME, Tulsa, are the

Oklahoma Network

stations.

Supple-

mentary Oklahoma stations are KWON,
Bartlesville; KSWO, Lawton; WBBZ,
Ponca City; KHBG, Okmulgee, and
KASA, Elk City. Other stations carrying the news broadcasts include KGNC,

Amarillo; KRVG, Weslaco; KFRO,

Longview; KPDN, Pampa; KBWD,
Brownwood; KSAL, Salina, Ka.; KIUL,
Garden City, Ka.; KWBW, Hutchinson,
Ka., and KWEW, Hobbs, N. M.
In line with current conditions, the
as directed by O.
Terry, chief executive of Anthony's advertising department, is essentially an
institutional job not necessarily intended to produce immediate sales. In some
instances, for example, we even bought
time on stations in towns where we do
not operate stores. To complete this ambitious merchandising campaign. Anthony's will use newspaper display lo-

Anthony campaign

cally

to

supplement

this

network

of

radio stations.
Service to a trade area is a definite
business responsibility, and the need for
service has never been greater than in
these times.
business which meets this
obligation is guaranteed business survival and is talcing measures to guarantee post-war prosperity.

A
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Rath, president

RATH PACKING

CO.,
smokes the peace pipe with the
Sac and Fox Indians during induction ceremony into the tribe.
of

WHEN
brated

the

Waterloo,

Rath Packing Co.

its

la.,

fiftieth

cele-

anniversary in

on November

1, 1941, it
in part, the company's
contribution to the progress of A\'aterloo

commemorated

and Northeastern Iowa. In addition to
the farmers who depend upon the Rath
Packing Co. as a piuchaser of their
livestock, and the residents of A\^aterloo

who

are dependent upon the plant for
the livelihood of themselves and their
families, the merchants of AVaterloo also
owe much of their business to the operation of the plant. It is also true that the
plant owes a tremendous debt to each
and everyone in any way connected with
this business pyramid.
As one of America's large meat packers, the Rath Packing Co. measures its
nation-wide business in millions, but it
has never for a moment forgotten to cultivate this

home market

not only for

its

volume potential but more
important, for its good will value.
The company is probably inseparable
from the city of AVaterloo. It is a M^ater-

actual sales

loo enterprise that

practically owned
the outgrowth of
and Waterloo history and tradiIn the early days, people knew

by Iowa

Iowa
tion.

citizens. It

is

is

more about each other than is common
practice today, and word-of-mouth publicity

was the order of the day.

Modern
business
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is

conditions are such that if a
maintain its position local-

to

some method must be used to keep
alive that feeling of cooperative friendliness w^hich has been a Rath business
asset for the past 50 years. Early in the
ly,

game, Rath's realized the value of radio
in performing this service. A long-time
advertiser, Rath began sponsor-

WMT

ship of the

\VMT

Kiddies Revue

five

years ago, and these youthfid personalities do a fine selling job on the air, even
if some of these performers are younger
than the program itself.
The Rath's Kiddies Revue is a halfhour program. Originally, it was pre-

sented every Saturday morning from
10:00 to 10:30 from the stage of the
Paramount Theatre, but results from
radio led to a station hook-up which includes KRNT, Des Moines, la. The program was at that time moved from
A Waterloo to Des Moines, and was pro-

duced from the stage of the Ingersoll

Theatre each ^Vednesday night from
9:15 to 9:45 P.M. So that youngsters
other than those living in Des Moines
or \Vaterloo might participate, Rath's
have taken the show on the road during the summer months, and these one
night theatre stands ha\e drawn tremendous audiences.
Several very concrete sales promotion
angles have been worked oiu. A very
successfid one used during its first two
years was the meat tag system. One particular product, Rath's Black Hawk

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

i

I

000 total attendance during its sponsorship of this program. The almost 2,000
contestants have won trips to the Des
Moines State Fair, back to school outfits, cash prizes and bicycles.

While

for the

Rath Packing

Co.,

Waterloa,

la.

the

Home Market

First

the

attached to every package. Winning contestants were selected by the number of
tags submitted from the listening audience, and each 13-week period, several
hundred thousand tags were submitted.
More than that, surveys show that the
program definitely stepped up the sale

Rath's Black Hawk Weiners.
For those statistically minded, Rath's
points with pride to its record of 200,-

of

•

Airview photo of the

of progress

is

main radio

offering,

WMT

the Sac and
9,000 people.

Fox Indian Tribes before

At the present time,

in

Iowa and

neighboring states lies the breadbasket
of America, and today America is the
breadbasket of democracy. The men and

women who

directly

and

indirectly are

concerned with the production of foodstuffs are indispensable, and Rath's is
proud of the fact that through radio it
can contribute to the entertainment of
these people.

RATH PACKING

the record which

its

first

mony
Weiners, was selected, and tags were

is

carried three broadcasts,
of which was the induction cereof President John W. Rath into

tivities,

lYet It Cultivates

this

Rath's have also used radio for special
events. Its fiftieth anniversary was one
such occasion. During the week of fes-

RATH'S

CO.

Fifty years

has under

its belt.

0'

ong

Sixpence

War Songs Conquer Army

of

Buyers Maintains George H. Hurst,

President of Hurst's Furniture

& Radio

Stores, Hamilton, Dnt.

radio time buyers go, the Hurst Furniture & Radio Stores'
(Hamilton, Ont.), advertising budget is a modest one which
couldn't compete against business establishments using a half dozen or more radio programs. But domination of a market and the
size of an advertising budget is only one criteria for success.
There are many small advertisers in our category, and it is our
contention that their success stories have more general applicability than the experiences of large scale
operators. To those who ask if a single
half-hour weekly radio program can perBritish to the
form valuable service for its underwriter,
core is George
the Hurst Furniture & Radio Stores
Heary Hurst,
gives a loud affirmative answer, and we
and
base it on our own experience.
of
We took radio on at its inception,
Hurst's Furniand sponsored our first radio program
ture and Radio
in 1927; an all-request record program
Stores. Being
which ran for three years. In the early
English and
part of 1939, we took on a Sunday halfproud of it, it is
hour program on CKOC, The Blighty
natural that his
Program, a 2:00 P.M. offering with a
radio offerings
strong English accent. When war came
lean toward the English type proin the fall, we felt that it called for a
gram presentation.
new type of radio program. And right
When furniture man Hurst rehere is lesson number one. The successturned to Canada in 1919 after
ful advertiser selects a program that atoverseas service in the last war, he
tracts the largest number of people, and
broke into the business world in a
as times and conditions change, the
humble way; the agency for Victor
sponsor must trim his program sails to
phonographs and records, a few inthe wind. There are programs that go
struments, and a small stock of sheet
on year after year doing a selling job for
music. The advent of radio added a
the advertiser, but those programs are
new string to his bow. Washers,
more the exception than the rule.
stoves and refrigerators in turn,
At the time that we considered a new
took up floor space. In 1936, owner
program idea, there was a CKOC susHurst went the whole way, opened
taining program dedicated "To the boys
up the furniture department.
on active service and their loved ones at
Not by a long shot is enterprising
Hurst a radio newcomer. Back in
home." Back in 1939 there weren't many

As
I

owner

founder

Hi^

^Hf

1927 he had his first fling at the
ether waves to promote his radio
department, has stuck by his guns
ever since.
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service features on the air, and few advertisers had as yet backed them, but it
took us only one week to decide on
Songs Our Soldiers Sing.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Sunday

merchandising promotion
might almost as well not be on the air.
More than that, he misses a splendid op-

September. 1939, is one indication of
the selling job the progi'am has done for

portunity for checking on his audience
\diile at the same time he further earns

The

fact that

has been

Songs

on the

Our

mer and winter,

ah- every

Soldiers Sing
Sunday, sum-

since that fust

in

occasional

good

will

by offering

something

us.

its

must be pointed oiu that oiu" confidence in the progiam is not based on

on this
Sunday progiam sho^vs it to be a consistent leader. This was achieved in part
through the choice of a program that
appealed to the audience, and in part,

It

evidence. One of the
carried out to test the
show's audience appeal centered around
a feature recording. The Londoner and
the Hun. Fl3.yed first during the height of
the Blitz, the piece struck a responsive
note with audiences,, and a number of
people ^\TOte in asking for copies of the
duologue. CROC's promotion department transcribed the text, diew up an
attractive 8x11 card with pictures of
producer Howard Caine and of mvself
as sponsor, and then said "Come and get
it." That invitation was made on just
one program. AVhen the original print
order had to be tripled, and requests
poured in for weeks, ^ve knew that as
far as our listeners ^vere concerned, the
circumstantial

many promotions

program had

And

"it."

there's a lesson here,

Manv new-

to-radio sponsors, ^vhen once they buv
radio time, sit back and wait for audiences to beat paths to their doors. The

old saying about making a better mousetrap to the contrary, it doesn't happen
that way. The sponsor ^sho isn't willing
to back up his radio progiam with an

•
eye

it

wants.

The

listener

by consistent promotion.
feature

CROC

it

rating

We

ourselves
display arranged by
-^vhich incorporates a 30 x 40 ena

store

largement of Churchill with a modelled
frame and extension carrying the story
of the progiam. Touches of this kind
build audiences, and if the program
appeals to the audience you want to
reach, you don't have to worry aboiu
holding them. They stick with the progiam, and thev stick with the sponsor!
There is almost no emphasis upon the
commercial angle. We aren't trying to
sell anything other than our good name.
Mention at the opening and closing that
the program is presented by "Hurst's
Furniture and Radio Stores of Hamilton, the all-British stores," is all that is
necessary, Oiu- conviction born of experience is that if an advertiser gets behind the community in civic enterprises,
that community will show its gratitude
to the merchant for an intangible service in a very tangible manner
I

\^'hat meets the
is

a

modem,

well stocked furni-

ture store.

What

meets the ear

is

a

melodious halfhour offering over

CKOC.

JUNE,

1943
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YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
Automobiles
Automobiles

32).
—(Used)
Mr. Yes and No.
—Heartbeats Sport Headlines
140).
Expert (May,
—
(Sept., '40, p.
in

(Apr., '42, p.

Auto Supplies
135).

the Tire

Jack,

'41,

p.

—
—
—
——
246).
Music
—
Revue
Newspapers —Do You Know
News
131).
Optometry—Good Morning, Neighbors
—Clues
—
on
West
390).
—
Dinners
Shoes —Campus
Shoes —Mr.
148).
Shoes —Tick-Tock
Time
Goods—-AWey Dust
—
Camps
—King
Club
Taxi Cabs —
Women's Wear— Melodies and
112).

Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Laundries
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Manufacturers
Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
389).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June, '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.

72).
—
306).
Southern
289).
—Musical
222).
Prevue
Beverages —
200).
Beverages —Gardening
Homers
Home
—
58).
Christmas
348).
Air
on
Commerce—
Chambers
Good Health Program
—The112).
208).
(Aug.,
251).
395).
Agencies —Americans
136).
Dairy Products —Junior Town
207).
214).
Dairy Products —Kiddie Quiz
177).
Dairy Products — Young American's Club
310).
110).
Contest
93).
Dairy Products —Wealth on Wheels
p
361).
96).
Dairy Products — Book Exchange
—
Hardytime
Department
Program
Department
—
The
238).
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Department
—Woman's Hour
p
Academy Award
June,
190)
178).
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
Department
—
Down
Claus Lane
212).
Air Adventures
Jimmie Allen
326).
American
The
Brownie
Department
—
202).
p
Ann
318).
212).
and
Bob
Department
The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
—
53;
p
p
Industry
379).
284; Mar.
101).
Department
Chimney Express
—
p
Bear
336).
315).
Dearest Mother
Department
—B M Messenger (Dec, p Cinnamon
354).
Doctors Courageous
412).
230).
Dr. Mac
Melody (Dec,
Dry Goods —
423).
276).
The Enemy Within
Drug
—
Years Ago Today (Dec,
p
101).
146).
Witness News (Dec,
—Feed Lot Question Box (Nov., p
Farm
410, 428).
Minute
(May,
359).
170).
Freedom
Farm
Our
Cousins
—
277)
278).
Forbidden Diary (May,
Finance— Jumping Frog
253).
173).
Fun With Music
Finance—Saga
Savannah
187).
162).
Getting
Most Out
Finance—Something
Think About
Today
p
196;
245
100; June,
207).
Am An American
Finance—
Defense
97).
64; June,
187).
Finance—We Hold These Truths
59).
Leader (May,
Flowers —An Orchid
You
35).
175;
In His
(Aug.,
Fuel—Smoke Rings (Dec,
126).
272).
Take
Look
Hour
Furs —
Your Mirror
258).
204).
by
Furs — Hello Gorgeous
House (May,
32).
128).
Mama Bloom's Brood
Gasoline— Home Town
74).
248).
The Name You Will Remember
—PDQ Quiz Court
(Dec,
134).
60).
Notes
Love
Gasoline—Your
Scout
130).
100; May,
260;
Gasoline— Dunkel
212).
247).
Donald
Novis
—
Food Stamp Quiz
92).
One
Book
—Matrimonial Market Basket (Dec,33).
213).
Radio Theatre
154).
Famous
Mystery Melody
Magic Christmas Tree
—
290).
344).
The Shadow
—(Wholesale)
Mystrec Tunes —
163).
86).
Songs
Cheer and Comfort
—
Hoxie
213).
Sonny Tabor (May,
34).
140).
Sons
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
Freedom
Sunday
(Dec,
74).
388).
Unger
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
56).
Streamlined
Air
63).
90;
(Wholesale) —Kitchen
Air
425).
344; Dec,
This
America
25).
211;
(Wholesale) — Golden Light Money Man
This Thing
Love (May,
155;
100).
Touchdown Tips
Hardware
—133).
Dr.
230).
360).
218;
True
Home
—
Funny Money Man
(Dec,
419).
(Dec,
62).
382).
Home
Yesterday
—Songs Our
Sing
88).
Who's News
196).
100).
64;
Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p.
Plantation (Sept., '41, p.

Bakeries
Bakeries

Pigskin

Stores

for Victory

Building Materials

(June, '43, p.
(Feb.,

at

Kiddies'

'41,

p.

Participating

the

Clifton

of
'42, p. 19).
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110,
Civic

(Oct., '41, p.

the

(Ju., '41, p.

(Jan.,

(Mar.-Apr.,

(Nov., '42, p.
(Dec., '41, p.
(ju., '41, p.

All

'40

(Nov.,

p.

(Nov.,

'41,

(Mar., '42, p.

Public

for

Light

Utilities

Restaurants

Sporting
Sustaining
Sustaining

the

(Apr., '42, p.
'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p.
(Nov., '42,

p.

(Jan.,

Dollars or
(June, '43, p.
Reporters
'41, p.
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p. 132).
Fashions (Nov., '40,

p.

(Sept., '40, p. 35).

Stores
Stores

(Aug., '41

Pollard

p.

(June,

Stores

'41,

(Oct., '41

Santa

Stores

p.

Stores

Billie

the

(Oct.,

Stores

'41,

Stores

(Oct.,

Stores

'42,

(Oct., '41, p.
(Nov., '41, p.
(Ju., '42, p.
(Aug., '42, p.
(Jan., '41, p.

'42,

8C

^Patterns in

Stores

'41,

'42, p.

Five

'40,

Supplies

EyeFive
Flying for

'41,

City
(Aug., '42, p.
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Supplies

of

(Mar., '43, p. 79;
'43, p.
(June, '42, p.
of
(Apr., '43, p. 127).
Challenge,
(June, '43, p.
of the Airlanes (June, '42, p.
Betty
(Oct., '40, p.
Mar., '43,
79).
Captains of
(Sept., '41, p.
'43, p.
with

(Aug.,

to

the
Mar., '43, p.

'41,

)

Spelling for

(Mar., '42, p.

I

(Feb., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(Jan., '42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
'40, p.
Safety
(Apr., '42, p.
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
*40,

Cocktail

Gasoline

Groceries
Groceries

Let's
Little

Fruit

p.

of

(Jan.,

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

of

(Jan., '42,

Stella
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'41,

p.

'42, p.

Mar., '43, p. 85).

(June, '42, p.

'41, p.

Classics (Apr., '42, p. 135),
(Oct., '42, p.

(June, '42, p.

'41, p.
(Jan., '43, p. 33).
Players
'41, p.
(Feb., '41, p.

'42, p.
is

Furnishings

(Ju.,

'43, p.
p.

(Mar., '43, p.

p.

•43, p.

p.

(Feb., '43, p.
'43, p.

(Oct., '40, p.

Groceries
(Apr., '42, p.
Stores
Furnishings

'43,

of
(Mar., '43, p.
June, '43, p.
(Mar., '43, p. 78; p.
for the
(June, '42, p.

Santa's

Reporter

of the

'42,

in

Litde

'41, p.

Groceries

Mar.,

(Aug., '41, p.

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries

Life

'42, p.
'42, p.

a

of

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

of

(Feb.,

Imperial
Steps

to

18;

'42, pp.
Mysteries
'42, p.
(Aug., '42, p."
'42, p.
(June, '41, p.

Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr., '41, p.
June,
186; Oct., '42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '42, p.
Apr., '43, p. 136).
Called
'42, p.
Mar., '43,

p.

Fixit

(Nov., '41, p.

(Ju., '41, p.

(Feb., '43, p.

Soldiers

(June,

Ju., '42, p.

Detective Mysteries
'42, p.
Twilight Tales
'41, p.
Voices of
(Mar., '42, p.
(Feb., '42, p.
Mar., '43, p.
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THE

"

NAME YOU WILL REMEMBER
... a show your listeners will never forget!
number one

• The

world's

terest,

drama, excitement

—

subject for inpeople the
is

—

personalities whose lives, ideas,
ties affect our future.

and

activi-

These people are the subject of William
Lang's hard-hitting, intensely interesting
talks. Ranging from Madame Chiang Kaishek to Arturo Toscanini, from Marshal
William
Timoshenko to Pierre Laval
Lang's authoritative sketches, provide his
audience with important facts and data
about the people in the world spotlight.

—

"The Name You Will Remember" has a
perfect title for tie-in with a sponsor's name
and business, and is doing a grand selling
job right now for: motion pictures, drug
products, loan services, furniture, beer and
beverages, jewelry, life insurance, dairy
products, department store merchandise,
automotive service, and others.
Complete merchandising features with
"The Name You Will Remember" include
copies of talks for distribution on request
and do those requests pour in! One principal
of a school wrote: "Many times the names
of these people turn up in our school work,
and frequently we cannot find material on
them, especially in the manner in which you

present

it."

Other

is

and availability.

—

Package Shows

—

• Betf-y ond Bob tops in serial drama. 390
quarter-hour episodes.

•

Let's Take a
Stella Unger.

Look

in

Your Mirror

A

timely series about
poise, wardrobes, household problems,

—with
charm,
etc.

156

jfive-minute programs.

Flying for

Freedom

—the

authentic, thrill-

packed saga of United Nations' fighting men.
Especially suited for wartime advertisers. 26
half-hour dramas.

—

• Getting the Most Out of Life Today
with William L. Stidger. Down-to-earth philosophy for today's problems. 117 five-minute
programs.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING
A Radio

NBC

That Are Sure-Fire Hits

•

a show that's timely, important,
and exciting! There are now 117 programs
in "The Name You Will Remember" series,
arranged for 3-a-week broadcast in fiveminute periods. Ask your station or write
direct for full details about audition, rates,

Here

—-^

present.

6/^

COMPANY

Corporation of America Service

RCA BIdg. Radio City, New York
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington. D. C.

IVIerchandise

Sunset

&

Vine,

Mart, Chicago

Hollywood, Cal.

I

Beverages

SONGS FOR SERVICE MEN

Men on

march

lift

find that song gives a

the

to their

New songs hot off Tin Pan Alley
and old ones dragged out of the barrel
help while away the weary miles. Barfeet.

AIRING

rack room ballads also help pass the
time away.

THE NEW

Giving service
over

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Bakeries

THE LADY NEXT DOOR

AVhen

the
ladies of Fort AVorth and Dallas, Tex.,
sit down for a rubber of bridge of an
afternoon these days, there's a new topic
of conversation which lends spice and

humdrum

interest to

chit-chat. It's

The

Lady Next Door, a KGKO neighbor
who makes a daily week-day morning
call on each and everyone for Cliff
Maid Bread, who has made them sit up,
take notice.

Dorothy Krone, by name. The Lady
Next Door combines playing the organ
and piano at the same time to put the
housewife in a receptive mood. AVartime
recipes, budget saving advice, and the
latest news of interest to women are given in a spirit of neighborliness. Painless-

woven

ly

into the conversational script

KDKA,

men what

Pittsburgh,

they want
is
the

Pa.,

Pittsburgh Brewing Co. in two separate and distinct shows both designed
with a single aim. Numbers to make the
soldier happy are featured in Songs for
Service Men, heard thrice weekly at 6:30
P.M. Soldier, sailor or marine may re-

On alternate nights vocalspot under the Buzz and
Jeannie banner. Saturday night offering
gives a spot to a resume of the week's
sport news.
quest tunes.
ists

fill

the

air FAX: Tech

Lassies and a Lad get the highspot
three times a week, share the limelight on alternate
nights with Jeanne Baxter and Buzz Aston.

First Broadcast:

December, 1942.

Monday through Saturday, 6:306:45 P.M.
Sponsor: Pittsburgh Brewing Co.
Broadcast Schedule:

Station:

KDKA,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population:

1,072,545.

COMMENT: While advertisers with
plenty of folding money can afford to
present live talent, the businessman

with relatively little to spend can present a reasonable facsimile of this format
with a minimum expenditure.

Maid Bread commercials.
Helpmate Harfield \Veedin back-stops

are

Cliff

the show, does a convincing job of pretending to understand the daily problems that beset busy housewives.
air FAX:

January 18, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 9:4510:00 A.M.
Sponsor: Cliff Maid Bread.
Station: KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 350,000.
First Broadcast:

COMMENT: To

break up the monotony
of a single voice, add spice and piquancy
to the main dish, a combination of headliner and announcer is often the quickest method of building a large listening
audience for a new program offering.
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Beverages

GARDENING FOR VICTORY A

year ago
was the good old days as far as civilian
living is concerned. At that time, milady tended her petunias and sweet peas,
left the growing of cabbages and corn to
the truck gardener. Notes on the progress of each flower were exchanged at
garden club meetings.

At that time, the Norka Beverage
Co., Akron, O., manufacturer and distributor of carbonated drinks, took to
the WJ\V airlanes with Garden Club
of the Air. Program was devoted to flow-

RADIO

S

HOWM ANSH

I

P

er gardening,

NoRKA

hostess

and interviews with the
and prominent garden

women were featured. Publicity
was given to the program in the Forum
club

Bulletin, distributed to the membership
of 78 garden clubs in Akron and its environs.

NoRKA

furnished

carbonated

drinks for various garden club parties
and meetings as a merchandising promotion. An honored guest at all Garden
Forum functions was the Norka hostess.

In 12 short months a growing food
shortage made interest in flowers wither.
The Victory Gardener became a symbol
of home front activity. For Norka it was
a golden opportunity for public service.
Gardening for Victory came to flower.

garden committees read plugs in news
letters from Summit County O.C.D. Six
outside billboards in prominent places
in town and country advertise Norka
and Gardening for Victory. All city
street cars and buses have transit cards.

Owner and manager of Norka Beverage, Clare Mantz, goes all-out to back
the show. His claim: "It is an institutional program that is serving as an outstanding public service feature for the
people of one of the country's largest
and most important defense areas, and
it is the only program of the kind on
any of the local stations."
air FAX: Emcee

is Jean Long.
February 17, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, Thursday, 5:15-5:30

of the series

First Broadcast:

To reach a different audience, there
was a time switch from 1:15 P.M. to 5:15
P.M. Harvest of new listeners coincided
with shift changes in the various war
industries.

Guest gardeners include O.C.D. VicGarden Division chairmen, agricul-

tory

tural

station

experts,

representatives

from commercial gardening and supply
companies, others duly qualified. Submatter is restricted to actual problems confronting Victory Gardeners at
the moment. Interviews and round table

ject

discussions are the rule.

P.M.
Sponsor: Norka Beverage Co.
WJW, Akron, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 309,504.
Station:

COMMENT:

Because sponsor here was
well established with gardening enthusiasts before necessity turned white collar workers into dirt farmers, its current
offering builds up a following among
all classes of listeners. Secret of success:
all-out
isn't

merchandising and promotion.

enough

The

Promotionotions: plugs in garden colarticles are run in such company publications as Firestone Tire and
Rubber, Goodyear, Goodrich, and
General Tire. Farmers and community

made aware of a
can appreciate it.

public must be

service before

umns and

It

to offer the public a service.
it

SAMPLE script AVAILABLE.

Department Stares

HOT SPOT ON THE MAP

In the concentrated drive of the United Nations
to give the Nazi forces the hot foot, each
day brings forth a new Hot Spot on the
Map. To many radio listeners, the city,
river, factory, fortification that

is

under

the spotlight may be hot, but as a spot
on the map it is more or less Quantity

X.

To

serve as a background of intimate
against which current happenings are spotlighted, Lit Brothers' De-

details

partment Store, Philadelphia, Pa., created WFIL's Hot Spot on the Map. Each
broadcast in this new-angle-on-the-news
around what-

series features a story built

201

ever happens to be the hottest center of
activity in this global war. In order that
up-to-the-minute information may be
served hot, program is sometimes written as little as four hours prior to broadcast time.

To

gather material here and abroad
Lit Brothers' created a
research department. Scripter Jane Rich-

Names of mothers are secured by making only one announcement during each
program, asking listeners to send names
of mothers who have sons or daughters
in the service. Hundreds of entrees pour
in after each show, with mothers in outlying towns also getting a spot on the

show.

for the series,
ter

is

member

a

of the store's

New

Busi-

ness Department.

AIR FAX: Commentary

is
read by Edward Fielding.
Newspaper ads plug the show.
First Broadcast: March 15, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M., W., F., 7:05-7:15 P.M.

Preceded By: Victor Borge.
Followed By: Evening Serenade.
Sponsor: Lit Brothers' Department Store.
Station:

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT:

^Vhile radio has sold everything from cosmetics to sporting goods
for manufacturers and specialty shops,

there are still some department store
executives who maintain that radio can't
do a job for the retailer. Too often the
simon pure reason is that these self same
executives haven't taken the time and
trouble to learn the know-how of radio

Here is one sponsor who
not only learned the ropes, but also
added radio trained advertising specialadvertising.

ists

to

its

staff.

After each interview, the mother is
presented with a service pin, signifying
the service her son or daughter represents. Pin has a shield displaying a star
for each member of the family in ser\ice, and linked to the shield by a chain
is the service insignia. Each mother also
receives a souvenir book for keeping a
record of the service achievements of
members of the family.

All commercial copy for Jacksonville
Savings & Loan is tied-in with the idea
that the boys over there are fighting for
their homes, and since home is so important it must be kept in the best of
repair. Purpose: to promote loans for
home repairs. Copy is also used on home
purchase.
air FAX: Program

opens with the Victory Theme,
followed by the words: "This program is dedicated
to the mothers of sons and daughters in the service
of their country."
First Broadcast:

VICTORY MOTHERS

Mothers throughout the country with sons in service have

one

common

interest

which dominates

their thoughts and actions, namely, the
welfare of the boy in khaki. In Jacksonville, 111., these Victory Mothers get a
chance to talk about the boys they sent
away, via WLDS.

Under the sponsorship of the Jacksonville Savlngs & Loan Ass'n., the
quarter-hour is aired twice weekly. How
the soldier boy likes army life, how much
weight he has gained, other such questions of a personal nature are popped
at each Victory Mother. Three are interviewed on each program by question-

master Pat O'Halloran.
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11, 1943.
Tuesday, Thursday,

9:30-9:45

A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Jacksonville Savings
Station:

Finance

March

Broadcast Schedule:

WLDS,

Power: 250

Jacksonville,

8C

Loan Ass'n.

111.

watts.

Population: 19,844.

COMMENT:

Successful programs are not
always the most elaborate. Here is a simple theme which packs a terrific walloj)
in human interest appeal. It is a combination of just such little things that tell
in the long run.

THE

Gasolines
AMERICAN CHALLENGE With

war conditions upsetting the apple

cart

for established business enterprises, advertisers with an eye to the future arc

accepting this new American Challenge
in various and sundry ways. High octane
advertising fuel for the Standard OilI

RADIO SHOWM A NSH
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P

Company of Texas is the transcribed
feature heard over KOB, Albuquerque,
N. M. Dramatized are the lives of men
and women whose actions and ideals are
counterparts of leaders needed today.

a

While the weekly half-hour series is
Standard Oil hand-of-friendship ges-

ture,

sponsor plastered

window

cards in

throughout the trade
area. Bulletin boards in all Albuquerque
schools blossomed out with placards giving time-and-station data. Teachers announced the program to history classes,
urged students to give ear.
service

stations

air FAX:

Decatur, Crockett, Bolivar, Evangeline,
Carnegie and Lafayette rub elbows in this 39-episode
devoted to those who have made definite contributions to the development of America.
First Broadcast: February 18, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:00-7:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Henry Aldrich.
Followed By: Spotlight Bands.
Sponsor: Standard Oil Company of Texas.
series

Station: KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 35,449.
Agency: Mithoflf & White, El Paso, Tex.
Producer: Brisacher, Davis & Staff.

COMMENT:

Advertisers generally have
put their shoulders to the wheel, gone
all-out to promote a fighting spirit that
will win the war. One of the psychological weapons of war is civilian pride
in a nation's history. Here is just such
a series which is audience tested among

young and

old.

only an opening and closing credit line,
plus a longish center commercial.

When its
Wm.

owner

year's contract

was up,

McClaren gladly got out
his pen, put his John Henry to another
52-week contract. While radio may be
the fair-haired child, Mayo Furniture
didn't expect it to win the sales race
C.

without adequate backing. Merchandising included life-size blow-ups of news
editor Pierson for use in store windows,
and monthly envelope stuffers.
air FAX:

In addition to his Five O'Clock Edition of
the News,
newcomer Joe Pearson has a
nightly Four Bell Sports Round Up.

KTUL

1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 5:00-

First Broadcast:

5:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Ben Bernie.
Followed By: Network.
Sponsor: Mayo Furniture Co.
Station:

KTUL,

Tulsa, Okla.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 147,961.

COMMENT:

Killing the goose who laid
the golden egg is the sponsor who loads
his show with too much commercial
copy.
brief opening and closing credit
line puts the listener in the proper
frame of mind, insures best possible reception of the longer center commercial.

A

Labor Unions

THIS
much

Home

first

IS

YOUR WORLD

Under

fire

of the time, organized labor has

Furnishings

FIVE O'CLOCK EDITION OF THE NEWS
Taking a tip from trade-wise network
advertisers who tend more and more to
keep commercial copy to a minimum,
many local merchants have learned, now
practice what is no trade secret: that a
good show, rather than a long winded
commercial is what sells merchandise,

influences customers.

In Tulsa, Okla., the Mayo Furniture
grand- daddy of most furniture
stores in the trade area, is a practiced
hand at making friends and customers.
Monday through Saturday it puts out
the hand of friendship in a 15-minute
Five O'clock Edition of the News over
KTUL. Good will builder: sponsor uses
Co.,

JUNE,

1

943

203

had few opportunities

to present its case
the public, other than through its
own publications with circulation re-

to

mainly to its own members. In
periods of calm and quiet, the public
forgets about labor organizations, and is
only aware of them when trouble breaks
out. Times of sturm und drang are not
the moments for labor to put its best
foot forward.
stricted

never has enough time to take part in
this or that wartime activity?" asks sponsor, Gainesville Laundry. Taking the
words out of the listener's mouth, sponsor plays his trump card: "If so, send

your washing to the Gainesville Laundry, and have an extra day each week
for the things you would like to do."
Radiofare which baits the

news items of

brief

With This is Your World the Aeronautical Mechanics' Lodge No. 751,
composed of Boeing Aircraft Workers,
comes out before Seattle, Wash., listenand

Weekly
Sunday night half-hour program aired

ers in its best bib

tucker.

sales

hook:

interest to "the busy

Wartime America." Fashhousekeeping information,
moving picture news, beauty hints, and
liousewife of

ion

tips,

human

interest items culled
United Press and other sources.

KOMO

During

from

1942, the Gainesville Laun196 five-minuite periods on

presents a dramatic sequence covering the week's outstanding
news events. March of Time motif is

WRUF,

focussed locally in

across the boards with transcribed mini-

over

its

closing minutes.

dry used

is

written and produced

by

KOMO.

Broadcast: February 28, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
First

Followed By: Richfield Reporter.
Sponsor: Aeronautical Mechanics' Lodge No. 751.
Station:

KOMO,

Seattle,

dramas.

message

When

the

drew to an end, manager W. S.
Thomas, Jr. decided to hue to the line
of community service. Reason: capacity
business in a community augmented
series

with families of service

Wash.

several large

at

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 452,637.

commercial

its

household

ature
AIR FAX: Program

got

men

in training

camps in the

vicinity

dictated an institutional rather than a

COMMENT: With

public

highly promotional approach.
interest

in

news programs at flood stage, labor has
an excellent good will vehicle

Current

was devised by
members have a free

offering

selected

WRUF,

here designed to appeal to record size
audiences. While organized labor has
been slow to take advantage of the radio
potential, programs of this type are one
of the signs of the times.

hand in devoting part or all of a program to civic and patriotic drives.
Through time devoted to Red Cross and
War Bond appeals, sponsor lives up in
fact to
its business slogan: "We grow
old being reliable; we stay young being

and

staff

inodern."

LADIES BE

AWARE

Laundries
Those who fought

the battle for women's rights have nothing more to do these days than to twiddle their thumbs. With the cry for more
and more workers all along the civilian
front echoing across the country, the
world is there for milady to command.
Chief obstacle for many housewives is
the hurly-burly of household tasks. In
listeners don't
Gainesville, Fla.,
have that alibi for non-participation in
the activities of the day.

WRUF

"Are you one of those
204

women who

air FAX:

Broadcast: March 15, 1943.
Schedule:
Monday through Saturday,

First

Broadcast

10:00-10:05 A.M.
Preceded By: Transcribed service.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Gainesville Laundry.
Station:

WRUF,

Power: 5,000
Population:

Gainesville, Fla.

watts.

17,000.

COMMENT: While longer programs
have their place even in wartime, a
streamlined five-minute offering slanted
at busy women is an excellent approach
to the women that many current advertisers

want

to reach.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

J

WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange resuhs and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

PDQ QUIZ COURT

Gasolines
"The Petrol Cor-

poration, Los Angeles, Cal., producers

and

sellers

PDQ

of

Petrol Gasoline

through independent dealers in Southern California, sponsor the PDQ Quiz
Court on KFI. Cash awards are made for
questions used on the program, and
question blanks are available only
through dealers. Free tickets to broadcasts are mailed on receipt of a request
card also only available from dealers.

PDQ

Posters at all
plug the show.

"From

"Ralph's Grocery Co.,

is

now

sell-

ing Dr. Hamilton's. Only by repeated

Ralph's Stores by dog owners
our food was it possible to get started. Naturally we are overjoyed at the
speed with which we have been able to
develop this important outlet. Because
calls at

for

the

of

volume

big

business

of

that

Ralph's does, and the customer traffic
in the stores, I think we can press the
fact that Ralph's sells the food for quite
some time."
E. L.

distributor stations

LOMAX
& Molgaard

Lomax

San Francisco,

Cal.

2,000 to 5,000 questions are

sent in each week."

is Norma Young. Halfhour show features homemaking commentary, interviews and reviews of women's activities for its participating sponsors. Requests for recipes, household
tips, other information makes the postman's burden

AIR FAX: Happy homemaker

CHET CRANK
Dana Jones Co., Adv.
Los Angeles, Cal.

heavy, also give the switchboard

operators

a

work-

out.

AIR FAX:

Contract

First Broadcast:

is

for a 52-week run.

October

1,

1939.

Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday, 9:00-9:30 P.M.

Sponsor: Petrol Corporation.
Station: KFI, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 50,000 watts.

Newest sponsor, Whiting-Mead Co., Building Materials, considered women as home-makers in word's
most literal sense when it started thrice weekly participation; in addition to doing a selling job, commercials feature service whereby firm offers instruction in use of

1,497,074.
Agency: Dana Jones Co.

COMMENT: Shows come and

go; the
quiz program seems destined to go on
for ever! Considering the fact that the
sponsor here didn't make it easy for the
public to get question blanks, sent them
direct to dealers, from 2,000 to 5,000
letters a week is mail!

Building Supplies; others.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.

Station:

Power: 5,000
Population:

Groceries
months after
Hamilton's
Formula Dog Food Products on KHJ,
^ve had to put on an extra crew at the
story

of Dr.

plant for 16 hours a day!

JUNE,

1943

watts.

1,497,074.

COMMENT:

Manufacturers in search of
outlets have reason to sing hosannahs to the women's participating program. Times without number, shows of

new

this

we put our

materials.

Monday through Friday, 9:3010:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Morning Commentaries.
Followed By: Glenn Hardy.
Sponsor: Lomax & Molgaard; Whiting-Mead Co.,

Population:

HAPPY HOMES "Two

its

Broadcast Schedule:

kind have been the cement which

bound

customers, retailers and

manu-

facturers into one big cooperative family. At the head of this happy family is
the established radio personality. Each

participating
the

sponsor,

therefore,

en-

own good name by trading on
good name of its announcer.

hances

its

205

COMMENT:

SHOWMANSHIP

A\'hile there is no evidence
that public interest has reached a saturation point in its interest in the news,
all to the good are programs which de^ elop new slants on the news. AVhen this
angle performs a service for listeners,

both sponsor and audience stand to gain.

IN ACTION
Drugs
Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

Beverages

PAY OFF NEWS

One

of the freedoms

which Americans are fighting is the
freedom to ask questions, get truthful,
proper answers from the best possible

for

sources.

To

get these straight-from-the-

shoulder replies, it isn't necessary to
have private lines into the AVhite House
or the Kremlin.

In

New York

the man-in-thestreet gets his answers straight from the
horse's mouth, via AVOR. Listeners who
have questions on the news are invited
to send them to editor-author Fulton
Oursler. Answers incorporating the
opinions of experts are the Pay Off News
for listeners. Pay off for those who contribute questions used on the five-aweek show: three dollars on the line.
City,

Three buck payment originates from
new advertising theme used by sponsor Christian Feigenspan Brewing Co.:
the

''What All Three?" "Yes, All Three.
Light-It's Dry-It's Mellow!"

It's

SUNSHINE BOYS

AVhen The Sunshine
Boys took their accordion-guitar duo to
the air, they got reel cooperation from
sponsor Vick Chemical Co., and KOA,
Denver, Col. Some 180,000 weekly moviegoers witnessed screen trailers in the 12

Denver Fox International Theatres.
Simultaneously, Denver's entire fleet of
Yellow Cabs blossomed out with fender-card signs. Eye appeal was supplecourtesy
mented by ear apj^eal and
spot announcements.

KOA

AIR FAX:

Si Westbrook sings, plays the guitar, and
Zeke Beckman puts the accordion through its paces.
Nearly every number is vocalized. Patter between

numbers

is ad libbed. Commercials plugging Vick's
remedies V apo-Rub and Vick's Va-tro-nol are
handled by commercial announcer Steve Robertson.
First Broadcast: September, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
4:45-5:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Lone Journey.
Followed By: Music.
sponsor: Vick Chemical Co.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.
Agency: Morse Intem'l Agcy, New York City.

cold

COMMENT: A

consistent radio promotion policy reacts to the mutual advantage of all sponsors on that same station, guarantees for all a steadily increasing volume of listeners.

Broadcasts consist entirely of listenersent questions in the news of the day,
both at home and on the battle fronts.

Answer-man Oursler makes no attempt
to comment, restricts himself to the field
of reporting,

AIR FAX:

Contract for the new series

is

on

a

52-week

sked.

Broadcast: April 12, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday,

First

9:30 P.M.
Sponsor:
Station:

Christian Feigenspan Brewing Co.

WOR, New

Power: 50,000 watts.
Agency: Maxon, Inc.
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York

City.

9:15-

Gasolines

OUR FIGHTING NAVY Dear

to the
heart of the British blue jacket is the
ration of grog that is part and parcel of
navy tradition. Dear to the heart of the
Canadian listening audience are the
stories of its fighting navy. \Vhen the
British American Oil Co., Ltd., took
to the CKBI airlanes in Prince Albert,
Sask., it partook of tradition to launch
its

institutional offering.

RADIO SHOWM A NSH IpT

i

To

every oil dealer in the trade area

^vent a bottle of

the

invitation

simon pure rum, with
to

Main

the

''Splice

Brace" on the night the program was
launched.

For the benefit of charitable organiBritish American admanager
Turnpenny has set aside a threeJ. H.
minute spot at the midway point in the
30-minute program.

COMMENT: While

a regular musical
offering broadcast from a studio builds
up for itself a large listening audience,
showmanship which ties-in the offering
with the sponsor's place of business is
all to the good. Remotes offer one simple method of accomplishing this end.

zations,

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Monument Dealers
THE
MOST
OUT OF LIFE
GETTING

February 4, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.

Preceded By: Bing Crosby.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: British American Oil Co., Ltd.
Station:

CKBI, Prince

While a

Albert, Sask.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population:

12,290.

COMMENT: While consumer good
is

the

main problem

will
for the retailer, the

wholesale distributor is faced with a
horse of a different color. For such enterprises, the dealer is the handkerchief
man. A program directed at the general
public is one sure-fire method of getting
the dealer backing, and promotion here
was certain to make the dealer's spirits
rise.

Home
MELODY MATINEE

Furnishings

Stop, look

and

CKWS's

special events department
the pick-up, and brings to the air

and organ music.
Emceed by Bob Kesten for street onlookers and radio listeners, the half-hour
show goes on at 4:15 P.M. during the

mid-afternoon shopping time.
AIR FAX:

First

Broadcast: January,

1943.

4:15-4:45 P.M.
Lindsay Furniture Co.
Station: CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 31,703.

Broadcast Schedule:

Sponsor:

JUNE,

1943

Most Out

mankind's

of Life.

Basic are the brief inspirational talks

by Dr. William L. Stidger, heard over
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., and sponsored
by Edward J. Northrup, Monument
Dealer. Basic is the premium giveaway
offered free to listeners; to create mail
pull for customer relations, Northrup
offers a series of pamphlets on How to

Read

is what late afternoon shoppers in
Kingston, Ont., do when Melody Matinee originates from the show windows
of the Lindsay Furniture Co. over
CKWS. An elaboration of the man-inthe-street idea. Melody Matinee covers
all sides of the musical question.

vocal numbers, piano

is

the Bible.

lis-

ten

makes

life-after-death

age-old hope, religions of all kinds base
the promise of a here-after upon precepts of good living on earth. Interpretations of those precepts vary from faith
to faith, but the credo of all creeds sums
up to one basic core of faith, hope and
charity. In times of stress and strain,
more and more people turn to religious
philosophy as a means of Getting the

After the five-minute weekly feature

had been heard three times for Northrup, sponsor reported numerous unsolicited telephone calls endorsing his
sponsorship of such a dignified, yet entirely

human program.

Special promotio?i: two sizeable newspaper ads carried a picture of Dr. Stidger, as well as "time-and-station" details.

WENY

Teaser announcements on
provided for advance publicity.

also

air FAX:

First Broadcast: April 5, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 6:10-6:15 P.M.

Preceded By: Mobilgas News.
Followed By: Bern Ball Scores.
Sponsor: Edward J. Northrup.
Station: WENY, Elmira, N. Y.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 54,888.
Transcription Co.:

NBC

Radio-Recording.
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COMMENT:
kind

AMiile a program of this

especially suited to sponsor here,

is

inspirational talks

may be used

to

good

advantage by any business where dig-

and good taste are prime
Merchandising angle is invaluable in building up a mailing list and
nity, quality

factors.

on

getting a check

listener appeal.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

WEOA,

Station:

cheerful announcer with
is an essential in a
program of this kind. \Vhile a chance
at prize money will attract an audience,

cated by the widespread recognition of
such phrases as Good to the Last Drop,
or It's Smart to be Thrifty. In Evanslisteners

who

tongue

product or business of a

specific slogan

get cold cash

tomer

is

lose. If

phone

from La

since the cus-

always right, the listener can't

memory
rings,

La Conga

fails

him when

his tele-

he gets a free dinner from

for his pains.

Dinners, win or

It's

it takes entertainment to hold them. In
a case of this kind, the annoimcer is on
the spot.

SAMPLE SCRIPT AVAILABLE.

correct-

ly identify the

Conga Restaurant. But

Dollars or

DO YOU KNOW

phone book. At

lose.

Three telephone calls are made on
each of the twice weekly programs, with
the AVEOA aiuomatic finder selecting
the numbers from the Evansville Telephone Directory. If the call is not completed, person listed at that

consolation

number

two

prize,

tickets

gets
to

LoEw's Theatre.

Example:

for

the

correct

& Hammer,

five dollars to

the good.

A

identifica-

listener

was

local laundry

got a plug when listeners were asked to
identify the phrase, Put your duds in

our suds.

Minimum

nose answers

much

is

pay-off for on-the-

Others draw as
\Vhen a telephone

32.50.

as five dollars.

not completed, prize money is
carried over to the next program. In
every case, advertising agencies and
manufacturers whose products get a
slogan plug are notified by sales manager Guy E. Crecelius, who emcees the
program, dreamed it up in his spare
call

time.
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is

goes

on

the

6:25,

7:25,

and

8:25,

the five-minute progi*am

air.

For 2 1/2 minutes a news announcer
gives the headlines of the hour. Then
as the theme comes up for a 10-second
interval,
Alan Courtney, known to
\VOV listeners as emcee of the 12S0

Club, makes
contact

tion of Arm,

Sustaining
THE ANSWER The

voice with a smile, alias, the switchboard
girl, is the go-between in a AVOV quiz
progiam for New York listeners. Presentation of last minute news headlines is
interspersed with telephone calls to persons chosen at random from the tele9:25, nightly,

as

Evansville, Ind.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 97,062.

COMMENT: A

Restaurants
DOLLARS OR DINNERS That slogans
may become national by-words is indi-

WEOA

7:30-7:45

P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: News.
sponsor: La Conga Restaurant.

a glib ad-lib

ville, Ind.,

1943.
Tuesday, Thursday,

Schedule:

his

random

call.

"When

the pay-off for
merely taking hook from receiver is 50
cents. If the listener-recipient knows that
for Victoiy is the answer to Do
You Know the Answer, it nets him all
money on deposit in the jack pot.
established,

is

WOV

AIR FAX: Three

of the four periods are incorporated
into the two-and-a-half hour 1280 Club. Newspaper
and direct mail advertising put listeners wise to the
new offering.

December 14, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Nightly, 6:25, 7:25, 8:25, 9:25
for five minutes.

First Broadcast:

Station:

WOV, New

Power: 5,000

COMMENT:

York

Cit>'.

watts.

A\'hile there are those

who

maintain that buying listeners with cash
butters

no

parsnips, suggest straight en-

tertainment in
teresting

its

place, here

is

an

in-

combination of both.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

morning." Theme fades out the talkie-talk. Opening
changed every day to represent a variety of stores.
Announcer gives the introduction after theme has
been up for ten seconds. An eight to ten minute
Cooper script highlights the day's best buys, and is
followed by a musical interlude. Each program is
broken by two or three songs.
Listeners who send along shopping problems, queries on where, what, when to buy, get straight-fromthe-shoulder answers. Housewife is also kept posted
on changes or new regulations from various agencies
in her wartime living and purchasing. Entire show
is worked informally.
Title of show was garnered as a result of a listener
contest, the prize being a basket of scarce-as-hen'sis

PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

teeth rationed groceries.

February 1, 1943.
Schedule:
Monday through
10:30-11:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Roecker's Bakeries, others.
Station: WMRN, Marion, O.
Power: 250 watts.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Bakeries
Roecker's Bak-

SHOPPER'S DIGEST
eries had a sale on raisin cookies.
AVMRN's Shoppers Digester Madge
Cooper and an announcer kicked the
commercial around briefly, extolled the

deliciousness of ye olde raisin cookie.
Before the hands of Time had gone
round the clock, Roecker's reported a
complete sell-out of the sweet-tooth
tempter, and all baked goods sales were
stepped up that day.

Ripley

Shopper's Digest is a
presentation that saw
light o' day a few short months ago.
Stores mentioned on the program are
not limited to advertisers. First and foremost, the show serves the listener; secondly, the advertiser. Slanted at the
housewife buyer, it offers good wartime
buys and best values for the shopper's
ration coupons. From two to six commercially sponsored messages are worked
public

into

Population:

COMMENT: A

service

program of

this

almost dead certain to build up
a large listening audience, and what is
a service both to the public and to the
advertisers will mutually benefit both
groups. It is for just such good deeds
that radio and its sponsors have established their integrity with the buying

kind

is

public.

item:

each script in a non-commercial

style.

When

Uhler's Department Store,
had an annual sale of
Helena Rubenstein cosmetics, shopper
Cooper gave the products a program
plug as a part of her regular shopping
tour. Announcement came smack-dab in
the middle of the show. Uhler's report
to the station: that single, unsponsored
Marion,

O.,

plug sold out 25 per cent of the cosmetic
stock.

RAINBO MUSICAL

Bakeries
That

Co.,

wholesale bakery distributing

through Denver,

Rainbo Rhymes
from 50 to 200

set-up:

phone

rings,

receiver

is

.

.

1943

retail

stores.

A

KOA

Rainbo's half-hour program of transcribed music made its debut in 1937,
has been on the air continuously in various formats for the past five and onehalf years.
Editor of the Rainbo Musical Magazine is
announcer Ivan Schooley. Ad-lib patter
numbers, plus short commercials fill the

staff

between

picked up, as show opener. Announcer working with
shopper Madge gives a neighborhood store opening:
"Good Morning . . . Jones Fruit Store
yes,
.
.
ma'm
.
we have some very nice cantaloupes this

Col.,

drew
contest over
entries each day. Daily
awards of groceries to the two best lines
submitted revealed that jingles had taken a patriotic turn; fully half were concerned with national defense and the
war. Example: completing line to "Ring
out the old. Ring in the New" was "And
ring the necks of a few Japs, too."

air FAX:

air FAX: Program

MAGAZINE

almost every housewife is a poet at heart
is the conviction of the Rainbo Bread

KOA

JUNE,

31,084.

service

.

Saturday,

bill.

First Broadcast:

March, 1937.
Monday through Saturday, 8:30-

Broadcast Schedule:

9:00 A.M.
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Preceded By: Something to Think About.
Followed By: Road of Life.
Sponsor: Rainbo Bread Co.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.

show on

a less pretentious scale

be equally successful in smaller

may

cities.

Department Stores

COMMENT:
radio time

of

Consistency in the use of
is

one of the

essentials

if

the

advertiser expects to reach the top rung
of success. Almost six years
of continuous sponsorship is evidence of
the truth of this assertion.

on the ladder

SEWING SCHOOL

While the old adage,
time saves nine" is more
truth than poetry, the fact remains that
an entire generation has reached the age
of discretion without ever having mas-

"A

Stitch

in

tered the intricacies of thimbles, needles,
dress patterns, other appurtenances of
the school that sews a fine seam. When

LINGER WITH ESSLINGER

Beverages

war economies and curtailments knocked

Childhood

the ready-mades into a cocked hat, the
feminine world was thrown into a turmoil.

gangs soon evolve mysterious ritual as a
part of their inner circle, revel in the
secret password that admits members to
gang pow-wows. That thrill of the password carries on into adulthood, springs
into full bloom in fraternal organizations of all kinds.
To those radio listeners who Linger
With Esslinger over WDEV, Waterbury,
Vt., and
St. Albans, Vt., the

WWSR,

M. M. Farrell & Sons password means
and

cents for those in the know.
Evidence that while the password
changes from day to day the listening
audiences remains stable: 70 per cent of
listeners telephoned know the password.
dollars

AIR FAX: Show

heard in the interests of Esslinger
features telephone calls made to perselected at random from Vermont telephone
books or from listings of persons who mail in their
telephone numbers. If the person called gives the
correct Esslinger password for the day, his reward
is a crisp five dollar bill. Three times and out is the
credo of scrip ter-emcee Reg Nash; if three in a row
fail to give the password, the money is added to the
prize for the next evening.

Old Stock Ale
sons

While the announcer makes telephone connections,
emcee Nash gives Major League baseball score;.

Show

also has a Story for the Day filler. Featured
interesting odds and ends about this and that.
Show's finale: announcement of the password to be
used the following night.

In yard goods departments, merchanexperienced a run on fabrics of all
kinds. Lack of feminine knowledge of
the age old art was the only fly in the
ointment. The few who could lay pattern to cloth, come out with colors flying, lorded it over less fortunate sisters.
To those who were long in willingdisers

short in skill, the M. L. Parker
Co., department store in Davenport, la.,
offered a Sewing School of the Air over
ness,

AVOC.
Commercial Manager

L. O. Fitzgibbons was skeptical. His guess as to how
many would respond to such an offer:
a measly 500. Parker's admanager R. V.
Boom stuck to his guns. Pre-program an-

nouncements suggested that interested
listeners register at

Parker's for

leaflets

would help them listen more intelligently to the program. "Help!
Help!" cried adman Boom, as the camthat

paign got underway.

are

Within the first few days, the 500
quota was exhausted. More than 1,200

March 16, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
6:15-6:30 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Sponsor: M. M. Farrell 8C Sons, Burlington, Vt.
Station: WDEV, Waterbury, Vt., and WWSR, St.

registered before the program hit
An extra 1,000 sets of leaflets
failed to quiet the clamor. Frantic was
adman Boom as 1,540 women customers
stormed the dress goods department in

First Broadcast:

Albans, Vt.

Power:

1,000 watts.

had
the

air.

response to the offer of sewing lessons.
long pull had come from three announcements daily, preceding the first
program, plus newspaper publicity in
sponsor's regular ads, and window dis-

The

COMMENT: Programs
prizes

may be adapted

featuring
to

money

communities

of almost any size. While in metropolitan areas, the prize must usually be large
to get maximum returns, the same type

play.

Hook:

listeners

were required to

reg-

I
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i>ter at the dress goods department in
order to receive the printed lessons.
Parker's records show that more than
'^{^
per cent of those who registered made
\ard goods purchases, and ahnost over-

of yard goods
record voliune.
night,

sales

jumped

to

While a feminine voice presented the
selling commercials, all other copy was
transcription. The 30-minute instruction series of

PARKER

on

as a good will gesture of
in conjunction
with the Federal Employment Bureau. Without special
promotions or tie-ins, the program has stood on its
own feet, pulled its own weight.

Broadcast aired four mornings a week opens and
closes with reveille call. Discussed against a background of appropriate sound are factory and office
jobs.

Broadcast: April 17, 1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Four times a week, 8:30-8:45

First

A.M.

FAX:

AIR

WGL

ment

was prepared by the McCall Co.
Broadcast: January 21, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Wednesday. 10:30-11:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Breakfast at Sardi's.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: M. L. Parker Co.
Station: WOC. Davenport. la.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 164,231.

Preceded By: Happy Herb.
Followed By: Anything Goes.
Sponsor: Federal Employment Bureau.

WGL,

sLx

Station:

First

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 117,246.

COMMENT: While

yard

goods

sales

have reached an all-time high, department stores who have used a series of
type generally report sales far in
is the normal sales increase. Program here embodies -svhat are
the essentials in the use of radio for department stores: it builds a single department, it contains elements of showmanship, and at the same time, it builds

Fort

Wayne, Ind.

COMMENT: Getting the man and the
job together is half the battle, and radio
has stood the acid test in this assignment. Many advertisers have used this
tvpe of program as a good will service
gesture with splendid results.

this

advance of what

the store as an institution.

Employment Bureaus
WAR JOB Man power

TIME TO GET A

shortage is one of the alarming bottlenecks in today's total war, and particularly in boom towns, wartime manufacturers are covering the field with a fine
tooth comb. Those who for one reason
or another aren't as yet behind a ma-

need to be reminded that
Time to Get a War Job.
Better than a string around

chine,

a reminder,

as

is

the

15-minute program
heard over

\\

GL

for

Federal Employment Bureau. During
the first six months,
records show that the
the

program

filled

more

than 1,000 positions.

Jewelers

GEMS OF MELODY

of Melody has sterling worth for Sartori Jewelers is crystal clear to jewelryman

Albert Sartori. Five times a week for 14
years the quarter-hour program of organ
music has sold merchandise for its sponsor with ever increasing volume.
To appeal to the widest possible listener range, show is presented on a staggered schedule. Two evening programs
and three afternoon shows at various day
and night times hit a wide variety of
listeners.

Introductions and commercials

are read to a musical background.

air FAX: Out

of the musical album come semi-classimost radio listeners.

cal tunes familiar to

1928.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday,
11:00-11:15 A.M.;
Tuesday, 4:00-4:15 P.M.; Wednesday. 6:45-7:00
P.M.: Thursday, 4:00-4:15 P.M., and Friday, 9:309:45 P.M.

First

it's

That Gems

Broadcast:

Preceded

By:

Sunday,

The

World is Yours; Tuesday,
News; Wednesday, Stan &
Guitar; Thursday, News;
Friday, Whodunit.
Followed By: Sunday, WedMusic; Tuesday,
Thursday, Fiome with Susan;
nesday,

Friday, Dedication.

Sponscn: Sartori Jewelers.
Station:

KHQ,

Spokane,

Wash.
Power: 5,000 watts.
117,414.

Population:

AIR FAX:
1939
created

Originally set up in
before the war crisis
a

labor shortage

emergency,
swung

J

U N E,

into

the
its

1943

program

new

assign-

COMMENT:

W^hile pro-

grams where contin211

an important factor are most sucwhen heard at a fixed hour, a
musical program of this kind may do a
splendid job for its sponsor on a staguity

is

cessful

gered schedule.

Jewelers

NOTES OF LOVE

In times of crises, as
well as in the springtide, a young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love.
From Notes of Love to a plain gold
band on the left hand is then the shortest distance between two points. The
middle man in this case is the Levitt
Jewelry Co., ^Vichita, Ka., who offers
romantically inclined listeners the
transcribed feature over KFH.
Evidence that Azotes of Love is
the ring that binds the jewelry market for Levitt: at the end of 13
weekly broadcasts, sponsor doffed
its beaver to the powers that are
radio's, signed a renewal 26 week
contract on a three-a-week shot.
Showmanotions : space in Levitt's
newspaper space, and short teasers
spotted on
turned the trick
for store manager A. H. Glasser.

Navy may be

able to recognize different
types of planes in actual combat, scalemodel replicas are needed for study.
Putting youthful enthusiasm and energy to good use is the Jacob Reed's
Sons, men's clothiers in Philadelphia,
Pa. Saturday morning radio series for
children provides instruction in building model airplanes, and club members
are invited to donate finished products
to Army and Navy flying schools.
Chairman of the club. Colonel Bill,
visits schools to get the youngsters
hepped up. That the show is scaled to
the right model is indicated by the fact
that in three months, membership
reached 2,200.
contest to select the
most accurately designed

A

models had them 2,200
strong on their toes. Merchandising

for the
Sons: a
plane display in a
flier

Jacob Reed's
model
store window.

AIR FAX: First Broadcast: January 16, 1943.
Saturday,
Schedule:
Broadcast
10:15-10:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Let's

KFH

Visit

the

Zoo.
Followed By: Nellie Revell Presents.

air FAX:

Transcribed

combines
popular love ballads liqui-dated by song thrush
Joey Nash and famous love letters of yesterday and
today.

October,

1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 12:45-1:00 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Those We Love.
Sponsor: Levitt Jewelry Co.
Station: KFH, Wichita, Ka.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 183,000.
Producer: H. S. Goodman.

First Broadcast:

Sponsor:

quarter-hour

COMMENT:

Sponsors who want to entertain the public with network calibre

Station:

Jacob

KYW,

Reed's

Sons.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.
Agency: Seberhagen, Inc.

COMMENT: A
who wants to

natural for any sponsor
capture the elusive cus-

tomer while he's }oung is a program
which ties-in with the tremendous interest in aviation. Club memberships also
provide advertisers with invaluable mailing lists.

talent find transcribed features of this

kind an easy-on-the-budget solution to
the problem.

Men's Wear
JACOB REED'S SONS MODEL PLANE
CLUB \\'hilc youngsters have spent leisure time for a number of years making
models of airplanes, today what was a

hobby has become a
So that student

212

vital

war industry.
Army and

flyers in the

Stationers

GOLDSMITHS PHANTOM THEATRE
Every Friday night at 10:30 a blood
curdling scream pierces the air. The
Goldsmiths Phantom Theatre takes the
center of the stage for the Goldsmith
Book & Stationery Co., Wichita, Ka.,
over KFH. The mystery stage is set, the
title of the play annoiniced, and the
Goldsmith commercial read before the
whodunit fans settle down to a pleasant

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

session of shivering in their boots. So
that listeners are not left hanging over
the cliff while the commercial spiel is

read, the audience is assured that once
the play is on there will be no interruptions for commercials.

items in the store, there

ious to see the

AIR FAX:
Starting as a sustaining
feature
in 1939, the show
built an enthusiastic
audience of listeners

KFH

time than it
say Jack
Robinson. Fans bein less

takes

to

sieged the studio to
watch the production. Packed houses anxious to see the
only local show of its kind hit the decks
have made the program one of the
town's most talked about. Audiences,
warned not to give vent to their studio
reactions while the show is on the air,

hold their sides while heavy sound effects man LaiTy Stanley breaks a stalk
of celery to coincide with the crushing
of the heroine's bones. Bloody and gory,
the plays run the gamut of mystery and
supernatural to straight detective yarns.

Came Pearl Harbor, and troop movements of American soldiers. Withdrawn
from production on the grounds that it
was not in step with the times was The
Phantom Theatre. Audience demand
proved the error of this step. KFH
switchboard was clogged with return requests during the four months the show
was off the air.
Back the show came, this time under
the banner of the Goldsmith Book k
Stationery Co. Sponsor was skeptical.
A late night spot didn't add up to a
large audience potential, and the first
fling was on a 13-week trial basis.
Commercials advertising products not
advertised in newspaper copy were
tossed into the program. Often these
were slow movers. Sales on these radio
advertised products jumped up after
each broadcast. The show had met the
acid test, and today it's Goldsmith's for
52 weeks!

While there are occasional window
and audiences are sometimes pre-

cards,

sented with

JUNE,

1

943

pamphlets or samples of

is little

outside

promotion. Yet the show has to be produced in the large audience studio to
accommodate the 300 strong crowd anx-

show

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

in production.
November, 1939.
10:30-11:00 P.M.

Friday,

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Goldsmith Book 8C Starionery Co.
Station: KFH, Wichita, Ka.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 5,000 watts.

COMMENT:

Wisely, sponsor here recognizes that the best way to impress a

commercial message upon

listeners is not
over-do a good thing. While some
programs lend themselves to a middle
commercial, an offering of this type
which leaves the whodunit fans in midair while a commercial is given, is more
apt to create ill will than to increase
sales. Sales results here indicate that

to

grateful^ fans give ear, suit deed to
action, via opening and closing commercials.

Sustaining

WOMEN TODAY

West Coast housewives are eager to do what they can to
make sugar rations go as far as possible
if response to a Women Today offer is
a criterion. Offered was a Victory Begins
at Home pamphlet put out by the Department of Agriculture, sanctioned by
the Office of

Emergency Management.

Response in four days: 8,000!
AIR FAX:

Narrator

Eddie Albright

topics of general interest to

presents

newsy

women.

First Broadcast: April 13, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 10:35-

10:45 A.M.(PWT).
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Dramatic Serial.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

1,497,074.

COMMENT: Growing in favor with
sponsors whose products appeal to women are news shows slanted at the feminine audience. Chief ingredients for a successful program of this kind are (1) a
popular announcer, and

(2)

an

interest-

ing selection of news.
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COME FAR FOR FURS
Five years ago

department store

WLAAV

ON THE SPOT

Cherry

tips

on spot
column.

KNOCK! KNOCK!
there? Falstaff Openshaw himself in person in a new series of spot announcements recently released by the

Who's

Harry

Goodman

S.

Co. featuring Alan

Reed. \V^hile Falstaff Openshaw is a
household word with all listeners to the
Fred Allen net^vork program, this new
of spots is available to anyone,
can be broadcast on any station. Open
ends give the local announcer his lead,
and sponsor may use any desired commercial in that break.
series

Designed

to attract attention,

interest of the listener,

hold the

make him

sit

up

and take notice of the sponsor's commercial, the show is a part of a series
of programmed one minute spot announcements. Sample patter in this
series which now makes it possible for
local sponsors to use national celebrities

on spot announcements:
SOUND: Knock on door and door
ANN: Well, Falstaff Openshaw!

opens.

FALSTAFF: Welcome,

stranger, doff your bonnett! Falstaff 's here with a brand new sonnet!
Have you heard, "Don't Jump in the Ocean,
Mother, You're Too Old to Become a Wave?"

ANN:
sage

Come, come,

written a

It's

Haven't you

Precisely

why

am

to save

Wouldn't feed

cloth;

a

it

new-born moth.

There are many changes 'bout my
one that

They've changed

But

214

in

my

I

to a Vict'ry suit.

on

wasted in

that's

there's

here.

poem

changed over

made

The wool

But

a

mes-

r

FALSTAFF:
I've

Falstaff.

my

isn't

cuffs,

suit

strange;

my

pleats

and vest

pockets, there's no change!

a

airlanes. Starter

whirl,

via

the

was a 15-miniue

once-a-week program. From its original
reluctance to breaking down its news-

appropriation to add radio.
AVebb did an about-face,
Sc
bought three station-break announce-

paper

ments

this

Co.,

Lawrence, Mass., de-

cided to give radio

JOHNNY

News, reviews and
announcements in

Cherry & AVebb
in

have

daily.

Direct proof in the terms of increased
sales of radio's selling power led sponsor
to up its radio budget a second time.
Schedule now includes six spot announcements a day. Commercials are
placed near news spots and in a daily
^vomen's program.

One reason why Cherry & ^VEBB
changed its tune: an announcement on
an early morning broadcast featured a
special on fur coats at SI 49. Shortly after
the store opened its shutters that morning, a customer and her daughter from
Newburyport, 18 miles away, asked the
clerk about the fur coats she had heard
advertised over the air that morning.
Request met blank stares: the advertising manager had neglected to tell the
department head about the item he was
planning to feature on the early morning broadcast. A quick call to ^VLA^V
the details, and the sale was

verified

made.
FIRST AID FOR SPONSOR
\Vhen timebuyer, ^V. O. Hamilton,
Capitol Stores area manager, New
Orleans, La., decided to take his first
plunge into radio, he did more than
just get his feet wet. To mark the opening of one of its new supermarkets,
Capitol Stores bought 52 station break
announcements, two quarter-hour shows
and one half-hour program on ^V^VL.
Spots made Orleanians C.\pitol Stores
supermarket conscious, led them to the
store for Food for Thought radio quiz
shows. Remote broadcasts featured the
auctioning of baskets of food, the proceeds going to the Red Cross war relief
fund. Red Cross canteen workers were
present for the Friday and Saturday
broadcasts to accept money.
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NEXT MONTH
W.W.MILLIKAN,

of the

J.

W.

Millikan Sport Shop, Hammond, Ind,

gives this advice to radio advertisers:

ment for

MAX

"Concentrate on a particular depart-

a seasonal period to get best results!"

YAIVDT

puts a sport Slant on his men's clothing store, Missoula,

Mont., with plenty of service men's hooks for future business.

ALFAH CREAMERY, West

Palm Beach, Fla,

hits the

airwaves nightly,

I

52

weeks

a year, for
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amazing radio

results.
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Cream O'

the

Crop
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A. R. Neiiscn

Sports bag of tricks makes business
tick writes the president of the Alfar

Creamery

Co.,

West Palm Beach,

Fla.
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Sportslants for Yandt's
Max Yandt

Men's Wear

store owner
a ten year old sports proanswers the service call to the

Yandt's

how

tells

gram

colors.

BUY
6:30 Across the Board
An RS Air Analysis

To

UNITED STATES

perform a

232
civic service, contrib-

ute to Philadelphia sports

life, is

Yours for the Asking

^)Ja^'

If

you want

New

•

for your

own

personal security

and

New
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radio programs worth reading

abotit.

No

result figures as yet.
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Shows cut to
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a tested work-sheet, here

is a collection of sample script
transcription availabilities.

Airing the
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the

Erlanger Brewing Co.'s tested sportscast formula.

242
fit

a pattern for spon-

sorship are streamlined here.
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Special

Invest for
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245

mails, sur
veys, long runs, and the growth of
the business itself are given here.
sales,

Promotion
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Short radio promotions that run but
a day, a week or a month, yet leave
an impression that lasts the year
around.

Johnny on

the Spot

250

News, reviews and tips on spot announcements in this column.
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oal To Go.

every one goes to baseball games. Not every one attends football
NOTgames.
Seldom are the S.R.O. signs out at
hockey games, basketall

what have you, that make up
But there are few on this side of

ball matches, tennis meets, horse races, or

the national and local sports picture.
the Atlantic who, during the course of the year, fail to witness at least
one of these events.

Most of these grandstanders have played sand lot baseball, or volleyed
a tennis ball across the net, but this doesn't explain their interest in
these sports. It would require a battery of psychologists to explain just
why the names of gridiron heroes and baseball champs are bandied across
the dinner table along with the names of other members of the average
family, but the fact remains that this is a nation of spectators which
takes its sports seriously.
It wants its play-by-play broadcasts. It wants its sports reviews. In the
daily newspapers, no section has the readership of the sports page. In
radio, even soap operas pale for afternoon listening when a football or
baseball game is on the air.

In newspaper advertising, the advertiser

is a spectator along with his
take newspaper space in the sports section and count on
a reading public to see his display, but he gets no credit for the editorial
content of these pages. The radio advertiser who runs up the sports banner becomes a key-man in the sports scene. Full credit is his for the editorial content of the program, and in backing the team, he gains the ear
of a tremendous listening audience.

clients.

He may

That public transcends economic and social status, as well as age levels
and sex lines. Children know the batting averages of their diamond
heroes. The football audience is an all family group. White collar worker and ditch digger, bank president and night watchman all have ringside seats. With the editorial content the prop for his commercial message, the

sponsor

regardless of

who

what the

rides with the sports fans has the odds in his favor,
business, or what the commercial job to be done.

American radio at war, fills a double-barrelled function. While it keeps
informed about the war, it also gives them a means for temporarily escaping from harsh reality. The advertiser who pitches a sports
program contributes to the later function, and uses one of the most
listeners

powerful of persuasive editorials available to him.

^^

Ui
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DO

WH A T

WANT?
\Z

/

By Elizabeth Reeves
¥

7

question, What Do Radio Audiences Want,
THE
to answer when one thinks of a radio audience

not a difficult one
not as a group set
apart but rather as composed of people very like oneself or one's neighbor.
In general, the radio audience wants whatever is uppermost in the
public mind at any given moment. There has been a big upswing of interest in news broadcasts in the last two years. It does not take an extensive research to give us the answer to this. Obviously, news is now
the personal concern of most Americans. If sponsors of radio programs
would apply this very simple yardstick to any material they propose to
use, they would find the answer to their question ready-made for them.
What are people talking about? First of all, the war. This has given
us our upsurge of news programs as well as all the Army programs, such
is

as The Man Behind the Gun, The Army Hour, and the military commercial slant of war bonds for prizes and cigarettes to the Armed Forces.
It has also given us subjects for talks; Town Meeting of the Air, People's
Platform, Chicago Roundtable and other discussion programs are all
stemming from the war.
War conditions, too, are responsible for the trend toward rationing
and other adjustments to wartime living which are found in abundance

222
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Timeliness as Radio Yardstick Determines

What

E S

Public

Wants

Says Vice President of the Knox-Reeves Advertising Agency
on many household programs. In the

field of

drama, most of the day-

time serials have also followed the trend. Many of the plot situations in
the serials today are based on circumstances produced by war.
The theory that the soundest principle is to give people more of what
they are already surfeited with may seem to be in conflict with the escape
school of thought which believes that the most popular move is away

from

reality.

To

a certain extent, this

is

true.

When

the reality

is

entirely

without glamor or excitement such as the depression was, there is a
noticeable effort to escape from it; but when reality touches every phase
of living, and when it has within it all the dramatic elements which stir
the imagination and move the emotions, any effort to produce synthetic
drama is apt to pale beside it.
In my opinion, the wisest purveyors to public taste are the song writers
of Tin Pan Alley. Irving Berlin, the master of them all, had only to ask
himself one question before producing the biggest song hit in Tin Pan
Alley history. The question, of course, was '^Vhat is every service man
and every mother and every lonely war wife dreaming about as our first
real war Christmas draws near?" In White Christmas, millions of people
found the answer to their own perhaps unspoken dream. Any history of
popular song hits is also inevitably a history of social and political
changes from Over There to Brother Can You Spare a Dime and / Can't
Give You Anything But Love, Baby through all the love nests and blue
rooms and moonlights which pay tribute to the constancy of young love

and the nesting instinct.
It would seem, therefore, that looking at the problem from the angle
of past experience, two major factors should be considered in choosing
radio material for the public. First of all, a consideration of what is happening to the public at the moment when the program is under consideration. If they are in the grip of some overwhelming experience that
is dramatically and emotionally satisfying to them, even though they
may also be suffering from it, they will on the whole not want to be
diverted from this experience. If, on the other hand, the epoch is a
peaceful one without any such overwhelming experience, they will revert to susceptibility to basic

human

interest appeals.

The

special thing, the sophisticated thing, the intellectual or esoteric
thing, is always a gamble. Perhaps the answer to this is that people as
a whole do not really want it. There is no urge or impulse toward it.
It can sometimes be sold to them and they will accept it and enjoy it,
but one is safer in dealing with the public if the material given to them
seems to come as an answer to a well established yearning on their part.
In this regard, your question of what radio audiences want could not be

(Continued on page 234)
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RETAILERS and

other local business
establishments for some time have
experimented with the use of radio as
an advertising medium. A number of
such businessmen have found radio a
highly productive selling tool. Others
have used this medium only timidly or
not at all.
Why have some retailers and other
local businessmen used radio and others
not? Why have some obtained outstanding results and others mediocre returns?
I

m

tive advertising cost, and other pertinen
information.
Some have already received the ques
tionnaire and others will receive it be
fore fall. It is hoped that every business
man will read it and fill it out.
In addition to the questionnaire par
of our study, personal interviews will b
held with several hundred retailers
various parts of the United States. Ii!
these interviews more detailed data wil
be secured for analysis. Naturally, no
all

communitie

can

be

visitec

personally,

hat Makes Radio Click?

bu!

we would ap
predate it
business me
i

with a goo
story to tel
H. Sandage, Director of Harvard Studies in Retail would write
about it. Th]
n
n
p
Advertising Raises a Question, Asks for the Answers win be of pai
C.

1

1

71

help

ticular

supplementin

When

should local advertisers use spot

announcements and when programs?
What procedures should be followed to
obtain maximum benefits? Is radio better suited to

some types of

retail estab-

lishments than to others?

These and other questions have no
doubt been asked by local businessmen
many times. Answers have not always
been found. Little has been done to determine the real part radio can play in

our personal interview work.

At the conclusion of this study, a r<
port will be published and made aval
able to the public. The final repo
should be of real help to many local a
vertisers by throwing additional light
such factors as programming, metho
used to measure success, actual

how commercials are uti
degree to which radio promotion

advertising,

helping retailers and service operators

ized,

to promote successfully their merchandise and services or to determine what
factors are vital to the proper use of

merchandized by station or store

radio by such merchants.

because of this void that the Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration is making a detailed
study of this entire field. This study is a
down-to-earth approach to a careful
analysis of radio advertising. An answer
to the question What Makes Radio
Click? is an important goal of the study.
It is

We

have prepared a two-page questionnaire designed to obtain data about
the character of radio use, its importance in the entire advertising picture,
type of programs and commercials used,
sales results, influence of radio on rela224

sales r

from use of radio, types of produ
and services especially adapted to rad
suits

persoi

and

the coordination of radio wit
other advertising efforts.
nel,

This study is timed to be of real vali
in the postwar period when advertisir
will be sorely needed to help keep indu
ho{!
try operating at a high level.
that this study will be of some assistan

We

keying their efforts to t
problems of distributing greatly incre
quantities of consumer goods after
war is won. To the extent that retaile
will cooperate in providing the inforin|
tion upon which results of this stu(|
will be based, the survey will have bo
immediate and future value, ,not on|
to retailers in general but also to the i
to retailers in

tlj

dividual stores that

make up

the gro
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DBasonal Concentrations

Dn

Departments Break Records

IPitc^ieA

to

S^ortsmeii
By W. W.
J.

Millikan, of the

W. Millikan Sport Shop

• Way Back When
a

big

great

got

hand from

Hammond, Ind., pioneer
residents. To tie-in with
the J. W. MILLIKAN

SPORT SHOP

radio of-

fering, sponsor gathered

early relics for a special

window

display. Send-off

new

program:

for

the

first

in the series was a

store remote. Left to
right: WJOB announcer,

Tom

Schulfer; Mayor

Bert Smith; store manager Walt Millikan, and

WJOB

program

director

Stan Davis.

'^^^^m:^^^

^

belief in the consistent use of radio as an advertising
policy has paid large dividends for the J. W. Millikan
Sport Shop. The constant use of radio as an advertising medihas made the Millikan name synonymous with radio in
the Calumet Region.
The J. W. Millikan Sport Shop first advertised on
back in December, 1940, using regular newscast programs,
Bing Crosby quarter-hours, sports reviews and special pregame and between game broadcasts in conjunction with playby-play broadcasting of local high school basketball games.
While the J. W. Millikan Sport Shop is centrally located
in downtown Hammond, radio advertising has drawn buyers
from many surrounding communities, and the Millikan
name has become associated not only with sporting goods but
with radios, refrigerators, stoves, servicemen's gifts and phonograph records.
In addition to sporting goods, the J. W. Millikan Sport

FIRM
um

WJOB

LY,

1943
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.

Shop finds phonograph records one of
its most important departments. Today,
the J. W. MiLLiKAN Sport Shop is the
largest store of

its

kind in the industrial

Calumet Region, and has just recently
annexed another record shop, which
makes it the largest phonograph record
dealer in the area as well. It is interesting to note that J. W. Millikan introduced to Hammond the first cylinder
records and the original Victor recordings. In 46 years, the store has moved
but three times, each time to larger
quarters.

WJOB

Millikan advertising policy on
has always been designed so as to concentrate on a particular department for
a seasonal period. Therefore, while there
are two or three Millikan programs on
the air at the same time, the same programs are not continued indefinitely.

When we decided to expand our record department in the summer of 1941,
a Millikan Record Review
read in zany fashion took to
the airways with comment on
each record written by Paul
Damai, radio editor and record reviewer for the local
newspaper. Resulting increase

appearing

acts

at

local

theaters

ten

twenty, thirty and fifty years ago. Name
are used in profusion and listeners an
invited to write in when they hear thei
names mentioned in old stories. Recen
programs have featured stories of 191
and 1918, comparing the war activitie
of that war with the events of Worl(

War

Newspaper

II.

files

and

historica

references in the local public librar\
visits to old-time residents, and letteii
from listeners provide the source mate

From time

rial.

timers

to time prominent ok
brought in for interview:

are

Leading questions on location of

ol

are often used to stimi
late mail response.

buildings,

etc.,

Each program includes an old recorc
ing by such stars of yesteryear as Nor'
Bayes, Al Jolson, the Duncan Sister
Fannie Brice, Henry Burbig, etc. Re((
ords are usually scratchy, poor reprodu<
tions but listeners value the sentiment^

in platter fan attendance at

Millikan

record

counters

jumped Millikan record
to

fic

traf-

par with a local com-

petitor who had been established as a record dealer for
many years. To sell baseball
and Softball equipment Millikan's sponsored The yA5 Sports Review with latest baseball scores and local
sports dope. To sell home appliances,
bottled gas, etc., to home owners, Millikan's sponsored a quarter-hour of Bing

Crosby's songs at 6:50 P.M.
families at the dinner table.

On December
sorship of

to

catch

we began sponWay Back When. Each week-

day evening

1942,

at 7:00 P.M., the strains of

Irving Berlin's

umet Region

7,

Remember

old-timers,

memories revived, and v

(]

Commercial copy

is

strictly

instit

intended to attract customi
through sentimental attachment. TyM/
tional,

cal copy:

^J'

bring to Cal-

memories of the

Each night on this program I stress the numbei
stress it as though it were a magic num
46
Well ... to the management and em
ber.
.

pioneer days of Hammond, Whiting,
East Chicago, Indiana Harbor, Gary and
surrounding communities. Memory highlights written and announced by Tom
Schulfcr include pictures and vaudeville

216

of

interest

with each other for selection of recor
to be played. This feature on progra
is tied in with the Collector's Corner
the Millikan Store, a department
voted exclusively to old-time records.

.

.

.

.

.

ployees of the

J.

magic number,

a

W. Millikan Sport Shop it is i
magic number that represents the

years that the J. W. Millikan Sport Shop haj
served the people of Hammond and the Calume'
Region
the number of years during whicl
the people of Hammond and the Calumet Regioc
have chosen the J. W. Millikan Sport Shop
.

.

.
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;

""•

^

their

own shopping

center.

.

.

Over

.

during which the J. W.
Sport Shop has catered to
Mother, Dad, Sister and Brother with
sporting goods, household appliances,

46

years

Millikan

repair services, and phonoradios,
Do you wonder
graph records.
And
why 46 is a magic number?
.

.

.

.

.

.

remember

that within the limits of
present day restrictions the J. W.
Millikan Sport Shop is today offering
the same items and the same services.
.

.

.

Stop

you're

next time

at Millikan's the

downtown

in

Hammond.

And it works! Millikan
lerks are continually approached by folks who tell of
heir shopping experiences at
he Millikan Shop 20 and 30
ears ago. Elderly ladies relind me that they knew me
/hen I was a young shaver and a mascot

n

the baseball team
ather 30 years ago.

As a promotional

managed by my

Owner-manager of the J. W. Millikan Sport Shop, Walter Wesley
Millikan, was just one year old

the pro-

when his father and mother brought
him from Chicago to Hammond,

tie-in for

ram, a display of photographs, newspapers and other historical mementos of
^e pioneer days of Hammond and the

alumet Region was planned and anounced on the Way Back When proram. Listeners were invited to loan
ems to the display. Thousands of items
ere received, and daily traffic jams were
reated outside the store. The one week
rowing had to be extended for a second
eek!

The opening

night of the display, the
rogram was broadcast directly from the
isplay window with the official dedica-

on pronouncement made by Bertram
Smith,

'.

Mayor

ig the display,

of

Hammond.

Old-Timer

Follow-

Certificates

ere offered free of charge to old-timers
ho wrote in asking for them. Proof that
lere is money in memories: over 2,500
quests were received!
Interest was

ightened by the fact that names were
idividually inscribed

on

the certificates.

At the present time, the J. W. Milli\N Sport Shop also has on the air four
>ot announcements a day, tagged on
le end of new record releases which are
stock at the Millikan record departent. Announcer ties-in by saying that

Hammond

Ind., back in 1897.
already a 'thriving little

was
community,

supported by the Hammond Packing Co. and multitudinous railroads
which criss-crossed the town. Feeling
the town's need for a store catering
to the sportsmen the elder Millikan

founded the
which would

tiny
fit

(15 x 30)

store

comfortably into

one small corner of the shop today.

The

original

stock

of

the

store

leaned heavily to fishing and base-

equipment, though it strayed
enough from the sporting goods
line to include rubber stamps and
ball

far

confectionery.

Fishing and baseball were the favof the elder Millikan
and he actively sponsored and manorite sports

aged several baseball teams. Walter
Millikan's original duties at the
store were, as he reminiscingly puts
it,
that of, "general cleaner and
show-case polisher." It was in 1920
that Walter Millikan became active
in the operation of the store, and at
the death of his father in 1923 he

we have used radio adveriing successfully, and have found it a
'ry definite means of improving our

assumed complete management.
Memberships in the Shriners, the
Kiwanis Club (of which he is president), the Lake County Fish and
Game Protective Association and
the Hammond Chamber of Com-

Jsiness!

merce

I

cord

is

now

Since 1940

JLY,
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3

available at Millikan's.

fill

his spare time.
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RADIO wasn't new

to the

Alfar Cream-

ERY Co., West Palm Beach, Fla.,
when it took on Alfar's Parade of Sports
over WJNO. For five years we had made
f

Now

successful use of radio advertising.
we were ready to back a hard hitting
campaign in the interests of our ice
cream department. Our selection of
sports broadcasts was based on the
theory that the vast majority of ice
cream eaters are interested in sporting
events of one kind or another. To give
that theory a complete test, we went all

out on sports.

©

ream

In addition to the daily sports review
heard at the dinner hour, we also took
on sponsorship of all major local sports
events. In other words, we followed up
our week-day quarter-hours with playby-play descriptions of professional and
high school baseball, high school football, professional

and

local

amateur

golf

tournaments, tennis matches, and regattas. Listeners even heard the Boy Scout
Soap Box Derby.
In this way, we accomplished a number of things. In the first place, through
such an extensive sports coverage, we

©' the

©

rop

-

succeeded in completely dominating the
local market. Sports events became identified with Alfar's to such an extent
that one called the other to mind as far
as the listener was concerned.
An important factor here
was the sportscaster who handled our programs, Cy Newman. Certainly the sponsor

who

starts

off

with an estab-

personality who
a loyal group of
fans for his particular field is
getting off on the right foot.
Cy Newman was no pig in a poke. On
one of his programs, he asked listeners
to phone in sports question of fact to
him. For every question Cy failed to answer right off the bat, the questioner
would rate two tickets to a sporting
lished

radio

has built

up

ous approaches have been successful. We
incline to the theory that our broadcasts
of sports has drawn an all-family audience. Surveys of listenership throughout
the country bear out this belief.

Had we broadcast only a few
of the various sporting events,
our audience would have been
limited to those interested in

^

that activity. By sponsoring all
such play-by-play activities, we
reach out to every sports fan,
9
Jl
whatever his interest. And of
one thing we are certain; there is no age

^^ML
|j

^^

questions,

limitation for the sports enthusiast.
Junior, age eight, is as rabid a fan as
grandfather, age 80, and each is a potential ice cream customer. Our sales increase bear us out in this.
Then came Pearl Harbor. Merchandising and sales plans had to be com-

number

pletely

event. In

two days, he handled over 300

failed on only seven! The
of questions which came in indicated that he has a loyal following,
and his failure to answer only seven of
them indicated why he had that large a
following.

Of course the
sports returns,

fans

want the

latest

but they also like to get

the personal low-down on their gridiron
or greens heroes. One week's guests on

Review included golfJohnny Farrell, Tony Penna and

the Alfar's Sports
ers

boxers Oliver

Jack Ross;

Hamm,

Joe

and Tony Cisco; high school
coach George McCambell and dog racBellotti

ing secretary Allen

Macke.

And

the in-

all unprepared, digress from
usual " where -you -were -born -and

terviews,

the

what-did-you-do"

When we

stuff.

took on this extensive sports
was with the purpose of in-

coverage, it
creasing ice cream sales. Did it work?
Our records show that the increase was
over 20 per cent a month! The old saw
to the contrary, we had put all our eggs
in one basket, and they all hatched!

While sponsorship of programs of

this

frequently thought of in terms of
men's wear, breweries, and other busitype

is

which have a predominantly masculine appeal, dairies have usually hued
to the all-family line, or have followed
the juvenile radio path from living room
to pantry. Without a doubt, these varinesses
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reversed. Not radio, nor any
(Continued on page 250)

ammm

his fiftieth
Celebrating this
year in the state of Florida is Alf
R. Nielsen, president of the Alfar
Creamery Co., West Palm Beach,

Fla.

Of Danish

descent,

and one

generation removed from Denmark,
his natural instincts led him to
dairy farming.
To increase his

knowledge

of

dairy

farming and

production, he attended the University of Florida, further enlarged
his horizon via a post graduate
course at Iowa State University,
Ames. After a stretch with the
United States Extension Service in
Florida, he realized the youthful
dream, pioneered in starting the
Florida dairy business.
Pioneer Nielsen established the
dairy farm as Loxahatchee in
1917. In 1922 he formed the first
pasteurized milk and ice cream
plant in West Palm Beach. Three
years later he went into seini-retirement with the sale of this company
to Southern Dairies. Seven years
later he was back in harness, and
the Alfar Creamery has been going
strong ever since.
first
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portslants
Ten Year Did Sports Program
Answers Service

Call to the Colors

nearly ten years now, Yandt's Men's Wear has been the
FOR
sponsor of a five minute sportscast, caned Yandt's Sportslants,

heard from 6:30 to 6:35 P.M. every night,
day,

on

KGVO,

When we

Monday through

Satur-

Missoula, Montana.

took on the program, our

first

venture into radio ad-

was the best angle of approach to our
potential customers. AV^hile it is true that many women shop in our
store for clothing for their men folks, our primary job is to create
a desire for our merchandise among the men; the women will shop
where they know they'll find what the men want.
We not only wanted to sell our merchandise, we wanted to sell
our store as an institution, as the place for men to buy. Our location in a college town also made it mandatory that our program
appeal to the male collegians. AVhat better show for that purpose
than a sports program which covered the entire field of college
vertising, ^ve felt that sports

sports activities.

In order to give the institutional twist to our broadcast, I hanmicrophone work on the program myself. This gives a
personal touch to the broadcast that means friends for our store.
Being familiar with my voice on the air, even men who had never
seen me before, coming into our store, feel that they are talking
with a friend. And in a community the size of ours (and, I suspect,
in a community of any size) friendliness with customers pays dividle all the

dends.

We

have found Yandt's Sportslants to be our ideal method of
Even in its first few months on the air it was so sucwe determined to expend practically our entire adverbudget on radio. We have followed that practice through

advertising.
cessful that
tising

the years.

During the football season in the fall, we amplify our five minutes to ten minutes on Saturday night, to enable us to give all the
important scores for the day.
Year's Day, 1942, was a day of bad omen for Yandt's Men's
was on that day, in the early morning, that a disastrous
fire swept the business block in which we were located and serioushad to move such stock as
ly damaged our stock and fixtures.
we could salvage across the street into temporary quarters, where
we held a fire sale, disposing of all this salvaged stock by April 1.
In the meantime, our fire-gutted quarters were being re-built, but
we were notified that we would be unable to occtipy those quarters
until August, 1942, which meant several months out of business.

New

Wear.

It

We
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tandt's
by

Max

Yandt, Owner

Yandt's Men's

Wear

We talked the matter over and decided that we needed now, more than ever
to maintain our advertising program. So
that our customers would continually
have Yandt's in mind against the day
when we would again be open and ready
for business, we never missed a broadcast. That this policy was eminently
right was proved by the fact that we reopened

to a

volume of business better

than we had been enjoying before the fire.
Of course, war has affected our community as it has every community, and
a good many of our valued customers are
now serving Uncle Sam, but we're not
losing touch with those customers. Every
month we get out a special printed edition of Yandt's Sportslants for Fighting
Men. This breezy, newsy publication is
compiled from the scripts of our nightly
broadcasts, and is mailed to a list of 931

Western Montana men in the armed
forces. We compiled our mailing list for
piece (which incidentally has had
an enthusiastic reception from the men
to whom it is sent) by asking the parents,
wives and other relatives, during our
broadcast, to drop in at the store and
leave the names of their men in service.
Once a month
records five
minutes of Western Montana Sports
News, and five minutes of Western Montana Local News. The recordings are
sent to
in New York City, and are
then short-waved overseas to men from
our territory who are serving around the
world. This particular broadcast is, of
this

KGVO

OWI

course, completely non-commercial, but
it's a service to our fighting men that we're
proud to have an opportunity of doing.

We consider Yandt's Sportslants not
only one of our star salesmen, but also
JULY,

1943

one of our very best good-will builders.
a five minute radio show will do
those two vital jobs for us, we figure
we're getting more than our money's
worth from our advertising dollar.

When

Without

sales,

of course,

no business

can long endure. Without good will, no
business could survive lean times, ex-

pand

good

in

times.

The

necessity of

keeping a nest egg of consumer good will
ready for the day when peacetime production begins again is paramount. And
because radio gives people something
they value, entertainment, radio

building good

is

right-

major medium

fully considered the

for

The

steady increase
in the volume of radio advertising since
Pearl Harbor shows that advertisers generally are in agreement on this point.
will.

Rockne-browed

Max Yandt, vice
president of
Yandt's Men's
Wear, Missoula,
Mont., personally

pens major

portion

of

his

sports copy

.

Friendly and informal, he feels

most
sports

at

a

home
variety

in

of

sports

clothes,

informal

cos-

tumes. Apple of his eye is six-yearold, tousle-haired Max, Jr., one of
papa's most devoted fans. Hundreds
come to the ^tore to hash over the
latest in sports dope with sports authority Yandt. All leave as friends,
and, in many cases, as customers.
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To PerfDrm
Life

is

a Civic Service, Contribute to Philadelphia Sports

the Erianger Brewing Co.'s Tested Sportscast Formula

was a time when every sales
message in any media could obtain
a response, one way or another. Today,
the average buyer is deluged with reasons why he should purchase some one
particular product. The very weight of

THERE

numbers has led the potential
up an armor to these sales
messages, good or bad.
their

client to build

In radio, the advertiser has a way to
get

around

this protective wall, or rather

he has a number of ways of accomplishing this end.

The Erlanger Brewing

Co., Philadelphia, Pa., pins
sports program.
a

its

hopes on

WFIL
Why this

emphasis on sports? The
modern man's weakness is his love of
sports, and it is the in that gives
Erlanger the opening it wants. Sales
resistance is broken down by the use of
radio to appeal to the customer's love
of sports, and by talking about the subject in his language. In other words, the
sales story is not only told, it is also
heard.

Of course

sports isn't the only subject

of

interest

men, and

to

that's

where

other advertisers have their innings. The
important thing for any business contemplating the use of radio is to deter-

mine

at the outset just what market he
wants to reach. That accomplished, it is
time to make a program selection. In the
case of Erlanger, its primary appeal is

to

men. That recent studies show that

almost as many women as men listen to
the various sports program is a bit of
velvet all to the good. Another bonus
from the advertiser's point of view is the
fact that men in the armed forces have
registered intense interest in sportscasts.
For Erlanger, all this adds up to the
fact that a sports program hits the sales
nail on the head.

Programs of this kind, designed to enand inform are heard on almost
every station, the country over. Each has
a job to do, and the thousands of satistertain

fied advertisers are

evidence that these

programs swing a big stick with the public. People listen to them, and that, after
all, is the crux of the matter.

WFIL

sports

are

handled by Al

Stevens and Tom Moorehead. The two,
broadcasting through the week on alternate nights, approach the subject from
different angles, thus assuring the listening public a thorough coverage of sports
news. They share, however, a desire to
give the forgotten man, the average fan,
his rightful place in the sports light.
Stevens' program, the Erlanger Sportsbelies its title in that Stevens discusses sports purely from the spectator's
viewpoint. He makes predictions only
when he feels that such predictions may
cast

^^T'-*'^
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movement to encourage a promoter or athletic committee to remember the spectator, who, after all, pays the

start a

freight.

Tom Moorehead, who provides the
other half of the WFIL sports picture,
offers listeners a well-rounded sports
menu on a thrice weekly quarter hour.
He covers virtually all sports and interviews not only players, but also coaches,
trainers, promoters and other vital behind-the-scenes figures. Unique in that
he does not restrict his interviews to experts, he makes it a point to get .the
views of the man in the bleachers.
While this show has no connection
with Erlanger's advertising campaign,
it does
tie-in with it to some extent.

When

a station presents a well rounded
sports picture, and becomes established
with the public for accurate information
in the field, the sponsor of each of these

programs reaps individual and separate
gains from the general set up.
It was Erlanger's theory that a sports
program could entertain and inform,
and it could also perform an actual civic
service by making a real contribution to

sports life in the city. What looked well
in theory, worked even better in practice. The 6:30 P.M. thrice weekly presentation does just that!
It

cial

may seem

strange to find a

sponsor putting his

name

commershow

to a

in which the sportscaster is apt to put
athletes or promoters on the carpet for
any deviation from the straight and narrow path. Stevens pulls no punches, and
he strives to air the things which John
Q. Fan himself says and thinks privately.

JULY,
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Although some local promoters have
accused him of being the Westhrook
Pegler of Sports, Al does not fail to give
credit where credit is due, and he has on
occasion given half a broadcast to an
insignificant figure in the sports world
he considers deserving. As a matter of policy, he has carefully avoided

whom

any mention of wrestling or wrestlers in
his two years of sportscasting.

The Erlanger Brewing

Co.

is

satis-

has never asked to have a script
submitted, and it has never criticized a
broadcast. Erlanger lets the editorial
content of its program work for it. After
all, people don't want to know why a
fied. It

product is best. They've been swamped
with this type- of appeal for years. They
just need to know what the product is,
and they need to be reminded of the
product as frequently as possible. The
sports fan plays fair with his sponsor,
and his appreciation for Erlanger's
part in furthering Philadelphia sporting
activities is the reason why Erlanger
continues to sign

its

name

to this pro-

gram.
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What Audiences Want
{Continued from page 223)
put more precisely. It almost answers ityou can find out what people are
wanting, what is on their minds, what

self. If

they are talking about, what they are
interested in, you have only to give them
radio programs which satisfy this interest craving.

Keen
St.

of wit and sharp of mind is
Paul-born Elizabeth Reeves, vice

president

and

Knox-Reeves

Radio's Newest, Most Exciting

the gleaming white, corner-windowed modern house with its satu-

MYSTERY PROGRAM!
show drama programs leading all
And here is a new radio

other types in popularity.

show

that

fits

"The Weird

today's trend.
Circle,"

Recording Division,

produced by the
is

writers of

all

sant, Balzac,

some
duced

NBC

Radio-

a half-hour series of weird,

suspense-filled adventures!

Stories by the greatest

time; Poe, Bulwer-Lytton, de

Maupas-

— acted

Hugo, Collins and others

by

of radio's finest dramatic talent, perfectly pro-

NBC — "The

at

Weird

Circle"

is

a sure-fire

audience-builder, promises to be a certain success for

every type of sponsor.

Ask your

NBC

local station to arrange

an audition or write

Radio-Recording Division today

"The Weird

broadcasts.

best, radio at its

Circle"

is

for

complete

26 half-hour

details of this magnificent series of

mystery

at

its

peak of effectiveness!

^0(/t<fc&r2^

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio

RCA
Chicago,
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Corporation of America Service
Building, Radio City, New York, N. Y.

III.

•

Washington,

D. C.

•

editor of the

Agency,
Minneapolis, Minn. A hard worker
with a string of advertising triumphs
to her credit, she has also invaded
the arts, has authored two successful novels, ''Then Again June" and
"A House for Emily."
The house for Betty fronts the
steep banks of the Mississippi. From

^nc^
Latest surveys

script

Advertising

rated

blue

curtains

which follows the
ing course
There her

is

to

river's

the

path

meander-

only a stone's throw.

two dachshunds chase

rabbits, flush pheasants.

Good books, modern paintings,
and symphonic music fill quiet evenings beside the fire. Only evidence
of the efficient business woman that
she is: a bowl full of well sharpened
pencils rests upon a book ledge.
Not by a long shot was advertising her first love. After a year in
Boston's Simmons College, another
undergraduate year at Columbia,
she returned to her native haunts,
did social work at the St. Paul

Neighborhood House. Cupid had
his innings when she met Knox
Reeves.

Between playing the roles of wife
and mother to daughter Jane, she
catered for ten years to the appetites
of St. Paul book-lovers who entered
the portals of the Mable Ulrich
Book Shop. As radio script editor of
the agency, she has practiced the art
of the spoken word since 1936.

Hollywood, Cal.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE

236).
Prophet
—Your
32).
Automobiles — Mr. Yes and No.
Sport Headlines
Automobiles (Used) —Heartbeats
140).
Tire Expert (May,
Auto
—
72).
Musical
—
289).
——Southern Prcvue
222).
200).
—Gardening
—Homers Home

Amusements

(Ju., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.

Football

in

(Apr., '42, p.

Jack,

Supplies
135).

'41,

the

p-

Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p.
Plantation (Sept., '41, p.

Bakeries
Bakeries

Pigskin
Beverages
(Ju., '41, p.
for Victory (June, '43, p.
Beverages
(Feb., '41, p.
at
Building Materials
58).
Chambers of Commerce Clifton on the Air (Jan.,
'42, p. 19).
The Good Health Program (Mar.-Apr.,
Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110, 112).
Americans All (Nov., '42, p. 395).
Civic Agencies
Junior Town (Dec., '41, p. 136).
Dairy Products
Kiddie Quiz (ju,, '41, p. 214).
Dairy Products
Young American's Club (Nov., '40,
Dairy Products
p. 110).
^Wealth on Wheels (Nov., '41, p.
Dairy Products
361).
Book Exchange (Mar., '42, p. 96).
Dairy Products
Department Stores Hardytime (Sept., '40, p. 35).
Department Stores The Pollard Program (Aug., '41,

—

—

—
—
—
——
246).
Music
—
Revue
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
Optometry—Good Morning, Neighbors
—Clues
—
on
West
390).
—
Dinners
Shoes —Campus
Shoes — Mr.
148).
Time
Shoes —Tick-Tock
Dust
Goods —
Camps
—
—King
Club
Taxi Cabs —
Women's Wear— Melodies and

Laundries
Rock-a-bye Lady (Feb., '41, p. 47).
Laundries
Lucky Listeners (Feb., '43, p. 44).
Manufacturers Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov., '42, p.
389).
Men's Wear Hats Off (June, '41, pp. 178, 183).
Men's Wear Press Box Quarterback (Ju., '42, p.
(Oct., '41, p. 306).
(Apr., '42, p.

Kiddies'

Stores

the

(Jan.,

*41,

p.

35).

for Christmas
Light
the

Participating

Public

Utilities

Restaurants

(Oct., '42, p. 348).
(Nov., '42, p.

Dollars or
(June, '43, p. 208).
Reporters (Aug., '41, p. 251).
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p. 207).
Alley
(June, '41, p. 177).
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p. 310).
Contest
(Mar., '43, p. 93).
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p. 132).

—
—
—
—
—
(Nov.,
112).
——
—
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
238).
Academy Award
190).
June,
—^Woman's Hour
Department
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
212).
Adventures
Allen
Air
Jimmie
127).
Lane
Down
Claus
Department
—
American
The
202).
326).
Ann
212).
Brownie
Department
—
and Bob
79).
53;
284;
Department
—The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
101).
379).
Cinnamon Bear
315).
Department
—Chimney Express
Dearest Mother
354).
Doctors
Courageous
230).
Department
—B & M Messenger (Dec,
Dr. Mac
276).
412).
Enemy
Within
The
—
Dry Goods
(Dec,
423).
101).
Drug
— YearsMelody
Ago Today (Dec,
Eye-Witness News (Dec,
410, 428).
Minute
(May,
170).
Farm
—
Feed Lot Question Box
Freedom
278).
359).
Forbidden Diary (May,
173).
Farm
Our
Cousins
—
277).
Fun With Music
162).
Jumping Frog
253).
—
Most Out
Today
Savannah
Saga
187).
—
196;
100; June,
207).
—
Something
Think About (Aug.,
American
Am
An
64; June,
245).
187).
—
Defense
97).
Leader (May,
175;
85).
—
We Hold These Truths
59).
In His
272).
—
An Orchid
You
35).
Look
Take
Your
Mirror
204).
—
126).Smoke Rings (Dec,
by
House (May,
128).
—
Hour
258).
Mama Bloom's Brood
248).
—Hello
Gorgeous
32).
The Name You Will Remember
60).
—
Home Town
74).
Love
Notes
100; May,
260;
134).
—
PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
212).
—
130).
Your
Scout
Donald Novis
92).
78;
——Dunkel
247).
Book
One
213).
Food Stamp Quiz
Radio Theatre
Famous
135).
—Matrimonial
Market Basket (Dec,
Magic Christmas Tree
344).
The Shadow
86).
290).
—
Mystery Melody
Songs
Cheer and Comfort
213).
—(Wholesale)
Mystree Tunes—
163).
Sonny Tabor (May,
140).
—Hoxie
Freedom
Sons
Sunday
(Dec,
388).
(Wholesale) —Market Melodies
Unger
56).
74).
90; June,
(Wholesale) —^Women's Newsreel
425).
344; Dec,
63).
America
This
211;
136).
Air
(Wholesale) —Kitchen
This Thing
(May,
155;
100).
(Wholesale) — Golden Light Money Man
Allen
Time Out
236).
133).
Touchdown Tips
218;
230).
Hardware
360).
—
Dr.
(Dec,
True
419).
Home
—Funny Money Man
(Dec,
382).
Yesterday
88).
Home
Sing
—Songs Our
Who's News
64;
100).
196).
p.

(June,

Stores

'41,

p.

Sporting
Sustaining
Sustaining

Fashions

*40,

p.

(Mar., *43, p. 79;
'43, p.
(June, '42, p.
of
(Apr., '43, p.
Challenge,
(June, '43, p.
of the Airlanes (June, '42, p.
Betty
(Oct., '40, p.
Mar., '43, p.
Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p.
Mar., '43, p.

with

178).

(Oct., '41,

Santa

Stores

p.

Stores

Billie

the

'41,

(Oct.,

p.

318).

'41, p.

Stores

(Oct.,

Stores

'42,

(Oct., '41, p.

p.

(Nov., '41, p.

336).

(Ju., '42, p.

'42, p.

Stores

(Aug., '42, p.

Five

'40,

146).
Supplies

Supplies
Finance
Finance
of
Finance

(Jan.,

'42, p.

^Patterns in

Stores

(Nov., '41, p.

City
(Aug., '42, p.
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

'41,

to

p.

Finance
Spelling for
(Mar., '42, p.
Finance
(Feb., '43, p.
Flowers
to
(Sept., '40, p.
Fuel
'40, p.
Furs
Cocktail
(Aug., '41, p.
Furs
(Jan., '42, p.
Gasoline
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
Gasoline
'40, p.
Gasoline
Safety
(Apr., *42, p.
Gasoline
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
Groceries
(Sept., '40, p. 33).

Five
Flying for

Getting the
Mar., '43, p.

Let's
Little

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

(Jan., '42,

25).

1943

(June, '42, p.

'41, p.
(Jan., '43, p. 33).
Players
'41, p.
(Feb., '41, p.

Streamlined Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr., '41, p.
'42, p. 186; Oct., '42, p.
'42, p.
is
(June, '42, p.
Apr., '43, p.
Called Lov«»
'42, p.
Mar., '43,
with

(Feb., *43, p.

Soldiers

Prescott

(Ju., '41, p.

(Nov., '41, p.

Furnishings

JULY,

Classics (Apr., '42, p.
(Oct., '42, p.

p.

Fixit

62).

'43, p.

p.

Mar., '43, p.

(June, '42, p.

of

(Jan.,

Stella

Furnishings

p.

'42,

'41, p.

of

p.

Air (Oct., '40, p.
p.

'41,

(Feb., '43, p.
'43, p.

34).

Groceries
(Apr., '42, p.
Stores

(Ju.,

'43, p.

(Mar., '43, p.

Reporter

of the

Life

in

a
Little

of

Groceries

p.

of
(Mar., '43, p.
June, '43, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
p.
for the
(June, '42, p.

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries

'43,

(Aug., '41, p.

'40,

Fruit

of

'42, p.
(Aug., '42, p.

Santa's

'41, p.

Mar.,

(Feb., '42, p.

Imperial
Steps

154).

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

18;

p.

'42, pp.
Mysteries
'42, p.
(Aug., '42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '41, p.

I

Groceries

'41,

p.

(June,

(Ju., '43, p.
Ju., '42, p.

Detective Mysteries
'42, p.
'41, p.
Twilight Tales
Voices of
(Mar., '42, p.
(Feb., '42, p.
Mar., '43, p.
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to match for content the offerings of network sponsors at a price well within the

range of any advertising budget. For the

who capitalizes on that which
uppermost in the minds of his listen-

advertiser
is

ers at a

AIRING

given time, the battle

THE NEW
New radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Amusements
YOUR FOOTBALL PROPHET While,
during the football season, every man,
child is his own football
prognosticater, he's ready and willing to
check his bets with the professional
dopesters. To give the fans pre-game low
down, the Panama Sportland Billiard
Parlors, whose business is general sports
and games, made it its business to be
lisYour Football Prophet for

woman and

WDLP

Automobiles

City, Fla.,

in his

was proprietor

Angus Watts. Results by mail, word-of-

mouth and other

sources

humming

Panama Sportland

in

the

kept things

Huge bulletin boards with time-andstation facts were installed in the sponsor's place of business, were used to record results for patrons. Cash register
recorded sponsor's results from this
United Press 13-week script feature.
air FAX:

Prognostications on outcomes of games to
be played the following Saturday were the red herrings placed across the trail of the commercial messages. Pre-announcements plugged the show.
Firsl Broadcast: September 5, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Friday, 6:13-6:30 P.M., for 13

weeks.

Preceded By: United Press War Commentary.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Panama Sportland Billiard Parlors.
Station:

WDLP, Panama

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

11,610.

City, Fla.

Producer: United Press.

COMMENT; A

236

priorities,

it

production stoppages

and gas rationing put the

skids on gas
buggies, most dealers in both new and

used automobiles decided it was time to
call time out in the advertising game.
The public itself put the ball back into

Gas rationing hampered their
movements, but war or no war, the family jalopy was an established institution.
Those who could acquire a new bus did
play.

so.

The

others

dreamed

of the great day

coming.
Signal that Amarillo, Tex., used car
dealer Harvey Southworth called in
his drive to present and future sales
goals:

Time Out With Allen

KGNC

Prescott.

listeners' eyes in

weekly quarter-hour: music
Steele and the Novatones,
with songs by Felix Knight. Chatter-box
office-hit emcee: Allen Prescott. Institutional work was assigned the transcribed
the

twice

maker Ted

feature.

Billiard Parlors.

makes

When

Stars before the

teners.

Not a prophet without honor

half

WITH ALLEN PRESCOTT

TIME OUT

own Panama

is

won.

script service of this kind
possible for the local advertiser

Twenty-six platters make up this NBC vaprogram.
First Broadcast: March 20, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 8:15-8:30 P.M.; Friday, 8:30-8:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Tuesday, Fibber McGee and Molly;
Friday, Music.
Sponsor: Harvey Southworth, Used Cars.
Station: KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 51,686.
Producer: NBC Radio-Recording.

AIR FAX:
riety

COMMENT:

Getting the cue on the upwho guarantee postwar profits through an investment now
beat are sponsors

While every type of proaudience, music is still the
universal language, and through such
transcribed programs featuring big
names, the advertiser speaks in a voice
sure to be heard.
in

good

gram

will.

finds

its

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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Beverages

When

BASEBALL WARM-UP

players

get into the ball park, one and
all go through a warm-up period for the
job in hand. ^Vhen Philadelphia, Pa.,
radio fans tune into Shibe Park for the

and fans

baseball games of the A's and Phillies,
the John Hohenadel Brewery puts
them through their paces with a ten-

W

arm-Up. Chatter
minute Baseball
about national and Philly sports events
served up by Chuck Thompson w^hets
the listeners thirst. Thirst quencher recommended by Hohenadel:
preIt's the Baseball Warm-Up!
sented ten minutes before game time ... by
and mighty
That's beer
Hohenadel's!
pour yourself a glass!
good beer!

ANNCR:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SOUND: POURING BEER INTO A GLASS.
ANNCR: Look at that creamy head! That golden
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
amber color! Taste it!
That's HOHENADEL'S!
THAT'S BEER!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the entire 1942 schedule of eight
football games, it was sales goal to go for
store manager W. M. Scales. Sales messages inserted during time-out periods,
after the quarters and half, went straight
between the posts. Point after touch
down: sales increases, customer enthusiasm over the broadcasts, and good will
galore.
Sponsor displayed his colors in connection with the play-by-plays through
window displays, notices on school bulletin boards, display ads and sports page
write-ups. Sales quarter-back Scales had
several nationally known manufacturers
help him call the signals; manufacturers
supplied him with special display material and radio copy calling attention to
these \V. W. Scales Department Store
wares. Commercial copy was kept to a

minimum.

.

name

Philadelphia's

.

WCBI

for

good beer!

Three commercials are used

air FAX: Game
in

this

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

'

time determined broadcast time.

October

Schedule:

3,

1942.

Saturday,

from October

daily sports feature.

December

Sports pyramid that supports the
show: the five-minute Mac Davis script
show, That's Baseball, featuring true-to-

Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: W. W. Scales Department Store.

life

stories

from the baseball diamond.

Station handles the local sports schedule
angle.
AIR FAX: Show

got off to a good

along with the ball games in

tised

and

in

First

window news

all

pictures.

April

Broadcast:

was adverPhilly papers

start,

17,

1943.

Monday through

Saturday, 3:003:10 P.M.; 2:45-2:55 P.M., Saturday.

Broadcast Schedule:

Preceded By: Anything But Swing.
Followed By: Baseball Play-by-play.
Sponsor: John Hohenadel Brewery.
Station:

WIBG,

Station:

3

to

5.

WCBI, Columbus,

Power: 250

Miss.

watts.

Population: 15,467.

COMMENT: Play-by-play

broadcasts

not found wanting, by
advertisers whose products have mass

have been
appeal.

tested,

Certainly,

the

run-of-the-mill

department store is just that, but few of
them have cashed in on the bonus offered by this all-family appeal offering.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 10,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.
Producer:

Mac

Davis.

COMMENT:

There's tricks to all trades.
Pre-game audiences offer the advertiser
a neat target at which to pitch the sales
ball. As far as the sponsor is concerned,
it's a bonus audience that he himself has

not had to build.

FOOTBALL

Department Stares
the \V. W. Scales

When

Depart:ment Store, Columbus, Miss.,
went into the huddle with Mississippi
State College,

JU LY,

1943

decided to sponsor over

v^J V>'
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Department Store
For the company department store o£ Consolidated Mining
& Smelting Co. of Canada, its Service
Diary will be written in the hearts of
CJAT listeners. Living up to its brain
child's name, sponsor uses no direct ad-

SERVICE DIARY

vertising on this institutional offering,
and a credit line is its only mention.
For many men in the army, navy or
air force, trail's end is Trail, B.C., and
to its post office come letters to the home
folks from the far corners of the world.
Eager to share in those messages are

and sweethearts
week, the postman didn't

fathers, mothers, wives

whom, that
ring twice. Company Store is the gobetween that makes sharing possible.
Four minutes of the 30-minute offering
punctuate the reading of excerpts from
for

just such letters.

Furloughs mean that via the airwaves,
the friends of each, to the last man, can
hear from their own lips the stories of

To accommodate

the
returning heroes, interviews are usually
recorded in advance.
To round out the program, listeners
hear a short-short story. Written for the
occasion, the yarns have a patriotic
angle, and are frequently written around
a song.
Built as the answer to sponsor's request for a purely institutional program,
the show has been on the air a year.
Originally set up on a three-times-aweek schedule, scarcity of program material necessitated a once-a-week change
their experiences.

over.

air FAX:

Listeners relax to a musical background
furnished by Maestro Edwin Franko Goldman and his
band. Songs by Joe Petersen, the Southern Suns'
and Spike Jones and his City Slickers keep things
swinging. Company Store also presents the Blue Network offering, Three Thirds of a Nation. Program
director Frank Fleming turns the pages of Service
Diary.
First Broadcast: 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Friday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Calling All Cars.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Company Store.
Station:

CJAT,

Power: 1,000
Population:

Trail, B.C.

watts.

12,000.

COMMENT: Only

thorn in a program

set-up of this kind
shortages in source

238

the possibility of
material. Sponsors

is

who

offer such shows are catering to a
prime public interest, are therefore insured of wide listenership. Simple prescription for removing the thorn: schedule program on the basis of material
supply, rather than public demand. It's
a good bet for a once-a-weeker, but if
copy supply is ample, it can work on a

daily schedule.

Department Stares
JUNIOR LEAGUE CHILDREN'S RADIO
Parents who willy-nilly are
forced either to listen to their child's
favorite radio programs or install a second radio in some part of the house removed from the living room, bear mute
testimony to the fact that the child audience is one that cannot be ignored. That

HOUR

many

of these programs have aroused
the ire of both parents and teachers is
to add insult to injury.

When Hale

Bros., Sacramento, Cal.,

department store offered juveniles an en-

KROY

tertaining earful over
that got
the backing of parents, it won the plaudits of both groups. By a flip of the
wrist, moppets re-live the adventures of
Tom Sawyer, in a once-a-week quarterhour serialization directed toward the
elementary schools. The cast for the
Thursday, 7:30-7:45 P.M. offering: members of the Sacramento Junior League

Radio Club.
Not one to have

just one string to its
bow, Hale Bros, also offers a weekly
30-minute variety show featuring talents
students of junior high and junior college age. The 6:15 P.M. Saturday parade
of talent is a delayed transcribed program which originates in one of the secondary schools of the Sacramento City
Unified School District. Programs are
waxed in the school auditorium during

regular school assembly. Complete
presentation is written and produced by
the school under faculty supervision,

a

with KROY assistance.
Elementary school children are given
their innings on Friday. Radio Goes to
Scliool each week in a complete 15-minute sketch at 7:45 P.M. Transcribed program originates in a different elementary

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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school each week. Facuky prepare the
program content, students enact it.
Music, recitation, school wartime activities, et al, are all grist for the mill.

That contact with school

children

from the first grade through junior college was the right spark plug for Hale
Bros, is indicated by the fact that admanager Bert Tregellas has thrice put
his John Henry to a contract renewal.
Current series ran through the merry
month of May. Fall renewal contract is
forthcoming.

School publicity, newspaper and radio
and Hale Bros, window display
put wind in the program's sails, kept it
going for a full school year. Series will
come out of dry dock in September.
tie-ins,

Written and produced by
duction manager

MR

September, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:30-7:45 P.M.; Friday, 7:45-8:00 P.M.; Saturday, 6:15-6:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Thursday, The First Line; Friday,
Camel Comedy Caravan; Saturday, Music.
Followed By: Thursday, News; Friday, / Lore a
Mystery; Saturday, Saturday Night Serenade.
Sponsor: Hale Bros. Department Store.
First Broadcast:

Station:

KROY,

Power:

100

Population:

Sacrametito, Cal.

watts.

105,958.

COMMENT:

Contact with school children from first grade through junior college has both immediate value and long
term potency. Streamlined vehicle here
carries a heavy load of youthful listeners,
but both parents and teachers are also
ticketed. Small fry may toot the whistles,
but offerings of this kind pick up plenty
of adult passengers, to

make them

all-

family conveyances.

Department Stares
CD.
work

BLOCKBUSTERS

from

Democracy

at

an interesting thing. It extends
shack to mansion. Every man,

is

woman and

child is a part of it. Best
qualified to tell of it as it is lived are
War Bond-selling zone and post wardens whose jobs take them into every
street and by-path. That those experiences might well be the inducement to
sell more AVar Bonds was the logic that
created WFIL's CD. Blockbusters. Highlighted in each of the weekly broadcasts
is one of these true-to-life stories.

JU LY,

1943

pro-

Martin, the idea
germinated in the brain of a Philadelphia Air Raid Warden. Cooperating in
this civic project is the Lit Brothers'
Department Store, which supplies at
its own expense, an entire department
to house air raid warden treasury work.
Promotion is done exclusively by air
raid wardens in their

own

districts.

air FAX:

Maestro Norman Black and his orchestra
supply the musical come-on. Songs by Carol Wynne,
whose vocal velvet is well known to Philadelphia and
network listeners, add dash to the 30-minute offer-

ing.

January 24, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 4:00-4:30 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Preceded By: Wake Up, America!
Followed By: The Green Hornet.
Sponsor: Lit Brothers' Department Store.
Station:

FAX:

WFIL

Don

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT: While

public relations experts maintain that any publicity is better than no publicity at all, they point
out that the most telling of all publicity
is that of word-of-mouth. Trick for advertiser is to give the public something
to talk about. Sponsor here achieves that
end in a method as up to the minute as
Greenwich time.

Manufacturer
CIVILIAN DEFENSE CALENDAR

When

the bewildered civilian turns in at night
these days, he's in the dark as to what
changes in governmental decrees will be
announced before the morn. What is
kosher at breakfast, may be taboo when
the dinner bell rings.
To keep the home front abreast of
decrees by the various governmental
agencies, the Ohio Locomotive Crane
Co., Bucyrus, O., presents the Civilian
Defense Calendar nightly over \\^MRN,

Marion, O. Designed to keep listeners
to date on news from the Office of
\Var Information, the O.C.D., O.P.A.,
other agencies affecting wartime living,
the show is voiced by program director
Lou Marsh.
Show also gives news of civilian defense activities within the
listening area, and has been used in a num-

up

WMRN

239

ber of cases by CD. administrators for
test mobilization.
Only smack of commercialism on the
ten-minute program is the following announcement heard in the opening and
closing spots: "The Civilian Defense
Calendar, presented nightly at this time
with the compliments of the Ohio Loco-

Company

of Bucyrus."

Broadcast Schedule:

Monday through

motive Crane
AIR FAX:

Sat-

urday, 6:05-6:15 P.M.

sponsor: Ohio Locomotive Crane Co., Bucyrus, O.
WMRN, Marion, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 31,084.

Station:

WICC,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 147,121.

COMMENT: While
devotees,

some few

every sport has

its

athletic events stand

head and shoulders above

all others for
advertiser whose
sports offering gives a bird's eye view of
all events, both major and minor, widens the field of listener appeal. As far as
sales are concerned, the bigger the coverage is, the harder the audiences fall.

listener

interest.

The

Station:

COMMENT: While some

retailers

with

nothing to sell other than good will have
gagged their radio mouthpieces, more
and more manufacturers in heavy industries have recently come to realize the
power of this intangible quality which
defies price tags. Hard to beat in
this respect is a service feature of
this kind.

Men's Wear

ARMY CHIN-UP SHOW When

reveille

routed men at Fort Riley from their
slumbers on Army Day a year ago, the
lochinvars in uniform put an extra polish to the brogans,

combed

tousled locks

with special care. Cap'n
Kay Smiley was the rea-

son

why

6:00

A.M.

seemed

less like the
shank of the morning.

men

Men's Wear
WOODROW SPORTS REVIEW No
accessory for the Woodrow Shops

the

two

army camps on the

out-

skirts of Salina, Ka.,

and

men's wear accessories chain, is the
WICC Sports Review. Five times
a week sportographer Ken Rapieff

hattan

For

Coles Military Stores
(outlets in Salina,

When Bridgeport, Conn., fans turn
out for boxing and wrestling matches,
sponsor's sign, together with broadcast
punches

home

essential

facts.

Newspaper listings help keep them on
the dial. As special promotion, sponsor
featured a large window display complete with the broadcast score and an
enlarged photograph of veteran sportscaster Rapieff.

AIR FAX: A

sports Jack-of all-trades, kilocylist Rapieff
has seven years of sports writing and editing behind
him, eight years of broadcasting.
First Broadcast: February 1, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 5:405:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Local transcribed.
Followed By: Superman.
Sponsor: Woodrow Shops.

240

Man-

and Junction

the KSAL chinsis the go-between.
Her wares consist of musical requests and
soldier-sent news items about the men
stationed at the two camps. At midway
point in the half-hour show, a KSAL announcer presents the packet of Associated Press news hot off the wire. Not
ignored: sports flashes.
That the reveille girl swings a big
stick with her KSAL buddies is the conclusion of manager George Cole's, who
operates the Salina store. Soldiers are
urged to call an inspection tour at the
Coles Military Stores, are reminded
that Cole's are "on parade for you, trying to keep their ranks filled with what
soldiers want in a militaiy way." Times
City),

polishes off every facet in the sports
gem on a 52-week sked. Skeet shoots,
'coon hound field trials, swimming,
wrestling, boxing and badminton have
their moments.

notice

at

up girl

without number soldiers remind manager Cole to chalk the sale up to the
credit of Cap'n Kay Smiley.
AIR

FAX:

Camp

Waker-upper
broadcast

newspapers publicize the show.
Smiley also emcees a weekly USO

Wednesday

night.
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First Broadcast: April 6,

Broadcast Schedule:

1942.

Monday through

Saturday, 6:00-

6:30 A.M.
Followed By: Morning Worship.
Sponsor: Coles Military Stores.
Station: KSAL, Salina, Ka.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 21,073.

Sustaining
SPORTS ROUNDUP To the sports fans
in Oklahoma and the Southwest, the
name of Jack Charvat packs a wallop
that brings them to the mat before
Sports

goes into its first
sports editor of the
Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune he socks it
to
them between the eyes. As
KTUL's sports editor, and the man
behind the mike in the nightly
10:30 P.M. quarter-hour, he gives
it to them between the ears. Fans
now hear in the flesh the man
whose sports columns they have
read for the past seven years.

time rates is a feather
in the cap of the early

morning army wake-up
program. Sponsors of
such programs build
sales, also

have the

faction of

satis-

helping

to

boost barrack morale.

Shipbuilders

SUNDAY BASEBALL Of vital
the people of the

men who go
cry

is

for

United

interest to

States are the

out to the sea in ships.

more and more

The

ships to trans-

port men anxious
Among the first of

to get the job done.
the great wartime industries to see the wisdom of carrying its
story right to the people is the Bethlehem-Alameda Shipyard, Inc.

How

was a
horse of a different color. What Bethlehem- Alameda doped out: to have its
innings via the people's game, baseball.
Sunday broadcasts are heard over
KROW, San Francisco-Oakland, Cal.
Baseball announcer Hal Parkes handles the
play-by-play, also puts the sales ball into play for
the sponsor.

Broadcast:

As

No Johnny-come-lately to the
sports world, Charvat has had 15
years of sports writing and sports editor
experience, including coverage of major
sporting events in all sections of America. World Series, and football classics are
old stuff to him. Fans know that in his
nightly sports strip they get local and
national news straight from the shoulder.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Schedule:

March

Monday

1943.
through
Saturday,

15,

10:30-10:45 P.M.
Station:

best to score a direct hit

air FAX:
First

Roundup

round.

COMMENT: Low cost
production and low

KTUL,

Power: 5,000
Population:

Tulsa, Okla.

watts.

147,961.

COMMENT:

Like cake without frosting
the sports program without its established sportscaster. Advertisers who promote their radiogenic personalities promote their own businesses and expand
the listener horizon for their commercial messages.
is

1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday.

Sponsor: Bethlehem-Alameda Shipyards, Inc.
Station:

KROW,

Power: 1,000

San Francisco-Oakland, Cal.

watts.

COMMENT:

Present tax structure makes
a particularly inexpensive
investment for today or for the future.
Right now, with 24-hour work schedules,
rotating shifts and days-off, any day's a
good radio day, and sponsors are sure of
a bigger audience than ever before.
W^hether for an institutional or a merchandising job, baseball is a good bet
for any sponsor today.
advertising

J

U LY,

1943
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SHOWMAN PATTERNS
Shows' cut to fit a pattern for
sponsorship are presented here.

Department Stores
SEARS SPORTSREEL When Sears' Roebuck & Co., Sacramento, Cal., went out
to drum up bigger and better business
for its new Boyville department, and its
newly founded boys' club, store manager
T. R. Thompsen did the sporting thing.
After a four weeks warm-up with the
Sears Sportsreel over KROY, Sears batted out a 52-weeks home run.

Showmannotions: courtesy plugs the
day of the broadcast; a box in Sears
regular ads in local newspapers; plugs
in the
newspaper radio column,

KROY

ANN'R: Intermission Time!
FOUTS: Which means time

PATTERN:

what keeps

Here's

the

night's sportsreel,

ANN'R:
FOUTS:

ANN'R: Thursday
for the Sears

evening,

and time

nine fifteen,

Sportsreel, the

programs

in

a

new

by Sears Roebuck
and Company, 12th and Kay Streets in Sacramento.
And now here he is
Sears' Sacramento
Sportographer
Bob Fonts!
of

presented

.

.

.

.

ANN'R: And
down

.

.

evening sport fans.
Stand by
for an exciting quarter hour for we've the latent
sports news and views ... a dramatic sports story
of baseball's first war hero
and a featured
interview with
But before we
ring up the curtain on tonight's Sportsreel, here
is Bill Triest with an important Prologue!
.

.

!

.

.

.

.

ladies

and

gentlemen,

FOUTS: The
ANN'R: Now

Guest of the Week.

.

.

.

.

.

ONE BING!
Scene One: Sports Views!
(Insert views.) ... So much for editorial
for now our sports camera moves in

flashes
for,

.

.

.

TWO

ANN'R:

sport-

!

.

your Sears' Sportographer, Bob Fonts,

says,

FOUTS: From
.

.

Sears and me, to you and sports
good luck and good night!

.

ANN'R:

Bill Triest speaking for Sears, reminding
to see those swell loafer jackets downstairs in
Sears Boyville, 12th and K, and to tune in again,
next Thursday evening at nine fifteen, when Sears
Roebuck presents Bob Fonts
the
.
.
and .
Sears Sportsreel.

you

.

.

AIR FAX:

December

First Broadcast:

10,

1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 9:15-9:30 P.M.

Preceded By: Ransome Sherman.

Followed By: John B. Kennedy.
Sponsor: Sears, Roebuck
Station:

Pcfwer:

KROY,

8C

Co.

100

Sacramento, Cal.

watts.

.

(Insert opening commercial.)
And now
up goes the curtain on the Sears Sportsreel with,

ANN'R:
FOUTS:

brings
so

...

same time when our

.

.

ANN'R:

BIZ:

that,

the curtain on the Sears Sportsreel

until next week at this
light will center on,

.

FOUTS: Good

BIZ:

(Insert interview.)

CONTINUAL TONE!

BIZ:

THEME: FAN FARE UP AND FADE.

Scars Sportsreel!

THEME: FAN FARE UP AND FADE.

.

Scene Four: The Guest of the Week!

.

ANN'R: The

.

climax of tofind our sportlight centering

FOUR BINGS!

BIZ:

spinning.

series

we

on,

Sportsreel

Sears

word from

for a timely

and our sponsor.

ANN'R: (Insert second commercial.)
FOUTS: And now as we reach the

and

posters featuring sportographer
Fonts in Sears and in hotel lobbies.

Triest

Bill

Population:

105,958.

COMMENT:
good

Good

showmanship.

radio

is

basically

This applies to
any other program.

sports as well as to
to the good are attention-getting devices that sell the program to the listener.

AH

BINGS!

Scene Two: Closeup of a Star!

(Dramatic

story.)

FOUTS:

...

(Insert closeup.)
So much for the
past, now for a quick look to the future, and,

BIZ:

THREE BINGS!

ANN'R:
FOUTS:

Scene Three: Sports Preview!

moment
evening

BIZ:

242

(Insert previews.)
we'll present the
but right now

.

.

.

.

.

.

And now

Sears'

in just a

feature

of

the

it's,

CONTINUAL TONE!

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

he wants to reach. Cash-on-theline offering here adds to listener pleaslisteners

ure, gives the fans a reason for

SHOWMANSHIP
IN ACTION

coming

in.

Groceries

FOOTBALL FORECAST

When

it

comes

each armchair dopester fancies himself his own
prophet. In Rockford, 111., gridiron
seers have for two successive years had
a chance to cash in on accurate dopeto guessing a football score,

Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

sheets.

sportscaster Morey Owens
three major football games, invites listeners to predict the final score
of each, no strings attached. Anyone may
enter the contest by sending his prediction to Blue Star's Football Forecast,

Each week,

Amusements
ALLEY BROADCAST How to score a
expand its clientele, was the
tough nut that the Charlotte Bowling
Center wanted to crack. Charlotte, N.
C, fans were feeling the pinch in the
ban on pleasure driving, were inclined
ten-strike,

to take the line of least resistance, sing

the

Home, Sweet Home

refrain.

Charlotte Bowling Center set up
WAYS, found that Alley

the pins via

was right down its alley.
Three times a week, the five-minute remote picks up the pin clatter to inBroadcast

bowling enthusiasts out of their
arm chairs. Actual bowling activity is
broadcast from the Center.

veigle

To keep the wheels of competition
spinning, sponsor sets up a $2.50 cash
prize to the first person making a strike
during the broadcast. That listeners
couldn't hear a pin drop, not join the
fun is evidenced by the flurry of activity at the Center. Fans may walk, ride
the buses, or the street cars, but get there
they do.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: January, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 4:55-5:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Ten Minutes From Broadway.
Followed By: Sea Hound.
Sponsor: Charlotte Bowling Center.

Station:

WAYS,

Charlotte,

N. C.

selects

WROK.
For the weekly $10 cash-on-the-line
prize ior the nearest correct entry. Blue
Star Foods, Inc., makers of Blue Star
Potato Chips, digs into its jeans. For
the next ten nearest correct answers: a
29 cent sack of Blue Star Potato Chips.
Sportcaster Owens' selection of games
is

announced on each

of the five-minute

Monday through

Friday broadcasts. Satthe deadline for entries.

urday noon is
Winners are announced Monday.

Setting the right example to sports
enthusiasts, Owens sticks his neck out,
makes his own predictions on the Wed-

nesday broadcast. Notable ommission in
these Wednesday predictions: he doesn't
state his guess for the final scores, only
announces his choice for the winners of
the three games. Listeners have to go
to match Owens' prediction record:
in 1941, his batting average was .909; in
1942, the year of grid upsets, his guesses
for the season ran .781.

some

Promotionotion: in addition to pubradio columns. Blue Star

licity in local

distributed placards.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 100,899.

air FAX:

COMMENT: While

appeal of a
broadcast of this kind is limited primarily to those who are interested in bowling, sponsor here is reaching exactly the

J

U LY,

1943

the

First Broadcast: 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 6:35-

6:40, September 14 through November 27.
Preceded By: Alexander McQueen.
Followed By: Good News.
Sponsor: Blue Star Foods, Inc.
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WROK,

Station:

Rockford,

Power: 1,000 watts

the sponsor may pre-determine
audience he wants to reach.

111.

(d).

Population: 100,179.

COMMENT: Showmanship

is

of a lot of little things, and
this is one of them. As the years go by,
sponsors of seasonal offerings find that
even on an irregular schedule, consistency pays.

Participating

SPORTS PAGE OF THE AIR With shoe
rationing a reality, John Doe eyes that
fairly new pair of brown shoes gathering

Jewelers

AMERICANA QUIZ

Seward's Folly, the
Boston Tea Party, or the exploits of
Stonewall Jackson are part and parcel
of the Americana absorbed by school
boys throughout the United States.

When

the boy becomes a man, he may
forget exact dates, but the general picture remains mentally undimmed.

WMCA

Giving
listeners a reason for
getting the cob-webs out of the frame of

memory

is
Lambert Brothers, New
York jewelers. While Americana Quiz is
a sustaining program, Lambert awards
the prizes on this half-hour Sunday fea-

ture.

on the

closet floor. They're too
him, but wartime necessity
makes wasting them taboo. Sportscaster
Russ Hodges did some fast foot-work,
scored a knock-out on his Sportspage of
the Air heard daily over WOL. Via a
Shoe Exchange, foot leather waste took

dust
short

for

the count.

Listeners

to

the daily

1:00

to

5:00

P.M. participating show are invited to
send card descriptions to mikeman
Hodges, and include phone numbers
and sizes wanted in the swap. Cards are
checked in the style to which the Office
of Radio Censorship is accustomed before descriptions
are broadcast.

and phone numbers

AIR FAX: Many

quiz show with a studio audience,

the program features two teams selected
in advance. Questions based on American history seldom require an exact
knowledge of dates. Listening audience
sends in questions. While the bulk of
the memory teasers score five points for
a correct answer, five prize questions net
ten points if the questionee comes

through.

Winning teams and persons whose
prize questions are used on the show
get prizes. Each runner-up receives an

American History Quiz Book compiled
by scripter Edward Boykin.
air FAX:

In 1941, the show won a national award
from the Women's National Radio Committee.
1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 3:30-4:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Voice of Young Democracy.
Followed By: News.
First Broadcast:

Station:

WMCA, New

Power: 5,000

COMMENT:
restricted to

York

City.

watts.

Quiz programs which are
some one field of knowledge

gain from the point of view of script
continuity, have a further edge in that
244

what

indeed

made up

A

just

different types of non-competitive
advertisers key their spot announcements to this proit
has
One of the oldest shows on

WOL,

gram.

more than once flooded switchboard and mail room
after a one time announcement. Frequent 2 x 65 line
ads in the Washington Times Herald arc backed up
with street car and bus displays.

Not one to put all his eggs in one basket, Hodges
also does a dinner-hour Sports Resume six times a
week. He also handles all play-by-plays of the Washington Pro-football games.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 1:005:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Non-competitive accounts.
Station: WOL, Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 663,091.

COMMENT: Showmanship

is often that
extra little something that makes the
difference between a successful sports
review and a run-of-the-mill program.
While news of the sports world is what
makes the fans tune in, a dash of P.T.

Barnum
for

will keep them coming back
more. All to the good are attention-

getting devices that sell the program to
the listener. Advertisers about to take
the fatal step, get their first taste of the
fruits of radio via the participating program, might well look for just such evidences of shoivmanship. Alike as peas in
a pod are showmanship and salesmanship!

RADIO SHOWM ANSH

IP

COMMENT:

Advertisers, too,

may

serve

on the front line. A program with
enough vim and vigor to pull capacity

PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based
surveys, long

on

weekly studio audiences is certain to
its weight in tune-ins. Programs
which keep the public's attention focused on the war help bring victory that

pull

much

closer.

sales, mails,

runs and the

growth of the business

itself.

SPORTS REPORTER

Automabiles
Ted Williams, Red

Sox Slugger, and American League Batting Champion; Ernie Lombardi, champ
of the National League Batters and Bos-

THOSE
Those

WHO
Who

Finance
Numbered among

SERVE

Sen)e

is

the

man behind

the

production line, and the girl who daily
punches the office time clock. Evidence
to support the thesis comes from the
First Wisconsin National Bank, Milwaukee, Wis., who takes its weekly institutional via WTMJ. When the half-hour
offering, designed to feature outstanding
examples of activities in the United
States

armed

a one-time

forces

and

auxiliaries

made

War Bond

appeal, listeners
were asked to telephone bond pledges
to the station during the program. While
advance build-up was nil, the First Wisconsin did not draw a goose-egg. Pledges
came thick and fast, and in 30 minutes,
Uncle Sam was richer by $40,000!

Dramatic
icemen and

interviews with serv-

skits,

such servbranches as the WAAC, SPARS, Seabees, Army Air Corps, and the Air
Transport Command pull capacity audiences 400 strong to Radio City's auditorium studio.
officers, salutes to

ice

AIR FAX: Program

is

also heard over

benefit of Milwaukee's

21,000

FM

W55M,

for the

listeners. Patriotic

tunes and marches all played by the Radio City
concert orchestra under the baton of maestro Maurice Kipen. Servicemen stationed at both studio entrances take part in a pre-broadcast advance of colors

ceremony.

JULY,

1943

WBZ

Sports

Bump

then asked listeners to his 6:05-

6:15 P.M. sports broadcasts to send in
their selections, try to match this AllStar team. Two tickets to the three
Series games to be played in New
York were offered as prizes to the two
contestants coming nearest to matching
the dream-team. War Bonds were offered
as alternate prizes, and war stamps to
the third and fourth place winners. Each
contestant had to dream up a letter explaining his choice. Response to that

World

offer: 2,860 entries!

When

Studebaker Corporation

set

out to put its message across home plate
in New England, it put sportscaster
in the box. While the
Hadley and
program is heard six times a week,

WBZ

Studebaker pitches on a
week schedule.
air FAX:

Broadcast Schedule:
urday, 6:05-6:15 P.M.

three-times-a-

Monday through

Sat-

Sponsor: Studebaker Corp.
Station: WBZ, Boston, Mass.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 1,924,642.
Agency: Roche, Williams 8C Cunnyngham, Chicago,
111.

March

1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 6:30-7:00 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Johnny Presents.
Sponsor: First Wisconsin National Bank.
Station: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 680,434.
Agency: Scott-Telander Adv.
First Broadcast:

ton Braves Catcher, and

Reporter Bump Hadley, combined to
pick an All-Star nine from the complete
roster of both Leagues.

16,

COMMENT: While

the number of responses to this offer was large, it pales
beside the number with whom each contestant discussed his selections. Word-ofmouth publicity of this kind is the answer to any advertiser's prayer.
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Chambers of Commerce
Abraham Lincoln
IDEALS
AMERICAN
is one. George Washington is another.
Poets,

scientists,

engineers,

Gasolines

WADHAMS SPORT FLASH
When

architects

are other examples. Togeththey are Americaii Ideals. It isn't because their names have gone down in
history. It isn't for what they accomplished during their lives. It isn't because they were so much greater than

"When

and lawyers

Macbeth' s witches chanted,
shall we three meet again?"

"In thunder, lightning and in rain,"

er,

John Doe

that

John Doe put them on

pedestals to worship

from

afar.

In them, the John Doe's of the world
own dreams.
They represent what John Doe struggles
see the fulfillment of their

They embody his hopes for his children and his children's children. Not
one thing, but many things make up the
mosaic that become American Ideals.
for.

might have been a preview of the fortunes of Wadhams Sport Flash heard
over WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis. Back in
1929 when the show first went on the
airwaves, the country was deep in deit

pressions, moratoriums and bank holidays. Today, war and all-out production
line the horizons, but come Hades and

high-water, Wadhams Sport Flash is a
daily feature. Recently the Wadhams
Division of the Sacony-Vacuum Oil
Co., signed on the dotted line for its
fifteenth consecutive vear!
AIR FAX: Ace

sportscaster Russ Winnie presents the
of sports events, local and national
score-:,
and sports con\ments. During the run of
Wadhams Sport Flash dimpled-chin Winnie has piled
up more than 4,000 broadcasts of that program alone.
Repeatedly voted Milwaukee's favorite sports announcer, Winnie did it again, copped the honors in
The Milwaukee Journal's twelfth annual poll. Versatile, Winnie is also WTMJ's assistant manager.

daily

Giving voice to all these many forces
a Lawrence, Mass., Chamber of Commerce program heard on Sunday afternoons over WLAW. Program is turned
over to various civic groups, who, in
is

turn, designate a speaker to give concrete form to the general topic. In May,
speakers had already been booked to
year's end. That milestone will represent a total of 312 such talks since the
first program was aired in 1937!

Program springs from the deeds of a

Good Samaritan anxious to render a
community. Time is turned
over to the Chamber of Commerce by
the philanthropist who remains name-

service to the

less.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: December 25, 1937.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 3:45-4:00 P.M.

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Philharmonic.
Sponsor: Chamber of Commerce.

WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 84,323.
Station:

summary

First Broadcast:

1929.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 5:45-

6:00 P.M.
Preceded By:

Monday through Friday, Jack ArmGo Bowling.
Monday through Friday, Music; Sat-

strong; Saturday, Let's

Followed By:

urday, This Is War.

Sponsor:
Station:

Wadhams

WTMJ,

Power: 5,000

Division,

Sacony-Vacuum Oil Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.

watts.

Population: 680,434.

COMMENT:

Gasolines and motor oil
accounts have long found that sports
broadcasts are unusually productive in
terms of sales. AVhile such programs have
been equally successful for other types of
business, sponsors might well take a leaf
from the AVadhams notebook. Here is a
sponsor who has consistently put its sales
message across through the medium of
this and related shows, and consistency
pays. (For story on football broadcasts
used by this same sponsor, see Gasoline
Sales Thru the Air, July, 1941, p. 199.)

COMMENT:

Sponsorship of programs
of this kind help radio live up to its
service and educational function for

which its broadcasting license is granted.
By direct contact with every organized
civic group, program here takes the entire

246

communiiv

into

its

orbit.

Lumber Yards
JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT While
fat pay rolls have stepped up Saturday
night

traffic in

the nighteries, not

all

the

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

jive cats cut their rugs

along the main

During the hour-and-a-half Juke
Box Saturday Night session heard over
WCED for Smyer's Lumber Co., Nelson's Fur Salon, Du Bois Brewing Co.,
and Zimmerman's Photographic Studio,
stem.

switchboard

operators

state of seige, report as

studio

calls,

maximum

manage

to

go

through

many

a

as 2,000

put through a

change, New York City. While the
music goes round and round via WQXR,
listeners are offered a one dollar credit
slip on any purchase made in Penn's

Record Department amounting

of 600!

Votes are tallied, but not taken are request numbers. Throughout the show
listeners are kept posted at ten minute
intervals on what tunes are in the lead.
Song with highest vote is used as a theme
song on the following program a week
hence by co-sponsor Zimmerman's Studio.

Pay dirt for sponsors: from ten to 15
per cent business increase! One display
add, plus several radiocolumn write-ups made

Original offer of booklets on the lives
of the musical great was withdrawn in a
jiffy; booklet supply failed to keep up

with winner demand. Additional

First

RCA

Victor permanent phonograph needle
with every ten unbroken records brought
in for scr-ap.

Tuesday night sponsor of the twice-aweek show is the Franklin Schcxjl of
Dancing, who gives the

listener a reason
cutting a rug. Winners receive a
guest card for one dancing lesson. Franklin kept in step, renewed for an additional 13-weeks after its first venture.

for

air FAX:

Listeners are asked
name of
the composer, the name of the
composition, or both. Backbone
of
offering:
well-known
the
classical or semi-classical favorto identify either the

ites.

Broadcast:

First

October, 1942.
Broadcast

Schedule:

WCED, Du

Station:
City.

request programs as
such are out for the nonce, here is a
variant on the old-time favorite which
satisfies censorship restrictions. Not feasible,

however, in a community where

communications

systems are heavily
taxed is a program which puts such a
heavy load on the wires.

JULY,

1943

November,

WQXR, New

York

Power: 10,000 watts.
Agency: Lester Harrison

Bois, Pa.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 24,149.

COMMENT: While

Broadcast:

1942.
Broadcast Schedule: T-Th.,
9:15-9:30 P.M.
Penn Camera ExSponsor:
change;
Franklin School
of
Dancing.

Saturday,

7:30-9:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Smyer's Lumber Co.;
Nelson's Fur Salon; Du Bois
Brewing Co., and Zinunerman's Studio.
Station:

traffic

puller: win or lose, listeners are offered
a regular cash price plus a free

flurry.

AIR FAX:

at

went up in the Penn Camera Exchange!

pre-broadcast

the

to

out of four correct
answers in the Musical Memory Game.
First quarter-hour broadcast brought in
500 winners. When the second broadcast
produced 1,500 winners, the SRO sign
least $2.50 for three

Fifteen minutes before the platter begins to spin, a list of 20 old favorites and
current hits are read over the air. Lis^
teners' invitation to the dance: phone in
a vote for his favorite selection. Warmup numbers put listeners in the groove,
give them another opportunity to record
their oral ballot. Tunes with few votes
get an early hearing, are quickly put on
the shelf. Those drawing heaviest voting
are held until near program's end.

up

Photographic Sopplies
MUSICAL MEMORY GAME Memory is
playing tricks on the Penn Camera Ex-

sociates. Inc.

COMMENT: While give-aways and premium offers serve a real function in their
own

right, angle here

not only created

store traffic galore but also netted sponsor a neat sales volume.
$3,075 re-

A

sponse to one offer
advertiser

would

is

a musical

like to play.

more than a pop-gun to go
Offers must be aimed at a

game any

But

it

after big

takes

game.

specific target.
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1

SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day, a week, or a
month yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

Sustaining

good

will sufficient to tide his business

over evil times.

TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS For
15 years, WFIL's sportscaster
Moorehead has attended every masporting event in and around Phila-

the past

Tom

jor
delphia. School-boy sports get an even
break with college and professional
meets. Local events are as much in the
spotlight on his thrice weekly quarter-

hour

as national activities.

Culmination

the Basketball Tournament of Champions, one of the biggest
inter-scholastic scraps ever held in the
scrapple capitol.
Free throw for sportsflasher Moorehead: winners of four school-boy leagues
who had not met prior to this event
were brought together in a championship tournament. Twenty thousand fans
witnessed the matches held in the Palestra of the University of Pennsylvania
for the benefit of the Red Cross War
Fund. Stay-at-homes followed the playby-play via WFIL.
While existing sports regulations bar
such meets unless for charitable purposes, sportscaster Moorehead put the
ball in motion for the Red Cross, was
appointed director of sporting events for
the Red Cross War Fund Drive in the
Philadelphia area for his efforts.
of his efforts:

AIR FAX:

Sports

menu

covers

sports.

Slant:

all

as planned by Moorehead
ball is pitched to the man

in the bleachers.

First

Broadcast: May,

Broadcast Schedule:
Station:

WFIL,

1943.

KGBS, Har-

lingen, Tex., has found the silver lining
in what was set up as an act of service
to its listeners. During the season, the
station airs a high school football game
each Friday night. Big problem: lack of
activity between the halves.

In conference games, there's the color
festivities. Bands
and trained cheering squads keep the
audience on its toes, help build the old
school spirit. In a small community
where football means the local high
school, it's a different story. Comes the

of between-the-halves

with 30 minutes to kill. When
get quiet in Harlingen, Tex.,
KGBS brings its PA wire news out to

half,

things

the football

field.

Business firms in the towns in which

games are played show

their colors by
sponsoring the news. Booster-backing
gave listeners news at a time when no

program was on the

similar

air in the

Seasonal sell-out indicates that
booster spirit is also a business booster.

area.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Friday, during the season.
Station: KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

13,306.

M-W-F, 6:30-6:45 P.M.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.

COMMENT: A

definite contribution to
the sports life of a community are sports

broadcasts which perform an actual civic
service. Sponsor harvests a granary of

248

Participating

BETWEEN THE HALVES

COMMENT:

Small town boosters lacking the wherewithal to bankroll play-byplays will find an offering of this kind a
productive method of unfurling their

colors.

Sponsor cashes-in on the entire
him-

local football audience, establishes
self as

a part of

community

life.

RADIO SHOWM AHSH

I

P

J

Hotels

YOUR NEIGHBOR WAS

IN PRISON

When

the Red Cross staged its drive for
funds in Trail, B.C., it clothed its campaign in the garments of every-day reality cut from the pattern of the lives of
CJAT listeners. Trail citizens told tales
of German prison camp life as it was
lived in the last war. Theme pointed up
by each interviewee: what the Red Cross
meant to him during long months of
imprisonment.

Behind this campaign gun stood the.
Trail Local Hotels Ass'xN. Ammunition for the drive was provided in a
series

Army
flash

of four weekly quarter-hours.
of listeners was recruited through

announcements and newspaper

fare.

fan-

a

motion picture became the sponsor of

a radio

program.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: April 14, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 5:30-5:45 P.M.

Preceded By: Folk Music.
Followed By: By the Way.
Sponsor: Columbia Pictures, Inc.
Station:

KOMO,

Seattle,

Wash.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 452,637.
Agency: Weiss 8C Geller Adv.

COMMENT: War

conditions are proving to more and more new-to-radio accounts that if there is an advertising job
to be done, radio can do the trick. New
radio converts find that the new bird-in-

hand

is

a

homing pigeon

the commercial
front door.

message

that delivers
right in the

Hotel guests in the hostels of the

member hotels received time-andstation cards inviting tune-ins.

seven

Groceries
AIR FAX: Theme song

used on each of the
broadcasts: Angels of Mercy.
First Broadcast: March 10, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Weekly, 7:15-7:30 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Sponsor: Trail Local Hotelmen's Ass'n.
Station: CJAT, Trail, B.C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 12,000.

four

HAPPY KITCHEN

In an effort to promote Defense in the Kitchen, the
Happy Kitchen became a training kitchen. Food Front Volunteers took a threeweek air training course in wartime
cooking, meal planning and nutrition

KMBC

COMMENT:

Service has become the keynote in countless advertising campaigns.
At the top of the list is service to the
community. Advertisers who lend their
support to civic projects entrench their
positions along the main stem.

from Happy Kitchen director Nancy
Goode.
Following the National Yardstick for
Nutrition set up by the National Research Council, the course stressed food
conservation and methods of overcoming
food shortages. Homemakers who passed
a final examination received membership certificates in the Food Front Volunteers.

Theatres

STORY OF THE DAY

When Columbia

KOMO

Pictures, Inc., took to the
waves in a three-times-a-week news
fering to promote its new
More the Merrier, it was
the Day for Seattle, Wash.,

picture.

of-

The

the Story of

May 11, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 2:002:15 P.M.; Saturday, 9:15-9:30 A.M.
Station: KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 602,046.

listeners.

Station letters to exhibitors, plus courtesy announcements, had them at their
radio posts for Dick Keplinger's news
bulletins. Eight week sponsorship marked
the first time in the history of radio that

1943

the Kansas City Department
of Civilian Defense, instruction was a feature of the
Kitchen quarter-hour.

Happy

First Broadcast:

air-

Dealer and exhibitor reaction in Western W^ashington to this pioneer advertising movement: The More the Merrier.

JULY,

AIR FAX: Approved by

COMMENT: Homemakers

are more anxious today than ever before to stretch the
budget. Service projects of this kind are
sure-fire methods of garnering consumer good will. As war time needs drain
additional supplies from civilian desires,
such service features will be even more
in demand.
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Cream

D' the

Crop

(Continued from page 229)

JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT
News, reviews and
announcements in

tips

on spot

this

column.

other advertising medium was needed
to sell our product. With production
curtailed, the problem was to keep up
with the demand in even a small way.

But that didn't mean that we dropped
our advertising campaign. In some ways,
it is more essential than it has ever been
before. The business that plans to have
shingle polished at war's end has to
plans now for that day! In the
interim, it has to keep track of its

its

make

QUICK FREEZE
While the war has restored the old
fashioned ice box to its place in the sun,
the housewife in need of refrigeration
doesn't need to be told twice that there's
an electric box. Servant's Appliance
Co., Oakland, Cal., can vouch for that.
Just before air time for

its

daily spot an-

nouncement Servant's telephoned copy
to publicize a

By

new

stock of refrigerators.

night-fall, as the result of that single,

exclusive

KROW

had been tagged

plug, 40 refrigerators

as sold!

SOCKING 'EM
Some

not-so-sold-on-radio advertisers
hit below the belt when they sign a first
contract. Commercials slanted at slow-

moving merchandise

are produced, preof radio. That radio has
successfully moved these items is a tribute to the medium rather than to the
advertiser. This same advertiser would
never think of burying a small agate
type ad in the daily rag and calling that
a test of newspapers.

sented as a

When

test

Pollock's Shoe Store, Rich-

mond,

Va., tested the pulling power of
radio, via
it played the game
fairly and squarely. With the demand
as big as the Empire State Building for

WRNL,

Nylon

hose, Pollock's purchased two
30-word spot announcements. Listeners
heard that Pollock's had Nylon hose.
The hose came in pairs, but buyers

came

in droves! Bright and early the
next morning at 8:00 A.M. a crowd five

and six deep lined the street. An 11:00
A.M. sell-out quelled the near riot.
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friends, and it has to do what it can to
help them. Sales as such are gone with
the wind, but service has taken its place
at the chair of honor.
A campaign to inform the public of
constantly changing rules and regulations pertaining to production, delivery,
rationing and other restrictions and limitations, was launched. Through the

Parade of Sports we are able to
our customers and friends in a
friendly, informal way just why milk
deliveries have to be on alternate days;
why ice cream production is curtailed
and our quota cut in half.
And it also helps us to plan for the
future. Today our theme is simply this:
probably you can't get Alfar ice cream,
and probably you can't get the flavor
you want, but it's so good that it's worth
asking for, and certainly worth waiting

Alfar's
tell

for.

In the meantime we are performing a
public service and winning friends for
that service.
of good will

We

are piling

up

a reserve

among old customers and
would-be new ones. When we had ice
cream to sell, these people bought. Now
they need our explanatory messages. In
return for this, they will remain our
friends and become our customers when
dairy products go back to normal production and distribution.

Some

day, supply will again exceed
will created now will
take up that slack. It's a great thing,
good will! It's the respect you earn, the
confidence you command; it brings customers out of their way to trade with you.

demand. Good
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NEXT MONTH
R. H.
the

GALLEY,

of

Allied

xMills, Inc., Fort AA^ayne, Ind., presents one of

most powerful educational promotions

tr\\ tells

how

LDLIIS A.

Meji of Actio7i got into action.

CDHENy

Cohen Drug

in the history of the feed indus-

credits radio

Store, Charleston,

store to ten in the

W.

\^a.,

sales

records for the

gives radio this boost:

from one

decade firm has used radio!

CARL JDHNSDN,
diverts advertising

with the amazing

president of the

budget

took on radio. Ripley

i

Early Bird Hatchery, Davenport,

oo per cent to

iteTn:

WOC,

la.,

has doubled sales since firm

threw catalogues away,

let

radio do the

whole

job.
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Johnny on the Spot
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News, reviews and tips on spot an-nouncements are presented here.
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Radio Ups Food Dut-Put
Increases Feed

Tonnage

\^ 1^ ^^ ^

By

R. H. Galley, Allied

Mills, Inc., Fort

spring of
INoftheAgriculture,

1941

when

Secretary

Claude L. Wickard,

broadcast an appeal to farmers for increased production of meat, milk and
eggs, few realized the huge food-producing program that was being launched.
But in Fort Wayne, Ind., this appeal
stirred into action one of the most powerful educational promotions in the history of the feed industry. Within one
week, plans were made for a national
feed distributors' Men of Action campaign for increased production for meat,
milk and eggs; Foods for Defense it was

Wayne,

top agricultural radio broadcasting
tions.

this

The
year's

Ind.

sta-

development of
Victory Farmers on

results led to

huge

Parade.
Victory Farmers on Parade is part of
the Allied Mills' far-reaching educational program to encourage and promote better livestock and poultry pro-

duction through more efficient feeding
and management. The Secretary of Agriculture has announced again and again

new

increased

production

goals

for

called then.

The same month Wickard made his
farm production demands,

startling

Allied Mills' radio advertising manager, Russell Lehe, was commissioned a
lieutenant in the Army Air Forces. (The
previous year had been Allied Mills'
advertising;
The
a 15-minute transscribed show, ran every Saturday morning over 10 middlewestern stations.) At
this point, the advertising director of
Allied Mills, John L. Richardson, personally took over direction of radio advertising. The theme of the Men of
Action promotion was developed for all
phases of the company's selling and education. New style spot transcriptions,
using farmers' testimonials from all sections of the nation and from all kinds of
farmers, were developed and built into
a new pattern of recordings using
first

year

of

radio

Wayne Mail Box,

SoNovox and cannonading sound effects.
These spot announcements, which took
first award for
1941-42 given by the
National Advertising Agency Network,
were scheduled over 16 of the nation's

AUGUST, 1943

THOSE
• Coveted

WHO

SERVE

the 6-inch square polished
mahogany Victory Farmer Award plaque.
Recipients are farmers making unusual
farm production records in accordance
with the Foods for Freedom program of
the United States government.
is
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• Postmen got no holiday when ALLIED MILLS, INC. made a onetime offer of a farm record book for income tax computations. Victory Farm Reporter Med Maxwell, two assistants, look over returns.

American farmers, and this educational
radio program, planned for the farmers,
works directly into the Victory Offensive
drive for greater food production.
As events on the battlefronts of the
world unfold, it is becoming more and
more obvious that foods will be used to
win over and to hold to the United
Nations' cause, the half-starved peoples
of the invaded countries. It is in this
huge armament program that Allied
Mills is actively engaged. The Secretary
of Agriculture says, "I think I can say
quite conservatively that food, American
food, has already so influenced the
course of the war that we are years nearer to the final victory today than we

would have been

if

we had not used

it

very deliberately as a weapon of war."
1 he key to greater production of milk
and dairy products lies in the efficiency
of feeding and management, rather than
in increasing the number of dairy cattle;
it takes almost three years to breed and
build a dairy cow for milk production
before obtaining a solitary pail of milk.

258

So milk production must be obtained
through instruction and practical advice
on dairy herds now on farms, from both
the top dairy farmers and the leading
dairy nutritional experts. This is where
Victory Farmers on Parade brings into
full action, the most direct and practical
advice and encouragement to farmers.
Meat production problems are not
quite as difficult; livestock can be increased, particularly hogs, in a shorter
time. The problem here is one of stretching available feed stuffs to give the most
efficient gains in pounds of flesh added
per pound of feed. There is a shortage
of feed stuffs, and again this is where
Victory Farmers on Parade steps into
the farmers' homes and tells in plain
simple language, the experiences of other pork raisers in getting the most efficient production.
Egg and poultry production are the
quickest to obtain, and it is again ai
question of getting top production year
around, instead of the old fashioned ideai
that hens should lay eggs only in the

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Q Farm food producers' friend Med Maxwall, (left), brings
farm operator, (right), and flock representative to the
mike. Supervising territory distributor, (center), approves.

spring and summer. This year 'round
production is obtained through breeding better poultry, and better feeding
and care. Victory Farmers on Parade has
an opportunity to influence farmers to-

Stilwell, of Station

ward

mercial

these goals.

This program is a transcribed 15minute show scheduled twice a week at
farm-audience horns, on stations from
Omaha, Neb., through to Raleigh, N. C,
and Philadelphia, Pa. Supplementing
this program is a schedule of spot announcements in less intensive areas.

The transcriptions are made on the
farm, in the field, barn, farmhouse, or
general store; wherever electricity is
available for portable transcribing
equipment. Medford Maxwell, as the
Victory Farm Reporter, has been working with radio for many years, and at
present is Radio Director of Louis E.
Wade, Inc., the advertising agency
which handles the Wayne Feed Division of the Allied Mills account. Mr.
Maxwell is a showman with years of experience in old Chautauqua days. Jack
AUGUST,

1

943

WLS,

Chicago,

is

the

announcer.

The program opens with an organ
playing America the Beautiful, and fades
announcer comes in. A short comis
followed by the interview,
and a closing commercial with the theme
song comes in at the finish.
as the

In each interview, the farmer himself
the main character. Med Maxwell asks
the questions, and the farmer, through
his own natural phrasing, gives the ring
of sincerity and naturalness that makes
this program so popular with the farm
audience. At the finish of each interview,
the farmer (who has been selected for
his outstanding farm production records
in his community) is awarded the coveted Victory Farmer plaque for his servis

ice

and achievement.

Through

intelligent questioning, the
interviewer is able to help the farmer
describe in his own language, his methods of obtaining his heavy production
records. The many angles to livestock
and poultry raising are developed and

259

the methods of overcoming common
errors in this important food production
front are explained so any farm operator
can easily and quickly apply these same
his own farm. Approximate125 farmers and farm experts have
spoken to the farm audience for this program since September 1, 1942.
As one test of listener audience, an

methods on
ly

of a Farm Income Tax Record
10 cents to cover handling, was
dropped into one six-minute period,
March 6, 1943. Returns gave an average
per-inquiry cost of less than lie.

offer

for

Among

the highlights of these pro-

grams was the Thanksgiving day program, transcribed from an actual church
service in a little country church in Berlin,

O., with the regular congregation,

rustling

Man-of -action
Richmond H.
Galley, shown
above,

now

ad-

vertising man*

'^^

J

^S^^ ^f ^^^^ Pcick-

,,J|

aged Foods Division of Allied

^^^Kj^^l^H

Mills, Inc., Fort

^^^mm

^^H

^^t^^^S^^^m

Wayne, Ind.,

WmmKkk.'mtttk

i^on his spurs

the hard way.
Depressionitis cost the architectural
profession a promising recruit,
caused him to forego the draftsman's table for the editorial desk.

As an undergraduate he slung hash
in a University of Michigan field
expedition, bucked rivets in steel
construction, sacked groceries, did
other odd jobs to keep the zvolf in
its rightful place.
With sign paintiiig for a travelling troupe of Hopi Indians, cafeteria cashiering, other jobs behind
him, a diploma tucked safely away,
adman Galley really got down to
business. Reward for seiuices rendered to the Tea Bureau, Inc., New
York: Eastern Field Manager. Before coming to Allied Mills early in
1941, he sharpened the tools of his
trade first luith Buehler Bros., Inc.,
meat packers, then with SpragueWarner as store groups advertising
man and copywriter.
Stormy weatJier Jias no terror for
him: by his own confession, the
rougher it is, the more he can enjoy
getting inside. Mountain country

and pre-rationed

thick, red-rare
steaks rate tops on Jiis scale of
values. Current enthusiasm: a twice-

planted Victory Garden.
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clothes, chatter of children,
natural singing, and the old upright
piano. Another was the Christmas Day
program, an a-capella choir concert,
which has since been re-cut for libraries.
Then there was the Lincoln's Birthday
program, transcribed at the actual Lincoln family farm down in central Illinois where Lincoln's father had cleared
the land. The farmer on this program
was an old settler, who, with his wife,
told of childhood days when Abraham
Lincoln himself w^as still visiting the
land of his childhood. Another was on
AVendell ^Villkie's farm, made on the
day that Mr. Willkie returned to this
part of the country from his recent
round-the-world flight. In the transcription, the telephone can be heard ringing; it was Mrs. Willkie, calling the
farm to have a chicken killed for Mr.
Willkie's dinner. In a transcription made
in a general store, a customer, unaware
of the cutting, is heard in the background asking for a pound of coffee
which he wasn't able to get (this was
just before coffee rationing).

Since the start of Allied Mills' radio
programs, the tonnage of \Vayne Feeds
has increased until at the present, all
Allied Mills' plants from Florida to

Nebraska are running at peak capacity,
and the demand for Wayne Feeds is far
greater than the available supply. The
war has created some of this demand,
through the increased production of
meat, milk and eggs for foods to win the
war. But there is no doubt that some of
the increases have also been due to the
better understanding of feeding of livestock and poultry brought about by the
simple, direct radio technique, which
brings together the inexperienced feeders and the old expert feeders, through
Allied Mills' radio programs.
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you may ask,
How,
market use radio

can a livestock auction
effectively?

WRUF

Well, for quite some time
has been
playing a big part in the operation of Snow's,
in Gainesville, Fla., not only as an advertising
medium, but also as a public service. The second point is particularly important to me. I
am convinced that service and success go hand
in hand. As the guest speaker on one of our
recent broadcasts, a livestock expert from the
University of Florida's College of Agriculture,
expressed it:

By

ids

®

/

emote.

"An

auction market must be of very definite
both the stock breeder and the buyer. By assuring each of these opposed interests
an absolutely square deal, it provides an incentive for the breeding of better stock which will
bring higher prices, and at the same time, it
gives the buyer honest value for his money.

Brings Red Cross

The consuming

By Gary

service to

public, of course, will benefit
in proportion. Unless the market performs this
function, it will not survive."

That, I believe, explains why Snow's is today the oldest existing, the largest, and by all
odds the fastest growing livestock auction in
Florida. And radio has been with us almost

75c Pig Goes

E.

to

Market,

$3BB

Snow, Owner,

Snow's Live Stock

Auction Market

from the start.
It was very shortly

after taking over the moderately active three-year-old market at Gainesville that I started buying time on
I
felt that the station's connection with the University of Florida and its authoritative Florida

WRUF.

Farm Hour would make

the ideal medium
for spreading our message over a large, and
agriculturally important, part of the state.
it

Originally our advertising was simply a oneminute spot following the Florida Farm Hour
each Saturday at 1:00 P.M., supplementing
that program's general market quotations with
the cattle and hog prices paid at our auction
the preceding Monday, our regular sale day.
This modest schedule admirably fulfilled the
dual purpose of service and advertising by
keeping not only buyers and sellers, but also
the consuming public, informed of price trends,
while showing our prospective customers the
desirability of trading through our market.
Still, as time passed, I realized that greater
use could be made of radio and this led to several conferences with
Director Garland
Powell and Commercial Manager Bud Miller.
Finally we decided upon a remote control
broadcast from the market each Monday during the sale.

WRUF
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• Snowdrop,

the ring boy, was proud.

4
•

(Left)

.

.

.

When

auctioneer

Rip Roberts concludes his chant,

WRUF

special events announcer
Boggs takes over. Engineer
Milton Adams and Commercial

Otis

Manager Bud

Miller register inter-

est.

O (Right) . . No bum steer for
cattleman Gary Snow (center) was
his hunch about radio. Corralled
and hog-tied by
Director
.

WRUF

Garland Powell,
mercial

(left),

and ComMiller,

Manager Bud

(right), he signs a radio contract.

However, price quotations are not the
principal object of the new program.
\Ve still use the Saturday spot for that.
Our main purpose from the start has
been to expand our service by giving
those in the business, and the general
public, timely and helpful information
on the cattle industry and the meat situation.

We

inaugurated our 15-minute pro-

gram on January 4. Each Monday afternoon at 5:15, WRUF's listeners are
greeted by our chief auctioneer, genial
Rip Roberts, giving the chant perhaps
best

known

in connection with tobacOtis Boggs, student
sportscaster and special events announc-

co markets.

Then

comes on with some opening comment about the market: a description

Otis interviews a cattle breeder, a buyer
for a large packing plant, a local slaughter house operator, a dairyman, a veterinarian, a federal agricultural worker, a
University professor, or an official of the
county cattlemen's association. Sometimes, for variety, he takes his saltshaker
mike and goes through the crowd of
buyers and sellers who now come regularly from a radius of more than 100
miles, picking up interviews at random.

These unrehearsed discussions, of
course, cover every angle of the livestock
and meat businesses: problems of buyer,
seller or consumer, interpretations of
rulings, improvement in breeds,
and similar subjects.

OPA

er,

trends, and information on the horses
and mules in which we also deal.

All programs are broadcast from high
the stands surrounding the arena,
against the background noise of the auction being carried on by our assistant
auctioneer, Buck Buckman. Consequently, Otis Boggs often finds opportunity to
intersperse descriptions of activity in the
arena, such as the spectacle of the negro
ring boy avoiding a particularly mean
steer by scrambling up on the post
placed in the center of the ring for that
purpose.

TheVVRUF staff has a free hand in
arranging the balance of the program
with non-commercial material. Usually,

Occasionally, though, Otis' ad libbing
produces unexpected laughs, as on the
day he interviewed a 16-year-old girl

of our scales, our new double-deck loading chutes, our recently completed 40-

pen barn which gives the market four
limes its original capacity, and our numbering and bookkeeping systems set up
for the complete protection of buyer and
seller alike. After that. Rip returns with
a report on the day's hog and cattle sales
up to that time, a few words on recent
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whose

cattle

awards.

had won several major
up the young lady's

Calling

father for supplementary discussion of
the family's connection with the cattle
business, he concluded with this brilliant pleasantry:

"Thank

you,

sir,

and

here's

hoping

have a lot more prize winners
from that daughter of yours."

you'll

S'ometimes a novelty stiuit is substituted for the interview, such as having
Otis and his mike accompany a selected
steer from the unloading platform to the
scales and on through the runs to the
arena.

But I am particularly proud of broaddevoted to charitable or patriotic
enterprises. In April, three programs
were given over to the American Red
casts

On

the first one, we auctioned
off a trio of calves donated by prominent
breeders, and made SI 63.00 for the War

Cross.

The

next week we put up for sale
piney woods hog of such obviously poor quality that it brought only 75
cents. But when the buyer offered to
turn it back for resale for the benefit of
the Red Cross, he started a series of sales
and donations that carried over to the
following Monday. Ultimately, the little
75 cent pig contributed $386.35 to the

Fund.
a

little

War Fund and
AUGUST, 1943

incidentallv

received

nation-wide
plishment.

So that

is

publicity

for

how we make

for public service

his

accom-

use of radio

and advertising com-

bined.

Am

I satisfied with the results obtained? Well, in just four years my business has grown to more than seven times
what it was w^hen I took over the market.
And remember what I said in the beginning about Snow's position among all
Florida livestock auctions!

Innovator Gary Snow, owner of
Snow's Livestock Market, took the
bull by the horns, walked where few
others in his business field

when he put

his

name

had trod

to his first

radio contract. Because the market
was in the three-year-old yearling
class when he took over in April,
1939, has since become the pride
and joy of Gainesville, Fla., straight
shooter Snow gives radio a blue ribbon for its advertising value.

A

native Floridan, livestock

man

Snow's interest in farm animals is
life-long. His ambition: to make all
possible contributions toward the
improvement of one of Florida's increasingly vital industries.
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ass the

Time

Cultivation in the

0'

Day

Drug Field Yields Bumper Harvest, Writes

Louis A. Cohen, of the Cohen Drug Stores, Charleston, W. Va.

A

FRIENDLY gcsturc growii into an institution. That's the status of the

Cohen Drug

Stores, Charleston,

W.

Va.,

WCHS

farm listeners. Back in
1933, we sowed our first radio seeds with
the Old Farm Hour, and ever since we
have consistently planted the sales seeds
and reaped the harvest. With radio, we
have cultivated friends throughout the
with

its

state.

Our
riety

first program was a half-hour vashow from the WCHS auditorium

musical selections, jokes,
gag acts, and numerous special events
such as actual weddings, carnival freaks
and what-not, drew a live audience of
3,500 every week.
In September, 1940, Cohen Drug
stage. Hill-billy

Stores put its name to what it considered the outstanding act on the Farm
Hour, namely, Cap, Andy and Milt.
With its old time gospel songs, rhythmic

and original compositions, this
has built and held a tremendous
radio audience. Mail pull for this 15minute Monday through Saturday offering heard at 7:30 A.M. under the Cohen
Drug Stores banner, has been and is,
tremendous.
There is no question in my mind but
what the farmer is a good customer for
the town store-keeper. He buys the same
shaving cream, toothpaste and razor
blades as his city brother. That one facspirituals
act

tor

is

justification

that radio with us

enough
is

for the fact

a primary

Good neighbor Louis

medium

Cohen

A.

(seated) makes plans for planting farm
War Program
sales seeds with
Director Virgil L. Schmit.

WCHS

As hard to find as the needle in the
haystack is a more courteous, friendly
fellow than busy-as-a-hee Louis A.
Cohen, owner of the Cohen Drug

From one drug store in downtown Charleston, W. Va., to ten thriv-

Stores.

ing outlets throughout the state
story of the decade.

His short-cut

to

winning

is

his

friends,

influencing customers: a willingness to
consider the ideas of others. His business rule-of -thumb: the customer is always right. What he has seen with his
own eyes, heard with his own ears, are
the concrete reasons ivhy he attributes
much of the growth and progress of
his stores to the use of radio.
264
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goods to the farmer as an
individual, but that isn't the only fac-

for selling
tor.

Busy as he is, the rural dweller has
few distractions competing for his leisure
time. Radio offers him the world on his
own front door stoop. The advertiser
brings it to him is apt, on many
farms, to be the only daily caller, and
what a world of good will is created by
the simple act of being a good neighbor!

who

Daily radio visits are like friendly visof good neighbors passing the time of
day. And the formula for radio advertising success with rural people is cut from
the same pattern as any other radio success story. Tell your sales story in a simple, straightforward way, and repeat
your message frequently! That's all there
is to it. A product of merit is almost
its

certain to get

volume

sales at

low

cost.

And we know what we are talking
about! The sale of over 10,000 packages
of razor blades within just a few days
was directly traceable to radio announcements. Other items that have gone over
in a sensational manner have been cos-

metics, vitamins, patent medicines, Victory Garden books, drugs, candy, and
sundries of all kinds. It's no wonder that
we are one of radio's staunchest friends!

Among

farm family, in
spite of its current buying power, has
not had the dollar recognition from the
general advertiser that is accorded the
urban family. One reason is that the
farm market is actually two markets, the
vocational and the consumer. To a large
extent, over-emphasis has been placed
on the work front. Family needs have
been secondary. We feel that our experience is one indication that the market
advertisers, the

for family products has dollar value at
least as great as

that of the vocational

goods market. With the increase in buying power and the increase in listening,
radio becomes a more important advertising medium than ever before.
Advertisers with the know-how reap a
rich harvest from this market, but the
big question is how the advertiser may
best penetrate it. In the last analysis, an
advertiser may do one of two things in
his choice of radio programs. He may
inform, or he may entertain. Each type

AUGUST, 1943

of program has its place, and the only
absolute essential is that the farm program be carefully built and carefully

produced.
Since our approach is to the farmer
as a consumer, that is, as an individual,
we bring our farm listeners friendly,
neighborly personalities and entertainment that fit every day interests. We selected a program that would appeal to
the entire family because agriculture is
the one remaining family industry, and
on the whole, that family works and
plays as a unit.

Of

course,

the right

program alone

job. The importance of
picking the right time is a sister prob-

can't

do the

lem. Most farmers listen when they are
in the house, and during daytime hours
that means at meal time. Our 7:30 A.M.
program gets the men before they go out
into the fields.

In February, we supplemented this
schedule with a 5:00 P.M. quarter-hour.
Our choice was the OWI transcribed
program. Uncle Sam, and until this program was withdrawn from local sponsorship, it too, did a good job for Cohen
Drugs. The time was right. Its appeal

was universal.

Radio

in wartime, as far as the farmconcerned, is of tremendous value.
With a scarcity of help, farmers stay at
home more than ever before, and with
tire restrictions and gas rationing, radio
becomes more than ever the farmer's
friend and morale booster. For the advertiser, the farmer is certainly a friend
in need. The advertiser who can meet
those needs now, reaps the benefit of the
fact that farm prices have come nearer
being at full parity rate than at any
time since 1920. Those with nothing at
the moment to sell other than good will
can build for the fiuure market when
War Bonds and money in banks will be
used to purchase products the farm famer

is

wants and needs. And now is the
time to build up those self same wants
and needs! It isn't only the vocational
market that needs cultivation. The advertiser who tills the long neglected
home products market is going to find
ily

that

advertising

farmer

is

Grade

directed

A

pay

at

the

dirt

dirt!
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Farmer's Friend!

adio:

Advertiser Rates Greater Audience Acceptance. Better Market

From Farm

WANT you

to

WSB Farm Head

Service Projects Says Bill Prance,

read a

letter I received early this year:

I

"Dear Sir:
I have been a 4-H Club Member four years although I
don't go to school. My mother is and inverlaid and I can't
-get out at factor work. So I'm writing you for the infermation to where I can get somebody to furnish me a hundred
(100) hens then let me pay for them out of the eggs. Pleas let
me know on return mail as I want to do my shair on winning this war. I'm 17 years of age. I can furnish refference."

was really meant for all radio farm directors in
Each letter is a silent compliment to radio's agricultural efforts, a sign of familiarity with farm programs, and a
mark of confidence in radio's ability to help agriculture. Rural

That

letter

the country.

listeners

appeal to individual stations for aid because they look

upon radio

as a friend.

To

understand the luJiy of this strong radio-farmer bond,
consider the dependence of the isolated farmer upon radio for
his news. Few farm people in Georgia receive a daily newspaper.
Yet, under wartime conditions, farmers must keep abreast of the
nation's food needs, of priority regulations, freezing orders, rationed goods, and of restrictions on their wartime operations.

i
•

WSB

seed

WSB

sweet potato

has what it takes!
Farm Director Bill

Prance and County Agent
R. S. Stephens, examine
the yield one farmer produced.

SHOWMANSHIP

America comes of age!
O (Above)
4-H Clubbers on reaching 21, participate in the annual WSB 4-H Club
.

.

.

Citizenship Ceremony.

• (Below)

.

.

.

Gentlemen from

Ga., cotton-up to WSB's
mike, tell about the cotton picking holiday. (Left to right): County Agent,
B. H. Kenny; Businessman, J. D.
Barnesville,

WSB

Smith;
Farm Director, Bill
Prance; Farm Placement Officer, U. S.
Employment Service, L. H. Templeton,

and Mayor Harvey

J.

Kennedy.

Through radio, the farmer ten
the main road is informed of

miles off
these de-

velopments.

News

releases,

plus

market reports,

weather bulletins, farm leaders' speeches,

homemaking
tural pointers

classes,

and

make up

daily agriculradio's regular

schedule of farm programs.

More

indi-

of radio's resourcefulness, however, are the emergency shows which the
airwaves have carried to solve specific
agricultural problems.
cative

Take, for example, the cotton problem in Georgia last year. A widespread
farm labor shortage threatened the harGeorgia's bumper crop. In
county after county, cotton stood puffed
for picking; the equinoctial winds and
rains were fast approaching, yet there
were not enough hands to clean the
vesting of

fields.

City officials of Barnesville, Ga., envisioned a cotton picking holiday, a full
day during which all stores and schools
were closed. Merchants, lawyers, teachers and school children put cricks in
their backs for Uncle Sam.

Service authorities: the cotton holidays
saved approximately $15,000,000 worth
of cotton from rotting in the fields!

Another example of
agriculture

radio's service to

WSB

the
Oconee County
Sweet Potato Project. At one time, Georgia led the 48 states in sweet potato shipments. From 5,000 carloads a year, shipments fell to 22 in 1939.
potato disease had gradually lowered Georgia's
seed quality until it would not stand up
in northern markets.
took it upon itself to revive the industry, and
launched an extensive farm project. Its
is

A

WSB

Farm Department spent about $600 on

When

the plan proved successful in
Barnesville, radio entered the picture.

Over WSB,

Barnesville

plained the idea to
Georgia. Telegrams

all of

officials

ex-

cotton-laden

to 50 community
mayors inviting city councils to tune-in
were sent prior to the broadcast. For six
days, radio plugged the cotton picking
holiday. Final reports from Extension

AUGUST, 1943

certified

disease-free

seed.

These were

distributed to 80 Oconee county farmers
participating in the experimental work
on the 110 acres of farm land set aside
for the purpose. Each farmer received
enough seed potatoes to plant from one
to five acres during the summer. For
every bushel of seed, the farmer returned two bushels to WSB, so that

267

obtained from the
the 1943 prodouble
to
carload
original
ject. Project progress is reported regu-

enough seed was

WSB

larly to

listeners.

A more dramatic example of radio's
farm cooperation is the 4-H Liberty Ship
Bond Drive, conducted through WSB's
Dixie Farm and Home Hour, 4-H Club
Members in Georgia, 102,000 strong, set
out as their 1943 goal to produce enough
food marketed in regular trade channels
to feed every boy or girl serving in the
armed services from the State of Georgia.
In connection with this project,

mem-

may well be that the early bll
IT catches
the worm, but since
i

bers determined to
lion dollars in ^Var

buy and sell two milBonds between April

and August.
pay for a 10,000
ton Liberty Ship which they were to
christen sometime in August at the dock
of the Southeastern Shipbuilding Corporation, Savannah, Ga. Southeastern
Shipbuilding

is

to

to play host to the

girl selected to christen the S. S.

to

friends.

A

radio as

its

took

advertising rightha.

man, the Early Bird that conce

That money was

Smith,

Early Bird Hatchery

4-H

Hoke

her maids of honor and
parade from the hotel to the

is scheduled. To w^itness the christening, 12,000 shipyard employees are to

docks

knock off work. A 4-H Club Reception
will round out festivities.

us has been catching the sales! B;.
in 1939, Early Bird was hatch;
about 160,000 chicks annual.

That year, it bought its first ra)
program on WOC, Davenport,
That 6:45 A.M. quarter-he:
.

proved to be the goose that lal
the golden e^'g, and we have tali
good care of it ever since. Is
year, sales will run over the 300,
mark, or just about double ^\
they were before we signed
first

radio contract!

True, chicks hatched by comrcial hatcheries have establishe
new high record for the third

t

A month

was launched,
the campaign had not only exceeded its
quota, but it had reached the four million dollar mark!
after the drive

AVhat do projects of this kind mean to
the commercial radio sponsor? Plenty!
In the case of the cotton picking holiday, radio saved money for its farmers,
money later spent for occupational and
domestic needs. Through the sweet potato project it provided a new source of
income. In the Liberty Ship Drive, radio

cessive year,

and represent an

crease of about 75 per cent
1930. From 1934 to 1942, the
portion of the chicken crop
duced from hatchery chicks

from 47 per cent to 82 per
But since the nature of any

-

(i
]>
]'
^

ct
1'

built for the future. All of

competition, this inci
does not explain Early Bird s.
Through advertising, a hatd
has an opportunity of establisl
with the public the superiorii
its chicks over that of its comi

make

tors.

which goes to
more spendable income availa listening area. While all ad-

fol-

able in

from this type of activity,
the commercial sponsor for farm programs particularly, is insured a better
market and greater audience acceptance.
After all, what builds radio, builds its
vertisers profit

advertisers!

26-8

ness

<

is

For

us, that

medium

is ra

In previous years, Early
followed the common catalog
tice. Last year, radio pullcc

>

^

t
'i

'

1

|

though the catalogs
printed, they were thrown a^
It didn't seem worth our whil
waste postage on them! This
well that,

^

)

'

^

ird In

Hand

Catalogues Shelved, Radio Gets

Ad Budget 1DD%

Bird Hatchery, Davenport,

Writes President Carl Johnson

our entire advertising budget was put
into the
quarter-hour. NaturaUy,

WOC

this year,

and

to a certain extent, last

unusual markets for baby
chicks, but market conditions alone
could hardly account for our phenom-

year, created

enal record.

Each spring, Early Bird has added
two or three additional weeks to its
radio schedule, and this year, it started
earlier and ran longer than any previous
year. While our original contract was
for 13 weeks, our schedule for 1943 was
well above the 20-week mark. With the
exception of our second year, when we
tried a five-minute shot, we have always
used a 15-minute schedule. Experiences
of other radio advertisers indicate that a
five-minute program can do a successful
job of selling, but we found that for our
purposes, the 15-minute offering is more
productive.

The programs? Simply 15 minutes of
music from the
transcribed library
as played by the versatile Early Birds,
interspersed with hatching, breeding
and market information. It is difficult to
determine which is the more important,
the entertainment aspect, or the informational side of the series. Together,
they seem to fit our needs and the farm-

WOC

er's interests perfectly.

Since farmers depend upon radio for
current market information and other
information vital to their work, the increased interest in government regulations affecting farming makes radio an
absolute necessity for farm welfare. Since
every farmer must know, for example,
what products are in demand, farmers
consider radio a necessity, not a luxury.
Several types of music have been tried.

la..

for the Early

Listeners have heard popular, light symphonic, hill-billy and polkas, as well as
military bands. Polkas, used this year,
have been by far the most successful of
all. Conversely, hill-billy brought the
wrath of the poultry fanciers down on
the head of the Early Bird and was
dropped in a hurry. In determining just
which type of music to use, the advertiser must do as we did; a little experimentation will quickly reveal listener preferences. Interests from community to
community are different, and in making
a distinction between the relative merits
of polkas over hill-billy, I can only speak
for that section of the country which

bounds Davenport, la.
Perhaps this combination of music
and information isn't original nor different. It doesn't need to be. The im-

portant thing for the advertiser is to give
the listener the editorial content he
wants, and sales will follow as the night
the day. From the standpoint of the advertiser, a program of this type has the
dual advantage of being easily produced,
and it is also easy on the pocket-book.
Commercials are kept friendly and
informal. The poultry fanciers know me,
personally.

powered

We're

stuff doesn't

friends,

and

go between

high

friends.

Frequently, an announcement that ''Carl
asked us to tell you that he now has
about 2,000 week-old cockerels that he

make a good price on if they are
taken out today" will move the entire
lot before nightfall!
It's that kind of response that takes
the guess-work out of where to put the
advertising dollar. Ours goes to radio,
every red cent! It's the best sales incubator we have ever tried!

will

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.
Laundries — Rock-a-bye Lady
47).
Laundries —Lucky
44).
Prophet
236).
—
Your
Manufacturers —Army-Navy "E" Award (Nov.,
32).
Automobiles —Mr. Yes and No.
389).
Sport Headlines
Automobiles (Used) —Heartbeats
Men's Wear— Hats Off (June,
183).
140).
Men's Wear—
Box Quarterback
Tire Expert (May,
Auto
—
246).
135).
Music
—
Revue
306).
72).
Musical Arithmetic
—
Newspapers — Do You Know
News
289).
Southern
—
131).
222).
Prevue
Beverages —
Optometry—Good Morning, Neighbors
200).
(June,
Beverages —Gardening
35).
Home
—
Homers
Christmas
—Clues
348).
58).
Public
—
on
West (Nov.,
on
Air
Commerce—
Chambers
390).
—
Dinners
208).
—The112),
Good Health Program
Shoes — Campus
(Aug.,
251).
Shoes — Mr.
148).
(Nov.,
395).
Agencies—Americans
Time (June,
Shoes —Tick-Tock
207).
136).
Dairy Products — Junior Town (Dec,
Sporting Goods —Alley Dust
177).
214).
Dairy Products — Kiddie Quiz
Camps
—
310).
Dairy Products —Young American's Club (Nov.,
—King Contest Club
93).
110).
Taxi Cabs —
132).
Dairy Products —Wealth on Wheels (Nov.,
Women's Wear— Melodies and Fashions (Nov.,
361).
112).
Dairy Products — Book Exchange
96).
Department
—
Hardytime
35).
Department
Program (Aug.,
—The
SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
238).
Academy Award
190).
Department
79; June,
—
Woman's Hour
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
212).
178).
Air Adventures
127).
Jimmie Allen
Department
—Down Santa Claus Lane
American Challenge, The (June,
202).
326).
Ann
Department
212).
—
Brownie
and Bob
79).
318).
53;
Captains
Department
Industry
—The Waker-Uppers (Dec,
284;
101).
379).
Cinnamon Bear
Department
315).
—Chimney Express
Dearest Mother (Nov.,
336).
354).
Doctors Courageous
Department
—
B
M Messenger (Dec,
230).
Dr. Mac (Aug.,
412).
276).
Dry Goods —
The Enemy Within
Melody (Dec,
423).
Drug
— Years Ago Today (Dec,
101).
146).
Eye-Witness News (Dec,
410, 428).
Farm
—
Minute
Feed Lot Question Box (Nov.,
(May,
170).
359).
Flying
Freedom (Aug.,
278).
Farm
—
Our
Forbidden Diary (May,
Cousins (Aug.,
173).
277).
Finance— Jumping Frog
Fun With Music (June,
(Aug.,
162).
253).
Finance—Saga
Savannah
Getting
Most Out
Today
187).
Finance—Something
Think About (Aug.,
196; Mar.,
100; June,
207).
245).
Am An American
64; June,
Finance—
Defense
187).
97).
Finance— We Hold These Truths
Imperial Leader (May,
175;
85).
59).
Flowers — An Orchid
You
In His
(Aug.,
272).
35).
—
Smoke Rings (Dec,
Take
Look
Your Mirror
204).
126).
—
Hour
by
House (May,
128).
258),
Furs—Hello Gorgeous
Mama Bloom's Brood (Aug.,
248).
32).
—
Home Town
The Name You Will Remember
60).
74).
—Your
PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
Notes
Love
260;
134).
100; May,
—
Scout
June,
212).
130).
——Dunkel
Donald Novis
92).
247).
78;
Food Stamp Quiz
One
Book
213).
33).
— Matrimonial
Market Basket (Dec,
Radio Theatre
Famous
135).
154).
Magic Christmas Tree
344).
—
Mystery Melody
The Shadow
290).
86).
—(Wholesale)
Mystree Tunes —
Songs
Cheer and Comfort
163).
213).
—Hoxie
Sonny Tabor (May,
Reporter
140).
34).
Sons
Freedom
33).
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
Sunday
(Dec,
388).
74).
Unger
56).
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
Streamlined
Tales
90; June,
Air
63).

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
Amusements

Listeners

(Ju., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
in

Football

'42, p.

'41, pp.

(Apr., '42, p.

Bakeries
Bakeries

'41,

the

Jack,

Supplies

(Feb., '41, p.
(Feb., '43, p.

(Feb., '41, p.
(Sept., '41, p.
(Ju., '41, p.
'43, p.
for Victory
(Feb., '41,
at

Press

(Ju.,

Kiddies'

Stores

Building Materials

the

'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p.
'42,

p.

(Jan.,

p.

Participating

for

Light

the

(Jan.,

'42, p. 19).

(Mar.-Apr.,

Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110,
Civic

p.

(Apr., '42, p.

the

Utilities

Clifton

of

'42,

(Oct., '41, p.

Plantation

Pigskin

178,

p.

Dollars or
(June, '43, p.
Reporters
'41, p.
Fixer (June, '41, p.
'42, p.
Story
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p.

Restaurants

All

'42, p.
'41, p.
(ju., '41, p.

'40,

Sustaining
Sustaining

p.

'41,

p.

'40,

p.

(Mar., '42, p.

(Sept., '40, p.

Stores
Stores

'41,

Pollard

p.

(June,

Stores

'41,

(Mar., '43, p.

p.

with

Stores

Billie

the

(Oct.,

'41,

Stores

p.

'41, p.

Stores

(Oct.,

Stores

Stores

of

(Oct., '41,

Stores

p.

'42,

'43, p.
of the Airlanes (June, '42, p.
Betty
(Oct., '40, p.
Mar., '43, p.
of
(Sept., '41, p.
Mar., '43, p.

(Oct., '41, p.
'41, p.
(Ju., '42, p.
'42, p.
(Jan., '41, p.

p.

'42, p.

8C

Patterns in
Five

'42, p.

'40,

Supplies

Five

Mysteries

for

City
'42, p.
Jubilee
'41, p.
(June, '41, p.

of

to

the

'41,

18;

Mar.,

'43,

p.

(Ju.,

'41,

p.

p.

'41, p.

Supplies

'43, p.

(June, '42, p.
(Apr., '43, p.

'42, pp.
'42, p.
'42, p.
'42, p.
'41, p.

of

Life

'43, p.

p.

(Feb.,

I

'42,

'43, p.
p.

'42, p.

Spelling for

(Mar., '42, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(Jan., '42, p.
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
'40, p.
Safety
(Apr., '42, p.
Football Forecast (Ju., '42, p.
(Sept., '40, p.
'40,

Fuel
Furs

Cocktail

Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Groceries
Groceries

'42, p.
'42, p.

Steps

to

Let's

a

Little

'41, p.
'41, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
(Mar., '43, p.
'43, p.

Little

of

'43, p.

for the

(Mar., '43, p.
p.
(June, '42, p.
Classics (Apr., '42, p.

of

p.

Santa's

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

(Sept., '41, p.
(June, '41, p.

Fruit

(Jan.,

'41, p.

of

(Oct..'

'40,

of

the

Stella

(Oct., '40, p.

p.

(Wholesale)

25).

-Kitchen of the Air

(Jan

'42,

—

Groceries (Wholesale)
Golden Light Money Man
(Apr., '42, p. 133).
Hardware Stores Dr. Fixit (Nov., '41, p. 360).
Home Furnishings Funny Money Man (Feb., '43, p.

——

62).

Home

Furnishings
196).

'43, p.

270

(Oct., '42, p.

(Mar., '43, p.

of

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries
Groceries

— Songs

Our

Soldiers

Mar., '43, p.

(June, '42, p.

in

Sine

(June

(June, '42, p.

'41, p.
(Jan., '43, p.
Players
'41, p.
(Feb., '41, p.

Fairy
(Mar.-Apr., '41, p.
'42, p. 186; Oct., '42, p. 344; Dec, '42, p. 425).
This is America (June, '42, p. 211; Apr., '43, p. 136).
This Thing Called Love (May, '42, p. 155; Mar., '43,
p. 100).
Time Out with Allen Prescott (Ju., '43, p. 236).
Touchdown Tips (Ju., '41, p. 218; Ju., '42, p. 230).
True Detective Mysteries (Dec, '42, p. 419).
Twilight Tales (Dec, '41, p. 382).
Voices of Yesterday (Mar., '42, p. 88).
Who's News (Feb., '42, p. 64; Mar., '43, p. 100).
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pointing the right direction for the local
advertiser. When such a program has
established itself with the farm market
for its consistent performance record,
a good bet for any advertiser.

it's

AIRING

THE NEW

Candies
JUST FOR FUN

W^hile bridge enthustend to get deadly serious over their
hands, and other hobbies are apt to
make their possessors on the boring side
to those who do not share the interest,
those who indulge in contests of mental
wizardry do it Just for Fun. And when
the day's march with full packs is done,
there's no more fun loving group on the
face of the earth than the army training camps, others winning their spurs in
iasts

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Department Stares
\Vhile the city man

FRIENDLY FARMER

get daily reports
his daily bread,
the farmer's office is his own front parlor. With the flip of the wrist, the man
of the soil gets grain, poultry and livestock quotations. Advertisers in-the-know
find that market quotations, plus farm
and world news as well as government
or state issued advice on better crop pro-

has to go to his

office to

on the wherewithal of

duction,

and farm equipment maintenwhat it takes to sell the farm

ance, have

In Marion, O., it's the Friendly Farmlistener that rings the bell for
ers.
full hour show heard six times a
week, the program plays no favorites

WMRN

A

its

armed

forces.

With post exchange sales currently the
main source of business for Washburn Candy Co.'s Woleco Candy Bars,
agency account executive Nelson Bennett
a combination varietyquestion period show as the recipe for
whetting public interest and martial ap-

came up with

petites.

vocational market.

among

the

parti-sponsors.

Announce-

Heard

WBZA

Tuesday

every

over

at 7:30 P.M., the half-hour

WBZshow

from servicemen's centers, is
heard from different camps each week.
originates

Camp

posters

and publicity

in

camp

ments slanted the farmer's way are heard
for Sears, Roebuck & Co., Scott & Sons,
manufacturers of feed and seed in Marysville, O., Richmond (O.), wool buyer,
Joe Howe, and the Western Auto
Stores, Marion, O.

papers keep the concoction cooking with
gas. In a half-hour warm-up prior to the

AIR FAX:

air FAX: Comedy

Friendly Farmer Bob Gross reads commerplays recordings with rural appeal, gives paidfor sews of farm auctions, in addition to United
Press farm and world news. G.I. farm advice is also
passed cm.

cials,

Broadcast: January 19, 1941.
Broadcast
Schedule:
Monday through

First

12:00-1:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Sears, Roebuck & Co.;
Western Auto Stores; Joe Howe.
Station: WMRN, Marion, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population:

COMMENT:
long

farm

Saturday,

element

is

supplied by Fred and

Posey. Featured warbler is Kay Ivers, with Rakof and
his orchestra pulling the strings of the musical back-

ground.
First Broadcast:

April 20, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: News of the World.

Followed By: Johnnie Presents.
Sponsor: Washburn Candy Co.
Station:

Scott

8C

Sons;

31,084.

National success of hourprograms is a guide post

AUGUST, 1943

broadcast, soldiers and sailors face a
barrage of quiz questions. Finalists appear in the radio show.

WBZ-WBZA,

Power: 50,000

Boston, Mass.

watts.

Population: 1,924,642.
Agency: Bennett, Walther

8C

Menedier Adv.

COMMENT: Tomorrow's success is based
upon

today's plans. Sponsor here estab-

lishes his

product with current custom-
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who, in turn, represent a tremcnddous buying public for the postwar peers,

riod.

In programs of this kind, the two go
hand-in-hand, give the common man, all
his friends, a big moment. Format here
offers a quick way to win an established
farm audience.

Seeds

MAN ON THE FARM With

food a vital
wartime weapon, production guns are

Feeds

aimed

straight at the heart of agricultural America. Manning the guns are
farm families everywhere. Helping the
Man on the Farm keep his powder dry,

De Kalb Hybrid

CRACKER BARREL Cracker Barrel diplomats get plenty over which to chew the
fat in Kingston, Ontario. In homely,
farm style comes information on the

Target at which
aims in its thrice-weekly tenminute offering over WNAX, Sioux City
(la.)-Yankton, So. Dak.: increased food
production for 1943.

feature from the Department of
Agriculture. Also included in this H. P.
PuRDY Grain Co. good will gesture are
farm market prices, and a record of the
day's trading.

his sights in line

Seed Co.,

De

is

Kalb,

the
111.

De Kalb

Battle formation:
tor Chris

Mack

WNAX Farm Direc-

visits a

farm a day,

re-

cords interviews with every member of
the family. The fuse that sets off the
powder: questions on production increases which the Man on the Farm answers are the media for promulgating
new ideas. Evidence that De Kalb scored
a bull's eye in its program choice: sponsor is carrying the program through offseason summer months because of all-out
listener response.

'De Kalb's method of keeping the

lis-

teners' ranks filled includes a set of 50

imprinted cards presented to each farm
family. Cards advise friends of time-andstation data so that aunts, uncles, and a
host of friends will catch the family recording, not miss the
fun. Tune-in seeds
are also planted on

the

WNAX

early

morning Farm News.

CKWS

around

Harmonizers

Cracker

the

Barrel are the Ranch Boys, with the
Mountaineers supplying swingy old-time
and hill-billy tunes. Commercial tune
sung for PuRDY Grain beats the drum
for hog feeds, concentrated poultry and
dairy feeds, and seed grains.
air FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

September

1,

Monday through

1942.

Saturday, 5:15-

5:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Motion Picture Parade.
Followed By: Varied.
Sponsor: H. P. Purdy Grain Co.
Station:

CKWS,

Kingston, Ont.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 31,703.

COMMENT:
ing food

Partners in the job of raisthe farmer and the
advertiser whose radio
offering helps put an
extra layer of butter
on the daily bread.
Here's a time-tested

stuffs are

formula for that partAIR FAX:
ule:

Broadcast Sched-

M-W-F,

12:50-1:00

P.M.
Sponsor:
Seed Co.,

De Kalb Hybrid
De Kalb, 111.

WNAX,

Station:
Sioux
City
(la.) -Yankton,
So.

Dak.
Power: 5,000 (d).
Agency: Western
Agcy., Racine, Wis.

nership that gives the
advertiser a good return

on

ment

at a

of cost

his

and

invest-

minimum
effort.

Adv

Gasolines

COMMENT:

Man's

urge to hear plays
second fiddle only to
his urge to be heard.
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KENDALL'S HONOR
ROLL OF THE AIR
That old acquaintance not be forgotten,

RADIO SHOWM ANSH

1

one thing that spurs

the intent of the

is

Kendall Reflmng
CoMP.\NY OF Pennsylvania, and it is

them

to tune-in the
daily early morning
feature is the fiveminute trading post
to hitch to. Farmers

winning

its service
via ^\^CED,
patriDubois, Pa.

stripes

A

otic

program

men

in

services

the

re-

er's

one time or

another, in the Tri-

Kendall Honor- Roll of the Air salutes
the .\rmy. Navy, Marines and Air Corps.

Through

the assistance of mothers, siswives and girl friends, every brothson, father, husband, boy friend and

ters,

have his moment of glory.
Listeners to the six-times-a-week shot
are asked to send in the name of their
candidates for honors. Data includes
name, age, place of birth, school and
church affiliations, hobbies, other facts
upon which to base the thumb-nail
sketch. Whosiana is sent direct to the
station, and tw^o thumb-nailers are used

relative will

on each ten-minute stretch.
Three commercials on each program
pack the sales and service punch for
account executive .\rt Delaney. Promotiouotions: display ads plus wTite-ups in
local radio

column.

AIR FAX: Theme
Broadcast:

Most productive of all adthat of word-of-mouth; program here gives friends, relatives and
well wishers a daily topic of conversation. Tune-in will be constantly augumented by those anxious to hear the
salute to the man whose service star
shines most bright for them.
is

Gift

FARMER'S

EXCHANGE

^Vhen

farmers are Riding the Sunrise

AUGUST, 1943

House, Birmingfound that he was
riding the right horse. Received each
dav are around 50 letters.

ham,

Ala., sponsor

air FAX:

Brain child of John Connolly, the feature
put on the air by Jon Farmer, now in the
Air Corps, is now handled by Ganus Scarborough. Account executive: Don Campbell. Feature
is a part of the 45 -minute daily Riding the Sunrise

was

U.

first

S.

Army

Trail offering.

August 31, 1942.
Monday through Saturday, 6:306:35 A.M.
Sponsor: Alabama Novelty House.
5/fl/«o«;. WBRC, Birmingham, Ala.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 267,583.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

COMMENT: Programs

of this kind hit a
responsive audience, also play an important part in the government conservation plan. When service is the magic key,
it isn't hard to open the doors of public
will.

10,

COMMENT:
vertising

Exchange. With

Alabama Novelty

good

song: Auld Lang Syne.

May

1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:156:25 P.M.
Preceded By: United Prfess News.
Followed By: Treasury Star Parade.
Sponsor: Kendall Refining Co.
Station: WCED, Dubois, Pa.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 24,149.

First

to

the reins of this public service feature in
the hands of the

Cotinty area, the

er,

something

or swap, send
letters to the Farmsell

armed

who have

sided, at

with

for

Insurance Cnmpanies

RAIFORD

TOWN HALL

"Froin inside
the Florida State Prison, located at Raiford, Fla., Professional Insurance Corp.
presents Raiford Town Hall." W^ith
introduces to Jackthese words,
sonville, Fla., listeners, a weekly hoosegow version of Information Please.
Brought to the mike in the half-hour
quiz show are the voices of forgotten

\VMBR

men.
Six inmates chosen at large from the
prison organization known as Raiford
Town Hall gather around the round-

Shops

table to answer listener-sent questions.
Questions popped before the mike earn

WBRC

senders gifts

Trail,

Gifts

are

made by prison inmates.
purchased by Professional
273

Insurance, adding prisoners an incentive for spare time labor.
Big question in the public's mind:
what Raiford was doing to help the war
effort. Florida State Prison's answer to
this oft-sent question: it took on the job

book number three

ration

of getting

ready for general distribution in Florida.
Superintendent L. F. Chapman concludes each broadcast with talks on
Things a Warden Learns.
AIR FAX: Program emceed by James
broadcast to Florida Broadcasting
Questions are unrehearsed.

Strain

System

is

also

listeners.

Station:

WMBR,

Jacksonville,

watts.

Population:

173,065.

COMMENT:

For

Because Parker Appliance wants to
fundamentals in This Changing
World, the program is scripted with a
view to civic benefit, works hand in glove
with Red Cross, Community Fund, other
community projects. Special promotion
includes courtesy announcements, motie-to

Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Grapevine Rancho.
Sponsor: Professional Insurance Corp.

Power: 250

WGAR

airplane makes, took to the
waves. Cleveland, O., listeners follow the
thrice-weekly quarter-hour dramatization of This Changing World. Moral
for women who follow the story of a
young wife's experiences in holding
down a war plant job and maintaining
her home at the same time: go thou, and
do likewise. Experiences are developed
in a series of episodes affecting the family and friends, "people who could be
your next door neighbors."

Fla.

attention

its

getting

value, the advertiser in search of something new under the sun may here find
the pot o' gold at the end of the rainbow. Advertiser also serves as a good
will ambassador for a state institution,
thus performs a public service.

WORLD

Streamlined

1943 version of the sweet girl graduate
eliminates the idea of marriage as the
only wartime career. While her ring
finger may sport the plain gold band,
she stays in business circulation. More

and more women

needed in necesOlder women and
the new bride are needed for the nor-

sary

civilian

are

jobs.

mal-for-wartime jobs in factories, transportation, other business
fields feeling the labor
shortage pinch.
What brings many a

woman

to

a

full

stop,

dampens her patriotic
ardor is how to manage
home and job at the same
time.

To

reduce to

wom-

what seemed
a Herculean task, the
Parker Appliance Co.,
makers of fittings and

an's stature

tubcing used in
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all

air-

pro-

air FAX:

First Broadcast: May 25, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: T-Th-S, 9:15-9:30 P.M.

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Parker Appliance Co.
Station: WGAR, Cleveland, O.
Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Population: 1,111,449.

COMMENT:
Manufacturers
THIS CHANGING

and newspaper

tion picture trailers

motion.

that up to five
a genuine
message as react to the "business as

times as

war

Studies

show

many people heed

usual" approach. Without doubt, successful business leadership properly concerns itself with the problems of its customers. Leadership, reputation, prestige,
cannot be divorced from service in the
public interest. Here is a definite contribution to the war effort which admirably
fits

the service yardstick.

Sustaining

FARM DIGEST While
the

white-collar worker
the farm prob-

may lump

lem into one general
catch-all, agriculture is as
varied as the soil in which
crops are grown. What is
beer-and-skittles for the
man where the tall corn
grows may well be sackcloth-and-ashes for the
land of the cotton boll.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

In Prince Albert, Sask., CKBI listeners
keep in tune with the times via the daily
Farm Digest. Problems peculiar to that
region, and only to that region, make
up the ten-miniue earful. Farmers send
in questions on current headaches and
brow-knitters,

get

straight

from

SHOWMANSHIP

the

IN ACTION

shoulder answers.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

February, 1943.

Monday through

Saturday, 7:30-

7:40 A.M.
Followed By: News.
Station:

CKBI, Prince

Power: 1,000
Population:

Albert, Sask.

Promotions and merchandising stunts that

watts.

will

a

lift

program out of the ordinary.

12,290.

COMMENT:

Sponsors whose offerings
are geared to regional interests and problems reap the harvest in sales from good
will created from the editorial content.

Sustaining

TOWN AND FARM

As grocer shelves
more and more urban peothink with nostalgia of life down on

get depleted,

ple
the farm.

On

the farmer rests the responsibility of feeding the nation. Town and
Farm are mutually concerned with agriculture and its problems.
Agricultural problems, scientific livestock raising, results and effects of food
rationing are dealt with in this half-hour
public service show heard week-days at
6:15 A.M. Designed to inform both farmers and city dwellers on farm subjects
pertinent to wartime, the show is emceed
by radio pioneer Everett Mitchell. Able

support comes
Lois Schenck.

from home economist

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: January 11, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:15-

6:45 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Station:
Chicago,
Power: 50,000 watts.

WMAQ,

III.

in rural or urban
up-with-the-sunners are
workers, and today, workers have folding money galore. The sponsor with a
message for this group may not be heard
by as many listeners at this time of day,
but it is a hand-picked audience for ad-

communities,

with commodities that workers

AUGUST,

1

943

Saturday night

comes around, it's a sure bet that every
amateur performer in the environs of
Gainesville, Fla., can be spotted at the
American Legion Hall. Out to give them
a great big hand are some 250 persons.
Listeners to the W^RUF shindig get an

A

to

Z

variety of entertainment.

Main

prop for the 40-minute Hayloft Hop: the
Jubilee Hill Billies.

Crowd- builders: favors, contests of
and color. An inventor's contest with prizes for the most unusual and

every size
original

homemade

instrument, best per-

formance thereon, brought the house
down. Watermelon eating contests, nail
driving competitions, others, keep the
drive wheel hitting on all fours.
When 8:25 P.M. rings down the curtain on the radio show, audience may
purchase tickets for a round and square
dance, with the music of the Jubilee Hill
Billies. Almost to a man, the audience
stays

to

trip

the light fantastic.

With

Blanding only 35 miles distant,
uniforms are much in evidence. Bids for

COMMENT: Whether

want and need.

When

Camp

Population: 3,440,420.

vertisers

Amusements
HAYLOFT HOP

letters net as

many

as

500

letters in a

single week.

AIR FAX: Farmer Dan

Valentine doubles in brass,
emcees the show, auditions all amateurs.
First Broadcast: May, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 7:45-8:25 P.M.
Station:

WRUF,

Gainesville, Fla.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

13,757.

COMMENT: What

has been done na-

tionally with splendid results can be accomplished locally and regionally. Net-
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success with such programs are
best recommendation. One
important point to put in the pipe,
smoke: no hay-foot, straw-foot appeal

work

own

their

explains the audience appeal. Advertisers whose products have mass appeal hit
both rural and urban markets with such
offerings.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 10:4511:15 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
FoUowed By: Music.
Sponsor: Chicago Sun.
Station:

WBBM,

Power: 50.000

Chicago.

111.

watts.

Population: 3,440,420.
Agency: Leo Burnett Agency.

COMMENT:

Advertisers after quick

re-

on the advertising dollar don't
wade in, they jack-knife into deep water,
turns

Newspapers
SOUND-O

Backbone for the children's
party of yesteryear was the blindfold
test. Object: to identify by taste a collection of sugar, salt, flour, other kitchen
staples. When the kid party put up its
hair, let down its skirts, it came out in a
variety of costumes. Latest radio garb is
Sound-O, broadcast five times a week by
the Chicago Sun. New show tests listener's ability to identify sounds created in
the studio by technical noise-makers.

To
fury,

create

the

necessary

drum up enthusiasm

sound and
something

for

new under

the Sun, listeners obtain information about the program, contest
details, and entry blanks in pages of the
newspaper. Half-hour, five-times-a-week
offering is to run on a 52-week sked, is
heard at 10:45 P.M. ^V^eekly prizes totaling $1,000 are divided between 38 daily

winners.

Visual display of all kinds backed up
the ear appeal. Used were newspaper
space, car cards, window stickers, dealer
posters, truck signs,

everything
which

by

else

beat the
drums. Before show
hit the airwaves, the
Sun rose to the occasion, backed a
to

special Sound-O
premier at the Chicago Civic Opera
building.
AIR FAX:

Last

five

min-

with vocal interludes
the Three Romeos.

1943.
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hare

is

more apt

to cross the sales line

first.

Sustaining
DAILY NEWS LETTER Farmers tuned
to \VO\VO, Fort \Vayne, Ind., sat up
and took notice. Golden rod for rubber
was the news flash that perked them up!
Details of experimental work on 650
acres as a part of the emergency rubber
program may ha\e sent cold chills down
the spines of hay fever victims, but they
held promise of a new source of revenue
for the farmer. It was a part of Tom
\Vheeler's Doily

Xews

Letter.

And

for those vitally concerned with
such news flashes, it isn't a matter of
in one ear, out the other. To farmers
who send name and address, goes a weekly digest of the program. Given in Tom
Wheelefs Weekly Digest is a summary
of the six ten-min-

ute shots of the
week.
AIR FAX: Program
corporated

into

Farm House

is

in-

the daily
offering.

First Broadcast: September, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Mon-

day through Saturdav.
12:45-12:55 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Station:
Fort

WOWO,

Wayne, Ind.
Power: 10,000 watts.
Population: 117,246.

utes of the show features
a Clifton Utley news review as editor of the
Sun's air edition. Broadcast host is Don McNeill,

First

make a big splash. ^Vhile the tortoise
may win in an endiuance marathon, the

Broadcast:

May

by
10,

COMMENT: Adver
tiscrs who tie-in direct

mail with radio

offerings get an extra crack at the lis

tening audience.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

i

PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

FARM FRONT
may

Cattle Dealers
While the farm family

with the sun, it doesn't scatter
without getting the latest
round-up of news. In Des Moines, la.,
rise

to the fields

listeners to the daily-except-Sunday

Front on

WHO,

Farm

resume of
international developments, followed by
a round-up of latest national, state, and
regional farm news. What the John
Wisdom Cattle Co. rounded-up from
get a brief

three-times-a-week sponsorship: 12,000 replies to a three-time announcement! Other three times a week, listeners take the news packet with a grain of
its

Carey Salt Co.

salt.

AIR FAX: Newsographer Herb Plambeck

gathers his

news harvest from meetings, letters, wires, personal
contacts, farm reports, United Press and International

News

Service.

Broadcast: 1936.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily, except Sunday, 6:30-6:45

First

A.M.
Sponsor: John
Station:

,

WHO,

Wisdom

Cattle Co.; Carey Salt Co.

Des Moines,

la.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 167,048.

COMMENT:

In rural as well as in metadvertisers who put
their money on news programs are today
reaping a bonus listening audience due
to increased interest in the who, what,
why, when and where of world events.

ropolitan

areas,

Springfield, Mo., to meet the show me
challenge. Mail pull requesting information on membership in the M.F.A.
convinced association board members
that its musical program had the listener

kick of a Missouri mule. Show has even
pulled mail from Arkansas tillers-of-thesoil asking if they could join the Missouri Farmers Association.
Seldom varied is the routine of the
broadcast. An old popular tune played
by an ensemble starts the ball rolling,
is followed by a western, or hill billy

song warbled by a girl vocalist. Musical
pace is maintained by an accordionist.
Program closes with a hymn. Between
the accordion number and the hymn:
the day's business session.
Business session is given over to downto-earth farm problems with a commercial angle tying in the M.F.A.; one of
its cooperatively manufactured products;
grocery items the
handles for distribution to its various agencies scattered
throughout the state; its feed and flour
mills, or its own oil company.

MFA

air FAX: When

Missouri Farmers get together at one
of their cooperative meetings, members of the
cast are frequently on hand to provide entertainment.

KWTO

June 2, 1941.
Schedule:
Monday through
12:15-12:30 P.M.
Preceded By: The Haden Family.
Followed By: Sunshine Coffee News.
Sponsor: Missouri Farmers Association.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Station:

KWTO,

Power: 5,000

Springfield,

Saturday,

Mo.

watts.

Population: 57,527.
Agency: Cecil B. Jolly Agcy.

COMMENT: While

shows may come and
shows may go, the farm program potpourri goes on for ever. Since a farm is
a place of business as well as a home,
such programs draw the entire family
circle to the mutual advantage of listener and sponsor. For advertisers with
widespread dealer outlets, here is one of
today's best buys. The farm market is
booming, and because of the gasoline
and rubber situation, the farmer goes to
town less often, buys more goods closer
to home.

Farm Bureaus
MISSOURI FARMER

Down

in the land
where native sons boast of having to be
shown,, the Missouri Farmers Associa-

tion took to the

AUGUST, 1943

KWTO

airwaves in

JOE DOAKES
troduced

its

Feeds
Hubbard Milling Co. inSunshine Salesman to

its

277

friends on June 15, 1936. Joe Doakes had
a job to do; to introduce and create a
greater demand for Hubbard's Sunshine

Concentrate (an all-purpose grain balancer for livestock and poultry).
If it weren't love at first sight, it was
Sponsor is now going
into the seventh year of continuous sponsorship over WMT. Ed Cashman, spon-

something

sor's

like

it.

advertising

manager has found

that

Joe Doakes does a good job not only in
northwest and central Iowa, but also in
western Illinois, southwestern Wisconsin and southern Minnesota. Will Joe
continue to sell Sunshine Concentrate?

Adman Cashman

gives an emphatic
Reason: Hubbard's believes in
consistency on any good medium.
''Yesl"

Not one to go high-hat, sponsor's commercials are chatty, informative, educational. Advice and solutions to current
farm problems get preference over merchandise plugs.
air FAX:

First Broadcast: Spring, 1931.
Schedule:
Monday through
12:55-1:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Misco Feeds.
Station: KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Power: 5,000 watts (d).

Broadcast

Population:

Saturday,

18,512.

COMMENT:

Advertisers who give breadand-butter advice know which side their
bread is buttered on, who butters it. In
radio, too, cultivation means production.
It cultivates friendship and good will of
farm and small town listeners.

air FAX:

Jokes, funny stories, and often a one-minute p'ay depicting a peculiar situation sell Joe Doakes

(Lyle Harvey in real life) and Hubbard Sunshine
Concentrate to rural listeners. A three-piece band
accompanies Joe when he sings hill billy songs.
First Broadcast: June 15, 1936.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 12:501:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Farm Markets.
Followed By: Curbstone Forum.
Sponsor: Hubbard Milling Co., Mankato, Minn.
Station: WMT, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, la.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 54,300.

COMMENT: By

own

testimony, the
believes in consistency. It practices what it preaches,
has made consistent use of Joe Doakes
for seven long years.
its

Farm Products
FARMER'S

ALMANAC

Green and gold

battlegrounds, too. Tanks are
tractors; bayonets are pitchforks. Biggest
battlefield in the world is the farm land
of the country. But wheat, oats, barley
and corn are one thing. Important to the
farm family is its own individual vegetable garden. Last year, Jess Buffum
told Farmer's Almanac listeners they
fields are

Hubbard Milling Co.

ought to grow table vegetables. This

MISCO MARKET REPORTS When something new was added to the ether waves

year he really told off WEEI's listeners:
they had to grow table vegetables.
At 6:30 A.M. one March morning.
Buff asked listeners to write in for a
copy of a manual sanctioned by the official Boston Victory Garden Committee.
From one casual announcement, on one
broadcast came 1,079! After seven announcements: 6,136 requests!

Feeds

12 years ago, and KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., came into being, the Feed and

Grain Department of the Missoula Mercantile Co. saw the dawn of a new day.

One

of the

first

sponsors to sign on the

dotted line, Missoula Mercantile became a year-in-year-outer! An old friend
is the five-minute Misco Market Report
heard six times a week at the noon hour.
Current livestock quotations from the
Spokane market, grain futures from Minneapolis, as well as stocks and bond quotations supplied by a Missoula brokerage house are the staples upon which

Missoula Mp:rcantile staked
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its

future.

AIR FAX: Heard

six times a week, the program caters
to rural-minded New England. Built in two editions,
the program takes on parti-sponsors only in the sec-

ond.
Broadcast: March, 1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:15First

6:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Tip-Top
Sponsor: Varied.
Station:

WEEI,

C

the Morning.

Boston, Mass.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,924,642.

COMMENT: Of major

importance

to

the advertiser with a rural appeal is the
listener's regional bias and preferences.
Since tastes and interests vary from re-

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

gion to region, the program which serves
a specific region is an advertiser's green
pasture.

air FAX: From

the Extension Division of the Uniof Idaho, the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the United Press come the facts and figures
for this year-in-year-out radio-fare.

versity

1930.
Schedule:
Monday through
12:35-12:45 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Reilly Atkinson 8C Co.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Groceries

STUMP US

Not up a stump for mail
was the Manchester Biscuit Co. when
thrice-weekly
it
took on the
series for Manchester AValdorf Crack-

WNAX

Tn its first 13 ^^eeks, show drew
13,013 letters!
Listeners send in song titles and box
tops, attempt to stump five studio musicians by calling for songs the maestros
can't play at the drop of a hat. Those
who succeed receive a gift.
set of silverware, a rayon taffeta quilt, a 32-piece
set of Salem China, a AIyndall Cain
Beauty Kit, and five dollars in cash
have gone across the boards. \\^hile the
music goes 'round and 'round, admanager John H. Nelson is in his counting
house, counting up his good-as-gold box
tops w^hich continue to come in at the
rate of 875 weekly!

ers.

Station:

KIDO,

Saturday,

Boise, Idaho.

Power: 2,500 (d).
Population: 160,000.

COMMENT:

It's
the long haul that
counts in the long run. For a real sucstill one of the
wasn't built in a
day, and neither are radio sales!

cess story, consistency
first

essentials.

is

Rome

A

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

September

9,

1943.

M-W-F, 8:15-8:30 A.M.

Preceded By: Poultry Talk.
Followed By: Gospel Hour.
Sponsor: Manchester Biscuit Co.
Station: WNAX, Yankton, (So.

Dak.) -Sioux City,

(la.).

Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Agency: George Hartman Adv., Chicago,

COMMENT:

III.

\Vhile careful planning

with the chickens becomes a habit. Veteran of them all is Critic Feeds whose
ten-minute news spot has been warmed
by the suns of seven summers. Regular
as clock-work is the Farrow Chicks
three-year-old seasonal participation.
Others who put out the hand of friendship on the 5:45 A.M. progiam in fiveminute stretches include New^ \Vay 40%
Hog Supplement, and the Peoria Pro-

Creamery. Together, Emil
(Farmer) Bill and sponsors pretty well
cover the farm work front in music, farm
news and markets.
ducers

is

requirement for merchandising of
kind, the time-tested fact remains
that proof-of-purchase premium offers
serve a variety of useful purposes.

a

Hatcheries
RFD REVIEW Advertisers -in -the -know
get up early to tap the farm market, and
those who pass in RFD Review over
AVMBD, Peoria, 111., find that getting up

first

this

air FAX:

Backing up the eight-year-old waker-upper
the Saturday half-hour On the Farm, and a quarterhour Farmer Fieldwomen broadcast, both sustainers.
is

Broadcast: 1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily except Sunday, 545-6:30

First

A.M.

Groceries

RADIO FARMER That the Reilly Atkinson & Co., food brokers, knew its
groceries when it cast its lot with the
Radio Farmer and KIDO, Boise, Id., is
without shadow of doubt. Twelve
years ago it entered the sales race with
the Radio Farmer, has been in the sadtrue,

dle

ever

beamed

since.

Ten-minute

offering

noon-time listening is localized for farmers in its area, is heard six
times a week.
at

AUGUST, 1943

Sponsors: Critic Feeds;
ducers Creamery; New
Station:

WMBD,

Farrow Chicks; Peoria ProSupplement.

Way 40% Hog

Peoria,

111.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 105,087.

COMMENT:

There's more than meets

the eye to performance records of well
established farm programs. Listener preference surveys usually find such programs in the clover when it comes to
sets in use. Advertisers find that in buying time on such programs, it's usually
a sure-fire investment.
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Implement Dealers
FARM CIRCLE

Not

a closed circle

is

the

heard over WHBC, Canton,
O., six times a week. Mail response to offers of farm bulletins, canning instructions, gardening advice, etc., indicates
that the International Harvester Co.,
other parti-sponsors have a man-size
urban audience. What such organizations as the Farm Woman's Club, Farm
Bureau, Grange, et al, think of the offering is a matter of record: groups have
written round robin thankyou letters, passed resolutions

Farm

Circle,

to the

No

small potatoes

which the show

A

sponses, 83.9 per cent listened! All appreciated the service features, selected

music and weekly comment
on farm legislation.
air FAX:

daily service

First Broadcast: November
16, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday throug'h

program of

entertainment and information streamlined to the farm audience, the show
includes tips on better farming; stock,
grain, poultry and egg market reports;
interviews with local farmers; a homemaker's department; gratis announce-

ments of rural activities, and talks.
Music bisects the Farm Circle.
First Broadcast: February 16, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through
Saturday, 11:30-12:00 Noon.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: International Harvester Co.; Farm Trading
Co.; Sugardale Provision Co.; Greentown Lime Co.;
Barker Chick Hatchery; Sicafoos Nurseries.
Station: WHBC, Canton, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 256,000.

COMMENT: That

advertisers

Friday, 7:00-7:15 A.M.
Sponsor: G.L.F. Cooperative Mills.
Station: WKBW, Buffalo, N. Y.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 613,506.

COMMENT:

a loyal listening audience.

Milling
GLF FARM

AND HOME NEWS When

the G.L.F. Cooperative Mills unfurled
its
banner over the GLF Farm and
Home News on
Buffalo, N. Y.,
its candidate for listeners, Roland Foley,
was no dark horse. His once-a-week

WKBW,

WGR Sunday offering. Farmer's Musical
Almanac was then

a year old, had a servrecord to its credit a yard long, a listening audience guaranteed not to
shrink. What G.L.F. Cooperative went
to town on: a five-times-a-week quarterliour with news of interest to the farmer
and his wife, market quotations and
trends, notices of farm organization
meetings, other items of that ilk.
ice
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who

citizenry. Sponsor, here, in program title,
pays subtle compliment to the farm both
as a place to live and a place to work.

who make

programs of this kind possible
fill a real need is indicated by the recordbreaking time in which this offering

up

Advertisers

hold to the concept that a
farm is both a home and a place of business establish themselves with the rural

Participating

service

built

the audience at

queries sent to 500 members of the Erie
County Farm Bureau requesting information on listener preference to Farmer's Musical Almanac. Of the 112 re-

same tune.

air FAX:

is

beamed. In the 30,027
farms in the eight counties of Western
New York are some 132,000 farm people.
That farmer Foley reached this market
was indicated by returns from postcard
is

SWAPPERS

For the past nine years, the
Swappers have come into the homes of
KGNF listeners with informal chatter
about everything from Capitol Hill to
the Barn Dance in Dogpatch. But listeners in and around North Platte, Nebr.
participate a-plenty in the program. All
they need is something to sell, buy, find,
swap, or rent. Fee for the service at regular rate card rates doesn't

make

listeners

hold back: as many as 65 swaps have
been handled in one day. Average: 30.
Barter-bargains range from house to
mousetrap, pups to bedsteads. Only
hitch: swapper cannot be in business for
profit as a competitor to North Platte
merchants.
air FAX: Program

is tossed back and forth between
originator and producer V. J. Le Barron and feminine help-mate

Spring, 1932.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily, except Friday, 1:00-1:30

First Broadcast:

P.M.
Preceded By: Music.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

Followed By: News.
Station:

Evansville,

KGNF, North

Power: 1,000

Platte,

Nebr.

watts.

Population: 12,429.

COMMENT: The

longer a program has

been established, the deeper the groove
it

cuts in the listening pattern o£ the

community. Advertisers who not only
want to win friends, but to keep them,
direct the
effort

sum

toward

total of all advertising

this very end.

Seeds

SUNDAY GET-TOGETHER With

the
seventh day, a day of rest, the Sunday
Get-Together is established habit
throughout the countryside. In Yankton,
So. Dak., the Sunday Get-Together has
for three
been nurtured over
long years, has pulled mail for seeds,
hosiery, various other sundry
feeds,
items. A 45-minute studio show sold in
15-minute packages, it is currently doing
a job for Michael-Leonard Seed Co.,

WNAX

nine

other

Indiana,

sisted of a series of ten lessons,

enrollment.

A

with free

prospective poultrymen rounded out the series. Those
who passed the final examination rated
a certificate signed by a Purdue official,
their county agent and the farm director
of the radio station through which they
received the course.
test for

AIR FAX: A

choir of cheeping chicks introduces each
program. First Broadcast: February 15, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: T-Th, 12:00-12:15 P.M., for

five

weeks.

Preceded By: Navy Salute.
Followed By: Curb Stone Reporter.
Station:

WGBF-WEOA,

Evansville, Ind.

Population: 97,062.

COMMENT: While little has been done
commercially with educational programs
of this kind, it is a field that the advertiser might well test for its productivity.

and Lane Bryant.
AIR FAX: Produced and

Ind.,

Kentucky radio stations.
When farm listeners began sending in
registration cards to Purdue, results were
something to crow about. More than
5,000 farmers became quarter-hour scholars, received weekly leaflets and bulletins
to supplement radio classes. School con-

directed
the program utilizes the full

by Herb Howard,

WNAX

staff talent.

1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 4:00-4:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Baseball.
Followed By: Pause That Refreshes on the Air.
Sponsor: Michael-Leonard Seed Co.; Lane Bryant.
Station: WNAX, Yankton, (So. Dak.) -Sioux City,
First Broadcast:

(la.).

Power: 5,000 watts (d).

COMMENT: While

the farm family is
usually pictured under working conditions, advertisers find that the vocational
angle isn't the only approach to farm
sales. Friendly entertainment also works
magic.

Sustaining

POULTRY SCHOOL OF THE AIR
Hoosier poultrymen didn't turn chickenhearted when Uncle Sam asked them to
raise 33i/4 million chickens, 150 million
eggs in 1943. Instead, the Poultry School
of the Air was hatched. While rock-bottom gas and rubber supplies ruled out
a short course on how to raise poultry,

department of Purdue
University found a nest for a transcribed
course of instruction on WGBF-WEOA,
the agricultural

AUGUST,

1

943

Sustaining

SWAP FOR VICTORY

\\^ith

priorities

down

the production lines for
what in normal times are considered essential civilian needs, farm and rural
folk in Southern New England have
found a solution to their problem. It's

shutting

Swap

for Victory.

Each week-day, up-with-the sunners
tuned to

known

WNBC,

Hartford, Conn.,

make

When

their wants.
JDL, a farmer living in near-by Wethersfield dropped emcee Ed Begley a line to the effect
he had an old tractor to swap for chickens, JDL received nine telephone calls
within 12 hours after the air announce-

ment.
Mrs.

ES, of Westfield, Mass., had
some spare farm house windows, a plentiful supply of lumber to exchange for
a quantity of paint. Deal was consummated with a listener 40 miles away.
From Hazardville came a request that
EB had a one-horse hay rake to exchange
for a one-horse weeder.

To

listeners

with
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Angora

kittens, canaries, pianos, mules,

or what-have-you,

it's

Swap

for Victory.

AIR FAX: Swaps

are handled by emcee Begley. All
mail goes to him, and he sees to it that the "swappers" get in touch with each other. Program also
contains farm and agricultural news supplied by the
Connecticut Bureau of the United Press, as well as
bulletins from various farm bureaus and organiza-

tions.

First Broadcast:

March 23, 1942.

Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 6:457:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Farm Flashes.
Followed By: Values for Victory.
Station: WNBC, Hartford, Conn.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 221,940.

COMMENT: A program

of this kind performs a valuable public service since
much of the success of America's war effort depends upon the extent to which
civilians conserve essential war materials

here at home.

whom

from

bonds were purchased

to

certify purchase.

Only exception to the ruling that no
person be allowed to credit his purchase
to anyone not in his immediate family:

man permanently stationed in
the Seattle area. Johnny Doughboy expressed such a strong desire to own the
horse that Farm Auctioneer Moshier
told the story on the air, advised interested listeners they could direct their
purchases to the soldier. Johnny didn't
get a zero; at the home stretch, his votes
a service

him

third. Donors, winners, othfigured in the campaign participated in a special 9:00 P.M. broadcast
when the race was lost and won.

placed

ers

who

Not

the only time that radio farmer
his neck out, put
spot, was this venture. Lily that needs no gilding: February mail response to government bulle-

Moshier has stuck
Farm Forum on the

Current campaign is
4-H Club Enrollment Competition.
To the county showing the greatest percentage of increase during the year will
go a trophy and banners.
tins offers hit 684.

FARM FORUM
KIRO's farm

When

Sustaining
Bill Moshier,

director, corraled the west-

ern field representative of the American
Jersey Cattle Club, asked if that organization's breeder club in the State of
Washington would contribute a purebred Jersey to be auctioned off in a War
Bond selling campaign, the Farm Forum
came out of the judging ring with blue
ribbons. With a committee of Jersey
breeders to administer the competition,
judge entries to determine the winner of
the 1300 critter, the amount of bonds
purchased by an individual or family
during the month constituted a bid. No
sooner had the Jersey gone on the block
than two patriotic citizens offered a $250
riding horse to the cause. Nothing to
beef about were the results. Winning bid
lor the cow: $19,150; for the horse: $13,275! When stock was taken of the total
amount of War Bonds sold during that
one month, Farm Forum had $1,288,539
to

its

E bonds were

G
G

legal tender. Vitafor patriots were the

mins E, F and
Series E, F or
War Bonds acceptable
for bids on the nag. 1 o record a bid in
the auction, buyer arranged with agent
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AIR FAX:

Scripts are' based

on farm news summaries,

markets, answers to listener sent questions, analyses
of war developments affecting agriculture, interviews,
discussions of production and management techniques,
and news of 4-H Club and Farmers of America
activities.

First Broadcast:

September 11, 1939.
Monday through Friday, 7:15-

Broadcast Schedule:

7:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Reveille News.
Followed By: News.
Station:

KIRO,

Seattle,

Wash.

Porver: 50,000 watts.

Population: 452,637.

COMMENT: While
program of

this

the backbone of a
kind must be of neces-

of vocational value, showmanship
dresses it up, helps it take on the trappings that builds loyal listeners.

sity

credit!

Only farmers or farm families were
allowed to bid on the cow, and only
Series

a

FLORIDA FARM HOUR

Sustaining
One of the old-

not the oldest, continuous agriculprograms in the nation, is the record for the Florida Farm Hour heard
est, if

tural

over

WRUF,

Gainesville, Fla. Fifteen
years with a three-month's vacation in
1929 when the station was inactive for

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

equipment and wave length adjustment
gold star service record.
Seasonal information for Florida rural
people, sweet music,

is its

Elmer s

free offer. Listeners were offered
a brochure, Rays of Sunshine from Pleasantville, composed of poems from Uncle

Elmer's Scrap Book.
Response reached flood

news and
market reports have
agricultural

won

level proportions:

tried-and-true

its

1,469 in a single day!
Pleasantville goingson include inspirational music, poetry, phi-

farm audience. On-thespot broadcasts from a
citrus grove, citrus
packing house, strawberry packing shed,
tung oil mill, peanut

losophy and good cheer
with a background of
charity. Known to Sun-

shelling plant, Sea

day morning

Is-

land cotton gin, hog
show, fairs, et al, keep the pot brewing.
To stimulate farmers to plant more
clover, it once strung lines into a pasture. Interviews with Latin-American
guests have contributed to hemispheric
solidarity. Farmers, farm women, boys

and

girls, others,

have told about their

work, given advice, sung or played

in-

for

is Uncle Elmer. Letters by the
bushel basket ask for help, offer it, extend personal appearance invitations to

Uncle Elmer and his young people, express appreciation. With no differentiation because of race, color or creed.
Uncle Elmer has filled over 1,000 requests for help each year. His own truck
calls for, delivers

Wartime tenor of the program: war
and war needs. More food and how to

AIR FAX:

it

a daily thesis.

is

AIR FAX: Arranged and

directed by Clyde Beale, proseries includes regular talks by research, extension and teaching members of the College of Agriculture, University of Florida.

gram

November 11, 1928.
Schedule:
Monday through

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Saturday,

12:00-12:55 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Station:

WRUF,

Gainesville, Fla.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 13,757.

COMMENT:

AVhile

no

one

advertiser

long established service programs of this kind build up a tremendous farm audience, help establish all
advertisers with the farm market in a
given community.
profits here,

listeners

Song Circle

since 1932

struments.

produce

his

needed

articles.

First Broadcast: July 21,

Broadcast Schedule:

1941.

Monday through

Friday,

7:15-

7:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Top O* the Morning.
Followed By: Aunt Jemima.
Station:

WEEI,

Powerj 5,000

Boston, Mass.

watts.

Population: 1,924,642.

When kindly, personalities
rich in the milk of human kindness pull
out the human interest stops, lean heavily on that which is simple and homey,
listener resistance to sales messages is reduced to a minimum. Such programs
offer a wide market to advertisers whose
products have mass appeal.

COMMENT:

Sustaining
UNCLE ELMER'S PLEASANTVILLE To
brighten the corner where the listener
is comes a cheery good morning from
Uncle Elmey-'s Pleasantville, broadcast
over WEEI, Boston, Mass. While mythical people in the mythical town of Pleasantville chin about town gossip, not
mythical was the response to Uncle

AUGUST, 1943
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
SHOW-

the businessman's own department. RADIO
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Dry Goods
JOSLIN'S INQUIRING REPORTER "The
year that we began using daily KOA programs, our sales went up steadily. W^^e
started with three quarter-hour programs per week and increased it to 5-aweek. While increasing our KOA budget, we reduced our total advertising
budget materially, but our sales increased sharply due to KOA's excellent
productivity.

"Results completely justified us in devoting a major portion of our advertising appropriation to
broadcast-

KOA

ing."
C. F. BEAGLEHOLE
President
Joslin Dry Goods Co.

AIR FAX: Show which

did the trick for sponsor was

"Response to this show was quite
astounding. No other direct consumer
advertising was used in November and
December, 1942, and sales of Turco
cleaning compound to retail outlets in
Soiuhern California was greater in the
month of December than any previous
month since it had been on the market,
although it has been available through
grocery stores in this area for over five
years.

"We

have used no special promotion

to sell the

show

WARREN

Joslin's Inquiring Reporter.

1939.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday.
Sponsor: Joslin Dry Goods Co.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.
First

Broadcast:

Agency: Raymond Keane Adv.

COMMENT: To

those in the department store and related fields, actual results speak with the voice of authority.
Programs need not be elaborate nor pretentious to pack a real sales wallop.

Manufacturers
SMILE IN THE MORNING "The program Sfiiile in the Morning is built on
the theory that if we can produce a smile
in the heart and on the lips of a few listeners we have accomplished our purpose. Such a show must have a very competent master of ceremonies, as well as
carefully selected music of the lighter
type.
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to the public

and very

few merchandise tie-ins have been used.
We have not felt this necessary because
retail sales have steadily increased since
the show started. Today it is more than
double what it was normally before
S7nile in the Morning w^nt on the air."
P.

FEHLMAN

Account Executive
Los Angeles, Cal.

AIR FAX: Man who
is

Mark Breneman.

puts the smile into the morning
Smile-the-while Brencman makes

a laugh-raiser talk as a curtain raiser. Material, based
on humorous incidents in the life of an average boy,
is
tied-up with Breneman's own boyhood. Listeners
are given the elementary steps in how to derive a
chuckle or a laugh by practicing light philosophy.
Music intended to make listeners tap their feet or
hum the tune provides the chorus for the smile-in-

the-morning refrain.
First Broadcast:

November

10, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: T-Th-S, 8:45-9:00 A.M.
Preceded By: McNeill's Breakfast Club.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Turco Products, Inc.
Station: KECA, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,504,277.

Agency: Warren P. Fehlman.

COMMENT: Homey

broadcasts present-

ed in the same spirit by a just-folks announcer are quick to reach the heart of
the listening audience.

That

the distance
is
a

between heart and purse string

shortest-distance-between-two-pointscombination is sponsor's experience here.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

Men s Wear
TOP

O'

of fi\e
sulted

THE MORNING

"Our campaign
announcements per week has rein making hundreds of new cus-

INTRODUCING

tomers for our store. Hardly a day passes
without someone new coming into the

New-to-radio accounts
worth reading about.

store directly as a result of these effective
sales messages.

these, in time,

And

scores of people like

become old customers and

old friends.

EXPRESS COMPANIES

^w

Cheque Your Music

A

12-station campaign to
travellers checks for American Express Co. Musical drive is directed at wartime
travellers. Contract is for 17 weeks.

promote

INSURANCE
Symphony Trio

For summer listening, the
Southern Life Insurance Co. preby the Cincinnati Symphony Trio over WKRC.

Western

8C

sents a weekly series

Campaign

Time Clock
surance Co.

is

for

Westland Life In-

timed for daily quarter hours

on KECA's Time Clock. Sponsor also used
weekly quarter-hour
tween the Lines.
twice

"No one can

tell

exactly the

amount

patronage directly attributable to our radio advertising, but I
will say, without any reservation at all,
that it is extremely satisfactory."

of increased

BERT BAGLEY
Bert Bagley Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

AIR FAX:

Participaring sponsors who believe that the
early bird catches the worm, begin their advertising
early morning
campaigns at sun-up on this
feature. Series begins at 6:00 A.M. with Top O' the

riety

of non-competitive sponsors.

First Broadcast:

1935.

Broadcast Schedule:

Monday through

Saturday, 6:00-

8:30 A.M.
Followed By: Nancy Grey.

sponsored a Saturday night

series,

5:30-5:45

P.M. by same commentator.

INVESTMENT BROKERS
Over KECA, investment
Builders of Industry
brokers, Searl Merrick Co., began the quarterhour series on a once-a-week, 52-week sked.

REAL ESTATE
Radio House Market

Program based on narrator's previous day's visit to a selected house
where a salesman "sells" it to him is the
Chamberlain-Kirk & Co.'s KSO thrice-weekly
offering in Des Moines, la., at 8:45-9:00
A.M., Monday, Wednesday, Friday.

Interpretation
To explain rent control, other
related brow knitters, the Phoenix
(Ariz.)
Real Estate Board used a series of half-hour

programs on

Sponsor: Bert Bagley; Blatz Brewing Co.; Gross Coal
Co.; Rank dC Motteram Co., jewelers; Badger Paint
Co.; Welfare Building & Loan; others.
Station: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 680,434.

a

Be-

Upton Close Sunday quarter-hour news commentary on KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 10 other
stations, sponsored by Lumbermen's Mutual
Casualty Co., from Nov. 22, 1942, to August
1943. 3:30-3:45 P.M. Company also
22,

WTMJ

Morning, becomes Morning Serenade at 6:34 A.M.,
switches to Morning Bandstand at 7:35 A.M., and
goes into the Home Stretch at 8:05 A.M.
While sponsor Bert Bagley has been on the air
since March 30, 1935, has continued this unbroken
run exclusively on WTMJ, the program has a va-

conunentary.

KOY.

SCHOOLS
On CFRB, Toronto, Can., the
Information
Radio College of Canada presents a quarterhour offering to explain the use of electronics.
Round Table To
Embry Riddle School of

Aviation

COMMENT: Making

sales

is

one part of

the advertising job. Making friends is
the other. Radio assists its advertisers in

both. It does more than bring merchandise or service to the attention of listeners; it also gives these wares a figurative
pat on the back, a friendly word-of-

mouth introduction

AUGUST, 1943

to

its listeners.

enroll clients, the
Aviation, Miami,
signature cut on the
program featuring aviation news and views as
dished up by those in-the-know.
Fla.,

used

its

WKAT

UNIONS
To

explain social and economic contributions to the community and to the nation, the Shipbuilders Union, CIO Local 802,
used ten 15 -minute programs on WIBG, Philadelphia, Pa.

Goodwill
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In Salina, Ka., when the MarCo. planned its big harvest sale of used cars, it set out to make
the listening public Marshall Motor
Co. conscious. For a single 24-hour
stretch, Marshall took on sponsorship
of every open KSAL one-minute spot,
and every KSAL sustaining program in
addition to its regular daily 15-minute
ral order.

shall

JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT
News, reviews and
announcements in

LOVE OF

3

tips

on spot

this

column.

ORANGES

Rheumatic aches and pains may warn
old-timers o£ temperature changes, but
citrus growers would be up a tree if such
symptoms were the only red-light signs
by which to protect orange and lemon
groves from freezing temperatures. One
of two stations permitted to broadcast
vital-to-the-nation's

health

weather

re-

ports during wartime is KPRO, Riverside-San Bernardino, Cal. Frost service
stations in Pomona, Redlands and Co-

rona phone temperature forecasts each
evening, give approximate time smudging should start. During the danger period from November 15 to February 15,
KPRO broadcasts warnings each evening at 8:00, 9:00 and 10:00 P.M. Frost
warning service accurately forecasts temperature in towns and communities
throughout the area, gives temperature
variation in towns two and three miles
apart. Typical broadcast:

"Lowest temperature tonight: Corona, 31; Arlington, 30; Riverside,
Highgrove, 27; Colton, 29;
29;

Loma
ing

Linda, 28; Redlands, 31. Fir-

may be

necessary for lemons in
Loma Linda starting

Highgrove and

3:00 A.M., and for oranges at
5:00 A.M. All other points above
at

32."

Motor

program.
Sowan's Grocery, Watertown, N. Y.,
also had a harvest which had to be disposed of in jig-time. On hand were 34
crates of strawberries. It turned to radio,
took one spot announcement on Betty
Barton's women's program heard over
WWNY. Forty-five minutes later Sowan's
telephoned
to cancel additional
spots. All berries were sold!

WWNY

TIME

IS

FLEETING

"Gather, ye rosebuds while ye may,"
was the poet's advice a century or more
ago. When the apple orchards of New
Hampshire were heavy with fruit, time,
as it has been since time began, was fleeting. Critical for the apple grower was
the need for apple pickers. Over WHEB,
Portsmouth, went a plea for pickers. Far
reaching was the response to these station break announcements sponsored by
the United States Employment Service.
Applications came from as far north as
Maine, as far south as Cape Cod. Employment Service Manager Andrew C.
Graves breathed a sigh of relief: "The
response to these spot announcements
was most satisfactory, and the apple
growers' needs were fully satisfied."

TODAY'S FUR FACT
Today's Fur Fact: consumers must be
educated on the conservation and protection of furs for the duration of the
war. No longer can milady toss her mink
into the discard, acquire another with
the frequency of peacetime buying. For
the retailer, fur storage, cleaning, glazrepairing and remodeling of furs
take on new importance. Fitting in with
wartime tempo is a new series of KasperGoRDON, Inc. transcribed spots. Featured
on Today's Fur Fact is fur authority
Walter J. Horvath, Availabilities: series
consists of 26 i/^-minute spots.
ing,

HARVESTS SPOTTED
As the harvest season
granaries,

man

stocks

up

brim-fills

the

for the long

winter months ahead, the merchandiser's
dollars-and-ccnts harvest follows in natu-
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WILLIAM

IVDLDE,

mond, Va., shows how

president of the

Nolde Brothers Bakery, Rich-

curves follow program popularity.

It's

Music

manager of the Central Illinois Light Co.,

Peoria,

sales

in the Air.

fluY K. DALLAS,
111.,

how

explains

over

sales

the Cilco

Toivn Crier

sells

and

tells

with amazing results

WMBD.

JOSEPH M. BEMSTEIIW,
dence, R.

I.,

president of

points out the steps

by which

Clothing Mart, was instrumental

Plus Tested

in

its

Bo Bernstein &

Co., Inc., Provi-

tailor-made radio suited Marty's

astonishing growth.

Programs and Promotions You Can Use

in

Your

Own

Business!

I

s
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Juster Bros, set Northwest men's styles
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with
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Department
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salesman

—

radio!

37 Tested Programs for Businessmen
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YOUR BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
A

quick index to what others in your business

Articles

and

services in

field

Radio Showmanship are

accomplish through radio.

by businesses here.
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305

Radio Recruits!
An RS Analysis

stunts

a

lift

program out of the

ordi-

nary.

Help wanted appeals meet crucial
shortages. Radio helps

man power

move down

industry

the

road to
317

Proof O' the Pudding

victory.

Sales, mails, surveys, long runs

308
What the Program Did for Me
This is the businessman's own department. Radio advertisers are invited to exchange results and reactions to radio programs for their mu-

the growth of the business itself are

proof of radio

News

320

of current transcribed releases
advertisers

local

for

New

results.

Showmanviews

tual benefit.

Airing the

and

presented

is

here.

309

New

radio programs are worth reading about.
322

Johnny on the Spot
Showmanship

in Action

Promotions

315

News, reviews and tips on spot announcements are in this column.

and merchandising

WHY SHOP

FOR TRANSCRIBED FEATURES?
TRANSCO HAS A QUALITY SERIES
FOR EVERY TYPE OF SPONSOR . .

•

Over 3,000 quarter hours

ENTERTAINMENT,

—

• Radio of Ten Years Ago
A new program idea. 390 hour bright variety shows
Bob Burns, Elvia Allman, Phil Harris' Orchestra, Martha Raye, and many others.

—

• The Hunchback

of Notre Dame
classic
drama. 35 quarter-hour transcriptions.

•

Frankenstein -highly dramatic

thriller.

13

<|uarter-hour transcriptions.

• The

Story Behind
of famous music;. 39

the Song —

true origin
quarter-hour transcrip-

Let Us Tell

"name"

stars

—

• Country Church
hymns

favorite
of Hollywood
philosophy. 78 quarter-hour tran-

—

scriptions.

—

• Jerry of the Circus juvenile. Circus
ventures. ]30 quarter-hour transcriptions.
• Mama

Bloom's Brood

— humorous.

•

Thrills

matized.

from Great Operas

Arias

in

—

39

English.

operas draquarter-hour

Forty Other Series

.

.

.

.

.

.

Write For Catalog

RADIO TRANSCRIPTION COMPANY OF AMERICA.
292

Family

transcriptions.

You More About These Shows

Hollywood Blvd. at Cosmo

ad-

appeal. 78 quarter-hour transcriptions.

• And

tions.

featuring

SOLID

of

LTD.

Hollywood, California
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Something

to

Remember You By!

the golden age of post war
INmore
woo with dulcet tones

activities, established business will

the customer

it

once

must so ruthlessly turn

When

down today.
that time comes, it may well find the object of its
affection a fickle public. Its handsome rival for the fair lady's hand is
even now pressing its suit with promises of a story book ending. The consumer lends a willing ear to rosy promises of new things to come, new
products to replace established order. While the one and only original
is off to war, its ri\2Ll— substitute is the current name for it— establishes
a place for itself.
What will happen when the two mortal enemies meet face to face?
Will the old once more

fight the

forward march of progress, go down

to inevitable defeat?

Will the owner of a lumber yard stick to his two-by-fours, reject newfangled metal alloys, clays and concretes? Will aviation seriously alter
the railroad passenger and freight business? Railroads with heavy investments in aviation lines will win, no matter which way the tide runs.
Will established business take over the tremendous future for plastics?
Will it stake its claim in the field of dehydrated foods? To shift with
the tide is to endure. Resistance is the first step to erosion and obliteration.

Manufacturer or small retailer, each has a single function in the economic system. His real business is to make money. The product is but a
means to an end. By absorbing the new, he widens his own personal
business horizon. And the cards are all stacked to his advantage.
He has more than the advantage of credit, location, space, customers
and knowledge of trade practices. He also has the general acceptance
which advertising has built up to carry over to new products. To maintain that consumer acceptance is the advertiser's wartime job. With it
he lays the ground work for public approval of new products, maintains
his market for established lines.
To build respect and confidence, in other words, a backlog of good
will, takes more than an occasional gesture. It's the long pull year in,
year out. And what is the accepted medium for building good will?
Business itself gives the answer. Since Pearl Harbor, the steady increase
in the volume of radio advertising shows that radio is the man for the
job. Both old and new accounts find that radio is the all-purpose advertising medium. Why? Because it gives people something they valueentertainment— by which to remember the advertiser who makes possible its favorite pastime!
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MODERN ROMANCES
Every one of these exciting dramas is true —
is different— every one is complete in
itself —every one is timely and in tune with today.

fective, so strong in audience-attraction, so cer-

every one

its sponsors— that
you can't afford to overlook it in making your
plans. Write today for full information, audition records, and availability data.

tain to do a great sales job for

MODERN ROMANCES is more than an
"escape" program. It dramatizes the domestic
and love problems that millions now face, it
^^

brings relaxation, inspiration, and solace to

men and women

of all ages.

MODERN ROMANCES is NOT for Sale

Taken from the pages of one of America's
fastest-growing magazines, MODERN RO-

MANCES

is

in

North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina, Florida

expertly dramatized, excitingly

acted, skillfully produced. And because each of
the 15-minute programs in the series of 39 is

The Columbia Baking

is

a program so

Co., Atlanta, Ga.,

through the Freitag Advertising Agency,

complete in itself, MODERN ROMANCES
gives you time-buying flexibility; you can spot
it at whatever time is most advantageous and
economical.

MODERN ROMANCES

and Georgia.

is

sponsoring

in these states

MODERN ROMANCES
on 27 stations, using eve-

ning time on 17 of them.

ef-

Radio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
RCA

Bidg.,

Trant-Lux BIdg.,

Radio

City,

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON,

0. C.

•

•

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

Merchandise Mart,
Sunset

&

Vine,

"P.B." Talks

It

Juster Bros., Minneapolis,

Men's Styles

Set Northwest

P. B. Juster, President,

Credits Radio

man has
entered
Noeven
intimated
he
ever

and
wanted a

Juster's

that

reat pleat, a stuff cuff, or a

drape shape!

Xo woman

has ever stalked in and
bought a green polka dot shirt for her

husband, either.
True, Juster's doesn't handle such
incendiary raiment for men. But even
more important as a reason for no zoot
suits or dog-fight shirts is the Juster
legend which preempts inclusion of "ziss-

boom-bah!"
AVhat gave birth to the Juster legend?
nurtured and fostered an ideal that
seeped into the consciousness of an entire clientele to such an extent that they
don't even ask for merchandise that just
couldn't bear the Juster label?

Who

A

glistening

gentleman

known

thousands as "P.B!"

Many of the thousands have never
seen "P.B.," but still they know him by
this sobriquet; his husky, friendly voice
comes into their homes through radio
speakers several times weekly over his
own Front Page of the Air news program
via
in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, Minneapolis and St. Paul.

WTCN,

But "P.B." neither edits nor reads,
nor even sees, the
news items
which are broadcast on his program.

WTCN

From

the

or his

own

sanctity
office,

SEPTEMBER, 1943

of

his

own home

"P.B." talks

it

over

Over

• Smart and up-to-the-minute inside
and out is the JUSTER BROS.

CLOTHING STORE,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

i
College

dead

men

entered into the thing in

A

earnest.

steering committee was

appointed. Models were chosen.
of

And

out

came a university man's suit that
became de trop on the campus. This

it

fast

was the first edition of a suit known as
the Minnesotan V-3. Subsequent years
brought new versions of the V-3.

And

with the popularity of "P.B.'s"

style consciousness, Juster's

grew

swift-

Seeking larger quarters, the house of
JusTER moved upward, into the heart of
the Mill City's shopping center. At the
ly.

same time, it moved upward in the shopping instincts of Minnesota men.

men in his audience in place of
the usual commercial; and it isn't unusual for "P.B." to talk about men's
clothing in a way that is far from commercial. He caresses descriptions of

with the

"lounge drape suits" ... of an "easy fitting coat" ... or a "porous fabric"
or a "smooth fitting lapel." Often he
talks of things remote from the clothing
.

.

But always he gives the impression of a man who knows his work and
loves

it.

"P.B.'s" theory that it takes more than
clothes to make the man had its inception when Juster's was but a modest

on Minneapolis' lower Nicollet
avenue. As closely as he can recall, he
awakened one morning with an idea for
store

a Style Clinic of university .men. On the
(ampus, the idea was received with open

arms and minds.

One went

off

And

Clinic

Number

with over 300 college

men attending

the affair at the Nicollet
Hotel ballroom. Stylists and suiting spe-

cialisis

from

New York and

Chicago

discussed the values of long lapels; the
number of buttons on the jacket; the
cut of the trousers, and types of woolens
lo)- various suit stvles.

296

industry still maintains.
building which houses
Juster's became the mecca to which men
from everywhere in the Northwest traveled for style.
the

The

clothing

6-story

Therein

.

lousiness.

who

But "P.B." wasn't satisfied. The \-3
became the British Lounge Model, a
generic term which this Lucius Beebe of

says,

lay "P.B.'s" credo. "Style,"

"is far

he

more important than any-

thing else in a man's dress!

Comfort,

and even self-assurance come
the man who knows he's well dressed!"

ease, yes,

to

His Style Clinics became annual afnot only for younger men, but for
business people of all walks of life. Regular and enthusiastic attendance of all
sessions of the National Association
OF Retail Clothiers and Furnishers
fairs

won

for

him

the

presidency

of

that

organization.

Meantime, "P.B." continued regular
which style was the promulgated highlight. He discussed his hometown activities in meetings of the naclinics in

tional association. There, they filtered
out into the trade and to the general
public of the nation.

Thus, Juster's Style Clinics were
placed on a nation-wide basis, requiring

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

"P.B." to conduct such
parts of the country.
All of which

had

events

in

morn-

ing in 1926 when P. B. Juster woke up
with an idea. And radio was a part of
that idea.

In terms of years on the air, "P.B."
one of the Twin Cities' oldest commentators. His first timid feeler into the
ether almost conciuTed with the birth
is

of the Style Clinic, in 1926.

on the

Since that date, he has been
air consistently, in all seasons,

bringing

and friendly discussions of his love of correct clothing
for the male of the species.
his listeners his suave

many

he trudged to the station studios to have his radio visits with
men of the northwest. AVhen the drain
of time became excessive, "P.B." arranged to ha\ e a mike placed in his own
For

home.

And

years,

it

is

from

library,

that P. B.

his talks

on

Presently,

style

his

Page of the Air

visitors are service-man guests at the
Juster home, for since Pearl Harbor,
"P.B." has established a custom of entertaining the men of the armed forces in

his

now
\VTCN.

program

delivers

titled

Front

aired at 9:30 P.M..
six nights weekly. Format of the ^VTCN
is

own home.

Never unctions nor over-solicitous,
"P.B." talks about his favorite topic in
a straight-from-the-shoulder, man-to-man
way. Proof that his forthright approach
to a hitherto dormant subject is paving
dividends is the day by day results of the
Juster legend of style concern.

News of the world and news from the
men's wear world is the combination
that has established Juster's for its style
leadership. AVith the mediinn of the human \oice, Juster's built confidence,
told a story and left an impression not of
price biu of style and aiuhority.

there, in his o^vn

Juster

over

whom

many of
make "P.B.'s"
their headquarters when in Minneapolis. More often, though, his radio

celebrities,

home

genesis one

its

all

Not

in a day, nor in a

month, but

over the years, that is the job that radio
has done for Juster Brothers. It has
helped sales, made customers and lasting friends. To Juster Brothers, radio
is

all-important!

show is simple and direct. His news
commentator opens with straight news
stories

to

a

logical

break;

then,

with

some pertinent conunent, switches the
microphone to P. B. Juster's home. And
from there, his listeners hear a potpourri of discourse, all revolving about
how style can help the man.
It is not unusual for this man of fashion consciousness to have a guest appear
on his program. Guests may be visiting

• Clothes make the man and radio
has been instrumental in making
JUSTER BROS, a men's style center
for the Northwest. Friendly personality

behind the mike

is

P. B. Juster

himself.
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ISown

Crier Tells

and

Sells

Consistent Use of Radio Charges Good Will Batteries, Strings
Direct Sales Line for Central Illinois Light

•

Lit

Company, Peoria

up over the 1943 Better Copy
award are Roy K. Dallas,
manager of the CENTRAL

Contest
sales

ILLINOIS

LIGHT COMPANY;

Clara Walsh, and
co-announcer Berne EnterCILCO'S experience emphasizes

scripter-producer

WMBD
line.

the value of radio's personal element.
friendly, informal approach brings

A

a full
direct

measure of good will as well
and immediate sales returns.

as

i
minutes a day, Monday
TEN
Friday, since April,

through

1935, Vadio has
given to the people of Cilcoland a tenminute message of good will, sales and
service over
Peoria, III., for the
Central Illinois Light Co. The Cilco

WMBD,

Town

Crier combines news and informasocial and civic events with selling copy about Cilco gas and electrical
apj^liances and service. If its long record
ol service proves anything, it proves the
\alue ol consistency.
tion

on

lests

made on

the pulling power of
Crier have always been
mosi gratifying. In 1935, Cilco sponsored a contest lor the oldest gas and
light bill. Via radio only, 38 prizes were
oliercd, including cash and electrical
iippliances. Cilco received 892 entries!

The

Cilco

Town

Three years later, when a Folo Forum
contest was conducted among amateur
298

photographers, hundreds of entries were
received from persons living in 25 of the
35 towns in Cilcoland.

A Hidden

Appliance contest held in
of 1939 was even more successful. Commercials were presented in
the form of skits, and listeners were
asked to list all gas and electrical appliances mentioned in the dramatizations.
winners were selected each day, and
they received Mazda bulbs, pin-up lamps,
electric clocks, and things of that nature.
Besides creating immense interest, the
contest promoted toasters, percolators,
ranges, heaters, and all the other appliances brought into the skits. Cilco salesmen reported that almost everyone they
called upon listened regularly to the
Town Crier.
Recently home canning and drying of
foods was discussed on the program, and
the

summer

Two

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

pamphlets prepared by the Cilco Home
Service Department were offered free
to homemakers. Mail and telephone responses were overwhelming. Thousands
of bulletins were mailed out to women
all

over the territory.

One

message from 200 to 300
used at the opening of
each broadcast, with only sponsor idenis

tification at the end.

The

actual length

commercial is determined by the
importance of the particular promotion

of the

of the moment. Seasonal appliances of
all kinds. Better Light, Better Sight

campaigns, and advertising on behalf of
gas heat are all used. Here is a specimen

commercial:
Jean ... do you remember the stories
about Abraham Lincoln
how eager he was
for an education that he walked miles to borrow
a book
then spent hours before the open
fireplace reading?

BERNE:

.

.

.

.

.

Yes, the light from the fire was probably
the only light in the room. Folks in Lincoln's
time had no other type of light than that from
a fire
and perhaps candles and lanterns.
.

.

.

BERNE: So

they were satisfied to read and sew
because they had
and work in poor light
be satisfied.
different.
We have elecBut
in
it's
JEAN:
1943
.

.

.

to

tricity

to

Daily, at 12:45 P.M., the tolling of a

Town Crier, and
program features brief,
newsy announcements of social and civic
events in Cilco territory. Any church,
club, group or organization sponsoring
an event open to the public and operating for no profit has the free use of the
program to promote the event. In a
bell ushers in the Cilco

the ten-minute

seven months' period, 3,012 announcements were made. A unique angle is the

mention by actual name of new Cilco
customers in the community, with a
warm and sincere welcome to Cilco-

.

JEAN:

give

almost

us

whenever we want

it.

daylight

brilliance
really pretty fortu-

We're

nate.

BERNE:

Yes, we are. But often we don't take full
advantage of our lighting facilities! Very often
the lighting in our homes is not as bright as it
should be.
JEAN: Every reading lamp should carry at least
and
a 100-watt bulb for proper lighting
.

.

.

BERNE: Take

a look at all of

.

.

your light

fixtures

Check up on the bulbs. And be sure
you have each lamp equipped with the proper
today.

See your Mazda dealer or your Central
Light Company, and stock up on the
Mazda bulbs you need. Remember the Mazda
is the bulb that stays bright longer.

bulb.

Illinois

For this type of copy, the Central
Illinois Light Company was awarded
a certificate in the 1943 Better Copy
Contest for radio advertising at the Public Utility Advertising convention, a department of the Advertising Federation
of America. This award was won over
competition from the states of Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana,

Dominion

Illinois,

LAND.

Because the commercials are in reality,
of a public service nature, they work directly into the program itself. As a part
of this service, valuable homemaking and
meal-planning suggestions are passed on
froni the Cilco Home Service Department. Every Thursday is recipe day, and
a tested recipe from the Cilco Kitchen
is read on the air. Calls from interested
homemakers who want copies of the
switchboard.
recipes flood the

WMBD

.

every other light fixture and socket in the home
should be equipped with an adequate sized bulb
and make life
to give your eyes a break
at home brighter and more cheerful.

In addition to homemaking and meal
planning, this feature gives suggestions

on the care of home appliances, how to
get the best lighting from home fixtures,
and how to niake the most of the wartime home.

W^hen the
a)

amount
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its

Crier pro-

purpose was:

to offer valuable service to the peo-

b) to

create

good

will

through

this

and

elec-

radio service.
c)

to increase the use of gas
trical service in the area

served by

Cilco.
d) to increase the sale of electrical

a

of lightness

Town

and Central Illinois
without one penny's cost to them.

Wisconsin and

gas

own

and humor. The

two announcers featured on the program, scripter Clara Walsh, and \\^MBD

Cilco

WMBD,

ple of Peoria

of Ontario, in Canada.

in

first

gram went on

free, conversational
the program always has a certain

Presented
style,

talk

ly

selling

words long

the

announcer Berne Enterline, merethings over. A wide listening
audience knows them as two friends who
come into their homes each day at lunch
time with valuable information on current and vital subjects.
staff

and

primarily for its
company, and, secondly, for

appliances,

associated dealers.
It

has accomplished these very things.
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Radio Follow-Thru Sells
Levins Department Store

a ancle"

itjevi^s

S.^W^'^
By Adman Lloyd

C.

Bryant

Charleston,

W. Va.

radio
Department Store, Charleston, W.
WITH LevinsseUing
WCHS salesman an
medium, and our
Va.,

a direct

star

is

is

old-time hillbilly character, Uncle Si, by name, created by WCHS
announcer Frank Welling. Uncle Si has become something of a
tradition in West Virginia, and his morning greeting to listeners,
"I been around here 70 odd years
and, I don't know," is widely
and frequently quoted in this area. It should be! It's heard six times
a week, and it has been highly publicized through various forms of
.

advertising.

And

right here

is

.

.

the crux of the matter.

the follow through in radio advertising that sells merchanand it is this one factor that is most responsible for our radio
success. Buying a program is not enough. Too many local radio
advertisers seem to think that once the contract is signed their responsibilities are at an end!
It's

dise,

Advertised merchandise must be conveniently displayed if the
sponsor wants it to move. Customers can't be expected to go on a
prolonged treasure hunt in search of the
elusive radio bargain item, and if the
item is worth featuring over the air, it

^^

Not one to let
any grass grow
under his jeet in
spile of his mere
27 years is youngman - o n- 1 h emake Lloyd Clarence Bryant. Before his steps
turned toward

Charleston, W.
he was advertising manager for Leggetts Department Store, Covington, Va.
Townsmen there point with pride
to his rapid success. In three short
years he has become both advertising manager and assistant general
manager for Levins. Modestly, he
gives due credit to his wife for her
Va.,

able support.
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by the same token.
Merchandise display is a store problem,
but merchandising a program is of mutual concern to the advertiser and to its

rates a store display

radio station.

Why

is it that when people think of
that old codger, Uncle Si, they think of
Levins? It's because the program has a
definite tie-up with all other store ad-

newspaper, billboard and diUncle Si is a part of Levins.
That's what we want. That's what anyone must develop to sell merchandise by
vertising;

rect mail.

means

of a radio personality
words, apparently, are magic.

And what made
ings a

Uncle

West Virginia

Si

whose

and his sayProgram

by- word?

merchandising! Postcards with pictures
of Uncle Si were offered over the air for

RADIO SH

O

WM ANSH

I

P

10 cents each. In ten days, 7,500

had come

dimes

in!

Since what promotes Uncle Si, promotes Levins, the trick is to get listeners
to think of them as blood relatives.
Levins has shopping bags made up
with Uncle Si's picture, and fans create
store traffic a-plenty to get them. Too,
every Saturday is Uncle Si's day at the
store, and we widely publicize these personal appearances of his.

But Levins doesn't stop there. The
two column by six inch ad
on the radio page of both Sunday newspapers published in Charleston, and
every Levins ad used during the week
carries mention of Uncle Si's Almanac.
store runs a

whiskers and red suit in a

jiffy; as you
might suspect, it's Uncle Si. Last year
the program brought in 9,000 letters
from the boys and girls in this area. How
did Levins like it? We've already signed
up for the coming Christmas season!

There

WCHS

Currently

has in preparation

his life story

and

his favorite jokes in a

fictional vein. Pictures of

other
large

Uncle

Si

and

WCHS
its

talent will help Levins enlistening audience, help that

audience identify Uncle Si with our
store. Obviously we don't hold with the

who

that to
school of advertisers
build a radio personality is a waste of
money, since it builds only the personality and not the advertiser!
feel

Formerly, Levins sponsored a 30-minute interval of

The Old Farm Hour,

a

two-hour hillbilly jamboree in the
WCHS auditorium before a Friday night
house of 2,000 people. It goes without
saying that Uncle Si was a star performer in this series,

and when transporta-

Si's

WCHS

one-shot Smokes for Yanks Radio Stage
Shoiv. Each 50 cent admission bought
one carton of cigarettes for our fighting
men overseas. And it might be added
that Uncle Si never makes a personal appearance without his make-up of white
chin choppers and white hair, gold rimmed spectacles and hillbilly garb.

Uncle

Si

made

his

debut for Levins

New

Year's Day, 1942, and it was a
splendid way to start the New Year off
on the*right foot. Uncle Si's Almanac is
heard at 7:45 A.M. six days weekly, and
on Friday at 7:30 P.M. Uncle Si handles
the five minute morning show of songs,
jokes, philosophy, occasional poem or
guitar strumming, alone. Guest stars
add variety to the Friday night quarterhour. It isn't an elaborate format, but
it is a successful one.

on

an autobiography of Uncle Si which will
be sold over the station, through West
Virginia newspapers and the news-stands
at 50 cents a copy. In / Been Around
Here Seventy Odd Years, Uncle Si tells

any question of Uncle
Recently he emceed a

isn't

versatility.

And our formula is the same formula
that any other successful radio advertiser
must use. Given the proper program
and an established radio personality, the
advertiser need have no doubts about an
audience. If this combination is adequately merchandised, sales follow in
logical order. For Levins, radio has
proved itself the advertising medium of
today! And when Levins thinks of advertising, it thinks in terms of direct sales.
7 he program that does a selling job is
also an institutional asset!

tion difficulties made it necessary to suspend The Old

Farm Hour,
with Uncle

Levins

stayed

Si.

Each year, right after
Thanksgiving Day, Levins
on the air with a 30minute daily Santa Claus program which originates from
its bargain basement. You'd

goes

recognize

the

man
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the
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the

War

Path

Marty's Clothing Mart Takes up the Battle on a

Says

J.

TaThkre

M. Bernstein, President

the grass grows high

.

.

.

of

New

Bo Bernstein R

where prices are

Front

Co.,

Adv.

loiu."

That used to be the theme for Marty's Clothing Mart
in pre-Pearl Harbor days.
Out of nowhere rose Marty's Clothing Mart, an out-of-the-city
men's clothing store, operating in an old factory building about two
miles from the center of the city of Providence, R. I. The rise of this
concern is amazing. Its primary inducement is well-known brands of
men's clothing sold at below retail market prices.
Radio spots was the medium used at the out-set to tell Marty's
story. VV^hen this business opened about four years ago, Marty's spots
were on the air some 80 times a week, day and night, over all stations
in this vicinity.

the government started selecting men in earnest
Mariy's Clothing Mart, like many other concerns
men's apparel primarily, was confronted with an ever dwindling

That was before
lor battle duty.

selling
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i

eye at MARTY'S
is rack on rack of
men's wearing apparel. What meets the
ear is a daily news broadcast over WFCI.
Radio rounds up customers. To complete
the circle, store display sign lines up lis-

• What meets

the

CLOTHING MART

teners.

are the guiding influence that make men
decide to buy a suit of clothes from one
store rather than from another. The

commodity may be masculine, but women figure very prominently in the final
sale! In fact, some of our commercials
are slanted directly at the

i

"Here

is

a

women.

message from Marty's

women. Remember this important fact: the more women at
work, the sooner we ivin. You are

for you

market. Since this concern is located outnormal business district of Providence gasoline rationing made a further
serious dent in its business.
side the

To add

insult to injury, the

consumer

appeal of savings previously used by this
client ceased to be the important factor
it had been in previous years. While

With reluctance Joseph Mor-

larger payrolls and more money to spend
was good for former customers and prospects, it was a horse of a different color

president of Bo
Bernstein & Co.,
advertising agency, gave forth
the gory details
of a misguided
youth as evi-

for

Marty's.

Something had to be done, and it had
to be done quickly! It meant a radical
change in Marty's advertising approach.
Because of the limitations in the men's
wear market, it was no longer profitable
to swamp the airways with spot announcements. Too, because the spot an-

nouncement slams home a message, it
fit into the present day scheme of
things. Slam-bang copy and high pressure techniques had to be discarded.
Dignified, common-sense copy took its
didn't

place.

To meet the new situation, Marty's
wanted a program through which it
could approach the consumer in a dignified manner, one through which it
could present its story in logical, common-sense terms. While in the past, the
great appeal, in addition to savings, was
highly styled clothes, it now had to concentrate its message on the more conservative man.
When the Blue Network made Martin

Agronsky's Daily

War

Journal

avail-

able for local sponsorship, Marty's and
its advertising agency, Bo Bernstein &:
Co., Inc., felt that this was the solution
to Marty's problems. Here was a program with a fine appeal to the man who
likes his news from a well-known, recognized authority, and at the same time it
was a program of interest to women.
Why women?
belie\e that women

We

SEPTEMBER, 1943

ris

Bernstein,

denced by the
fact that he's in

the advertising business. Principally because the girl of his dreams
liked football players, he wanted to
be a great gridiron star, became a
fair football player, captain of his
high school team; the dream girl
married a cheer leader. The one remaining trace of that era in his life
is
"Bo," the nickname he hasn't
been able to shake.
After a brief interval at Brown
University he went out into the
cold, cold world, got a berth in a

brokerage

office

mainly because

it

closed at three o'clock in the afternoon. Came the crash! Once more
Bo was foot-loose, fancy free. Evidence as to how foolish boys can be:
after a sojourn as an embryo reporter for the Providence Journal, he
decided that the money lay in advertising. In 1934 there was a new star
in the advertising horizon; in short

order man-of-action Bernstein was
earning the magnificent munificence
of twenty dollars a week! In 1941
the little acorn that is Bo Bernstein
& Co. was planted, is steadily growing into the sturdy oak.
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woman power behind the man
behind the gun. You can cover yourself with honor and glory by taking
on a job left open by a man in uniform. However, go no farther than
your own home town; that m,eans
you can still take care of your responsibilities as a housewife and
mother. Accept a job now; in
that way, you are truly doing
your share to win this war."
the

(1)

Sales

and confirmation
And of course you
young man of yours to

"Graduation
days are here.

want that

look his best on the important occasion. May we suggest, then, that

you take him

(2)

this

entire closing commercial of
particular broadcast was de-

voted to an appeal for women war
workers, with only a brief credit line
for Marty's.
"This broadcast has been a contribution to our war effort by
Marty's Clothing Mart, Rhode
Island's favorite clothing store
for men and boys. Marty's Clothing Mart is opposite Wilson's
Chief Market on Eddy Street,
in Providence, and is open every
evening for your convenience."
To build interest in the program
before it went on the air, we used a
series

of

spot

announcements on

WFCI, Pawtucket, R.

L, plus newspaper advertisements. A life-size portrait of

Martin Agronsky was incor-

porated into a display sign hung in

Marty's Clothing Mart.

With

this

new approach, we main-

tain sales and build good will which
will develop into greater sales as
time goes by. It also gives Marty's
the prestige it needs for the development of future business, and keeps
its name out in front as one of the
leading men's clothiers in Rhode
Island. And at the same time,

Marty's has an oportunity to perform a public service.
Ihrough the commercials we can
achieve all these objectives. Here
arc a few examples:
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Marty's for his

Prestige

"Gentlemen, when
to clothes,

The

to

clothes."

to

are

then

it's

it

comes

time for you

come to Marty's. And
many reasons for this.

there
First,

you get fine quality
by Americans from
world-famous fabrics to suit

at Marty's

clothes

made

American

Second, in
assortments you
find the clothes you want, the
styles most becoming to you, all
expertly tailored to fit perfectly.
Third, at Marty's you save from
21 to 40 per cent on every suit,
topcoat, sportcoat and even

Marty's

tastes.

large

slacks."
(3)

Public Service

"What are you doing to speed
the United Nations along the
road to victory? How are you
going to help your husband,
your son, or your friends in uniform bomb Berlin or bayonet
a Jap?
Marty's reminds you that as
these early morning minutes go
by, thousands of men are fighting for you. You can do your
part by digging out the scrap in
your house, by accepting rationing with a smile, by squelching
rumors, by putting at least ten
per cent of your pay into war
bonds, by getting to your job on
tifne, by writing a letter to someone somewhere in the service."

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

SHIPBUILDERS
Men and women in non-essential occupations must be shown that there is a paraUel
between their present occupations and one of
a thousand jobs in heavy industries. To accomplish this, the Sun Shipbuilding & Dry-

WFIL

dock Co., Chester, Pa., called upon
recruit more help in overalls. In Sweet

,adio

Recruits!

to

Land

of Liberty, Sun makes its weekly half-hour
appeal. Sunday program exposes current rumors in dramatic form; presents patriotic
music; up-to-the-minute news, and a dramatization from the fighting front, showing completed liberty ships in actions.
Writer and show producer Don Martin pays
a weekly visit to the shipyard for background
material, selects a typical Sun workman for a
Sunday interview spot. To the microphone
come white collar workers, bank and store
clerks. Wall Street runners, bootblacks, photographers, others, all of whom have become
shipfitters, welders, stage builders, chippers,
toolroom men, machinists, other essential
craftsmen.
To influence men to take positions with the

Marine Railway
Sc
Camden, Ma., a series of programs was
begun over WLBZ, Bangor. While radio was
the only form of advertising used, men came
not only from Maine, but from all parts of

Camden Shipbuilding

Co.,

Wanted Appeals Meet

Help

Manpower Shortage

Crucial

New England.
When First Lady
Radio Helps Industry Move

Down

Victory Road

velt

came

to

Mrs. Franklin D. Rooseto sponsor the first ves-

Camden

sel launched in the community since
World War, personnel director H.

the first
Bickalso fed

S.

ford had the event aired over WLBZ,
Augusta, and WCOU, Lewiston.
to
A special Christmas Day broadcast, and a regular series of quarter-hours helped to provide
man hours. Example:

WRDO,

WAR

creates

the least

manpower. One

many problems, not
of which is that of
of radio's little her-

alded, but important wartime roles,
centers in its ability to provide needed workers for shipyards, foundries,
airplane manufacturers, other vital
production centers.

newspaper

While

ads

sponses from workers,

bring realready

many

employed

but seeking better jobs,
radio reaches those who would like
to work but scarcely know how to
apply for it.
industry has used

How

this

new approach

blood

is

told here.

SEPTEMBER,

1

943

to

attract

new

"Again, the rugged oaks of Maine arc being fashioned
into bottoms by men and women from all over Maine.
Every day, with effort that cannot be measured in hours
or wage, huge stems and keels, rugged planks and stanchions are fitted together by men who have come to work to
win. Ships such as those of the Camden Shipbuilding 8C
Marine Railway Co. aren't built in a day. Many are the
man-hours of toil and sweat before the sturdy hulls are
wet! Although hundreds are bending every effort that
more ships be launched more often, Camden needs more
people. See to it that you and every other able man or
woman finds his place at the Camden Shipyards."

TRANSPORTATION
The specific difficulty

of the Capital
Transit Co., one of America's largest and
busiest transportation systems, was manpower.
Men, and, yes, women to operate streetcars
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and buses, to service equipment, to work
in what has been declared an essential
industry, were needed. Prior to the placement of the radio campaign through

Kal Advertising, Inc., newspapers
throughoiu the East had been used extensively. According to Radio Director
Robert J. Enders, Capital
Transit's radio budget was

The Town

Crier gives news of Portsactivities, averages about
ten letters a day, six telephone responses
to the twice-a-day,
five-minute series
heard seven days a week. Personnel manager Henry Graham took on the series
in June, 1941, has stuck to his guns ever
since! How commercials button-hole workers is illustrat-

mouth, N. H.,

concentrated in the Washington area. One minute

ed by
ler

effort."

Kal

employees,

is

vital

the

like to

eye?

to

For women
coined the

phrase: "This is a woman's
luar,
too." Results: excel-

can place three
ing department;

girls

for work,
throwing punches

report

MANUFACTURERS
power
Works

its

Western Electric Co. went

on the air with a regularly scheduled
program for the first time in its history.
When its Help Wanted program made
its radio bow over WOR, it also marked
the first time that a commercial want
ad program series had been broadcast in
the East. Appeal for this arsenal of communications equipment is heard seven
times a week; Monday through Friday
from 9:45 to 9:50 A.M.; Friday from
8:55 to 9:00 P.M., and Sunday from
5:25 to 5:30 P.M.

Want ad

.

.

the sort-

in

you,
at the

too,

are

Axis!"

Like most manufacturers,

current manshortage, the Kearny (N. J.)

of

Mister!

one girl as factory inspector. These Morley jobs
pay good money. You work reasonable hours. And every time you

lent!

In order to alleviate

punch Hit-

Sure,
.

opening effect were
Appeal of the transcribed series to men:

war

in

These are fighting words
and
here's how you can fight. The
Morley Company needs an eyepunch operator. Needs one bad!
Every time you operate the machine, you're punching Hitler right
square in the eye! This is but one
of many jobs open tonight at this
busy war plant. Other openings
exist in the Button Finishing Department, where ten men are needed for general duty; and one man
as a button painter. Girls can keep
'em rolling, too! Morley officials

getter
used.

the

example:

"Would you

transcribed announcements,
with a voice in an echo
chamber as an attention-

"Transportation

this

the

Wm. Schollhorn

Co.,

New

Conn., encountered practically

Haven,
the

all

problems of greatly expanded war production. As an established maker of
pliers

and small

little difficulty

tools,

Schollhorn had

in obtaining high quality

workers after the depression. After Pearl

Harbor

was a different

it

Southern

story. All of

New England became

a hive

of increased activity, bursting with enormous government contracts. The labor

supply vanished.
All employers in the territory were
competing for available workers, using
newspapers, some with large display ads.

Sherwood ofphone number or

Until the U. S. Employment Service
took over the control of the employment

location where applicants may call. Interviews with Western Electric employees and with heroes back from the
war fronts point up the need for home
front workers. Morning broadcasts are
transcribed only because plant officials
do not want to interrupt the work of

of skilled labor, there were even cases

lady Lorraine

fers the jobs, gives the

employees scheduled for interviews.
Originally a commercial button factory, Morley Co. converted to government contracts exclusively, turned to

WHEB
306

to tap the sources of

manpower.

where out-of-town manufacturers
tempted to set up local employment
fices. Pirating of labor was evident.

at-

of-

Schollhorn placed considerable advertising in local papers with only fair
results. It decided to try radio. Through
account executive R. H. Heller of the
Walker-Rackliff Co., advertising agency, Schollhorn placed a 13-time spot
announcement over WELL This series
men and women and stressed

appealed to

RADIO SHOWM ANS

H

I

P

the higher wage
Labor Board had

scale

just

which the

War

approved.

From

the response to the news broadspot heard each morning at 7:45
A.M., it was immediately evident that
the great majority of listeners were
women. Since Sc:hollhorn has many job
opportunities for women, the copy angle
was changed to appeal more strongly
to them. Women were reminded that
ScHOLLHORN was hiring women of all
ages, with and without experience, for
machine operators, inspectors, other vital
plant operations, on the new wage schedcast

ule.

When

the 13 times expired, the spot

was changed to the news at 6:00 P.M.,
and was run every other day. At the expiration of the second series, SchollHORN plans to check results to determine
which time was more productive. From
results to date. General Manager Arthur
R. Heise believes it is fair to assume that
the radio help wanted advertising of the
Wm. Schollhorn Co. has tapped a new
source. Housewives, others who have not
worked in factories previously, yet wanting to do so, either to aid the war effort or to earn money, are responding
in significant numbers.
A top-flight, productive employment
service for hard-pressed manufacturers is
WGR-WKBW. Spot announcements on
short schedules were the bell ringers for

DuNLOP Tire k Rubber Co., and International Railway Co. Dramatized an-

While the Pheoll Manufacturing
Co., makers of screws, bolts and nuts was
sceptical as to results, its employment
problem was critical. Personnel Director
M. E. Jensen decided to try WHFC,
Cicero,

111.

Fifteen-minute musical programs at
8:00 A.M., 12:20 noon and 6:30 P.M.,
were used at the out-set, later stepped
up to 30-minute programs, with the cost
shared with other war plants whose appeals for workers are heard on the series.
"Along about noon of the second day
of our venture we started hearing about
our broadcast," writes Mr. Jensen, "and
the big parade was on its way. Although
it hasn't been necessary to call out the
police to keep people away, we have
been satisfied with results. One of the
most gratifying points of the campaign
is the high calibre of people we are getting; over 75 per cent of the applicants
are hired. If we had a medal, we would
surely pin it on the radio industry for
what it has done for us."

COMMENT: While

manufacturers, oth-

having no direct contact with the
public have found radio an invaluable

ers

employment

ally,

there's

who

ice.

the CuRTiss- Wright Co.,

on a consistent help want-

Corp., a 15-minute daily participation
in a cooperative afternoon musical program plus transcribed dramatized announcements filled the bill. Faultless
Pants Co., Inc., holders of one of the
largest war-time trouser contracts ever
released, used the transcribed feature,

Sons of Freedom, announcements, and
participation in cooperative programs to
keep its belt line tight. Others who
found that radio was the ace up the

Carborundum

Co., Niagara Falls,
with announcements, news and a morning Musical Clock, and Deco Restaurants, with announcements.

sleeve:
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boomerang
fill

the

store efficiency and servWith that reservation,

nouncements, transcribed, plus a quarter-hour news period met the needs of

and of Houde
Engineering Co. For Bell Aircraft

a

use radio to
worker ranks. Special caution must be exercised
not to give the public the
idea that there is any dimi nut ion
of established
for retailers

the advertiser

who

takes

ed radio policy can expect
to tap a new source of
labor supply. Since the
bulk of these prospective
workers are women, spon-

who slant their appeals directly at the feminine audience meet with
the speediest returns.
While frequent spot ansors

nouncements have been
productive, the advertiser
ties his appeal to a
radio program also builds
up good will among the
general public.

who
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FORMED
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Dry Cleaners
RHYTHM AND ROMANCE "Easter is
about our biggest rush. About a month
before that date we like to remind customers not to wait until the last minute.
A year ago we had to refuse work starting Wednesday noon before Easter and
we did not want the same thing to happen again. Some people have to be told,
and we believe that they will listen to
the radio and believe it quicker than

when our

E.

WTMJ

mains is to show them garments that
meet their needs and tastes."
J.

MALO

LAWTON

H.

President

Lawton's Clothes
Milwaukee, Wis.

AIR FAX:

Sponsor: Lawton's Clothes.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 680,434.
Station:

drivers tell them."

GUY

"People who come to one of our stores
because of our
advertising are
already three-quarters 'sold.' They are
not just 'shopping around.' All that re-

WTMJ,

General Manager

American Dye House
Portsmouth, N. H.

AIR FAX: News and

music on

WHEB

gets the story

COMMENT:
dominant

down

Daily repetition of one
message breaks

advertising

barriers of customer resistance.

to the public.

Broadcast: 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Daily,

First

9:00-9:09 A.M.;
5:15 P.M.
Sponsor: American Dye House.
Station: WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 25,000.

COMMENT:

5:05-

Advertiser here reaches two

different types of audiences with sufficient frequency to drive home the sales

message.

Men's Wear
3:00 P.M.

NEWS

"This

is

the sixth year

we have sponsored the ^.00 P.M. News
with Walter Compton, and each year
sees

even greater results measured in

sales.

"Our renewals

aie proof that

M.

it

pays."

BROWN

Dailey's Clothing Co.

Washington, D. C.

Men's Wear

NEWS

"VV^e contribute a profitable por-

our business to radio advertising.
We sponsor a news broadcast at 8:55
A.M. daily, and just keep repeating values. We get results not only from lisr
teners in Milwaukee and immediate vicinity, but also from considerable distance out in the state and even from
neighboring states.
tion of
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AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: 1937.
Broadcast ScheduU: Daily, 3:00-3:15
Sponsor: Dailey's Clothing Co.

P.M.

Station: WOL, Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 663,091.

COMMENT:

Whether

for

sales,

profits

or good will, news programs are quick
short (uts to action.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

COMMENT: Planned

radio pans out!
Sponsor here took stock of product, and
potential customers, used the right timcand-program combination to bring the
twain together.

AIRING
Builders' Supplies

MEMORY LANE

THE NEW

hangs his hat may be home sweet Jiome
even prehistoric man expressed the
Clean Up, Paint Up urge with drawings of bison, other animals of the hunt,

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Beverages
LINGER AWHILE

Good companions are
beer with the old fashioned flavor and
music of the same vintage. In Davenport,
la., ZoLLER Brewing Co.,
brewers of
Old Blackhawk,
to

invite

WOC

listeners

Linger Awhile with just such a com-

bination.
Favorite tunes of yesteryear are measured out by an organ-piano duo in the
style and tempo that was current when
the tunes were written. As the only program of its kind on the air, this quarterhour offering is the talk of the town,
has built up a tremendous listening
audience.

Continuity is of nostalgic nature. Brief
commercials stress Blackhawk as the
beer with the old-fashioned flavor. Example:
"Old Blackhawk's the beer with the old-fashioned
flavor
and because it is old-fashioned, brewed
from an old formula, Old Blackhawk is mellow
.

to

.

.

satisfy your
thirst; it's

your

genial

hand

friends.
at

taste;

it's

welcome

Make

at

full-bodied

to

satisfy

any gathering of con-

Old Blackhawk is on
welcome friends who drop

sure

your house, to

in for the

evening. Order it in regular size bottles,
or the big, thrifty quart size. Call for it at your
tavern tonight or your grocery tomorrow! To try
Old Blackhawk is to buy it!"

No rolling stone is the Zoller radio
campaign. The 52-week contract is
scheduled Monday through Friday.
AIR FAX:
listeners'

Pianist George Sontag tickles the ivories
fancies.

First Broadcast:

While any place man

and

March 22, 1943.

Monday through Friday, 10:1010:25 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Sports.
Sponsor: Zoller Brewing Co.
Station: WOC, Davenport, la.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 66,039.

And

on the walls

of his cave.

devious paths

down Memory Lane end

up

in the castle that

is

all

the

man's home.

To remind

Baltimore, Md., homeowners that Phillips Roofers is the way
to keep that castle in the pink of condi-

owner Theodore

tion,

WITH

listeners

Phillips

takes

down Memory Lane.

Year-in, year-out since May, 1941, listeners get a full hour of nostalgic music
each Sunday afternoon. Commercials
drive home the fact that Phillips Roofers do roofing of all kinds, all home repairs, both inside and out.

Original poems composed by sponsor
Phillips are read on the program. Lis-

may have copies by request. Mumedley dates back to the gay nine-

teners
sical
ties.

AIR FAX:

Pianist

Woody

Frisino also plays the Solo-

vox, does a medley of old show songs.
provides the poetical background.

Ray Baker

May, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 4:00-5:00 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Phillips Roofers.
Station:

WITH,

Power: 250

Baltimore,

Md.

watts.

Population: 833,499.

COMMENT:

Off again, on again, gone
again, Finnegan's don't have what it
takes in the long pull. More than any
other single factor, consistent use of
radio is the drive wheel that builds up
the steam, keeps the sales vehicle pounding ahead.

Broadcast Schedule:

SEPTEMBER, 1943

Department Stares
BEYOND THE LOOKING GLASS The
old saw that "you can't teach an old dog

new

tricks" to the contrary,

Loveman,
309

Berger & Teitlebaum, one

of the south-

oldest stores, has young ideas.
AVhile it's slogan, "Loveman's, the Satisfactory Store for 80 Years" brings up
memories of lavendar and old lace, it
offers a six-times weekly quarter-hour
over WLAC, to Nashville, Tenn., ladies.
land's

Although Alice went through the
Looking Glass into Wonderland, listeners go Beyond the Looking Glass into a
world of lingerie, toilet articles, gloves,
dinner

sets, cosmetics, other things dear
the feminine heart. Soft music by
song-bird Ruth Douglas aids and abets

to

The Lady From Loveman's, Virginia
Copy is written in the first per-

Mansell.

down

to

Current rationing news, OPA informashopping tips and balanced menus
as suggested by members of the nutrition
tion,

of
the
Arrowhead chapter,
American Red Cross is Snyder's wartime aid to women. Theme song: What's
Cook in'. Mecca for housewives planning
well balanced, nutritious and point-sav-

council

ing meals

minute

tempt

to

to

listeners

Looking

Glass.

AIR FAX:

First

Broadcast

peek Beyond the

1942.
through

Broadcast: October,

Schedule:

Monday

Saturday,

11:15-11:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Kate Smith.
Followed By: Helen Trent.
sponsor: Loveman, Berger 8C Teitlebaum.
Station: WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

finds the

To

bring
order into chaos, Snyder's Drug Stores
serves Duluth, Minn., listeners with
Tomorrow's Menus Today over KDAL.

While show is designed to create an
Alice in Wonderland illusion, no optical
illusion are returns from the series.

featured. Cards at point-of-purchase,
lobby display and window cards are used

bill of fare.

deed another day. The cook
problem a pretty kettle of fish.

son.

Store tests point up the fact that blouses,
sweaters, other small items, lend themselves to radio promotion better than
more costly items. Loveman buyers are
notified when their departments are

plan her family's

There may be food on the pantry shelf
for the next meal, but tomorrow is in-

is

the five-times-a-week,

five-

To-the-point commercials stress the exclusive with Snyder's
Multi-Caps vitamin tablets.
offering.

Snyder's clarion
first

heard in a

call

series

to

women

was

of courtesy an-

nouncements aired the week preceding
the first broadcast. Window posters featuring conductor June Lange, timeand-station data, flanked with American
and Red Cross flags appeared in Snyder's
entrance window, and in the window of
the Bank of Commerce & Savings. A
Snyder counter display featured MultiCaps and news of the show, gave Sny-

another way to show its colors.
Newspaper publicity in Radio Beams, a
weekly column run in 15 weekly newspapers in Duluth and on the Iron
Range, also put listeners on the alert.
der's

167,402.

COMMENT: While

a straight merchandising show with musical interludes is
almost the standard format for department store radio advertising, such programs have been productive of sales.
Retailers who use radio most successlully usually add other programs to their

sdicdulcs with more entertainment or
educational value lo round out the piclure.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: May 17, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 10:40-

10:45 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Aunt Jenny.
Sponsor: Snyder's Drug Stores.
Station: KDAL, Duluth, Minn.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 101,065.

COMMENT:

Depleted stocks in Amerihard hit drug stores have left an unfamiliar emphasis on drugs. Sponsor

ca's

here juggled available merchandise,
turned to radio to help it squeeze the

Drug Stores
TOMORROW'S MENUS TODAY AVhat
with food shortages, ration books and
the increased cost of living, the housewife is at her wit's end when she sits

310

last

drop from one of

its

least

battle

scarred departments. Program content
neatly backstops its commercial message.
Ad\ertisers who help simplify wartime
problems also perform a public service.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Finance
ROMANCES OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY
behind great American business

Stories

institutions, their origins, the parts they

have taken and are taking today in the

development of the United States as a
nation, is the Searl-Merrick Co.'s method to inspire respect and confidence in
American industry. One of Southern
CaHfornia's oldest investment securities
firms, and members of the Los Angeles
Stock Exchange, Searl-Merrick

launched

its

first

radio campaign over

KECA.
Heard once a week, the
quarter-hours at 7:45
are designed not so
much to make the
listener rush out of
his home to buy a

Monday

night

new share of
one

nice

Once a week the tars gather for a
Navy Send-Off Breakfast. A twenty-five
minute portion of the
with

United

as

free,

to

AIR FAX:
otiist

the

Lewis Edson

traveler, historian and econnarrates the rotnance that is
Richfield Oil, Pacific Coast Borax,
large business enterprises. Adman

Santa Fe, other
Robert F. Dennis handles script and production.
First Broadcast: June 28, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 7:45-8:00 P.M.

men

COMMENT: Programs which

tie-in

WTOL

COMMENT: Ahead
in

of the War Message
Every Advertisement procession were

industrialists here. Advertisers

who want

the wheels of war find
that the ear appeal of radio is one way
to keep the wheels of industry moving
with a minimum of friction.
to help grease

Sponsor: Searl-Merrick Co.
Station: KECA, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 1,504,277.
Agency: Robert F. Dennis, Inc.

di-

with an advertiser's purpose in
using radio time are preferred stock in
any campaign, are almost certain to be
gilt-edged. Here, sponsor's over-thecounter bid for the public's ear is just
rectly

that!

Manufacturers
NAVY SEND-OFF BREAKFAST \Vhen
men shove off for service, leave behind
them

all that is familiar, that empty
feeling in the pit of the stomach isn't
conducive to morale needed for the fighting spirit. Seeing to it that Toledo, O.,
naval recruits go off with chins up are

SEPTEMBER, 1943

Navy,

Broadcast Schedule: Thursday. 8:30-8:55 A.M.
Preceded By: Polish Radio Hall.
Followed By: News.
Station: WTOL, Toledo, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 320,484.

Wheeler

local industrialists

shared

is written and produced by
program director Jean Wright.
First Broadcast: June 18, 1942.

International
Pacific,

States

AIR FAX: Program

Waterman

Burritt

Union

is

from the
seasoned on

WTOL

establish

problems.

festivities

listeners. Officers

the briny deep and naval recruits share
toast, orange juice and good fellowship
with na^•y mothers, wives and sweethearts.
vocal talent, orchestra
and emcee help keep the program light
and airy. Visiting celebrities, others in
the public eye are interviewed along
with guests. Sponsors greet radio audience as well as breakfast guests. Taboo
is actual commercial copy. Mindful of
Emily Pcjst, hosts merely express their
appreciation for the opportunity of
sponsoring these morale building broadcasts built to help sell the United States
Navy to potential seamen.

stock, receive

Searl-Merrick as the
institution to help
work out investment

WTOL

and manufacturers.

Manufacturers
FISH FOR FOOD AND FUN Even in the
land of the sky-blue water, Minnesotans

who want

to Fish for

Food and Fun

in

any one of the 10,000 lakes find there's
more to the sport than a bent hook and
a bamboo pole. Where, how, and when
to catch them was the sales bait that the
Allwood Manufacturing Co. tossed
into the stream of radio programs for
SoLVATANE. Rccord catch reported by
Aulwood's president, R. L. Carley:
business increase since January of more
than 500 per cent!
Quizzed by radio sports editor Stu
Mann is Minneapolis Morning Tribune
outdoor editor Ed Shave. Where to go
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for bass, crappies, wall-eyed and northern pike, what baits to use, how to locate the weed beds is the tested line that
SoLVATANE casts at the prospective cus-

most direct route

such a course

is

the

to greater sales.

name

added

thrills.

Dialogue commercials between the
two men at the center spot recommend
SoLVATANE for use in outboard motors to save gasoline, reduce wear-andtear on these irreplacable adjuncts to
successful fishing trips. Brief opening
and closing spots are handled by the announcer, plug SoLVATANE for. use in
automobiles and trucks.

When AuLwooD goes out on a fishing
expedition for customers, it doesn't take
any chances on coming back emptyhanded. City hardware stores got posters showing talent, with time-and-station
data,

a large listening audience for season-

al offerings find that

Week end

prize catches, complete
of fisherman, size and variety
of fish give the disciples of Isaac Walton

tomer.

with

up

for

show

windows.

Newspaper

space hooked additional listeners. Plugs
in both trade and consumer newspaper
and magazine ads locally helped set the
hook. Into all Aulwood outgoing mail
goes a postcard size mail insert; cartoon
drawing of a fisherman, with time-andstation data nets additional listeners.
Plug guaranteed to catch additional distribution throughout the Minnesota resort country: letters to one and all
(Chambers of Commerce with information on the broadcasts, requests for upto-the-minute bulletins on fishing con-

Manufacturers
MILWAUKEE THROUGH THE YEARS
What represents today's all-out war effort will

tomorrow be one with the mem-

To glorify the past
present, present both in a single
package, the Kearney k Trecker Corp.,
Milwaukee, Wis., depicts the history of
that city in song and story over
ories of things past.

and the

WTMJ

and W55M. Complete to bustles, hoopskirts, mustaches and bowler hats, the
weekly half-hour program heard Sunday
afternoon at 1:00 P.M. presents Milwaukee Through the Years.
Debut performance highlighted the
year 1898, the year of Kearney & Trecker's founding. Successive years up to the
present follow in chronological order.

Typical 1898 musical gems played by
the orchestra in costume: She was Bred

ditions.

Sequel: come Fall, show comes out in
new dress, goes gunning for the hunter. With Hunt for Food and Fun, sponsor sets his sights on a new market.
a

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: May 13, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-Th, 6:15-6:25 P.M.
Preceded By: News.

Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Aulwood Mfg. Co.,
Station:

WDGY,

St.

Paul,

Minn.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Population: 488,687.
/Igency: Manson-Gold, Inc.

COMMENT: Advertisers who want to
get the greatest possible return from
their radio advertising dollars back up
their broadcasts with every other availiblc
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media. Sponsors

who would

build

RADIO SH OWM ANSH

IP

Tim Toolin, and
Sweet Sixteen. Woven
into the musical portion of the show
were tales by The Old Timer, alias Manfred Cross. Bits about the Spanish-American war, ladies' fashions, the launching
Old Kentucky,

in

When You Were

of a new battleship named for the State
of Wisconsin, and the government's annexation of an "exotic little group of
islands in the Pacific where the government planned to construct a Naval Base

be called Pearl Harbor" provided the
yarn from which the tales were spun.
to

A

salute from Kearney &
Trecker to other local and national war
industries who have long been Kearney

weekly

is included. Top
executives of these organizations attend
these broadcasts, receive a transcription
of the salute, a plaque testimonial. Debut broadcast saluted the HarleyDAvmsoN Motor Co., famous for its
motorcycles. Others who have taken
bows: Allis-Chalmers Corp., and J. I.

& Trecker customers

Case Co.

Helping

to

draw the 400-strong audi-

ence to

WTMJ's

weekly

interviews

auditorium studio are
with Kearney &:

Trecker war machine and
employees
further the

who

explain

war

tool industry

how

their jobs

on Kearney & Trecker bulletin boards
and in salutee plants.
20-piece orchestra.

Vaudeville

ludes.
place.

director Maurice Kipen conducts a
quartette provides vocal interor musical cotnedy, each has its

A

May

1943.
1:00-1:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Furlough Fun.
Followed By: Westinghouse Program.
Sponsor: Kearney 8C Trecker Corp.
Station: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 680,434.
Agency: Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap-Associates.

First

Broadcast:

Established manufacturers
national reputations rest in
part upon community pride in their
achievements. Historical programs of
this kind build local pride, provide the
manufacturer with an invaluable tool
for excellent public relations.
find

that

Public Utilities
TREASURE TRAILS OF MELODY When

KOA

weekly institutionalong Treasure Trails
of Melody, their companion on the path
is the Public Service Company of Colorado. Since sponsor does not seek additional sales, here is the musical tip-off
to its radio pattern: In the Garden of
al

listeners take a

musical

stroll

Tomorrow.
Blocks from which Public Service
builds its house of good will: approximately 13 minutes of Victor Herbert,
Irving Berlin, others of that ilk, lead up
to one of the high spots of the program,
a narration titled Your America. Music
continues to the end of the trail.

One commercial
the

first

goes side by side with
musical selection to lead the

parade of song. Example:

effort.

Red-white-and-blue posters advertise
the program, point up the salutee organization of the week. Posters are placed

air FAX: Musical

COMMENT:

16,

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday,

"Electricity, like a modern Geni from Aladdin's
lamp, performs thousands of tasks each day adding
to our comfort and convenience, and helping to
create a higher standard of living. In the homes,
electricity does hundreds of tasks easily and economically, eliminating the drudgery of yesterday.
In business and industry it turns the wheels of

modern machinery that allows for a faster and
more economical output. Electricity has gone to
the farms as a "wired helper" operating farm
machinery and adding a modern touch to the farm
home. It has gone to war, providing the power
needed to turn out the weapons of war. Day and
night, electric power is ready to do its many tasks.
To bring you this service has required sixty-two
years of planning and building. It has taken the
power of rivers, streams, hydro and steam plants
in many parts of the state, harnessed together by
the Inter Connected Power System of the Public
Service Company of Colorado. Electricity may be
the geni from Aladdin's lamp, yet it takes
material and experience to bring it to
you, so in these war times use what you need, but
do not waste it."
like

men and

Bringing up the rear of the procession ot
is a public service commercial in
name and fame; Red Cross, War Bonds,
other necessary-for-wartime public service appeals, beat the war drums.

songs

4
9 Out

of mothballs came costumes
Jack Teter and Carla
Kroetz. Milwaukee Through the Years
is a Kearney 8C Trecker Corp. radio
for

vocalists

salute to industry.

SEPTEMBER, 1943

AIR FAX: Program

features Milton Shrednik and his
orchestra. Song-bird Loretta Louise gives listeners something to be lyrical about. Scripter J. Bert
Mitchell, Jr.,
coordinator of sales and pro-

KOA

KOA

313

grams, and production manager Ellsworth Stepp, put
work up the weekly half-hour

their heads together to
offering.
First Broadcast:

April 4, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Farragut Calling.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Public Service Company of Colorado.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.

COMMENT:

Advertisers who want to
place for themselves In The
Garden of Tomorrow find that now is
the time for them to plant the seeds of
good will. Guaranteed to bear fruit are

make

Greece.

Ten

series of the

a

programs which combine entertainment
and public service.
SAMPLE SCRIPT AVAILABLE.

broadcasts

make up

United Nations

this

War.

at

AIR FAX:

Scripter Ken Tillson covers every aspect of
the invasion of Greece in this locally produced program. Appropriate native songs in the Greek tongue
add to the color and reality of the series.
First Broadcast:

May

Broadcast Schedule:

31, 1943.

Monday, 8:30-8:45 P.M.

Preceded By: Lum and Abner.
Followed By: Music.
sponsor: Union Cab Co.
Station:

KEX,

Portland, Ore.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 305,349.

COMMENT:

Advertisers who meet wartime obligations to the public, divert
their advertising to wartime urgencies
will be remembered by a grateful public
at war's end. Wisely, sponsor here does
not toot its own horn.

Taxi Cabs
GREECE FIGHTS ON

enterprises not directly involved in the
war effort have been thrown into slow
motion, the advertising wheels still roll.
Fuel that drives the wartime vehicle is
a heavy mixture of patriotism and a dash
of consumer good will. While taxi patrons in Portland, Ore., may have to
share their cabs or put in their requests
for transportation earlier than in preration days,
listeners to the Union
Cab Co.'s weekly radio program are re-

KEX

minded

that Greece
On!
Each program ends

Fights

with an appeal for the
purchase of War Bonds,

and

a Union Cab credit line is the only commercial. Listeners are

invited to write letters
within a 200- word limit on "Why the United
Nations at War programs have inspired me

Restaurants

While business

TODAY'S AMERICAN HERO With
shortages making the family dinner table
a reasonable facsimile of Mother Hubbard's kitchen. Today's American Hero
might well be the man who holds out a
promise of rare beefsteak smothered in
onions. In Marion, O., the Spot Restaurant does just that via
in a fivetimes-a-week five-minute shot. Listeners
hear dramatized accounts of the actions
that made the heroes, based on the United Press daily feature.

WMRN

AIR FAX: Show

an

contains

opening and closing commercial,

lutes

transcribed
to

musical

American

Today's

Hero, and the U.P.
First

Broadcast:

sa-

script.

March

18.

1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday
9:10-9:15
through
Friday,

P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Religious.
Sponsor: Spot Restaurant.
Station: WMRN, Marion, O.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 31,084.

buy more bonds."
To the weekly winner

COMMENT: A ready

determined by the
local war bond depart-

with

to
as

ment goes

a 25 dollar

War Bond.
')i amatizalion of
laciual events points
up the heroic story of
'
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fighting people of

made program
the
excellent
hicle

for

vertisers.

in time
is

an

program

ve-

times

wartime adSponsor here

achieves at

little

more

than time costs, a program with national interest.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

COMMENT:

Advertisers whose business

have been curtailed by the war
efforts will find that sponsorship of programs which tie-in directly with these
activities offer a splendid opportunity by
which to build for the future.
activities

SHOWMANSHIP
IN ACTION

TIMES

QUIZ-TIME

IVewspapers
Time was when

bank night tempted the family
Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

its

program out of the ordinary.

MACON BRAIN TRUST AVashington,
C, may have

its

brain

trust,

but not

Macon, Ga. Designed
to promote local War Bond and Stamp
sales is the weekly half-hour program
to

be outdone

heard over

is

WBML. On

the spot in this
patriotic quizz feature are defense experts, other guest authorities. The Brain
Trust faces a barrage of listener-sent
questions on civilian defense. If The

Brain Trust falters before the audience
contributed ammunition, the listener
who set off the fuse scores a 50 cent War
Stamp. By the same token, when The
Brain Trust scores a bull's eye, listener
whose question back-fires on him is ob-

buy

ligated to

a

stamp of the same

de-

nomination. Six questions assigned to
individuals picked at random from the
city directory are also used on each program.

While The Brain Trust is not a commercial program, the expense of the War
Stamp awards is underwritten by the
Macon Clearing House Ass'n. That the
combination had what it takes to arouse
patriotism is indicated by the fact that
the series was named by the Treasury
Department as one of the six outstanding broadcasts of its kind in the country.
AIR FAX:

Panel

composed

of

three experts
civilian defense, two or three guest experts.
is

Broadcast: February 19, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Johnson Family.
Fvlloned By: Music.

First

Station:

WBML,

Macon, Ga.

Power: 250 watts.
Population: 57,865.

SEPTE

E

R,

1943

to leave

hearthstone for a crack at the

jackpot in the neighborhood flickerhouse. When radio entered the field,

Finance
D.

own

on

offered listeners a chance at something
for nothing, comfort and high stakes became bedfellows.

Use of radio by a newspaper for promotional purposes reached high C when
the Chicago (111.) Daily Times took on
an eight week's series of ten daily fiveminute programs on WIND. Kilo-dilduring the campaign, the Times
ler:
awarded more than $6,000 to WIND
listeners.

Times teaser announcements put its
on the alert. Large posters on
Times delivery trucks hit pedestrians
between the eyes. Placards at dealers and
news stands, full page advertisements,
and a radio page time-and-station box
readers

were a part of the build up.
Pot
for

o'

gold at the end of the rainbow
who correctly answered

listeners

questions relative to Times features, byline writers, et al, was the Times QuizTime. Each broadcast followed a telephone call, jack pot format.
AIR FAX:

Broadcast: June 28, 1943.
Ten five-minute programs, daily.
Sponsor: Chicago Daily Times.
First

Broadcast Schedule:

Station:

WIND,

Chicago,

111.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 3,440,420.

COMMENT: What

Started out as a big
in the network pool has now
spread to metropolitan areas, is an oasis
in the desert of daytime soap operas. No
mirage are results. Advertisers with
bankrolls large enough to swing a cam-

splash

paign

as pretentious as this report amazing results.
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Transportation

WHAT'S IN A SONG?

While transpor-

tation systems have put advertising dollars into magazine, newspaper and billboard displays, Santa Fe Trailways
blazed a new advertising trail this spring

when

it adopted radio as its good will
ambassador. Although Santa Fe operates a transcontinental bus service in
connection with the National Trailways Bus System, its KECA weekly
radio program is slanted at the public
served focally along Santa Fe trails in
Los Angeles, Cal.

What's in a Song? gives listeners an
opportunity to cash in on song titles
they've always thought they'd like to
write songs about. Stimulation of public
interest in new popular music is the idea
behind the show heard each Tuesday
at 9: 15 P.M. Composed by Jim Crisafulli
each week is a brand new popular tune
based upon the best listener-submitted
song title of the week. Santa Fe Trail-

ways

away

gives

War Bond

to the

the winning

title,

a

twenty-five

person

who

dollar

submits

and composer

Crisa-

sends them an autographed copy
of his original manuscript, along with
his promise of a share in royalties,
should the song be published. Vocalist
Adelle Roberts sings the new song, along
with other popular melodies, on the profulli

gram.

Master of ceremonies on the program

is

George

S.

Lannan, who originated and

produces the show for Santa Fe Trailways and its advertising agency, R. J.
Potts-Calkins Sc Holden.
Titles submitted for the weekly quarter-hour averaged a hundred a week
within a five week period, although the
radio station reaches only the metropolitan area and there was almost no
publicity.

While Santa Fe's Eastern Lines have
limited themselves to occasional spot announcement campaigns, the Western
branch also has a quarter-hour news pro-

gram on KTAR, Phoenix,
tion to the

KECA

Ariz., in addi-

weekly offering.

air FAX: Theme

song for the quarter-hour feature:
Us on a Bus, used with full permission of Paramount
Pictures Music Corp. Series was signed for 26 weeks.
First Broadcast: May 18, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 9:15-9:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Soldiers of the Press.
Followed By: Hollywood Reporter.
Sponsor: Santa Fe Trailways.
Station: KECA, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.

Population: 1,497,074.
Agency: Potts-Calkins-Holden.

COMMENT: Capable
prerequisite for a

talent

program

is

the

first

as pretenti-

this. When developed by an accomplished cast, the program idea might
well be adapted to any community. For

ous as

transportation systems, current conditions make the public particularly susceptible to good will gestures of this
kind.

O What's

in

a Song?

Lis-

teners find there's plenty to

Emcee George S.
Lannan, cotnposer V. James
Crisafulli, singer Adelle
Roberts, and KECA announcer El Colmans check
sing about.

the score.
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Sponsor: Koontz Creamery, Inc.
Station:

PROOF 0' THE
PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

WITH,

Baltimore,

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

833,499.

Md.

Advertisers who establish
themselves and their products with the
people find that the tables are quickly
turned. What started out as a championship of the people becomes championship by the people!

COrvIMENT:

Dairies

BUDDA'S AMATEUR HOUR

Unrehearsed and a simon-pure amateur hour
open to any one with talent is the Bud-

Dairies

GROUCHY GUS The

people's friend

is

Grouchy Gus, and not grouchy over refrom this daily WITH quarterhour is the KooNTZ Creamery, Inc.,
Baltimore, Md. When Grouchy Gus
turned on the heat, appealed to 54 listeners to each buy a $100 War Bond on
sults

the occasion of Hitler's fifty-fourth birthday, KooNTZ routemen had $53,675 to
collect at the end of the day! Indications
that Grouchy Gus isn't alone in his fight
for public rights, patriotism, et al: a
survey rating of 4.0, excellent mail pull,
and increased sales for sponsor.
Angle that rolls listeners in the aisles:
Grouchy Gus is billed as the nation's
number one fault finder, comes on fighting mad, ready to show it. In his role as
civic rouser, he wields the ax, lets the
chips fall where they may.
Buddies under the skin are the
Grouchy Gus fans who send in their pet
peeves, and those who contribute peeves
get more than a pat on the back. Koontz
Creamery mails listeners a crisp new
greenback for each peeve used on the
program. Listener's gripes get the center
spot on the show.

Not one
the burden

sponsor with
of all the sundry civic things
that get his goat is Grouchy Gus. At
program's end, announcer states that the
opinions of Grouchy Gus are his and his
to saddle

his

alone.
AIR FAX:
Broadcast

Broadcast: September, 1941.
Monday through Saturday,
Schedule:

Firsl

10:15-10:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Sustainer.
Followed By: Participation.
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da's Amateur Hour. Not an amateur in
making sales is its sponsor, Marin-Dell
Milk Co., San Francisco, Cal. For nine
long years, the series has been MarinDell's principal advertising medium.
Without interruption or summer vacation, Budda's Amateur Hour has done

a

professional

strictly

sales

job

for

Marin-I>ell.

To the winner on each Saturday night
hour-long show goes $50, and a week's
engagement in a local theatre. Auditions
for each new crop of hopefuls are held
every six or seven weeks. Judges with
established reputations in the entertainment world determine the weekly winHooper ratings indicate that
the radio audience does its own judging,
gives the amateurs a blue ribbon: 8.0
first half-hour;
9.4 during its last 30
ners. Latest

minutes.

When
ground

program was getting

the
legs,

its

sponsor used special give-

aways, prizes, etc. Promotion now is confined to regular newspaper and magazine advertisements, theatre trailers,
market display cards, cab cards and theatre lobby posters.

air FAX: Emcee Dean Maddox

cuts the show from
same pattern as other amateur shows.
First Broadcast: August 10, 1934.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 8:00-9:00 P.M.
Preceded By: We All Eat.
Followed By: Music.
sponsor: Marin-Dell Milk Co.
Station: KFRC, San Francisco, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.

the

Population: 637,212.
Agency: Richard Byrnes.

COMMENT: Something
in local radio

where

of a

it's

phenomena

off

again—on
317

again for most programs, is this program's consistent, regular, dependable
appeal. It's the familar and dependable
that is most apt to breed affection, produce results lor its sponsor.

Department Stares
AHEAD OF THE HEADLINES When
YouNKERS Department Store, Des
Moines, la., took a gander at curtailed
automobile travel a year ago, shuffled
the pieces together and came up with
a mail order department, it was Ahead
of the Headlines. To accommodate accounts throughout the state, keep its
shipping department 'on the move, it
put the bee on WHO, put itself on record with Ahead of the Headlines. Twelve
months later it signed its renewal contract. In that time, its shipping department had been given additional space,
had need for a larger personnel to take
care of shipments. Next pawn shuffled on
the advertising board: a KSO daily
newscast.

bow when

bowed

it

in

its

string to

its

current offer-

buying in departments
featuring new and unusual merchandise.
ing: to stimulate

AIR FAX: While

for women, the program
Show opener as scripted by

designed

also has general appeal.

Dunham Webber:

"What's best in books
What's smart to wear
What's new to eat
What's fun to do
A program to keep you Ahead of the Headlines."
Scripts are available to advertisers generally, on a
three or five-a-week sked.
First Broadcast: April
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 8:00-

8:15 A.M.

Preceded

By

Spring Songs.
Followed By:
Music.
Sponsor: Younkers

Department
Station:

Store.

WHO,

Des Moines, la.
Power: 50,000
watts.

Population:
167,048.
Producer: Webber
Radio Programs.

a specific job to do,
with colors flying.

it

comes through

Groceries

THE MARKET SCOUT While

BESS BYE,

housewives slumber, Bess Bye, KFRC's
Market Scout, is doing their daily shopping chore for them. Each morning at
6:00 A.M. Bess Bye makes a trip to San
Francisco's wholesale produce district,
gathers the latest dope on market conditions

and

retail

prices

on perishable

commodities.

At 8:40 A.M., housewives get the low
the "best buys" in the market
that day via radio. Along with this information goes a daily menu. Today's
"best buys" are reported, and future

down on

ones forecast in the
gram.

.

five-minute

pro-

13,

1942.

is that in fact and in
findings of Peninsula
Stores, Inc. With no stores in the City
of San Francisco, and stores only in the
East Bay and peninsula area. Peninsula
Stores took on the show. Offered as a
merchandising check was a bag of 25
colored marbles in exchange for a 50c

name was

While major
dc|)an men
t

have

the

cash register receipt which was to be
station. Offer mentioned
on only four broadcasts netted a return
of $697.34 in cash register receipts of an
average value of $1.19 each. Significant
fact: only one home in four has children
in the marble playing age.

mailed to the

Calavo found

that Bess Bye plays no
In a six week campaign to

favorites.

educate listeners to the difference between Calavo and the common garden
variety of avacado, Calavo offered a
recipe booklet. In jig time, namely five
days,

came

AIR FAX:
Broadcast

COMMENT:
ores

in-

stitutional purposes, the establishment
of a sizeable mail order business in one
short year is proof that if radio is given

That Bess Bye

YouNKERS had a second

Edith

used state-wide broadcasts purely for

2,175 requests!

First Broadcast:

Schedule:

September 16, 1935.
Saturday,
through

Monday

8:40-8:45 A.M.
sponsor: Peninsula Stores, Inc., others.
Station: KFRC, San Fancisco, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 637,212.

RADIO SHOWMANSH

COMMENT: While most

household

for-

ums

are a catch-all for this 'n that of
the housewifely arts, fill from a quarterhour to forty-five minutes of time, here
is evidence that a five-minute shot can
hit the sales target, ring the bell with listeners. Expert testimony from advertisers

who have

taken on such programs

coordinated

BOND

Water and
Gas Department heard
over WEBC. In six

OF Duluth

Buildentertains

months, the weekly pro-

listeners

in Joliet, 111., is the Elam Mills, Inc.
New to the trade area were its whole

wheat

corn meal, natural wheat
when Elam took on
sponsorship of the quarter-hour lowdown on local Social Notes.
flour,

cereals

What's new in Joliet? Who's entertaining? Who's being married? Who's in
town? Such local items plus the complete
United Press coverage of all women's
features turned the tide of new business
toward Elam Mills, opened up and solidified the market for its products.
AIR FAX:

Social editor Mildred Barr has behind her
the support of churches, women's clubs and organized groups in the community. Telephone calls during
the morning hours average more than 40 a day. Not
light is the postman's burden when he brings written requests for publicity on his daily rounds.
free theatre ticket offer netted 51 calls in a fiveminute period.

A

March 3, 1939.
Monday though Saturday, 11:1511:30 A.M.
Preceded By: Mr. Quizzer.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Elam Mills, Inc., Chicago, 111.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

Station:

WCLS,

Joliet,

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

74,868.

111.

Agency: Burton Brown Agcy.

COMMENT:

title

of

pro-

Well deserving of the
Old Faithful, gossip-go-round

grams of this kind have been successful
from both a listener and a sponsor point
of view. Low cost, mass appeal and
adaptability to merchandising tie-ins,
premiums, give-aways, other forms of
~
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on Duluth, Minn,
war production

center, its patriotic citizens were building ships
and giving to the limit
the wherewithal to build
the ships. Black gold for
Uncle Sam is the Bond
Spiel offering of the City

SOCIAL NOTES

germ and

ac-

Long before the Dionne
focused the national spotlight

Millers

WCLS

well

as a vital

can frequently accomplish sales miracles
which could be achieved
in almost no other way.

feminine

SPIEL

quintiq^lets

ality

it

may

Public Utilities

indicate that an established program with an
established radio person-

ing sales as

advertising,

coiuit for their sustained popularity.

gram did a land office
business in War Bonds to the tune of
$277,000!. A single program in which
residents of the sister cities, Duluth and
Superior, were pitted against each other
produced 302 telephone orders for $81,150!

air FAX: Program

has a background of patriotic
transcribed music. Audience is invited to phone in
its pledges, have names announced over the air. Guest
interviews with military personnel give a martial
flavor to the concoction. Average number of calls
per 30-minute airing: 65. Billboard mention, and
bus card reminders are supplemented by occasional
newspaper ads.
First Broadcast: October 15, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.

Preceded By: Abbott and Costello.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: City of Duluth Water and Gas.
Station: WEBC, Duluth, Minn.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 101,065.

COMMENT: Chalk up

another victory
psychological truism that the
human voice induces action. It's proved
again here in a most practical and satisfying way. While few advertisers can afford thousands of salesmen to make
thousands of calls each day, almost any
business firm can profitably use radio to
deliver its message right into thousands
of hoines. Since shortages in all consumer markets are the order of the day, infor

the

stitutional offerings with a wartime appeal are money in the bank for advertisers who are laying the groundwork
today for the rich harvest of tomorrow.
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SHOWMANVIEWS
views of current script and transcribed releases backed with showmantips. All are available for local sponsorship.

News and

Educational
LET'S

LEARN SPANISH

No

tions the social, cultural and
ness advantages of speaking

one queseven busimore than

On the North American
continent, the language that holds out
most promise is that of our South American neighbors. While many have the
yen to master a foreign tongue, for only
a few is the wish father to the deed. For
most linguists -in -the -making, it's maone language.

to be one of the most popular programs
on the station. Broadcast three times

weekly at 7:15 P.M., the radio lessons are
coordinated with the printed word lists
which listeners may obtain for two bits.
Before first roll call was taken, sponsor
used window displays, newspaper writeups, courtesy announcements, and personal contact with chief moguls of influential local groups to drum up trade.
Class ranks are filled with men, women

and

children.

nana.
Listeners to the new transcribed series
don't put off until tomorrow what can
gave
be done best today. When
the Let's Learn Spanish come-on to its
New York city listeners, it offered a
word list free. Returns from the first
broadcast netted 800 requests. Total
requests on its first run: 13,000. Months
later when the program was returned to
the air, a dollar tariff was placed on
the word list. Postman carried in 1,000
requests the next day.

WQXR

WFIL

Lit

Brothers

Department Store planned

a five-way

For

listeners,

promotion for Philadelphia, Pa., language enthusiasts. Endorsement of the
program was secured from all LatinAmerican Consuls in the Quaker City,
and the Pan American Ass'n. permitted
the station to circularize its members.
School and college language department heads were asked to
suggest that Spanish stu-

AIR FAX:

Written and produced by Time Inc., Radio
Programs Dept., Let's Learn Spanish is a quarterhour series designed for three-times weekly airing
for 13 weeks. Dramatization takes the form of conversational exchanges between man-in-the-street Joe
Bishop, and a Spanish speaking friend. Discussions
of everyday situations present a working Spanish
vocabulary. Program is so written that no harm is
done if a broadcast lesson is missed; series can be
continued without

difficulty.

Merchandising: Letter contests in Spanish give listeners a chance to use the words learned from the
broadcasts. Writers of the five best may compete for
a
prize based on conversational
aptitude before
studio mike. Printed word lists provide a check on
listener

appeal.

Availability:

H.

S.

Series

available

is

Goodman Radio

locally

through the

Productions.

COMMENT: Almost untapped

by adverthe field of educational broadcasts. Returns from this, and other recent series with educational values, indicate that here is a splendid way to
create good will. Word lists, other printed instructions give sponsor a splendid
check on listener appeal, may also be
used to create store traffic.
tisers is

dents listen to the series.
public libraries for distribution went 50,000 book

FAMOUS MOTHERS What

markers. Car cards and

does

newspaper ads helped

Mme.

To

gar-

Eureka, Cal.,

ihe invitation to Let's Learn
Spanish struck a responsive
note with the public, proved
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Mary Washington or
Ernestine Schumann-

Heink have

ner students.

On KIEM,

Dramatic

in

common? To

the world of radio listeners,
they go down in the hall of

fame

as

Women

Famous Mothers.
famous

in their

own

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

right,

and others who bask

in the re-

flected glory of their children's

accom-

plishments, come to dramatic
five-minute transcribed series. Listeners travel from
the eighteenth century to
the twentieth to share in
the lives of the mothers of
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek,
and George AV^ashington. Into the listener's own home

in this

come

a pioneer

mother

life

Londoners driven underground by the Nazi Luftsuadrons set up raid
the demand was
for mystery stories and nothing else. On both stage and
screen the trend is toward

w^affe

libraries,

of

1799, the first woman editor
in the United States, and
the head of the Missing Seamen's Bureau.

Cement that binds the individual program bricks together is international
Jane Dillon who portrays every
character in each program. While some
artist

of the episodes are narrative, others contain dramatic scenes. Changes of pace,
voices and timing create the dramatic
illusion.

AIR FAX:

Available in this first unit are 78 fiveminute transcribed episodes. Each program runs about
3 minutes, permitting a one-minute opening and
closing commercial to complete a five-minute show.
One episode of Famous Mothers may also be used
as a highlight of a live or transcribed musical quarter-hour.

Promotion: Newspaper ad mats, photomat of Jane
Dillon, advance teaser spot announcements, and publicity stories about Jane Dillon are available. As a
give-away, sponsor may offer Jane Dillon's epic poem.
Greater Love.
Producer: Kasper-Gordon, Inc.

COMMENT:

Local advertisers with limited budgets find that through transcriptions they can offer network calibre entertainment. Program here is one with
almost universal appeal.

Mysteries

THE WEIRD CIRCLE
huge

The

tolling of a

phantom cave by the sea
gathering of the Weird Cir-

bell in a

heralds the

cle to listen to

strange tales out of the
weird, supernatural

past. Eerie mysteries,

adventures have
but even
Holmes himself couldn't ex-

stories,

suspense-filled

existed

since

Sherlock

earliest

times,

plain their tremendous increase in popularity since the first W^orld War.
Public libraries report that murders
and mysteries now get 30 per cent of the
public's attention, and only in the realm
of horror, horror in whodunits, and just
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plain wJwdunits is there an increase in
reading. One out of every four new
books published in the English language
falls into this category. In
1940, when eight million

the spine chillers.

Network

popularity of shows with
similar appeal is one of the sweeter mysteries of life for their sponsors.

The Weird

Enter:

Circle.

When the Weird Circle gathers, listeners hear action-packed radio adaptations of classic bests in fantasy and mystery. Name dramatic talent presents the
stories of Poe, Bulw^r-Lytton, de Maupassant, Balzac, Hugo, Collins, other masters in the art of suspense and horror.
Amofig the first to put its radiokay on
this diller of a chiller was the Peter
Hand Brewery Co., Chicago, 111. Series
was heard on

WGN.

AIR FAX: Designed

for local and spot use by adverhaving limited distributon or by national adfor limited areas was
dramatic programs arranged for once-a-week presentation. Cue sheets are
furnished, providing maximum time for commercial
announcements permitted under NAB Code.
tisers

vertisers wishing a program
this series of 26 half-hour

Promotion: Dramatized 20-second spot announcements provide dramatic introductions for local teaser
announcements. Available is a complete merchandising and publicity campaign, including newspaper
publicity stories, photographs and mats of cast, mats
for newspaper spotlight ads, and complete suggestions
for promotion and merchandising.
Producer:

NBC

Radio Recording Division.

COMMENT: A

matter of statistical recthe enormous popularity of mystery-suspense stories. With this series of
mystery masterpieces, the advertiser is
almost certain to attract the average
whodunit fan, also has a chance to
crack a w^hole new^ listening audience
that would not be interested in the usual
type of radio mystery. For the advertiser
who wants to attract a sizeable audience
comparable to the number who now follow news programs, a program of this
kind is a worthy competitor. Cliff-hanger
devotees come from all economic brackets, collectively represent men and women of all ages.

ord

is
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30-minutes of Al Jarvis in a Sunday

Record Performance, and
Iv

Ian Keith

JOHNNY

KNX

a thrice-week-

dramatic narration.

COLLARING WORKERS
While the goal

ON THE SPOT
News, reviews and
announcements in

tips
this

on spot
column.

HAVE ANOTHER CUP
When rationing made housewives
hoard their

coffee to the last drop, radio

dropped by the wayside,
became one of the wartime advertising
casuakies. On the mend and ready to go
into action once more are many of these
concerns. On WOR, New York city,
the Joseph Martinson Co. increased its
time to an all-time high; in addition to
its
Sunday quarter-hour program for

coffee accounts

Martinson's Coffee, sponsor placed a
52-week contract for five 11:00 P.M. announcements a week. Not the only new
brew cooking on
is the Martinson series. Holland House Coffee announcements are heard on the Food
and Home Forum. Savarin returned
with Bessie Beatty. When housewives no
longer had to surrender food stamps for
Java, advertisers were sitting pretty; what
was well begun via radio was more than
half done in terms of sales.

of most workers has
long been that of a white collar job,
today the trend is reversed. Workers beeline

u

is

I

it for the pastures where the clover
deepest. To help dress them for the
part, the Gibbs Clothing Co., Salina,
Ka., uses three spot announcements daily
over KSAL. As one of the largest volume
sellers of work clothing in a community
up to its elbows in wartime activities,
Gibbs ties up with the needs of the U. S.
Employment Service for labor in the
Salina war work area.
Public service gesture extends to the
rural community. When information
was released at Camp Phillips that prisoners of war stationed there could be
farmed out at a cost of 80 cents a day,
plus meals and transportation in groups
of not less than five, Gibbs broadcast
the news to farmers short handed in the
harvest fields.

GOLDEN SILENCE

WOR

ACHILLES HEEL
In California, a two months

intensive
spot schedule was the Achilles heel by

which 42 Products, Inc. penetrated listener consciousness in Los Angeles, and
San Diego. Over KHJ, KECA and KFSD,
some 100 spot announcements a week
sung the merits of 42 Products, Inc., its
hair oil and shampoo. From the standpoint ol brand identification, dealer impact and actual sales, this first phase ol
the advertising camjiaign went straight
to its mark. What came next out ol the
bag: Bulldog Drummond, a hall-hour
sxndicated show over KHj, and KGB;
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Two

weeks

before

Christmas,

the

Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.,
regional affiliate of the Bell Telephone,
that embraces Washington, D. C, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia, put
its problem up to the public. Its lines
were carrying the heaviest load in its history. To add to its burden, the strain of
Christmas messages might well be the
straw that broke the camel's back.
To reduce long distance calls to those

and necessary, it presented a series
of dramatized transcriptions prepared by
the Kal Advertising, Inc., Washington,
D. C. Over 35 stations blanketing four
states, C & P asked the public's cooperation, explained with tact and simplicity
why it was necessary and essential for the

vital

war

effort.

On

Christmas Day its entire schedule
broadcasts was cancelled! On that day
of days, when telephones formerly were
Hooded, the softening up job had been
ol

so thorough and completely
that the problem was solved.
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NEXT MONTH
SANTA

CLAllS makes

his

annual appearance.

To

help

you

get the most

out of the peak retail buying season, there are tested seasonal programs for

almost every business

field.

ADVEHTISIIVfG'S men
via radio greetings to

and from

SEASON'S BEST are
casts. It's

of good will bring Yide Joy for the Soldier Boy,
soldiers, to create

delivered in person

by

good

will here

and abroad.

advertisers in one-time broad-

Greeting Cards Time.

CDDPERATIVE MERCHANTS

use

radio

to

distribute

Christmas pack, keep the Christmas star burning over main

gifts
street.

from the

)

duct before th

•••••••1
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accomplish through radio.
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Turkey Talk Time
holidays in a row— Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years!
True, the festive boards will have a lean and hungry look about
them. Tinsel and baubles wall conceal the dearth of gifts beneath the
Christmas tree. In the New Year, peace on earth takes precedence over

THREE

all else.

Business has gone to war. There'll be no all-out buying spree of the
retailers have known in times of plenty. Shortages and higher
taxes have leashed the extra dollars in the consumer's pocket. It will
be a different kind of Christmas, but even with nothing to sell, business still has something to advertise.

kind

Feast or famine, advertising

is

a direct line of

communication

be-

tween producer and consumer, manufacturer and user, enterpriser and
dealer. Constant use is the only method by which that communication
line can be maintained at maximum efficiency. To maintain contact
with the market, the advertiser must keep this communication line
wide open if he is to avoid misunderstandings bred of famine. To
cut this line is business suicide. Concentrated institutional advertising
during the war years is the businessman's white meat wishbone of
the future.

an integral part of that communication system. The adlets radio carry the load never gets the busy signal nor
a wrong number. His call goes through to the public in maximum

Radio

is

vertiser

who

time at

minimum

cost.

The

radio advertiser of today is blazing new advertising trails for
the future. Through entertainment features designed to bolster morale, and educational offerings streamlined to untangle the maze of
complicated civilian living, business builds up a reservoir of good
will. It is this reservoir that will be tapped when consumer buying
is once more a reality instead of the dream and the hope of the future.
Business will emerge from the present crisis to be judged on the
its service to the public. Commercial messages in support of
the war effort are boon companions to programs presented purely in
the interests of service. Together, they point the way to a bright, new
tomorrow when the best advertisers will be those who are the least
unselfish, the most sincere in their wish and intention to serve the

basis of

consumer.
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Packages

Prize

For Fall Program
-"'"VBCJlecorded

by
Poe, Balzac, de

Chiller-thrillers

i
'

Maupassant and
others come to

Hunters^"

life

in

this

series

of 26 superbly
produced, expertly acted half-hour

Features

recordings. New...

but already being broadcast on 54 stations.
Plenty of good markets still available.

The Name
You Will

MODERN
ROMANCES
True

stories of

straight

from

Remember

today
the grip.

.

.

human

pages of one of today's fastest
selling magazines. This series of 39 quarterhour recorded dramas, each a complete story,
is already doing a bang-up job for a large baking company in five southeastern states, and
can do the same for you.
pingly

.

.

.

I

OTHER NBC RECORDED FEATURES:
AND BOB— 390 quarfer-hours

FLYIIG

BETTY

TAKE A LOOK IN YOUR MIRROR— 156 five-minvte talks
CARSON ROBISONAND HIS BUCKAROOS— 117 quarter-hours
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF LIFE TODAY—

LET'S

FREEDOM

for

William Lang's five-minute recorded word portraits of famous notables of the day pack an
unforgettable punch. Now available, 117 of
these proved pullers, arranged for 3-a-week
broadcasts
with a complete merchandising]
set-up and a perfect tie-in for sponsor's name.

A

vivid saga of daring and courage of United
Nations' fighting men— action-filled adventures

117 five-minute talks

AND OTHERS

of their training days

and their combat operaAuthentic, thrill-packed, inspiring and
timely. Especially suited to use by wartime advertisers and firms presently engaged in war
production. 26 half-hour dramas.
tions.

Time Out

for

Fun and Music
Fast-paced musical
program spiced with
sparkling quips.
cs, 26 quarter-hours each. Scries
•n
.

cd

I

Prescott as M.C., Felix Knight

Steele's

Novatoncs. Series

II stars

Two
stars

and

Ted

Steele

and Grace

ence

your market, cash in on "Time Out."

is

Albert. If a

mixed audi-
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Advertisers

for Soldier

Boy

Hit

Goodwill Target

With Greetings,
Gifts.

Good Cheer

WHILE

had the privilege of extending
Christmas greetings to relatives and
friends back home on a local broadcast.
Broadcast was sponsored by 326 Rock-

families xoith service
the window think
longingly of "Peace on Earth," advertisers find that even a wartime

rines

Christmas can partake of "Good
Will Toward Men." Greetings to

ford business firms.

stars

in

and from soldiers, gifts for the men
in the armed forces, and just plain
good cheer for both the man with
the gun, and homefolks left behind
are sponsor wrapped radio packages
of good will. With mails slow, deliveries uncertain, the season's best

may seem none

too good to the soldier far from home. Radio is the
bright star that lights up both dug-

out and homestead. Presented here
are the cups of kindness that were
passed around among listeners last
year by advertising's men of good
will.

GREETINGS
Getting a Christmas furlough was out
200 Marines from
Rockford, 111., surrounding towns, stationed at San Diego, Gal., but through
they were able to spend two
air-hours with their folks. For two hours
on Christmas Day, each of the 200 Ma-

of the question for

WROK

OCTOBER, 1943

While there were no commercials on
the program itself, each participant received pre-announcements calling attention to the program and its part in making it possible, as well as individual
Christmas greetings to customers. Listing of name and address in a doubletruck newspaper ad in both the Rockford Morning Star and Register-Repubhelped to raise each merchant's
Before the greetings were cold,
many firms put in bids to be included
in the next broadcast of the type.
lic

also

stock.

Guest

star

on the

special

1:30 P.M.

broadcast was Betty Rhodes, of Paramount pictures and radio fame. To comply with censorship rulings, and to guarantee appearance of the entire contingent, program was a transcription presentation. In addition to greetings from
the Marine recruits, program offered
music by the San Diego Marine Corps
Base band, with local and instrumental
novelties for variety. Staff Sgt. Larry

331

WLW's

Truly American program which
of War Information shortwaved to troops throughout the world.
Actual scene of the broadcast was the
public square at Chillicothe, O. Christmas carols were sung by 30 choirs of
600 voices.
the

Office

Sponsored on Christmas Day over KHJ,
stations of the Don Lee network, was a special one-time broadcast
by the Packard Bell Radio Corporation. Christmas Day Open House was

and the 33

a three-hour variety program featuring
picture and radio stars, and
dedicated to the boys in service and to
the fathers and mothers at home. Studio
guests were mothers and fathers of fighting Americans. Tickets were available

motion

Hays, director of the San Diego Marine
Corps Base radio unit, and
pro-

WROK

gram

director Bill

Traum emceed

the

show. To give* radio listeners in Rockford a chair-side seat for the unusual
party,
took its microphone on a
round trip of over 5,000 miles.

WROK

CKOC

In Hamilton, Ont., the
greeting angle was given a slightly different
twist. Featured were transcribed greetings to those at home from Hamilton
boys serving in various parts of Canada.

Messages were waxed at stations adjacarmy camps, sent on to CKOC
for Christmas Day airing.

ent to

On the day before Christmas, five
Charlotte,
N. C, mothers gathered
around the microphone to say "Merry
Christmas, son!" to boys on the firing
lines

somewhere

the South Pacific.
A sixth mother, whose son was a Japanese prisoner, was chosen to send greetings to all sons on the fighting fronts
everywhere. At 6:15 A.M., December 24,
each mother came to the
studio,
broadcast her message in the hope that
the soldier boy was listening at what was
for him 10:00 P.M., on Christmas Eve.
Broadcast was a Christmas feature of
(hady Cole's Time, an early-morning
in

WBT

farm feature.

GOOD CHEER
Holiday crowds in a typical small
American town the Saturday before
Christmas supplied the background for
332

through Los Angeles,
fices as

well as at the

Cal.,

KHJ

U.S.O.

of-

studios.

Invited to drop in during the Christmas Day Open House between 1:00 and
4:00 P.M. were 500 guests. Guests came

When

early, stayed late.

the

SRO

sign

went up in the main studio, over-flow
was accommodated in Studio Two. Guests
listened to the program by connecting
loud speaker, saw the stars as the celebrities of the entertainment world came
in for bows after each skit. Newspaper
display and publicity stories released by
sponsor and station fanned the flames
of public enthusiasm.

Not forgotten at Christmas time was
man on the production line. Direct
descendants of the first settlers of Camthe

Ma., whose forebears built ships
1794 were among the WLBZ,
Bangor, listeners on Christmas Day who
heard Dickens' A Christmas Carol presented by the Camden Shipbuilding &
den,

as early as

Marine Railway

Co., as a gift to hard

working employees.

Program was the climax
ly

planned

series of

of a careful-

programs aired dur-

Camden

Shipbuilding.
was slanted
at employable workers urgently needed
in the shipyards. While the radio series
was the only form of advertising used
by the company in its campaign to lick
the employment problem, men and
women came from every part of Maine,
other New England states.
ing the year for

Copy used

in all broadcasts
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GIFTS
*

Service men and properly identified
war workers went to a three and a half
hour Smokes for Soldiers Christmas Victoiy Party in which ^VTAT, Paterson,

featured the music of four name
J.,
bands. Admission to the party held the
Sunday preceding Christmas at the 113th
Infantry Armory from 1:00 to 4:30 P.M.
was five packs of cigarettes from war
workers. Soldiers w'ere admitted free.
Barred was the general public. Given
under the auspices of the U.S.O. arid
the Paterson Junior Chamber of Commerce, the Christmas Victory Party was
one of a series.

N.

\Vith Paterson ranked as one of the
country's busiest defense areas, the
parties are offered to war w^orkers in
search of amusement. Smokes are turned
over to the U.S.O. for distribution. Collected in jig-time were a quarter of a
million packages. Attendance at each
party: over 8,000! Parties last from 2:00
broadcasting
to 5:00 P.M., with
its pick-up from 3:00 to 4:00 P.M.

WPAT

A

Christmas program in September!
is what Station KGO, San Francisco, Cal., put on the air at 8:30 A.M.
three times a week, beginning on September 14. Though it came close to the
millenium of snowballs in July, Santa
Claus Time was a public feature to stim-

That

ulate

forces.

songs and

a box of cookies for servicemen. Program was a get-together for 750 Club
listeners, and each guest got a 730 Club

kitchen reminder pad. After entertain-

ment

WHEB

by
Christmas hints,

talent,

gifts

home

and

were distributed

from participating merchants.
In Oakland, Cal., Christmas giving
put plenty in Uncle Sam's sock. Omitted from
schedules were all
commercial messages on Christmas Day.
For an 18 hour stretch, bond messages
of various types, lengths and styles were
presented by advertisers.

KROW

A

Christmas

gift project

WOR

launched by

Martha Deane,
commentator.
New York City, brought General and
Mrs. MacArthur a patchwork quilt, also
prompted War Stamp purchases. Handmade quilt was placed on display in
several New York department stores.
Each purchaser of a dollar's worth of
stamps added his signature to an autograph book which accompanied the gift.
Radio listeners unable to attend the exhibit sent stamp orders and signatures
bv mail.

men

in the
of music,
stories to create the Christ-

gift-sending

armed

the Portsmouth, N. H., U.S.O. Club
was the second annual Christmas Goodie
Party given by WHEB. Admission was

to

the

Quarter-hour

spirit was followed up by authentic
information concerning mailing of overseas packages. Listeners were reminded
that the Post Office would not accept
packages after Noxember 1 for delivery
on or before Christmas Day.

mas

Carried as a part of the Santa Claus

Time program were explanations

of the

Christmas Joy for Soldier Boys programs, as well as appeals for gifts. Real
Christmas Joy for Soldier Boys were
the 2,500 packages, ranging from cartons of cigarettes to elaborate kits do-

nated by listeners for soldiers who had
no families, were far from home, or for
other reasons would receive little or no
attention at Christmas time.

What drew more than

OCTOB
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200

women

to

333

MERCHANTS

Cooperatively inclined to

up the main stem
method of picking

light
sure-fire

as

one

off

the

Christmas plums find that wartime conditions put old techniques on the shelf.
Gone for the duration are street decorations, Christmas parades, similar methods of promoting Christmas activities.
But merchants throughout the country
find that radio can be as decked up as
a Christmas tree, do a bang-up job of distributing gifts from the Christmas pack.
Given here are the experiences of some
of these sponsors.

DOWNTOWN

BUSINESS MEN'S ASS'N.

Los Angeles, Cal.

At a center maintained by the Treasury Department to put on daily programs for the sale of Victory Stamps and
Bonds, the Downtown Business Men's
Ass'n., Los Angeles, Cal., put on a oneday promotion to promote Christmas
business in downtown Los Angeles.
"For two weeks we announced we

erector set to the
doll to the girl.

boy,

and a

talking

"We announced that Santa Glaus
would make his debut in a downtown
November 14 premier, and 20,000 children had the thrill of seeing the patron
saint of childhood for the
the year.

first

time of

"On the program, the Downtown Los
Angeles Christmas Boy and Girl were
presented, and Santa Glaus himself gave
them their gifts. Selected by lot from
among the 20,000 children were a boy
and a girl, and each received a pair of
ice-skates. Every child was given one
ticket free, could obtain another ticket
for each ten-cent stamp purchased. While
we would not ordinarily encourage ans
kind of lottery for children, we felt that
giving one free ticket to every child and
others based on Victory Stamps was justified.

"Highlight of the show for the studio
audience and for KEGA listeners was
the appearance of radio hero Red
Ryder. Such was the popularity of Red

would give special prizes to the Downtown Los Angeles Boy and Girl," writes
Herbert M. Bans, assistant manager of

Ryder that the children lingered for
two hours after the program was over
to meet their hero and to get his auto-

the Association. "Photographers covered the downtown stores, made numerous pictures of youngsters under high
school age. From these pictures, we se-

graph. Perhaps it is a testimonial to the
times that Red Ryder apparently outranked Santa Glaus in popularity. In
addition to Santa Glaus and Red Ryder,
other attractions included the Sheriff

lected

one boy and one

Main

Street

Takes

rVickages for

334

girl,

its

to

giving an

Radio, Uses Tinsel

Wrapped Cooperative

Christmas Merchandise Story

to

the Puhlic
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Boys Band, games of various kinds, and

drawing

a

for

many

prizes."

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

KYSM.

Riverside, Cal.

Dim-out

on the Pacific
the usual Christmas
lights on the streets of Riverside, Cal.,
but local merchants. Citizens National
Bank, and the Chamber of Commerce
burned their candles over KPRO. To
bring Christmas shoppers from all parts
of the Valley of Paradise to Riverside,
the cooperative venture centered around
the transcribed feature. The Cinnamon
Bear.
Episodes played at the Friday noon
luncheon to members of the Chamber
of Commerce set the wheels in motion.
Program was sold to merchants by the
front foot, and merchants who chose this
method of putting their best foot forward were assessed 40 cents a front foot
for full participation in the half-hour
daily series heard at 6:30 P.M.
Christmas music, names of cooperating merchants, and an episode in The
Cinnamon Bear story was the package
that contributed to the greatest Christmas trade in the history of Riverside. At
the start of the 26-episodes on Thanksgiving Day, the opening episode was
played four times during the day. Device built up a whopping big starting
audience, kept them coming back for
more. Small ads in daily papers each
day helped the cause along.
Coast

I

11

\i

restrictions

ruled out

MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATIONS
Mankato, Minn.

While Paris may be the mecca
Ij

time restrictions on gasoline and tires,
Mankato merchants gave a musical reminder to The Christmas Shopper over

of the

Program heard six times a week from
6:30 to 6:45 P.M. reached residents in
all of the many villages that drain out
from the city.
brief commercial invited listeners to do their Christmas shop-

A

ping in Mankato. Recorded Christmas
music followed in uninterrupted succession.

Cost of the show was more than covered by subscriptions from local merchants, with the Retail Division of the

Chamber of Commerce
the cost.

N. C.

Charlotte,

While merchants in Charlotte, N. C,
abandoned the customary Christmas
Parade, wartime conditions were no
headache for them! Additional radio
time put across their campaign to bring
children into the city for their adventures with Santa Claus. Sponsored by
the Merchants Ass'n. were four quarter-hour broadcasts on a once-a-week
schedule. Interviews with the moppets
and a free-gift to all comers was the

come-on.

COMMENT:

It's putting the cart before
the horse to put Main Street in festive
dress if methods are not also used to
draw the shopper to the bright lights.
While Christmas lights along the main
drag may put shoppers in a festive mood,

help loosen the purse
strings, every shopping

shopper, Mankato, Minn., fills the same
function for farming communities in that part of
southern Minnesota. It is
from this shopping center
that the farmer fills the
Christmas stockings, keeps

center has its fur boughs,
red and green lights and
Christmas tinsel. Merchants have to offer more
than that to keep the
crowds coming their way.
That radio is that something extra is the experience of advertisers here.
The very novelty of the

the stock of merchandising

moving from the mershelves.

To

keep

shoppers in just that frame
of mind in spite of war-

October, 1943

the

ceeded time and talent costs, surplus
was devoted to program promotion in
local newspapers.

New York

chant's

starting

by subscribing nearly half
Since popular subscription ex-

ball rolling

campaign

^

-"

creates addition-

al interest.
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reeting

<g
Business De

Focus on

good win, both
MENdividuals
and
of

as private in-

as representatives of

business have come to regard the Christmas greeting card as a means of putting
out the hand of friendship. StreamHned
to fit the modern spirit is the use of
radio, to extend the best wishes of the
season to the pubHc as weU as to distributors and retail outlets.

What

keeps up-to-the-minute adverusing these one-time greeting programs year after year: the personalized
touch carried in the the human voice;
elimination of that "someone" to whom
no card was sent; opportunities for origtisers

and the chance to win new
while extending the hand of
friendship to old ones. How a variety of
advertisers used radio to extend their
Christmas greetings is told here.
inality,

friends

BEVERAGES
Reno, Nev.

To give evidence of good will, and to
extend appreciation to retail outlets and
to consumers, the Sierra Wine & Liquor
Co., wholesale wine and liquor distributor, turned to KOH. For its one-time
half-hour oral greeting card. Sierra rode
along with the NBC Thesaurus offering, Santa Claus Rides Again. Heard on
Christmas Day, at 1:30 P.M., the transcribed program featured Allen Roth's
orchestra, a chorus of 12 mixed voices,
and a cast of radio players. Highlight of
the show: the reading of the famous
New York .Sim editorial of December,
1897, '75 There a Santa Claus?" News.two-

-dvcrtisements in seven

Nevada

Dl[

and California newspapers took listeners galore on the ride with Santa Claus
and Sierra.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Cleveland, O.

While most large business establishments have an organized program of
employee activity, most of these events
are kept strictly within the family. For
the

Ohio Bell Telephone

Co.'s

mixed

chorus it's a different story. Regular
musical get-togethers may be good fun,
but they are dress rehearsals for the annual 30-minute Christmas radio broadcast from the lobby of the Ohio Bell
Telephone building, Cleveland, O.
Under the direction of Cleveland
choral director Charles D. Dawe, the
broadcast originates over WHK-WCLE
in mid-afternoon the day before Christmas. Since 1939, Ohio Bell has purchased the special all-Ohio network of
stations to broadcast its 30-minutes of
Christmas carols. For this special event,
sponsor takes on as many stations as
possible in each community. Both

and

WCLE

WHK

carry the feature, as well
as multiple outlets in other Ohio cities.
Program last year was heard over 17
stations in Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, Toledo, Springfield,
Youngstown, Steubenville, and Akron.

DRUG STORES
Dallas, Tex.

No

greater gift for war-torn countries
the promise of Peace on Earth,
Will toward Man. To further this

would be

Good

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

I

dramatization but a song was the sponpersonal reminder to business
friends. A transcribed choral offering by
The Boy's Town Choir was sponsor's

sor's

Iime

choice.

DEPARTMENT STORES
Tulsa, Okla.

Bason's Greetings in

When KTUL

Person Via Radio;

fiends in these Dne-time Program Shots

was the sentiment behind the
Skillern Drug Co.'s Christmas Gift to
KRLD listeners in Danas, Tex. From
10:30 Christmas Eve until midnight was
the time Skillern's gave to the National
Conference of Christians and Jews for

hope

a joint

program

of prayer.

Outstanding speakers and choirs from
a Jewish Temple, Protestant and Catholic churches were heard. The Christmas message of the Catholic bishop was
a part of the program. Newspaper ads,
announcements in all Dallas churches on
the preceding Sunday, and reminders on
other Skillern radio offerings spread
far and wide the name and fame of the
Christmas Gift.
That the Chritsmas Gift struck a responsive chord is indicated by the fact
that Skillern's plans to make its Christinstitutional offering a yearly institution. No radio scrooge, a record of
1,200 quarter-hours in 52 weeks is the
Skillern Story of the Year.

mas

MANUFACTURERS
Columbus, Miss.

Method by which the Seminole Manufacturing Co. said "Best Wishes to
You and Yours" was a 30 minute Christmas Eve transcribed dramatization of
the Birth of Christ. Heard over WCBI,
the program is an annual presentation,
rates at the top of listener preference.
Dramatization is transcribed by the
Ave Maria players, Garrison, N. Y.

Seminole continuity was strictly good
and institutional. Newspaper publicity was tied-in with presentation. For
the Columbus Marble Works, not a

will
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listeners

in

Tulsa,

down for the hour-long
Christmas Day broadcast of Messiah
Okla.,

settled

they had Vandever's to thank for front
row, aisles seats at the 2:00 P.M. performance. While the department's store's
greeting took the form of the universal
language, the Bareco Oil Co.'s package
of Christmas cheer took another shape.

KTUL

listeners sat in

on Bareco's huge

Christmas Party for

Tulsa's Crippled
Children. Portions of the party were
broadcast Christmas Day at 11:15 A.M.

DEPARTMENT STORES
Davenport,

la.

Just as the reading of Charles Dickens

Christmas

classic,

A

Christmas Carol

is

traditional Christmas event in many
families, so is it traditional with the

a

Petersen Harned

ment

Von Maur Depart-

Store. Each year this

NBC

The-

saurus feature is the Petersen method
of sending greetings to customers and
friends. On Christmas Eve at 7:30 P.M.,
listeners turn up their loud speakers to get the 30-minute friendly gesture.

woe

COMMENT: Even on

a seasonal basis,
consistency is the stuffing for the golden
goose of good will. While one-time offerings are effective and telling greetins^s
for businesses not usually heard on the
air, advertisers whose established radio
offerings have built up a loyal listening
audience find that a one-time good will
gesture is a gift horse that can be looked
straight in the mouth. Such programs
widen the sponsor's listener horizon,
win new followers for the advertiser's
other radio programs. Advertisers anxious to preserve the basic business structure of the nation, turn to institutional
offerings to build for the future, keep
up home front morale through excellent
radio entertainment features.
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Nick's Radio Tricks
Radio Santa Quick

to

Create Store Traffic, Sell Merchandise,

Build Good Will and Give Advertiser Check on Listener Appeal

and sponsor noted a tremen-

It's too early to predict just what Christ-

excellent

mas,

To indicate what devices are used to
promote such seasonal offerings, the ex-

1943,

will

bring.

Reduced stocks will
make shopping more
difficult.

Merchants will

dous

sales increase.

periences of several sponsors are presented here.

be hard pressed to meet,
any small measure,

in

consumer demands. But it's a
that no matter how little there

safe bet

is to put
in the Christmas stocking, Santa Claus
will get a rousing welcome from the

small

Whether for present or for future sales, advertisers find that seasonal
campaigns slanted at this one group is
a profitable way to trim the halls with
holly.
Department stores find these programs
a profitable way to merchandise toy departments; in Philadelphia, Pa., GiMBEL Brothers for example, a concealed
strings.

microphone near Santa's
throne in the toy department
picked up interviews with
Santa's youthful admirers,
and these recordings were reat

various

times

during the week to capacity audiences.
But department stores by no means
have a corner in this field of seasonal
promotion. When the Girard Baking
Co., Burlington, Vt., makers of Jumbo
Bread, brought Santa Claus to the
microphone, mail count was

WCAX
338

The

ultimate aim of most adverto create store traffic. Santa
Claus does that!

tising

is

own discretion, mothers
not take the moppets down
to see Santa Claus. Given a radio program which features the Christmas saint,
the younger generation takes matters into its own hands, uses pressure where it
does the most good. While at one time,
to have a store Santa Claus was enough
to create traffic jams, his wide adoption
by stores of all types has tarnished the
tinsel trappings unless some extra incentive is added. For a generation that
has grown up with radio, a radio Santa
Claus is just that something
If let to their

fry.

Although the number of families in
any one city having children in the age
group to whom Santa Claus is part and
parcel of every day life is limited, that
small but active minority group has an
immense hold upon the family purse

broadcast

STORE TRAFFIC

may

or

may

extra.

Tete-a-tetes between Santa
Claus and his young Fort
W^ayne, Ind., visitors to the
Sears, Roebuck Sc Co.'s Toyland were interspersed with
anremarks by
nouncer Paul Roberts. Cour-

WOWO-WGL

tesy announcements on WGL,
newspaper advertising and store displays
put listeners wise to the three times
weekly quarter-hours at 5:00 P.M. At
broadcast time, no less than 50 children

with their parents waited for a chance
to talk on the air with Santa Claus at
his Fort Wayne headquarters.
'
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MERCHANDISE PROMOTION
Both

in

program

content

and

through give-away angles, retailers
build up audience acceptance for
their products.

Long winded

sales messages go in one
out the other, but the merchandise
story can be worked painlessly into the
script. In keeping with the wartime shop
early spirit, Santa Glaus, too, arrived
early in Toledo, O., to start his annual
broadcasts as the guest of the
La Salle & Koch department store. For
ten days, beginning November 10,
youngsters followed the adventures of Santa Glaus on
his way from the North Pole
to Toledo. Monday through
Saturday, at 6:30 P.M., dif-

WTOL

ferent varieties of toys were

introduced as

dolls, musical
instruments, et al, promised
to join Santa Glaus at La
Salle's Toytown. Sponsor's
hook: items mentioned in scripts were
prominently featured in Toytown, and
all commercial copy was written in story
form, described in language children
understood. Received at the station were
527 letters, 123 telephone calls.
By psuedo remote control in the
studios in the Herpolsheimer
Building, youngsters were able to hear
Santa on the talk-back system at the
same time both voices were broadcast.
Monday through Friday at 7:00 P.M.,
the quarter-hour Ghristmas feature was
heard for the Herpolsheimer Department Store. Due to emergency War
Department restrictions, it was necessary

WKZO

to

frame some, carefully edit

all

com-

Herpolrepresenting
sheimer merchandise, were distributed
by Santa's helpers to youthful particiGifts,

pants.

AUDIENCE CHECK
Sponsors of a Santa Claus show
find that such a program offers
numerous checks on listener appeal.
In Savannah, Ga., the Derst Baking
lisCo. served up to youthful
teners a Ghristmas dish of sugar 'n'
spice, everything nice, on a nightly
quarter-hour diet. On the air for the

WTOG

OCTOBER, 1943

tested by mail-pull: 4,000 letters! What
took to make the postman ring twice
and then some: letters from children,
jokes and little stories on the Ghristmas
season.
it

ear,

ments.

past seven years, this Santa Glaus feature has been sponsored by Derst Baking for three years. Popularity rating as

GOOD WILL
While good

may be

will

a

by-

product of almost any program,

no
is

when

trick at all

that

it's

program

a Christmas juvenile feature.

Even when
factor,

Santa

good

sales are not a

advertisers

Glaus

has

in

will

his

find

plenty

that
of

Ghristmas

pack. In Prince Albert, Sask.,
GKBI and Santa Glaus joined
hands to bring Yuletidings to
stay-at-homes and party-bent
small fry for the Burns Packing Plant. Two thousand
youngstei's jam-packed the Strand Theatre for a free show, special gifts, candies and fruit. Aired was 30 minutes of
carols
and fun-making. With Santa
Glaus as guest of honor. Burns piu out
the hand of friendship to its employees.

COMMENT: What makes
program an

advertiser's

a Santa Glaus
delight is the

inexpensive to produce,
merchandising opportunities. While give-aways may stimulate
fact

that

it

is

maximum

gives

listener

merely

interest, the fundamentals are
an opportunity to talk with

Santa, or to write him letters.
With institutional effort playing an
important role in store operation, it is
to be expected that special emphasis be

placed on Ghristmas
are

programs

activities. Sure-fire

which

combine

clever

radio material and store exploitation.
Most of these programs cost little or nothing in addition to the actual airing of
the program, but they establish another
link in the chain which will result in a
closer alliance

radio.

between the

What works on

retailer

and

a seasonal basis

works even better when it is on a year
'round schedule. Such set-ups give the
advertiser an opportunity to coordinate
all media into one closely knit campaign.
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nter: Santa
Mrs. Santa
Set

PLANS

for Christmas

The Emporium,

were completed.

Paul, Minn., had
one of the most complete assortments of
toys in the Twin Cities. Its Toyland
glistened in its new dress. Santa's arrival
had already been scheduled. Yes! St.
Paul's only home owned store thought
it was ready to meet the Christmas rush.
It reckoned without Mrs. Santa Claus!

The Emporium's

St.

use of radio has been

many department stores.
The Emporium has largely confined itsporadic. Like
self

to

newspaper

advertising.

When

Mrs. Santa Claus came along to suggest
broadcasts from the North Pole, it was
interested because the program was
simple, and it seemed to have something
of interest to children. At the same
time it was one of which parents would

approve. The
Santa Claus a

Emporium made Mrs.
part

of

its

Christmas

plans!

There wasn't much advance fan-fare
for these daily appearances of Mrs. Santa
Claus. The store did not give it much
newspaper advertising.

It did not use
display cards. The radio station
gave it some courtesy announcements
and plugs in its station newspaper ads.

store

As

far as

The Emporium was

wanted

concerned,

what radio could do,
unaided. It considered this series an institutional
gesture.
Whether it was
more than that remained to be seen.
The Emporium wanted to bring children and their parents into the store;
it

to see

in other words, to create store traffic for
its
Toyland. Through its Mrs. Santa
Claus program, it emphasized that one
department. At the same time, invalu-
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Up hy The

able good will was created for the entire store. Showmanship was the cement

which bound departmentalized and

in-

stitutional radio together.

Every day the children followed the
adventures of North Pole characters.
There was Stompie, the little gnome
who stomped once for no and twice for
yes; his twin brother. Jingle Bells, whose
conversation was restricted to jingling,
and last but not least by any means,
Casper Gnome, whose inarticulate jabbering was the delight of his listeners.

Adventures which ranged from an almost fire at the North Pole to preparations for the annual Gnomes Winter
Carnival worked in every sound effect
imagineable.

About five minutes of every program
was devoted to "shortwave" telephone
calls from the North Pole between Mrs.
Santa Claus and the four youngsters
whose letters to Santa Claus were considered the best. Frankly, The Emporium was after mail. Mail was something
tangible. You get letters, or you don't.
The store offered each of the four
daily prize winners his choice of prizes
from Santa's display table in Toyland.
Erector sets, ironing boards, Lincoln
Timbers, chemistry sets, and housecleanright out of Emporium
give every child an additional

came

ing sets
stock.

To

writing to Santa Claus at
every child was promised a personal reply from Santa Claus.
Did it work? In the five weeks the program was on the air, children wrote
1,400 letters to Santa Claus!

reason

for

The Emporium,

In addition

to

the

letters

Cli

to

Santa

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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How

/

Half.

ctter

did the program achieve such
prestige? In the first place, the program
offered real entertainment. More than

one child requested as Christmas presents the North Pole characters whom
Mrs. Santa Claus, alias, Marie Ford,
created!

h Pole Remote Passes the Sales Test
Department

Store, St. Paul,

Minnesota

Glaus, there were other indications that
the showmanship involved in this series,
plus the program content, were creating

and making sales. Cards came
to Mrs. Santa Glaus from various kindergartens and first grades, signed by the

good

will

entire class roll. Mothers called the station to say their children wouldn't leave
the house until after the program was
over. One mother wrote the following
letter:

them

I

appreciate their advertising.

"I live in Minneapolis, and I have never been
in The Emporium, but tomorrow I am going over
to The Emporium to do my Christmas shopping.
I think many other mothers will do likewise this
year in gratitude for the moments of leisure gained.

"Mrs. Santa Claus creates a natural interest,
and that lady knows children. She doesn't have
the goody-goody appeal, but rather she tells of
how the gnomes fight and the mistakes they make,
mistakes wholly familiar to children, and she holds
them spell-bound. My six year old had me write
notSs to our friends who have children to tell
them to be sure and listen!
"Many years ago, I attended a meeting of an
ad club in Chicago, and I learned then that the
greatest advertising appeal is through children. I
never thought much about it before, but my boys
have sold me on shopping at The Emporium. At
first,
just the children listened to the program,
but now I find myself arranging my work and
and I despise
listening as ardently as they
the usual daily programs."
.

OCTOB

letters.

In the second place, Thk Emporum
played fair with its youthful listeners.
The prizes were ones that any child
might want, (they retailed for at least
a dollar) and there was enough variety
in prizes offered to appeal to children of
all

ages

ER

943

.

.

and

More than
thing!

"When I have occasion to phone orders to various companies, I frequently refer to their ad if
that ad has resulted in tny call. But this is the
first time I've taken time out to write a firm to
tell

Nor was the program chutered with
long-winded commercials. Since the
stories had to do with Christmas merchandise, every episode was a plug for
Toyland, and the actual commercials
had to do only with the letter contest;
what the prizes were, how to get them,
where, when, why and how to write the

interests.

that, every child got

The Christmas

letter

was

somein col-

was addressed personby his first name. And
it might be pointed out that while the
letter was a good will builder, it also
gave The Emporium a chance to merchandise its Toyland and to plug its
radio program.
or,

and each

letter

ally to the child

WMIN

the program ran for a suflong period to build up an
established listening audience. In that
way, it gave The Emporium a real opportunity to put its merchandise story
over to the public. As far as The Emporium is concerned, this program convinced the store that radio of the right
kind has a definite place in a departLastly,

ficiently

ment

store's advertising plans!
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ail Fills

Santa's Pack

Santa Proves Radio Easiest, Cheapest Media

to

Reach PuhUi:

Writes Carl Mosseson, Owner of Carl's Auto Accessory Store

1942, was the first time
that Carl's Auto Accessory Stores
attempted a radio promotion direct from

CHRISTMAS,

home store. Resuks prompted Carl's
become even more interested in radio
an advertising medium than ever be-

its

to
as

fore.

At the present time, Carl's has a

WWNY

with
for spot announcements. In addition, Carl's has a
special arrangement to get first call on
special shows and features. For example, Carl's recently sponsored a special

year's contract

commentary on the third anniversary
of the
Nazis.

capitulation

of

France

to

the

In our opinion, radio advertising is
one of the greatest, easiest and cheapest
ways of reaching the maximum number
of people who buy the type of merchandise that Carl's sells. While we use both
radio and newspaper because we feel
that it is necessary for any advertiser to
use these two mediums, this does not
mean that the addition of radio to our
advertising schedule has upped our advertising expenditures. Best results come
from the use of both media and we di-

vide our appropriation between them.

The Christmas

series

which

made

Carl's a radio convert was simplicity itself. Carl's supplied a Santa Claus outfit

for

342

pretending to have

North Pole

to line

up

toys.

build up enthusiasm for what was

in reality a simple format, Carl's sent

every youngster who wrote Santa Claus
a letter, a card signed by Santa Claus.
Advertisements in the Watertown Daily
Times appeared on the radio page.

Courtesy announcements were also used.
In addition to the store
at the

home

store, its

traffic

branch

created

stores also

profited from this radio venture. While
the only offer made to draw mail was a
promise to read over the air letters that
were received, a total of 2,112 letters
were received from November 24
through December 23, exclusive of Canadian mail. An advertising medium
that can produce results of this kind is
certainly going to play an important
part in our anticipated expansion program when the war is over.

No
owner
Carl's

horn in

green

his

field

is

and general manager of
Auto Accessory Stores, Carl

Mosseson. In

business since 1917,

his business success story

is

that of

Sundays, when the store was
Santa Claus did his broadcasts

eight stores serves the entire area of
northern New York.

program director Bob

St.

with children,
certain

closed,

To

to the

were also read.
Santa passed out

WWNY

Nick. Chief announcer
Bob Mowers handled the commercials
and served as a foil. While a part of
the program was devoted to interviews

candy.

more

studios,

growth between two wars. Six years
after he had got his first auto accessory store in Elmira, N. Y. off to a
good start, he added a branch store.
Wanting new horizons, he took
down the shutters on his Watertown
store in 1927. Today his network of

Walter, alias

On

from the
gone back

On

letters

nights,

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

CHRISTMAS PROMOTIONS
Here

is

used

last

a collection of successful merchandising stunts
Christmas in a variety of business fields.

Chinaware
SERENADE IN WALTZ TIME When the
Kruth China Co. looked about for the
holiday gift
promotions, it did its advertising package up all in one bundle, namely, radio.
So successful was its previous year's
radio ad-campaign over KSD, St. Louis,
Mo., that it abandoned newspaper adright gift

wrappings for

its

vertising entirely.

With

the

Waltz

Serenade in

Time

Department Stores
THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE When
the tenth annual Thanksgiving Day Parade of toys rolled down the Baltimore,
Md., streets under

HOCHSCHILDKoHN banner, something new was add-

the

Leading the procession of bands,

ed.

high-stepping majorand giant toys

went the story of the Kruth collection
of china and glassware. Once-a-week
Sunday afternoon quarter-hour hit the

ettes

airwaves November 8. Indication that
radio was no bull in the china shop:
owner Ted Kruth reported unprece-

of

dented

sales

increases,

made KSD

its

exclusive radio outlet.
AIR FAX: 0!d and new

waltz favorites put the Kruth

Co. on record.
Broadcast: November 8, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 2:00-2:15
Preceded By: Chicago Round Table.

P.M.

Followed By: News Comments.
Sponsor: Kruth China Co.

KSD,

Power: 5,000
Population:

St.

Louis,

War Bonds and Stamps. While all of
Baltimore waited for the parade to
move, some 200 girls garbed in redwhite-and-blue and representing WITH,
sold Stamps and Bonds along the line
of march. Feather in its cap: WITH's
float was the only one in the parade that
promoted War Bond sales.
Although the annual parade is the
delight of the city, Hochschild-Kohn
ran WITH spot announcements prior to
the parade throughout the day and

First

Station:

was the'WITH float
to promote the sale

Mo.

watts.

night.

1,141,593.

COMMENT: Here is
an amazing example
of the effectiveness
of a once-a-week offering.

Important

factor in charting
such a course: selec-

tion

of the right

time and
program. Regardless
of the season of the year, music is almost
a universal way to woo the sales muse.
Sponsors who let radio single-handed do
the right

their sales jobs find that consistency
success go hand-in-hand.

and

AIR FAX: WITH's

float goes to parades of all kinds,
streamers with wording suitable for the occasion, has pushed the sale of War Bonds at Block
Parties, stepped up navy enlistments.

carries

First Broadcast:

Sponsor:
Station:

1942.

Hochschild-Kohn Department Store.

WITH,

Baltimore,

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

833,499.

Md.

COMMENT: Department

stores have
found that a bombardment of the airwaves with spot announcements makes
effective promotion for sales, other special events. Showmanship-minded stations who give advertisers promotion
backing find it's the winning combination.
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Music Stores
CHRISTMAS DOLLARS

Cash registers of
Berry Music Co., Howard
Camera Shop, other parti-sponsors
the

Tom

played a merry tune of Christmas Dolfealars as listeners to the 10-week
ture made the rounds of shopping. Of-

WGL

fered for the six best letters suggesting
gifts for

servicemen were $17 merchan-

dise prizes with the compliments of the
six co-sponsors. Hook: suggestions had
to be found in one of the shops of the
six

The Paris as the place to buy
feminine dainties, other Christmas gift
merchandise.
cast sold

air FAX:

Thirty quarter-hours were used in this seaNewspaper ads in the News-Sentinel

sonal promotion.

promoted the
First

series.

November 23, 1942.
Monday through Saturday, 5:45-

Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

6:00 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Pleasuretime.

Women's Wear.

Sponsor: The Paris,
Station:

WGL,

Fort

Wayne, Ind.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

117,246.

shopping-wise advertisers.

Fe?n

announcer Rosemary

offered
suggestions, transcribed
music. Newspaper ads, courtesy announcements, window cards, and a
window display kept
ground floor
Fort
the sales music box a-tinkle.
Wayne, Ind., listeners had the flames of
Christmas spirit fanned six times a week
on the 30-minute series.

Christmas

gift

WGL

COMMENT:

Advertisers

who

pick

the
the
programs it prefers, don't need a rabbit's
foot for successful radio results. While
most sponsors of sports broadcasts have
been in business lines where the product itself appealed to the man of the
house, sponsor here put this interest to
good use in a seasonal promotion.

audience they want to reach, give

it

air FAX:

First Broadcast: October 19, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 4:30-

5:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Hop Harrigan.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Tom Berry Music Co.; Parker Dress Shop;
Howard Camera Shop; Anthony Wayne Lamp Co.;
Levy Bros. Men's Wear;
& N Shoe Store.
Station: WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Power: 250 watts.

M

Population:

117,246.

COMMENT: To

pull mail in a lettercontest series, advertisers should give the
program enough time to snow-ball returns of any real size. Especially at
Christmas, listeners have to be reminded
frequently, be given a real incentive for

adding one more thing

to

an already

full schedule.

Druqs
PARIS AGAIN
will

be

Glamour

was the Schiaparelli,

again,

Parfume,

that was Paris,

Inc.'s

bid to the Christmas

stocking trade over

WQXR, New

York

Schiaparelli radio creation featured music authority Irving Deakin.
Aroma of Paris Again was a blend of
classical and modern French music, with
just a dash of opera comique, opera
bouffe, the chanson and the music-hall.
While sponsor was new to radio, store
City.

displays in specialty shops, and advermonthly
tising space in the
program booklet sent to 20,000 subscribers, helped lighten Santa's load.

WQXR

air FAX:

SPORTSCAST

Women's Wear
When The Paris, wom-

made plans to
merchandise bedeck Fort

First Broadcast: November 17, 1942,
Broadcast Schedule: T-F, 9:30-9:55 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Schiaparelli Parfume, Inc.

WQXR, New

York

City.

en's ready-to-wear store,

Station:

have

Power: 10,000 watts.
Agency: Lennen 8C Mitchell, Inc.

its

Wayne, Ind., Christmas trees, it directed
its campaign at the men who foot the
bills. Store manager Dave Hutner took
on sponsorship of a six-times-a-week
to catch the masculine ear.
wasn't in one ear, out the other; sponsor reported this the most successful
short campaign in store's history. Sports-

sportscast
It
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COMMENT: Christmas

radio promodon't necessarily have to center
around the holiday theme. Advertiser
here selected a program vehicle inseparably associated with its product to
carry its seasonal sales load down the
long road.
tions
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SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day,
a week, or a
month yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

Newspapers
NEWCOMER'S PICNIC

War

workers

newly arrived in Salt Lake City, Ut.,
50,000 strong, found that it wasn't all
work and no play in the friendly city
in name and fact. To stage what is believed to be the first of its kind anywhere, KDYL joined hands with the
Tribune-Telegram to give the "hit" sign
to newcomers.
All-out welcome had the backing of
the Salt Lake Parks Department and
the Council of Women. Newspapers
handled publicity and arrangements.
KDYL promotion manager Myron Fox
lined up ten hours of continuous entertainment, really got out the brass band
to greet war workers at the Newcomer's
Picnic: three military orchestras, bands

from nearby army encampments, a host
of volunteer professional talent helped
keep things merry.

With

the biggest spreads ever accord-

ed radio, the Tribune-Telegram began
to beat the drums three weeks prior to
the picnic with stories and photos galore. Members from every state in the
union to handle out-of-state visitor registration were rounded up by the Council of Women. Under flags from each

made the most of the Opportunity
Contest. Winner got a
airing on
the day of the picnic, appeared the fol300

KDYL

lowing week with the
over a full

NBC

KDYL

orchestra

network.

Center of attractions for picnicers was
the
Fun Center. Climax of the
day's entertainment was the 5(),()()()-voice
Singtime aired over KDYL. Sign-off
brought all the military bands througliout the park into close harmony with
the playing of the Star Spangled Banner.

KDYL

Back-drop for picnicers:

fire-works' dis-

play of the American Flag.
AIR FAX: Emcee

for the war-worker, soldier newcomer's shindig was Sergeant Emerson Smith, USMC,

former

KDYL

program

First Broadcast:

Station:

KDYL,

director.

July 18, 1943.
Salt

Lake

City,

Ut.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 238,506.

COMMENT: Here

is indication of the
pulling power of two powerful media
working in close harmony. For just such
public service gestures will radio and
its advertisers be remembered by a grateful public at war's end. Such xivic en-

terprises benefit all ad\ertisers, shareand-share-alike, are gilt-edged listener
securities on a long term basis. (F'or pic.
see Showmanscoops , p. 346.)

state in the union, picnicers registered
at their state booth, met old friends,

made new

ones. Races, ball-games, horsecheckers and story
telling for kiddies were supervised by
the City Parks Department.

shoe

tournaments,

To
ent,

tap the source of war-worker taland the Tribune-Telegram

KDYL

sponsored a Newcomer's Opportunity
Contest. Try-outs for any newcomer in
the state since January, 1941, were held
three days previous to the picnic. Over
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SHOWMANSCOOPS
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP welcomes unusual photographs of merchandising stunts used by businessmen to
promote listener interest in their radio programs.

From One Small Offer
O

KDKA

39

states to the offer

ING CO.

girls sort

and chart 38,262
of the

replies

from

DUQUESNE BREW-

(For story, see Proof O' the Pudding,

Still the Wander Grev
and still the wonder grew! On
• Below
among 50,000 is the out-of-state soldier at th
KDYL-Tribune-Telegram N ewcomer' s Picnic
.

.

,

(For story, see Special Promotion, p. 345.)

34«

Question Popped
• Right

Western Farm
Magazine and KOA staff
members had something to
.

.

.

Life

smile about. Birthday cake celebrates the nineteenth anniversary of the Farm Question Box

program. (For story, see Proof
O' the Pudding, p. 356.)

• Below

.

.

for

listeners

.
Salting
winter via

canning demonstrations

down
home
is

the

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
CO.

Listeners

get

instruction.

Studio audience gets instruction
and demonstration. (For story,
see Showmanship in Action, p,
349.)

All's

Well

• Right
I. F. LAUCKS,
INC., officials Look to the
.

.

.

Future. Al Amundsen, supervisor and director of the show
(behind turntable) is shown
with John Mallow, commentator,

(seated

at

members of the
story, see

table)

and

cast.

(For

Airing the New, p.

351.)
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to the continued success of most
amateur shows. When such rewards tievital

in with sponsor's merchandise, advertiser
has an additional opportunity to put
across his commercial message.

SHOWMANSHIP
IN ACTION

Dairies
Like Mohammed who
went to the mountain, Patti Page doesn't
wait for her KTUL listeners to come to
her.
While program-wise, the Page
Evaporated Milk Co.'s thrice weekly
offering is a not-so-different informal bit
of musical entertainment, its promotionwise hooks grab up a heavy load of good
will for Page.
While Patti Page, Her Songs and Her
Piano provide a tuneful earful, Patti
doesn't let the matter drop there. Tunester Page pays friendly calls on

PATTI

Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

a

lift

program out of the ordinary.

Amusements

HOUR Longfellow to the
contrary, the Children's Hour is not between the dark and the daylight in
Kingston, N. Y. It's at 11:30 A.M.!
Every Saturday morning, rain or
shine, the nippers bee-line it for
for a half-hour show of
their own making where embryonic Cornells, Hopes, and Flagstads
tread the boards.
What keeps them on their toes
are prizes offered by the four sponCHILDREN'S

WKNY

determined

sors

as

post

card

vote.

To

by audience
winners go

books of local Carnival tickets for
child and guardian; a three months
scholarship for piano, voice or organ;
colored mounted photo of child; a quart
of strawberry milk each day for a week.
Since child winner is interviewed on
next broadcast about sponsor-given
prize,
Sterly Furriers, Canright's

Milk, Spring Lake Swimming Beach
and Singer Sewing Machine Co., get
double personal plugs.
AIR FAX:

Scripter Sophie Milier emcees the show,
sandwiches in bits of news about parks and playgrounds, youngsters who have made good behind the
footlights, et al. Station announcer handles the com-

mercials.

Broadcast: May, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Saturday, 11:30
Preceded By: Ration Board News.
First

,\\i"/.

PAGE

Tulsa, Okla., grocery stores every
week day, carries with her postal
cards on which customers may jot
down musical request numbers.
Glad-hander Patti introduces herself to customers and store people,
gathers bits of information about
them, in general, does an unobtrusive job of selling Page Milk.
While the gesture is not designed
for direct store sales, it does provide shoppers with information

about product and program.
air FAX: Songs
come out of

of the past and today's
the musical grab bag.

WKNY,

Kingston,

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

30,000.

COMMENT:

Station:

KTUL,

Tulsa,

Okla.

COMMENT: Here

is

an angle that

builds both dealer enthusiasm and consumer interest at the same time that it
builds an ever larger listening audience
for sponsor's program.

A.M.

SAMPLE SCRIPT AVAILABLE.

Manufacturer

N. Y.

Plenty of prizes, giveaways, other things of that nature, are

348

tunes

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 147,961.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Sterly Furriers; Canright's Milk; Spring
Lake Swimming Beach; Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Station:

hit

July 31, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: T-Th-S, 5:15-5:30 P.M.
Sponsor: Page Evaporated Milk.
First Broadcast:

FARNSWORTH FIRING LINE

Amicable

relations between war industry and
armed forces is the goal of the Farns-

woRTH Co. and WGL,

Fort Wayne, Ind.,

RADIO SHO WMANSH

I

P

^

in a new party game show aired from
downtown Ser\icemen's Center. Everv

the Philadelphia Electric, other canning experts from the sponsor's kitchens.

Thursday at 8:30 P.M., the
Farnsworth Co., makers of

Members of the studio audience follow the entire canning
procedure from fruit and \cgetable preparation to jar labeling. Door prizes create an ad-

wartime radio equipment, put
servicemen and women on the
Farnsworth Firing Line.
To create friendly under-

ditional Hurry.

Labor-ManageCommittee selects at

standing,

ment

the

While

each broadcast a Farnsworth
employee to act as host or
hostess.

Those who

Farnsworth

down

Firing

face

the

Line

go

in defeat,

or rise to glory in a
dart-throwing, question-

combination
and-answer contest.
what he can on the

Contestant

scores

target, gets

double

the point value for a correctly answered
question. Some 300 in uniform come
weekly to watch the fun. Dollar antes
from the S25 kitty make sense.
AIR FAX: Program is emceed by Paul Roberts. Bob
Sherman docs the commercial stint.
Broadcast: June. 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday,
Preceded By: Rationing News.
First

8:30-9:00

P.M.

Followed By: Jimmy Durante.
Sponsor: Farnsworth Corp.
Station:

WGL,

the outset of the
was a come
one-come all invitation, after
the fifth demonstration it was
necessary to issue tickets to
limit the crowds. Recipe leaflets gave studio audiences something by

weekly

Fort Wayne, Ind.

which

to

remember Philadelphia Elec-

tric.

air FAX: A

radio personality for over 20 years, Zella
to the air this summer with
of philosophy, poetry, other items to appeal to
the esthetic side. News of women prominent in publife,
lic
campaigns for the Red Cross, War Manpower Commission, others, are also a part of the
format. To listeners goes a cash prize for the best
daily Helpful Household Hint. Celebrities are also
bowed in for interviews. Her current program is sold
on a cooperative basis to six non-conflicting accounts.
Direct mail campaigns, newspaper ads, et al are
being used to groom the show for its fall season.
Builders for the future consist of two participating
sponsors, three others signed for fall business.

Drake Harper returned

bits

Broadcast: June, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through

First

Sponsor: Philadelphia Electric Co.

watts.

Staion:

Population:

125,000.

Power: 10,000 watts.
Population: 2.081.602.

Excellent morale builders
the armed forces and among
civilians are broadcasts of this kind. A
tribute to the versatility of the quiz
show are the many wartime uses to
which it has been put.

both

among

9:00-

Friday,

9:30 A.M.

Power: 250

COMMENT:

at

series there

WIBG,

Philadelphia, Pa.

COMMENT: Rome

wasn't built in a
but with adequate merchandising
and promotion, listeners can be. \Vith
an established radio personality, plenty
day,

of hoop-la, the advertiser who takes on
a newly established woman's program

may

from its very newness. (For
Showmanscoops, p. 347.)

profit

pic, see

Public Utilities

A

CANNING FOR VICTORY After the Victory Garden, what? To many a housewife, the problem was what to do next
with sundry foodstuffs. While the spirit
is

modern woman. To

revive the fine art

was the purpose of Zella Drake Harper
and the Philadelphia Electric Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Members of the radio studio audience
get visual as well as oral instruction in
an all-electric kitchen. Telling them
how is canning expert Grace Carev. of

OCTOBER, 1943

Need!

in

FRONT QUARTERMASTER
95% Entertainment
Timely
Current

Educational,

New

willing, the

for Victory
a

how and when of Canning
is so much Greek to many

Friend

SAM ADAMS. YOUR HOME
.

.

.

.

.

.

.Sponsored on 80 stations in Its first month ... local bakers, dairies, food brokers, bottlers, others who

•

sell

through grocers.

Transcribed dramatizations of the typical American
grocer and his current food problems are recorded three
times a week, a week in advance of actual broadcast,
with a time range of several years.

•

• Network
rate scripts
the greatest

cast
.

.

.

.

.

.

lots

excellent
of

production

.

.

in

first

.

merchandising tie-ins

food idea ever available

.

radio!

Write or Wire Today

HARRY JACOBS PRODUCTIONS
130 West 42nd St.

New York

18.

N.

V
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by the fact that at least 200 students
from 14 different high schools have had
big

their

moments before

the

micro-

phone. Expenses involved in program
presentation come out of the Capwell

AIRING

sock.

air FAX:

Broadcast: 1940.
Schedule: Monday, 4:45-5:00
Preceded By: Dance Matinee.
Followed By: Western Rangers.
Sponsor: H. C. Capwell Co.
First

Broadcast

THE NEW

Station:

New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Department Stares
HIGH SCHOOLS ON PARADE While
time may dim youthful enthusiasm for
the old school colors, business survival
is
based on this self-same loyalty. In
Oakland, Cal., the H. C. Capwel Co.
Its standunfurls its colors over

KROW,

Power: 1,000

San Francisco-Oakland, Cat.

watts.

COMMENT: With

a broadcast of this
kind, the advertiser gets the backing and
support not only of the children, but
also of their parents and teachers. At
one and the same time it maintains
established customer loyalties, also builds
for the future.

KROW^

ard bearer: High Schools on Parade.
When two University High School
students wrote up a sample script, set
out to peddle the show, they didn't have
far to go. Capwell's took its place at the
head of the parade, has been on the

march for two and a half school years.
During the first series, outstanding
students in some twelve Bay area schools
were interviewed. With the second series.
High Schools on Parade took on a new
formation. Added were two additional
schools.

From

straight interviews to four

different types of shows each month became the order of the day; a play presented by one school, interviews with
prominent students in one hall of learning, favorite

mined by a

high school records deterpoll in a single school, and

a high school

news program featuring

news from each of the 14 schools give
the series four changes of costume. Students write their own commercials, give
Capwell's advertising department a vacation.

With no outside help other than the
supervision of an English teacher, six
students have in turn had the responsibility of producing and directing the
show. Each semester the Board of Education gives its consent for the broadcasts.
That Capwell's gets around is indicated
350

P.M.

Drug Stares
EVERYBODY'S BOOK

While

tastes

in

change with the times, for
centuries the one book that has been
Everybody's Book is the Holy Bible. In
literature

WMBR

Jacksonville, Fla.,
turns its pages
five times weekly. One short thought
from the Good Book opens the program,
is followed by a four line poem in the
same vein. Music selected from the
transcribed religious library gives listeners musical sustenance. Between musical numbers, listener-sent Bible verses
are read. Program concludes with a 20

second Prayer for Today.
For 26 weeks, Chelf's Drug Store
officiated at the quarter-hour services.
Commercials in keeping with program
tone were built along the lines of trust

and

integrity of

its

prescription depart-

ment.
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: February 1, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 10:00-

10:15 A.M.
Preceded By: Sing Along.
Followed By: You Can't Lose.
Sponsor: Chelf's Drug Store.
Station:

WMBR,

Jacksonville, Fla.

Power: 250

watts.

Population:

173,065.

COMMENT:

Simplicity

is

an important

factor in the success of this offering. Religious programs created along non-

RADIO SHOWMANSH

IP

denominational

lines

have been partic-

ularly successful in rural communities,
also find their audience in metropolitan
areas.

Groceries

MODERN KITCHEN While

science has
perfected the Modern Kitchen, the woman behind the apron must be as modern
as her equipment, if her kitchen is going
to be modern in fact as well as in
name. The angle: not heavy-handed
technical talk about foods, but the interpretation of the new science of cooking; the fun, enjoyment, and above all,
the advantages of these changes in cooking. With that as her credo, Mildred
Bailey dishes up everything from soup
to nuts on the
program for \\^orcester, Mass., culinary queens.

WTAG

While on programs
ticipating

sponsors

band wagon,

of this kind parusually direct the

show is bankrolled by
Brockelman Brothers,

this

a single sponsor,

owners of three of AVorcester's

largest

markets, on a 52-week basis.
Brockelman's help merchandise the
show by publicity in their newspaper

grocery

F. Lal'Cks, Inc., manufacturing and
research chemists of Seattle, Wash.,
bring KIRO listeners a preview of the
new tomorrow made possible by research today. Audience is invited to
"Look to the future with Laucks and
look to Laucks for leadership through
research."
I.

Those who Look to the Future are
off on the job science is doing
in today's world. While dramatic tribute
tipped

paid to men of science everywhere,
particular tribute is paid to unsung
heroes of the laboratory who live and
work in the Pacific Northwest. Facts
is

about wartime camouflage, rubber research in Russia, new developments in
glass, progress in plastics, et al, give
listeners an inkling of amazing developments that will be put into everyday
use after the war.

While Laucks

the world's largest

is

manufacturer of water-proof and weather-resistant glue, the broadcast series is
designed not to advertise its consumer

ads.

AIR FAX:

Soup's on at 8:30 A.M., three times a week.
entree: balanced diet angle is stressed as
a war-time aid, and down-to-earth recipes are passed
on to listeners. Listener's salad: on special occasions,
home economist Bailey reviews traditional foods, tells
listeners how to achieve food specialties beyond the
every-day staff-of-life variety.

Wartime

December 2, 1941.
Schedule: Monday, Wednesday,
8:30-8:45 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Brockelman Brothers.
Station: WTAG, Worcester,' Mass.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 193,694.
First Broadcast:

Broadcast

COMMENT: Food
number have

dare to throw stones. Wartime necessity
has stepped up inventiveness. Later it
will be geared to civilian needs. No
pipe dreams are the miracles of .science
promised for the future. To lay the
ground work for the world of tomorrow,

advertisers

Friday,

without

got plenty of gravy from

participating progiams based on this
same format. That the same show may
work equally well for a single business
is sponsor's experience here.

products but to create good will for
research organization.
AIR FAX:

Production manager and continuity head
Al Amundsen, built the format, acts as supervisor
and director of the show. Scripter Amundsen works
in close contact with Laucks to keep scripts up-tothe-minute with news releases on scientific discov-

eries. All information
permission.
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released

is

only with

offical

Format is built around two commentators. Voices
and sound effects are used for relief and color in
production.

1943.
Tuesday, 9:45-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Human Side of the News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: I. F .Laucks, Inc.
First

Broadcast:

Bradcast

Station:

April 27,

Schedule:

KIRO,

Seattle,

Wash.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 452,637.

COMMENT: Network

success with dramatizations of the world of science indicate that there is a responsive audience
for

Manufacturers
LOOK TO THE FUTURE At war's end,
people may well live in glass houses,

its

what

is

a relatively undeveloped field
program content. (For

in the realm of
pic, see

Showmanscoops,

p. )-f7.)

SAMPLE SCRIPT AVAILABLE.
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TOWN & GOWN
and gown meet

for a half-hour mental
all of Ithaca, N. Y.,

M^HCU,

battle over

Members

listens in.

Manufacturers
QUIZ When town

versity faculty lock

of the Cornell Unihorns with business

and professional men

service.

Example:

"Cayuga Motors Corporation prethis program on behalf of
those community activities which
make our town a better place in
which to live. Tonight's program is
sents

presented in the interest of the Girl
Scouts."

Questions for the most part deal with
current events, biblical themes, history,
music and sports. If the question proves
a

stumper

dreamed

for the experts, listener

it

up

gets

one dollar in

Stamps, a chance at the 25 dollar

who

War
War

Bond grand

prize for the most interesting question sent in during a given interval of time. Staff musicians play the
musical questions. A brief talk given by
a representative of a community enterprise divides the program.

Community enterprises to which tribute has been paid by Cayuga president,
Robert E. Treman: Second

War Loan

Drive, the Y.M.C.A., Southside Community Center, Tompkins County Tuberculosis and Public Health Association.
air FAX:

Position of quizmaster rotates among the
who make up the panel. On each program,
Town and Gown is represented by two regulars, one

regulars

guest expert. Program director Joseph A. Short acts
intermediary, judge and announcer.

as

February 7, 1943.
Schedule: Sunday, 6:00-6:30 P.M.
By: News.
By: Sergeant Gene Autry.
Cayuga Motors Corp., and Cayuga Products

First Broadcast:

Broadcast

Preceded
Followed
Sponsor:
Corp.
Station:

WHCU,

Ithaca,

N. Y.

Power:

1,000 watts.
Population: 21,147.

COMMENT:

Exxmtually—iuliy not now?
for adver-

might well be the theme song
352

Men's Wear

in a fight-to-the-

quiz program. At stake are one
dollar War Stamps. On the side-lines are
the Cayuga Motors Corp., and the
Cayuga Products Corp. As a public
service gesture, Cayuga took on sponsorship of the Town and Gown Qiiiz to
publicize various important phases of
finish

community

who will lay the ground work for
the postwar period. Todav, there is no
better starting point than a genuine
public service gesture.
tisers

MISTER MYSTERY

Eerie and on the
whodunit side are the half-hour dramas
heard each Sunday on WFIL for the
Parisian Tailors, Philadelphia, Pa.

And

just as Parisian Tailors specializes
in custom tailored clothes, so its radio
offering is custom tailored, with Henry
Klein of the Philip Klein Advertising
Agency scripting the show. Current pattern is cut to fit the spy, espionage and
sabotage cloth.

As

close

to the

listeners get in

on

opening as possible,
a murder, with the

build-up on the solution and suspense
of another murder. With the show divided into two acts, sponsor injects a
commercial before each act and at the
end of the second to promote its custom
tailoring and ready-made clothes. Current plans: to inject a minute spot at
the end of the programs in which Mister
Mystery moralizes on the effects of rumor, sabotage, et al.
-

With

a hollow, remote effect in the
manner, Mister Mystery introduces
each act, appears in two other spots to

oily

heighten the horror and mystery angle.
The man of mystery does not himself
enter into the story.
air FAX: Newspapers

plugs, car cards and announcements plug the show. Musical themes and bridges
are by transcription. A cast of four or five, plus an
announcer handle the program.
First Broadcast: March 2, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 12:00-12:30 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: To the President.
Sponsor: Parisian Tailors.
Station:

WFIL,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.
Agency: Philip Klein Agency.

COMMENT:

Advertising sleuths anxious to track down the best method of
keeping the cash register ringing have
found that Sherlock Holmes and his ilk
are good audience builders, equally good
sales builders, both in the network and
in the local field.

Where

original scripts

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

are out of the question, ample choice is
available in the syndicated market, both

and transcribed form.

in script

Opticians
Tremendous sales
biographies based on the lives of

VOICE OF VISION
of

inventors, doctors, other men
of vision whose work has opened the
eyes of the world proves that truth is
scientists,

stranger than fiction, may be even more
gripping to the reader. Giving flesh to
the sum and substance of the lives of
such men is the L. N. Huff Optical

\VGST.
Once a week, Sunday listeners hear
The Voice of Vision bring to dramatic

Co., Atlanta, Ga., via

life

those whose contributions to science

have given them a place in the sun.
Locally produced, this live-talent dramatization is scripted by production

campaign was set off in |uly, Arc;ai)k
Fashon lighted the fuse for Rf.tail MfrCHANTs Ass'n., gave the public details
of the drive, urged it to buy more War
Bonds and Stamps. In the three years
the program has been on the air, it has
rolled up its sleeves for the Lions Chiljs.
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Salvation Army, Junior League, Y.M.C.A.,
Civilian Defense Corps, American Legion,

manager Donald C. Naylor.
Tie-in for the I.. N. Huff Optical
Co.: sponsor appears in person on each
program with a tie-in commentary on
the science of optics and its relation to
life today. Radio plugs, direct mail and
newspaper ads make certain that The
Voice of Vision does not fall on deaf
ears.

Red

Cross,

countless

other

too-

numerous-to-mention organizations.
AIR FAX:

First

Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

1940.

Monday through

Saturday. 6:55-

7:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Arcade Fashon Shop.
Station: WSJS, Winston-Salem. N. C.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

79,815.

COMMENT:

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: February 7, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 7:00-7:30 P.M.
Preceded By:
the People.

We

Followed By: Crime Doctor.
Sponsor: L. N. Huff Optical Co.
Station:

themselves in what was largely a man's
world. Keeping abreast witli the times
is the Arcauk Fashon
Shop. W'insionSalem, N. C.
Six times a week owner I. Eisenberg
presents over WSJS a five-minute roundup of news at 6:55 P.M. Presented purely for civic purposes, the program is
bone-dry of commercial copy. While
opening and closing credit lines lor
Arcadk. Fashon are used, connnercial
time is given over to conununity enterprises. \Vhen the Retailers for Victory

WGST,

Atlanta. Ga.

Offering here not only
keep^ the public news-fed but also mate-

and conununity enterSuch double-barreled service records are short cuts to public respect and
confidence. Such public service activities
rially

aids civic

prises.

are also guide posts to the successful advertising campaign of the future.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 360,692.

Personal appearance of
the sponsor here helps the advertiser
identify the program vehicle with his
business and services. Businesses who
offer the public personalized services
have generally been successful in the

COMMENT:

use of the personalized message via radio.

Women's Wear
NEWSCAST With war draining the
nation's man power, a woman's place is
no longer exclusively in the home.
AVomen

are fashioning a

OCTOBER, 1943

new

place for
353

national advertiser is also sauce for the
local sponsor with a limited budget.

PROOF 0' THE
Beverages

WAR AND RATION NEWS Time

PUDDING
Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

Automobiles

STUDEBAKER WAR COMMENTARY
What

it

takes to

was

when

make Wheeling, W.

sit up and take notice, the
Studebaker Corporation has! Telephone survey over a seven day period

Va., listeners

revealed that at 7:05 P.M., 50 per cent
of the sets in use were tuned to
Remainder were spread out over eight
other stations. Runner-up station was
outnumbered by two and one-half times!
Almost all telephone guinea pigs were
familiar with the program, had listened

WWVA!

from time-to-time.
Program consists of two Press Association Telescripts, Between the Lines and
Freedom's Hero, plus a one-minute news
summary opener. Between the Lines
with the Studebaker Corporation:
sponsor has no automobiles for sale,
and advertising has been mainly institutional, service and war effort contin-

the weather was the favorite topic
of conversation. Today, War and Ration
News get the place of honor. More to be
treasured than rubies are the family ration books. When the Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., offered free a
handy ration book holder over KDKA,
three other Pittsburgh stations, it found
in jig-time where the arrow that was its
program offering had fallen to earth.
Offer made 37 times over
drew
38,092 requests from 39 states and Canada.

KDKA

Newscaster Don Hirsch presents the daily
week-day ten-minute feature.
First Broadcast: February 15, 1943.
Monday through Saturday,
Broadcast
Schedule:
11:05-11:15 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Sponsor: Duquesne Brewing Co.

air FAX:

Station:

KDKA,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Power: 50,000 watts.
Population:

1,072,545.

Agency: Walker

COMMENT:

& Downing

Agcy.

Advertisers find that give-

aways provide an invaluable check on
listener appeal, also perform a variety of
other useful functions. All to the good
are merchandising techniques of this
kind which tie-in with radio advertising.
(For pic, see Showmanscoops, p. 346.)

uity.

air FAX: AH news
tion wire.

material

is

off the Press

Associa-

Walt Turner presents the one-minute war

news summary.
October 12, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-Th-F, 7:05-7:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Victor Borge.
Followed By: Local.
Sponsor: Studebaker Corp.
First Broadcast:

Station:

WWVA,

Power: 50,000

Wheeling,

Population: 73,974.
Agency: Roche, Williams

COMMENT:

W.

Va.

watts.

dC

Cunnyngham, Chicago,

Well-written

scripts

plus

ease of production are two telling factors in favor of programs prepared by
the news services. Here is an example of

how what may be
354

sauce

for

the

big

MYSTERY CHEF

Department Store
Very much to the

point today are pointless meal recipes,
other menu stretching tips to simplify
the wartime cooking problem. Cooking
listeners in Auwith gas for its

WGAC

gusta, Ga., is Saxon-Cullum, Inc., Augusta, Ga., department store. Five times
a week, the Mystery Chef takes the mystery out of the housewife's current headache. Recipes and cooking hints are the
stock-in-trade of this Blue Network offering.

That what has ear appeal also has
Saxon-Cullum appeal is the conviction

RADIO SH OWMANSH

IP

of admanager Harmon Taylor. Printed
copies of Mystery Chef recipes are offered listeners as a store traffic builder.

that 69 cent bug-a-boo. To sell the pubon the new service, Mission went on
a jaunt All Around the Town with

The

Lillian,

take: 300 per week.

lic

traveled in style over

KFXM.

was a successful trip. Mission now
gets one dollar on about 85 per cent of
its cleaning business. Only a few customers still cling to old Thrifty.
It

AIR FAX:

Transcribed commercials arc done by the
Mystery Chef himself, are cut into the network at
the proper point. Newspaper space and store cards
back up the radio offering.
First Broadcast: February 15, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 2:152:30 P.M.
Preceded By: 1240 Club.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Saxon-Cullum, Inc.
Station: WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 65,919.
Producer: Blue Network.

COMMENT:
basis

for

Since store traffic is the
successful department store

merchandising, a right-of-way must be
maintained for it. Properly used, radio
can be a three-lane highway to increased
sales volume.

Dry Cleaners
LILLIAN

AVhen OP A froze prices, it
though Mission Cleaners, San

looked as
Bernardino,

Cal., was being taken to the
During depression years its
three stores had developed a Thrifty

cleaners.

Clothes Cleaning Service at 69 cents
per suit. Labor costs, rising material
prices, other wartime business headaches
put Mission behind the eight-ball. Since
Thrifty Service did not include repairing rips and tears, sewing on biutons
and putting the needle to frayed cuffs,
the 69 cent price had to stick.

Mission owner Ray Waitman had an
Via a De Luxe Service which did
include repairs and button replacement,
plus a second and third cleaning when
necessary, he could get out from under

AIR FAX: No

reader of recipes, no crusader nor beauis Lillian. Her function is to report activlocal women. Names and more names of
women prominent in P.T.A.'s, churches, clubs and
social groups are her stock-in-trade. While she sells
paints, dry cleaning, shoes and Coca Cola with equal
ease, she draws the line at reading commercials as
ty

tipster

ities

of

written by sponsors. Instead, she presents the copy
in the way that women want to hear it. Evidence
that she knows whereof she speaks:
the
used Lillian to introduce a health
shoe, found that Lillian was the fairy god mother of
magic slipper fame. Charm still worked when
turned to Lillian to introduce its customers to I.
MILLER quality shoes.

ROWE

SHOE STORE

ROWE

Each participating sponsor is given two one-by-five
inch newspaper ads in both local daily newspapers
each month to plug program, sponsor and product.
February 1, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 10:15First Broadcast:

10:30 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Mission Cleaners, Rowe Shoe Store, others.
Station: KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal.
Power: .-250 watts.
Population: 43,646.

COMMENT:

^V^hile war news has crowded most of the local news out of daily
newspapers, news of local events are still
important to the average person. \V1iile
radio programs based on this attraction
have always had sizeable audiences,
their attraction becomes even greater as
such news disappears from the local

sheets.

Furriers

idea.

FARMER RUSS

Not unlike his city cousin in likes and dislikes, Farmer Joe
wants music and news with his meals,
snaps on the radio before he sits down
to breakfast. In Boston, Mass., Farmer
Russ gives him transcribed music seasoned with ad-lib comment in a fullhour show. Mail count: approximately
1,000 a week! Current sponsors include
Francine Fur Studios, American
School, Shea Cleansers and Summerfield's Furniture Co.

air FAX: Newspaper

ads, courtesy

brochures plug the early morning

OCTOBER^ 1943

announcements and
riser.

355

Broadcast: January 12, 1938.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 7:00-

First

8:00 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsors: Francine Fur Studios; American School;
Shea Cleansers; Summerfield's Furniture Co.
Station:

WCOP,

Power: 5,000
Population:

Boston, Mass.

watts.

1,924,642.

COMMENT: As

far as a family life is
concerned, the farmer's wants and desires are on a level with those of his city
cousin. Not to be underestimated is the
appreciative qualities and purchasing

ability of

farm families in the

field of

selective merchandise.

Groceries

MUNICIPAL COURT To court customers,
Monarch Finer Foods and the
Lion Store take heads and

tails

on

daily

appearances in the Dayton, O., Municipal Court. While the city fathers don't
permit sponsorship of the program itself, Monarch and Lion's have consistently broadcast messages before and after
each program.
Broadcast over

WHIO

is

a review of

Municipal Court the
previous day. Defendants, lawyers, and
cases called before

judge are portrayed in reviews at 8:30
A.M. and again at 10:45 A.M., Monday through Friday. Broadcast material
consists of a copy of the court record
as taken down by court stenographer.

WHIO

Program here allows

Life Magazine began to pull the
Farm Question
questions out of its

KOA

Box.

Once weekly

Station:

WHIO,

Dayton,

5,000 watts.
225,609.

Population:

COMMENT: Rich
the

stuff

drama

of

and

interest are

in

which

human
made

are

which appear
before the courts.
cases

356

1925,

the Farm Question Box.
9,000 have been broadcast.

come

Answers to

The second
on the

air,

oldest program of its kind
the Farm Question Box is
queries from Canada and

filled with
Mexico, Virginia and Minnesota. Its
heaviest load comes from Colorado, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Montana, Utah,

New Mexico and
years

ago,

a

When

Kansas.

18

farmer in eastern Colo-

rado asked what would kill grasshoppers,
he started a chain of queries that has
kept the postman busy ever since.
AIR FAX:

July 9, 1925.
Saturday, 6:45-7:00

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

A.M.

Preceded By: Time and Tempos.
Followed By: Denver Post News.
Sponsor: Western Farm Life Magazine.
Station: KOA, Denver, Col.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 303,273.

sponsorship.

A.M.

since

Christmas, Thanksgiving, Fourth of
Jtily, or what have you, the editors of
Western Farm Life have produced the
answers to the questions of their farmer
friends. During its
18 years, nearly
39,000 questions have been dropped into

kind

O.
Power:

be

Farm

COMMENT:

First Broadcast: 1937
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 8:308:45 A.M., 10:45-11:00!

per-

Maqazines
FARM QUESTION BOX A lot of water
has gone over the dam since Western

Members of the
staff take the
parts of those who weigh the scales of
justice. On the docket for Lion's and
Monarch: six years of heads and tails
AIR FAX:

smooth

for a

formance, since court records can
edited, dramatic moments built up.

Service programs of this
a splendid opportunity for
advertisers who want to tap the farm
offer

vocational market.
Important in reaching this audience is
the selection of the
right time. Since the
program here builds
the magazine with its
subscribers,
sents

a

for both
magazine

repreharvest
radio and
it

rich

advertisers.

(For pic, see Showrnanscoops, p. 347.)
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
SHOW-

the businessman's own department. RADIO
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Men's Wear

Drug Products

ALMANAC OF THE

AIR "This year, because of paper shortage, and difficuky of
obtaining help, Miles LABORATORiEs,
Inc. did not issue its regular almanac
which we have published every year
since 1901. The last few years we printed
and distributed around nineteen million
copies, about half of which were mailed
to R.F.D., and the others were distributed house to house. It was a question
of getting something to replace this

manac, and we tried out several

al-

differ-

ent ideas.
of the Air on the
and 28 line ads in a group
seemed to give us the best
results. This experimental work was
done last year. This year we used the

"The Almanac

radio, and 56
of magazines,

almanacs
and booklets in these two media. The
message requires only one minute and
only from 20 to 30 seconds are devoted

money formerly devoted

THOMPSON

S.

Advertising Manager
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Elkhart, Indiana

AIR FAX: One minute

series

is

heard on the Keystone

Transcription Network.
First

Broadcast:

November

30,

1942.

Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Station: Keystone Broadcasting System.

Sponsor:

dosages of radio
doctors order.
this medication with plenty of

COMMENT: Regular
are just

To

assist

what the

"In setting up our
budget for the fall season, KFH will
again play an important part in our
advertising program. From time to time
we will change the character of our
commercials to fit the ever changing
business trend, but for the most part wc
will continue our policy of using mostly institutional advertising.

"The

fact

that

more and more

cus-

tomers come to our store to shop, and
mention having listened to our program
proves *to us that the Ark Valley Boys
are really doing a job for us. The present set-up suits us, so we will continue
without change."
I.

K.

EDSALL

Manager
Harvey Bros.,

to

to the advertising plug."

H.

ARK VALLEY BOYS

Inc.

Wichita, Ka.
are written by Graeme FletchM. C. (Puny) Hawkins.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 7:15-7:30 A.M.

AIR FAX: Commercials
er,

read by

Preceded By: Dr. Hess & Clark.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Harvey Bros., Inc.
Station:

KFH,

Wichita, Ka.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 183,000.

COMMENT: To

give the commercial
message the kick of an Arkansas mule,
sponsor here wisely hammers away at
one point. Pace setters in the advertising
world determine in advance just whai
points are to be put across.

sales

muscular exercise in merchandising and
coordinated sales helps is almost a sure
the
cure for lagging sales. Important
cure is the proper diagnosis of the maron
ket. Advertisers who keep a finger

m

the pulse of listener likes and dislikes
don't need a headache powder.
357
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A Sack
of

Full

Xmas

JOHNNY

Profits!

Yj/ ON THE SPOT
"CHIMNEY CHATS WITH
MRS. SANTA CLAUS

A

News, reviews and
announcements in

Tested 2 5 -day Promotion

Toy Department of
YOUR LOCAL DEPARTMENT STORE

COMPLETE SCRIPTS
Prices Start at $50,00
for Complete Series

column.

BUT ONCE A YEAR

for the

25

on spot

tips

this

While

holidays

may

describe

the

peacetime Christmas season, war effort
hinges upon all-out effort during every
season of the year. No exception is the
time of mistletoe and holly. When
WIND, Chicago, 111., received a call
from the Gary, Ind., Federal Employment Service that 300 boys were needed

war work in a steel mill, announcements were on the air in the
wink of an eye. Donder and Blitzen
couldn't have done better. After eight
announcements, plenty of creatures were
stirring: by next morning, more than
for special

Takes only one announcer and a woman's voice.

Excellent merchandising hooks, three
of them!

400 boys reported for work. What Federal, others on the search for workers
reap with vacation-time pleas: willing
workers from the high school ranks.

Costs nothing to
produce.
Brings outstanding

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING DAZE
Time was when no one gave a thought

results.

Write now for sample script and details of

highly successful run for large

Show can

St.

Paul store.

for

any other type store

toys! Kids love

also be used
selling

Xmas

it!

Christmas until the Thanksgiving
board was cleared. War changed
all this. Men scattered to the four winds
became the first and major assignment
for those anxious to give St. Nicholas
a hand.
To help the Christmas shopper with
to

festive

friends

New,

novel, easy to

line, the

Let us give you
the complete story!

sell!

Write

SHOWMANSCRIPTS
ROOM
1

201

004 Marquette, Minneapolis

358

and

relatives in the

meet the early

Minn.

J.

forces

ware stores in Oklahoma City made it
an airy Christmas. Spot announcement
campaign over KOMA to reach the prospective Christmas shopper featured a
complete line of Christmas gifts. Day
and night spots were used in this ''come
early

2,

W.

armed

mailing deadPettee Co.'s seven hardpost-office

and avoid the rush" Christmas

series.
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NEXT MONTH
GEO.

EDWARD

general manager of the Standard

CREADOAI,

Brewing

Co., Cleveland, O., keynotes an outstanding success story in radio advertis-

ing and merchandising with this formula: good taste in product and in advertising.

WESTON

HILL,

president of

Hill Advertising,

applies selling principles applied in

The Dark

Side of Nighttime Radi

FRED

PRDVDL, maiiagci

fl,

Ml

rhf'

uiv

^^rhnn] of

Inc.,

New

York

City,

hnrd knoc-ks ro mdio. Tr\

Hudson Bay Fur

Co., Salt L...

U., lauds radio, the flexible fur salesman, points with pride to

-

'—

of successful radio.

Plus Tested Programs and Pro

You Can Use

in

Your

Own

Business!

DIRECT HITS

KlU
iiL

ICi

rOD

.lusv-iu^Li

L'^i

\^

— PROFITS TOiMORROW!

ate c
unL.i .md immediate

^')v

Only from

public

d

• » • vl
^1»\^%A*
9i?^JtMfi • • • •
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25c
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IN THIS ISSUE

dh

Daytime radio takes
sales

Good

(p.368)

taste in advertising essential

for brewers
Radio muk'

36 Tested Pr
Mnpr TUAM

honors in

first

(p. 371)

the furs fly

.

.

(p.374)

MS FOR Businessmen

fW

A

CUDTrTPr

YOUR BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
A

quick index to what others in your business

Articles

and

services in

field

Radio Showmanship are

accomplish through radio.

classified

by businesses here.

NOVEMBER
PAGE

Business

376, 393
371, 377, 379

Bakeries
Beverages
Building Supplies
Department Stores
Drug Stores

387
385, 389
380, 386
380, 389
384

Finance

Food Brokers
Fruit Growers
Furriers

381
374
386, 393
384
387

Groceries
Home Furnishings
Insurance Agencies

OCTO
PAGE

Business

Amusements

348
Automobiles
354
Automobile Supplies
342
Bakeries
338, 339
Beverages
336, 346, 354
Chambers of Commerce.
332, 335
Chinaware
343
Dairies
348
Department Stores
337, 338, 340,
343, 350, 354
Drug Products
357
Drug Stores
336, 344, 350
Dry Cleaners
355
Employment Agencies
358
.

.

.

Furriers

348, 355
351, 356

Groceries
//

PAGE

Business

381, 388, 390

Manufacturers
Men's Wear

383

390
382
377
378, 390

Milling
Mortuaries
Paint Supplies
Public Utilities
Opticians
Realtors

383
394
391
388
374, 382, 392

Shoes
Transportation

Women's Wear

BER
PAGE

Business

Hardware Stores

Home

Furnishings
Manufacturers
332, 337, 347,
351,
Meat Packers
Men's Wear
344, 352,
Merchants' Associations.
.331,
Monument Dealers
.

Music Stores
Newspapers

.

345,

Opticians

Photographic Supplies
Public Utilities

336, 347,
344,
344,

Shoes

Women's Wear

you don't have the October

issue,

order

it

now!

358
355
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352
339
357
334
337
344
346
353
344
349
355
353

MODERN ROMANCES
Every one of these exciting dramas is true—
every one is different— every one is complete in
itself— every one is timely and in tune with today.

fective, so strong in audience-attraction, so cer-

do a great sales job for its sponsors— that
you can't afford to overlook it in making your
plans. Write today for full information, audition records, and availabihtv data.
tain to

MODERN ROMANCES is more than an
"escape" program. It dramatizes the domestic
and love problems that millions now face, it
brings relaxation, inspiration, and solace to

men and women

of all ages.

MODERN ROMANCES is NOT

Taken from the pages of one of America's
fastest-growing magazines, MODERN RO-

MANCES

is

in

for Sale

North CaroHna, Virginia, South Carolina, Florida

and Georgia.

expertly dramatized, excitingly

And because

The Columbia Baking

each of
the 15-minute programs in the series of 39 is
complete in itself, MODERN ROMANCES
gives you time-buying flexibility; you can spot
it at whatever time is most advantageous and
economical.
acted, skillfully produced.

MODERN ROMANCES is

a program so

Co., Atlanta, Ga..

through the Freitag Advertising Ageiuy.
is

sponsoring

in these states

MODERN ROMANCES
on 27 stations, using

ning time on 17 of them.

ef-

Radio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
RCA
TrancLux

Bidg.,

BIdg.,

Radio

City,

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON,

D.

C

•

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD, CAL

Merchandise Mart,
Sunset & Vine,

eve-

Service

With A

Smile

advertisements were in the main written with one purpose— to into buy. It did, but business wasn't the only one that shared
in the profits. Because of advertising, the public learned to eat better things,
to live more comfortably, to use gadgets instead of elbow grease. Then came
the war. Some predicted that advertising itself would die; firms with nothing
to sell to civilians had no ostensible reason for advertising. It was a "Wolf!
Wolf!" cry that business did not heed. The fate that had overtaken firms which
stopped advertising in World War I was too vivid a memorv. Advertising was a
vital cog in our system of free enterprise, and a potent medium for distributing information.

PRE-WAR

duce people

advertising, per se stood firm, business went through a transition. Adwere not sure of their purpose. War angles were dragged in by the
heels. Some advertisers beat their chests in self-praise. At that time, when advertising seemed to be on the point of defeating its own ends, radio advertisers
suffered less than those in other media. Regardless of the commercial copy, it
was the program that won the audience following, and the audience was charitable about the words that over-enthusiastic copywriters put into announcers'
mouths. Only in radio did the advertiser get this credit for editorial content,
and this element stood him in good stead at a crucial time.

While

vertisers

Then advertising got its bearings. Business saw that strong morale, capacity
production and patriotic sacrifice were the nation's real needs. What the nation
needed was a home front performance to match the achievements of the men
on the fighting fronts. To explain to the public what was expected of it and
why, the stimulus of advertising was needed.
Inevitably this was reflected both in commercial and program content. Service
story of the nation's war production miracles, the
complexities of point rationing, and the need for conservation took dramatic
shape. Radio, always a service media, became the bridge between the advertiser
and the consumer. Firms that had never before used radio saw in it golden
opportunities. Old accounts stood by their guns. Many and varied are the new
uses to which radio is put.

became the keynote. The

Of inestimable value to the consumer is this sen ice note, but from the standpoint of business, there is a not-to-be-overlooked earned income credit. While
the public profits from explanations of the complexities of wartime living, the
shoe dealer who has to cope with ration stamps, the grocer and the butcher
confronted with the "black market," find that through radio service programs
they can carry their particular messages to the public with predetermined emphasis. A particular message does not get over-shadowed by larger ads, nor
buried on an inside page. And in helping the public understand the war problems of a particular business, the advertiser builds good will. There's no better
insurance for a bright new tomorrow! Every firm who advertises today keeps
its name before the public, and lays the foundation for postwar markets.
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HEW TRANSCRIBED FEATURE FOR

A

LOCAL AND
In

REGIONAL

far off places the

SPONSORS!

history of

America

is

being written. And in each of these far off
places War Correspondents are facing enemy
guns and shells so that we at home may have

hand news of America's Fight for Freedom. The stories of our at-the-front War

first

Correspondents are brilliantly dramatized in
unique series of quarter-hour transcribed
programs.
this

'"^<a'

(S:

fAo
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Santa Isn't the Whole Show!
.... His

better half can

show you

a thing or two!

She Calls It

"CHIMNEY CHATS
MRS.

SANTA CLAUS"
-X

A

with

-K

-X

promotion for Christmas toys! North Pole teleand Toyland adventures! Pulls mail
creates store
traffic
builds good will. You can get it in script form for your
station. All you need to produce it is a woman's voice, an announcer and a standard list of soiuid effects. And what a job it
does for toy departments in department or variety stores! Results last year were phenomenal!
tested 25-day

phone

calls

.

.

.

.

.

.

Builds a fine mailing
promotions.

list

for future store

Provides three good merchandising hooks
store prizes
letters from Santa Clans
telephone calls.
.

Easy

to sell,
builder.

.

.

and a champion good

.

.

.

.

.

.

ivill

Mrs. Santa Clatis will gladly send you a sample
begin at S50 for 25 scri})ts. Costs
nothing to produce. Drop a note today for complete details on this new, novel Christmas series.

script. Prices

Write or Wire

^^
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Minneapolis

2,

Minn.
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378
Shining Light
Duqticsne Light Co., Pittsburgh. Pa., combines commercial restraint with established
talent in its prize winning radio series.

Airing the
Peoria,

by air sa\s

Wm.

Bluefield, Va.

NLaurice M. Chait

ftns

Nolde
Korn Kobblers get sales results for the
Nolde Brothers Bakery, Richmond, \'a.

Harry Dean Wolfe

Louisville

sell

Hudson Bay Fur

Tunes of All
H.

Business

Hudson Huffard

to

of the

Salt Lake' City,

Harold Ryan

Ogden, Utah

manager

the

Philadelphia

GusTAv Flexner

374

Radio Fur Fact!
Use showmanship

Roger Clipp

Lorenzo Richards

371

Fred Provol

San Francisco

J.

Will on Tap!

lor
advertising essential
writes the general manager
of Standard Biewing Co., Cleveland. O.

Chicago

Dr.

city.

Good taste in
hometown sales

Glenn Snyder

Toledo

wav

ratiio sells the personal, (iirccl

George Creadon

Birmingham

J.

Davtime

Good

Campbell

Philip Lasky
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New York

Washington

Don

the Day!
Weston Hill

says the president of Hill Advcrlisiiij^, Int.,

Ralph Atlass
Chicago

Thru

New

379

Read about new radio programs.

Showmanship

New

in

Action
programs

twists give

384
life.

Clevelayid

Proof O' the Pudding
Radio icstilts speak

Staff

Publisher-Editor
Don Paul Nathanson
Managing Editor

385
for themselves.

Special Promotion
Short radio promotions also work.

388

Marie Ford
Published by Showmanship Publi
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AMONG my treasured possessions

is

a

veHowcd

copy of the Ulster County Gazette tor
September 1, 1800. It is chuck-fuH of advertising; an indication that even in those early
I

days advertising had its use.
Most of those ads, '\f\ fact all of them, were
inserted by these sturdy advertisers for a purpose; to get a definite result. Mr. John Prescott, farmer, announces one of his cows has
finder please return. A slave from
Georgia has escaped and is believed to be in
the vicinity. For sale: Healthy negro wench.
For sale: Ten bags barley grain. Couched in
the beautiful typography of those days, these
early ads hold a lesson for many of today's
advertisers. They all mean something, and
strayed;

the

meaning

is

crystal clear.

Despite radio's phenomenal growth as an
ad\'ertising medium, perhaps the time has
come for us to take a long look back to 1924
when radio took its first toddling steps, and
see whether there isn't a lesson for us in the
Ulster County Gazette. It is my own impression, stipported by more than my share of
radio script-writing, commercial writing and
show production, that in spite of radio's phenomenal growth as a money venture, it still
has a long way to go to realize its tremendous

11

Thru

potentialities as a straight selling

medium.

two schools of thought on the
commercial uses of radio advertising. One,

There

are

the night school of radio, thinks almost exclusively in terms of showmanship, show-busi-

the

©ay/

ness, drama, glamour. It considers the commercial announcement merely as a necessary
evil. The technique of this school has been to
strive, by every trick of the script-writer's

make the commercial announcement
integral part of the program. Jingles,
songs, limericks, dramatizations, talent participation; they have tried everything. Btit
show me, if you can, a jingle, singing, dramatized, or woven-into-the-script commercial that
ever was directly responsible for one single
sale of any product.
trade, to

For

Personalized,

Direct

Selling

Use Daytime Radio

By Weston Hill
President,

Hill

an

The

other school of radiio advertising can
be described as the soap-opera school.
was Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hummert, I be-

best
It

who first realized that regardless of anyone's individual opinion or aesthetic taste, it
was possible to use radio advertising as an
extension of personalized, face-to-face, doorlo-door selling. When the soap-opera first got
under way, and the fifteen minute script
shows started to hit the jackpot, there were
lieve,
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thousands

who

holy horror.

were actually
o\er the air

held up their hands in

Think

ot it! These shows
trying to sell something

I

But nothing could stop the daytime
show. W'ith 50,000,000 box tops a year
showering down on the big soap companies alone, it finally dawned even on
the

aesthetes

Hummerts had
Grudgingly, agency men
that

the

something.
whose wives "wouldn't listen to a soapopera if you paid me" had to admit to
their clients that in continuing to look
at radio as a mere secondary or supporting mediiuii for printed-word advertising, they had been missing the boat. To

amazement, they made discovery
about daytime radio that
the Hummerts had known all along:
1. The cost of daytime radio time

their

after discovery

only half the cost of nightti?ne
radio time.
The daytime radio listening audience is almost 100 per cent feminine, and luomen are responsible
for the purchase of over 87 per
cent of all the goods and seiuices
is

2.

in
3.

talent cost of daytime radio

only a fleabite compared to the
cost of the big-name night time
is

stars.
-f.

Through the use of daytime
radio it is possible to buy practically 100 per cent daytime women listeners, that is, actual buyers,
for around SI. 85 per 1,000, as
compared with the S3.87 per
1 ,000

costs for tlie mixed
(mom, pop and the

it

audi-

kids)
of even the highest rated night-

ences

5.

time shows on the air.
Through the proper use of

sale.

In no time at all, lady script-writers
with the peculiar knack of soap-opera
were knocking down SI, 000 per week.

big companies had as

many

as

eight daytime shows on the air at a
time. The box-top shower became a
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somehow,

whene\ei these diethe nighttime show-

make

produce traceable evidence of sales,
nothing much happened. Except for the
wartime rise of news broadcasts, and in
creased emphasis on nighttime audienceparticipation programs, nighttime radio
still remained in status (fuo; lots ol entertainment, with bm mighty little salesmanship.
Then came another amazing discovery

on the part of radio

advertising.

suddenly dawned on them that
ute spots

and

station-breaks,

in

It

min-

they had

another new advertising mediinn not
only phenomenally cheap in dollar costs,
but, like the soap opera, phenomenally
high in traceable returns per dollar invested.

Spot availabilities became more pre1 hose few agencies who had pioneered in spot announcements as a straight selling medium gathered in big accounts on the
strength of this one ability alone. Here
again, spot-announcement technique
quickly became evident to advertisers

using this

medium

entirely for sales re-

sults.
1.

The body copy

of the

minute com-

mercial must hammer its message
home again and again by sJieer
weight of rep-

etition and
high-frequency,

self-

liquidating premium offers, daytime radio can produce millions
of traceable sales of package
products, in terms of box tops
or labels, for as low as 1.7c per

The

Bm

hards tried to

cious than diamonds.

America.

The

deluge. And nightiime radio suffered
accordingly. Still there were those who
ieli there was some sort of magic in a
nighttime variety of glamor show. There
were those who (ontinued to spend 820,000, S.^0,0()(), S1(),000 a week lor nighttime talent alone.

rather

than by novelty.
2.

The announ(er must deliver

an abso-

lutely deadpan selling
talk; no winning ways or

microphone
p

e rs

onalit y

whatei'er.
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3.

4.

Copywise and appealwise, the
minute spot must select its audience in the first sentence, preferably in the first six words.
Dramatization, if any, must he
held at a minimum; no more
than three dialogue speeches at
the opening, and from there go
directly into the body copy of
the com?nercial.

Almost without exception, competent
spot announcement advertisers found
these rules to be standard. But what happened? Again the aesthetes of advertising thought they could improve this
standard. The air was suddenly infested
with a whole new crop of songs, jingles,
skits, one minute dramatizations, and
all
manner of showmanship tricks.
Tricks which were oh, so clever, but
again, in ratio to the entertainment value of these tricks spots, traceable sales
began to fall off. All of which brings us
just about up to date on where radio
stands today as a selling type of advertising

medium.

Certain great truths about radio as a
selling medium are beginning to emerge.
Reader's Digest to the contrary notwithstanding, both soap-opera and spot commercials indicate that the housewife prefers
her radio commercials straight.
Questioned, she will deny this; but when
she needs a stomach remedy or a coldtablet, a straight selling

make her buy where

commerical will

a trick commercial

leaves her cold. Nighttime glamor shows
with expensive stars, name-bands contests and all the rest of it, have still got

nowhere

as a

form of personalized

sell-

ing or advertising salesmanship.
How soon nighttime radio advertising
comes of age as a sales medium depends
almost entirely on how soon radio advertisers and agencies are willing to

throw overboard their preconceived
opinions learned in the school of showmanship, and apply some of the principles of selling learned only in the
school of hard knocks.

A driver with a thirst for getting
things done is copywriter's copywriter Weston Hill, who got into
advertising the hard way: his father
was a client. His first assignment:
Woodrow Wilson's second-term campaign. Wilson came in by a nose on
the slogan "He Kept Us Out of
War." The following February, Hill
went out to lunch, learned that the
U. S. had severed relations with Germany. Hill threw a deadpan look at
an "He Kept Us Out of War" poster which had defied the elements,
enlisted as a deckhand in the Navy.
After the armistice commissioned
officer Hill sold college text-books
for a spell, then returned to his first
love. In all, he has knocked around
some 14 agencies of sundry sizes.
A blind advertisement in the
trade press launched Hill Advertising, Inc. this year. Hill's strong point
is writing; his idea of fun: a hotel
room, two pots of coffee, and a layout pad with an entire night in which

to grind it out. Most of Hill's clients
formerly placed their advertising
direct. From them he expects to
have his billings after five months

running
year.

at the rate of $1,000,000 a
that he doesn't care to

Beyond

be quoted.
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Will On Tap

Good Taste Test
Hometown Radio

By

for

Sales

Geo. Creadon, Gen. Mgr.,

Standard Brewing Company

Product passes

taste test with latest

equipment.

Story of the
THE
Sidney Andorn's
beer over WGAR

Standard Brewing Co., Cleveland, O., and
Column of the Air for Erin and Standard
is almost one. The facts and figures are closely
related. Through the seven years that Andorn has been on the air
for Standard without interruption, the expansion of Standard

Brewing has continued unabated.
The company now has five buildings, and

the brewery has been
completely rebuilt since 1933 to include all the latest equipment
and improvements. Standard does more business in the city than
any other competitor, with 95 per cent of its sales in Cleveland and
Cuyahoga County. By way of comparison, Standard sold 78,()0()
barrels in 1933; 230,000 barrels last year.
Such a record represents a combination of quality of product,
progressive selling effort and ser-vice. The three are essential for siuyival in the brewing business, and Standard Brewing puts every
available penny into them.
Small breweries cannot hope to advertise in nationally circulated

magazines, yet many small operators have neglected opportunities
well within their means. This has not been due to an unwillingness
to spend money, but rather reflects the waste of money on outmoded and unproductive business schemes.
To begin with, the successful small breweries have the advantage

home-town pride. The problem for the brewer is to capitalize on
good will. Of course the good will of the dispenser is important, but too often not enough good will is lavished on the consumer. With radio. Standard Brewing found an up-to-the-minute,
productive advertising media which culti\ates the good will of
both the dispenser and the consumer at the same time.
of

this
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• Right ... A pretty kettle is STANDARD'S newest brew kettle which officials
proudly

(Left to right) . . .
Kelley; brew master
Gotthold Kuebler; treasurer and general
so

sales

hail.

manager James

manager George Creadon, and vice president John O'Donnell.

The case for radio: cases
• Below
.
of ERIN
coming off the conveyor belt. Good will keeps the beer barrels
.

.

BREW

rolling.

Man-about-town is Sidney
• Left
Andorn, ERIN'S radio front man.
.

home-town pride is one of our
Standard Brewing needed a radio
program which would cultivate this
Since

assets,

.

.

Andorn 's program does
Column of the Air, heard

very thing. Sid
just that. In

week, 52 weeks of the year,
up to date on Cleveland people and events. Many of the
six times a

listeners are kept

Native son George Edward
Creadon, treasurer -general manager of the Standard Brewing Co.,
Cleveland, O., learned the business
under the watchful eye of his father
who founded the company in 1902.
Upon graduation from high school

he began to learn the ropes, and to
say that he has been a motivating
figure in Standard's groivth ivoiild
be gilding the lily. As a member of
the Board of Directors of both the
Ohio Brewers' Ass'n., and the National Brewers' Ass'n., the scope of
his influence extends far beyond the
confines of Cleveland.
Pictures of famous gaiters and
walkers which decorate his office
walls, other equestrian knick-knacks,
betray more than a passing interest
in

show

horses.

A

well

known fancier,

he owns a string of prize winners
who parade under the colors of the
(rcorgeando Stables. Putting this enthusiasm to patriotic use, fancier
Creadon was chairman of a two day
race meet at Thistledown Track last
season to sell War Bonds. The take
in two afternoons: close to one million dollars!
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country's celebrities are also brought to
the microphone. Through this relatively

simple format Standard Brewing cul-

tivates the very spirit

for

its

which

is

essential

continued growth and expansion.

How

Standard Brewing and man-

about-town Andorn got together is simply told. We heard Sid and liked his
program. We thought it would tie-in
nicely with our product. That's all there
is
to it. We signed Andorn for Erin
Brew July 1, 1935, and it turned out to
be an unprecedented radio run.

Of course it's one thing to have a
good radio program. To keep it good
year

aifter

year

The continued

is

quite another thing.

listener interest in this

series indicates that the

Column

of the

high performance
level, and this program will occupy a
key position in all our future plans for
Air has achieved

this

radio advertising. With this series we
combine a once-a-year full hour show at
the close of each year under the title of
The Cleveland Scene, also with Andorn
via

WGAR.

Coordinated with its radio advertising.
Standard uses outdoor and car cards as

RADIO SH

O

WMANSH

I

P

media. Together, they keep the

name

and the product before the public and
pave the way lor actual selling. But behind all of our advertising there is one
thing upon which we insist, namely,
good taste. It must prevail in all Erin

Brew

advertising.

To apply this principle to radio, not
only the program itself but the commermust reflect the quality of
the product, and above all they must
give offense to none. There have been
many instances in seven years where we
felt it best to forego our commercial mescials as well

NOVEMBER, 1943

and on these occasions we have
never hesitated to exclude advertising
from our program. It is upon just such

sage,

things that

To

good

will

is

l)iiih.

down

sales resistance and to
brand name, we avoid long
commercial messages, and the longest we
have e\er used did not rini beyond fortv
seconds. What has proved successful has
been the repetition of a few key points

break

establish our

expressed in the fewest possible words. It
is the application of this theory that has
given Standard Brewing one of its most
\aluable salesmen— radio.
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Badio Showmanship Plus
Versatility Sells Furs

•J^O^

t^*^

^c.^^^"
At present we have running on KDYL
not one, not two, but three separate and

By Fred

Provol, Mgr.,

distinct

Hudson Bay Fur

program

Co.

Hollywood

FURS? Buy War
timent to

Bonds first! That senwhich women in SaU Lake

subscribe was implanted by
It is the thesis
behind most of our radio commercials.
the

Ut.,

Hudson Bay Fur Co.

will continue to be

It

our theme song

The purchase of such articles of wearing apparel
is secondary to the war effort, and the
advertiser who refuses to meet this wartime job in his advertising fails to
understand the place of advertising in
the business world.
for the duration of the war.

What

place does radio advertising, or

any kind of advertising have now? Contribution to the war effort

is

in itself a

tremendous force when you consider the

number of advertisers who individually
make such gestures. From the standpoint
of business survival, wartime advertising also makes a valuable contribution.
It is enough for us if we make listeners
fully conscious of the name of the Hudson Bay Fur Co., and of its line of

Hollywood Fur Fashions. We
ample evidence that both these
tives

are
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a

have

Jimmy

Fidler type of

we are exclusive
Hollywood Fur Fashions
gossip. Since

dealers in
and our coats are authentically designed
in accordance with the preferences of
the stars, the lie-up between the program
and our commercial copy is obvious. By
inference, the listener is made to understand that the glamor attached to the
word "Hollywood" is also attached to

Hudson Bay Hollywood Fur Fashions.
Hit tunes from movie musicals round
out this program.

To

reach

another

audience

group,

three times weekly morning
program, the Musical Caravan. In this
quarter-hour heard at 10:30 we
play up our ready-to-wear and sports
departments. In other words, we departme?italize our radio programs; instead
of asking one program to do a job for
the entire store, we concentrate on some
one phase of our business activity in
each program. On this program the
transcribed music of Allan Roth is featured, and style type popular music does
a graceful dove-tailing with our style

we use a

KDYL

story.

objec-

being triumphantly achieved

on KDYL. Have we reduced our radio
advertising
appropriation?
Have we
taken programs off the air? No! Most
emphatically!

Three nights

at 9:15 listeners

up-to-the-minute,

City,

series.

hear Hudson Bay's
quarter-hour of Hollywood Reporter, an

week

The third series runs on alternate
mornings. In Hollywood Varieties we
bring listeners cheerful morning music
by popular guest bands as well as news
notes about fur fashions. Together, these
RADIO SH OWMANSH

I
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three

program

tising

series do a superb ad\crjob for Hudson Bay.

Showmanship

in business

is

essential

world that thrives on showmanship.
Radio, therefore, to any businessman
who has a flair for showmanship, is a
natural. Oius is a dignified, high-type
in a

yet showmanship of the calibre
befitting oiu' store, is always used.

store,

We

are ardent believers in radio ad-

proved time and again
complete satisfaction that it does
a marvelous job bot^h as an institutional
vertising. It has
to oiu'

medium, and as a direct-sales puller.
Hudson Bay has used all the advertising
media: newspaper, billboard, car cards,
throw-aways and direct mail. Radio has
one advantage over all other media, and
this one factor has made it the most ef-

media that Hudson Bay has
That element is the factor of flexibility. Until the program is actually on
the air both the program and commerfective

used.

cial content can be changed
unexpected emergency.

to

nouncements, and we early came to see
the wisdom of using programs instead
of 50-word and 100-word announcements.

What

specifically, has radio

done

for

Hudson Bay? It has become the bestknown name in fiu' retailing in the entire Intermoiuitain WY'st. and we attriblUe this widespread recognition almost
whollv to radio!

meet any

Versatility is another credit on the
ledger for radio; interesting programs
can be built to do any specific job. It's
true that to get his merchandise story
over to the public, any advertiser needs
a fresh approach, but it's no trick to
achieve that end when radio is the ad-

vertising media used. With its immense
coverage, radio reaches the public at a
minimum per-person cost and editorial

content guarantees a receptive audience.
radio shows have run the
of everything from diama to spot
transcriptions and newscasts. People still
remember the Hudson Bay Singtime
broadcast by remote control Sunday e\e-

Our own

gamut

nings from the bandstand at Salt Lake's
Liberty Park at 9:30. This program
which played to a Sunday night live
audience of several thousand persons featured the KDYL orchestra, and the entire audience joined in to sing familiar
songs. It is because of such programs
that Hudson Bay takes pride in looking

back at the large number of locallyoriginated programs ^vhich it has sponsored over KDYL.
In our experience, prograins are the
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key to successfid radio advertising. Back
in the days when radio stations used to
ad-lib spot announcements from newspaper tear sheet, Hudson Bay took its
first flyer in broadcasting. At that lime,
when any radio station would sell you
as many spots a day as you would buy,
we used as many as 20 daily spot announcements on KDYL. That picture
has changed. It isn't good advertising^,
and it isn't good radio to blanket anv
one station with a flock of spot an-

Sweet sixteen was Fred Provol
he put aside his books, left

wlieyi

forever the portals of learning. Sot
fickle in his allegiance is store manager Provol: ever since the da^' he
left school he lias been associated
with the Hudson Bay Fur^Co., Salt
Lake City, Ut.

Always on the alert for the unusual, he has experimented witli all
types of advertising and tnerchandising, is still goifig strong. For experimenter Provol, radio adx'ertising
dates back to 1925, has long since
the experimental stage. Unable
on the side lines, watch a
promising new industiy burst into
full bloom, he has in his day owned
It is own radio station, now confines
left

to

sit

himself entirely
merchandising.

to

retailing

and

His current pride and joy is a fine
the welcome mat

new home where
is

always out for his

x'ast

circle of

friends. Among those who pause at
his house by the side of the road,
friend-to-man Prox'ol's prowess as a

stoiy teller

wonder and

a constant source of
delight.

is
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est

Tune

/

of All
Korn Kohblers

at

Kornegie Hall Get
Sales on Up-Beat

H.

Wm.

Nolde, Pres.

Gives Nolde Brothers

Bakery's Experience

John
WHEN
gram, he

Q. Public sits at home listening to a radio proeither likes it, or he doesn't like it. That is the
remarkable thing about radio. It gets reactions! When the reaction is favorable, popularity for the program and product follows. And by a pleasing coincidence, sales curves follow popularity. Radio, more than any other medium, sells not circulation,
but an opportunity for circulation. The program, to a very large
degree, determines the circulation of the sponsor's advertisement.
While music is said to be the universal language, some songs
speak in more dulcet tones than others. Certainly, the dialect of
boogey-woogey is hard for the Bach enthusiast to comprehend. In
radio, where most orchestras specialize in one particular type of
music, the lover of the Viennese waltz is apt to tune-out the hillbilly hoe-down. When a six piece novelty band plays everything
from a classical piano interlude to a washboard and auto horn
obligate, it is a different story. That is exactly what happens in
Kornegie Hall, and in The Korn Kobblers. Sponsor experience
with the transcribed series, The Korn Kohblers is a story with
a happy ending. The reactions of some of these advertisers to
this program are given here.

BAKERIES
Richmond Va.
,

A

consistent radio advertiser

is

the

Nolde Brothers Bakery,

WRVA

a period of many years,
serials, children's programs, spot

Richmond, Va. Over

have heard daytime
ments and dramatic programs. Since September
Brothers has sponsored The Korn Kobblers.
376

listeners

announce-

30, 1941,
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"NoLDE Brothers wanted

a

program

with universal appeal, one that would
reach every type of listener, young or
old, man," woman or child," explains H.
W^illiam Nolde, president of the Nolde
Brothers Bakery. "I can sincerely say
that if we were a network advertiser
with unlimited funds, we could not find
a more popular program than TJie Korn

Kob biers.

stations

AIR FAX: Each program

(ouuha

ihc

lor

is

a

complete 15-minufe show

with theme music to be faded for the commercial announcements. In addition to The Korn Kobblert'
orchestra, series features such guest stars as Alan
Courtney as master of ceremonies; vocalist Charlie
Wayne; comedian Redd Evans, and soloist Kay Lorraine, singing star of the Lucky Strike Hit Parade.
Typical offering: Ida, featuring Nels Laskso and the
trumpet; Sipping Cider Through a Straw as sung
by Charlie Wayne; Georgia On My Mind with warbalist Kay Lorraine, and a novelty arrangement of
Three Blind Mice. Dramatic skits and comedy bits
splice the main brace. Latest edition of the musical
variety show: Kornegie Hall.

Episodes:

PAINT SUPPLIES

llnoiighoui

brewers.

312.

Producer: Frederic

W.

Ziv.

Cleveland, O.

To

war workers and housewives

give

a late afternoon novelty show, increase
its own business, the S. C. Wagenman

Paint Co., Cleveland, Ohio, presented

WHK

The Korn Kob biers over
five
times a week at 5:00 P.M. Listener reception of the quarter-hour of corny melody and humor successfully beat the
sales

drum

Wagenman.

for

COMMENT:

Radio

as

a

means

ol

per-

sonal salesmanship hinges above all else
upon the selection of a popular program. Programs of this kind give the
local and regional sponsor a powerful

weapon with which to compete
with the national advertiser. Here is one
sales

way

for the advertiser

to get

expertly

executed radio programs that are national in dominance and effectiveness but
purely local in cost.

BEVERAGES
Philadelphia, Pa.

Popular

was the Jacob
Brewing Co.'s merchandising
one hour after each broadcast,
calls were made at random

Hornung
hook. For
telephone

WFIL

areas.

listeners

tN

rHB

from the

directories of Philadelphia, Pa.,

urban

Ti/J^S

its

sub-

were tipped

telephone calls with,
the All-America?! Beer."
The pay-off: five bucks! During the 60minute post-broadcast period put through
to

off
''

answer

Hornung' s

were 35

.

.

.

calls.

Newspaper ads

in four Philly sheets

two weeks after the series started
pyramided listening audiences; car cards
in both Philadelphia and suburban
for

transportation systems kept the wheels
by arrangement with

rolling. Distributed

Liberty magazine carrier boys to Philly
homes were 25,000 broadsides calling
attention to the show. Salesmen for
Hornung's had complete information

on to dealers and distributors.
was heard on a three-times-a-week
sked^t 6:15 P.M.
to pass

Series

Within two months
was

first

released,
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it

after this feature

was heard on 70
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Shining Light
In Radio
Co.

Series to Inform

Combines Commercial Restraint with Estahhshed Talent

HALF-HOUR program
which struck a balance between effective
institutional advertising

and good, substantial
music won the national

award

Utilities

in the advertising
contest of the Public
Advertising Ass'n. for the

second consecutive year for the Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. It is the
Bernie Armstrong Presents program of
organ melodies and song heard on
KDKA once weekly.

To

probe Bernie Armstrong Presents

for the secret of its success is to discover
a program which combined established

with commercial restraint and
prudence. It lacks even the slightest
talent

modicum

and Entertain, Duquesne Light

of theatrical flare or zealous
salesmanship. Instead, sensible advertising which is both interesting and edu-

cational,

comprises the commercial

counterpart to popular and semi-classical
tunes.

The Duquesne Light Co. has sought
KDKA's listeners

primarily to remind

of the basic importance of electric power
in the world of today. It has demonstrated strikingly the major role of electric

power

in

making Pittsburgh the
world, and the mecca

steel center of the

of countless

other industrial organiza-

tions.

To this end the Duquesne Light commercials often have done little more
than present a rational review of the
facts which reveal an insight into electricity's varied and vital uses. For instance, planes, tanks, ships and numerous other implements of war crystallize
from aluminum and iron which in turn
are the products of industries energized
by electric power. Such are the simple

•
crs

Blue ribbon
for

entertai

DUQUESN

LIGHT

CO.'S blue n
bon radio series are ba
tone Buzz Aston; orga
ist

Berne Armstrong;

J

prano Mary Marti
Briney, and announc
Paul Shannon.
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truths
cials

which Duquesne Light commer-

have

told.

On occasion, Duquesne Light has
presented a realistc, vivid picture of electric power's contribution, with dramatized scenes in industries, coal mines,
power plants and the like. However, the

AIRING

importance of ample lighting in the
home has not been disregarded. For
health's sake alone, many commercials
have called attention to the consequences of poor lighting. Lacking any
semblance of selling, it has been simply
the sound advice which the family physician might proffer.

During the last three months, Duquesne Light has devoted its commercials to
an intensive campaign to salvage broken, old electric appliances serving no
useful purpose in countless homes. Buying them with war stamps, Duquesne
Light repairs the appliances and directs
them into the homes of war workers
who can use them.

THE NEW
New

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Beverages

NEWS HIGHLIGHT OF THE DAY
While the variety of news from the state,
national and international scene is what
keeps the presses roaring, one particular
event usually emerges out of the maze as
the News Highlight of the Day. In Philadelphia, Pa., the Cooper Brewery puts
the spQtlight

on

just that for

AVFU.

lis-

teners.

Since the program's inception in 1937,
the entertainment has revolved about
the organ selections of Bernie Armstrong, KDKA's musical director and
staff organist. His half-hour of light

opera and popular numbers on KDKA
every Sunday at 4:00 P.M., provided
the musical portion of the format which

won

the award in 1941. Augmenting
Armstrong in 1942 was KDKA's soprano,
Mary Martha Briney, and baritone. Buzz
Aston. Announcer Paul Shannon has
been with the show for three years.

To make way

for the Army Hour on
Sunday spot, the Duquesne Light
show changed to 7:30 P.M., Wednesday.
Although there was a temporary decrease

the

in the audience, listeners
adjust themselves to the

were soon to

new

date.

A

recent survey shows the program has regained virtually all its listeners, and
this marks the first year the show has
been continued through the summer.

"To enlighten and entertain" might
well be the program's slogan. Through
this combination, the program continues
to accumulate friends for Duquesne
Light. Via radio, service and entertainment do go hand

in hand.
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Whether it be a story about a place,
an individual or a group of persons,
newsographer Norman Jay builds the
entire broadcast around that one item.
Mr. and Mrs. Average Listener get the
inside story, and a clearer conception of
the meaning of the news withoiu a heavy
freight of criticism or editorial comment.
To put a cap on its radio campaign
for

Cooper Beer, sponsor placed

post-

in restaurants and tap rooms. For
coverage of retail beer distributors, a
trade letter was circulated. On alternate
weeks, the nightly five-minute feature is
ers

highlighted in WEIL strip ads. Other
weeks, a picture of Norman Jav heads
strip ad.

air FAX:

May 3. 1943.
Monday through Friday. 9:55-

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: News Commentary.
Sponsor: Cooper Brewery.
Station:

WFIL.

Philadelphia, Pa.

1,000 watts.
Population: 2,081,602.
Agency: Earle Buckley Organization.
Pcnver:

COMMENT: Although

there is a treincrease in the number of news
broadcasts, there is no scarcity of listeners. However, the news program that

mendous
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takes the factor of showmanship into
consideration, offers a dasli of spice to
the news diet, is that much ahead of the

FACTS ABOUT TAXES

income taxes were in the
caviare, not a part of the
diet.

Drug Stares
VITAMINS FOR VICTORY Like the
men on the
home front

battlefields, the

will

march

ficer of

little

of-

the kitchen, the housewife,

on

threw him for a loop. In
not Einstein but the
Merchant's Sc Mechanic's Bank got the
tax forms,

it

Colimibus,

Ga.,

bewildered tax
payers. To stem the
tide,

Boise, Idaho, listeners over KIDO. Stratis planned by the Snake River Drug
Ass'iN. for its members in Eastern Oregon

on Vitamins for Victory
heard

five times a

First Broadcast:

Cassidy dishes up the tips
in

this

five

minute feature

week.

August

Broadcast Schedule:

1943.
Monday through Friday, 2:301,

2:35 P.M.
Preceded By: Shop With Lynn.
Followed By: Shop With Lynn.
sponsor: Snake River Drug Ass'n.
Station:

KIDO,

Boise,

Idaho.

Power: 2,500 (d).
Population: 160,000.

COMMENT: One

of the phenomenal
success stories of American business is
that of the vitamin industry. For druggists who found that their supply of
various sundries have been sharply cur-

new, relatively undeveloped
was just what the doctor ordered.
Druggists who have used radio in all
parts of the country to promote vitamins
and prescription services report amaz-

came

to the

help

in

to

AVhile the bank

halt

to

WRBL.

did not render
kind of service, its Facts About
Taxes series was offered as first aid to
those who had requested help. Five-minute UNiTriD Press feature ran daily for
itself

this

13 times.

AIR FAX:
was

Instructions

good

a

will

First Broadcast:

AIR FAX: Announcer Tom

a

who each day

bank for
income tax
returns, Merchant's
& Mechanic's took

is

on a six month's basis. Commercials
on the institiuional side stress the part
the druggist plays in the community, emhasize vitamins and prescriptions.

call

those

egy

costs

willing

but

keep wartime America healthy
and well fed, is the order of the day for

directed toward the vitamin trade, although no brand names or products are
used in the commercials.
To get Vitamins for Victory into
action, all druggists in the area joined
the ranks. Each chips in his share of the

from

S.O.S.

to

and Southwestern Idaho. Campaign

class with
poor man's

War changed all that, and when the
man met up with Mr. \Vhiskers'

to victory

commanding

stomach. Tips for the

how

army on the
on its

Finance
Time was ^vhen

Broadcast

for filing

income tax returns

offering.

March

Schedule:

1943.
Daily,
8:15-8:20
1,

A.M.,

13

times.

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Interlude.
Sponsor: Merchant's & Mechanic's Bank.
Station: WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Power: 250 watts.
Population:

5 3,280.

COMMENT:

Advertisers who build for
the future realize that service has become a keystone for business survival.
In a program series of this kind the
sponsor performs a public service which
is
personally appreciated by each individual listener.

tailed, this
field,

ing results.

Finance

NAN PATTERSON, WAC

man

Bank

Lynchburg (Va.) National
Trust Co. offers Nan Pattersoti,

the

closer,
Sc

WAC,
380

AVhile the

with the gun is the big shot in a man's
war, the current conflict is everyone's
battle. VV^oman pow^r is as vital to victory as the man }K)wer. To help step up
enlistments, bring victory that much

over

WLVA.
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

WAC

written and produced is the
weekly script which dramatically portrays the life of a girl just prior to entering the
and throughout her
training. Talent is in part ' from the
personnel, in part from a local
amateur group interested in the thea-

WAC

WAC
tre.

Brief,

credit
ity:

institutional commercials give
credit is due. Response-abil-

where

recruiting

office

reports

increased

interest in the corps, with the enlistment
rate stepped up.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

June

1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 7:45-8:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Confidentially Yours.
Followed By: Watch the World Go By.
Sponsor: Lynchburg Nat'l Bank 8C Trust Co.
Station: WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.

Power: 250

3,

watts.

Population: 42,714.

COMMENT:

Here

further evidence of
advertising's conversion to war and wartime needs. Advertisers who ferret out
the nation's real needs, shape their radio
advertising campaigns to fit those needs
perform an invaluable patriotic service.
is

Followed By: Quiz Show.
Sponsor: Mutual Orange Distributors.
Station: KHJ, Los Angeles. Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.
Population:

1,497,494.

Agency: Dana Jones Adv.

COMMENT:

W'liilc cnicrtainment may
be a primary function in radio, even
entertainmeiu takes a back seat to those
factors which reguhitc man's bread and
butter. Advertisers who present such
programs may restrict their audiences to
some extent, but what that audience

lacks in size

it

makes up

in

the inten-

with which it responds to j^rograin
and commercial content.

sity

Manufacturer
WESTON'S COMMUNITY HOUR W iu n
good fellows get together, song is almost
the inevitable companion. Good companions

for eight conseasons are the

secutive

George Weston
Ltd.,

and the

Co..

citizenry of

With

Toronto, Canada.

open

air

audiences as

higli

as 20,000 at a sitting, the

Community Hour is
name and in fact.

Fruit Growers

ON THE CITRUS FRONT No

appeal is fact, not fiction. By
changing locale, juggling the pieces
which make up a program, the Mutual
Orange Distributors gave West Coast
fruit growers an opportunity to hear
how their produce is sold when it
radio

reaches the East. Sale of a carload of
lemons at a Boston Fruit Auction was
rebroadcast over KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal.,
as a part of the weekly quarter-hour offering of the Mutual Orange Distributors.

To keep fruit growers posted on what's
what On the Citrus Front is the purpose
of the 7:45 P.M. broadcasts heard on
KHJ, four other stations. Weekly occupational news packet is presented by
Bruce McDaniel.
Broadcast: May, 1943.
Schedule: Tuesday, 7:45-8:00
Preceded By: Music.

air FAX:

First

Broadcast

NOVEMBER, 1943

A fidl hour show, the
program allows for a -^0-

matter

where a certain kind of green has gone,
or what kind of songs go to Carnegie
Hall, that an auctioneer has definite

P.M.

that

in

minute warm-up before the CFRB
broadcast from the stage at Sunnyside
Beach. Program consists of Canadian
network

a 15-piece orchestra,
singing. Rain or shine,
weekly turn-outs are tremendous.
Weston supplied nuisic is also accompanied by \Ve.sto\ supplied words. Songs
are chalked on the "world's largest song
book": each page is 12 by 1.5 feet, weighs

plus

soloists,

commimity

400 pounds!
air FAX:

For its entire run of eight seasons, the
weekly program has been written and produced by
Frank Denni*. assistant radio director of the Walsh
Advertising Co.
First Broadcast: 1935.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday. 8:30-9:00 P.M. during
summer months.
Sponsor: George Weston Co.. Ltd.
Station: CFRB, Toronto, Can.

Power:

10,000 watts.
875,992.
Agency: Walsh Adv. Co.
Population:

COMMENT:

Advertisers have found that

audience participation

is

a

diamond

in

381

the

rough

for successful radio offerings.
is that in most programs,

Chief handicap

participation is limited to a meager
handful. Here, participation runs into
astronomical figures. It's another indication that even on a seasonal basis, consistency is what rings the bell in any
radio campaign.

What

the Industrial Relations DepartConsolidated wanted was a
flexible program capable of reflecting
community history in the manner of the
ideal country newspaper. While there is
no set format, the series employs such
features as plant stork news, localized

ment

of

war

facts, welcome to newcomers, birthday greetings, anecdotes and thumbnail

sketches of Kootenays.

Mining
KOOTENAY FAMILY ALMANAC Three
stumpers confronted the CoNsoLmATED
Mining k Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd.
when it set out to personalize and vitalize its public relations department.
Esprit de corps among employees was
one thing. Good will for the company
was another. Not least by a long shot
was the active support which Consolidated believes every large industry owes
to its community. Cornerstone for the
whole public relations platform was
pride in Trail, B. C, the entire district.
In radio, Consolidated found an able
ally. To reflect the rhythm and flow of
an industrial city, the surrounding district, and to contribute to progress in its
own right, Consolidated selected the
Kootenay Family Almanac. Quarterhour, heard thrice weekly over CJAT,
provides a community focal point,
abounds in localized appeal. Anything
of interest to the Kootenays is grist for
the Almanac mill.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: May 3, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 4:30-5:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Novelesque.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Consolidated Mining
Station:

CJAT,

Power: 1,000
Population:

Trail,

B.

Smelting Co., Ltd.

8c

C.

watts.

12,000.

COMMENT:

Big business does well to
that every industry owes a tremendous amount to its town and the
communities which surround it. In a
very tangible way, sponsor here builds
community pride as a keystone in its
public relations policy.
realize

Mortuaries

CHAPEL ECHOES

While

six days a
week, the gobs stationed at Treasure
Island get guidance in naval affairs, Sunday finds them gathered at the recently

completed Naval Chapel for spiritual

KROW

listeners get are
guidance. What
more than Chapel Echoes. Sunday morn-

• Frank
ager

of

Keefe

(left)

man-

BOND CLOTHES'

Oakland

grins
store,
(Cal.)
pleasure over the public
acceptance that greeted the
new
opening of
Ladies' Shop. Heretofore an ex-

with

BOND'S

clusive men's clothier,

BOND'S

have entered the women's field,
were congratulated by John K.
Chapel, editor of BOND'S news

on

KROW

for

three

years.

Chapel introduced Mr. Keefe
and Mrs. Art Cohn of the
Ladies' Department to the radio
public in a special pre-opening
broadcast.
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ing broadcasts direct from the
Naval Chapel include a message
by a Navy Chaplain, musical selections by the Chapel choir

First

Broadcast:

May

Jl,

1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Sun2:45-3:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Homefires.
Followed By: Music For

day,

with soloist and organ accompaniment.
What started out as a special

You.
Hurley

Sponsor:
Co.
Station:

event when Commander Howell
Forgy, Chaplain of "Praise the
Lord and Pass the Ammunition"
fame was stationed at the onetime home of the World's Fair
drew so much listener reaction
that it became a regular feature.
No direct advertising for the Chapfx' of
THE Oaks Mortuary is used in the opening and closing credit lines.

KGW,

Optical

Portland,

Ore.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 305,349.

COMMENT:

I

n

(ommunilics where
some one particular racial group
predominates, some sponsors have buih
entire businesses

on

just sue

li

broadcasts

as this one.

Both KROW and Chapel of the
Oaks have received thank-you notes for
this patriotic gesture

ents

and the public

which enables

par-

to share in the spir-

guidance. Requests for copies of

itual

the services are numerous.
air FAX:

August 1, 1943.
Sunday, 9:30-10:00 A.M.

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Famous Fathers.
Sponsor: Chapel of the Oaks Mortuary.
Station: KROW, San Francisco-Oakland, Cal.

COMMENT:
this

kind

is

it

creates good will for the advertiser, it
also does a public relations job for the
Navy, thus renders yeoman patriotic
service.

Opticians
SMILIN' IRISH EYES

When

KGW

lis-

afther referring to Smilin'
the Hurley Optical Co.,
Portland, Ore., they are thinking of,
begorra. In this series, the butt of thousands of vaudeville jokes became the
teners

are

Irish Eyes,

it is

purveyor of folk-song, little known legends and stories. Sponsor's commercial
tie-in with the show's name: "The Hurley Optical Co. presents this program in
order that more people may become
acquainted with their famous little shop
where thousands of eyes have learned to
smile once more under careful treatment."
air FAX: Two

yarns spun by Irish Colleen Kathleen

and songs by two sons of fcnn, Jimmy
Nolan and Glenn Shelly round out the quarter-hour.

Connolly,

NOVEMBER, 1943

eign correspondents who put experiences
endured in the line of duty to paper
find aq eager and responsive public anxious to get inside dope on tlie hurlyburly of the world. Radio's foreign news

commentators may speak

Function of a program of
double-barreled. While

Men's Wear
WE COVER THE BATTLEFRONTS For-

oll-the-culf in

Berlin Diary, or Balcony Empire, but
We Cover the Battlefronls is straight
from the horse's mouth.
In Prince Albert, Sask., CKBI listeners get these vivid, on-the-scene action
reports based on off -t he-record messages
from eye-witness descriptions of war correspondents. Program is bankrolled l)v
Ralph Millers Ltd., men's wear, as a
once-a-week shot.
air FAX: Commentator

Jerry Prest presents the series

based on the United Press script.
First Broadcast: February 25, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday. 3:15-3:30 P.M.

Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: This Is Our Enemy.
Sponsor: Ralph Millers Ltd.
Station:

CKBI, Prince

Power: 1,000

Albert, Sask.

watts.

12,290.
Producer: United Press.

Population:

COMMENT: To

bring home to each individual listener the full impact of the
world in which we live, it is necessary
to personalize events and people. For
this reason, programs which give international events a garment of e\ery-day
reality are quick to develop large audi-

ences.
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women

in the service.

beyond

that, rates a

human

high

SHOWMANSHIP

This program goes
blue ribbon for

interest

its

potential. Showgets the messages

manship device which
to the fighting men and women builds
morale on both the home and battle
fronts.

IN ACTION
Home
COCKEYED COOKING
Promotions and merchandising stunts that
will

lift

a

program out of the ordinary.

Foroishings
That too many

cooks spoil the broth might well be the
reaction of

morning

do not want

to get out pencil

jot

down

dial

twisters

who

and paper,

the latest recipe for chocolate

prune whip, or what have you.
When KFXM put reverse English on
home economics, came out with a takedown on radio's old faithful, it may
have been Cockeyed Cooking, but BolLONG & Son Furniture Stores were
cooking with gas.
Highlight of the feature was that of
giving a recipe in which one obvious
mistake was made. Example: poker-faced
chef Pierre gave out in a thick French
accent a cake recipe which included onecake,

Food Brokers
LETTER FROM

HOME

For the soldier
boy out of touch with his family, there's
no question of the power of the spoken
word over that of the written word.
While a letter chock full of news items
about friends and relatives is better
than nothing, those same items delivered in person pack a wallop that carries from here to there.
In Colorado Springs, Col., the weekly Letter from Home over KVOR packs
just such a wallop. The National Commission Co.'s weekly quarter-hour is

man or woman in
person's favorite musical selections set the tempo. Written
in the form of a letter which is read on
the air are news notes and messages from
friends and relatives. Highlight of the
letter is the appearance of the parents of
salutee, to deliver messages in person.
The entire program is recorded, and
Uncle Sam's postmen deliver the transcription to the person to whom the
program was dedicated.
dedicated to a local
the service.

That

AIR FAX: News

note taker, and letter writer is KVOR's
program director Maxine Cooper. A staff pianist
measures out the tunes.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 5:00-5:15 P.M.

Preceded By: America in the Air.
Followed By: News
Sponsor: National Commission Co.

KVOR,

Colorado

384

To

the

first

ten

who

phoned the studio,
Son awarded a pair of tick-

BoLLONG

"k

San Bernardino, Cal., theatres.
Winners claimed their Annie Oaklies at
one of the Bollong stores.
ets

to

air FAX: Two

musical interludes helped keep the
hands of time moving. Apt selections: / Beg Your
Pardon, Dear; Now We're Getting Somewhere.
First Broadcast: 1940.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 11:3011:45 A.M
Sponsor: Bollong & Son Furniture Stores.
Station: KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 43,646.

COMMENT: While
this

a novelty show of
nature can't be continued indefi-

nitely,

that

it

is

builds

an attention getting nifty

and store traffic.
also gives advertiser a

listeners

of his program.

Colorado Springs, Col.

Surveys indicate that there's

tremendous local listenership for air
cohimns devoted to news of the men and

a

of tea.

day-by-day check on the pulling power
of

Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 46,073.

COMMENT:

pound

detected the mistake,

Telephone angle

Springs.
Station:

half

Sustaining

HIDDEN PASSWORD Signal Corps men
aren't the only ones able to decipher
listeners
code. In Dayton, O.,

WHIO

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

hands at unscrambHng a codchke arrangement of words contained in
try their

a

list

of song

titles.

Format calls for immediate identification of unannounced tunes played on
an organ. Hidden Password is some word

PROOF 0' THE

or phrase that can be easily obtained
from the list of titles, by using a word
or a few letters from each title.
Show contains from six to eight lui-

PUDDING

identified musical numbers. Songs

Results based on sales, ma'ls,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

and

passwords change daily. Example: the
phrase, "Buy Bonds" might be the key
word of the day. Listener could determine this password if he knew the names
of the unidentified songs. After the tune
played, announcer offers a slight clue.
Explanation usually given tells the listener to use the "second letter of the
fourth word, etc.," until the password or
phrase has been constructed.
is

Department Stores
BIG BROADCAST W hen L. (). Rlivans,
president and general manager of Burt's

Department Store, Cleveland, O., put
his John Henry to a renewal of his

WCLE, his Sunday afternoon Big Broadcast went into its eighth
consecutive year. During its se\en years
on the air, the Big Broadcast has introduced' more than 3,500 amateurs to the
radio audience. Well over 15,000 have

contract with

been auditioned bv retailer Klivans. Just
big the Big Broadcast really is was
pointed up in a recent H(K)fer survey:
no other program heard in Cleveland
during its time on the air had as high

how

a rating.

Now

Listeners who solve the daily musical
jig-saw send results to the station. Winners are chosen on the basis of correctness, early post mark and neatness. Mail
pull: well over 500 letters a week!
AIR FAX:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

January

4,

Monday through

1943.
Friday,

its

daily schedule

is

a (juar-

Klivans emcees the amateur
in which his wife also takes a very active part
poduction. In addition to auditioning many of
picthe amateurs, she highlights the Burt's fashion
ture in a short speech on each program. Commercials
pen.
Klivans'
and continuity is from the

show
in

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 225,609.

Broadcast: 1936.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday. 3:00-5:00 P.M.

First

format here,
but programs of this kind have almost
a
universally built up for themselves
listeners
large audience of interested
in a
anxious to match their knowledge
of

On

ter-hour morning program of popular
recordings and a 30-minute late afternoon pot pourri of Music for Ohio.
AIR FAX: Merchandiser

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Station: WHIO, Dayton. O.

game

program.

12:30-

12:45 P.M.

COMMENT: Not new

the largest buyer of actual hoius
of radio time in Cleveland, merchandiser Klivans attributes the spectacular
growth of Burt's to its radio campaign.
In addition to the two-hoiu- inuehearsed
amateur Sunday show. Bint's also presents a two-hour Siuiday nationalitN
show, and a 30-minute Sunday nuisicai

is

Sponsor: Burt's Department Store.
Station: WCLE, Cleveland. O.

Power: 500

watts.

Population: 1,111,449.

COMMENT: Here

is

additional evidence
is as well

that radio of the right kind

skill.
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adapted

department store merchan-

to

dising as it is to any other field. While
the amateur program is effective in communities where there is a guaranteed
supply of talent, sponsor here wisely
does not put all his eggs in one basket,
uses a variety of programs.

Followed By: Songs Our Soldiers Sing.
Sponsor: Campbell's Drug Stores.
Station: CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.
Power: 1,000 watts (d).
Population: 155,547.

COMMENT:

It takes

no Midas mine

to

present a radio program of this kind,
advertisers without number have
found that musical notes are changelings
with a way of becoming bank notes.
While such programs create no great
stir, they go on year after year doing a
good job with ever increasing audiences.
yet

Drug Stares
THE OLD REFRAINS

Songs of other
years, TJte Old Refrains, have carried
CKOC listeners through the years with
Campbell's Drug Stores. Since October,
1941, Hamilton, Ont., listeners have taken a weekly musical stroll down through
the years
served the

which Campbell's
community.
in

has

Window

cards in the three Campbell
stores help increase the tune-in on the
tuneful quarter-hour of transcribed music. Newspaper plugs also pick up new
passengers on the musical caravan. Not
burdened with commercial freight is
this institutional vehicle. Opening and
closing credit lines with a short center

commercial which

stresses service in pre-

quality in drugs and drug
sundries leave time galore for music.
scriptions,

air FAX: With

only a two months break in the summer of 1942, the show has been on the air consistently since its inauguration. Themed by Kreisler's
Old Refrain, the series features old songs and melo-

dies.

October 5, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 5:15-5:30 P.M.
Preceded By: Double Feature.
First Broadcast:

Groceries

NEWS

Until the

Nathan Rosenblum

& Co., distributors of Golden Dawn
Quality Foods offered over the air a
dutch oven casserole with the purchase
of a bag of Occident Flour, its campaign was a dud. Not cold was the dutch
oven when it was offered over WKBN,
Youngstown, O. Exhausted within ten
days was the supply of dutch ovens.
air FAX: News
this

tri-state

is

the gilt edged listener security for

wholesale grocer.

Broadcast Schedule:

Monday through

Saturday, 7:45-

8:00 A.M.
Preceded By: March On to Victory.
Followed By: World News.
Sponsor: Nathan Rosenblum Co., Sharon, Pa.
Station: WKBN, Youngstown, O.
Power: 5,000 watts (d).
Population: 211,251.

COMMENT: Through

the proper use of
self-liquidating premium offers,

radio produces millions of traceable
package products in terms of

sales of

box tops and

labels for as

low

as

1.7c per sale.

Groceries

A WOMAN WONDERS AVhat are
women doing, and thinking? AVhat
are their opinions, beliefs, and attitudes toward current news of general

A Woman Wonders,

interest?

person of KJR's Ann Sterling.
Not wondering about listener loyalty was the Washington State Rein the

lAiL
Ass'n.,

Grocers

when A

went oiu
386

six

&

Meat Dealers

Woman Wonders

months ago under

the

RADIO SHOWMANSH
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banner of the home-owned retail grocers
and meat dealers. Sponsor had put his
money on a pre-tested package.

Month

after show's

debut in 1939, the

program was bankrolled by a local retail
lumber dealer to induce home building
in Seattle, Wash. In May, listeners were
asked to send in suggestions on type and
construction of an Ann Sterling home.
Construction started in June, with daily
progress reports a part of what women
at the moment w^ere wondering about.
^Vhen open house was held in October,
1,500 persons made an inspection trip
the first day. On the second day, the record was clocked at 720 people per hour.

Under

its

new

sponsor, the

show went

into its fourth year. For listeners, Ann
Sterling is now known as the Consumer's
Radio Advisor for the Washington

State Retail Grocers &
Ass'n.
tive

Meat Dealers

Her function: to give authoritaon buying, preparation and

tips

cooking of

types of food products.
Still a part of the show's format are book
reviews, interview's with interesting women, anecdotes, items about pets and pet
peeves,
hints.

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

AV^ith this evidence, no one was surprised when one show brought in a deluge of mail and phone calls estimated
at nearly 2,300. Mail pull on an
pamphlet drew from 33 stales, the Dominion of Canada.

OWI

air FAX: Our

Block dramatizes and explains the
tneaning, need for, and the function of civilian defense efforts, seeks to show how block spirit pays
dividends. Built as a serial. Our Block is the story
of a typical block into which the average citizen can
project himself. Chicago's metropolitan area
cooperates in production. Program is built from
questions most frequently asked of block captains.

OCD

April, 1942.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday, 10:45-11:00 P.M.

First Broadcast:

Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Station:

WBBM,

Power: 50,000

Chicago,

111.

watts.

Population: 3,440,420.

Retail

Friday,

9:15-

&

Meat

Grocers

Dealers Ass'n.

KRJ,

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 452,637.

COMMENT: A program
of interest for women is

with a variety
almost certain
to click. While shows of this kind are not
the only ones that appeal to women,
versatility

in

help bring

the fighting front, the government and
the homefront into a working unit, are
examples of what radio and its advertisers can do to help the war effort, inspire

Insurance Agencies

NEWS When the Co.m.mercl Insi ranck
Agency, New York city, took to the
WINS airwaves in 1940, it took out long

Wash.

Seattle,

COMMENT: Programs which

1939.

Monday through

9:30 A.M.
Spcmsor: Washington State

their

rating.

cooperation and direct public action.

views and letters from listeners.

Station:

a new iinporlancf.
Listener tests point up the iact that Our
Block has 360,000 listeners in Chicago,
111., alone. A recent Ross Federal survey
for a Chicago agency turned up a 10

all

historical data and household
Source material: reading, inter-

air FAX:

Our Block assumes

solving

numerous

merchandising problems and in moving
all types of products is one hard-to-beat
reason for their continued use.

insurance for business survival.
Beneficiary in its 12 weekly programs of
news and music: Commerce Insi rance.
Average number of inquiries for definite
information regarding the accident in-

term

surance policy plugged on ^VINS: from
300 to 400 a week!
air FAX:

First

Broadcast:

December

9,

1940.

Sponsor: Commerce Insurance Agency.
Station:

OUR BLOCK

Sustaining
National

Last spring the

selected

Association of Broadcasters
Our Block as the best program on civilian defense broadcast by any 50,000 wai-

As the effects of the
war take a deeper hold on civilian life,
ter in the nation.

NOVEMBER, 1943

WINS, New York

city.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Agency: Klinger Adv. Corp.

COMMENT:

Most

successful

radio ad-

vertisers assign one specific task to their
program offerings, repeat that message
ad infinitum. Returns here indicate that

such a policy provides ample leads for
sponsor.
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SPECIAL PROMOTION
Short radio promotions that run but a day, a week, or a
month yet leave an impression that lasts the year around.

Manufacturers
WAR INDUSTRIES ON PARADE To the
civilian

doing

his

daily

task,

the war

is apt to be as far removed as
X. To bring the two into a mutual
understanding was the self-assigned task
of CKAC, Montreal, Can. In a series of
nine half-hour programs, men and women employed in munition plants did
their acts for the radio public. Programs
originated in the various war plants in
and around Montreal.
From the Fairchild Aviation plant
came the music of the Fairchild Band,

worker
iNlr.

vocalites and sketches. A 65-voice mixed
choir was the offering of the Montreal

Locomotive Works. Canadian Vickers
and XooRDUYN Aviation each presented
variety progi^ams. Music was the order
of the day for Sorel Industries, and a
dramatic program filled the bill for
Marine Industries. All talent was recruited from among war workers.
air FAX:

First Broadcast:

June

2,

1943.

Broadcast Schedule: Tuesday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
Preceded By: The Colonel.
Followed By: Passport for Adams.
Station:

CKAC,

Montreal, Que.

Power: 5,000 watts.
Population: 915,000.

COMMENT:
radio a

new

mittee from the employees organization.
From the word go cooperative venture

was a

success.

This

fall

employees had

a

tenth anniversary to celebrate. Every section of the area served by the company's
street car and bus facilities joined in the
Cooperative Transit anniversarv via

WWVA.
Three qtiarter-hours on consecutive
days dramatized by transcription forgotten moments in Cooperative progress. Punch angle: oldsters in several departments were interviewed, their stories
presented in dramatizations. Highlight
of the radio series was a Sunday halfhour cavalcade of tranportation in the
area. Mtisical favorites of ten years ago
were brushed off by a 15-piece orchestra.
Listeners were offered a pictorial anni\ersary booklet of transportation in the
Ohio Valley through the long years.

air FAX: Format
of

for the series was a typical

March

Time arrangement.

August 1, 1943.
Th-F-S. 7:15-7:30 P.M.; Sun5:30-6:00 P.M.
Sponsor: Cooperative Transit Co.
Station: WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 73,974.
First Broadcast: July 29, 30, 31,

Broadcast Schedule:

day,

COMMENT:

Manufacturers have found
dotible-edged public rela-

which works both with employees and with the public. Industry
not only gets credit for good entertainment but it also gets the blue ribbon
tions tool

Broadcasts of this kind fan
the flames of local pride, and it's local
pride that greases the wheels for a multitude of industrialists. For service enterprises, this good will factor takes on
additional importance.

for this evidence of interest in workers'
welfare.

Transportation

THROUGH THE YEARS WITH COOPERVan years ago, the Wheeling
Traction Co. went bankrupt.
Ecjuipment was purchased by a com-

ATIVE

(\V. Va.)
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME^
the businessman's own department. RADIO
invites radio advertisers to exchange resuhs and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

SHOW-

is

MANSHIP

Department Stares

CINNAMON BEAR

"The Cinnamon

Bear program which Wieboldt Stores
are sponsoring will be broadcast from
4:30 to 4:45 P.M. The beginning date of
the series is Friday, November 12, and
it will run for a period of 26 episodes,
five-a-week. This means that the program
will end on December 17.
"This will be the third time VVieboldt's have used this transcribed series,
and it has proven quite successful for
our client. Not only did it pull exceedingly well insofar as mail response was
concerned, but it also has had the endorsement of a number of mothers'
groups and parent-teacher organizations.
It
meets with the approval of both
adults and children."

MELVIN

lectively for retailers.

Finance

JOHN CHAPEL NEWS

Inc.,

Adv.

III.

This 26 episode quarter-hour series may be
run on a three, four or five a week basis. Plenty of
merchandising tie-ins are available.
First Broadcast: November, 1941.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday, 4:304:45 P.M.
Followed By: Dick Tracy.
Sponsor: Wieboldt Stores.
Station: WENR, Chicago, 111.
Power: 50,000 watts.
Population: 3,440,420.
Agency: Needham, Louis 8C Brorby, Inc.
Producer: Radio Tanscription Co. of America.

AIR FAX:

am

"I

particularly

ciation,

broadcast

the

which he interviewed me

as

Gone with

wind

the
old-fashioned theory that Christmas promotion begins after the Thanksgiving
gobbler grows cold. Advertisers find that

the

Christmastime promotion
is

the scarcity of

is

profitable,

good juvenile

NOVEMBER, 1943

features.

of

"The

interview took place shortly
and before noon of the same

after 10:30,

day, a gentleman called at the office and
opened a savings accoiuit for $.500. 00. As

our custom,

pened

to

I

come

asked him
in.

He

told

how he hapme that he

often listened to Mr. Chapel, and after
hearing the interview he decided there
would be no better place for his savings
which he planned to use in buying a
small farm after the war.
"It is not often that such immediate,
direct results can be traced, but the results

we have had from

KROW

advertising over

have been very satisfactory."
CAS M. BURTON
Manager

&

Loan

Ass'n.

Oakland, CaL

is

those who get on the bandwagon earh
are those who get in the best licks. \Vhat
has held up many a potential toy department advertiser, others for whom special

in

manager

this association.

Thrift Federal Savings

COMMENT:

sure that

you will be interested in the immediate
response we have had to Mr. Chapel's
broadciists in connection with this asso-

is

S.

Needham,
Chicago,

HATTWICK
Louis & Brohry,

Here is one that has rung the Ixll in
metropolis and small community, has
done a job both individtially aiul col-

AIR FAX:

For

its

first

plunge into radio. Thrift Fed-

tried participating sponsorship
of a daily newscast. A July check-up revealed that
Thrift Federal's assets had increased some 80 per
cent during the past year, of which ten per cent came
in the month of July. To radio went full credit for
a big share in this spectacular growth for even a
re-in\estment period.
eral

Savings

8C

Loan

Broadcast Schedule: Daily. 10:30-10:45 A.M.
Sponsor: Thrift Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n.
Station: KROW, San Francisco-Oakland, Cal.

Power: 1,000

watts.
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COMMENT: The

importance of hitting

and the

right time is
pointed up in an 80 per cent increase
in a single year. Sponsorship of an estab-

the

spot

right

news commenan almost certain road to immediate
and direct results.
Hshed
tator

"From

is

"Orders

'

WABC

for only a few months.
almost 2,000 requests received for
Miss January's photograph, after she offered it over the air for a period of only
three weeks, is ample evidence of a remarkably large audience at what we first
considered the unearthly hours of 5:30
to 6:30 A.M. What most intrigued us
was the fact that 70 per cent of the re-

The

quests came from civilians, and many
from points well beyond the eastern sea-

board.

"Our

participation

Sweetheart program

is

in

the

Reveille

demand for and the acceptance
Pal Hollow Ground Blades over a
wide area."

KRAUS

General Manager
Pal Blade Co.

New York
show

is

early

beamed

Station:

City

morning participating program,
men and war workers.

this

at service

Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 5:30-6:30
Sponsor: Pal Blade Co., others.

WABC, New

Power: 50,000

York

A.M.

Milling
FAMILY ALBUM OF HYMNS

"We are
very pleased with the response we have
had for the Swket Cream Flour recipe
book offered on our daily Family Album

390

M. P. RONNING,
Manager
W. J. Jennison Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

AIR FAX: To

check the listening audience of its quarter-hour afternoon program, the W. J. Jennison Co.,
makers of Sweet Cream Flour, made an offer of a
Scandinavian recipe book at a dime a copy. Grand
total of dimes: 1,100!

Broadcast Schedule: Daily, 1:45-2:00 P.M.
Sponsor: W. J. Jennison Co.
Station: KWLM, Willmar, Minn.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 9,869.

COMMENT: Advertisers who put a premium on listeners, put their programs
,

um

mail count test, find that premiprovide a quick check of the

offers

listening audience. All to the good is
the fact that returns from such offers
usually more than pay for the expense
of the test, often leave a tidy nest egg
for the next promotionotion.

City.

Advertisers whose products
have mass appeal are finding that in
metropolitan areas, the rooster's audience is one well worth getting acquainted with. The lily here needs no gilding.

Hymns

a real selling job."

watts.

COMMENT:

of

program over KWLM.
Inasmuch as we have
used no other form of advertising or
promotion in that area during this period, it is evident that KWLM has done

to the

O. E.

AIR FAX: An

^

definitely increas-

ing the
fairly

Sweet

dealers throughout the
area have shown a
steady increase since
we started with our

Q

newcomers in the field of radio, but we
have been able to recognize results after
utilizing

for

Cream Flour from our

Manufacturers
REVEILLE SWEETHEART "We are still

of

the very start of the offer, the

dimes began rolling in. Impressive, too,
was the large coverage area; response
came from points over 100 miles from
Willmar.

program.

Public Utilities
CHRISTMAS CAROLS "The singing of
carols by Cleveland telephone workers
has been an annual event over a period
of years. It is not an organized chorus,
but a spontaneous program in which all
grades of employees from office boys,
clerks and operators up to the company
president and other high executives participate. Many customers who enter the
lobby while the singing is in progress
also join in.
"Throughout the state, other employees will be listening at radios, either

RADIO S»iOWMANSH

I

P

at

their

homes or in Ohio Bell buildprogram coming from the

to the

ings,

radio station nearest to them.

"There

will

be

all

ing in Cleveland."

members of the Ohio Bell Male Chorus
and the Ohio Bell Ladies' Choir, who
be scattered through the singing
assemblage in Cleveland.
"The male chorus formed in the
spring of 1922 under the direction of
Charles D. Da we, whose world-famous
Cleveland Orpheus Choir won highest
honors at the Eisteddfod, which is held
in Wales, after which they toured England and the Continent.
"Being pure Welsh, Dr. Dawe was a
true lover of the old carols and about
1922 he arranged to have the Ohio Bell
Male Chorus sing carols the afternoon
before Christmas in the lobby of the
company's former headquarters buildwill

This carol singing
tion of the company.

became

When

a tradi-

the

new

building was

completed,
the spacious and beautiful lobby, with
appropriate Christmas decorations, became the scene of the annual carol singing under the direction of Dr. Dawe,
with general participation by the Cleveland employees. A few years ago Ran-

headquarters

dolph Eide, the company's president,
this arrangement was too limited in scope. He thought that the rest
decided
of the
state,

ing.

Bell

ANSON

kinds of voices;

ordinary voices, voices something less
than ordinary, good voices and fine,
trained voices. And this year they will be
singing with more than the usual fervor
as they think of the nearly 1,500 Ohio
Bell employees now in the nation's
armed forces, scattered throughout the
world.
"The trained voices will come from

ing.

tained several luindicd (oinpain supervisors at their yearly hnuheon and mcel-

family, in other parts of the

should be able to enjoy the singArrangements were made to have

The Ohio

be their director, resulting in the
Ohio Bell Ladies' Choir of 60 voices
from all departments of the telephone
company. Their first appearance was
held in January, 1943, when they enterto

NOVEMBER, 1943

HARDMAN
Manager

Bell

Telephone Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

AIR FAX: A

chain hook-up of a score of Ohio radio
Cleveland, as the distributing
used to carry the sinking of Christthroughout the state by telephone com-

stations, with
point, will be

WHK,

mas carols
pany employees.

Broadcast: 1939.
Broadcast Schedule:
December

First

12:00-12:30

24,

P.M.
Sponsor: Ohio Bell Telephone Co.

COMMENT:

For a service enterprise
national or regional in its operations, radio is a champion public rela-

which

is

tions representative.

While

this offering

employee morale, it
works equally well as a good will buildexcellent

is

for

er with the general public.

Shoes

WALTER COMPTON'S NEWS
24,

of

year,

this

Washington's

the

largest

Spori
sport

"

On May
Center.

store,

as-

sumed sponsorship of Walter Comptnns
News 6:30 P.M. broadcasts. This was
the Sport Center's first attempt at
using a radio program as an achertising
medium. Frankly, it was worried about
direct sales returns.

"On June 14, as a test of Walter
Compton's following, they mentioned
one time only on this news broadcast a
shoes
sale of off-size women's sport
2 1/4 to 5).
reaction was phenomenal. Ihe
next day, as a direct result of the single
mention, over 300 pairs of these rationed
shoes were sold! Small wonder, then,
that the Sport Center is now positive
of the pulling power of radio!"
(sizes

"The

ROBERT ENDERS
Radio Director
Kal Inc., Adv.
Washington, D. C.

the carols broadcast.

"During 1942 girls of The Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. decided they, too, would
like a choir to help them through the
new war-torn days. Dr. Dawe consented

F.

Advertising

First Broadcast: May 24. 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F. 6:30-6:45 P.M.
Sponsor: Sport Center.

AIR FAX:

Station: WOL. Washington, D. C.
Power: 1,000 watts.
Population: 663.091.
Agency: Kal Inc., Adv.

COMMENT:

^Vhile no one questions the

391

public's interest in news, and surveys
reveal tremendous listening audiences
for programs of this kind, the man on
the sidelines sometimes raises the ques-

products?" When
one announcement for a rationed item
in odd sizes sells SOO pairs of shoes, the
returns ought to lay that ghost.
tion:

"Does news

sell

including mobile
June.
July
August.
.

.

.

.

visits:

1,187.6 pints of blood.
1,228.2 pints of blood.
1,319.5 pints of blood.

"In interpreting these figures one
should remember that the last 100 donors are much harder to recruit than the
first
few hundred. Therefore the increase

definitely

is

worth while."

MARGARET DART
Director, Blood Donor Service
Oakland, (Cal.) Chapter, ARC.

Women's Wear
BLOOD RELATIVE "Our

production

fig-

ures for June, July and August reveal
that our increase seems related to the

Blood Relative program which L Magnin's and Breuner's have so kindly
sponsored for

"We

us.

are not stating that this increase

produces whotr^
di-

of any kind

is

used.

is

alpha-

betically indexed

.

.

.

cross-indexed by time,
appeal,

subject matter.

and

Magnin; Breuner's.
San
Francisco-Oakland,

Sponsor:

I.

Station:

K R O W,

Cal.

Power: 1,000 watts.
Agency: Emil Reinhardt.

COMMENT: A round

of applause for
sponsors here, others throughout the
country, who devote radio time not to
the job of selling a davenport or a gown,
but to the vital purpose of saving lives.

% Complete Listings
• Cross-Indexed

transcribed programs for

audience

cial

^adCo^ S^Mvi^&0^

rectory of script and
sponsors

week, true stories of the fighting

are

Broadcast: July, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: M-F, 1:00-1:15 P.M.

This up-to-the-minute

local

a

told by the men who lived them on
Blood Relative program. Each highlights
the use of blood plasma in saving the lives of
America's soldiers, sailors and marines wounded in
action. Men are selected from the Naval and Military Hospitals, many another source. No commerfronts

KROW's

First

was entirely due to the Blood Relative
program, because many local concerns
have been most generous in giving us
publicity, but it almost seems that L
Magnin's and Breuner's started the
local business houses thinking about
how to help the Blood Donor Service.
Weekly average for Oakland Chapter

Who

AIR FAX: Twice

1944 REVISION
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP MAGAZINE
1004 Marquette
2, Minnesota

Minneapolis

75c

Gentlemen
Send me my free copy of the RADIO SHOWBOOK and
enter my subscription to RADIO SHOWMANSHIP for one
Bill me later Dyear at $2.50. Check enclosed Q.
I

will

want D copies of the Radio Showbook at 75 cents
Check enclosed D- Bill me later D-

per copy.

Nome
Address
City
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views of current script and transcribed releases backed with showmantips. All are available for local sponsorship.

Bakeries

MODERN ROMANCES

/^"n/i

^^

^"^

product has mass aj^peal might well be
proud to put his name.

\Vhile fiction

ha\e it that love always conquers
all, has kept the wheels going round
throughout the centuries, war always sees
\oung love blossom to its fullest flower.
\\i

/Q

S

News and

iters

Todav

is no exception. ^Vith the marriage rate still on the speed-up, for the
duration there's no rest for the parson.
The radio picture in this frame of
events is Modern Romances. Dramatized
from the pages of the magazine of the
same name are the domestic and love
problems that millions now face. Each
program in the 39-episode series is com-

plete in

itself.

Groceries

SAM ADAMS, YOUR HOME FRONT
QUARTERMASTER For the {i\ilian.
food

is

one

ot today's big headaches, but

man behind

the grocery counter
a chronic migraine. While the butcher, the baker and the candlestick maker
each has his own individual problem,
it's the grocer whose stocks range from
milk to peanuts who has to take it on
the chin. \\'hen food shortages are
coupled with point rationing, substitutes.
to the
it's

et al,

good

will for grocer

of

does in a big wav: sponsorship is
on 27 stations in five states! In 17 cases,
Columbia picked evening time. While

for advertisers

does,

nod

to this

it

Modern

Romances

may

flourish

in

North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina, Florida and Georgia, the Columbia
tie-up saw to it that it definitely was not
for sale in that area.

air FAX:
bine to

and network talent comsmooth mixture in this transcribed

Skillful production

make

a

and

his sources

supply are apt to take a powder.
Radio programs with ration tips and
food hints came on the scene as first aid

new quarter-hour series was the Columbia Baking Co., Atlanta, Ga. \Vhat Columbia
First to give the

and

civilians.

Sam Adams, Your Home Front

Oitnrtermaster, goes one step further. While
ration tips and food hints are the mainstay of the series, the program is 93 per
cent entertainment. .A continuous series
of recorded dramatizations of a typical
American grocer and his current food
problems in time of war, the transcribed
series

is

designed for sponsorship by any

series.

Type: Transcription.
Episodes: 39.
Time Unit: 15 minutes.
Producer: NBC Radio Recording Division.

COMMENT: Tremendous

circulations

magazines which specialize in just
this field indicate that the audience potential is as big as all out doors. Radio
adds the personal touch, brings the
for

printed word to

life.

High

in listener-

programs of this
kind which bring escape from hectic
wartime living. Here, excellent production and acting combine to make this a
whose
series to which any advertiser

ship,

therefore,

are
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food account who sells its products
through the grocer. Planned on a threea-week basis with a time range of several years, sponsor has the privilege of
cancellation after 26 weeks.
To retain currency of topical food
problems confronting the every day
grocer and consumer, the series is produced and recorded three times a week,
a week in advance of actual broadcast.
At the end of each episode, Sam Adams
comes out of character, makes an appeal
to the public for the grocer.

JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT
News, reviews and tips on spot
announcements in this column.

AIR FAX: Food

accounts who subscribed to the "help
your grocer" idea before the new series was released
numbered 80 strong. Network cast includes Jackie
Kelke, the Homer of the Henry Aldrich show; Carl

Swenson, the Lorenzo Jones in the

NBC

serial,

The rubber of bridge may be only
half played. Sherlock Holmes may be on
the point of putting the finger of guilt

Type: Transcription.
Schedule: Three times weekly.
Appeal: General.
Class: Educational entertainment.
Sponsorship: Food Accounts.
Producer: Harry Jacobs Productions.

COMMENT:

on the elusive whodunit killer. But
when the nightly news broadcast goes
out over the airwaves,

Here

is

a

brand new

series

with a spanking new appeal that's certain to click with radio audiences. Timeliness,

an

all star cast,

and

excellent pro-

duction guarantees that this series has
what it takes. A record of 80 sponsors in
advance of its first release speaks for itself!

Fiction Adaptation

VANITY FAIR

Even though it's in almost every home library, and playgoers
without number have seen it dramatized,
still
the Wm. Makepeace Thackeray
masterpiece refuses to stay-put on its
Wider than its audience has ever
been before is the potential audience for
the transcribed version of Vanity Fair.
Dramatized by an English cast is the rise
and fall in the fortunes of Becky Sharp,

shelf.

Amelia Sedley, others from that
ful canvas of the

color-

nineteenth century.

AIR FAX: A symphonic

orchestra

presents

incidental

and theme music.
Type: Transcription.
Episodes: 52.

Time Unit: 15 minutes.
Producer: Radio Transcription Co. of America.

COMMENT: WHiile such offerings tempt
the })ook worm to come out of his cocoon, not to be overlooked is the approIjation and backing of educators.
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MAN TO MAN

oth-

ers of that ilk.

all

action stops.

Into this picture steps the H. A. Wolf
Co., Inc., Omaha, Nebr. Its nightly oneminute spot announcement is in the
vantage point between the devil and the
deep blue sea, has an audience potential
as large as the
primary area of
536,075 people. While the listening audience is mulling over the words of
Fulton Lewis, Jr., standing by for the
nightly news summary, the H. A.
Wolf Co., Inc. steps to the fore. Listeners get a personal message from president Harry A. Wolf. Theme song developed in the five times weekly spot announcements: real estate loans, building
management, insurance, rentals, other
phases of H. A. Wolf Co.'s business.

KBON

KBON

Not one

to take a back seat to any one
the H. A. Wolf Co. Its radio schedule
is
the most extensive of any firm in
Omaha in its business field. As a talking
point in its one-minute announcements,
Wolf points with pride to its years of
business integrity in the area. Stock
opener: "This is your nightly message
from Harry A. Wolf, president of the
H. A. Wolf Co., Inc., in business in
Omaha for 38 years." During the course
of its radio series, the H. A. Wolf Co.
turned over a new calendar leaf. Listeners helped to celebrate the firm's thirtyninth birthdav.
is

RADIO SH OWMANSH

I

P

NKXT MONTH
WALTER

T.

GROSS CUP,

execurive vice president of Lit Brothers, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., department store, points with pride to department store-radio

cooperation, presents a blue-print for radio success.

GEORGE W, WALKER,
Baby Bassinette,

Peoria,

designer and merchandising consultant of the
III.,

radio success story spun over

R.

W. RYERLY, manager

Des Moines,

la.,

weekend food

of

presents the facts and figures in the aniv/incr

WMBD.
Winston & Newell

Co., wholesale grocers,

gives radio a major share of the responsibility for building

sales in

Food

for Thought.

Plus Tested Programs and Promotions

You Can Use

in

Your Own

Business!

DJ-RfrT HITS

^
s'"
f^

reaches

TkTlC. Radio

more people, more

givts an advertiser inorc business because

often, and at less cost than

it

any other medial

IN THIS ISSUE
y^

Station-store cooperation sells for Lit

Brothers, Philadelphia

y^

k

Spots

make

Radio av
promo''

30 Tested

.......

ocal hot spot
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FOR Businessmen

YOUR BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
A

quick index to what others in your business

and
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odern Bread Romance
by Norman Frankel. Radio

Director. Freitag

Radio Prop for Staff of Life

in

Double Harrel Ad Campaign

for

Columbia Raking

Co..

Atlanta.Ga.

Advertising Agency

REAL success

in the baking business is largely a matmerchandising, since the baking industry
itself is a relatively well exploited field. The'successful
operator is the one who makes extraordinary efforts
not onlv to get customers but to hold them.
To successfully achieve this two-fold aim, there is,
r

ter of

first of all, the problem of retail distribution. The
a\erage grocer handles more than one line of bread
and pastry, and it is only through aggiessive merchandising that the grocer comes to pick up one brand
rather than another when a customer simply asks for
a loaf of bread. Coupled with this problem, is that of creating consumer preference. Good will culti\ation is the solution to both phases of
the merchandising problem.
How then, can this retail and consumer good will be earned? One

of the first rules of success in advertising is that you must have a good
product. A big advertising campaign might get a lot of people to try
something once, but all the advertising in the world won't bring them
back a second time if the product itself doesn't have something on
the ball. That's why the sales of Southern Bread have increased year
after year. It has always been a topnotch product and it has always
been a leader in making improvements. Quality of product, in other
^sords, is the plan behind its merchandising plan.
But the old saw to the contrary, the world does not beat a path to
\our door if vou make a better mouse trap. The world has to know
about that mouse trap. There's still the problem of consumer preference and retail distribution. To create good will among both groups,
the Columbia Baking Co.. Atlanta, Ga., relies to a
great extent upon radio, the nation's number one

medium

of entertainment.
\Vhile at the present time, the sale of bread does
not present a problem, Columbia is a firm believer
in radio, and a consistent user of the medium. And
lodav. Columbia has a use for radio that is even more
important than the sale of bread, namely, cooperation

with our government.
To keep ci\ilians

at

the

top level of efficiency,

Southern Enriched Bread pledged

DECEMBER,
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itself to

make

its

401

and brand-name remember-

bread the finest in nutrition
value and to use its advertising as a wartime service to
Southern housewives. In addition to being enriched,

families.

Modern Romances, a transcribed series with mass appeal to reach the mass market, the great middle class

Southern Bread now contains Vitamin D. It was to tell
the public of the advantages
of this Enriched Extra
Value Bread that Columbia
launched its big double barrel advertising campaign through radio

and newspapers this fall.
In this campaign commercials were
largely devoted to Government activities, and were strongly tied-up with the
Food Fights for Freedom campaign.
How comprehensive was this campaign
to carry the story of Southern Bread
into millions of southern homes? It extended over 27 radio stations

which were on Class

A

time),

(19

of

and into

87 newspapers! It is interesting to note
that the Radio Director of the Office of
War Information wrote the Columbia
president to personally thank him for
making this patriotic contribution to
the war effort.

Having determined upon the media
through which to create dealer and consumer good will and preference, Columbia's next problem was that of the selection of its radio sales vehicle. Columbia has learned from long experience
that a good program broadcast at a
good time is cheapest in the long run
because it reaches the most people and
it thus gives the advertiser more for his
radio dollars!

In the selection of the program, the
advertiser must first of all decide upon
the audience he wants to reach. Columbia needed a program to appeal to wom-

en, because the
people who buy its
breads and cakes
are in the main,
women. In slacks
or skirts, America's

homemakers
still

are

the buyers,

and more than
ever are doing the
budgeting, buying

402

America's manless

ing for

market comprising more than
80 per cent of the families,

was Columbia's answer.
Quarter-hour dramatizations
magazine of
the same name were broadcast three
times weekly for a 13-week period over
27 stations. Unlike the usual daytime
serial, each one of these dramatizations
is complete in one episode.
of stories appearing in the

Having

selected

its

media and

its

pro-

gram, Columbia did not drop the matter there. There's more to merchandising
a product than that! To Columbia's
way of thinking, it is as important to
sell a show to its potential audience as
it

is

to present big-time entertainment.

The more you make

listeners aware of
the program, that is, the more the program is sold, the better the results both
in terms of the size of the listening audience, and in actual sales. Today, since
gas rationing has caused people to spend
more time at home, this practice is especially productive.

Because Modern
time program with
lumbia gave it the
build-up to attract

Romances

is

a big-

topnotch actors, Co-

benefit of a big-time
the large audience it
deserved. Starting two weeks before the
first program went on the air, every one
of the 27 stations in a five-state area
carried 15-second chain breaks and 60-

second dramatized announcements giving a preview of the programs that were
to follow. In addition, every week for
the

first

eight weeks, advertisements ap-

peared on the radio pages of the newspapers in the cities in which the programs were heard to help attract listeners.

It all adds up to a graphic illustration
of the original thesis. Success in the baking industry depends to a high degree

upon adequate merchandising with dealer and consumer. With Columbia, radio
is

an integral part of that

policy.
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STORE

ell

to Sell
Secret of Lit Brothers Hadio

WALTER

by

T.

GRDSSCUR

Department Store Success

Executive Vice President

Station-Store Cooperation

is

iiiid

Showmanship-Selling Techniqoe

Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa., is on
the air 52 weeks of the year.
realthat radio programs and financial

LIT
I

ize

We

investments have this in common: it
usually takes a definite period of time

them

to mature and pay dividends.
indeed a strange situation when
the largest advertisers on the local merchandising front avoid the largest local
selling medium. Yet department stores
in general are prone to be pessimistic
where radio advertising is concerned.
Some have made sporadic attempts to
sell over the air; some have made only

for

It is

bitter resolves

to stick to

their

and listening audience.
Department store advertising

a large

is a composite proposition, but, applied to radio,
it need not be complex. Lack of success
with radio can, in most cases, be traced

its

knowledge of the medium,

limitations,

its

possibilities.

Profits

are never the result of cursory, or one
sided, planning. The answer then, is to
evolve a method of mutual cooperation
between store and station to determine
the pattern for most effective selling. Lit
Brothers feels that, with Station VVTIL,
it has found such a method and has, furthermore, succeeded with radio advertising in

accomplishing what

it

set

out

to do.

To its use of radio, Lit Brothers assigns part of the credit for its rise in
recent years to a leading position among
Philadelphia department stores, as well
DECEMBER, 1943

entirely different from newspapers,
that it has its own peculiar adxaniages.
and that radio is deserving of special
treatment.
I do not mean to imply, howe\cr, that
is

Lit Brothers' radio road was, from the

Man

known

media; only a few have combined the
showmanship-selling technique that is
the key to the collective pocketbook of

to insufficient

as other significant advanccmenls in its
progress and profit. 1 belicNc this radio
success is due, in large measure, lo Lri
Brothers attitude toward the medium;
to our recognition of the fact that radio

parts

is

of

many

Walter

Grosscup,

T.

executive vicepresident of Lit
Brothers J vice-

president and

director

of

WFIL, Not one
to limit the
range of his
get, he has

tar-

taken, still takes an
part in banking, retailing,
state and federal government and
in radio. To his credit is the present peak point in radio-consciousness among Lit Brothers store exectives. A man of vision, he predicts
new worlds for the department store
to conquer, namely, the effective use
of radio. To the end that Lit Brothactive

be in tlie vanguard, he always has an ear for a new radio
idea, often takes a hand in working
ers will

it

out.

403

beginning, smoothly paved. Our first
ventures varied considerably in
both quantity and quality. Responsibility lor radio was shifted from one department to another within the store.
The set-up was variable and unstable,
and the result wjas the usual streaky run
of department store luck with radio. In
1939, when I set up the New Business
aerial

Department of Lit Brothers, managed
by Sidney H. Berg, radio at last found

home

in the store organization.
Business Department takes
entire charge of Lit Brothers radio
work, giving it as much attention, study,
time and effort as the regular advertising department
gives to our daily newspaper display advertising.

a real

This

New

But the seeming

applied. Because they knew each other,
WFIL did not make the mistake of trying to sell Lit Brothers time on the air

and nothing else. Lit Brothers,
aware of what to expect from its
grams, did not ask
short-term miracles.

ache

pills,

cereal,

etc.

Lit

Brothers'

The most potent form
radio advertising for department
stores, obviously, would not be selling
specific products but selling the store
different items!

of

itself,

that

is,

institutional advertising.

Lit Brothers
evaded the greatest
stumbling block in the path of radiodepartment store cooperation. Station
executives met with store executives and
discussed their mutual problems. WFIL
learned about Lit Brothers; what the
department store needed, and what it
was trying to accomplish. Lit Brothers,
on the other hand, learned what WFIL
liad to offer, and how it could best be
So, at the very outset.

and Station

404

WFIL

pro-

perform

programs with which we
hope to do it. On Monday,

Wednesday and Friday
evenings. Lit Brothers
presents Hot Spot On The
Map. This

is a background
news type program,
given documentary treatment. Each program deals
with a locality that is
prominent in the day's
news. The topography of

of the

A

Drug Department alone has over 25,000

to

Our present radio schedule consists of
three 15-minute programs, with a fourth
to be added. Two of these shows are directed toward the general audience, one
is for the children, and the coming one
will be aimed at the family "purchasing
agents," the housewives of Philadelphia.
Granted that our purpose is to sell
the store, let's examine the

indif-

ference to radio detail on
the part of the department
store meets a perfect vice
versa from the stations
themselves.
"smattering
of ignorance" is all that
some radio salesmen have
concerning the organization of a department store.
And so meager an acquaintance quite easily results in the wrong prescription for the store's advertising problems.
Some of its salesmen, for instance, think
of radio time and programs only in relation to single items; cigarettes, head-

WFIL

fully

the country is considered,
the country's place in history, its position in the
war and the characteristics
of its people. In other words. Hot Spot
On The Map provides for listeners the
vivid behind-the-scenes information
which the newspapers leave untouched
in reporting the days events. The program is produced and directed by Don
Martin, a WFIL man, and written by
Jane Richter of Lit Brothers New
Business Department staff.

On

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

evenings. Lit Brothers broadcasts Let's
Learn Spanish, the 15-minute transcribed series produced by Time Magazine. This program has proved an astounding audience success. Mail returns
on the first broadcast passed the 300
mark and, despite the 25 cent charge attached to the vocabulary booklet offered, the mail count has been continu-

ously high.

In an effort to launch the Let's Learn
Spanish program effectively, Lit Broth-

RADIO SH OWMANSH
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WFIL cooperated on an extenpromotional campaign. Attractive
advertisements were placed in metropolitan newspapers. Book marks and colorful posters were distributed to the
ERS

and

sive

Public Libraries. Letters to educators and
Pan American Consuls were prepared.
We received permission from the Pan
American Association to circularize its
members. Car cards were displaved in
the city's transportation facilities and on
station platforms. All in all we covered
the town thoroughly in creating listener
interest for the series. Audience reaction,
quite evidently, repaid the effort.

ha\e been invited to (ome in and
with her. In ilie huest venune of
that sort, .S,()()0 kids and motlurs came

ers

\isii

in to see the Magu Lady in the new
C^hildren's Sedion which Li
BRoriiiRs
just opened.
i

At the present lime Li I^koiukrs is
sponsoring an original dramali/ed serial
written by Ednuuul Dawes. WFIL Fducational Director. Acting is done by children and the entire program is presided
over by the Magic Lady.
Our coming program designed foi the
homemaker audience is slill in the plans
i

stage so

can, as yet, report

I

No

department store
program pattern would
be complete without en-

But

tertainment for the chilLit Brothers is

message. While we do
use home talent on the
Children's program, we
have drawn from the
listening audience, the
open market and the
\VFIL staff for the rest
of our schedule.

tran-

scribed shows ha^ e been
used, including Pinocchio and Streamlined
Fairy Tales. The promotional tie-in that has

been provided with
these shows has helped build a loyal listening audience. Instead of having the
store commercials handled in the routine fashion, a character called the
Magic Lady, who is on the staff of the
New Business Department, was created

the purpose of adding a personal
touch to the program.

for

In turn, she created the Magic Nexus
Club, among the listeners. Members of
the club now number approximately
7,000. They receive a monthly newspaper called the Magic Neius. This
paper is edited and published by the
New Business Department and mailed
to each one of the members.

The Magic Lady

has an office in the
which members of the Magic
Neius Club and their mothers come frequently. On various occasions the Magic
Lady has appeared in \ arious Children's
Departments of the store and her listenstore

to
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results.

store-radio plans.
do
not feel that store talent
is essential to the proper
delivery of our sales

past two years. Using
the 5:00 to 5:15 spot on

various

no

like to call

We

of the children's

audience it has built up
over a period of the

WFIL,

should

attention to our solution of the talent controversy which often
crops up in department

dren.

proud

I

Another bogey that turns up with annoying regularity in the question of department store radio affairs, particularly
in program production, is the costs problem. The gieatest difficulty in exercising this evil spirit is the lack of specific
figures of radio iniit costs versus direct
sales

results.

Lit Brothers

feels, howwhat we ask of radio, in
value, store promotion and

ever, that for

institutional

good

the cost

^\'ill.

is

quite moderate.

The

crux of the present radio-department store problem appears to me to be
a matter of education; education of de-

partment

to the correct use of
edtication of radio stations
to the aims of a department store. When
department stores realize that radio ad\ertising effectiveness grows in direct
proportion to the length of time it is

radio,

stores

and

they won't wonder why shortterm campaigns fail to achieve residts.

heard,

405

If I were a radio time salesman, anxious to tap the department store market,
I would certainly not proceed, as some

do,

to

contact

store

management

IT:ap

im-

mediately with an offer of radio time on
any sustaining program we had at the
moment. First of all, I would study that
particular store; learn its policies; how
it was trying to accomplish the store's
aims and how nearly it was succeeding.
After thorough research, I would get in
touch with the management and say, "I
have noticed what Blank Brothers has
been trying to do; I believe your problems are so and so. I believe our station
may be of some help to you in solving
them." I would be fortified with the
facts behind that statement. After a discussion of the store's problems, I would
return to the station, where, with the
cooperation of station execiuives, I
would suggest that a program series be
developed to fit the special needs of that
store. Then, with concrete, specific program ideas, I would be able to make a
definite offer of program and time to
store management, an offer individually
tailored to their needs. If that type of
study and research were done for each
store, before a salesman offered the store
either program or time, there would be
far less feeling among department store
executives against radio advertising;
there would be a far greater degree of
success in advertising carried out.
The successful cooperation of Lit
Brothers and WFIL indicates to me
that mutual understanding of department stores and radio stations should
not be very difficult to achieve, particularly if the radio station will put more
of its time on the department store's
problems, and the department store will
put more of its time on the air.

I|

by Owners JAI
and

WE

MARY FENT

human

beings are funny creawalk a mile to trade
with somebody who makes us feel weltures; we'll

come. Edgar Guest knew this when he
wrote the following rhyme:

"The reason people pass one door
To patronize another store,
Is

not because the busier place
or silk, or lace.

Has better drugs,
Or cheaper price;

largely lies

it

In pleasant words and smiling eyes."
In the little city of Colton, Cal., there
are a dozen or more cold drink spots,

one very much

another except one
Cafe. Really, it
isn't a cafe, because all the food you buy
there you can put in your pocket. It
serves nothing more than sandwiches.
Everything else is liquid, so it couldn't
have built up a reputation for the exthat

is

like

called the

Hub

cellence of its food, and necessarily, it
sell the same kind of drinks that
are served at every other cafe or bar.
Nevertheless, the Hub Cafe enjoys an
enviable reputation. People always have
fun there. Only ladies and gentlemen
are wanted at the Hub, and strangely
enough, only ladies and gentlemen patronize the place. On the wall is a small
sign which reads:

must

"Only ladies and gentlemen are
invited here. When you have had
enough to drink, please leave of
your own accord, because if you
don't— you'll go anyway."

The Hub Cafe
joint,

isn't

a

hangout or

a

but a place where people go to

have a good time.

When
406

radio came

to

the Valley

of

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

spend money lor adMiiising.
lu\
(oniinued their radio advertising.
1

a pall fell over their (usiomers.
The
place wasn't the same. W'lieii a joHy hllow tried to revive the old spirit l)\ yelling "Hi-ya, Bub!" it fell flat. Finally, a(
the insistence of the (iistomeis. Smiling
Jack and Mary called the- radio siaiion.
made a date and signed a new (omrad.
Ihey are again on the radio lor all to
hear the jolly little jingles.

allads
Jingles Keep Cash Till

A- Jingle,

for

Hub

clis-

.\\n[

Cafe

"Folks drop

in

there from far and wide
Riverside:

—

From San Berdoo and

the Hub began to
KPRO. Howard Ray wrote

Paradise,

on

mercials,

and the

advertise
the com-

And all are greeted: "Hi-ya, Bub,
Come in! Have fun! You're at the Hub!"

or

one went hke

first

this:
"Greetings, folks; hi-ya Bub!
Come on; hare fun with the gang at the Hub.
That's Smiling Jack Fenter's invitation to you and
your party to come on over to the Hub Cafe in
Colton and enjoy yourselves.
You'll find Smiling Jack or Mary on duty
to see that you get that old hospitality plus
and that your cool, refreshing social beverages

—

are prepared in the right manner.
At the
there's a good gang
and a good time waiting for you.
Look for the neon wheel at the Hub
of the Hub City

Days may come and days may go
But the Hub stays on the radio—
With greetings, folks and Hi-ya Bub

—

Come

in!

Have fun! You're

at

or
Well, here, we are, and whal-do-you-know!
It's the Hub again on the radio—
With greetings Folks, and Hi-ya Bub,
Come on, have
with the gang at the hub!

Customers are happy again. The place

The Hub

Cafe, in Colton,
right at the intersection of 8th and Eye Streets.
A swell place to stop for those famous steak dinners and plate lunches that have helped make
the Hub Cafe famous."

WeH, "Hi-ya Bub,"

got to be the password. Strangers there for the first time
were captivated by the
friendly greeting and the
stranger became tlie regular patron. The gang
called it the club and it
was the favorite drop-in
place for the neighborliood. Business picked up.
\Ve couldn't have han-

rings with the tinkle of glasses against
It's

the merry laughter of customers.
the spirit of the wild west bin no

one

is

ice;

^vild.

When word came
out.

it

was
remark:
"They wouldn't have a
guy like Mussolini at the

inspired

that Mussolini

Howard Ray

Hub.

new

And

"

to.

But,

Bub

——
He

folks

as

the greeting, but with business
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to sell,
it

was

Smiling
silly

to

Howard

folks gather at the

sandwiches.

still

where
at

the

ex-

"Only regular

nitely a tribute to radio.

good as ever and less
Jack and Mary decided

just

isn't

Hub!

when we came

was

a

bye:

And no one knows

was nothing to sell. The
famous beef steak dinners
were no more. All foods became scarce
and we decided to ser\e nothing but

as

came

Where's Mussolini? Poor old
guy!
looks like he has gone bye-

Because,

Hub!"

tln-n

jingle:

jjlains,

"Smiling Jock says: "Hi-ya Bub!

to

It

dled any more.
And then came the
OP A. Gradually there

at the

Hub!

FUN

Hub

You sure are welcome

the

Hub."

And how they gather!
The growth of the Hub Caff, is defiFour years ago.
we used good

to Colton,

honest faces for as much credit as we
could collect, and started slowly trawling
for business. The "Hi-ya Bub!' atmosphere made the place popular, and two
years later we had a moderni/cd cafe
which was netting us money.
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Awards

adio

Service Basis for

MERIT:/

of

RS Awards

to

Ten Local Advertisers

for

Outstanding Mercliandising and Sliowmanship Radio Campaigns

WHILE
with

net

work

advertisers

big-name talent get

reams of publicity for their radio
advertising, and the public reads
xuith avid interest details about the
personal lives of the talent on these
national programs, the backbone of
commercial radio is the local sponcontribution
has measured the forward progress of the
radio industry. Because these advertisers have kept in touch with the
entertainment and recreational
needs of their communities, radio
has become a listening habit all
through the day and night. In every
city there is at least one such advertiser who has made valuable contributions to progress through the
medium of radio without benefit of
fanfare or trumpets.
sor. It is his unselfish

to

community

To
tion

life

that

these advertisers, in recogniof outstanding

merchandising

and showmanship campaigns. Radio

Showmanship Magazine now
awards

its first

annual

certificates of

merits for outstanding radio activi-

ties in

the communities xvhich

tliese

adx)ertisers serue.

FINANCE
Syracuse, N. Y.

An

original idea designed to further

war effort and containing aU the elements of showmanship is the radio program, Behind the Lines, sponsored by
the Onondaga County Savings Bank,
the

Syracuse,

N.

Y.,

Monday through

over

WFBL. Heard

Friday, the

program

is

designed to build morale among war
workers and war industries. Writes Wm.
G. Morton, treasurer of the Onondaga
County Savings Bank: "From the letters we receive from war plants and
from the recipients of our awards we
are convinced that the program is indeed
a civic contribution and that we are aiding in the building of the morale of the
war workers."
Of interest to everyone concerned with
the war's progress in Syracuse, Behind
the Lines gives public recognition and
honor to war workers doing outstand-

ing work. On every broadcast Distinguished Citizenship citations are pre-

^^B^^awwomgyr^^jag^^
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seined to two Syracuse citizens "/'>;)
Loyal and Devoted Aid to America in
Time of War." Citations are read over
VV^FBL, giving the qualifications and
merits of each person honored. To recipients,

a

certificate

and emblem

are

presented.

newspaper advertising, and

as further

public tribute, the names of those receiving citations and the companies

which employ them are

listed in a

bank

lobby display.

With service to the country and winning of the war uppermost in making
their decisions, selections are made by
an American Legion, Post 41, committee. All nominations received from
employers are referred to the committee.
So that future citizens will know of the
self-sacrificing aid given here at home,
a

permanent record

of the citations will
a special volume in the

be placed in
Syracuse Public Library.

DEPARTMENT STORES
Dubuque,

With

Radio

la.

news at an alltime high, the Stampfer Department
Store, Dubuque, la., presents a daily
as
quarter-hour newscast over
part of its contribution to wartime civilian morale. Another good will gesture is
an annual children's Christmas program.
Children Contact Santa at the North
Pole via the magic of short wave radio
communications. In addition to special
events service features, Stampfer's merchandises special sales with spot annoinicements. An article on the Stamplistener interest in

KDTH

Shf)w?nan.shif), Oct., I^)^2, p. 33^

}.

DEPARTMENT STORE
Boise,

In addition, the Onondaga County
Savings Bank features these awards in
its

vv.K latho adixilics will appciti
m ihc
January, 1944 issue. (Foi (Iciailed inloi
mation on tlie Christmas leaturc see

Idaho

When

C.

C:.

Andersons

started

its first

radio campaign over KIDO, it was witli
the usual "we'll test it" spot announdment series. Careful cliecking of radio
results has seen Anderson's increase its
radio schedule to indude six spot announcements daily, a five-minute evening newscast, a (juarter-hour children's
program, and a hall-hour women's series.
In addition, Andersons supj)orts sjKcial
events such as a Sewinir Sciiool of the
Air for its fabrics department, Football
Predictions and Finals for its men's
shop, and special Christmas programs.

Contrary

to

most

ad\crtising managers,

department store
}.

R. Parker be-

programs with just enough spot
announcements to merchandise special
lieves in

items. Jt is his contention that you (an
accomplish more in building customer
good will through a good radio program
or newscast than in straight achertising
announcements.
Ser\ ice
keynotes Anderson's radio
campaign. In Lynne Your Personal

4
(Left) . . Radio has a way with
for PAY'N SAVE SUPER MARKET, Butte, Mont.

•

.

it

•

Toyland headquarDubuque, la.: STAMPFER

(Right)

ters for

.

.

.
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Radio did

it.
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ities

of churches, serv-

the town
council, other such
organizations. Macice

clubs,

donald's radio past includes such entertainment features as The

Lone

Ranger

Speed Gibson;
store that

good

will built: C.

C.

ANDERSON'S,

has

also presented a local

>y//'0/p-wm^4'^'^''

• The

and
it

Boise, Id.

newscast.

All

activities are

radio

under the

direction of president
J. L.

Shaw.

DEPARTMENT STORES
Davenport,

la.

In Davenport,
tie-vote

la.,

a

resulted in

awards to both the
Petersen Harned Von

Maur Department
Store and the Zoller

Brewing Co, Zoller's
is the only sponsor
of a local live

name

talent

program

daily

talent

on

with

a local

Petersen
Harned Von Maur,

station.

•
its

EATON

For ten years the T.
weekly radio good deed.

CO., Hamilton, Ont., has done

on the other hand,
have a daily quarterhour feature, Petersen's Home Front,
which merits

special

attention.

High
shop by mail for
out-of-town listeners, endeavors at the
same time to give all listeners an aboveaverage woman's program. When Idaho
Anderson's
celebrated Pioneer Day,
joined in the celebration with a halflioiu' dramatic feature on Idaho.
Shopper,

it

offers

to

in

wartime

program informs listeners of
phases of war activity on the home

\alue, the
all

When there is a message of speimportance, sponsor relinquishes all

front.
cial

commercial mention in

WOC

proits
the exception of opening and
closing credit lines. In its unselfish ef-

gram with

fort to contribute to victory, Petersen's

BEVERAGES
North Bay, Ont.

For ten years, Macdonald's Beverages
has been a consistent user of radio time,

and

its one purpose is that of service to
the conmiunity. Its (]FC^H daily quarterhour is available for all conmmnity nonprofit enterprises, and in the Town Crier
are heard announcements of the activi-

410

promotes the program in its own newspaper advertising, has also used other
space in local and out-of-town newspapers. Direct mail and car cards help
publicize the program.
The only program of its kind on the
air is Zoller's Linger Aiv.hile, a live talent show featuring piano and Hammond
organ. High in recreational value is the

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

selection of music popular during the
last couple of generations played in the
style current when the tune was written.
Its

woe

program

is

heard

five

times a

week.

Philadelphia, Pa.

One of the largest department stores
in Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers is
also the largest local user of radio time
in its field, is on the air 52 weeks of the

To sell the store itself through the
use of radio service features is the one

year.

and only Lit Brothers purpose

(iood Deed Radio Club
in

19.^3.

Reason: active

members

write to the club every week,
report their latest and best good deeds.
For the best good dLxid goes a weekly
prize. While the weekly
amateur
program gives the younger generation a
chance to express its talents, the gf)od
deeds angle gives everyone a chance to
take part in the club. Membership is
not limited to Hamilton; mail comes
from over .HOO different cotmnunities!
(For complete details on this outstanding children's feature, see Radio Showmanship, June, 1942, p. 194).

in

its

Two

shows directed
at the general audience, one for children
and a fourth slanted at feminine listeners round out the radio picture. (For a
complete story on the radio aims of this
advertiser, see page 403).
advertising.

Ewos

was organized

CKOC

DEPARTMENT STORES

WFIL

since the

SPORTING GOODS

JEWELERS
Portland, Ore.

For
value,

its

high degree of entertainmeiu

The Old Apple Orchard

KXL

a large percentage of the
listening audience. Portland, Ore.,

teners hear

it

as the

Pontiac, Mich.

Co.'s contribution

In March, when trout fishermen begin to check equipment, Foster's Hardware & Sporting Goods Store takes to
the air. Hunters have bagged their game
when Foster's go off the W^CAR ether

rale.

waves. During that entire period, since
1940, Fish in' in Michigan is a weekly
AVCAR quarter-hour feature which
president Frank J. Foster personally
presents. Fishi«g information, humorous
fishing anecdotes and tall tales are the
mainstay of the program. The show is
localized as much as possible, spotted

with home-town names and incidents.
(For complete information about this
interesting feature, see

Radio Showman-

ship, April, 1943, p. 111).

DEPARTMENT STORES
Hamilton, Ont.

CKOC

radio in
For consistent use of
the public interest, the T. Eaton Co.,
Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., is outstanding. A
radio institution is its Good Deed Club,
and for ten years it has given stimulus
to youthful talent, now contributes both
to community life and home front mo-

lops

is

among

lis-

Reingold's Jewelry
to

home

front

mo-

GROCERS
Butte,

Mont.

For the last seven years, the Pav'n
Save Super Market, Butte, Mont., has
used nothing other than radio for its
advertising campaigns. Con\inced that
radio and service are cut from the same
cloth is owner and manager Frank Reardon, who now does a million and a quarter dollars worth of business a year in
a highly competitive market in a town
of .S9,000 population. Groceries, drugs,
men's and women's wear are the lines
carried by Pay'n Save. In its KGIR advertising are 15-minute progiams, spot
announcements, half-hour shows, and
station breaks. (For complete story on
this outstanding, many-sided radio campaign, see Radio Showtnanship, August,
1941, p. 234).

rale.

No less than 70,000 good deeds have
been performed by Hamilton youngsters
DECEMBER, 1943
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adio Food

fc

Coordinated Si

by R. W. BYEI

Super Valu
WHEN
Moines,
took

Des
was
with the purpose of increasing week end
sales. We wanted to get our message to
Stores,

to the air,

la.,

it

the housewives in the city just before
they did their week end shopping. Since
over a fourth of the whole week's traffic in many grocery outlets enters the
store between noon and closing time on
Saturday, it seemed well worth the lastminute effort to get Super Valu Stores
on the shopping lists of this large percentage of the week's shoppers.

Starting with a brief test campaign,
Super Valu Stores now gives radio a
major share of responsibility for building
week end food sales. Winston Sc Newell
sponsor 95 Super Valu Stores in Iowa,
of which 22 are in Des Moines. Last
October we decided to test radio as a

stimulant for store traffic. Darts and
Dashes, a 25-minute Saturday morning
show over
was the selling vehicle we selected for this last-minute week

KRNT

end shopping campaign. Our original
order has had three renewals, and we
also now use KSO spot announcements
as a

build-up for daily

When

an

sales.

advertiser

radio time, he must

first

decides upon
decide upon the

audience he wants to reach, and having
determined that factor, he can then select
the time and program which will best
attract that specific audience. In our
case, the choice was simple. We wanted
to reach the housewife. More than that,
we wanted to get our message to her attention just before she set out to do her
week end shopping. Those two factors

412

made Saturday morning

the aiuomatic

selection.

Program

selection

allowed for more

leeway. Basically, all programs must do
one of three things, namely entertain,
inform or educate. Since Saturday morning radio programs must compete with

many household

chores,

entertainment

seemed the best approach. More than
that, it seemed desirable to have a program that gave us a check on listener
interest, and one which could also be coordinated with our other advertising
activities.

The program is for the city of Des
Moines stores only, because of the telephone feature which makes it impossible
to have it apply to the country. In this
radio campaign, we tie-in our newspaper
advertisements. This coordinated effort,
we feel, is one reason the program has

been successful in promoting week end
sales.

The

format

simple. Darts arc
of the city of Des
Moines. The street on which the dart
lands is announced over the air, and the
first woman to telephone the studio from
that street receives a cash prize of two
dollars. Here is how the newspaper campaign is coordinated with the radio program; before the person is eligible for
the prize, she must indentify an item
from our weekly newspaper ad in the
Des Moines Tribune. That is, the announcer gives the potential winner the
name of an item in the ad, and she must
give the price as it appears. In this way.

thrown

is

at a wall

map

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Wliilc we have no accurate iiuiliod ol
cliecking resuhs, I will say thai the combination of the taclio progiam and the

newspaper ad has done a wonderlul job
our SuPKR Vai.u Siorks. About the
only check we have is the lime it lakes

Ihought
lu

for

for a

woman

Ad Campaign

mager, Winston

Builds

& Newell

Week End
Co., lies

Sales

Moines

to call in after the

name

ol

announced, and these teleplione calls have been coming in almost
instaiuly. It indicates that quite a few
people in all parts of the city listen to
the program.
the street

We

is

don't j^retend to understand the

we do underknow whether it

technical side oi radio, but
it

is

necessary for those listening to our

program

to

have our newspaper ad be-

fore them.

There are about four throws of the
dart during the 25-minute program, and

stand results.

We

don't

is the radio, or the newspaper, or the
combination of both that is getting the
business, but as long as it is working,
we are going to leave it just the way ii is.

in addition, we have what we call a bonus prize. At the beginning of the program, an alarm clock is set, and the first
person to telephone the studio after the

alarm rings receives the bonus prize and
two dollars.
Because the format of the program is
flexible, it also gives us an opportunity
to push certain items of merchandise as
the occasion may arise. Right at the present time, for example, in addition to the
two dollar prizes and the bonus prize,
we give a pound of Red Rooster Coffee
to each winner. This gives us an opportunity to mention Red Rooster Coffee
more often on the program without
seeming to have the program too full of
commercials.
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YOURS FOR THE ASKING
Address: Radio Showmanship Magazine, 1004 Marquette,
Minneapolis, Minn. Please enclose 10 cents in stamps for
each script to cover the cost of mailing and handling.

Newspapers — Do You Know
News
131).
—
Your
Prophet
236).
Optometry
—
Good
Morning,
Neighbors
Automobiles —Mr. Yes and No.
Auto
Tire Expert (May,
—
—Clues
Christmas
348).
135).
Public
—
on
West
Musical
—
72).
390).
—Southern Prevue
289).
—
Dinners
208).
Beverages —
222).
5Aoes^Campus
251).
Beverages —Gardening
200).
Shoes —Mr.
148).
Building
—Homers Home
Shoes —Tick-Tock
Time
207).
Goods —Alley Dust
177).
Chambers
Commerce—
on
Air
—
Camps
310).
—King
Club
93).
—The112).Good Health Program
Taxi Cabs —
132).
Women's
Wear
—
Melodies
and
(Nov,
Agencies —Americans
395).
112).
Dairy Products —Junior Town (Dec,
136).
Dairy Products —Kiddie Quiz
214).
Dairy Products — Young American's Club (Nov.,
TRANSCRIPTIONS
SAMPLE
110).
Academy Award
190).
Dairy Products —Wealth on Wheels (Nov.,
Sam Adams, Your Home Front Quartermaster
p
361).
393).
Adventures
Admiral Byrd
212).
Dairy Products —Book Exchange
96).
Adventures
Hardytime
Jimmie Allen
Department
—
127).
American
The
Program
202).
Department
—
The
Ann
212).
238).
and Bob
Department
—Woman's Hour
p
284;
178).
101).
Department
— Down
Claus Lane
Cinnamon Bear
315;
326).
355;
Nov.,
289).
Def>artment
—
Brownie
p
Dearest Mother
354).
318).
Doctors Courageous
Department
—The Waker-Uppers
230).
p
Mac
276).
379).
The
Enemy
Within
Department
Chimney
—
Express
p
101).
336).
Witness News (Dec,
Department
—
410, 428).
B & M Messenger (Dec,
p
Famous Mothers
412).
320).
Department
Freedom
—
Ahead
278).
Headlines
Forbidden Diary (May,
318).
173).
Fun With Music
Dry Goods —
Melody (Dec,
162).
423).
Drug
— Years Ago Today (Dec,
Most Out
Today
p
146).
196;
100;
207).
Farm
Am
An
—
American
Feed Lot Question Box
p
p
359).
187).
Farm
Leader (May,
—Our Cousins
175;
85).
277)
Finance—Jumping Frog
In His
272).
253).
Korn
Finance—Saga
Kobblers
Savannah
376).
187).
Finance—
Learn Spanish
Defense
320).
97).
Finance—^We Hold These Truths
Take Look
Your Mirror
204).
59).
Flowers —An Orchid
by
You
House (May,
128).
Fuel—Smoke Rings (Dec,
Mama Bloom's Brood
248).
126).
Modern Romances
—Hello Gorgeous
Hour
393).
258).
The Name You Will Remember
—
60).
Gasoline— Home Town
Notes
Love
260;
100; May,
74).
—
PDQ Quiz Court (Dec,
212).
134).
Gasoline— Your
Scout
92).
Donald Novis
130).
—
Stamp Quiz
213).
Book
One
—Food
Matrimonial Market
135).
Famous
Radio Theatre
(Dec,
154).
344).
Magic Christmas Tree
—
Mystery Melody
86).
The Shadow
290).
213).
—(Wholesale)
Mystrec Tunes —
Songs
Cheer and Comfort
163).
—
Hoxie
Reporter
Sonny Tabor (May,
140).
34).
Freedom
Sons
(Wholesale) — Market Melodies
(Dec,
388).
Sunday
74).
Unger
(Wholesale) —Women's Newsreel
June,
Streamlined
Air
63).
425).
344; Dec,
186;
(Wholesale) —Kitchen
136).
This
America
211;
25).
Love (May,
155;
This Thing
Hardware
——
Dr.
360).
100).
Home
Songs Our
Sing
Allen
Time
Out
236).
196).
Touchdown Tips
230).
218;
—
Lady
47).
(Dec,
True
419).
—Lucky
44).
(Dec,
382).
Men's Wear— Hats Off
183).
Yesterday
Voices
88).
Men's Wear—
Box Quarterback
321).
The Weird
246).
Music
—
Who's News
Revue
306).

SAMPLE SCRIPTS AVAILABLE
Amusements

Football

Supplies

Bakeries
Bakeries

Jack,

(Ju., '43, p.
(Sept., '40, p. 32).
'41,

the

58).

Clifton

the

(Jan.,

'42, p. 19).

Chiropractic
'41, pp. 110,
Civic

(Mar.-Apr.,

All

(Apr., '42, p.
'41,

p.

(Oct., '42, p.
(Nov., '42,

p.

(Jan.,

p.

Arithmetic (Feb., '41, p.
Plantation (Sept., '41, p.
Pigskin
(Ju., '41, p.
for Victory (June, '43, p.
Materials
at
(Feb., '41, p.
of

the

Participating

for

Light

Utilities

Restaurants

Sporting
Sustaining
Sustaining

(Nov., '42, p.

the

Dollars or
(June, '43, p.
Reporters (Aug., '41, p.
Fixer (June, '41, p.
Story
(June, '42, p.
(June, '41, p.
Calling All
(Oct., '41, p.
Contest
(Mar., '43, p.
California Story Teller (Apr., '42, p.
Fashions

'40,

p.

'41, p.
(Ju., '41, p.

'40

(Mar., '43, p. 79; June, '43, p.

p.

(Nov.,

'41,

'43, p.

with

(Mar., '42, p.

Air

(Sept., '40, p. 35).

Stores
Stores

of

(Aug., '41

Pollard

(June,

Challenge,

of the Airlanes (June, '42, p.
Betty
(Oct., '40, p. 53; Mar., '43, p. 79).

p.

Stores

(June, '42, p.
(Apr., '43, p.
(June, '43, p.

'41,

Captains of Industry (Sept., '41, p.
(Oct., '41, p.

p.

Stores

the

Billie

Mar., '43, p.

(Oct., '41

Santa

Stores

(Oct.,

Oct., '43, p.

'43, p.

'41,

(Nov., '41, p.

Stores

(Ju., '42, p.

(Dec., '41,

Dr.

Stores

(Oct.,

Eye-

'42,

of the

(Sept., '43,

Patterns in
Five

Flying for

'42, p.

Getting

'40,

the

(Nov., '41,

Supplies

Furs
Furs

Cocktail

Gasoline

Let's
Let's

a

Little

(Sept., '40, p. 33).
'40,
Basket

Little

(Jan.,

of

(Oct.,

'40,

of

the

Stella

(Oct., '40, p.

(Jan., '42,

Stores

Fixit

is

(June,

'43, p.

Laundries
Laundries

Rock-a-bye
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Kiddies'

(Oct., '41, p.

'42, p.

'42,

p.

Mar., '43,

p.

with

Prescott (Ju., '43, p.

(Ju., '41, p.

Listeners

Press

Stores

(Feb., '41, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
(June, '41, pp. 178,
(Ju.,

Fairy Tales (Mar.-Apr., '41, p. 90;
'42, p.
Oct., '42, p.
Apr., '43, p.
(June, '42, p.

Called

(Nov., '41, p.
Soldiers

'41, p.
(Jan., '43, p. 33).
'41, p.
Players
(Feb., '41, p. 56).

'42, p.

p.

Furnishings

(June, '42, p.

of

Fruit

'41, p.

of the Air

Mar., '43, p.

(Mar., '43, p.

(Sept., '41, p.

Groceries

p.

Classics (Apr., '42, p.
(Oct., '42, p.

of

p.

(June, '41, p.

Groceries
pp. 73,
Groceries

'41,

(Sept., '43, p.
in
(June, '42, p.
'41, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(Nov., '43, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
'43, p.
(Mar., '43, p.

Santa's

Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

(Ju.,

of
June, '43, p.
(Mar., '43, p. 78; p.
(June, '42, p.
for the

(Apr., 42, p.

Groceries
Groceries

Life

Imperial
'42, p.
Steps (Aug., '42, p.
(Nov., '43, p.

(June, '41, p.
(Mar., '42, p.
(Feb., '43, p.
to
(Sept., '40, p. 35).
'40, p.
(Aug., '41, p.
(Jan., '42, p. 32).
Editor (Oct., '40, pp. 73,
'40, p.

Safety

June, '42, p.

p.

(Feb.,

I

City
(Aug., '42, p.
Jubilee (Aug., '41, p.

of
Spelling for

June, '43, p.
'42,
64;

of

Mar., '43, p.

Supplies

Mar., '43, p.

'41,

'42, pp.
(Sept., '43, p.
(Aug., '42, p.
'42, p.
(June, '41, p.

p.

Stores

18;

(Jan.,

'42,

Stores

Stores

(Aug., '42, p.

Ju., '42, p.

'42, p.
Detective Mysteries
'41, p.
Twilight Tales
(Mar., '42, p.
of

Circle (Sept., '43, p.
(Feb., '42, p. 64; Mar., '43, p. 100).
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I

Builders'

DAILY WAR JOURNAL

Su|i|ilie.s
1

hal

whal

helps one, helps all. was the (()o|)eraM\c
spirit of five Augusta, (.;i.. ompctilivc
buikhng supply dealers uluii they
buried the sales hatdiet in a daily
radio offering. Lheir choice of
weapons with which to keep up the fight
on the home front: Blue Xeiworks
Daily War Journal.
<

AIRING

WGAC

THE NEW

anmiunition was direded at
repair, painting, insulation, other

Sales

New

home

radio programs worth reading
about. No result figures as yet.

Beverages
More than music is

TUNE FACTORY

wartime inipro\emeius.
Evidence that the bullets found their
target: a second 13-week renewal. Campaign strategy was based on opening,
middle and closing conunercials.
within-the-law

manufactured in AVCAE's week-day
Time Factory. \Vhat's on tap for the
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., its Iron City
is Waker Compton's Background
for News. An on-the-hour news quarter-

AIR FAX: Ace war

reporter Martin Agronsky does the
commentary on this Blue Network cooperative
sponsorship program.
First Broadcast: February 20, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Friday. 8:00-

daily

Beer,

hour, the broadcast is part and parcel of
a news and music afternoon format.

Not one

to

thing, leave results to chance,

is

Pitts\Veis-

Courtesy station announcements,
publicity notices to more than 50 newspapers, plus a 3 X 10 ad in the Sun-Telegraph got the audience hep to the new
show. Letters to liquor dealers, mention
in the \VCAE monthly news-letter to reer.

and mike-merchandisers
dealer good will.
tailers,

all

WCAE,

COMMENT: Things

program than each could present

Jenkins Adv. Agcy.

are

itself.

advertisers

happening on

In metropolitan centers,

are

finding

that

and music combination
With war work changing

the

news

gets results.
the listening

pattern, the afternoon audience
longer almost entirely feminine.

no
With

is

emphasis on news and music advertisers
get both groups.
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singly.

Department Stares
HINDS NEWS

While

definitions

news vary, that which is differeiu and
unusual is one of the elements. Definitely in that category is information on
where to find those hard-to-get articles
for civilian use. News of the world and
news of just such merchandise are teammates for GiMBEL Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
department store.
Contract over KDKA made Gimbel's
the first of Pittsburgh's large department
stores to place a continuous full year
daily program on a 50.000 watt station.
of

the radio programming front. No longer
does the soap opera have the afternoon
to

1 hat competitive firms may
advertise for their mutual benefit is the
evidence here. Cooperative eHort reduces
costs for the individual advertiser, makes
it possible to offer a more pretentious

COMMENT:

BILL

Pittsburgh, Pa.

&.

Augusta. Ga.

watts.

Population: 65,919.
Producer: Blue Network.

May 3, 1943.
Monday through Friday, 4:00-

Power: 5,000 watts.
Agency: Smith, Taylor

WGAC.

Power: 250

built

4:15 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Pittsburgh Brewing Co.

field

Station:

First Broadcast:

Broadcast Schedule:

Station:

Satcher Co.

put his money on a good

burgh Brewtng's admanager Ben

air FAX:

8:15 A.M.
Sponsor: Bowen Bros. Hardware Co.; Burum Co.;
Augusta Building Supply Co.; Whaiey Bros., and

Prior to the first broadcast, 50 display
cards featuring Bill Hinds, as well as
time-and-station data, were given prominent spots throughout the store.
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AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: June 28, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday, 8:30-

8:40 A.M.
Preceded By: Music.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Gimbel Bros.
Station:

KDKA,

Power: 50,000
Population:

Agency:

J.

ment indicates wide listener
Of prime importance is a

acceptance.
personality

announcer with a glib tongue and a
genuine sense of humor.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

watts.

1,072,545.

Murtuaries

Grant Adv. Agcy.

COMMENT: While

most successful radio
advertisers have been content to hitch
their commercial messages to programs
with real entertainment value, too many
department stores have tried to make
merchandise the whole show. When such
programs failed to live up to expectations, retailers blamed radio. Properly
used, radio does as good a job for department stores as any other medium.
Here is one combination of news and
merchandising that seems destined for

MY PRAYER WAS ANSWERED Where
when

the Grim Reaper will next
something no man can say. But
when death comes as death does, to all,
religion is the chief solace of mortal
man. To bring comfort in just this spirit,
the Conn ALLY Funeral Homes,
Waco, Tex., offers WACO listeners My
Prayer Was Answered. The weekly non-

or

strike

is

sectarian quarter-hour
stitutional offering for

is a Sunday inSunday listening.

Dignified and restrained, the transcribed
feature has all-family dramatic appeal.

success.

AIR FAX: There

are 13 platters in this transcribed fea-

ture.

October 3, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Sunday, 5:45-6:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.
First Broadcast:

Manufacturers

HANDY MAN

While the advent of
into industry as mechanics may
relegate the proverbial handy man
around the Jiouse to the attic, WOR's
Handy Alan comes in strong with New

women

York kitchen queens. As an antidote

for

the multitude of feminine advisers for
busy housew^ives and homemakers, the
Handy Man is a right nice guy to have
around every weekday at 12:45 P.M.
With masculine matter-of-factness he
copes with household crises, gives advice
and suggestions in the light and humorous vein. Participating sponsors for
whom a word to the wives is sufficient
include the Victor Division of RCA.

Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Connally Funeral Homes.
Station: WACO, Waco, Tex.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 55,982.
Producer: Harry Jacobs.

COMMENT: As

hard

to

find

as

the

needle in the haystack are programs perfectly suited for this particular business
field.

One

such availability

is

the series

here. It can also be adapted to almost
any business enterprise for its institutional value.

Service Stations
Wartime has brought
about a scarcity of more than nylon
stockings, tires and bobbie pins. To help
those who were finding wartime on the

CLASSIFIED ADS
AIR FAX: With

music and song, emcee Jack Creamer

also soothes the harried housewife.
First Broadcast:

August

Broadcast Schedule:

9,

1943.

Monday through

Friday,

12:45-

1:00 P.iM.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: News.
Sponsor: Victor RCA, others.
Station:

WOR, New

Power: 50,000

COMMENT:

York

city.

watts.

Here is a relatively undeveloped vein of rich j^ay dirt. W^hile
household programs done in the straight
style have generally proved productive,
network success with this lighter treat-
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homefront a little difficult because of
the need of stoves, washing machines,
sewing machines, other items not manufactured during wartime, a classified ad
program was scheduled on WTBO,
Cumberland, Md. The audience was
asked to search attics, closets and garages
for things that they did not need and
would sell, or that they would like to
trade.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

The program soon brought calls from
women who wanted maids; from mothers who wanted baby strollers; from men
u'ho wanted part time work,

Avomen who

left their

and from

handbags

in taxis

-'finders could keep the money but
please return the ration books." Almost
forgotten pieces of furniture found in
attics were converted into cash.

The program

started as a sustainer
but after hearing the program for the
first
time, Joseph Schriver, ow^ner of

Alto Service Station phoned, exclaimed "That's the
radio program I want." It's a program
that the public wanted, too; a simple
format with service as its commercial
theme, human interest and helpful information as the basis of the program
content. Schriver's Classified Ads has
become chief cook and bottle washer for
every listener who has something to sell,
buy or swap. No request is too trivial,
no item too big for the program.
Schriver's One-Stop

AIR FAX:

Broadcast Schedule:

Monday, Wednesday,

Friday, 5:40 to 5:50 P.M.
Preceded By: War Commentary.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: Schriver's One-Stop Service Station.
Station: WTBO, Cumberland, Md.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 350,000.

COMMENT:
service
for

Here is a definite wartime
which advertisers may perform

their communities.

The

whose business ii is lo rcndci personal
and wlio picks a ser\ ice program
of this
ilure is definitely on the beam.
services

advertiser

Shoe

FAMOUS YANKEES

Ruiiiiirs

Since the Pilgrim
Plymouth Rock, the

Fathers landed on
Yankee has become far-famed for
shrewdness and ingenuity. Today those
self-same traits stand ihe \'ankfk Shoe-

makers in good stead. As an old New
England firm that re-builds worn-out
shoes, makes them as good as new at a
moderate cost, Yankee Shoemakers
really has a

talking point with ration
clients. To |)ut its point

coupon minded
across

to

nn'nded

thrifty

Yankee Shoemakers turned

Yankees,
W'HEB,

to

Portsmouth, N. H.

With
makers

WHEB
takes

listeners,

its

Yankee Shoe-

place with other Fa-

mous Yankees who used Yankee

inge-

nuity to achieve fame and fortune. In
the week-day parade of famous New
Englanders are Henry Cabot Lodge.

John L. Sullivan, Jonathan Edwards,
John Greenleaf Whittier, Calvin Coolidge, others whose efforts earned them
a niche in the regional hall of fame.
Series was promoted through courtesy
announcements. Letters to Hend Masters
of all schools in Central New England
gave time-and-station data ior the fi\e-

minute
air FAX:
sists

of

feattire.
Scripted by Dal Wyant. each program conindividual
to
three-minute introductions

Famous Yankees.
Broadcast: August. 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Monday through Saturday. 5:55-

First

6:00 P.M.
Preceded By: Marching to Victoo'Followed By: News.
sponsor: Yankee Shoemakers.
Station: WHEB, Portsmouth. N. H.

1

Pcfwer: 1.000 watts.
Population: 25,000.

COMMENT:

A\'hile regional traits

have

ne\er been fully exploited in radio pro-

gramming, advertisers who have developed progiams of this nature have been
almost universally successful. As good
as five aces is a radio series in which the
program title and content provide a
natural tie-in with the advertiser's business.
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WHAT THE PROGRAM DID FOR ME
RADIO SHOW-

the businessman's own department.
invites radio advertisers to exchange results and
reactions to radio programs for their mutual benefit.

This

is

MANSHIP

Merchants' Associations
RAY SMITH COMMENTARY "Ray W.
Smith's weekly radio program on KECA,
Los Angeles, Cal., is introduced as a
one-way conversation to stimulate more

ness

collectively.

Sponsor here follows

the rules of the game. Success

is

spelled

not by sporadic radio promotions but
by consistent, hard-hitting promotion.

interest in the leading business center of

the West. Formerly, Mr. Smith presenta similar type of program over
KFVVB. It is an informal program, in
which Mr. Smith discusses in a folksey
way the general problems of the day in
Los Angeles, as well as nationally and
internationally. He works into his remarks various subjects which enable him
to emphasize the particular advantages
and assets of the Downtown Los Angeles
business area as a center of retail and

ed

other commercial activity.
"The program does not aim at any
•

specific sales results,

and

prestige

and

institutional

is

rent

in

Business Men's Association

Los Angeles, Cal.

AIR FAX:

Friday evening quarter-hour fills the spot
which on other nights of the week features the news
commentaries of Raymond Gram Swing. Series was
placed on a 13-week sked.
First Broadcast: September 17, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Friday, 7:00-7:15 P.M.
Preceded By: News.
Sponsor: Downtown Business Men's Association.
Station: KECA, Los Angeles, Cal.
Power: 5,000 watts.

cific

418

1,504,277.

What

businesses,

it

own particular manner, in each
instance emphasizing the advantages in
their

speed and time gained by using Rockwood's Chocolate Bits in their cooking recipes."

JOHN

New York

HERBERT M. BAUS

COMMENT:

throughout the United States.
7 hese women present the product in

cities

The

activity."

Population:

fall of 1943 consists of women's participation programs in most of the main

effort.

whatever is curpromotion
association's

Downtown

"Our

Co. radio schedule for the

8c

S. DAVIDSON, Radio Director
Federal Advertising Agency, Inc.

ties-in to

the

RocKwooD

of a

Business Men's Association
sponsors a number of other hard-hitting
j^romotion drives on retail subjects at
different times of the year, and of course

program

WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION

more

Downtown

this

Groceries

radio can do for specan also do for busi-

city

AIR FAX: Annual

seasonal campaign began in October on 21 stations. Despite limited supply, the spot
schedule is largest in Rockwood's history. Point of
departure for Rockwood's: institutional commercials

to reinforce its brand in anticipation of the post-war
period. Announcements explain that while Chocolate
Bits may not always be available, each dealer will get
some frotn time to time. Home economics programs
have produced best results for Rockwood, and this
year's schedule consists of three to five weekly participations in coast-to-coast selected markets. Drive
continues until May, 1944.
First Broadcast: October 4, 1943.
Broadcast Schedule: Three to five spots daily in 21
markets.
Sponsor: Rockwood & Co., Brooklyn.

Agency: Federal Adv. Agcy.,

COMMENT:

New

York.

were any doubt of
of the established
women's program, the experiences of
this national advertiser in the field of
spot operations would be a powerful
answer to the Doubting Thomas. It's
additional proof of the tremendous importance of radio programs of local
the

If there

pulling power

origin.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Grocery
KITCHEN OF THE AIR At

PROOF 0' THE

the lady of the house

Results based on sales, mails,
surveys, long runs and the
growth of the business itself.

WHO Once again, parlor games
have come into their own, and the most

GUESS

avid players are those old enough to
better, namely, adults. Catering to
this impulse is the Aaron Brothers
Department Store, Prince Albert, Sask.,
in a w^eekly quarter-hour over CKBI.

know

With

pencils poised, family groups
pounce tipon clues supplied by a CKBI
announcer, and at program's end, the
first person on the phone with correct
answers is richer to the time of an

Aaron Brothers merchandise

When show

w^as

still

in

prize.

swaddling

came

so thick and fast that
Telephone Exchange
was completely tied-up. Off the air went
the show. But it was off again, on again
as far as sponsor was concerned. Public
and sponsor set up such a clamor that
the show was reinstated. To get the show
back in the good graces of the telephone
company, prize offering was restricted to
listeners located on certain pages in the
clothes, calls

equipment

at the

directory.

AIR FAX:

First Broadcast: January, 1943.
Broadcast Scredule: Monday, 6:30-6:45 P.M.
Preceded By: Music.

left-overs.

If

it

I

make
isn't

wilii

lunch

that bothers her, it is something different to plan for diinier. In Baiavia, N. Y.,
housewives with "meal" trouble, lunc-in
at 11:05 A.M. for solutions lo
ihe 1 1:00 A.M. headache. Problem solver

WBrA

Helen

is

Department Stares

1:00 A.Ai..
apt to be in the

kitchen wondering what to
yesterday's

PUDDING

is

Prniliirt.s

Stein.

Proof that home economist Stein
knows her recipes: a telephone survey
revealed that Kite lieu of the Air held
up locally with 40. () of the sets in service

and

22.5 listening to this j)arii(uhir

program. Of the permanent listeners.
'M)0 have asked for, received a weeklv
parcel

of

kitchen-tested

recipes.

Red

beans and rice for participating sponsors: each may include a direct mail piece
in this weekly maih'ng. .Also a\aihibie
are small

window

disphiys featuring the
and culinary expert
Stein. Each may be adjtisted to feature
the specific product plugged on the

WBT .A 'microphone
sho'w.

With

a long record of contented spon-

show was no dark horse for
General Baking Co. when it took on
sponsorship for Bond Bread.
sors,

the

air FAX:

First Broadcast: July 16, 1941.
Monday through Friday.
11:35 A.M.
Preceded By: News.
Followed By: Music.
Sponsor: General Balcing Co.
Station: WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.
Power: 250 watts.

Broadcast Schedule:

Population:

1 1

:0^-

17,448.

COMMENT:

Heie is another bit to fit
which makes the outline
participating show for
women. Phenomenal are the results Irom
an established program of this kind.

into the mosaic
of a successful

Followed By: Drama.
Sponsor: Aaron Brothers.
Station:

CKBI, Prince

Power: 1,000

Manufacturers

Albert, Sask.

RAY DAUGHTERS HEALTH CLUB

watts.

Population: 12,290.

W^hen coach of champions Ray Daugh-

COMMENT: Showmanship

here

to good advantage to create store

and

store traffic
are made.

is

is

used

traffic,

the stuff of which sales

DECEMBER, 1943

KDKA

airwaves, he gave
ters took to the
sponsor, Austin Products, a reason for
sitting up, taking notice. While on the
thrice-weekly offering he puts Piiis-
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burgh, Pa., listeners through their calisthenics paces, audience is offered an
extra-ctirricular health chart of 43 ex-

COMMENT: While

ercises.

cess of a

In jig-time,

indicated

1,000 requests

program was the polish needed
to shine up homemakers' interest in
Austin's Carpet Cleaner, A-1 Furniture Polish, Washing Solution and
Shur-Glo Wax.

shows come, shows

program seems destined

go, the jackpot

go on forever. Important in the sucprogram of this kind is a personality announcer to pace the show,
keep it from sagging in the middle.
to

that the

air FAX:

Exercises and music to build the body beautiful is the format here for the quarter-hour offering.
First Broadcast: April 14, 1943.

Broadcast Schedule: M-W-F, 8:45-9:00
Sponsor: Austin Products.
Station:

KDKA,

Power: 50,000

A.M.

Wumen's Wear
PARADE OF FASHION

Everyone loves
a parade, but the parade most interesting to women is the Parade of Fashion.
Back in 1936 when sponsor Robbins

Fashion Centre, Durham, N. C, first
went on the air over WDNC, its display

Pittsburgh, Pa.
watts.

physical fitness a pre-

windows featured three-quarter length
sleeves, other up-to-the-minute style
points. Styles have come and gone since

dominant civilian interest at the present
time, a program of this kind is geared to
wartime living. Responses indicate that

then, but Parade of Fashion listeners
have remained constant to sponsor's program.

the offering was a short-cut to general
distribution among neighborhood stores.

follow each program
Robbins' customers.
Another program- pep-pill: radio tags
calling attention to the show are used
in fashion displays featured in sponsor's

Population: 1,072,545.

Agency: Ensign Adv. Agcy.

COMMENT: With

Manufacturers
When the Werx Soap

WERX JACKPOT
Co.'s Jackpot

floated

on

the Cleve-

to

Werx hoped
program was 99 per cent
pure showmanship. It was! Listener reaction and sales results were such that
Werx doubled its time on the air, also
look on WCLE's sister-station WHK.
Program is now heard Monday through
Friday, ten times a week on both staland, O. scene a year ago,

its

new

WCLE

tions.

Invitations to
are addressed to

all

show windows. Sponsor H.

E.

Robbins

has something to promote: a newspaper
poll rates the show the most popular

women's commentary on

WDNC.

air FAX:

First Broadcast: September, 1936.
Broadcast Schedule: Thursday, 8:00-8:15 P.M.

Preceded By: Lest We Forget.
Followed By: Dance Band.
Sponsor: Robbins Fashion Centre.
Station: WDNC, Durham, N. C.
Power: 250 watts.
Population: 52,037.

AIR FAX:

Selected at

random from

the

phone book

by emcee Fred Smith are telephone numbers. Ranharvest for those whose telephones ring, can
prove that they have a package of Werx Soap in the
house: five smackers. About-to-become winners must
read different lines from the Werx box to reap the

dom

green-back harvest.

Other contests keep listeners on their toes. Example:
girls between 8 and 15 wrote 25 words or less on

COMMENT:
will

It has been said before. It
probably be said again. Consistency

plus extra promotion frequently spell
the difference between success and failure for many a sponsor's radio offering.

they used, liked Werx soap. Hook for contest's
school girl's complexion: the vast number of women
working in defense plants whose household duties
were taken over by their daughters.
While the program is completely ad libbed, emcee
Smith hues to the script line for the commercials.
Banter between mikeman Smith and the fair ladies
on his list of telephone numbers is the mortar which
binds the show together.
First Broadcast: September 28, 1942.

why

Schedule:

Broadcast

Monday

through

Friday,

10

times weekly.

Sponsor:
Station:

Werx Soap

Population:

420

Co.
Cleveland, O.
1,111,449.

WHK-WCLE,

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

COAL FACTS

JOHNNY
ON THE SPOT

Kiglii years ago, Gillies-Guv, Lid..
distributors of Blue Goal. tr)ok on a
six-times-a-wcck one-miiuiic
spoi
aii

nouncement over CROC, llamiilon,
Ontario. Evidence lliat (»illies-Glv had
really smoked out somelhing: year-in,
year-out, since

19.H5,

():()()

I*.i\L

gel the (;iLLiEs-(;i'v I.^O-uoid

listeners

Coal Facts.

RADIO RIDDLED

News, reviews and tips on spot
announcements in this column.

For the Jeeerev Leigh Siudios, Si.
Minn., how to keep the photographic birdie twittering was no riddle.
Paul,

POCKET FULL OF POSIES

WMIN

riddled the
airwaves with riddays a week its three spot announcements per day challenged listeners to solve a brain-teaser. Those who
met the challenge, sent in a correct answer, received a certificate worth .'>2.50
on a $3.00 picture. Simple riddles kept
It

Mother's Day has become a big day in
the business life of every florist, and it
largely through the organized efforts
of just such groups that the public has
taken the event to heart. What that one
day means to florists may become a year
around proposition if the radio campaign in Worcester, Mass., spreads across
the country.
is

Putting into practice the theory that
is better to give than to receive is the
Worcester Florist Ass'n. In a novel
idea of sending flowers to your mother
on your birthday, the association uses
the across the board spot before the one
o'clock news over Wx4aB. Seven days a
week, at 1:01 P.M. the 100-word news
spot drives home its theme.
it

NO GAMBLE
Radio was no gamble

for

who

plays his cards close to his belt,

spot announcements have proved their
salesability time and again.

DECEMBER, 1943

working over-time. The takr in a single
day: 73 correct replies.
Into each of the 100- word announcements went a different riddle for the
audience to solve. W^hen 18 riddles a
week began to tax the source of supply
for simple riddles, Leigh switched to
proverbs for listeners to complete. Riddle for which Leigh had no answer: why
riddles proved to have more pulling
power than proverbs. Taking a leaf from
its own book of proverbs, Leigh decided
that "A stitch in time sai>es tiinr," went
back to riddles.

DONE TO A TURN

It

of the fact that we did not use any other
form of advertising, we think these results were outstanding." For the advertiser

photographers and dark room finishers

Gamble

drew to a
straight 25-word chain break announcement, got a full house. Within two days,
its
KFYR announcement sold $1,800
worth of merchandise! Jack pot made
radio dealer's choice. A good recommendation for radio advertising was manager H. B. Headley's opinion. "In view
Stores, Bismarck, N. D.

dles. Six

When

Moeller's Gitv Bakerv,

St.

took to the airlanes last
year, \\TOY was its test oven for radio
sales. Evidence that radio kept sales for

Augustine,

Fla.,

Butter Krust Enriched Bread

at

the

right temperature: 52- week contract recently signed represents a 39 per cent

increase in dollar

committment.

spot
produced by the
cago, 111.

transcribed

volume over previous

Gurrent

series

of

832

announcements were

W.

E.

Long

Go.^ Chi-
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THE IDEA FILE
A

directory of local programs
RS this past year.

reviewed in

AMATEUR SHOWS
Budda's Amateur Hour Since 1934, this simon-pure
amateur show has been a Saturday night feature. 9-43,
p. 317.
Big Broadcast Seven year old series has introduced more
than 3,500 amateurs to listeners. 11-43, p. 385.

Center

Victory

Center,

WTCN,

via

women on opening day

8,000

attracts
Inc.,

Rossman's,

for

Minneapolis, Minn. 1-43, p. 16.

Mazor Grand Opening

Guest of honor

at its radio

grand

WOL, Washington, D. C, was the Mazor
Furniture Co.'s news commentator, Fulton Lewis, Jr.
2-43, p. 52.
Kaiser Steel Mill
Radio festivities marked the blowing
in of a new blast furnace at Riverside, Cal. KPRO did
the honors. 3-43, p. 97.
opening over

Army-Navy "E" Award

Plenty of local fanfare created
additional interest in a network ceremony. 3-43, p. 97.
Thanksgiving Day Parade Spot announcements keep
public posted on the line of march. 10-43, p. 343.
Newcomer's Picnic A KTUL shindig for war-workers

and soldiers which drew 50,000
Ut. 10-43, p. 345.
Through the Years with Cooperative
brate a tenth anniversary.

1

Salt

in

Lake

Radio helps

City,
cele-

1-43, p. 388.

CHRISTMAS
Yule Joy For Soldier Boy

Advertisers hit good will

Urget with greetings, gifts and good cheer. 10-43, p.
331.
Main Street Takes to Radio Cooperative packages get
Christmas merchandise story to the public for cooperative merchants. 10-43, p. 334.
Greeting Card Time
Business delivers its season's greetings via radio. 10-43, p. 336.
St. Nick's Radio Tricks
Radio Santa creates store traffic.

10-43, p. 338.

Enter: Santa's Better Half!
North Pole "remotes" pass
the sales test set up by the Emporium Department
Store, St. Paul, Minn. 10-43, p. 340.

Mail Fills Santa's Pack
Santa proves radio the easiest,
cheapest media. 10-43, p. 342.
Christmas Dollars
Merchandise prizes for best letters
suggesting service men gifts. 10-43, p. 344.
Cinnamon Bear The transcribed feature does a return
engagement for Wieboldt's, Chicago, 111. 11-43, p.
389.
Christmas Carols
A company choir on a regional network becomes a tradition. 11-43, p. 390.

CIVICS

AND GOVERNMENT

American Ideals

Civic organizations present the story
of their contributions to the community. 7-43, p. 246.

Dramatizations of court cases. 10-43,

City Clean-Up Campaign
Cooperative merchants offer
clean-up suggestions, strung together with music, for
spring seasonal promotion. 12-43, p. 414.

CLASSIFIEDS
Trading Post and Farm Service
service for

KFH

Hour

Gratis

trading

listeners, Wichita, Ka. 4-43, p. 125.

Trade Winds

Listeners get a chance to barter white elephants. 4-43, p. 134.

Lost and
lotte,

422

Found

N. C,

for

The lost is found via
Duke Power Co. 4-43,

WAYS,
p.

129.

for Victory

wants over
Classifieds

WTBO,

Up-with-the-sunners make known their
Hartford, Conn. 8-43, p. 281.
buy, sell and swap, thanks to

WNBC,

Listeners

Cumberland, Md., and

to Schriver's

One-Stop

CONTESTS
Listening for a Price?
Sell with entertainment, not with
cash is the thesis here. 1-43, p. 12.

Scholarship-Bond Contest Buyers of Series E War Bonds
help 20 high school seniors compete in a ^13,200
college scholarship contest. 1-43, p. 22.

Go Get

Char-

It

Scavenger hunt with a radio angle. 1-43,

p.

26.

Lucky

Listener
Typical Pot-O-Gold Sunday quarterhour. 2-43, p. 44.
Real money is given away for worthless items in this syndicated script feature. 2-43, p. 62.
Laughter After Dark
A quiz show with plenty of featured music is Play for Pay. 3-43, p. 85.

Funny Money Man

On the air to satisfy the public's
Buffalo Contest Club
interest in current contests. Tips, etc. on how to win
contests. 3-43, p. 93.
Captain Cash
He calls every 60 minutes, makes 60 calls
a week. Jack pot may go up to ^60 a day. 3-43, p. 99.
A-B-C Blocks determine who wins the weekly jack pot
over WAYS, Charlotte, N. C, from Charlotte Laundry.
5-43, p. 173.
Random draws with sponsor receipt tieGift Man, The
in for cash prizes. 5-43, p. 175.
Dollars or Dinners
Listeners identify advertising slogans
for cash. If memory fails them. La Conga Restaurant,
listener a free dinner.
Evansville, Ind., awards
6-43, p. 208.
Do You Know the Answer Listeners who know the password get cash on the line. 6-43, p. 208.
Random telephone calls with cash
Linger with Esslinger
for the password of the day. 6-43, p. 210.
Sound-O Listeners try to identify studio created sounds
for whopping big prizes. 8-43, p. 276.

WEOA

Hidden Password

Listeners unscramble a code-like arrangement of words. 11-23, p. 384.
Radio Food for Thought With Darts and Dashes, Super
Valu Stores, Des Moines, la., build week-end sales.

12-43, p. 412.

Who Parlor radio-game with merchandise prizes.
12-43, p. 420.
Werx Jackpot Cash for those whose telephones ring, can
prove to have a sponsor box top in the house. 12-43,

Guess

p.

City Traffic Court
Listeners are hailed into court by
remotes. 3-43, p. 94.

Municipal Court
p. 356.

Swap

Service Station. 12-43, p. 417.

ANNIVERSARIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS
Victory

Swappers For nine years swappers have bought, sold,
swapped, rented, aired lost and founds. 8-43, p. 281.

421.

One-minute spot announcements. Merchandise

Riddles

certificates for listeners
43, p. 422.

who complete

the riddles. 12-

DRAMA
Drugs Entertain! Family welcome mat out for
show and its sponsor. 3-43, p. 79.
American Brewing Co., New OrLaughter After Dark!
Skillern's
a good

leans, La., reaches every radio home every week. Dramatic offering: Road to Yesterday. 3-43, p. 84.

The Enemy Within Revealed in dramtic form is the
true story of how the Australian Secret Service smashed
a

Nazi spy

plot. Transcribed. 3-43, p.

102.

Biographical sketches of famous Americans. Transcribed. 4-43, p. 136.

This

is

America

Screen Guild Players

Dramatic presentation of recent

screen successes. 4-43, p. 137.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Skippy

Hollywood Theatre Dramatic approach ups
sales, creates new markets. 6-43, p. 190.
Vanity Fair
Transcribed feature based on the classic
novel. 11-43, p. 394.

Get a War Job

to

Its

Factory and office job avail211.
Radio Recruits!
Radio help wanted appeals meet crucial
manpower shortage. 9-43, p. 305.
But Once a Year Spot announcements roundup workers for the Federal Employment Service over WIND,
Chicago, 111. 10-43, p. 358.
abilities are discussed. 6-43, p.

Farmer Russ

News and music

355.

FARM
p. 124.
Farmer's Almanac of the Air

How to get people out of
bed in the morning! 4-43, p. 133.
Victory Farmers on Parade
Radio ups food out-put, increases feed tonnage. 8-43, p. 257.
Fla.,

p.

Broadcasts over

WRUF,

Gainesville,

from Snow's Live Stock Auction Market. 8-43,

261.

Old Farm Hour A half-hour variety show with a rural
slant. 8-43, p. 264.
Radio: Farmer's Friend
Advertiser rates greater audience acceptance, better market from farm service projects. 8-43, p. 266.
Early Birds
Music and poultry news get distribution
for the Early Bird Hatchery, Davenport, la., over
woe. 8-43, p. 268.
Friendly Farmer
A daily full-hour show with a little
bit of everything for the farm family is heard over
Marion, O. 8-43, p. 271.
Farm Interviews Interviews with farm people are transcribed, aired at a later date. 8-43, p. 272.
Cracker Barrel
Market prices, music and farm news is
the mainstay of this
daily feature for Kingston,
Ont., listeners. 8-43, p. 272.
Farmer's Exchange
A five-minute trading post over
WBRC, Birmingham, Ala., for --Alabama Novelty
House. 8-43, p. 273.
Farm Digest Farm problems peculiar to the region.
8-43, p. 275.
Town and Farm Information on farm subjects for the
farm family and the city dweller. 8-43, p. 275.
Saturday night barn dance from WRUF,
Hayloft Hop
Gainesville, Fla. 8-43, p. 275.
Daily News Letter Ten-minute feature keeps the farmer
posted on latest farm front developments. 8-43, p. 276.
Farm Front News slanted at rural listeners. 8-43, p. 277.

WMRN,

CKWS

Missouri Farmer
8-43, p. 277.

Answers

to

the peg for this 18 year old
Col. 10-43, p. 356.

On

the Citrus Front

Busy Money

Gainesville.

I

U.

Variety show for noontime listening.

Joe Doakes Humor backstops this nine year old weekday feature. 8-43, p. 278.
Misco Market Reports Missoula Mercantile took on
sponsorship 12 years ago over KGVO. 8-43, p. 278.
Program for rural-minded New EngFarmer's Almanac

KOA

Regional news. 11-41. p.

J81.

Money,

its

uses and

its

significance! 5-4}.

Advice for bewildered

taxpayers

FOOD
Fun With Food
to stagger

home

WFIL.

Philadelphia housewives get a chance
with free-for-nothing market baskets

show based on culinary knowledge. Heard
1-43, p. 28.

1450 Club

Women's program with a club membership
angle. Recipes, household hints, et al. 1-4 J. p. 30.

Bennie Walker's Tillamook Kitchen
Two people talk
about recipes and cheese for Tillamook County Creamery Ass'n. 1-43. p. 33.

WFIL

Kitchen Club
Five times a week members gather
around the kitchen stove, via WFIL, Philadelphia.
3-43, p. 105.

A Word

to the Wives
Cooking suggestions, etc.
daily sked. 4-43, p. 133.

Housewives Jackpot

Product

tie-in

for housewives

know their groceries. 4-4 3, p. 138.
Food for Freedom Wartime food tips.

Happy
p.

Kitchen
249.

Recipes,

etc.

on

for

who

homemakers.

7-43,

Tomorrow's Menus Today Current rationing news, shopping tips and balanced menus to meet rationing conditions. 9-43, p. 310.
Bess Bye, the Market Scout

ditions and retail
9-43, p. 318.

Canning for Victory

prices

Latest dope on market conon perishable food stuffs.

Visual and oral instruction. 10-43.

p. 349.

Modern Kitchen

Fun and enjoyment

of cooking. 10-4 3.
351.
Mystery Chef Series takes the mystery out of wartime
cooking problems. 10-43, p. 354.
How to keep wartime America
Vitamins for Victory
healthy and well fed is the purpose of the KIDO.
p.

Boise, Id., feature aired
Ass'n. 11-43, p. 380.

for

the Snake

River

A take-off on radio's old
with a merchandising twist. 11-43, p. 384.

Cockeyed Cooking

Drug

faithful,

A

Women's

Participation
Rockwood dC Co. seasonal
promotion for Chocolate Bits. 12-43. p. 419.

Sons of Freedom

HISTORICAL
A salute to 65 famous

dom. A transcribed five-minute feature.
American Challenge. The Transcribed

Sons of Free1-4

J.

p.

J 3.

feature dramahave contributed to progress

tizes lives of those who
in the U. S. 6-43, p. 203.

Way Back When

Live show with an old-timer angle.

7-43. p. 226.

Radio Farmer

RFD

Famous Mothers Narrative and dramatic scenes based
on the lives of famous mothers ire featured in this

land. 8-43, p. 278.
For 12 years, Reilly Atkinson 8C Co.,
Boise, Idaho, have offered this ten-minute farm news
packet over KIDO. 8-43, p. 279.
ten-minute news spot has been warmed
Review
by the suns of seven summers for participating sponPeoria, III. 8-43, p. 279.
sors on

A

WMBD,

A farm service feature. 8-43, p. 280.
and Home News News of interest to the
farm family is the G.L.F. Cooperative Mills offering over WKBW, Buffalo, N. Y. 8-43, p. 280.
Transcribed feature with
Poultry School of the Air
leaflets and bulletins as listener checks heard over
WGBF-WEOA, Evansville, Ind. 8-43, p. 281.
Circle

GLF Farm
entire

Farm Forum
tie-ins.

Farm news summaries. Good promotional

8-43, p. 282.
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a

5-43. p. 170.

Romances of American Industry Stories behind great
American business institutions. 9-43, p. 311.
Milwaukee Through the Years Historical pageant with
a weekly salute to war industries in the community.

Farm

3.

listener-tent questions
feature, Denver.

166.

p.

Facts About Taxes
11-43, p. 380.

over

A

the Morning
collection of dawn breakers
that are sponsor ice breakers for increased sales. 4-43,

Bids by Remote

WRUF,

for rural liiicnert. 10-4
'

Farm Question Box

in this quiz

Top O'

noontime all-farm-family feature

fifteenth year over

FINANCIAL

EMPLOYMENT
Time

m

now

8-43, p. 282.
p.

EDUCATIONAL
Learn Spanish
A Time & Life produced transcribed feature. Every day situations dramatized to
present a working Spanish vocabulary. 9-43 n 321
12-43, p. 403.

Let's

A

Farm Hour

Florida

9-43, p. 312.

5-minute transcribed series. 9-4 3. p. 321.
Dramatizations of the lives of those
Voice of Vision
whose contributions to science gave them a place in the
sun. Live. 1-43. p. 35 3.
Famous Yankees Week-day parade of famous New Englanders who used Yankee ingenuity to a<.hievc fame and
fortune. 12-43. p. 418.

HOBBIES AND RECREATION
When the M. L. Parker Co..

Sewing School

Davenport.

offered free pair-?hlets in connection with its
broadcasts, response was terrific. 6-43. p. 210.
la.,

WOC

423

Where, how and when

Fish for Food and Fun
fish. 9-43, p. 311.

HUMOR

to catch

Daily

Ray Daughters Health Club

Calisthenics with give-away
health chart. 12-43, p. 420.

Chuckles

Oddities
chuckles. 3-43, p. 98.

Smile

in the

of the average boy

HOMES AND GARDENS

p.

in

the

day's

news

bring

Humorous

Morning

incidents in the life
provide chuckles and laughs. 8-43,

284.

INTERVIEWS
Service-Man-on-the-Street
Selling by radio is half selling radio itself for the Nelson Bros. Furniture Store,
Chicago, III. 1-43, p. 10.

A

Furlough Fun
ters,

Sunday

free-for-all at

with a Call the Folks Back

Home

USO

headquar-

angle. 2-43, p.

63.

Celebrity Time
firemen over

Witching-hour interviews with

WFIL,

visiting

Philadelphia, Pa. 4-43, p.

114.

JUVENILE
Juvenile Jamboree
Star spangled amateur performers.
1-43, p. 31.
Allen County Spelling Bee
Big event for 12 years for
grade school children is this 11-week series. 2-43, p.

Winona

Builders

Show

modeling, housing,

Information and advice on
etc.

with transcribed music,

re-

and

interviews. 3-43, p. 96.

Gracious Living
Informal, chatty information on problems of interior decoration. 3-43, p. 98.
It's a

News

Woman's World

decoration,

in

home

women.
Home-making

etc., to interest

Your Neighbor Lady

decoration, styles,
3-43, p. 103.
tips

and sugges-

104.

tions. 3-43, p.

Victory Gardener
5-43, p. 167.

Tips for the wartime

Everywoman's Hour
program. 6-43,

Participating

tiller

of the soil.

WFIL home

forum

p. 186.

The Lady Next Door

Recipes, budget saving

tips,

etc.

6-43, p. 200.

Gardening for Victory Interviews, round table discussions, and advice. Plenty of merchandising angles.
6-43, p. 200.

Be Aware

Ladies

WRUF

A

of everything on this
program. Aired for Gainesville (Fla. ) Laundry.
little

bit

6-43, p. 204.

Happy Homes Homemaking commentary.
Handy Man Tips to the wives from the

6-43, p. 205.

stronger sex.

12-43, p. 417.

HUMAN

and poetry. 1-43,

Fireside

p. 8.

Silver and Gold
Weekly salute to those celebrating
twenty-fifth and fiftieth wedding anniversaries is heard
over
Rochester, N. Y. 1-43, p. 21.

WHEC,

Weekly forecast on new night spot entertainment, comments on food, gossip about frequenters.
1-43, p. 22.

Lamplighter

The Name You Will Remember
ranging from

Madame Chiang

A

Brunch Time Over the back fence gab-session with
background music. 4-43, p. 140.
Uncle Elmer's Pleasantville Mythical people in a mythical town chin about town gossip. Show includes inspirational music, poetry, philosophy and good cheer.
8-43, p. 283.
Si's Almanac
Five-minute morning show of philosophy, jokes, patter and poems. 9-43, p. 300.

Uncle

Smilin' Irish Eyes
p.

civic rouser. Grouchy Gus comes
his pet peeves. 9-43, p. 317.

Folk song, legend and

on

stories. 11-43,

383.

A Woman Wonders
est to

A

women. 11-43,

Reveille Sweetheart

A

little bit

p.

of everything of inter-

386.

little

bit

of everything in this

early morning rouser. 11-43, p. 390.
Ray Smith Commentary One-way conversations to stimulate interest in the Downtown Los Angeles (Cal.)

business district. 12-43, p. 419.

424

A weekly KOA story hour for Dena Time
moppets. 3-43, p. 88.
A

A WEOA

Young America

Sings
Talented midsouth youngsters
put on an outstanding show. 5-43, p. 158.
Amazing is the T. Eaton Co. Ltd.'s
performance record over CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. 5-43,
p. 164. 12-43, p. 410.
Scramble Authentic news about aviation, war heroes,
etc. for the small fry. A Blue Network live feature.
5-43, p. 176.
Saturday morning theatre-radio party. 5-43,
Dairy lea
p. 171.
Half-hour juvenile talent feature.
Rath's Kiddies Revue
Good merchandising angles. 6-43, p. 194.
Jacob Reed's Sons Model Plane Club Saturday morning radio instructions for model plane construction.
6-43, p. 212.
Quarter-hour
Junior League Children's Radio Hour
dramatizations of favorite stories directed at elemen-

Good Deeds Club

A

schools.

Two

other

children's

programs round

out the picture for Hale Brothers Department Store,
Sacramento, Cal. 7-43, p. 238.
Saturday morning amateur show for
Children's Hour
the nippers. 10-43, p. 348.
High Schools on Parade A panorama of school activity
for Capwell's. 10-43, p. 350.
heard over
Transcribed feature was a part
Streamlined Fairy Tales

KROW

of a hard-hitting radio campaign for Lit Brothers,
Philadelphia, Pa., over WFIL. 12-43, p. 403.

Personality sketches

half-hour variety show which
follows format of a periodical. 3-43, p. 100.

Grouchy Gus As a
fighting mad, airs

ver, Col.

fiveInterpretation of the News for Young People
minute offering with a series of quiz programs. Confeature
testants are selected by classmates.
for Evansville, Ind. listeners.

LABOR RELATIONS

Kaishek to Arturo Tos-

canini in a series of transcribed programs. 2-43, p. 60.

Magazine of the Air

Once Upon

tary

RELATIONS

Through Peaceful Valley with the Old Judge
chats with patter

52.

King's Kiddie Klub
Saturday morning theatre broadcast
with amateur talent. 2-43, p. 65.

Labor News and Views

Commentary on

labor topics.

4-43, p. 129.

Dramatic sequences cover outstandThis Is Your World
ing news events with a labor slant. 6-43, p. 203.

MILITARY
Hello Soldier! Hello Sailor Long distance calls to and
from men and women in the service is the Minnesota
Federal Savings Qc Loan set-up on WTCN, St. PaulMinneapolis, Minn. 5-43, p. 151.
How radio-dated V-mail keeps the
Victory Via V-Mail

home front In line. 5-43, p. 160.
Camp talent for listener's pleasure. 5-43,
Air Corps
p. 169.
Artny camp quiz show for institutional
Passing the Buck
value. 5-43, p. 171.
Appeals for cast off furs
Seamen's Fur Vest Campaign
as a sponsor service gesture, aired over CKWS, Kingston, Ont. 5-43, p. 172.
Bombardier Quiz Servicemen's quiz show with plenty
of merchandising angles. 5-43, p. 173.
Excerpts of letters from service men.
Service Diary
7-43, p. 238.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Army Chin-Up Show

Musical

requests,

soldier-sent

news items for army camp reception. 7-43, p. 240.
Just for Fun
Quiz show from servicemen's centers.
8-43, p. 271.

Navy Send-Oft

Breakfast

Tars and their next of kin
gather weekly for a send-off breakfast. 9-43, p. 311.
Farnsworth Firing Line Party game show from the
servicemen's center. 10-43, p. 348.
Nan Patterson,
AC Weekly series by and for WAC's
11-43, p. 380.

W

Home

Letter from
activities

whom

is

the

Weekly news packet

of home folk's
transcribed, sent on to the service man to
is dedicated. 11-43, p. 384.

show

MUSIC

Juke Box Saturday Night Listener vote
which platters are spun. 7-43. p. 246.

Memory Game

Musical

Listeners

deiermin.-*

identify

sanien

for

cash. 7-43, p. 247.

Stump Us

Listeners send in song lilies and box top*,
attempt to stump studio musicians by caiiinK for >ong»
the maestros can't play. 8-4 J, p. 279.

Rhythm and Romance

A

daily

news and music combi-

nation. 9-43, p. JOS.

Linger Awhile
Favorite tunes of yesteryear measured
out by an organ-piano duo. over WOC. Davenport,
la., for Zoller Brewing Co. 9-43, p. 309. 12-4 J
o
409.

Memory Lane

Nostalgic

music

and

original

poems.

9-43, p. 309.

Treasure Trails of Melody
A weekly institutional musical stroll with the Public Service Co. of Colorado,
over KOA, Denver. 9-43, p. 313.
What's in a Song?
Listeners cash in on song titles they
always thought they'd like to write songs about. 9-4 3,
p. 316.
Serenade in Waltz Time Seasonal promotion over KSD,
St. Louis, Mo., for Kruth China Co. 10-43, p. 343.
Paris Again
Classical and modern French music. 10-43.
p. 344.
Patti

Page

KTUL
Gems

Quality recordings of popular musical
of Melody
comedy hits, favorites in semi-classical and light operatic
music on KSD, St. Louis, Mo. 1-43, p. 20.
Melody Makers Feature of the half-hour weekly broadcast: Song of the Week, written by a local composer.

Tune makers vie for prizes. 1-43, p. 28.
International Club
In this mythical night spot, a different orchestra is featured each night. Interviews with
visiting orchestra leaders and vocalists add zest. 1-43,
p. 30.
Dreamhouse
musical program flexible enough to
meet seasonal and promotional changes. 2-43, p. 42.
Rhythm and Rhyme Songs and patter with a listener
invitation to write comments on sponsor's product.
Comments are taken cold, worked up into four-line
verses. 2-43, p. 64.
Donald Novis Sings
26-episode transcribed feature.
3-43, p. 92.

A

A

Gems

of
104.

Melody

Music

Songs of the past and today's
listeners,

Tulsa,

Okla.

hit

tunes for

Good merchandising

hook for Page Evaporated Milk. 10-4 3, p. 348.
Ark Valley Boys Hillbilly music over KFH. Wichita,
Ka., for Harvey Bros., Inc. 10-43, p. 357.
Hollywood Varieties Music and Hollywood chatter sell
furs for the Hudson Bay Fur Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
over

KDYL.

11-43, p. 374.

Korn Kobblers A transcribed novelty band series gets
sales on the up-beat for a variety of sponsors. 11-4 3,
p. 376.
Bernie Armstrong
11-43, p. 378.

Organ music and

Presents

song.

Songs of yesteryear carry CKOC listeners
through the years with Campbell's Drug Stores, Ham-

Old Refrains

ilton, Ont. 11-43, p. 386.
Weston's Community Hour Open-air song fest. 11-4 J.
p. 381.
Tune Factory An afternoon of music with news onthe-hour. 12-43, p. 416.

built a jewelry store. 3-43, p.

MYSTERY FEATURES
How

World's Greatest Music Ten-minute interlude of music
at 11:20 P.M. for the graveyard shift over WFIL,

The Shadow

Philadelphia, Pa. 4-43, p. 116.
Old tunes and the best of the new
ballads are sung for Bohemian Brewery over KIDO,
Boise, Id. 4-43, p. 127.
Popular music in a variety of
Falstaff Musical Hour
moods for late evening listeners. 4-43, p. 132.

\ live show from KFH.
Goldsmith's Phantom Theatre
Wichita, Ka., for Goldsmith Book SC Stationery for
whodunit fans. 6-43, p. 212.

Bohemian Hour

Bunkhouse Jamboree

Recorded music, 3:00-5:00 A.M.

4-43, p. 134.

Thirty minutes of recorded music
with a dealer salute angle. 5-43, p. 165.
Morning and music with
a lift. 5-43, p. 168.

Nine O'Clock Club

Eveready Morning Serenade

Tommy

Dorsey Denver, Col., listeners put the local
stamp of approval on KOA's network broadcast of
Tommy Dorsey. 5-43, p. 174.
Songs Our Soldiers Sing War songs conquer army of
buyers for Hurst's Furniture 8C Radio Stores, Hamilton,

CKOC. 6-43, p. 196.
Men Request music for

Ont., over

service men.
6-43, p. 200.
Sunshine Boys
Guitar, accordion and vocal music for
Vick Chemical Co. over KOA, Denver, Col. 6-43,
p. 206.
Melody Matinee Music for afternoon listening. 6-43,
p. 207.
Rainbo Musical Magazine Ad-lib patter between numbers fills the bill for Rainbo Bread Co., Denver, Col.,
over KOA. 6-43, p. 210.
Gems of Melody Over 14 years old and still going
strong. 6-43, p. 211.

Songs for Service

Time Out With Allen
gram transcribed by

Prescott

NBC

7-43, p. 236.
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A

musical variety pro-

Radio Recording Division.

six

sponsors

used

this

transcribed

feature. 3-43, p. 86.

NBC

transcribed series of 26
Circle, The
An
half-hour dramatic programs based on classic bests.
9-43, p. 321.
live half-hour on the eerie, whodunit
Mister Mystery
side, for Parisian Tailors, over WFIL, Philadelphia,
Pa. 10-43, p. 352.

Weird

A

NEWS
News from the home
Back Page and Tourist News
town for wintertime playtimers in the Southland over

KGBS,

Hariingen, Tex. 1-43,

p.

19.

News commentator Lewis skims

Fulton Lewis, Jr.

off

the top of the news from the nation's capitol on a split
sponsorship. 1-43, p. 21.

Sunrise Edition

First

news of the day

in

Reno, Nev.

1-43, p. 31.

World News

Six times weekly dinnertime quarter-hour.

1-43, p. 31.

World News Tonight News broadcasts newest method
to sell service, move goods for P. J. Nee Furniture
Co., Washington, D. C. 2-43, p. 42.

What's

New

in

the

News

Quiz show plus newt

daily,

irons out business wrinkles. 2-43. p. 44.

News Ace Radio 'round-the-clock on six sUtion« sells
giant specials for Cunningham's drug stores, 2-43,
p. 46.
Baukage Talking No sales blues with news for Colorado Supply over KGHF, Pueblo, Col 2-4 3, p. 48.
News

at

Home

KTUL

listeners get a twice-a-dsy shot

of local news. 2-43, p. 59.

425

f

President's News Conference
on presidential utterances

Twice weekly low-down
over KBON,
Lewis, Jr. 2-43,

heard

are

Omaha, Neb. Commentator: Fulton
p. 61.

P.D.Q. News Reporter A seven-year-old breakfasttime
news shot. 2-43, p. 65.
The War This Week A weekly summary of the war

A

Women

for

woman's

dealer

Col., listeners. Retail
angle. 2-43, p. 67.

Graeme Fletcher News
dles nearly 50 weekly

slant

KOA

Campbell-Sell Baking Co.'s

casts, all

on the news is the
offering to Denver,

tie-in.

Map

give-away

Ace newscaster Fletcher han-

KFH

quarter-hour news broadsponsored in Wichita, Ka. 2-43, p. 68.

Daniel's Sunday News
News round-up in five quarterhour broadcasts throughout the day. 2-43, p. 68.

News

Eight O'clock

Morning news

six

times a week.

2-43, p. 69.
Bentley's News Commentary
Background material on
the historical and political developments of the news
hot-spots. 2-43, p. 70.

Sunday Newscasts News without comment. 3-43, p. 93.
Manhattan News News without editorial comment. 3-43,
p.

Six years with the same show is the
record of Dailey's Clothing Co., Washington, D. C.
Listeners hear it over WOL. 9-43, p. 308.
Studebaker War Commentary
Scripts are from Press
Association. 10-43, p. 354.

War and

Ration

A

News

ten-minute daily feature. 10-

43, p. 354.

Highlight of the Day
WFIL broadcast for
Pa., is built around
one item. 11-43, p. 379.
We Cover the Battlefronts United Press script series
based upon action reports. 11-43, p. 383.

News

news. 2-43, p. 67.

News

3:00 P.M. News

Cooper Brewery, Philadelphia,

News
News

Week-day morning quarter-hour. 11-43,

p. 386.
Insurance agency uses 12 weekly programs of
news and music. 11-43, p. 387.
John Chapel News Radio news credited with remarkable business increase for Thrift Federal Savings &
Loan Ass'n. Oakland, Cal., over KROW. 11-43, p. 389.
Walter Compton's News
Remarkable sales response
for the Sport Center, Washington, D. C, with news
over WOL. 11-43, p. 391.
Bill

Hinds News

OUT OF DOORS

103.

Local News
News of what's happening in the home
town. 3-43, p. 105.
Editor Speaks, The
A late night newscast over WFIL.
4-43, p. 114.

Murray Young News
P.M. 4-43, p. 128.

Quarter-hour newscast

at

11:00

Merchandising and news rub elbows.

12-43, p. 416.

Fishin' in
Foster's

Formula

Michigan

Hardware

8C

for landing sales for
Sporting Goods Store, Pontiac,
quarter-hour. 4-43, p. 117.

WCAR

Mich.; a seasonal
12-43, p. 410.

Fish for Food and Fun
fish. 9-43, p. 311.

Where, when and how

to catch

PATRIOTIC

Oddities in the News
Unusual news of persons and
events over KSD, St. Louis, Mo., for Double Mix,
Inc. 4-43, p. 128.
the Hour
Five-minute news period on the
hour, 24 hours a day over WIND, Cricago, III., for
Mandel Brothers Department Store. 4-43, p. 132.

News on

Last Minute News
Noon
angle. 4-43, p. 135.

newscast

with

a

premium

f,

Three-Star Final
Three consecutive years with the same
show. 4-43, p. 141.

Rooster News
A news program with a farm angle for
Rooster Flour 8C Feed Mills on KDTH, Dubuque,
la. 4-43, p. 120.
Chairs 'n' Things
A furniture dealer with a
radio advertising record of five successive years uses
news. 5-43, p. 156.

Of Easy
Today's

War Commentary

News

Music

'n'

over

WFIL,

Five solid hours of news and music
Philadelphia, Pa. 5-43, p. 169.

News

Baukhage Talking
at

WFIL.

establishes

consumer contact

Abbotts Dairies, Philadelphia, Pa.,

focal point for

over

Daily United Press script

166.

series. 5-43, p.

6-43, p. 186.

Gulf News

Gulf Service Stations render a service while
advertising a service over KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark.
6-43, p. 188.

Anthony News Radio solves a problem for the C.
Anthony Co.'s 68 retail department stores. 6-43,

KTUL

Pay Off News Experts answer listener sent questions
on news of the day. Good merchandising tie-in. 6-43,
206.

Story of the

Newsy

Day

topics

of

general

interest

to

Quarter-hour news shot. 7-43,

p.

249.

Juster Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.,

Northwest men's styles via
P. B. Juster's views. 9-43, p. 295.

sets

WTCN's

news and

Daily War Journal
Martin Agronsky's commentary
helps Marty's Clothing Mart, Providence, R. I. 9-43,
p. 302. 12-43, p. 416.

Lawton

News

stressed.

426

A

9-43, p.

daily

308.

news

program

with

Front,

The

values

Questions on rent control, rationing,
answered with government

etc. raised by listeners are
assistance. 1-43, p. 22.

Civilian Soldier

formed

in

Up

for special citations for work perline of duty is the Civilian
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Ut. 1-43,

and above the

Soldier, heard over
p. 26.

Victory Hour
A full-hour program with split sponsorship on KGBS, Harlingen, Tex. 2-43, p. 59.
Keep 'Em Living A dramatic appeal for blood donors.

Wm. Farrar 8C Co., Ltd., men's wear,
pays tribute to the men and women of Canada's fighting forces, over CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. 2-43, p. 61.
Bend Works for Victory Pats on the back for John Q.
Public with pep talks by public spirited citizens. 3-43,
p. 92.

WOL

quarter-hour of news
Defense Reporter A
beamed at Civilian Defense Volunteers by Hecht Co.,
department store. 3-43, p. 94.
Home Front Heroes Five-minute spot explains needs
and aims of volunteer war workers to the public over
Civilian

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa. 4-43, p. 114.
Quarter-hour of news for the swing
shift on split sponsorship. 4-43, p. 127.
Industry
Defense workers get the spotRadio Salute to
light in this musical pot pourri over WFIL, Philadelphia, Pa. 4-43, p. 116.
Women at War What women are doing in the war effort, with on-the-spot interviews over KDYL, Salt Lake
City, Ut., for Salt Lake Knitting Store. 5-43, p. 154.
Dramatic episodes portray imporSoldiers of Industry
tance of home front war effort in office and factory.
5-43, p. 168.

Swing

213.

Front Page of the Air

1-43, p. 19.

2-43, p. 60.

Fire O'Clock Edition of the News
Plenty of merchandising goes with this
feature for Mayo Furniture Co., Tulsa, Okla. 6-43, p. 203.

p.

ammunition

WFIL.

Badge of Honor

the Map
New angle on the news series
over WFIL, Philadelphia, Pa., for Lit Brothers. 6-43,
201.
403.
12-43,
p.
p.

women. 6-43,

Home

Inspirational half-hour primed
for the home front

psychological

p.

Hot Spot on

p.

with

heard over

R.

192.

Women Today

Sweet Land of Liberty

to Victory

RADIO SH OWMANSH

I

P

Uncle Sam Transcribed OWI series dramatizes news
of the war effort at home and abroad. 5-43, p. 172.
in the War
What one state is doing for
the war effort. Essay contest angle for schools. 5-43,

New Mexico

172.
Bigelow's Brevities
A 21-gun salvo to persons doing
their part in the fight for freedom is a daily five-minute feature. 4-43, p. 165.
Close-Up of the Fighting Fronts Listener sent questions
on the fighting fronts are answered in the quarterhour. 5-43, p. 167.
Remember Pearl Harbor Sustaining feature devoted to
the war effort is heard on
Peoria, III. 5-43,
p. 177.
Victory Mothers
Mothers get a chance to talk about
sons in service. Merchandising tie-ins. 6-43, p. 202.
Our Fighting Navy Stories of the Canadian navy dramatized. 6-43, p. 206.
C. D. Blockbusters
True-to-life stories over WFIL,
Philadelphia, Pa. 7-43, p. 239.
p.

WMBD,

Defense Calendar News of civilian defense
activities and latest decrees over WMRN, Marion, O.,
for Ohio Locomotive Crane Co. 7-43, p. 239.
Those Who Serve Tribute to the civilian front with a

Civilian

strong military flavor. 7-43, p. 245.

Your Neighbor Was in Prison Local citizens recount
experiences in German prison camps in World War L
7-43, p. 249.

OWI

An
transcribed feature with plenty of
hard-hitting merchandising. 8-43, p. 264.

Uncle Sam

Thumb-nail sketches
Kendall's Honor Roll of the Air
of men in the armed forces come from their families
and friends. 8-43, p. 272.
Dramatizations of a young wife's
This Changing World
experiences in holding down a wartime job and maintaining her home, scripted with a view to civic benefit. 8-43, p. 274.

On

Dramatization of the invasion of
Greece. 9-43, p. 314.
Dramatized accounts of the
Today's America Hero
actions that made heroes in World War II. United
Marion, O., for
on
script
is
aired
Press
here
Spot Restaurant. 9-43, p. 314.

Greece Fights

WMRN,

Patriotic quiz feature on civilian deBrain Trust
fense. 9-43, p. 315.
Bond Spiel Listeners phone in War Bond pledges, have
their names read over the air. 9-43, p. 319.

Macon

Our Block

Dramatization of the meaning,

etc.,

of

ci-

QUIZ
Words

in

the

News

Listeners who send in ]V4trdi iri
guests who correctly define them,

News, studio

the

win fun, fame and fortune over

A

tran-

scribed feature that is 95 per cent entertainment, five
per cent educational. 11-43, p. 393.

War

Employee

Industries on Parade

ly series. 11-43, p.

Blood Relative

KROW,
p.

talent in this week-

Wham Contestants identify a tuneful earful.
It's Dollars or Dinners in this musical show with a
quiz angle. 1-43, p. 29.

Adam and Eve Club

Appeals for Blood Donor Service over
I. Magnin and Brcuner's. 11-43,

392.

Tribute to the home front with plenty
of merchandising angles. Compliment to workers is
paid by the Onondaga County Savings Bank, Syracuse,
N. Y., over WFBL. 12-43, p. 408.

Behind the Lines

Home Front News of wartime home front
heard over WOC, Davenport, la., for Petersen Harned Von Maur. 12-43, p. 410.
PETS

Boggs on Dogs Canine news, care and feeding of pets,
and human interest stories make up the five-minute

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Family Party Music and comedy cooked up by talented
employees. 1-43, p. 20.
C House Party Weekly half-hour employee show.

M&

165.

Marching Along Together
public support, Bausch &
the

air.

To recruit employees, build
Lomb Optical Co. takes to

5-43, p. 169.

Kootenay Family Almanac

Local news,

ployee morale, for public relations, and
tion to progress. 11-43, p. 382.

DECEMBER, 1943

thi»

weekly

Studio contestants reach into an old fashioned
grab bag, answer listener-sent brain teasers, in this

WOL

feature for Washington, D.

C,

listeners.

2-4

i.

p. 62.

Public Opinion
Studio contestants answer questions of
public opinion, get prize money if their answers jibe
with weekly postcard poll. Audience at CKOC. Hamilton, Ont.: 315 persons. 2-4 3, p. 6 3.

PDQ

Studio show draws up to 5,000

Quiz Court

lis-

tener questions a week. 6-43, p. 205.

Americana Quiz Studio audiences answer questions on
American history. 7-43, p. 244.
A hoose-gow version of InformaRaiford Town Hall
tion Please from the Florida State Prison. 8-4 3. p. 27 3.
Times Quiz-Time Pot o' gold for listeners who correctly
answer questions on by-tine writers, features, etc. of the
Chicago Daily Times. 9-43, p. 315.

Town

&

Gown Quiz

Business and professional
10-43, p. 352.

men

in

a fight-to-the-finish quiz.

RELIGIOUS
Begun in 1938, this early morning
quarter-hour features hymns, talks and prayer. 2-43,

Goodwill Devotions
p. 66.

Getting the Most Out of Life
are the feature of this
feature. 6-43, p. 207.

Everybody's Book
43, p. 350.

Brief, inspirational talks

five-minute

NBC

transcribed

Music, Bible verses and prayer. 10-

Sunday morning Naval Chapel broadover KROW for Chapel of the Oaks Mortuary,

Chapel Echoes
casts

Oakland, Cal. 11-43,

Album

Family

p.

Hymns

of

382.

Afternoon quarter-hour.

11-

43, p. 390.

My Prayer Was Answered A transcribed feature heard
over WACO, Waco, Tex., for Connally Funeral Home.
12-43, p. 417.

RESEARCH
Listeners are tipped off on the
the Future
marvels of industrial research for today and for the
future. 10-43, p. 351.

Look

to

ROMANCE
Popular love ballads and famous love

Notes of Lore
letters are
p.

combined

in this transcribed

feature. 6-43,

212.

NBC

Radio Recording
What the
transcribed feature did for a wholesale bakery. 11-4 3.
393. 12-43, p. 401.

Modern Romances
p.

SHOPPING COLUMNS
Merchandise items presented in a
Personal Shopper
breezy style for Falk's Department Store, Boise, Idaho,
over KIDO. 2-43, p. 58.
Musical quarter-hour with a freight
Shoppers Express
of sponsor commercial messages. 5-43. p. 170.
Breezy store talk and a telephone giveaway
angle. 5-43, p. 174.
Shopping problems on best buyi.
Shopper's Digest
where, when and what to buy is the basis for this parMarion, O. 6-43,
ticipating service feature on

Lucky Lady

feature. 4-43, p. 128.

5-43, p.

is

Grab Bag

Petersen's

activities,

Battle of the sexes

quiz program. 2-43, p. 58.

388.

courtesy of

Wichita. Ka.

Matinee

vilian defense efforts. 11-43, p. 387.

Sam Adams, Your Home Front Quartermaster

KFH,

1-43, p. 27.

et al, for emas a contribu-

WMRN.

p.

209.

Soft muaic and The L^dy
the Looking Glass
from Loveman's with shopping tips. 9-43, p. 310.
Ahead of the Headlines Buying stimulant for depart-

Beyond

ment

stores

is

this

syndicated script feature. 9-43, p.

318.

Parade of Fashion
p. 421.

Once-a-week fashion preview. 12-43,

427

SOCIAL EVENTS

Sunday Baseball Play-by-play over KROW, Oakland,
Cal., for Bethlehem-Alameda Shipeyards, Inc. 7-43,
241.

p.

Roundup

Sports

Local and national events in the night7-43, p. 241.
Sears Sportsreel
Plenty of showmanship in this weekly
quarter-hour. 7-43, p. 242.
Alley Broadcast
Five-minute remotes for Charlotte
Bowling Center over WAYS, Charlotte, N. C. 7-43,
p. 243.

KTUL

ly

strip.

Football Forecast
Listeners win prizes for best predictions. 7-43, p. 243.
Sports Page of the Air
Successful
sports review
from the nation's capitol. 7-43, p. 244.

WOL

Sports Reporter

summary

ly

Showmanship makes

click. 7-43, p.

Wadhams
air!

What's doing in
Social Register
schools and churches over WIBX, Utica,
p. 22.

Prine's

the

N. Y.

clubs,
1-43,

Notices of church services,
Greetings and Salutations
lodge and club meetings, birthdays, etc., gratis. 4-43,
p. 135.
News of social and civic events with
Cilco Town Crier
selling copy for Central 111. Light Co., Peoria, 111., on
9-43, p. 299.
News of civic organizations and social
Social Notes
items. 9-43, p. 319.
Newscast News of community enterprises. 10-43, p.
353.
Lillian
News of clubs and clubwomen. 10-43, p. 355.

Tournament of Champions
the scrapple capitol over

local

Listeners are kept up to date on
of the Air
people and events. 11-43, p. 372.

Town

Crier
What's doing
organizations. Heard over
Beverages. 12-43, p. 409.

among North Bay,

CFCH

for

Ont.,

Macdonald's

SPORTS

week-

Inter-scholastic scrap

WFIL,

from

Philadelphia, Pa. 7-43,

248.

p.

Between the Halves News on the gridiron field to while
away time between the halves over KGBS, Harlingen,
Tex. 7-43, p. 248.
Sportscast
A seasonal promotion to catch the masculine
10-43, p. 344.

ear.

WMBD.

Column

this six times

245.

Fifteen consecutive years on the

Sport Flash
7-43, p. 246.

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Buyers and sellers spot real estate
Reed Co., Inc., Omaha, Neb. 1-43,

Listings for Listening
bargains for Byron
p. 6.

Selling Sight Straight
Spot announcements sell personal service in personalized way for Service Optical, Des
50.
Moines, la. 2-43, p.

One-minute transcriptions pep up

Solovox

sales.

3-43,

102.

p.

Betsy Ross in Modern Dress
Spot series gets almost entire bakery ad budget. 3-43, p. 106.
Ear Marked for Success An eight year old record of
spot announcements was set up over WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., for Weis & Fisher Furniture Co. 4-43, p.
141.
Time Signals For Holzbeierlein 8C Sons, Inc., Washington, D. C,
time signals carry the torch for
Bamby Bread. 5-43, p. 176.
Vim and Vigor A hard-hitting spot campaign for vitamins and drugs. 5-43, p. 178.
Tricky transcribed spots with a light
Falstaff Openshaw
touch. 6-43, p. 214.
Almanac of the Air Plugs take the place of printed
almanacs. 10-43, p. 357.

WOL

The Music with local sports news
Bond Clothes over CKOC, Hamilton, Ont. 1-43,

Personality Parade,
sells

p. 14.

Personalized messages
to Man
11-43, p. 394.
Ballads
Jingles build the
KPRO, Riverside, Cal. 12-43, p. 406.

Man

sell

Tap Room

Hub

Quarter-hour of fast bowling league play, and
on-the-spot chatter. 2-43, p. 63.

Bowling

Down

Highlights of local basethe Years in Baseball
ball history through the years. 3-43, p. 95.
Broadcasts of major and minor
government announcements the

Baseball Play by Play
league games, with

commercial backbone. 3-43, p. 100.
variety
Lucky Regal Hour A Sunday morning
hour with a five-minute sports summary. 3-43, p. 101.
Koehler's Sports Parade
National and local sports plus

TRAFFIC
City Traffic Court

latest scores. 4-43, p.

134.

On-the-spot broadcasts with
chandising hooks. 4-43, p. 137.

Alfar's Parade of Sports
7-43, p. 228.

Yandt's Sporlslanls
swers the service
soula,

Ten
call

Mont. 7-43,

p.

News

of

plenty
the

mer-

of

sports

world.

year old sports program anKGVO, Mis-

to the colors over

230.

Erlanger's Sportscast
Sports from the spectator's point
of view over WFIL. 7-43, p. 232.

Your Football Prophet
Baseball

Warm Up

mond. 7-43,

p.

Game

forecasts.

True-to-Iife

stories

Listeners are hailed into City Traf-

Court via remote broadcasts. 3-43, p. 94.
Foot First hand tip-offs on how to get more enjoy-

fic

On

ment On Foot,
for Philadelphia

aired over

&

Play-by-play. 7-43, p. 2 37.

Woodrow

Sports Review

428

240.

dia-

WFIL,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
p. 95.

Western Railway. 3-43,

VARIETY
Comedy and music to start the day right.
Early Birds
2-43, p. 69.
Family Circle Ad-lib monologues, hymns, marches,
hillbilly music, news and frequent time signals on
this early morning shoJ*'. 4-43, p. 125.
Tip-Top O' the Morning Casual singing, playing and
talking by two mike zanies. 4-43, p. 132.
Music, news items, interviews, and book
Lady's Choice
reviews scripted on the lighter side. 4-43, p. 136.
Dawn Patrol News, music and chatter through the night
over WOL, Washington, D. C, for the Pep Boys. 4-43,
p. 140.
Songs to start the day right, with
Breakfast Club, The
plenty of chuckles. Heard over WFIL, Philadelphia,
Pa., for Abbotts Dairies. 6-43, p. 186.

A 45-minute studio show sold
15-minute packages. 8-43, p. 281.

Sunday Get-Together

Football
p.

7-43, p. 236.

from the

237.

estate.

Cafe over

AND TRANSPORTATION

WOL

Hockey

real

Over-all sports picture. 7-43,

in

Top O'

the

Morning

A

little bit

of everything on this

early-morning show. 8-43, p. 285.
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YEAR-END INDEX
Page

Issue

Amusements

.

19
236, 243

Jan.

July

Automobiles

59
105, 106
236, 245

Feb

Mar
July

Aug

Dec.

Drug Products

.

127
165

.

Jan
Feb.

March
April

21, 30, 34
59, 67, 68
87, 92, 106
132, 140, 141

May
June
Oct
Nov.

Dec

200,
338,
376,
401,

176
209
339
393
422

Jan.

Mar.
Apr.

271
342

April

Bakeries

271

Sept.
Oct.

300. 309. 318. 320
337, 3J8. 340. J4».
J50. }54
J85. 389
40J, 409. 410, 411.
416, 420, 422

Nov.

122, 140

Automobile Supplies April
Aug.
Oct

May

Aug.

286
354

Oct

Aviation

237, 2J8. 2J9, 242

July

348

Oct.

I'am

Issue

16. 123,

2, 25, 27
99, 103, 106
125, 131. 135

June
Aug.

206
264

Sept.

J22
357

Oct.

Drug

n

Jan.
Feb.

Stores

46, 59, 6}, 65. 69
78. 101
172. 178

.Mar.

May

310

Sept.
Oct.

J

Nov.

344. 350
380. 386

44. 56. 58.

leb.

Dry Cleaners

36.

Mar.
Beauty Supplies

April

Jan

Beverages

Feb.

March
April

May
June
July
Sept
Oct.

Nov
Dec.
Builders'

Supplies

March
June
Sept

Dec
Candies

Cattle

Dealers

137
19, 21, 24, 26, 30, 33

57, 62, 63
82, 84, 99, 105
114, 123, 127, 132, 135,
139, 141, 142

160
200, 206, 210
232, 237, 247
309, 321
336, 346, 354
371, 377, 379
410, 416

96
205
309
414, 416

Electrical

355

Aug.

284

Aug.

63
271

Aug.

277

July

246

Feb.

Express Companies

Chiropractors
Dairies

286

Oct.

358

Aug.

285

Farm Bureaus

Aug.

277

Farm Supplies

Apr.

120, 124. 128, 133

Feeds

Aug.

Finance

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

?J2,

2">7,

271. 272. 277, 278
IQ.

21
52

July

335

Sept.

,
.

23
59

96. 99. 100
116. 141
151. 166

202
245

June
Nov.

Chinawarc

211

June
Aug.

Agencies

May
Oct.

250

Appliances July

Employment

87,

Chambers of

Commerce

Dry Goods

60
87

Oct.

311. 315
380. 389

Oct.

343

Dec.

408

Feb.

67

Jan.

24
422

Florists

Dec.

Jan

March

May
June
July
Sept

Oct
Dentistry

April

Department Stores

Jan

Feb

Mar
Apr

May
June

25, 31, 33

92
]l\
186

246
317
348

Fruit

Fuel

Growers
Dealers

Furriers

192,201,209,210,214

Nov.
Mar.
Apr.
Oct.

Nov.

116
26, 34
48, 58, 68
93. 94
128, 131, 132, 137, 139
154, 158, 160, 164, 165,
171, 172, 174

.

Gasolines

Feb.

Mar.

June
July

Gift Shops

is

122
355
374

68

.100
188. 202, 205, 206
246

Aug.

272

Aug.

273

429
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Page

Issue

Business
Groceries

Feb

65

Mar
Apr

103, 104
128, 133, 136
167, 170, 172, 175, 176
190, 205, 214

May
June
July

Aug
Sept

Oct

Nov
Dec

.

249
286

243,
279, 280,
318,
351,
384, 386,
411, 412, 419,

322
356
393

Mining

Monument

Dealers

Mortuaries

Music Stores

Apr

May

117, 134
161, 167

Oct

358

Hatcheries

Aug

268, 279, 280

Home

Jan
Feb

Dealers

Furnishings

Mar,.

Apr

May
June
Oct

27

10,

42, 52, 56, 58, 62, 69
87, 96, 98, 99, 103, 105
130, 135, 137, 141
156, 162
196, 203, 207

355

Nov
Hotels
Ice

Cream

Implement Dealers

.

.

Nov.

382

June
Oct

207
337

Nov.

382

Dec.

417

Mar

102

Oct

344

Jan

21, 25, 28

420
Newspapers

Hardware

Page

Issue

384

July

249

Mar

87

Aug

280

Apr

May
Aug

129
173

169,

276
315

Sept

Oct
Opticians

346

345,

Feb

50

Mar

99, 106

May

170
353
383

Oct

Nov
Paint Supplies

21
129
162

Jan.

Apr

May
Nov
Photographers

377
139

Apr.
July

247
344
422

Oct
Insurance Agencies

Jewelers

Mar

94

Aug
Nov

273, 285

Jan

June

20
104
211, 212

July

244

Dec

411

Mar

Labor

Unions

Lumber Yards

.

.

.

129

Sept

298, 313, 319, 322
336, 347, 349
378, 390

Oct

Nov
Real

Estate

Jan

Records

July

Restaurants

Jan

June

204

Aug

261

Feb
Jan
Feb
Mar.

Apr

May

9, 22,

68
246
20, 23
56, 57, 59, 60, 69
97, 105
136, 138
168, 169

July

239

Aug

274, 284
306, 311, 312
332, 337, 347, 348,
351, 352
381, 388, 390
417, 420, 421

Sept

Oct

Nov
Dec

394
226, 247

29
114
208
406

19, 22,

Apr
June

Dec
Schools

247
285

July

Aug.

Aug

271, 272, 280, 281

Dec

417

July
Sept.

241
305

Shoe Repairs

Dec

418

Shoes

Apr.
July.

250

Seeds
Service

Stations

Ship Builders

131

355
391

344,

Oct.

Nov..

Meats

Feb

May
June
Oct
Men's Wear

Jan

Feb

Mar
Apr
June
July

57, 64, 69
162, 169

Sporting Goods

194
339
14, 26
56, 58, 61
82, 95, 98, 101, 105

140, 142

Stationers

June.

May

161

314

Sept.

249

285

Theatres

July

295, 302, 322
344, 352, 357

Tobaccos

Apr

123, 134

May

174

Transportation

Mar

95
305, 316

383

Merchants'

Sept
Jan.
Oct.

Dec

21
331, 334
414, 419

Feb
Apr.

Aug
Sept

Women's Wear

Nov.

57, 61, 69
120, 123

280
319
390

.

388

Nov.
Jan.

Aug

430

212

.

Aug
Nov

Milling

225
411

Sept

Oct

Associations

95
.117

Mar.
Apr.
July
Dec.

Taxis

212
230, 240

19

6,

Nov

32
173

July

Manufacturers

Apr

May

Jan

Live Stock Dealers

Dec
Public Utilities

203

June

Laundries ....

387

Oct

Nov
Wool Buyers

16,

26
281

344, 353

Dec

392
421

Aug.
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